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Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

February 22, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor is a high‑performance hypervisor optimized for virtual app and desktop workloads
and based on the Xen Project hypervisor.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 is the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor and this documen‑
tation reflects features and configurations in this latest release.

• To learn about Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1, see What’s New.

The other articles for the latest release of Citrix Hypervisor are listed in the table of contents on the
left. If you are on mobile, you can access this table of contents from the menu icon (three horizontal
bars) at the top of the page.

Earlier releases

For releases that are no longer supported, documentation is archived in the Legacy Documentation
area.

TheCitrixHypervisorproduct lifecycle strategy for LongTermServiceReleases isdescribed inLifecycle
Milestones for Citrix Hypervisor.

About Citrix Hypervisor

Citrix Hypervisor is the complete server virtualization platform fromCitrix. The Citrix Hypervisor pack‑
age contains all you need to create and manage a deployment of virtual x86 computers running on
Xen, the open‑source paravirtualizing hypervisor with near‑native performance. Citrix Hypervisor is
optimized for both Windows and Linux virtual servers.

Citrix Hypervisor runs directly on server hardware without requiring an underlying operating system,
which results in an efficient and scalable system. Citrix Hypervisor works by abstracting elements
from the physical machine (such as hard drives, resources, and ports) and allocating them to the vir‑
tual machines running on it.

A virtualmachine (VM) is a computer composed entirely of software that can run its ownoperating sys‑
tem and applications as if it were a physical computer. A VM behaves exactly like a physical computer
and contains its own virtual (software‑based) CPU, RAM, hard disk, and NIC.

Citrix Hypervisor lets you create VMs, take VM disk snapshots, and manage VM workloads. For a
comprehensive list of major Citrix Hypervisor features, visit https://www.citrix.com/products/citrix‑
hypervisor.
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XenCenter

XenCenter is aWindowsGUI client that provides a rich user experiencewhenmanagingmultiple Citrix
Hypervisor servers and resource pools, and the virtual infrastructure associated with them. Formore
information, see the XenCenter documentation.

What’s new

December 7, 2022

About this release

About Cumulative Update 1 (CU1)

About 8.2 LTSR (initial release)

Cumulative Update 1

May 2, 2023

About this release

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 is the first Cumulative Update for the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Long Term Ser‑
vice Release (LTSR). This article provides important information about the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1
release.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 is available in two commercial editions:

• Premium Edition
• Standard Edition

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 and its subsequent hotfixes are available only to customerswith Cus‑
tomer Success Services.

To receive these hotfixes through XenCenter, youmust also install the latest version of XenCenter and
obtain a client ID. For more information, see Authenticating your XenCenter to receive updates.

Support andmaintenance

For Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 LTSR, support is available until Jun 25, 2025 on the latest cumulative update.
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The Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 initial release is supported until Jun 12, 2022, which is six months following
the release of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1. This support includes troubleshooting of issues and, where
feasible, resolution of issues through applying configuration changes or existing product updates or
upgrades.

For Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 LTSR, maintenance is available until Jun 25, 2025 on the latest cumulative
update. This maintenance includes both critical and functional hotfixes.

Until Jun 12, 2022, we issue critical hotfixes for both Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 initial release and Citrix
Hypervisor 8.2 CU1. We issue any functional hotfixes for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 only.

For more information about support andmaintenance, see Product Lifecycle Support Policy.

Included in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 rolls‑up all previously issued Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 hotfixes and simultane‑
ously introduces new fixes for issues reported on Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. For more information, see
Fixed issues in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1.

Some performance or non‑functional improvements are also included. For more information, see
Improvements in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1.

Tominimize changeswithin the LTSR product, no additional features are included in Citrix Hypervisor
8.2 CU1

Improvements in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1

In addition to the rolled‑up hotfixes, Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 includes some performance or non‑
functional improvements that are available for all licensed LTSR customers.

Support for kdump and kexec in Linux VMs

Thekdumputility andkexec commandare now supported on Linux VMs running onCitrix Hypervisor.

Cipher suite changes

To improve security, weaker cipher suites have been removed from the list of cipher suites that are
supported for SSH communication. For information about the cipher suites that are now supported,
see Communicate with Citrix Hypervisor servers and resource pools.

Improved jumbo frames support

Jumbo frames are now supported for traffic on VM networks. For more information, see Jumbo
frames.
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Authenticated download of updates

To provide amore secure service for hotfix downloads, XenCenter now requires that you authenticate
it with Citrix to automatically download and apply hotfixes.

To receive these hotfixes through XenCenter, youmust also install the latest version of XenCenter and
obtain a client ID JSON file. For more information, see Authenticating your XenCenter to receive up‑
dates.

XenCenter PuTTY update

The version of PuTTY embedded in XenCenter 8.2.4 is updated to 0.76.

Changes to guest operating system support

For the full list of supported guest operating systems in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CumulativeUpdate 1, see
Guest operating system support.

Important:

Support for all paravirtualized (PV) VMs was removed in Citrix Hypervisor 8.1. However, in Citrix
Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 and later, unsupported 32‑bit PV VMs are prevented from
starting. Ensure that you do not have any 32‑bit PV VMs in your environment before upgrading
to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU 1.

Added

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 now supports the following new guests:

• Windows Server 2022 (with the latest Citrix VM Tools for Windows)

Note:

At release of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CumulativeUpdate 1,WindowsServer 2022 has not been
validated on this platformwith the Server Virtualization Validation Program (SVVP).

Windows Server 2022 is supported for production use only with Citrix VM Tools for Win‑
dows version 9.2.1 or later installed. You can get the latest version of the Citrix VM Tools
for Windows from the Citrix Hypervisor Product Download page

• Rocky Linux 8 (Also available in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 with latest hotfixes)

• Gooroom 2 (Also available in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 with latest hotfixes)
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Deprecated

The following guests are deprecated in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1:

• Windows Server 2012 R2

Removed

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 no longer supports the following guests:

• Windows Server 2012
• Windows 8.1

Support for new processors

The following processors are now supported in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1:

• Intel® Xeon® 84xx/64xx/54xx/44xx/34xx (Sapphire Rapids)

If you are using this processor, ensure that you apply hotfix XS82ECU1026.

• Intel® Xeon® E‑23xx and E‑23xxG Processors (Rocket Lake)

• AMD EPYC™ 9xx4 (Zen4/Genoa)

For more information, see the Hardware Compatibility List.

Compatibility with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 virtual appliances

You can use the Workload Balancing 8.2 and Conversion Manager 8.2 virtual appliances with your
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 pool. To use the latest applianceswith Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1, ensure you
use the latest version of XenCenter provided with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

For information about the version 8.2 virtual appliances, see the Citrix Hypervisor current release
product documentation.

Installation options

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 is available to download from the Citrix Hypervisor Product Download page
in the following packages:

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 ISO comprises only the fixes that make up the
cumulative update. Use this ISO to apply the cumulative update to an existing installation of
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

• CitrixHypervisor8.2CumulativeUpdate1Base Installation ISO comprisesbothabaseCitrix
Hypervisor 8.2 installation and the fixes that make up the cumulative update. Use this ISO to
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create a fresh installation of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 including CU1 or to upgrade from XenServer
7.1 CU2.

Notes:

Before beginning a fresh installation, review the System Requirements and Installation.

After installation of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1, the internal product version number is shown as 8.2.1.

Upgrade and update options

You can upgrade or update to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 from the following earlier versions:

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

Use the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 ISO file to update to the latest cumulative
update. For more information, see Updating.

• XenServer 7.1 CU2

Use the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 Base Installation ISO file to upgrade to the
latest release. For more information, see Upgrading.

Always update or upgrade the pool master before updating or upgrading any other servers in a pool.

If you use XenCenter to update your servers, complete the following prerequisites:

1. Update your XenCenter installation to the latest version supplied on the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
download page before beginning.

2. Obtain a client ID JSON file. Formore information, seeAuthenticating your XenCenter to receive
updates.

The latest version of the Citrix VM Tools is also available to download fromCitrix Hypervisor 8.2 down‑
load page. Ensure that you update the tools on all your VMs to the latest version before upgrading or
updating to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

Update notes

If you use XenCenter to update your servers, the list of available updates shows both Citrix Hypervisor
8.2 CU1 and any currently released hotfixes for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 that are not yet applied.

As Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 includes all the hotfixes released to date, applying it avoids having to
install earlier released hotfixes for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. For more information, see Fixed issues in
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1.

For a period of six months after the release of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1, there might be further Cit‑
rix Hypervisor 8.2 critical hotfixes released that are not included in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1. These
hotfixeswill have equivalent hotfixes released for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1, if required. Customers on
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CitrixHypervisor 8.2 can choose toapply theCitrixHypervisor 8.2 hotfixesor toapplyCitrixHypervisor
8.2 CU1 and the equivalent hotfixes for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1.

If you choose to use the Automated Updates feature to install updates on Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, it is
recommended to update XenCenter to the version available for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 first. When
Automated Update is selected, the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 update and hotfixes available for Citrix
Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 are applied. For more details, see Update your servers.

Optional components updated in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1

The following are new/updated optional components for the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 release. All
other optional components remain the same as those available with the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 release.

• XenCenter 8.2.4
• Software Development Kit 8.2.2

Licensing

Upgrade your Citrix License Server to version 11.16 or higher in order to use all Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
licensed features.

Note:

Before upgrading to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1, ensure that you upgrade your
Citrix License Server virtual appliance to the latest available version. Earlier versions of the Citrix
License Server virtual appliance run in paravirtualized (PV)mode and are not supported onCitrix
Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

For more information about Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 licensing, see Licensing Overview.

Interoperability with Citrix products

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 is interoperablewith the followingCitrix Virtual Apps andDesktops versions:

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 2203
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 2112
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 1912 LTSR
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops orchestrated by using Citrix Cloud.

We recommend that you use this Citrix Hypervisor LTSR with a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops LTSR.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 is also supported with Citrix Provisioning 2112 and 1912 LTSR.
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Localization support

The localized versions of XenCenter (Simplified Chinese and Japanese) are also available in this re‑
lease.

Product documentation

To access Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 LTSR product documentation, see Citrix Hypervisor Product Documen‑
tation.

Fixed issues

January 9, 2023

Rolled up Hotfixes in CU1

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 includes the following Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 hotfixes:

• XS82E001 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX277444
• XS82E002 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX285938
• XS82E003 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX280214
• XS82E004 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX284749
• XS82E005 ‑ Superseded
• XS82E006 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX285536
• XS82E007 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX283446
• XS82E008 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX283510
• XS82E009 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX283516
• XS82E010 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX285172
• XS82E011 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX286459
• XS82E012 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX286796
• XS82E013 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX286800
• XS82E014 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX286804
• XS82E015 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX292897
• XS82E016 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX292625
• XS82E017 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX294145
• XS82E018 ‑ Limited Availability
• XS82E019 ‑ Limited Availability
• XS82E020 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX313808
• XS82E021 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX306540
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• XS82E022 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX306423
• XS82E023 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX312232
• XS82E024 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX306481
• XS82E025 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX310674
• XS82E026 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX313807
• XS82E028 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX318325
• XS82E029 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX319717
• XS82E030 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX322578
• XS82E031 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX327907
• XS82E032 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX324257
• XS82E033 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX328166
• XS82E034 ‑ https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX330706

Additional issues fixed in CU1

General

• Whenmultiple VMs start at the same time,Workload Balancing recommends balancing the VMs
placement on all servers in the pool evenly. However, sometimes Workload Balancing might
recommend putting many VMs on the same Citrix Hypervisor server. This issue occurs when
Workload Balancing gets late feedback from XAPI about VM placement. (CA‑337867)

• A runaway process that logs excessively can fill the log partition and prevent log rotation. This
issue is resolved by rotating the log files before they exceed 100MB. (CA‑356624)

• When installing Citrix Hypervisor on a systemwith the HBA355i Adapter Card the system hangs
on the install screen. (CA‑357134)

• The DNS settings in xsconsole are not retained after host reboot. (CA‑355872)

• If an SR scan reports errors during SR attach, the attach process can fail. (CA‑355401)

• You cannot use snapshots for VMs located on anNFSSRprovidedby a Tintri VMstore file system.
(CA‑359453)

• Under certain conditions the tapdisk process for a VM can crash when updating performance
statistics. (CA‑355145)

Guests

• On some servers, VMs with GPU/PCI pass‑through configured can fail to boot and log the error;
“Operation not permitted.” (CA‑356386)

• [Fixed in the latest Citrix VM Tools for Linux] If you attempt to install the Citrix VM Tools for
Linux on a fully up‑to‑date CentOS 8 system, you see the error: Fatal Error: Failed to
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determine Linux distribution and version. This is caused by changes in that Cen‑
tOS 8 updates release on Dec 08, 2020. To work around this issue, specify the OS when in‑
stalling the Citrix VM Tools for Linux: ./install.sh -d centos -m 8. However, if you use
thisworkaround, the operating system information is not reported back to the Citrix Hypervisor
server and does not appear in XenCenter. (CA‑349929)

• The kdump utility and kexec command are now supported on Linux VMs running on Citrix Hy‑
pervisor. (CP‑24801)

XenCenter

• If you have FIPS compliance enabled on the system where XenCenter is installed, you cannot
import or export VMs in OVF/OVA format or import Virtual Hard Disk images. (CA‑340581)

• When using XenCenter to upgrade pools in parallel and apply all released hotfixes after the up‑
grade, the hotfix files can be downloadedmultiple times. This can cause a delay in hotfix appli‑
cation and increase the amount of downloaded data. (CA‑359700)

8.2 LTSR (Initial release)

May 2, 2023

About this release

Citrix Hypervisor is a high‑performance hypervisor optimized for virtual app and desktop workloads
and based on the Xen Project hypervisor.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is a Long Term Service Release which seeks to maximize stability in terms of the
feature set.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is available in the following editions:

• Premium Edition
• Standard Edition

For information about the features available in each edition, see the Citrix Hypervisor Feature Matrix.

New features and improvements in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 introduces enhanced features and functionality for application, desktop, and
server virtualization use cases. All Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 features are available to all licensed Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops customers or Citrix DaaS customers.
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Increased configuration limits

The following configuration limits have been increased:

• The maximum host RAM is now 6 TB
• Themaximum number of logical processors per host is now 448 CPUs

For more information, see Configuration limits.

Enable and disable read caching fromwithin XenCenter

The read caching feature improves performance on NFS, EXT3/EXT4, or SMB SRs that host multiple
VMs cloned from the same source. This feature can now be enabled and disabled for each individual
SR from the XenCenter console. Youmight want to disable read caching in the following cases:

• You have no file‑based SRs
• You do not have any cloned VMs
• You have insufficientmemory available to allocate to dom0 to derive any performance benefits

For more information, see Changing SR Properties.

Changes to guest operating system support

The set of guest operating systems that Citrix Hypervisor supports has been updated. For more infor‑
mation, see Guest operating system support.

Added

Citrix Hypervisor now supports the following additional guest operating systems:

• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP5 (64‑bit)
• Ubuntu 20.04 (64‑bit)
• Gooroom 2 (64‑bit) ‑ requires Hotfix XS82E021 ‑ For Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

Removed

• Windows 7
• Windows Server 2008 SP2
• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1

Changes to processor support

The following processors are now supported:

• Xeon 83xxH(L)/63xxH(L)/53xxH (Cooper Lake SP)
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• Xeon 83xx/63xx/53xx/43xx (Ice Lake SP)
• AMD EPYC 7xx3 Zen3 (Milan)

To get the full benefits of these processors, ensure that you install the latest hotfixes for Citrix Hyper‑
visor 8.2.

For more information, see the Hardware Compatibility List.

Security improvements

Install a TLS certificate on your Citrix Hypervisor server

Citrix Hypervisor now enables easy installation of server TLS certificates.

The Citrix Hypervisor server comes installed with a default TLS certificate. However, to use HTTPS
to secure communication between Citrix Hypervisor and Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, you must
install a new certificate. The certificate authority issuing the certificate must be trusted by the Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktop installation.

This feature provides a mechanism to update host certificates that does not require the user to have
access to the Citrix Hypervisor server file system. It also verifies that the certificate and key files are
valid and in the correct format.

You can install a TLS certificate on the Citrix Hypervisor server by using one of the followingmethods:

• XenCenter. For more information, see Install a TLS certificate on your server in the XenCenter
documentation.

• xe CLI. For more information, see Install a TLS certificate on your server.
• API. For more information, see the Management API guide.

This feature also provides XenCenter alerts when a server TLS certificate is about to expire. For more
information, see System Alerts in the XenCenter documentation.

Enforcing use of the TLS 1.2 protocol

Citrix Hypervisor now enforces the use of the TLS 1.2 protocol for any HTTPS traffic between Citrix
Hypervisor and an external network. All Citrix Hypervisor components use the TLS 1.2 protocol when
communicating with each other.

As part of this feature the legacy SSL mode and support for the TLS 1.0/1.1 protocol have been re‑
moved. Ensure you disable legacy SSL mode in your pools before upgrading or updating them to
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. If you have any custom scripts or clients that rely on a different protocol, update
these components to use TLS 1.2.
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Disaggregation of the Citrix VM Tools

The Citrix VM Tools are now provided as two separate components on the Citrix Hypervisor download
page:

• Citrix VM Tools for Windows
• Citrix VM Tools for Linux

As a result, the guest-tools.iso file has been removed from the Citrix Hypervisor installation.

Providing the tools as a separate component removes the need for hotfixes to apply updates to a tools
ISO stored on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

For more information, see Linux VMs and Windows VMs.

Updates to the Workload Balancing appliance and Conversion Manager appliance

Both of these additional components now include the following improvements:

• Platform updated to CentOS 7.7
• Performance gains from using JSON‑RPC to communicate with Citrix Hypervisor
• OpenSSL updated to version 1.1.1
• Other third‑party libraries updated for security and performance improvements
• TLS 1.2 is now enforced to ensure security

Installation options

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is available to download from the Citrix Hypervisor Product Download page in
the following packages:

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2Update ISO.Use this file to apply Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 as anupdate toCitrix
Hypervisor 8.1 or 8.0.

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Base Installation ISO. Use this file to create a fresh installation of Citrix
Hypervisor 8.2 or to upgrade from XenServer 7.1 CU2 or 7.0.

Important:

• If youuse XenCenter to upgrade your hosts, update your XenCenter installation to the latest
version supplied on the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 download page before beginning.

• Always upgrade the pool master before upgrading any other hosts in a pool.

• Ensure that you update your XenServer 7.1 to Cumulative Update 2 before attempting to
upgrade to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

• Legacy SSL mode is no longer supported. Disable this mode on all hosts in your pool be‑
fore attempting to upgrade to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor. To disable legacy SSL
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mode, run the following command on your pool master before you begin the upgrade: xe
pool-disable-ssl-legacy uuid=<pool_uuid>

• The Container Management supplemental pack is no longer supported. After you update
or upgrade to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor, you can no longer use the features of
this supplemental pack.

• ThevSwitchController isno longer supported. Disconnect thevSwitchController fromyour
pool before attempting to update or upgrade to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor.

1. In the vSwitch controller user interface, go to the Visibility & Control tab.
2. Locate the pool to disconnect in the All Resource Pools table. The pools in the table

are listed using the IP address of the pool master.
3. Click the cog icon and select Remove Pool.
4. Click Remove to confirm.

After the update or upgrade, the following configuration changes take place:

– Cross‑server private networks revert to single‑server private networks.
– Any Quality of Service settings made through the DVSC console are no longer applied.
Network rate limits are no longer enforced.

– ACL rules are removed. All traffic from VMs is allowed.
– Port mirroring (RSPAN) is disabled.

After update or upgrade, if you find any leftover state about the vSwitch Controller in
your pool, clear the state with the following CLI command: xe pool-set-vswitch-
controller address=

Before you start

Before beginning installation or migrating from an older version, review the following articles:

• System requirements
• Known issues
• Deprecations and removals

For information about the installation, upgrade, or update process, see Install

Licensing

Customers must upgrade their Citrix License Server to version 11.16 or higher to use all Citrix Hyper‑
visor 8.2 licensed features.

For more information about Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 licensing, see Licensing.
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Hardware compatibility

For the most recent additions and advice for all hardware compatibility questions, see the Citrix Hy‑
pervisor Hardware Compatibility List.

If youhave VMswith attached virtual GPUs, ensure that supporteddrivers are available before upgrad‑
ing to the latest release of Citrix Hypervisor. For more information, see both the Hardware Compati‑
bility List and the GPU vendor documentation.

Interoperability with Citrix products

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is interoperable with Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7.15 LTSR, 1912 LTSR, and
2006.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is interoperable with Citrix Provisioning 7.15 LTSR, 1912 LTSR, and 2006.

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is interoperable with Citrix Cloud.

Localization support

The localized version of XenCenter (Simplified Chinese and Japanese) is also available in this release.
In previous releases, the localized version of XenCenter was provided as a separate component. In
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 and later, all localized version of XenCenter are contained in the same .msi in‑
stallation file as the English version.

Product documentation

To access Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 product documentation, see Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Product Documenta‑
tion.

To access the latest XenCenter product documentation, see XenCenter Product Documentation.

Documentation can be updated or changed after the initial release. We suggest that you subscribe to
the Document History RSS feed to learn about updates.

Fixed issues

January 9, 2023

This article lists issues present in previous releases that are fixed in this release.
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General

• On Citrix Hypervisor 8.1 systems thatwere updated fromCitrix Hypervisor 8.0, after XAPI restart
youmight see errors from the following services:

– usb-scan.service
– storage-init.service
– xapi-domains.service
– mpathcount.service
– create-guest-templates.service

The errors in these services can present various different issues, for example, VMs that have
been configured to start automatically might not start. The cause of this issue is xapi-wait-
init-complete.service not being enabled. (CA‑333953)

• Improvements to boot time, memory accounting, and stability of Citrix Hypervisor on systems
with large amount of RAM. (CP‑33195)

• A system with a software FCoE connection might experience a persistent memory leak in the
Dom0 kernel. This memory leak eventually results in a host crash, sudden loss of connectivity,
or other issue. (CA‑332618)

• Some of the methods that take a DateTime parameter in the C# SDK and the corresponding
PowerShell module cmdlets fail with an internal error. (CA‑333871)

• USB pass‑through does not workwith version 2.00 devices with a speed less than or equal to 12
Mbps. (CA‑328130)

• In rare error conditions, the XAPI process on the poolmaster can leak file descriptors for stunnel
connections. This issue can cause the pool to become non‑operational. (CA‑337546)

• If there is malformed or unexpected content in the /etc/passwd or /etc/group file on your
server, an upgrade from an earlier version of XenServer to Citrix Hypervisor 8.1 can fail. (CA‑
336696)

• When shutting down the system, a crash might occur and the system is rebooted instead. (CA‑
334114)

• If you have previously attempted to install the incorrect version of a driver disk, subsequent
driver disk installations can fail because of data remaining in the yum cache. (CA‑330961)

• Sometimes the RRD metrics related to VBDs that Workload Balancing collects from the Citrix
Hypervisor control domain can be in an incorrect format. Workload Balancing now ignores in‑
correctly formattedmetrics, collects the metrics again, and sends a WARNING log. (CA‑335950)
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Guests

• When installing Citrix VM Tools on a Windows VM, the installation might fail with the following
error message: Service 'Citrix XenServer Windows Management Agent'(XenSvc
)could not be installed. Verify that you have sufficient privileges to
install system services. Work around this issue by uninstalling the Citrix VM Tools,

rebooting the VM, and then installing the new tools.

• On CentOS 8 VMs with the Citrix VM Tools installed, boot times can be slow. (CA‑333687)

• A VM migration from a pool member that takes more than 12 hours can fail with a connection
reset error. This failure is a caused by an idle connection between the pool master and the pool
member timing out. (CA‑333610)

• If the Management Agent is installed on your Windows VM, attempting to copy more than 1 MB
of text to the clipboard can cause your VM to become unresponsive. (CA‑326354)

• When objects such as SRs are destroyed, their RRDs are not removed frommemory, which can
cause memory usage to grow over time. (CA‑325582)

Storage

• When running ReclaimSpace on a thinly provisioned LUNwithmore than 2 TBof free space, the
operation fails with an ioctl not supported error. (CA‑332782)

• Creating a VDI with Unicode characters in either the name or description causes the database
backup script to fail with an error on a GFS2 SR. (CA‑335367)

• The xcp-rrdd-iostat daemon does not recognize VDIs associated with IntelliCache as
valid, causing spam in its log file: Could not file device with physical path...
(CA‑144246)

XenCenter

• When creating an LVM SR from XenCenter and passing CHAP credentials, the operation might
fail with an authentication error. (CA‑337280)

Improvements

• Greater tolerance for I/O during the leaf coalesces. This change benefits to customers who are
taking regular snapshots on active VMs. (CP‑32204)

• Greater tolerance for coalescing large leaves. This change benefits customers who have fast
storage. (CP‑32204)
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• The xe CLI client that can be installed on a remoteWindows or Linux system contains the follow‑
ing improvements:

– The xe CLI client can now only upload configuration files that are less than 32 MiB
– The xe CLI client only uploads or downloads files listed in the original command line argu‑
ments

– Diagnostics xe CLI commands are limited to users with the Pool Admin or Pool Operator
role

Update the version of the xe CLI on your remote systems to the latest version provided with
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

• The read and write latency per device metrics give us the average latency per operation. Pre‑
viously, this average was taken over all operations ever performed. The average is now taken
over the preceding five seconds. This change fixes an issue where themetrics showed constant
read or write latencies when no disk operations were in progress. (CA‑336067)

Known issues

May 9, 2023

This article contains advisories and minor issues in the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 release and any
workarounds that you can apply.

General

• If youhost theCitrix LicenseServer virtual applianceversion11.14or earlier onyourCitrixHyper‑
visor server, you see awarningwhen upgrading or updating to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative
Update 1. The warning states that this virtual appliance is a PV VM that is no longer supported.
You must uninstall this version of the Citrix License Server virtual appliance and instead install
the latest version before upgrading or updating.

The latest versionof theCitrix License Server virtual appliance is available from theCitrix Licens‑
ing download page.

• If your Citrix Hypervisor servers run on hardware containing Intel Sandy Bridge family CPUs,
shut down and restart your VMs as part of updating or upgrading to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 from
Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 or earlier. For more information, see https://support.citrix.com/article/
CTX231947. (CP‑32460)

• A pool’s CPU feature set can change while a VM is running. (For example, when a new host is
added to an existing pool, or when the VM is migrated to a host in another pool.) When a pool’s
CPU feature set changes, the VM continues to use the feature set whichwas appliedwhen it was
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started. To update the VM to use the pool’s new feature set, you must power off and then start
the VM. Rebooting the VM, for example, by clicking ‘Reboot’ in XenCenter, does not update the
VM’s feature set. (CA‑188042)

• The increase in the amount memory allocated to dom0 in Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 canmean there
is slightly lessmemory available for running VMs. On some hardware, you cannot run the same
number of VMs with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 as you can on the same hardware with XenServer 7.6
and earlier. (CP‑29627)

• Whenattempting touse the serial console to connect to aCitrixHypervisor server, the serial con‑
sole might refuse to accept keyboard input. If you wait until after the console refreshes twice,
the console then accepts keyboard input. (CA‑311613)

• When read caching is enabled, it is slower to read from the parent snapshot than from the leaf.
(CP‑32853)

• After upgrading to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, when there is a lot of VM activity on a server in a pool
that uses NFS storage, connections through ENIC to external storage can become temporarily
blocked (5–35minutes). VMson that server can freeze and their consoles canbecomeunrespon‑
sive. Attempts to ping in or out of the affected server subnet fail during these times. To fix this
issue, install version 4.0.0.8‑802.24 or later of the enic driver. For more information, see Driver
Disk for Cisco enic 4.0.0.11 ‑ For Citrix Hypervisor 8.x CR. (XSI‑916)

• When attempting to log in to the dom0 console with an incorrect password, you receive
the following error message: When trying to update a password, this return
status indicates that the value provided as the current password is not
correct. This error message is expected even though it relates to a password change, not a

login. Try to log in with the correct password.

• If an Active Directory user inherits the pool admin role from an AD group that has spaces in its
name, the user cannot log in to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 through SSH.

To work around this issue, you can do one of the following:

– Rename this group in AD to remove the spaces from its name.
– Create a new group in AD with the pool admin role and without spaces in its name. Add
the user to this new group.

In XenCenter, ensure that your newor renamed group is listed in theUsers tab, either by adding
or by removing and re‑adding the group. Ensure that the user is associated with the new or
renamed group. (CA‑363207)

• In clustered pools, a network outage might cause the following issues: inability to reconnect
to the GFS2 storage after a host reboot, inability to add or remove hosts in a pool, difficulties
in managing the pool. If you experience any of these problems in your clustered pool, contact
Citrix Support for advice about recovering your environment. (XSI‑1386)
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Graphics

• When you start in parallel many VMs with AMD MxGPU devices attached, some VMs might fail
with a VIDEO_TDR_FAILURE. This behavior might be due to a hardware limitation. (CA‑305555)

• When NVIDIA T4 added in pass‑through mode to a VM on some specific server hardware, that
VMmight not power on. (CA‑360450)

• On hardware with NVIDIA A16/A2 graphics cards, VMswith vGPUs can sometimes fail tomigrate
with the internal error “Gpumon_interface.Gpumon_error([S(Internal_error);S((Failure “No
vGPU available”))])”. To recover the VM from this state, youmust shut it down and start it again.
(CA‑374118)

• [Fixed in XS82ECU1031] When running a large number of virtual GPU or GPU pass‑through en‑
abled VMs, rebooting some VMs on the host might cause a performance glitch in the other VMs.

Guests

• Citrix Hypervisor no longer supports VMs that run in PV mode. In previous releases, after up‑
grading your Citrix Hypervisor server to the latest version, these unsupported VMs might still
run. However, in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1, 32‑bit PV mode VMs no longer start‑up. Ensure that
you remove any PV VMs from your pool or convert these VMs to HVM mode before upgrading
to your pool to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1. For more information, see Upgrade from PV to HVM
guests. (CP‑38086)

• If you attempt to revert a VM to a scheduled VSS snapshot that was created with Citrix
Hypervisor 8.0 or earlier, the VM does not boot. The boot fails with the following error:
This operation cannot be performed because the specified virtual disk
could not be found. This failure is because the VSS snapshot capability has been removed
from Citrix Hypervisor 8.1 and later. (CA‑329469)

Windows guests

• For domain‑joinedWindows 10 VMs (1903 and later) with FireEye Agent installed, repeated suc‑
cessful RDP connections can cause the VM to freeze with 100% CPU usage in ntoskrnl.exe.
Perform a hard reboot on the VM to recover from this state. (CA‑323760)

• The guest UEFI boot capability provided in Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 was an experimental feature.
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 does not support migrating UEFI boot VMs created in Citrix Hypervisor 8.0
to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. Shut down UEFI boot VMs before upgrading to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
from Citrix Hypervisor 8.0. (CA‑330871)

• When UEFI‑boot VMs start, they show a TianoCore logo. (CP‑30146)
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• On Windows VMs, when updating the xenbus driver to version 9.1.0.4, ensure that you com‑
plete both of the requested VM restarts. If both restarts are not completed, the VMmight revert
to emulated network adapters and use different settings, such as DHCP or different static IP
addressing.

To complete the second restart, you might be required to use a local account to log into the
Windows VM. When you log in, you are prompted to restart.

If you are unable to log in to the Windows VM after the first restart, you can use XenCenter to
restart the VM and complete the xenbus driver installation. (CP‑34181)

• When you create a UEFI VM, the Windows installation requires a key press to start. If you do not
press a key during the required period, the VM console switches to the UEFI shell.

To work around this issue, you can restart the installation process in one of the following ways:

– In the UEFI console, type the following commands.

1 EFI:
2 EFI\BOOT\BOOTX64

– Reboot the VM

When the installation process restarts, watch the VM console for the installation prompt. When
the prompt appears, press any key. (CA‑333694)

• OnaWindowsVM, after youhave installed theversion9.xCitrix VMTools forWindows, youmight
see both the previous and the latest version of the tools or management agent listed in your
Installed Programs:

– (PREVIOUS) Citrix XenServer Windows Management Agent
– (LATEST) Citrix Hypervisor PV Tools

The previous version of the management agent is not active and does not interfere with the
operation of the latest version. We advise that you do not manually uninstall Citrix XenServer
WindowsManagement Agent because this can disable the xenbus driver and cause the VM to
revert to emulated devices.

• On Windows 10 20H2 and later, Windows Update treats the latest xennet driver as a Manual
Updateanddoesnot install it automatically. Youcancheck the statusof yourdriver installations
by going toWindows Settings > Update & Security > ViewUpdate History > Driver Updates.
If this occurs, you can install the driver by downloading the Citrix VM Tools for Windows from
the Citrix Hypervisor download page, and installingmanually the driver inside the MSI file. (CA‑
350838)

• On a Windows VM, sometimes the IP address of an SR‑IOV VIF is not visible in XenCenter. To fix
the issue, restart the management agent fromwithin the VMs Service Manager. (CA‑340227)
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• On a Windows VM with more than 8 vCPUs, Receive Side Scaling might not work because the
xenvif driver fails to set up the indirection table. (CA‑355277)

• When attempting to update a Windows 10 VM from 1909 to 20H2 or later, the update might fail
with a blue screen showing the error: INACCESSIBLE BOOT DEVICE.

Tomake it less likely that this failure occurs, you can take the following steps before attempting
to update:

1. Update the Citrix VM Tools for Windows on your VM to the latest version.
2. Snapshot the VM.
3. In theVMregistry, delete the followingvalues fromtheHKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\XENFILT\Parameters

key: ActiveDeviceID, ActiveInstanceID, and ActiveLocationInformation

This issue is still under investigation. (XSI‑1075)

• When creating aWindows VM froma template that is set to not automatically update its drivers,
the created VM is incorrectly set to update its drivers. To work around this issue, run the fol‑
lowing command: xe pool-param-set policy-no-vendor-device=true uuid=<pool
-uuid>. This command ensures that future VMs created from the template are correctly set to
not automatically update drivers. VMs that were previously generated from the template are
not changed. (CA‑371529)

Linux guests

• On some Linux VMs, especially busy systems with outstanding disk I/O, attempts to suspend
or live migrate the VM might fail. To work around this issue, try increasing the value of /sys
/power/pm_freeze_timeout, for example, to 300000. If this work around is not successful,
you can upgrade the Linux kernel of the VM to the latest version. (CP‑41455)

• The Citrix VM Tools for Linux can provide an incorrect value for the free memory of the VM that
is higher than the correct value. (CA‑352996)

• If you install Debian 10 (Buster) by using PXE network boot, do not add console=tty0 to
the boot parameters. This parameter can cause issues with the installation process. Use only
console=hvc0 in the boot parameters. (CA‑329015)

• After a CentOS 8 VM with only one CPU is migrated to a new Citrix Hypervisor server, the first
time a CPU‑bound command runs on the VM, it times out. To work around this issue, you can
assign more than one CPU to the VM and restart it. (XSI‑864)

• Some minor versions of Ubuntu 18.04 (for example 18.04.2 and 18.04.3) use an HWE kernel by
default that can experience issues when running the graphical console. To work around these
issues, you can choose to run these minor versions of Ubuntu 18.04 with the GA kernel or to
change some of the graphics settings. For more information, see CTX265663 ‑ Ubuntu 18.04.2
VMs can fail to boot on Citrix Hypervisor. (XSI‑527)
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Installation

• If you are using a legacy disk layout, the control domain has less space available to it than the
current layout (4 GB vs 18 GB).

In this case, when attempting to apply the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 or Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumu‑
lative Update 1 update to an earlier, you might receive the error message “the server does not
have enough space”. This error happens because installation of the Citrix Hypervisor update re‑
quires sufficient free space to avoid filling the disk, which is not possible with the legacy layout.

If you receive this error, you cannot update to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 or Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cu‑
mulative Update 1. Do a fresh installation instead. (CA‑268846)

• Whenupdating fromCitrixHypervisor 8.0 toCitrixHypervisor 8.2, youmight see the followinger‑
ror: Internal error: xenopsd internal error: Xenops_migrate.Remote_failed
("unmarshalling error message from remote"). This error is seen if viridian flags
were modified for a Windows VM existing when applying the hotfix XS80E003, but the VM was
not shut down and restarted.

To avoid this issue, before you try to update to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, complete all steps in the
“After installing this hotfix” section of the hotfix article for all Windows VMs hosted on a Citrix
Hypervisor 8.0 server that has XS80E003 applied. (XSI‑571)

• If any vSwitch Controller state remains in your pool after an update or upgrade, clear the state
with the following CLI commands:

1 xe pool-set-vswitch-controller address=
2 xe pool-param-set uuid=<uuid> vswitch-controller=

(CA‑339411)

• Occasionally, booting a Citrix Hypervisor server from FCoE SAN using software FCoE stack can
cause the host to stop responding. This issue is caused by a temporary link disruption in the
host initialization phase. If the host fails to respond for a long time, you can restart the host to
work around this issue.

• When upgrading to or installing Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 froman ISO located on an IIS server, the in‑
stall or upgrade can fail and leave your servers unable to restart. The remote console shows the
GRUB error: “File ‘/boot/grub/i3860pc/normal.mod’ not found. Entering rescue mode”. This
issue is caused by the IIS configuration causing package files to bemissing. Towork around this
issue, ensure that double escaping is allowed on IIS before extracting the installation ISO on it.
(XSI‑1063)

• [Fixed in XenCenter 8.2.6] If you have the Container Supplemental Pack installed on your
XenServer 7.1 CU2 host and attempt to upgrade to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 by using XenCen‑
ter, you are prevented from upgrading because the supplemental pack is no longer supported.
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For more information, see Deprecation.

To work around the issue, use the xe CLI to complete the upgrade. This upgrade removes the
Container Management Supplemental Pack. Formore information, see Upgrade Citrix Hypervi‑
sor servers by using the xe CLI. (XSI‑1250)

• [Fixed in the reissued Base Installation ISO ‑ February 24, 2022] If your server has a NIC that re‑
quires the ice driver, this NIC is not available as part of the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 installation
process, as such you cannot configure it as themanagement interface or use it to retrieve instal‑
lation files from a network server. Instead, use a different NIC during the installation process.
(CA‑363735)

Internationalization

• Non‑ASCII characters, for example, characterswith accents, cannot be used in the host console.
(CA‑40845)

• In aWindows VMwith Citrix VMTools forWindows installed, copy andpaste of double‑byte char‑
acters can fail if using the default desktop console in XenCenter. The pasted characters appear
as question marks (?).

To work around this issue, you can use the remote desktop console instead. (CA‑281807)

Storage

• If you use GFS2 SRs and have two servers in your clustered pool, your cluster can lose quorum
and fence during an upgrade. To avoid this situation, either add a server to or remove a server
from your cluster. Ensure that you have either one or three servers in your pool during the up‑
grade process. (CA‑313222)

• If you are using aGFS2SR, ensure that you enable storagemultipathing formaximumresiliency.
If storage multipathing is not enabled, file system block writes might not fully complete in a
timely manner. (CA‑312678)

• Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support MCS full clone VMs with GFS2 SRs. (XSI‑832)

• If a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops or Citrix DaaS deployment with its VMs hosted on Citrix
Hypervisor 8.2 usesmultiple GFS2 SRs in a single MCS catalog, VMs in the catalog cannot access
the VDIs during deployment. The error “VDI is currently in use” is reported. (XSI‑802)

• If you use HPE 3PAR hardware for your storage repository and, with a previous release of
XenServer, you use ALUA1 for your host persona, when you upgrade to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
multipathing no longer works. To work around this issue, migrate your host persona to ALUA2.
For more information, see https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_na‑
c02663749&docLocale=en_US.
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• After removinganHBALUN fromaSAN, youmight see logmessagesand I/O failureswhenquery‑
ing Logical Volume information. To work around this issue, reboot the Citrix Hypervisor server.
(XSI‑984)

• You cannot set or change the name of the tmpfs SR used by the PVS Accelerator Supplemental
Pack. When the type is tmpfs, the command xe sr-create disregards the value set for name
-label and instead uses a fixed value. If you attempt to run the command xe sr-param-set
to change the name of the tmpfs SR, you receive the error SCRIPT_MISSING.

• You cannot run more than 200 PVS‑Accelerator‑enabled VMs on a Citrix Hypervisor server. (CA‑
365079)

• When attempting to repair a connection to a read‑only NFS v3 SR, the operation can fail on the
first attempt with the error “SM has thrown a generic python exception”. To work around this
issue, attempt the repair operation again. This issue is caused by a write operation in the initial
repair attempt. (XSI‑1374)

Workload Balancing

• During theWorkload Balancingmaintenancewindow,Workload Balancing is unable to provide
placement recommendations. When this situation occurs, you see the error: “4010 Pool discov‑
ery has not been completed. Using original algorithm.” The Workload Balancing maintenance
window is less than 20 minutes long and by default is scheduled at midnight. (CA‑359926)

• In XenCenter, the date range showed on theWorkload Balancing Pool Audit Report is incorrect.
(CA‑357115)

• For a Workload Balancing virtual appliance version 8.2.2 and later that doesn’t use LVM, you
cannot extend the available disk space. (CA‑358817)

XenCenter

• Changing the font size or dpi on the computer on which XenCenter is running can result in the
user interface appearing incorrectly. The default font size is 96 dpi; Windows 8 andWindows 10
refer to this font size as 100%. (CA‑45514) (CAR‑1940)

• On Windows 10 (1903 and later) VMs, there can be a delay of a few minutes after installing the
Citrix VM Tools before the Switch to Remote Desktop option is available in XenCenter. You can
restart the toolstack to make this option appear immediately. (CA‑322672)

• It is not advisable to update the samepool fromconcurrent instances of XenCenter because this
might disrupt the update process.

If more than one instance of XenCenter is attempting to install multiple hotfixes on a pool, a
server might fail to install a hotfix with the error: “The update has already been applied to this
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server. The server will be skipped.” This error causes the whole update process to stop. (CA‑
359814)

To workaround this issue:

1. Ensure that no other XenCenter instance is in the process of updating the pool
2. Refresh the update list in theNotifications > Updates panel
3. Start the update from the beginning

• In XenCenter 8.2.3, importing an OVF or OVA file can be significantly slower than in earlier ver‑
sions of XenCenter. (CP‑38523)

• In XenCenter, when you attempt to import anOVFpackageor a disk image froma folder contain‑
ing a hash character (#) in its name, the import failswith a null reference exception. (CA‑368918)

• XenCenter shows amessagemarking Dynamic Memory Control (DMC) as deprecated. This dep‑
recation is no longer the case. DMC is supported in future releases.

Deprecation

May 9, 2023

Theannouncements in this article give youadvancednoticeof platforms, Citrix products, and features
that are being phased out so that you can make timely business decisions. Citrix monitors customer
use and feedback to determinewhen they arewithdrawn. Announcements can change in subsequent
releases andmight not include every deprecated feature or functionality.

• For details about product lifecycle support, see the Product Lifecycle Support Policy article.
• For information about the Long Term Service Release (LTSR) servicing option, see https:
//support.citrix.com/article/CTX205549.

Deprecations and removals

The following table shows the platforms, Citrix products, and features that are deprecated or
removed.

Deprecated items are not removed immediately. Citrix continues to support them in the current re‑
lease, but they will be removed in a future release.

Removed items are either removed, or are no longer supported, in Citrix Hypervisor.

Dates in bold face indicate changes at this release.
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

Health Check XenCenter 8.2.6 XenCenter 8.2.7

Upload of server
status reports to
Citrix Insight Services
(CIS) from XenCenter

XenCenter 8.2.6 XenCenter 8.2.7 Upload your status
reports manually
through the CIS
website.

PuTTY installed with
XenCenter

XenCenter 8.2.6 With future versions
of XenCenter, you
must install your own
instance of PuTTY or
OpenSSH on the
systemwhere
XenCenter is
installed.

Localization of
XenCenter into
Japanese and
Simplified Chinese

XenCenter 8.2.6

Fibre Channel over
Ethernet (FCoE)

8.2 CU1

Intel GVT‑g 8.2 CU1

Separate
PVS‑Accelerator
Supplemental Pack

8.2 CU1 In future versions of
XenServer, these
capabilities will be
included in the core
product.
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

Support for the
following Linux
operating systems:
CoreOS, Ubuntu
16.04, Ubuntu 18.04,
Debian Jessie 8,
Debian Stretch 9,
SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12
SP3, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12
SP4, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 12
SP3, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 12
SP4, CentOS 8

8.2 CU1 Upgrade your VMs to
a later version of their
operating system
where available.

Support for Windows
Server 2012 R2

8.2 CU1 Upgrade your VMs to
a later version of their
operating system.

Support for Windows
Server 2012 and
Windows 8.1

8.2 CU1 8.2 CU1 Upgrade your VMs to
a later version of their
operating system.

Transfer VM 8.2 CU1 8.2 CU1 (XenCenter
8.2.3)

Use the latest release
of XenCenter. Since
XenCenter 8.2.3, the
mechanism used for
OVF/OVA
import/export and
single disk image
import has been
simplified and these
operations are now
performed without
using the Transfer VM.

Measured Boot
Supplemental Pack

8.2 CU1 8.2 CU1
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

Container
Management
Supplemental Pack

8.2 8.2

Support for
Hewlett‑Packard
Integrated Lights‑Out
(iLO)

8.2 8.2

Support for the
following legacy
processors: Xeon E3
/5/7 family -
Sandy Bridge,
Xeon E3/5/7 v2
family - Ivy
Bridge

8.2 8.2

The
guest-tools.iso
file included in the
Citrix Hypervisor
installation ISO

8.2 8.2 Download the Citrix
VM Tools for Windows
or for Linux from the
Citrix Hypervisor
downloads page.

Support for Windows
7, Windows Server
2008 SP2, and
Windows Server 2008
R2 SP1

8.2 8.2 Upgrade your VMs to
a later version of their
operating system.

Legacy SSLmode and
support for the TLS
1.0/1.1 protocol

8.2 8.2

Cross‑server private
networks

8.2 8.2
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

The following xe CLI
log commands:
diagnostic-db-
log,
log-set-output,
log-get-keys,
log-get,
log-reopen

8.2

The vSwitch
Controller (see Notes)

8.1 8.2

Legacy partition
layouts: DOS
partition layout, Old
GPT partition layout.
Note, this change also
removes support for
servers with less than
46 GB of primary disk
space.

8.1

VSS and quiesced
snapshots

8.1 8.1

Support for Ubuntu
14.04

8.1 8.1
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

Support for all
paravirtualized (PV)
VMs, including the
following: Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 5,
Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 6, CentOS 5,
CentOS 6, Oracle
Enterprise Linux 5,
Oracle Enterprise
Linux 6, Scientific
Linux 6, NeoKylin
Linux Advanced
Server 6.2, Debian
Wheezy 7, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 11
SP3, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 11
SP4, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12,
SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12
SP1, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12
SP2, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 11
SP3, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop
12, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 12
SP1, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 12
SP2

8.1 8.1 Upgrade your VMs to
a later version of their
operating system
before moving to the
latest version of Citrix
Hypervisor. For more
information, see
Upgrade from PV to
HVM guests.

Legacy drivers:
qla4xxx, qla3xxx,
netxen_nic, qlge,
qlcnic

8.0
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

XenCenter installer
bundled with the
Citrix Hypervisor
installation media.

8.0 8.0 Download the
XenCenter installer
from the Downloads
page instead.

XenCenter
connections to
XenServer hosts that
are version 6.x and
earlier.

8.0 8.0 Upgrade your
out‑of‑support
XenServer hosts.

Support for Nutanix
integration.

8.0 8.0
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

Support for the
following legacy
processors: Opteron
13xx Budapest,

Opteron 23xx/83
xx Barcelona,
Opteron 23xx/83
xx Shanghai,
Opteron 24xx/84
xx Istanbul,
Opteron 41xx
Lisbon,
Opteron 61xx
Magny Cours,
Xeon 53xx
Clovertown,
Xeon 54xx
Harpertown,
Xeon 55xx
Nehalem,
Xeon 56xx
Westmere-EP,
Xeon 65xx/75xx
Nehalem-EX,
Xeon 73xx
Tigerton,
Xeon 74xx
Dunnington

8.0 8.0 For information
about supported
processors, see the
Hardware
Compatibility List
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Item
Deprecation
announced in Removed in Alternative

Support for
qemu-trad. It is no
longer possible to use
qemu-trad by
setting platform-
devicemodel=qemu
-trad. All VMs
created with
qemu-trad device
profile get
automatically
upgraded to qemu-
upstream-compat
profile.

8.0 8.0

Support for the
following guest
templates: Debian 6
Squeeze, Ubuntu
12.04, Legacy
Windows, Asianux
Server 4.2, 4.4, and
4.5, NeoKylin Linux
Security OS 5, Linx
Linux 6, Linx Linux 8,
GreatTurbo
Enterprise Server 12,
Yinhe Kylin 4

8.0 8.0

Legacy Windows
drivers from the Citrix
VM Tools ISO

8.0 8.0
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Notes

Dynamic Memory Control (DMC)

This feature was previously listed as deprecated. The deprecation notice was removed on Jan 30,
2023. DMC is supported in future releases of XenServer.

Disconnecting the vSwitch controller

The vSwitch Controller is no longer supported. Disconnect the vSwitch Controller from your pool
before attempting to update or upgrade to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor.

1. In the vSwitch controller user interface, go to the Visibility & Control tab.
2. Locate the pool to disconnect in the All Resource Pools table. The pools in the table are listed

using the IP address of the pool master.
3. Click the cog icon and select Remove Pool.
4. Click Remove to confirm.

After the update or upgrade, the following configuration changes take place:

• Cross‑server private networks revert to single‑server private networks.
• Any Quality of Service settingsmade through the DVSC console are no longer applied. Network
rate limits are no longer enforced.

• ACL rules are removed. All traffic from VMs is allowed.
• Port mirroring (RSPAN) is disabled.

After update or upgrade, if you find any leftover state about the vSwitch Controller in your pool, clear
the state with the following CLI command: xe pool-set-vswitch-controller address=

System requirements

May 2, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor requires at least two separate physical x86 computers: one to be the Citrix Hyper‑
visor server and the other to run the XenCenter application or the Citrix Hypervisor Command‑Line
Interface (CLI). The Citrix Hypervisor server computer is dedicated entirely to the task of running Cit‑
rix Hypervisor and hosting VMs, and is not used for other applications.

Warning:

Installing third‑party software directly in the control domain of the Citrix Hypervisor is not sup‑
ported. The exception is for software supplied as a supplemental pack and explicitly endorsed
by Citrix.
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To run XenCenter use any general‑purposeWindows system that satisfies the hardware requirements.
This Windows system can be used to run other applications.

When you install XenCenter on this system, the Citrix Hypervisor CLI is also installed. A standalone
remote Citrix Hypervisor CLI can be installed on any RPM‑based Linux distribution. Formore informa‑
tion, see Command‑line interface.

Citrix Hypervisor server system requirements

AlthoughCitrix Hypervisor is usually deployedon server‑class hardware, Citrix Hypervisor is also com‑
patiblewithmanymodels ofworkstations and laptops. Formore information, see theHardware Com‑
patibility List (HCL).

The following section describes the recommended Citrix Hypervisor hardware specifications.

The Citrix Hypervisor server must be a 64‑bit x86 server‑class machine devoted to hosting VMs. Citrix
Hypervisor creates an optimized and hardened Linux partitionwith a Xen‑enabled kernel. This kernel
controls the interaction between the virtualized devices seen by VMs and the physical hardware.

Citrix Hypervisor can use:

• Up to 6 TB of RAM

• Up to 16 physical NICs

• Up to 448 logical processors per host.

Note:

The maximum number of logical processors supported differs by CPU. For more informa‑
tion, see the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL).

The system requirements for the Citrix Hypervisor server are:

CPUs

One or more 64‑bit x86 CPUs, 1.5 GHzminimum, 2 GHz or faster multicore CPU recommended.

To support VMs running Windows or more recent versions of Linux, you require an Intel VT or AMD‑V
64‑bit x86‑based systemwith one or more CPUs.

Note:

To run Windows VMs or more recent versions of Linux, enable hardware support for virtualiza‑
tion on the Citrix Hypervisor server. Virtualization support is an option in the BIOS. It is possible
that your BIOSmight have virtualization support disabled. For more information, see your BIOS
documentation.
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To support VMs running supported paravirtualized Linux, you require a standard 64‑bit x86‑based sys‑
temwith one or more CPUs.

RAM

2 GBminimum, 4 GB or more recommended

Disk space

• Locally attached storage with 46 GB of disk spaceminimum, 70 GB of disk space recommended
• SAN via HBA (not through software) when installing with multipath boot from SAN.

For a detailed list of compatible storage solutions, see the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL).

Network

100Mbit/s or faster NIC. One ormore Gb, or 10 GbNICs is recommended for faster export/import data
transfers and VM live migration.

We recommend that you usemultiple NICs for redundancy. The configuration of NICs differs depend‑
ing on the storage type. For more information, see the vendor documentation.

Citrix Hypervisor requires an IPv4 network for management and storage traffic.

Notes:

• Ensure that the time setting in the BIOS of your server is set to the current time in UTC.

• In some support cases, serial console access is required for debug purposes. When setting
up the Citrix Hypervisor configuration, we recommend that you configure serial console
access. For hosts that do not have physical serial port or where suitable physical infrastruc‑
ture is not available, investigatewhether you can configure an embeddedmanagement de‑
vice. For example, Dell DRAC. For more information about setting up serial console access,
see CTX228930 ‑ How to Configure Serial Console Access on XenServer 7.0 and later.

XenCenter system requirements

XenCenter has the following system requirements:

• Operating System:
– Windows 10
– Windows 8.1
– Windows Server 2012 R2
– Windows Server 2012
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– Windows Server 2016
– Windows Server 2019

• .NET Framework: Version 4.8
• CPU Speed: 750 MHzminimum, 1 GHz or faster recommended
• RAM: 1 GBminimum, 2 GB or more recommended
• Disk Space: 100 MBminimum
• Network: 100 Mbit/s or faster NIC
• Screen Resolution: 1024x768 pixels, minimum

XenCenter is compatible with all supported versions of Citrix Hypervisor.

Supported guest operating systems

For a list of supported VM operating systems, see Guest operating system support.

Pool requirements

A resource pool is a homogeneous or heterogeneous aggregate of one or more servers, up to a maxi‑
mum of 64. Before you create a pool or join a server to an existing pool, ensure that all servers in the
pool meet the following requirements.

Hardware requirements

All of the servers in a Citrix Hypervisor resource pool must have broadly compatible CPUs, that is:

• The CPU vendor (Intel, AMD) must be the same on all CPUs on all servers.

• To run HVM virtual machines, all CPUs must have virtualization enabled.

Other requirements

In addition to the hardware prerequisites identified previously, there are some other configuration
prerequisites for a server joining a pool:

• It must have a consistent IP address (a static IP address on the server or a static DHCP lease).
This requirement also applies to the servers providing shared NFS or iSCSI storage.

• Its system clock must be synchronized to the pool master (for example, through NTP).

• It cannot be a member of an existing resource pool.

• It cannot have any running or suspended VMs or any active operations in progress on its VMs,
such as shutting down or exporting. Shut down all VMs on the server before adding it to a pool.

• It cannot have any shared storage already configured.
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• It cannot have a bonded management interface. Reconfigure the management interface and
move it on to a physical NIC before adding the server to the pool. After the server has joined the
pool, you can reconfigure the management interface again.

• It must be running the same version of Citrix Hypervisor, at the same patch level, as servers
already in the pool.

• Itmust be configuredwith the same supplemental packs as the servers already in the pool. Sup‑
plemental packs are used to install add‑on software into the Citrix Hypervisor control domain,
dom0. To prevent an inconsistent user experience across a pool, all servers in the pool must
have the same supplemental packs at the same revision installed.

• It must have the same Citrix Hypervisor license as the servers already in the pool. You can
change the license of any pool members after joining the pool. The server with the lowest li‑
cense determines the features available to all members in the pool.

Citrix Hypervisor servers in resource pools can contain different numbers of physical network inter‑
faces and have local storage repositories of varying size.

Note:

Servers providing shared NFS or iSCSI storage for the pool must have a static IP address or be
DNS addressable.

Homogeneous pools

Ahomogeneous resource pool is an aggregate of serverswith identical CPUs. CPUs on a server joining
ahomogeneous resourcepoolmusthave thesamevendor,model, and featuresas theCPUsonservers
already in the pool.

Heterogeneous pools

Heterogeneous pool creation ismade possible by using technologies in Intel (FlexMigration) and AMD
(Extended Migration) CPUs that provide CPU masking or leveling. These features allow a CPU to be
configured to appear as providing a differentmake, model, or feature set than it actually does. These
capabilities enable you to create pools of hosts with different CPUs but still safely support live migra‑
tions.

For information about creating heterogeneous pools, see Hosts and resource pools.

Configuration limits

May 2, 2023
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Use the following configuration limits as a guideline when selecting and configuring your virtual and
physical environment for Citrix Hypervisor. The following tested and recommended configuration
limits are fully supported for Citrix Hypervisor.

• Virtual machine limits

• Citrix Hypervisor server limits

• Resource pool limits

Factors such as hardware and environment can affect the limitations listed below. More information
about supported hardware can be found on the Hardware Compatibility List. Consult your hardware
manufacturers’ documented limits to ensure that you do not exceed the supported configuration lim‑
its for your environment.

Virtual machine (VM) limits

Item Limit

Compute

Virtual CPUs per VM (Linux) 32 (see note 1)

Virtual CPUs per VM (Windows) 32

Memory

RAM per VM 1.5 TiB (see note 2)

Storage

Virtual Disk Images (VDI) (including CD‑ROM)
per VM

255 (see note 3)

Virtual CD‑ROM drives per VM 1

Virtual Disk Size (NFS) 2040 GiB

Virtual Disk Size (LVM) 2040 GiB

Virtual Disk Size (GFS2) 16 TiB

Networking

Virtual NICs per VM 7 (see note 4)
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Item Limit

Graphics Capability

vGPUs per VM 8

Passed through GPUs per VM 1

Devices

Pass‑through USB devices 6

Notes:

1. Consult your guest OS documentation to ensure that you do not exceed the supported lim‑
its.

2. The maximum amount of physical memory addressable by your operating system varies.
Setting the memory to a level greater than the operating system supported limit may lead
to performance issueswithin your guest. Some 32‑bit Windows operating systems can sup‑
port more than 4 GiB of RAM through use of the physical address extension (PAE) mode.
For more information, see your guest operating system documentation and Guest operat‑
ing system support.

3. The maximum number of VDIs supported depends on the guest operating system. Con‑
sult your guest operating system documentation to ensure that you do not exceed the sup‑
ported limits.

4. Several guest operating systems have a lower limit, other guests require installation of the
Citrix VM Tools to achieve this limit.

Citrix Hypervisor server limits

Item Limit

Compute

Logical processors per host 448 (see note 1)

Concurrent VMs per host 1000 (see note 2)

Concurrent protected VMs per host with HA
enabled

500

Virtual GPU VMs per host 128 (see note 3)
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Item Limit

Memory

RAM per host 6 TB

Storage

Concurrent active virtual disks per host 2048 (see note 4)

Storage repositories per host (NFS) 400

Networking

Physical NICs per host 16

Physical NICs per network bond 4

Virtual NICs per host 512

VLANs per host 800

Network Bonds per host 4

Graphics Capability

GPUs per host 8 (see note 5)

Notes:

1. The maximum number of logical physical processors supported differs by CPU. For more
information, see the Hardware Compatibility List.

2. The maximum number of VMs per host supported depends on VM workload, system load,
network configuration, and certain environmental factors. We reserve the right to deter‑
mine what specific environmental factors affect the maximum limit at which a system can
function. For larger pools (over 32 hosts), we recommendallocating at least 8GBRAM to the
Control Domain (Dom0). For systems running over 500 VMs or when using the PVS Acceler‑
ator, we recommend allocating at least 16 GB RAM to the Control Domain. For information
about configuring Dom0memory, see CTX134951 ‑ How to Configure dom0 Memory.

3. For NVIDIA vGPU, 128 vGPU accelerated VMs per host with 4xM60 cards (4x32=128 VMs), or
2xM10 cards (2x64=128 VMs). For Intel GVT‑g, 7 VMs per host with a 1,024 MB aperture size.
Smaller aperture sizes can further restrict the number of GVT‑g VMs supported per host.
This figuremight change. For the current supported limits, see theHardware Compatibility
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List.

4. The number of concurrent active virtual disks per host is also constrained by the number
of SRs you have attached to the host and the number of attached VDIs that are allowed for
each SR (600). For more information, see the “Attached VDIs per SR” entry in the Resource
pool limits.

5. This figuremight change. For the current supported limits, see theHardware Compatibility
List.

Resource pool limits

Item Limit

Compute

VMs per resource pool 2400

Hosts per resource pool 64 (see note 1)

Networking

VLANs per resource pool 800

Disaster recovery

Integrated site recovery storage repositories
per resource pool

8

Storage

Paths to a LUN 8

Multipathed LUNs per host 150 (see note 2)

Multipathed LUNs per host (used by storage
repositories)

150 (see note 2)

VDIs per SR (NFS, SMB, EXT, GFS2) 20000

VDIs per SR (LVM) 1000

Attached VDIs per SR (all types) 600

Storage repositories per pool (NFS) 400

Storage repositories per pool (GFS2) 60
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Item Limit

Storage livemigration

(non‑CDROM) VDIs per VM 6

Snapshots per VM 1

Concurrent transfers 3

XenCenter

Concurrent operations per pool 25

Notes:

1. Clustered pools that use GFS2 storage support amaximumof 16 hosts in the resource pool.
2. When HA is enabled, we recommend increasing the default timeout to at least 120 seconds

whenmore than 30multipathed LUNs are present on a host. For information about increas‑
ing the HA timeout, see CTX139166 ‑ How to Change High Availability Timeout Settings.

Guest operating system support

March 29, 2023

When installing VMs and allocating resources such as memory and disk space, follow the guidelines
of the operating system and any relevant applications.

Operating System Minimum RAM Maximum RAM Minimum Disk Space

Windows 10 (32‑bit)
[Latest tested version
is 22H2]

1 GB 4 GB 24 GB (40 GB or more
recommended)

Windows 10 (64‑bit)
[Latest tested version
is 22H2]

2 GB 1.5 TB 32 GB (40 GB or more
recommended)

Windows Server 2012
R2 (64‑bit)

512 MB 1.5 TB 24 GB (40 GB or more
recommended)
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Operating System Minimum RAM Maximum RAM Minimum Disk Space

Windows Server 2016,
Windows Server Core
2016 (64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 32 GB (40 GB or more
recommended)

Windows Server 2019,
Windows Server Core
2019 (64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 32 GB (40 GB or more
recommended)

Windows Server 2022,
Windows Server Core
2022 (64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 32 GB (40 GB or more
recommended)

CentOS 7 (64‑bit) 2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

CentOS 8 (64‑bit) 2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7 (64‑bit)

2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 8 (64‑bit)

2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12
SP3, 12 SP4, 12 SP5
(64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 8 GB

SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 15
SP1, 15 SP2, 15 SP3,
15 SP4 (64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 8 GB

SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 12
SP3, 12 SP4 (64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 8 GB

SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 15
SP3, 15 SP4 (64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 8 GB

Oracle Linux 7 (64‑bit) 2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Oracle Linux 8 (64‑bit) 2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Scientific Linux 7
(64‑bit)

2 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB
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Operating System Minimum RAM Maximum RAM Minimum Disk Space

Debian Jessie 8
(32‑bit)

128 MB 64 GB 8 GB

Debian Jessie 8
(64‑bit)

128 MB 1.5 TB 8 GB

Debian Stretch 9
(32‑bit)

256 MB 64 GB 10 GB

Debian Stretch 9
(64‑bit)

256 MB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Debian Buster 10
(64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Ubuntu 16.04 (32‑bit) 512 MB 64 GB 10 GB

Ubuntu 16.04 (64‑bit) 512 MB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Ubuntu 18.04 (64‑bit) 512 MB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Ubuntu 20.04 (64‑bit) 512 MB 1.5 TB 10 GB

NeoKylin Linux
Advanced Server 7.2
(64‑bit)

1 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Gooroom 2 (64‑bit) 1 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

Rocky Linux 8 (64‑bit) 1 GB 1.5 TB 10 GB

• All supported operating systems run in HVMmode.

Support for paravirtualized (PV) VMswas removed in Citrix Hypervisor 8.1. RemovePV VMs from
your environment before moving to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU 1.

• Individual versions of the operating systems can also impose their ownmaximum limits on the
amount of memory supported (for example, for licensing reasons).

• When configuring guest memory, do not to exceed the maximum amount of physical memory
that your operating system can address. Setting a memory maximum that is greater than the
operating system supported limit might lead to stability problems within your guest.

• To create a VM of a newer minor version of RHEL than is listed in the preceding table, use the
following method:

– Install the VM from the latest supportedmedia for the major version
– Use yum update to update the VM to the newer minor version

This approach also applies to RHEL‑based operating systems such as CentOS and Oracle Linux.
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• Some 32‑bit Windows operating systems can support more than 4 GB of RAM by using physical
address extension (PAE) mode. To reconfigure a VM with greater than 4 GB of RAM, use the xe
CLI, not XenCenter, as the CLI doesn’t impose upper bounds for memory-static-max.

• Windows 11 is not supported on Citrix Hyperisor 8.2 CU1.

Long‑term guest support

CitrixHypervisor includes a long‑termguest support (LTS) policy for Linux VMs. The LTSpolicy enables
you to consumeminor version updates by one of the following methods:

• Installing from new guest media
• Upgrading from an existing supported guest

Out‑of‑support operating systems

The list of supported guest operating systems can contain operating systems that were supported
by their vendors at the time this version of Citrix Hypervisor was released, but are now no longer
supported by their vendors.

Citrix no longer offers support for these operating systems (even if they remain listed in the table of
supported guests or their templates remain available on your Citrix Hypervisor hosts). While attempt‑
ing to address and resolve a reported issue, Citrix assesses if the issue directly relates to an out‑of‑
support operating system on a VM. To assist in making that determination, Citrix might ask you to
attempt to reproduce an issue using a supported version of the guest operating system. If the issue
seems to be related to the out‑of‑support operating system, Citrix will not investigate the issue fur‑
ther.

Note:

Windows versions that are supported by Microsoft as part of an LTSB branch are supported by
Citrix Hypervisor.
Windows versions that are out of support, but part of an Extended Security Updates (ESU) agree‑
ment are not supported by Citrix Hypervisor.

Communication Ports used by Citrix Hypervisor

January 9, 2023

This article provides an overview of common ports that are used by Citrix Hypervisor components
and must be considered as part of networking architecture, especially if communication traffic tra‑
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verses network components such as firewalls or proxy servers where portsmust be opened to ensure
communication flow.

Not all ports need to be open, depending on your deployment and requirements.

Source Destination Type Port Details

Citrix Hypervisor Citrix Hypervisor TCP 80, 443 Intra‑host
communication
between
members of a
resource pool
using XenAPI

Citrix License
Server

TCP 27000 Handles initial
connection for
license requests

TCP 7279 Check‑in/check‑
out of licenses

NTP Service TCP, UDP 123 Time
Synchronization

DNS Service TCP, UDP 53 DNS Lookups

Domain
Controller

TCP, UDP 389 LDAP (for Active
Directory user
authentication)

TCP 636 LDAP over SSL
(LDAPS)

FileServer (with
SMB storage)

TCP, UDP 139 ISOStore:NetBIOSSessionService

TCP, UDP 445 ISOStore:Microsoft‑
DS

SAN Controller TCP 3260 iSCSI Storage

NAS Head/File
Server

TCP 2049 NFSv4 Storage

TCP, UDP 2049 NFSv3 Storage.
TCP is the
default
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Source Destination Type Port Details

TCP, UDP 111 NFSv3 Storage ‑
connection to
rpcbind

TCP, UDP Dynamic NFSv3 Storage ‑
a dynamic set of
ports chosen by
the filer

Syslog UDP 514 Sends data to a
central location
for collation

Clustering TCP 8892, 21064 Communication
between all pool
members in a
clustered pool

UDP 5404, 5405

XenCenter Citrix Hypervisor TCP 22 SSH

TCP 443 Management
using XenAPI

Virtual Machine TCP 5900 VNC for Linux
VMs

TCP 3389 RDP for
Windows VMs

Other clients Citrix Hypervisor TCP 80, 443 Any client that
uses XenAPI to
communicate
with Citrix
Hypervisor
servers

Note:

If FQDN is used instead of IP as resource, thenmake sure it is resolvable.

Additional port information

• Active Directory integration
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• Citrix Provisioning Services

Quick start

May 18, 2023

This article steps through how to install and configure Citrix Hypervisor and its graphical, Windows‑
based user interface, XenCenter. After installation, it takes you through creating Windows virtual ma‑
chines (VMs) and then making customized VM templates you can use to create multiple, similar VMs
quickly. Finally, this article shows how to create a pool of servers, which provides the foundation to
migrate running VMs between servers using live migration.

Focusing on the most basic scenarios, this article aims to get you set up quickly.

This article is primarily intended for new users of Citrix Hypervisor and XenCenter. It is intended for
those users who want to administer Citrix Hypervisor by using XenCenter. For information on how to
administer Citrix Hypervisor using the Linux‑based xe
commands through the Citrix Hypervisor Command Line Interface (CLI), see Command‑line interface.

Terminology and abbreviations

• Server: a physical computer that runs Citrix Hypervisor

• Virtual Machine (VM): a computer composed entirely of software that can run its own operating
system and applications as if it were a physical computer. A VM behaves exactly like a physical
computer and contains its own virtual (software‑based) CPU, RAM, hard disk, and NIC.

• Pool: a single managed entity that binds together multiple Citrix Hypervisor servers and their
VMs

• Storage Repository (SR): a storage container in which virtual disks are stored

Major components

Citrix Hypervisor

Citrix Hypervisor is a complete server virtualization platform, with all the capabilities required to cre‑
ate and manage a virtual infrastructure. Citrix Hypervisor is optimized for both Windows and Linux
virtual servers.

Citrix Hypervisor runs directly on server hardware without requiring an underlying operating system,
which results in an efficient and scalable system. Citrix Hypervisor abstracts elements from the phys‑
ical machine (such as hard drives, resources, and ports) and allocating them to the virtual machines
(VMs) running on it.
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Citrix Hypervisor lets you create VMs, take VM disk snapshots, andmanage VMworkloads.

XenCenter

XenCenter is a graphical, Windows‑based user interface. XenCenter enables you to manage Citrix Hy‑
pervisor servers, pools, and shared storage. Use XenCenter to deploy,manage, andmonitor VMs from
your Windows desktopmachine.

The XenCenter Online Help is also a great resource for getting started with XenCenter. Press F1 at any
time to access context‑sensitive information.

Install Citrix Hypervisor and XenCenter

In this section, you set up aminimum Citrix Hypervisor installation.

What you’ll learn

You’ll learn how to:

• Install Citrix Hypervisor on a single physical server
• Install XenCenter on a Windows computer
• Connecting XenCenter and Citrix Hypervisor to form the infrastructure for creating and running
virtual machines (VMs).

Requirements

To get started, you need the following items:

• A physical computer to be the Citrix Hypervisor server
• A Windows computer to run the XenCenter application
• Installation files for Citrix Hypervisor and XenCenter

The Citrix Hypervisor server computer is dedicated entirely to the task of running Citrix Hypervisor
and hosting VMs, and is not used for other applications. The computer that runs XenCenter can be
any general‑purpose Windows computer that satisfies the hardware requirements. You can use this
computer to run other applications too. For more information, see System Requirements.

You can download the installation files from Citrix Hypervisor Downloads.

Install the Citrix Hypervisor server

All servers have at least one IP address associated with them. To configure a static IP address for the
server (instead of using DHCP), have the static IP address on hand before beginning this procedure.
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Tip:

Press F12 to advance quickly to the next installer screen. For general help, press F1.

To install the Citrix Hypervisor server:

1. Burn the installation files for Citrix Hypervisor to a CD or create a bootable USB.

Note:

For information about using HTTP, FTP, or NFS as your installation source, see Install Citrix
Hypervisor.

2. Back up data you want to preserve. Installing Citrix Hypervisor overwrites data on any hard
drives that you select to use for the installation.

3. Insert the installation media into the system.

4. Restart the system.

5. Boot from the local installation media (if necessary, see your hardware vendor documentation
for information on changing the boot order).

6. Following the initial boot messages and theWelcome to Citrix Hypervisor screen, select your
keyboard layout for the installation.

7. When theWelcome to Citrix Hypervisor Setup screen is displayed, selectOk.

8. Read and accept the Citrix Hypervisor EULA.

Note:

If you see a System Hardware warning, ensure hardware virtualization assist support is
enabled in your system firmware.

9. SelectOk to do a clean installation.

10. If you have multiple hard disks, choose a Primary Disk for the installation. SelectOk.

Choose which disks you want to use for virtual machine storage. ChooseOk.

11. Select Local media as your installation source.

12. Select Skip Verification, and then chooseOk.

Note:

If you encounter problems during installation, verify the installation source.

13. Create and confirm a root password, which the XenCenter application uses to connect to the
Citrix Hypervisor server.

14. Set up the management interface to use to connect to XenCenter.
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If your computer hasmultipleNICs, select theNICwhich youwant touse formanagement traffic
(typically the first NIC).

15. Configure the Management NIC IP address with a static IP address or use DHCP.

16. Specify the host name and the DNS configuration manually or automatically through DHCP.

If youmanually configure theDNS, enter the IP addresses of your primary (required), secondary
(optional), and tertiary (optional) DNS servers in the fields provided.

17. Select your time zone.

18. Specify how you want the server to determine local time: using NTP or manual time entry.
ChooseOk.

• If using NTP, you can specify whether DHCP sets the time server. Alternatively, you can
enter at least one NTP server name or IP address in the following fields.

• If you selected to set the date and timemanually, you are prompted to do so.

19. Select Install Citrix Hypervisor.

The installation process starts. This might take someminutes.

20. The next screen asks if you want to install any supplemental packs. Choose No to continue.

21. From the Installation Complete screen, eject the installation media, and then select Ok to re‑
boot the server.

After the server reboots, Citrix Hypervisor displays xsconsole, a system configuration console.

Note:

Make note of the IP address displayed. You use this IP address when you connect XenCen‑
ter to the server.

Install XenCenter

XenCenter is typically installed on your local system. You can download the XenCenter installer from
the Citrix download site

To install XenCenter:

1. Download or transfer the XenCenter installer to the computer that you want to run XenCenter.

2. Double‑click the installer .msi file to begin the installation.

3. Follow the Setup wizard, which allows you tomodify the default destination folder and then to
install XenCenter.
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Connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor server

This procedure enables you to add a server to XenCenter.

To connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor server:

1. Launch XenCenter.

The program opens to theHome tab.

2. Click the ADD a server icon to open the Add New Server dialog box.
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3. In the Server field, enter the IP address of the server. Enter the root user name and password
that you set during Citrix Hypervisor installation. Choose Add.

Note:

The first timeyouadda server, theSaveandRestoreConnectionStatedialogboxappears. This
dialog box enables you to set your preferences for storing your server connection information
and automatically restoring server connections.

License Citrix Hypervisor

You can use Citrix Hypervisor without a license (Free Edition). However, this edition provides a re‑
stricted set of features.

If you have a Citrix Hypervisor license, apply it now.

For more information, see Licensing.

Create a pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers

A resource pool is composed of multiple Citrix Hypervisor server installations, bound together as a
single managed entity.

Resource pools enable you to view multiple servers and their connected shared storage as a single
unified resource. You can flexibly deployof VMsacross the resourcepool basedon resourceneeds and
business priorities. A pool can contain up to 64 servers running the same version of Citrix Hypervisor
software, at the same patch level, and with broadly compatible hardware.

One server in the pool is designated as the pool master. The pool master provides a single point of
contact for thewhole pool, routing communication to othermembers of the pool as necessary. Every
member of a resource pool contains all the information necessary to take over the role of master if
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necessary. The poolmaster is the first server listed for the pool in the XenCenter Resources pane. You
can find the pool master’s IP address by selecting the pool master and clicking the Search tab.

In a pool with shared storage, you can start VMs on any pool member that has sufficient memory
and dynamicallymove the VMs between servers. The VMs aremovedwhile running andwithminimal
downtime. If an individualCitrixHypervisor server suffers ahardware failure, youcan restart the failed
VMs on another server in the same pool.

If the high availability feature is enabled, protected VMs are automatically moved if a server fails. On
an HA‑enabled pool, a new pool master is automatically nominated if the master is shut down.

Note:

For a description of heterogeneous pool technology, see Hosts and resource pools.

What you’ll learn

You’ll learn how to:

• Create a pool of servers
• Set up a network for the pool
• Bond NICs
• Set up shared storage for the pool

While Citrix Hypervisor accommodates many shared storage solutions, this section focuses on two
common types: NFS and iSCSI.

Requirements

To create a pool with shared storage, you need the following items:

• A second Citrix Hypervisor server, with similar processor type.
Connect this server to your XenCenter application.

• A storage repository for IP‑based storage

To get you started quickly, this section focuses on creating homogeneous pools. Within a homoge‑
neous pool, all servers must have compatible processors and be running the same version of Citrix
Hypervisor, under the same type of Citrix Hypervisor product license. For a full list of homogeneous
pool requirements, see System requirements.

Create a pool

To create a pool:

1. On the toolbar, click theNew Pool button.
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2. Enter a name and optional description for the new pool.

3. Nominate the pool master by selecting a server from theMaster list.

4. Select the second server to place in the new pool from the Additional members list.

5. Click Create Pool.
The new pool appears in the Resources pane.

Set up networks for the pool

When you install Citrix Hypervisor, you create a network connection, typically on the first NIC in the
pool where you specified an IP address (during Citrix Hypervisor installation).

However, you may need to connect your pool to VLANs and other physical networks. To do so, you
must add these networks to the pool. You can configure Citrix Hypervisor to connect each NIC to one
physical network and numerous VLANs.

Before creatingnetworks, ensure that the cablingmatchesoneach server in thepool. Plug theNICson
each server into the same physical networks as the corresponding NICs on the other pool members.

Note:

If the NICs were not plugged in to the NICs on the server when you installed Citrix Hypervisor:

• Plug the NICs in
• In XenCenter, select <your server> > NICs tab
• Click Rescan for them to appear

Foradditional informationabout configuringCitrixHypervisornetworking, seeNetworkingandAbout
Citrix Hypervisor Networks.

To add a network to Citrix Hypervisor:
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1. In the Resources pane in XenCenter, select the pool.

2. Click theNetworking tab.

3. Click Add Network.

4. On the Select Type page, select External Network, and click Next.

5. On theName page, enter a meaningful name for the network and description.

6. On theNetwork settings page, specify the following:

• NIC: Select the NIC that you want Citrix Hypervisor to use to send and receive data from
the network.

• VLAN: If the network is a VLAN, enter the VLAN ID (or “tag”).

• MTU: If the network uses jumbo frames, enter a value for theMaximumTransmission Unit
(MTU) between 1500 to 9216. Otherwise, leave the MTU box at its default value of 1500.

If you configure many virtual machines to use this network, you can select the Automatically
add this network to new virtual machines check box. This option adds the network by de‑
fault.

7. Click Finish.

Bonding NICs

NIC bonding can make your server more resilient by using two or more physical NICs as if they were
a single, high‑performing channel. This section only provides a very brief overview of bonding, also
knownasNIC teaming. Before configuringbonds foruse inaproductionenvironment,we recommend
reading more in‑depth information about bonding. For more information, see Networking.

Citrix Hypervisor supports the following bond modes: Active/active, active/passive (active/backup),
and LACP. Active/active provides load balancing and redundancy for VM‑based traffic. For other types
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of traffic (storage and management), active/active cannot load balance traffic. As a result, LACP or
multipathing are better choice for storage traffic. For information about multipathing, see Storage.
For more information about bonding, see Networking.

LACP options are not visible or available unless you configure the vSwitch as the network stack. Like‑
wise, your switchesmust support the IEEE 802.3ad standard. The switchmust contain a separate LAG
group configured for each LACP bond on the server. For more details about creating LAG groups, see
Networking.

To bond NICs:

1. Ensure that the NICs you want to bind together are not in use: shut down any VMs with virtual
network interfaces using these NICs before creating the bond. After you have created the bond,
reconnect the virtual network interfaces to an appropriate network.

2. Select the server in the Resources pane then open theNICs tab and click Create Bond.

3. Select the NICs you want to bond together. To select a NIC, select its check box in the list. Up
to four NICs may be selected in this list. Clear the check box to deselect a NIC. To maintain a
flexible and secure network, you can bond either two, three, or four NICs when vSwitch is the
network stack. However, you can only bond two NICs when Linux bridge is the network stack.

4. Under Bondmode, choose the type of bond:

• Select Active‑active to configure an active‑active bond. Traffic is balanced between the
bonded NICs. If one NIC within the bond fails, the server’s network traffic automatically
routes over the second NIC.

• Select Active‑passive to configure an active‑passive bond. Traffic passes over only one of
the bonded NICs. In this mode, the second NIC only becomes active if the active NIC fails,
for example, if it loses network connectivity.

• Select LACP with load balancing based on source MAC address to configure a LACP
bond. The outgoing NIC is selected based onMAC address of the VM fromwhich the traffic
originated. Use this option to balance traffic in an environment where you have several
VMs on the same server. This option is not suitable if there are fewer virtual interfaces
(VIFs) thanNICs: as load balancing is not optimal because the traffic cannot be split across
NICs.

• SelectLACPwith loadbalancingbasedon IPandport of source anddestination to con‑
figure a LACP bond. The source IP address, source port number, destination IP address,
and destination port number are used to allocate the traffic across the NICs. Use this op‑
tion to balance traffic from VMs in an environment where the number of NICs exceeds the
number of VIFs.
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Note:

LACP bonding is only available for the vSwitch, whereas active‑active and active‑
passive bonding modes are available for both the vSwitch and Linux bridge. For
information about networking stacks, see Networking.

5. To use jumbo frames, set the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) to a value between 1500 to
9216.

6. To have the new bonded network automatically added to any new VMs created using the New
VMwizard, select the check box.

7. Click Create to create the NIC bond and close the dialog box.

XenCenter automatically moves management and secondary interfaces from secondary
bonded NICs to the bondmaster when the new bond is created. A server with its management
interface on a bond is not permitted to join a pool. Before the server can join a pool, you must
reconfigure the management interface andmove it back on to a physical NIC.

Setting up shared storage for the pool

To connect the servers in a pool to a remote storage array, create a Citrix Hypervisor SR. The SR is the
storage container where a VM’s virtual disks are stored. SRs are persistent, on‑disk objects that exist
independently of Citrix Hypervisor. SRs can exist on different types of physical storage devices, both
internal and external. These types include local disk devices and shared network storage.

You can configure a Citrix Hypervisor SR for various different types of storage, including:

• NFS

• Software iSCSI

• Hardware HBA

• SMB

• Fibre Channel

• Software FCoE (deprecated)

This section steps through setting up two types of shared SRs for a pool of servers: NFS and iSCSI.
BeforeyoucreateanSR, configureyourNFSor iSCSI storagearray. Setupdiffersdependingon the type
of storage solution that you use. For more information, see your vendor documentation. Generally,
before you begin, complete the following setup for your storage solution:

• iSCSI SR: Youmust have created a volume and a LUN on the storage array.

• NFS SR: Youmust have created the volume on the storage device.
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• Hardware HBA: You must have done the configuration required to expose the LUN before run‑
ning the New Storage Repository wizard

• Software FCoE SR: Youmust havemanually completed the configuration required to expose a
LUN to the server. This setup includes configuring the FCoE fabric and allocating LUNs to your
SAN’s public world wide name (PWWN).

If you are creating an SR for IP‑based storage (iSCSI or NFS), you can configure one of the following
as the storage network: the NIC that handles the management traffic or a new NIC for the storage
traffic. To configure a different a NIC for storage traffic, assign an IP address to a NIC by creating a
management interface.

When you create a management interface, you must assign it an IP address that meets the following
criteria:

• The IP address is on the same subnet as the storage controller, if applicable
• The IP address is on a different subnet than the IP address you specified when you installed
Citrix Hypervisor

• The IP address is not on the same subnet as any other management interfaces.

To assign an IP address to a NIC:

1. Ensure that the NIC is on a separate subnet or that routing is configured to suit your network
topology. This configuration forces the desired traffic over the selected NIC.

2. In theResourcepaneofXenCenter, select thepool (or standaloneserver). Click theNetworking
tab, and then click the Configure button.

3. In the Configure IP Address dialog, in the left pane, click Add IP address.

4. Give the new interface ameaningful name (for example, yourstoragearray_network). Select the
Network associated with the NIC that you use for storage traffic.

5. Click Use these network settings. Enter a static IP address that you want to configure on the
NIC, the subnet mask, and gateway. Click OK. The IP address must be on the same subnet as
the storage controller the NIC is connected to.

Note:

Whenever you assign a NIC an IP address, it must be on a different subnet than any other NICs
with IP addresses in the pool. This includes the primary management interface.

To create a new shared NFS or iSCSI storage repository:

1. On the Resources pane, select the pool. On the toolbar, click the New Storage button.

TheNew Storage Repositorywizard opens.
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2. Under Virtual disk storage, choose NFS or iSCSI as the storage type. Click Next to continue.

3. If you choose NFS:

a) Enter a name for the new SR and the name of the share where it is located. Click Scan to
have the wizard scan for existing NFS SRs in the specified location.

Note:

TheNFSservermustbe configured toexport the specifiedpath toall CitrixHypervisor
servers in the pool.

b) Click Finish.

The new SR appears in the Resources pane, within the pool.

4. If you choose iSCSI:

a) Enter a name for the new SR and then the IP address or DNS name of the iSCSI target.

Note:

The iSCSI storage target must be configured to enable every Citrix Hypervisor server
in the pool to have access to one or more LUNs.

b) If you have configured the iSCSI target to use CHAP authentication, enter the user name
and password.
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c) Click the Scan Target Host button, and then choose the iSCSI target IQN from the Target
IQN list.

Warning:

The iSCSI target and all servers in the pool must have unique IQNs.

d) Click Target LUN, and then select the LUN on which to create the SR from the Target LUN
list.

Warning:

Each individual iSCSI storage repository must be contained entirely on a single LUN
and cannot span more than one LUN. Any data present on the chosen LUN is de‑
stroyed.

e) Click Finish.

The new SR appears in the Resources pane, within the pool.

The new shared SR now becomes the default SR for the pool.

Create virtual machines

Through XenCenter, you can create virtual machines in various ways, according to your needs.
Whether you are deploying individual VMs with distinct configurations or groups of multiple, similar
VMs, XenCenter gets you up and running in just a few steps.

Citrix Hypervisor also provides an easy way to convert batches of virtual machines from VMware. For
more information, see Conversion Manager.

This section focuses on a few methods by which to create Windows VMs. To get started quickly, the
proceduresuse the simplest setupof CitrixHypervisor: a singleCitrixHypervisor serverwith local stor‑
age (after you connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor server, storage is automatically configured
on the local disk of the server).

This section also demonstrates how to use live migration to live migrate VMs between servers in the
pool.

After explaining how to create and customize your new VM, this section demonstrates how to convert
that existing VM into a VM template. A VM template preserves your customization so you can always
use it to create VMs to the same (or to similar) specifications. It also reduces the time taken to create
multiple VMs.

YoucanalsocreateaVMtemplate fromasnapshotof anexistingVM.A snapshot is a recordof a running
VM at a point in time. It saves the storage, configuration, and networking information of the original
VM, which makes it useful for backup purposes. Snapshots provide a fast way to make VM templates.
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This section demonstrates how to take a snapshot of an existing VM and then how to convert that
snapshot into a VM template. Finally, this section describes how to create VMs from a VM template.

What you’ll learn

You’ll learn how to:

• Create a Windows 8.1 VM
• Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows
• Migrate a running VM between servers in the pool
• Create a VM template
• Create a VM from a VM template

Requirements

To create a pool with shared storage, you need the following items:

• The Citrix Hypervisor pool you set up
• XenCenter
• Installation files for Windows 8.1
• Installation files for Citrix VM Tools for Windows

Create a Windows 8.1 (32‑bit) VM
Note:

The following procedure provides an example of creating Windows 8.1 (32‑bit) VM. The default
values may vary depending on the operating system that you choose.

To create a Windows VM:

1. On the toolbar, click theNew VM button to open the New VMwizard.

The New VMwizard allows you to configure the new VM, adjusting various parameters for CPU,
storage, and networking resources.
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2. Select a VM template and clickNext.

Each template contains the setup information for creating a VM with a specific guest operating
system (OS), and with optimum storage. This list reflects the templates that Citrix Hypervisor
currently supports.

Note:

If the OS you’re installing on your new VM is compatible only with the original hardware,
check the Copy host BIOS strings to VM box. For example, use this option for an OS in‑
stallation CD that was packaged with a specific computer.

After you first start a VM, you cannot change its BIOS strings. Ensure that the BIOS strings
are correct before starting the VM for the first time.

3. Enter a name for and optional description of the new VM.

4. Choose the source of the OSmedia to install on the new VM.

Installing from a CD/DVD is the simplest option for getting started. Choose the default installa‑
tion source option (DVD drive), insert the disk into the DVD drive of the Citrix Hypervisor server,
and chooseNext to proceed.

CitrixHypervisor also allows you topull OS installationmedia froma rangeof sources, including
a pre‑existing ISO library.

To attach a pre‑existing ISO library, clickNew ISO library and indicate the location and type of
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ISO library. You can then choose the specific operating system ISOmedia from the list.

5. The VM runs on the installed server. Choose Next to proceed.

6. Allocate processor andmemory resources.

For a Windows 8.1 VM, the default is 1 virtual CPU, 1 socket with 1 core per socket and 2 GB of
RAM. Youmay choose to modify the defaults if necessary. Click Next to continue.

Note:

Each OS has different configuration requirements which are reflected in the templates.

7. Assign a graphics processing unit (GPU).

The New VM wizard prompts you to assign a dedicated GPU or virtual GPUs to the VM. This
option enables the VM to use the processing power of the GPU. It provides better support for
high‑end 3D professional graphics applications such as CAD, GIS, and Medical Imaging applica‑
tions.

Note:

GPU Virtualization is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or those
customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

8. Configure storage for the new VM.

ClickNext to select the default allocation (24 GB) and configuration, or youmight want to:

a) Change the name, description, or size of your virtual disk by clicking Edit.

b) Add a new virtual disk by selecting Add.

Note:

When you create a pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers, you can configure shared storage at
this point when creating a VM.

9. Configure networking on the new VM.

Click Next to select the default NIC and configurations, including an automatically created
unique MAC address for each NIC, or you can:

a) Change the physical network, MAC address, or Quality of Service (QoS) priority of the vir‑
tual disk by clicking Edit.

b) Add a new virtual network interface by selecting Add.

Citrix Hypervisor uses the virtual network interface to connect to the physical network on
the server. Be sure to select the network that corresponds with the network the virtual
machine requires. To add a physical network, see Setting Up Networks for the Pool
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10. Review settings, and then click Create Now to create the VM and return to the Search tab.

An icon for your new VM appears under the server in the Resources pane.

On the Resources pane, select the VM, and then click the Console tab to see the VM console.

11. Follow the OS installation screens andmake your selections.

12. After the OS installation completes and the VM reboots, install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows

Citrix VMTools forWindowsprovidehighperformance I/O serviceswithout theoverheadof traditional
device emulation. Citrix VM Tools for Windows consists of I/O drivers (also known as paravirtualized
drivers or PV drivers) and the Management Agent. Citrix VM Tools for Windows must be installed on
eachWindowsVM for the VM tohave a fully supported configuration. AWindowsVM functionswithout
them, but performance is hampered. Citrix VM Tools for Windows also enable certain functions and
features, including cleanly shutting down, rebooting, suspending and live migrating VMs.

Warning:
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Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows for each Windows VM. Running Windows VMs without Citrix
VM Tools for Windows is not supported.

To install Citrix VM Tools for Windows:

1. Download theCitrix VMTools forWindows file onto yourWindowsVM.Get this file fromtheCitrix
Hypervisor downloads page.

A 32‑bit and a 64‑bit version of the tools are available.

2. Run the managementagent.msi file to begin Citrix VM Tools installation.

3. Follow the prompts in the installer.

4. Restart the VM when prompted to complete the installation process.

Note:

I/O drivers are automatically installed on aWindows VM that can receive updates fromWindows
Update. However, we recommend that you install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows package to in‑
stall the Management Agent, and tomaintain a supported configuration. The following features
areavailableonly forCitrixHypervisorPremiumEditioncustomers, or thosecustomerswhohave
access to Citrix Hypervisor through Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS
entitlement:

• Ability to receive I/O drivers fromWindows Update
• Automatic updating of the Management Agent

After you have installed the Citrix VM Tools for Windows, you can customize your VM by installing ap‑
plications and performing any other configurations. If you want to create multiple VMs with similar
specifications, you can do so quickly bymaking a template from the existing VM. Use that template to
create VMs. For more information, see Creating VM Templates.

Migrate running VMs between servers in a pool

Using livemigration, youcanmovea runningVM fromoneserver toanother in the samepool, andwith
virtually no service interruption. Where you decide tomigrate a VM to depends on how you configure
the VM and pool.

To migrate a running VM:

1. On the Resources pane, select the VM that you want to move.

Note:

Ensure that the VM youmigrate does not have local storage.

2. Right‑click the VM icon, point toMigrate to Server, and then select the new VM server.
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Tip:

You can also drag the VM onto the target server.

3. The migrated VM displays under the new server in the Resources pane.

Create VM templates

There are various ways to create a VM template from an existingWindows VM, each with its individual
benefits. This section focuses on two methods: converting an existing VM into a template, and cre‑
ating a template from a snapshot of a VM. In both cases, the VM template preserves the customized
configuration of the original VM or VM snapshot. The template can then be used to create new, similar
VMs quickly. This section demonstrates how tomake new VMs from these templates.

Before you create a template from an existing VM or VM snapshot, we recommend that you run the
Windows utility Sysprep on the original VM. In general, running Sysprep prepares an operating sys‑
tem for disk cloning and restoration. Windows OS installations include many unique elements per
installation (including Security Identifiers and computer names). These elements must stay unique
andnot be copied tonewVMs. If copied, confusion andproblemsare likely to arise. RunningSysprep
avoids these problems by allowing the generation of new, unique elements for the new VMs.
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Note:

Running Sysprepmay not be as necessary for basic deployments or test environments as it is
for production environments.

For more information about Sysprep, see your Windows documentation. The detailed procedure of
running this utility can differ depending on the version of Windows installed.

Create a VM template from an existing VM

To create a VM template from an existing VM:

Warning:

When you create a template from an existing VM, the new template replaces the original VM. The
VM no longer exists.

1. Shut down the VM that you want to convert.

2. On the Resources pane, right‑click the VM, and select Convert to Template.

3. Click Convert to confirm.

Once you create the template, the new VM template appears in the Resources pane, replacing
the existing VM.

Create a VM template from a VM snapshot

To create a template from a snapshot of a VM:

1. On the Resources pane, select the VM. Click the Snapshots tab, and then Take Snapshot.

2. Enter a name and an optional description of the new snapshot. Click Take Snapshot.

3. Once the snapshot finishes and the icon displays in the Snapshots tab, select the icon.
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4. From the Actions list, chooseNew Template from Snapshot.

5. Enter a name for the template, and then click Create.

Create VMs from a VM template

To create a VM from a customized VM template:

1. On the XenCenter Resources pane, right‑click the template, and selectNew VMwizard.

TheNew VMwizard opens.

2. Follow theNew VMwizard to create a VM from the selected template.

Note:

When the wizard prompts you for an OS installation media source, select the default and
continue.

The new VM appears in the Resources pane.

If you are using a template created from an existing VM, you can also choose to select Quick Create.
This option does not take you through the New VM wizard. Instead this option instantly creates and
provisions a new VM using all the configuration settings specified in your template.
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Technical overview

May 2, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor is an industry leading platform for cost‑effective desktop, server, and cloud virtual‑
ization infrastructures. Citrix Hypervisor enables organizations of any size or type to consolidate and
transformcompute resources intovirtualworkloads for today’sdatacenter requirements. Meanwhile,
it ensures a seamless pathway for moving workloads to the cloud.

The key features of Citrix Hypervisor are:

• Consolidating multiple virtual machines (VMs) onto a physical server
• Reducing the number of separate disk images to bemanaged
• Allowing for easy integration with existing networking and storage infrastructures
• Enabling you to schedule zero downtimemaintenance by livemigrating VMs between Citrix Hy‑
pervisor hosts

• Assuring availability of VMs by using high availability to configure policies that restart VMs on
another server in case one fails

• Increasing portability of VM images, as one VM image works on a range of deployment infras‑
tructures

Virtualization and hypervisor

Virtualization, or to be more specific, hardware virtualization, is a method of running multiple inde‑
pendent VMs on a single physical computer. Software run on these virtualmachines is separated from
the underlying hardware resources. It’s away of fully utilizing the physical resources available inmod‑
ern powerful servers, which reduces the total cost of ownership (TCO) for server deployments.

A hypervisor is the basic abstraction layer of software. The hypervisor performs low‑level tasks such
as CPU scheduling and is responsible formemory isolation for resident VMs. The hypervisor abstracts
the hardware for the VMs. The hypervisor has no knowledge of networking, external storage devices,
video, and so on.

Key components

This section gives you a high‑level understanding of how Citrix Hypervisor works. See the following
illustration for the key components of Citrix Hypervisor:
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Hardware

The hardware layer contains the physical server components, such as CPU, memory, network, and
disk drives.

You need an Intel VT or AMD‑V 64‑bit x86‑based system with one or more CPUs to run all supported
guest operating systems. For more information about Citrix Hypervisor host system requirements,
see System requirements.
For a complete list of Citrix Hypervisor certified hardware and systems, see the Hardware Compatibil‑
ity List (HCL).

Xen Hypervisor

The Xen Project hypervisor is an open‑source type‑1 or bare‑metal hypervisor. It allows many in‑
stances of an operating system or different operating systems to run in parallel on a single machine
(or host). Xen hypervisor is used as the basis formany different commercial and open‑source applica‑
tions, such as: server virtualization, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), desktop virtualization, security
applications, embedded, and hardware appliances.

Citrix Hypervisor is based on the Xen Project hypervisor, with extra features and supports provided by
Citrix. Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 uses version 4.13.4 of the Xen hypervisor.

Control domain

The Control Domain, also called Domain 0, or dom0, is a secure, privileged Linux VM that runs the
Citrix Hypervisor management toolstack known as XAPI. This Linux VM is based on a CentOS 7.5 dis‑
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tribution. Besides providing Citrix Hypervisor management functions, dom0 also runs the physical
device drivers for networking, storage, and so on. The control domain can talk to the hypervisor to
instruct it to start or stop guest VMs.

Toolstack

The Toolstack, or XAPI is the software stack that controls VM lifecycle operations, host and VM net‑
working, VM storage, and user authentication. It also allows the management of Citrix Hypervisor
resource pools.
XAPI provides the publicly documentedmanagement API, which is used by all tools thatmanage VMs,
and resource pools. For more information, see https://developer.cloud.com/citrixworkspace/citrix‑
hypervisor/docs/overview.

Guest domain (VMs)

Guest domains are user‑created virtual machines that request resources from dom0. For a detailed
list of the supported distributions, see Supported Guests, Virtual Memory, and Disk Size Limits.

Full virtualization

Full virtualization, or hardware‑assisted virtualization uses virtualization extensions from the host
CPU to virtualize guests. Fully virtualized guests do not require any kernel support. The guest is called
a hardware virtual machine (HVM). HVM requires Intel VT or AMD‑V hardware extensions for memory
and privileged operations. Citrix Hypervisor uses Quick Emulator (QEMU) to emulate PC hardware,
including BIOS, IDE disk controller, VGA graphic adaptor, USB controller, network adapter, and so on.
To improve theperformanceof hardware‑sensitive operations likedisk or network access, HVMguests
are installed with the Citrix Hypervisor tools. For more information, see PV on HVM.

HVM is commonly used when virtualizing an operating system such as Microsoft Windows where it is
impossible to modify the kernel to make it virtualization aware.

PV on HVM

PV on HVM is a mixture of paravirtualization and full hardware virtualization. The primary goal is to
boost performance of HVM guests by using specially optimized Paravirtualized drivers. This mode al‑
lows you to takeadvantageof the x86 virtual container technologies in newerprocessors for improved
performance. Network and storage access from these guests still operate in PV mode, using drivers
building to the kernels.

Windows and Linux distributions are available in PV on HVM mode in Citrix Hypervisor. For a list of
supported distributions using PV on HVM, see Guest Operating System Support.
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Citrix VM Tools

Citrix VM Tools provide high performance I/O services without the overhead of traditional device em‑
ulation.

• Citrix VM Tools for Windows consist of I/O drivers (also known as paravirtualized drivers or PV
drivers) and the Management Agent.

The I/O drivers contain front‑end storage andnetwork drivers, and low‑levelmanagement inter‑
faces. These drivers replace the emulated devices and provide high‑speed transport between
VMs and Citrix Hypervisor product family software.

TheManagement Agent, also known as the guest agent, is responsible for high‑level virtual ma‑
chine management features. It provides full functionality to XenCenter (for Windows VMs).

Citrix VMTools forWindowsmust be installedoneachWindowsVM for the VM tohave a fully sup‑
ported configuration. A VM functionswithout the Citrix VM Tools forWindows, but performance
will be significantly hampered when the I/O drivers (PV drivers) are not installed.

• Citrix VM Tools for Linux contain a guest agent that provides extra information about the VM to
the host. Install the guest agent on each Linux VM to enable Dynamic Memory Control (DMC).

For more information, see Citrix VM Tools.

Key concepts

Resource pool

Citrix Hypervisor allows you to manage multiple servers and their connected shared storage as a sin‑
gle entity by using resource pools. Resource pools enable you to move and run virtual machines on
different Citrix Hypervisor hosts. They also allow all servers to share a common framework for net‑
work and storage. A pool can contain up to 64 servers running the same version of Citrix Hypervisor
software, at the same patch level, and with broadly compatible hardware. For more information, see
Hosts and resource pools.
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Citrix Hypervisor resource pool adopts a primary/secondaries architecture, implemented by XAPI.
XAPI calls are forwarded from the poolmaster (the primary) to poolmembers (the secondaries). Pool
members make DB RPCs against the pool master. The master host is responsible for coordination
and locking resources within the pool, and processes all control operations. Member hosts talk to the
master through HTTP and XMLRPC, but they can talk to each other (over the same channel) through
mirror disks (storage migration)

Storage repository

Citrix Hypervisor storage targets are called storage repositories (SRs). A storage repository stores Vir‑
tual Disk Images (VDIs), which contains the contents of a virtual disk.
SRs are flexible, with built‑in support for SATA, SCSI, NVMe, and SAS drives that are locally connected,
and iSCSI, NFS, SAS, SMB, and Fibre Channel remotely connected. The SR and VDI abstractions allow
advanced storage features such as thin provisioning, VDI snapshots, and fast cloning to be exposed
on storage targets that support them.

EachCitrixHypervisor host canusemultiple SRsanddifferentSR types simultaneously. TheseSRs can
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be shared between hosts or dedicated to particular hosts. Shared storage is pooled betweenmultiple
hostswithin adefined resourcepool. A sharedSRmustbenetwork‑accessible to eachhost in thepool.
All hosts in a single resource pool must have at least one shared SR. Shared storage cannot be shared
betweenmultiple pools.

For more information about how to operate with SRs, see Configure storage.

Networking

Onan architecture level, there are three types of server‑side software objects to represent networking
entities. These objects are:

• A PIF, which is a software object used within in dom0 and represents a physical NIC on a host.
PIF objects have a name anddescription, a UUID, the parameters of theNIC that they represent,
and the network and server they are connected to.

• A VIF, which is a software object used within in dom0 and represents a virtual NIC on a virtual
machine. VIF objects have a name and description, a UUID, and the network and VM they are
connected to.

• A network, which is a virtual Ethernet switch on a host used to route network traffic on a net‑
work host. Network objects have a name anddescription, a UUID, and the collection of VIFs and
PIFs connected to them.

Citrix Hypervisor management APIs allow following operations:

• Configuration of networking options
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• Control over the NIC to be used for management operations
• Creation of advanced networking features such as VLANs and NIC bonds

For more information about how tomanage networks on Citrix Hypervisor, see Networking.

Related add‑ons and applications

While Xen Hypervisor works at the core level, there are Citrix Hypervisor specific add‑ons related
hypervisor‑agnostic applications and services available to make the virtualization experience com‑
plete.

• XenCenter

A windows GUI client for VM management, implemented based on the management API. Xen‑
Center provides a rich user experience to managemultiple Citrix Hypervisor hosts,
resource pools, and the entire virtual infrastructure associated with them.

• Workload Balancing (WLB)

An appliance that balances your pool by relocating virtual machines onto the best possible
servers for their workload in a resource pool. For more information, see Workload balancing
(/en‑us/citrix‑hypervisor/wlb.html).

• Citrix Licensing Server

A Linux based appliance that XenCenter contacts to request a license for the specified server.
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• Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager (XCM)

A virtual appliance that enables users to convert existing VMware virtual machines into Citrix
Hypervisor virtual machines, with comparable networking and storage connectivity. For more
information, see Conversion manager.

• Citrix Provisioning

Provisioning Services that support PXE boot from common images. Used widely with Citrix Vir‑
tual Desktops and Citrix Virtual Apps. For more information, see Provisioning.

• Citrix Virtual Desktops

A Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) product specialized to Windows desktops. Citrix Virtual
Desktops uses XAPI to manage Citrix Hypervisor in a multi‑host pool configuration. For more
information, see Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

• OpenStack/CloudStack

Open‑source software for building public/private clouds. Uses the management API to con‑
trol XenServer. For more information, see https://www.openstack.org/ and https://cloudstack.
apache.org/

Technical FAQs

May 2, 2023

Hardware

What are theminimum system requirements for running Citrix Hypervisor?

For the minimum system requirements for this release, see System requirements.

Do I need a systemwith a 64‑bit x86 processor to run Citrix Hypervisor?

Yes. Either an Intel VT or AMD‑V 64‑bit x86‑based system with one or more CPUs is required to run all
supported guest operating systems.

For more information about host system requirements, see System requirements.

Do I need a systemwith hardware virtualization support?

You need a 64‑bit x86 processor‑based system that supports either Intel VT or AMD‑V hardware virtu‑
alization technology in the processor and BIOS.
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What systems are certified to run Citrix Hypervisor?

For a complete list of Citrix Hypervisor certified systems, see the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL).

Does Citrix Hypervisor support AMD Rapid Virtualization Indexing and Intel Extended Page
Tables?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor supports AMD Rapid Virtualization Indexing and Intel Extended Page Tables.
Rapid Virtualization Indexing provides an implementation of nested tables technology used to further
enhance the performance of the Xen hypervisor. Extended Page Tables provide an implementation of
hardware assisted paging used to further enhance the performance of the Xen hypervisor.

Can Citrix Hypervisor run on a notebook or desktop‑class systems?

CitrixHypervisor runs onmanynotebookor desktop‑class systems that conform to theminimumCPU
requirements. However, Citrix only supports systems that have been certified and listed on the Hard‑
ware Compatibility List (HCL).

You can choose to run on unsupported systems for demonstration and testing purposes. However,
some features, such as power management capabilities, do not work.

Can Citrix Hypervisor be installed on SD or USB cards?

No. Citrix Hypervisor does not support using SD cards or USB cards for your Citrix Hypervisor installa‑
tion.

Citrix only supports hardware that has been certified and listed on the Hardware Compatibility List
(HCL).

Product limits
Note:

For a complete list of Citrix Hypervisor supported limits, see Configuration Limits.

What is themaximum size of memory that Citrix Hypervisor can use on a host system?

Citrix Hypervisor host systems can use up to 6 TB of physical memory.

Howmany processors can Citrix Hypervisor use?

Citrix Hypervisor supports up to 448 logical processors per host. The maximum number of logical
processors supported differs by CPU.
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For more information, see the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL).

Howmany virtual machines can run on Citrix Hypervisor concurrently?

Themaximumnumber of virtual machines (VMs) supported to run on a Citrix Hypervisor host is 1000.
For systems runningmore than 500 VMs, Citrix recommends allocating at least 16 GB of RAM to dom0.
For more information, see Change the amount of memory allocated to the control domain.

For any particular system, the number of VMs that can run concurrently and with acceptable perfor‑
mance depends on the available resources and the VM workload. Citrix Hypervisor automatically
scales the amount of memory allocated to the control domain (dom0) based on the physical mem‑
ory available.

Note:

If there are more than 50 VMs per host and the host physical memory is less than 48 GB, it might
be advisable to override this setting. For more information, see Memory usage.

Howmany physical network interfaces does Citrix Hypervisor support?

Citrix Hypervisor supports up to 16 physical NIC ports. These NICs can be bonded to create up to 8
logical network bonds. Each bond can include up to 4 NICs.

Howmany virtual processors (vCPUs) can Citrix Hypervisor allocate to a VM?

Citrix Hypervisor supports up to 32 vCPUs per VM. The number of vCPUs that can be supported varies
by the guest operating system.

Note:

Consult your guest OS documentation to ensure that you do not exceed the supported limits

Howmuchmemory can Citrix Hypervisor allocate to a VM?

CitrixHypervisor supportsup to1.5TBper guest. Theamountofmemory that canbe supportedvaries
by the guest operating system.

Note:

Themaximumamount of physicalmemory addressableby your operating systemvaries. Setting
thememory toa level greater than theoperating systemsupported limit can lead toperformance
issues within your guest. Some 32‑bit Windows operating systems can support more than 4 GB
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of RAM through use of the physical address extension (PAE) mode. For more information, see
your guest operating system documentation and supported guest operating systems.

Howmany virtual disk images (VDIs) can Citrix Hypervisor allocate to a VM?

Citrix Hypervisor can allocate up to 255 VDIs including a virtual DVD‑ROM device per VM.

Note:

Themaximum number of VDIs supported depends on the guest operating system. Consult your
guest OS documentation to ensure that you do not exceed the supported limits.

Howmany virtual network interfaces can Citrix Hypervisor allocate to a VM?

Citrix Hypervisor can allocate up to 7 virtual NICs per VM. The number of virtual NICs that can be sup‑
ported varies by the guest operating system.

Resource sharing

How are processing resources split between VMs?

Citrix Hypervisor splits processing resources between vCPUs using a fair‑share balancing algorithm.
This algorithm ensures that all VMs get their share of the processing resources of the system.

How does Citrix Hypervisor choose which physical processors it allocates to the VM?

Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t statically allocate physical processors to any specific VM. Instead, Citrix Hy‑
pervisor dynamically allocates, depending on load, any available logical processors to the VM. This
dynamic allocation ensures that processor cycles are used efficiently because the VM can run wher‑
ever there is spare capacity.

How are disk I/O resources split between the VMs?

Citrix Hypervisor uses a fair‑share resource split for disk I/O resources between VMs. You can also
provide a VM higher or lower priority access to disk I/O resources.

How are network I/O resources split between the VMs?

Citrix Hypervisor uses a fair share resource split for network I/O resources between the VMs. You can
also control bandwidth‑throttling limits per VM by using the Open vSwitch.
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Guest operating systems

Can Citrix Hypervisor run 32‑bit operating systems as guests?

Yes. For more information, see Supported guest operating systems.

Can Citrix Hypervisor run 64‑bit operating systems as guests?

Yes. For more information, see Supported guest operating systems.

Which versions of MicrosoftWindows can run as guests on Citrix Hypervisor?

For a list of supported Windows guest operating systems, see Supported guest operating systems.

Which versions of Linux can run as guests on Citrix Hypervisor?

For a list of supported Linux guest operating systems, see Supported guest operating systems.

Can I run different versions of the supported operating systems or other unlisted operating
systems?

Citrix only supports operating systems (OS) under OS vendor support. Although unsupported operat‑
ing systemsmight continue to function, wemight ask you to upgrade to a supported OS service pack
before we can investigate any issues.

Applicable drivers might not be available for OS versions that are unsupported. Without the drivers,
these OS versions do not function with optimized performance.

It’s oftenpossible to install otherdistributionsof Linux. However, Citrix canonly support theoperating
systems listed in Supported guest operating systems. We might ask you to switch to a supported OS
before issues we can investigate any issues.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support FreeBSD, NetBSD, or any other BSD variants as a guest
operating system?

Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support any BSD‑based guest operating systems for general‑purpose virtu‑
alization deployments. However, FreeBSD VMs running on Citrix Hypervisor have been certified for
use in specific Citrix products.
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What are the Citrix VM Tools?

The Citrix VM Tools are software packages for Windows and Linux guest operating systems. For Win‑
dows operating systems, the Citrix VM Tools for Windows include high‑performance I/O drivers (PV
drivers) and the Management Agent.

For Linux operating systems, the Citrix VM Tools for Linux include a Guest Agent that provides addi‑
tional information about the VM to the Citrix Hypervisor host.

For more information, see Citrix VM Tools.

Docker

Can I run Docker containers onmy Linux VMs?

Yes. Docker is supported on Linux VMs that are hosted on Citrix Hypervisor.

Can I run Docker containers onmyWindows VMs?

No. You cannot run Docker containers on a Windows VM that is hosted on Citrix Hypervisor. This
restriction is because Citrix Hypervisor does not support nested virtualization for Windows VMs.

Does Citrix Hypervisor provide additional features for working with Docker?

No.

In previous releases of Citrix Hypervisor and XenServer, a Container Management supplemental pack
was available that enabled you to manage your Docker containers through XenCenter. This feature
has been removed.

XenCenter

For more information, see XenCenter.

Do I have to run XenCenter on aWindows computer?

Yes. TheXenCentermanagementconsole runsonaWindowsoperatingsystem. For informationabout
the system requirements, see System requirements

If you don’t want to run Windows, you can manage your Citrix Hypervisor hosts and pools by using
the xe CLI or by using xsconsole, a system configuration console.
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Can I log on to XenCenter usingmy Active Directory user accounts?

Yes. You can set upXenCenter login requests touseActiveDirectory onall editionsof CitrixHypervisor.

For more information, see Manage users.

Can I restrict access of certain functions within XenCenter, to certain users?

Yes. TheRoleBasedAccess Control feature combinedwith ActiveDirectory authentication can restrict
access for users in XenCenter.

For more information, see Manage users.

Can I use a single XenCenter console to connect tomultiple Citrix Hypervisor hosts?

Yes. You can use a single XenCenter console to connect to multiple Citrix Hypervisor host systems.

Can I use XenCenter to connect tomultiple hosts running different versions of Citrix
Hypervisor?

Yes. XenCenter is backward compatiblewithmultiple host systems running different versions of Citrix
Hypervisor that are currently supported.

Can I use XenCenter to connect tomultiple resource pools?

Yes. You can connect to multiple resource pools from a single XenCenter console.

How can I gain access to the console of a Linux VM?

TheConsole tab inXenCenterprovidesaccess to the text‑basedandgraphical consolesof VMs running
Linux operating systems. Before you can connect with the graphical console of a Linux VM, install and
configure a VNC server and an X display manager on the VM.

XenCenter also enables you to connect to Linux VMs over SSH by using theOpen SSHConsole option
on the Console tab of the VM.

How can I gain access to the console of a Windows VM?

XenCenter provides access to the emulated graphics for a Windows VM. If XenCenter detects remote
desktop capabilities on the VM, XenCenter provides a quick connect button to launch a built‑in RDP
client that connects to the VM. Or, you can connect directly to your guests by using external remote
desktop software.
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Command line interface (CLI)

For more information, see Command‑line interface.

Does Citrix Hypervisor include a CLI?

Yes. All editions of Citrix Hypervisor include a full command line interface (CLI) – known as xe.

Can I access the Citrix Hypervisor CLI directly on the host?

Yes. You can access the CLI by connecting a screen and keyboard directly to the host, or through a
terminal emulator connected to the serial port of the host.

Can I access the Citrix Hypervisor CLI from a remote system?

Yes. Citrix ships the xe CLI, which can be installed on Windows and 64‑bit Linux machines to control
Citrix Hypervisor remotely. You can also use XenCenter to access the console of the host from the
Console tab.

Can I use the Citrix Hypervisor CLI usingmy Active Directory user accounts?

Yes. You can log in using Active Directory on all editions of Citrix Hypervisor.

Can I restrict access the use of certain CLI commands to certain users?

Yes. You can restrict user access on the Citrix Hypervisor CLI.

VMs

For more information, see Manage virtual machines.

Can VMs created with VMware or Hyper‑V run on Citrix Hypervisor?

Yes. You can export and import VMs using the industry‑standard OVF format.

You canalso convert VMs inbatchesusing theCitrixHypervisor ConversionManager. Third‑party tools
are also available.

For more information, see Conversion Manager.
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What types of installationmedia can I use to install a guest operating system?

You can install a guest operating system by using:

• A CD in the CD‑ROM drive of the host
• A virtual CD‑ROM drive using technology such as DRAC
• Placing ISO images on to a shared network drive
• Network installation, if supported by the specific guest.

For more information, see Manage Virtual Machines.

Can I make a clone of an existing VM?

Yes. AnyVMcreatedonCitrixHypervisor canbeclonedor converted intoaVMtemplate. AVMtemplate
can then be used to create more VMs.

Can VMs be exported from one version of Citrix Hypervisor andmoved to another?

Yes. VMs exported from older versions of Citrix Hypervisor can be imported to a newer version.

Can I convert a VM from the open‑source version of Xen to Citrix Hypervisor?

No.

Does Citrix Hypervisor provide disk snapshot capabilities for VMs?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor supports using snapshots in all editions. For more information, see VM Snap‑
shots.

Storage

For more information, see Storage.

What types of local storage can be used with Citrix Hypervisor?

Citrix Hypervisor supports local storage such as SATA, SAS, and NVMe.

What type of SAN/NAS storage can be used with Citrix Hypervisor?

Citrix Hypervisor supports Fibre Channel, FCoE, Hardware‑based iSCSI (HBA), iSCSI, NFS, and SMB
storage repositories.

For more information, see Storage and the Hardware Compatibility List.
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Does Citrix Hypervisor support software‑based iSCSI?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor includes a built‑in software‑based iSCSI initiator (open‑iSCSI).

What version of NFS is required for remote storage use?

CitrixHypervisor requiresNFSv3orNFSv4over TCP for remote storageuse. CitrixHypervisor currently
does not support NFS over User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

Can I use software‑based NFS running on a general‑purpose server for remote shared storage?

Yes. Although Citrix recommends using a dedicated NAS device with NFSv3 or NFSv4with high‑speed
non‑volatile caching to achieve acceptable levels of I/O performance.

Can I boot a Citrix Hypervisor host system from an iSCSI, Fibre Channel or FCoE SAN?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor supports Boot from SAN using Fibre Channel, FCoE, or iSCSI HBAs.

Can I boot a Citrix Hypervisor host using UEFI?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor supports booting from BIOS and UEFI.

For more information, see Network boot installations

Does Citrix Hypervisor support Multipath I/O (MPIO) for storage connections?

Yes. Citrix recommends using multipath for resilient storage connections.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support a software‑based RAID implementation?

No. Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support software RAID.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support HostRAID or FakeRAID solutions?

No. Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support proprietary RAID‑like solutions, such as HostRAID or FakeRAID.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support thin cloning of existing VMs?

Yes. Thin cloning is available on local disks formatted as EXT3/EXT4, in addition to NFS and SMB stor‑
age repositories.
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Does Citrix Hypervisor support Distributed Replicated Block Device (DRBD) storage?

No. Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support DRBD.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support ATA over Ethernet?

No. Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support ATA over Ethernet‑based storage.

Networking

For more information, see Networking

Can I create private networks that isolate groups of VMs?

Yes. You can create a private network on a single host for resident VMs.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support multiple physical network connections?

Yes. You can connect to or associatemultiple physical networks that attach to different network inter‑
faces on the physical host system.

Can VMs connect tomultiple networks?

Yes. VMs can connect to any network available to the host.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support IPv6?

VMs hosted on Citrix Hypervisor can use any combination of IPv4 and IPv6 configured addresses.

However, Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t support the use of IPv6 in its Control Domain (Dom0). You can’t
use IPv6 for the host management network or the storage network. IPv4 must be available for the
Citrix Hypervisor host to use.

Does Citrix Hypervisor support VLANs on a physical network interface?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor supports assigning VM networks to specified VLANs.

Do Citrix Hypervisor virtual networks pass all network traffic to all VMs?

No. Citrix Hypervisor uses Open vSwitch (OVS), which acts as a Layer 2 switch. A VM only sees traffic
for that VM. Also, the multitenancy support in Citrix Hypervisor enables increased levels of isolation
and security.
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Do the virtual network interfaces and networks support promiscuousmode?

Yes. If you are using the Linux bridge as the network stack, your virtual network interfaces can be con‑
figured for promiscuous mode. This mode enables you to see all traffic on a virtual switch. For more
information about promiscuous mode configuration, see the following Knowledge Center articles:

• CTX116493 ‑ How to Enable Promiscuous Mode on a Physical Network Card
• CTX121729 ‑ How to Configure a Promiscuous Virtual Machine in XenServer

Does Citrix Hypervisor support bonding or teaming of physical network interfaces?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor supports physical network interface bonding for failover and link aggregation
with optional LACP support. For more information, see Networking.

Memory

Howmuchmemory is consumed by running Citrix Hypervisor?

Three components contribute to the memory footprint of a Citrix Hypervisor host.

1. The Xen hypervisor
2. The control domain on the host (dom0)
3. The Citrix Hypervisor Crash Kernel

The amount of memory required to run dom0 is adjusted automatically. By default, Citrix Hypervisor
allocates 1 GiB plus 5% of the total physical memory to the control domain, up to an initial maximum
of 8 GiB.

Note:

The amount of memory allocated to the Control Domain can be increased beyond the default
amount.

In XenCenter, the Xen field in the Memory tab reports the memory used by the Control Domain, by
the Xen hypervisor itself, and by the Citrix Hypervisor Crash Kernel. The amount of memory used by
the hypervisor is larger for hosts with more memory.

For more information, see Memory usage

Does Citrix Hypervisor optimize VMmemory usage?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor uses Dynamic Memory Control (DMC) to adjust automatically the memory of
running VMs. These adjustments keep the amount of memory allocated to each VM between speci‑
fied minimum and maximummemory values, guaranteeing performance and permitting greater VM
density.

For more information, see VMmemory.
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Resource pools

For more information, see Hosts and resource pools.

What is a resource pool?

A resource pool is a set of Citrix Hypervisor hostsmanaged as a unit. Typically, a resource pool shares
some amount of networked storage to allow VMs to be rapidly migrated from one host to another
within the pool.

Does Citrix Hypervisor require a dedicated host tomanage a resource pool?

No. A single host in the pool must be specified as the Pool Master. The Pool Master controls all ad‑
ministrative activities required on the pool. This design means that there is no external single point
of failure. If the Pool Master fails, other hosts in the pool continue to operate, and the resident VMs
continue to run as normal. If the Pool Master cannot come back online, Citrix Hypervisor promotes
one of the other hosts in the pool to master to regain control of the pool.

This process is automatedwith the High Availability feature. Formore information, see High availabil‑
ity.

Where is the configuration data for a resource pool stored?

A copy of the configuration data is stored on every host in the resource pool. If the current poolmaster
fails, this data enables any host in the resource pool to become the new pool master.

What types of configurations can bemade at the resource pool level?

Shared remote storage and networking configurations can bemade at the resource pool level. When
a configuration is shared on the resource pool, the master system automatically propagates configu‑
ration changes to all the member systems.

Are new host systems added to a resource pool automatically configured with shared settings?

Yes. Any new host systems added to a resource pool automatically receive the same configurations
for shared storage and network settings.

Can I use different types of CPUs in the same Citrix Hypervisor resource pool?

Yes. Citrix recommends that the same CPU type is used throughout the pool (homogeneous resource
pool). However, it is possible for hosts with different CPU types to join a pool (heterogeneous), pro‑
vided the CPUs are from the same vendor.
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For more information, see Hosts and resource pools.

For updated information about the support for feature masking for specific CPU types, see Hardware
Compatibility List.

Live Migration (formerly XenMotion)

For more information, see Migrate VMs.

Can I move a running VM from one host to another?

With live migration you canmove running VMs when hosts share storage (in a pool).

Also, storage live migration allows migration between hosts that do not share storage. VMs can be
migrated within or across pools.

High availability

For more information, see High availability.

Does Citrix Hypervisor offer high availability features?

Yes. If high availability is enabled, Citrix Hypervisor continually monitors the health of the hosts in
a pool. If high availability detects that a host is impaired, the host is automatically shut down. This
action allows for VMs to be restarted safely on an alternative healthy host.

Does Citrix Hypervisor high availability support local storage?

No. If you want to use high availability, shared storage is required. This shared storage enables VMs
to be relocated if a host fails. However, high availability allows VMs that are stored on local storage to
bemarked for automatic restart when the host recovers after a reboot.

Can I use high availability to automatically sequence the restart of recovered VMs?

Yes. High availability configuration allows you to define the order that VMs are started. This capability
enables VMs that depend on one another to be sequenced automatically.

Performancemetrics

Do the Citrix Hypervisor management tools collect performance information?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor provides detailed monitoring of performance metrics. These metrics include
CPU,memory, disk, network, C‑state/P‑state information, and storage. Where appropriate, thesemet‑
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rics are available on a per‑host and a per‑VM basis. Performance metrics are available directly (ex‑
posed as Round Robin Databases), or can be accessed and viewed graphically in XenCenter or other
third‑party applications. For more information, see Monitor andmanage your deployment.

How are Citrix Hypervisor performancemetrics gathered?

Data for the Citrix Hypervisor performancemetrics are collected from various sources. These sources
include the Xen hypervisor, Dom0, standard Linux interfaces, and standard Windows interfaces such
as WMI.

Does XenCenter display performancemetrics in real time?

Yes. XenCenter displays real‑time performance metrics on the Performance tab for each running VM
and for the Citrix Hypervisor host. You can customize the metrics that are displayed.

Does XenCenter store and display historic performancemetrics?

Yes. Citrix Hypervisor keeps performance metrics from the last year (with decreasing granularity).
XenCenter provides a visualization of these metrics in real‑time graphical displays.

Installation

For more information, see Install.

Does Citrix Hypervisor install on top of systems that are already running an existing operating
system?

No. Citrix Hypervisor installs directly on bare‑metal hardware, avoiding the complexity, overhead,
and performance bottlenecks of an underlying operating system.

Can I upgrade an existing Citrix Hypervisor installation to a newer version?

Yes. If you are running a supported version of Citrix Hypervisor you can update or upgrade to a newer
version of Citrix Hypervisor instead of doing a fresh installation. For more information, see Update
and Upgrade.

Can I upgrade from an out‑of‑support version of Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer installation to
this version?

If your existing version of Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer is no longer in support, you cannot upgrade
or update directly to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor.
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• For XenServer 7.0, 6.5, and 6.2, you can first upgrade to XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2
and then upgrade from XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2 to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative
Update 1.

• For other 6.x versions of XenServer, you cannot upgrade to the latest version andmust create a
fresh installation of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

• For out‑of‑support 7.x current releases of XenServer, you cannot upgrade to the latest version
andmust create a fresh installation of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

Any other upgrade path for these out‑of‑support versions is not supported.

Howmuch local storage does Citrix Hypervisor require for installation on the physical host
system?

Citrix Hypervisor requires a minimum of 46 GB of local storage on the physical host system.

Can I use PXE to do a network installation of Citrix Hypervisor on the host system?

Yes. You can install Citrix Hypervisor on the host system using PXE. You can also automatically install
Citrix Hypervisor using PXE by creating a pre‑configured answer file.

Does the Xen hypervisor run on Linux?

No. Xen is a Type 1 hypervisor that runs directly on the host hardware (“baremetal”). After the hyper‑
visor loads, it starts the privilegedmanagement domain – the control domain (dom0), which contains
a minimal Linux environment.

Where does Citrix Hypervisor get its device driver support?

Citrix Hypervisor uses the device drivers available from the Linux kernel. As a result, Citrix Hypervisor
runs on a wide variety of hardware and storage devices. However, Citrix recommends that you use
certified device drivers.

For more information, see the Hardware Compatibility List.

Licensing

For information about Citrix Hypervisor licensing, see Licensing

Technical Support

Does Citrix provide direct technical support for Citrix Hypervisor?

Yes. For more information, visit Citrix Support and Services.
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Can I get technical support for Citrix Hypervisor and other Citrix products on a single support
contract?

Yes. Citrix provides Technical Support contracts that allow you to open support incidents on Citrix
Hypervisor, in addition to other Citrix products.

For more information, visit Citrix Support and Services.

Do I have to buy a Citrix technical support contract at the same time as I buy Citrix Hypervisor?

No. You can buy a technical support contract from Citrix either at product point‑of‑sale or at another
time.

Are there alternative channels for getting technical support for Citrix Hypervisor?

Yes. There are several alternative channels for getting technical support for Citrix Hypervisor. You can
also use Citrix Support Knowledge Center, visit our forums, or contract with authorized Citrix Hyper‑
visor partners who offer technical support services.

Does Citrix provide technical support for the open‑source Xen project?

No. Citrix doesn’t provide technical support for the open‑source Xen project. For more information,
visit http://www.xen.org/.

Can I open a technical support incident with Citrix if I’m experiencing a non‑technical issue?

No. Raise any non‑technical issues with Citrix Hypervisor through Citrix Customer Service. For exam‑
ple, issues to do with software maintenance, licensing, administrative support, and order confirma‑
tion.

Licensing

February 22, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 is available in the following editions:

• Standard Edition
• Premium Edition
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The Standard Edition is our entry‑level commercial offering. It has a range of features for customers
who want a robust and high performing virtualization platform, but don’t require the premium fea‑
tures of Premium Edition. Meanwhile, they still want to benefit from the assurance of comprehensive
Citrix Support and Maintenance.

The Premium Edition is our premium offering, optimized for desktop, server, and cloud workloads.
In addition to the features available in the Standard Edition, the Premium Edition offers the following
features:

• Automated Windows VM driver updates
• Automatic updating of the Management Agent
• Support for SMB storage
• Direct Inspect APIs
• Dynamic Workload Balancing
• GPU virtualization with NVIDIA vGPU, AMDMxGPU, and Intel GVT‑g
• VMware vSphere to Citrix Hypervisor conversion utilities
• Export pool resource data
• In‑memory read caching
• PVS‑Accelerator
• Automated Updates using XenCenter
• Citrix Hypervisor live patching
• Enablement for Citrix Virtual Desktops tablet mode
• Changed block tracking
• IGMP snooping
• USB pass‑through
• SR‑IOV network support
• Thin provisioning for shared block storage devices

Customers who have purchased Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops or who use Citrix DaaS
(formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) with on‑premises desktops and apps have an enti‑
tlement to Citrix Hypervisor, which includes all the features listed for Premium Edition.

For more information, see the Citrix Hypervisor Feature Matrix.

Citrix Hypervisor uses the same licensing process as other Citrix products, and as such requires a valid
license to be installed on a License Server. You can download the License Server for Windows or the
License Server VPX from Citrix Licensing. Citrix Hypervisor (other than through the Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops licenses) is licensed on a per‑socket basis. Allocation of licenses is managed centrally
and enforced by a standalone Citrix License Server (physical or virtual) in the environment. After ap‑
plying a per socket license, Citrix Hypervisor displays as Citrix Hypervisor Per‑Socket Edition.

An unlicensed or Express Edition is not available for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.
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Licensing steps overview

You need the following items to license Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition or Standard Edition:

• A Citrix Hypervisor License

• A Citrix License Server

• A Citrix Hypervisor server

• XenCenter

The following steps provide an overview of the process:

1. Install Citrix License Server or import the Citrix License Server virtual appliance into a Citrix
Hypervisor server.

2. Download a license file that is tied to the case‑sensitive host name of your License Server.

3. Add the license file to the Citrix License Server.

4. Using XenCenter, enter the LicenseServer details andapply them tohosts in your resourcepool.

This process is covered in detail in the Citrix Licensing documentation.

• If you are using the Citrix License Server on Windows, see Licensing guide for Citrix Hypervisor.
• If you are using the Citrix License Server virtual appliance, License Server VPX.

Licensing Citrix Hypervisor

Q: Where can I buy a Citrix Hypervisor license?

A: Youcanspeak toaCitrix representativeaboutbuyingaCitrixHypervisorLicenseathttp://citrix.com/buy.

Q: How do I apply a Citrix Hypervisor license?

A: Citrix Hypervisor requires a License Server. After licensing Citrix Hypervisor, you are provided with
a .LIC license access code. Install this license access code on either:

• A Windows server running the Citrix License Server software
• The Citrix License Server virtual appliance

When you assign a license to a Citrix Hypervisor server, Citrix Hypervisor contacts the specified Citrix
License Server and requests a license for the specified servers. If successful, a license is checked out
and the License Manager displays information about the license the hosts are licensed under.

For instructions on applying a Citrix Hypervisor license to a Citrix License Server virtual appliance, see
CTX200159 – How to Apply a Citrix Hypervisor License File to Citrix License Server Virtual Appliance
(CLSVA).
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Q: Howmany licenses do I need to licensemy resource pool?

A: Citrix Hypervisor is licensed on a per‑CPU socket basis. For a pool to be considered licensed, all
Citrix Hypervisor servers in the pool must be licensed. Citrix Hypervisor only counts populated CPU
sockets.

You can use the Citrix License Server to view the number of available licenses displayed in the License
Administration Console Dashboard.

Q: Do I need a per‑socket license for sockets that are not populated?

A: No, only populated CPU sockets are counted toward the number of sockets to be licensed.

Q: Do I losemy Virtual Machine (VM) whenmy license expires?

A: No, you do not lose any VMs or their data.

Q: What happens if I have a licensed pool and the License Server becomes unavailable?

A. If your license has not expired and the License Server is unavailable, you receive a grace period of
30 days at the licensing level that was applied previously.

Q: I am upgrading to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 from a previous Citrix Hypervisor version with a per
socket license. Do I have to do anything?

A: No. You can upgrade your hosts to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Premium Edition using the previously
bought per socket licenses, provided Customer Success Services is valid at least until Dec 13, 2021.

If you have renewed your Customer Success Services after the original purchase, you might need to
refresh the license file on the License Server to ensure it displays the Customer Success Services eligi‑
bility.

Q: I ammoving from Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Express Edition (unlicensed) to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
Cumulative Update 1. Do I have to do anything?

A: Yes. Youmust apply an appropriate license to update your hosts to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative
Update 1.

An Express Edition is not available for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.
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Q: I am a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops or Citrix DaaS customermoving from an earlier
version of Citrix Hypervisor to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. Do I have to do anything?

A: No. Citrix Virtual Apps, Citrix Virtual Desktops, or Citrix DaaS customers can update to Citrix Hyper‑
visor 8.2 seamlessly. Your existing installed Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops license grants
you entitlement to Citrix Hypervisor without requiring any other changes, provided your license is
valid at least until Jun 25, 2020.

Q: I am a Citrix Service Provider licensed for Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops or Citrix DaaS.
Can I use this license for Citrix Hypervisor when I upgrade to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2?

A: Yes. Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 supports your license. With this license, you can use all the premium
features provided by the Premium Edition of Citrix Hypervisor. To apply this license to your pools,
first upgrade or update all hosts within the pool to run Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

Q: I am a customer with a Citrix DaaS subscription. Am I entitled to use Citrix Hypervisor 8.2?

A: Yes. If you have a Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Service) subscription that
enables the use of on‑premises desktops and apps, you are entitled to use Citrix Hypervisor to host
these desktops and apps.
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Downloada license through the licensingmanagement tool. Install this licenseonyour LicenseServer
to use an on‑premises Citrix Hypervisor with your Citrix DaaS subscription.

With this license you can use all the samepremium features aswith an on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops entitlement. To apply this license to your pools, first upgrade all hosts within the pool
to run Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

Q: What are the constraints on the use of the Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition advanced
virtualizationmanagement capabilities delivered as part of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops?

A: Every editionofCitrix Virtual AppsandDesktopshas access toCitrixHypervisor PremiumEditionad‑
vanced virtualization management features. A complete list of all features enabled by a Citrix Virtual
Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops license can be found in the Citrix Hypervisor Feature Matrix.

Citrix Hypervisor entitlements permit virtualization of any infrastructure required to deliver Citrix Vir‑
tual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops feature components. These featuresmust be accessed exclusively
by Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops licensed users or devices.

Extra infrastructure support servers, such as Microsoft domain controllers and SQL servers are also
covered by this entitlement, providing they are deployed in the same Citrix Hypervisor resource pool
as theCitrix Virtual AppsorCitrix VirtualDesktops infrastructure coveredby this license, andproviding
those support servers are used to support the Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops infrastruc‑
ture only.

The Citrix Hypervisor entitlement in the Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops license cannot
be used for Citrix Hypervisor pools that don’t host Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops infras‑
tructure or Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs). You also cannot use this entitlement for hosting virtual
machines not covered by the permissions above. Citrix Hypervisor must be purchased separately for
these uses.

Citrix License Servers

Q: Which License Servers can I use with Citrix Hypervisor?

A: You can use the Citrix License Server software version 11.16 or later on a server running Microsoft
Windows.

You can also use the Linux‑based Citrix License Server virtual appliance version 11.16 or later. How‑
ever, theLicenseServer VPX isdeprecatedandwon’t receiveany furthermaintenanceor security fixes.
Customers using 11.16.6 or previous versions of LicenseServer VPXare advised tomigrate to the latest
version of License Server for Windows as soon as possible.
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Q: How do I import my license onto the Citrix License Server?

A: For information on importing a license file, see the Licensing documentation:

• Citrix License Server
• License Server VPX

Q: Can I run the License Server onmy Citrix Hypervisor pool?

A: Yes. You can install the Citrix License Server software on a Windows VM.

Citrix Hypervisor operates with a ‘grace’ license until the License Server is able to boot. This behavior
means, after you have licensed the Citrix Hypervisor servers in your pool, and you reboot the host
that has the Citrix License Server running on it, a grace period is applied to that host until the License
Server is restarted.

Q: Can I use the Windows version of the Citrix License Server with Citrix Hypervisor?

A: Yes.

Q: Can I install Licenses for other Citrix products on a Citrix License Server virtual appliance or
on the Citrix License Server software installed onWindows?

A: Yes, you can license other Citrix products by using the Citrix License Server virtual appliance or
through the Citrix License Server software installed onWindows. Formore information, see Licensing
on the Citrix Product Documentation website.

Licensing a Citrix Hypervisor pool

Q: How do I apply a license to all the hosts using XenCenter?

A: Follow this procedure to apply a license:

1. On the Toolsmenu, click License Manager.

2. Select the Pool or Hosts you would like to license, and then click Assign License.

3. In the Apply License dialog, specify the Edition type to assign to the host, and type the host
name or IP address of the License Server

Q: Can I apply a license without using XenCenter?

A: Yes, you can use the xe CLI. Run the host‑apply‑edition command. For example, enter the following
to license a host:
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1 xe host-apply-edition edition=enterprise-per-socket|desktop-plus|
desktop|standard-per-socket \

2
3 license-server-address=<licenseserveraddress> host-uuid=<

uuidofhost> \
4
5 license-server-port=<licenseserverport>
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

To license a pool, use the pool‑apply‑edition command. For example:

1 xe pool-apply-edition edition=enterprise-per-socket|desktop-plus|
desktop|standard-per-socket \

2
3 license-server-address=<licenseserveraddress> pool-uuid=<

uuidofpool> \
4
5 license-server-port=<licenseserverport>
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Q: How can I discover the license status of my servers and pools?

A: XenCenter displays the license type of a server or pool.

Tosee the license typeofa serverorpool, select that serverorpool in the treeview. XenCenterdisplays
the license status in the title bar for that server or pool, after the server or pool name.

Youcanalsogo to theGeneral tabof the serverand find the license type in theLicenseDetails section.

To find the license type of a server by using the command line, run the following command in the
console of a server in your pool:

1 xe host-license-view host_uuid=<UUID> | grep sku_marketing_name

Other questions

Q: How do I get a license to evaluate Citrix Hypervisor?

A: You can request a demo of the Premium Edition features. For more information, see Get started.

Q: Can I use Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 without a license?

A: No. Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 is only provided in licensed editions or for customers
with a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. An Express Edition is
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not available for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

You can request a demo of Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition. For more information, see Getting
started with Citrix Hypervisor.

More information

• For more information about the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 release, see Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Release
Notes.

• To access Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 product documentation, see Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Product Docu‑
mentation.

• For an overview of the Citrix Hypervisor product, see Technical Overview.

• CTX200159 – How to Apply a Citrix Hypervisor License File to Citrix License Server Virtual Appli‑
ance (CLSVA)

• Raise any non‑technical issueswith Citrix Hypervisor including, Customer Success Services pro‑
gram support, licensing, administrative support, and order confirmation through Citrix Cus‑
tomer Service.

Install

May 2, 2023

This section contains procedures to guide you through the installation, configuration, and initial op‑
eration of Citrix Hypervisor. It also contains information about troubleshooting problems that might
occur during installation and points you to extra resources.

This information is primarily aimed at system administrators who want to set up Citrix Hypervisor
servers on physical servers.

Citrix Hypervisor installs directly onbare‑metal hardware avoiding the complexity, overhead, andper‑
formance bottlenecks of an underlying operating system. It uses the device drivers available from the
Linux kernel. As a result, Citrix Hypervisor can run on a wide variety of hardware and storage devices.
However, ensure that you use certified device drivers.

For more information, see the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL).

Important:

The Citrix Hypervisor server must be installed on a dedicated 64‑bit x86 server. Do not install
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any other operating system in a dual‑boot configuration with the Citrix Hypervisor server. This
configuration is not supported.

Before you start

Before installing Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1, consider the following factors:

• What is the appropriate installation method?

• What are the system requirements?

Installationmethods

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 can be installed in one of the following ways:

• As a fresh installation
• As an update to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
• As an upgrade to an earlier supported version of XenServer

Existing version of Citrix
Hypervisor or XenServer

How to get Citrix Hypervisor
8.2 Cumulative Update 1 ISO file to use

None Fresh installation Base Installation ISO

8.2 initial release Update Update ISO

7.1 Cumulative Update 2 Upgrade Base Installation ISO

Note:

Upgrade is only supported from the latest Cumulative Update of the LTSR. If your existing
XenServer version is 7.1 or 7.1 Cumulative Update 1, first apply 7.1 Cumulative Update 2 before
upgrading to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 or Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

There is no supported direct upgrade path from out‑of‑support versions of XenServer to Citrix Hyper‑
visor 8.2 or Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1. Instead, perform a fresh installation.

Fresh installation

If you are creating a fresh installation of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1:

• Use the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 Base Installation ISO file. You can down‑
load this file from the Citrix download site

• Review the information in System Requirements, Licensing Citrix Hypervisor, and Installing Cit‑
rix Hypervisor and XenCenter before installing Citrix Hypervisor.
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Update

If you are updating from Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1:

• Use the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 ISO file. You can download this file from
the Citrix download site

• Review the information in System Requirements and Updating before updating Citrix Hypervi‑
sor.

Upgrade

If you are upgrading from XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2 to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Up‑
date 1:

• Use the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 Base Installation ISO file. You can down‑
load this file from the Citrix download site.

• Review the information in SystemRequirements andUpgrading froman existing version before
upgrading Citrix Hypervisor.

The installer presents the option to upgrade when it detects a previously installed version of Citrix
Hypervisor. The upgrade process follows the first‑time installation process, but several setup steps
are bypassed. The existing settings are retained, including networking configuration, system time
and so on.

Supplemental packs

You can install any required supplemental pack after installing Citrix Hypervisor. Download the sup‑
plemental pack to a known location on your computer and install the supplemental pack in the same
way as an update.

For more information, see Supplemental Packs and the DDK Guide.

Install the Citrix Hypervisor server
Tip:

Throughout the installation, quickly advance to thenext screenbypressing F12. UseTab tomove
between elements and Space or Enter to select. Press F1 for general help.

To install or upgrade the Citrix Hypervisor server:

1. Back up data you want to preserve. Installing Citrix Hypervisor overwrites data on any hard
drives that you select to use for the installation.

2. Boot the computer from the installation media or by using network boot:
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• To install Citrix Hypervisor server from a bootable USB:

a) Use a tool like rufus or diskpart to create a bootable USB by using the Citrix Hy‑
pervisor installation ISO. Ensure that the tool does not alter the contents of the ISO
file.

b) Insert the bootable USB drive into the target system.

c) Restart the system.

d) In the BIOS, change the settings to boot the system from the USB.

(If necessary, see your hardware vendor documentation for information on changing
the boot order)

• To install Citrix Hypervisor server from a CD:

a) Burn the Citrix Hypervisor installation ISO file to a CD.

b) Insert the bootable CD into the CD/DVD drive on the target system.

c) Restart the system.

d) In the BIOS, change the settings to boot the system from the CD.

(If necessary, see your hardware vendor documentation for information on changing
the boot order)

• To install Citrix Hypervisor server from virtual media:

a) Go to the virtual console of your system.

b) Insert the Citrix Hypervisor installation ISO file as virtual media.

c) Restart the system.

d) In the BIOS, change the settings to boot the system from the virtual media.

(If necessary, see your hardware vendor documentation for information on changing
the boot order)

• To set up a network‑accessible TFTP server to boot:

For details about setting up a TFTP server to boot the installer using network, seeNetwork
Boot Installation.

• To install Citrix Hypervisor to a remote disk on a SAN to enable boot from SAN:

For details, see Boot From SAN.

3. Following the initial boot messages and the Welcome to Citrix Hypervisor screen, select your
key map (keyboard layout) for the installation.
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Note:

If a System Hardware warning screen is displayed and hardware virtualization assist sup‑
port is available on your system, see your hardware manufacturer for BIOS upgrades.

4. The Welcome to Citrix Hypervisor Setup screen is displayed.

Citrix Hypervisor ships with a broad driver set that supportsmostmodern server hardware con‑
figurations. However, if you have been provided with any additional essential device drivers,
press F9. The installer steps you through installing the necessary drivers.

Warning:

Only update packages containing driver disks can be installed at this point in the instal‑
lation process. However, you are prompted later in the installation process to install any
update packages containing supplemental packs.

After you have installed all of the required drivers, selectOK to proceed.

Citrix Hypervisor enables customers to configure the Citrix Hypervisor installation to boot from
FCoE. Press F10 and follow the instructions displayed on the screen to set up FCoE.

Notes:

Before enabling your Citrix Hypervisor server to boot from FCoE, manually complete the
configuration required to expose a LUN to the host. This manual configuration includes
configuring the storage fabric and allocating LUNs to the public world wide name (PWWN)
of your SAN. After you complete this configuration, the available LUN is mounted to the
CNA of the host as a SCSI device. The SCSI device can then be used to access the LUN as
if it were a locally attached SCSI device. For information about configuring the physical
switch and the array to support FCoE, see the documentation provided by the vendor.

Whenyouconfigure theFCoE fabric, donotuseVLAN0. TheCitrixHypervisor server cannot
find traffic that is on VLAN 0.

Occasionally, booting a Citrix Hypervisor server from FCoE SAN using software FCoE stack
can cause the host to stop responding. This issue is caused by a temporary link disruption
in the host initialization phase. If the host fails to respond for a long time, you can restart
the host to work around this issue.

5. The Citrix Hypervisor EULA is displayed. Use the Page Up and Page Down keys to scroll through
and read the agreement. Select Accept EULA to proceed.

6. Select the appropriate action. Youmight see any of the following options:

• Perform clean installation

• Upgrade: If the installer detects a previously installed version of Citrix Hypervisor or
XenServer, it offers the option to upgrade. For information about upgrading your Citrix
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Hypervisor server, see Upgrading from an existing version.

• Restore: If the installer detects a previously createdbackup installation, it offers the option
to restore Citrix Hypervisor from the backup.

Make your selection, and chooseOK to proceed.

7. If you have multiple local hard disks, choose a Primary Disk for the installation. SelectOK.

8. Choose which disks you want to use for virtual machine storage. Information about a specific
disk can be viewed by pressing F5.

If you want to use thin provisioning to optimize the use of available storage, select Enable thin
provisioning. This option selects the local SR of the host to be the one to be used for the lo‑
cal caching of VM VDIs. Citrix Virtual Desktops and DaaS users are recommended to select this
option for local caching to work properly. For more information, see Storage.

ChooseOK.

9. Select your installation media source.

• To install from a USB or CD, choose Local media.

• To install by using network, selectHTTP or FTP orNFS.

Note:

If you are using IIS to host the installation media, ensure that double escaping is en‑
abled on IIS before extracting the installation ISO on it.

ChooseOK to proceed.

If you selectHTTPorFTPorNFS, set upnetworking so that the installer can connect to theCitrix
Hypervisor installation media files:

a) If the computer hasmultiple NICs, select one of them to be used to access the Citrix Hyper‑
visor installation media files. ChooseOK to proceed.

b) Choose Automatic configuration (DHCP) to configure the NIC using DHCP, or Static con‑
figuration to configure theNICmanually. If you choose Static configuration, enter details
as appropriate.

c) Provide VLAN ID if you have your installation media present in a VLAN network.

d) If you choose HTTP or FTP, provide the URL for your HTTP or FTP repository, and a user
name and password, if appropriate.

If you chooseNFS, provide the server and path of your NFS share.

SelectOK to proceed.
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10. Indicate if you want to verify the integrity of the installation media. If you select Verify instal‑
lation source, the SHA256 checksum of the packages is calculated and checked against the
known value. Verification can take some time. Make your selection and chooseOK to proceed.

11. Set and confirm a root password, which XenCenter uses to connect to the Citrix Hypervisor
server. You also use this password (with user name “root”) to log into xsconsole, the system
configuration console.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor root passwords must contain only ASCII characters.

12. Set up the primary management interface that is used to connect to XenCenter.

If your computer has multiple NICs, select the NIC which you want to use for management.
ChooseOK to proceed.

13. Configure the Management NIC IP address by choosing Automatic configuration (DHCP) to
configure the NIC using DHCP, or Static configuration to configure the NIC manually. To have
the management interface on a VLAN network, provide the VLAN ID.

Note:

To be part of a pool, Citrix Hypervisor servers must have static IP addresses or be DNS
addressable. When using DHCP, ensure that a static DHCP reservation policy is in place.

14. Specify the hostname and the DNS configuration, manually or automatically via DHCP.

In theHostname Configuration section, select Automatically set via DHCP to have the DHCP
server provide the hostname along with the IP address. If you select Manually specify, enter
the hostname for the server in the field provided.

Note:

If you manually specify the hostname, enter a short hostname and not the fully qualified
domain name (FQDN). Entering an FQDN can cause external authentication to fail, or the
Citrix Hypervisor server might be added to AD with a different name.

In the DNS Configuration section, choose Automatically set via DHCP to get name service
configurationusingDHCP. If youselectManually specify, enter the IPaddressesof yourprimary
(required), secondary (optional), and tertiary (optional) DNS servers in the fields provided.

SelectOK to proceed.

15. Select your time zone by geographical area and city. You can type the first letter of the desired
locale to jump to the first entry that begins with this letter. ChooseOK to proceed.

16. Specify howyouwant the server todetermine local time: usingNTPormanual timeentry. Make
your selection, and chooseOK to proceed.
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• If usingNTP, selectNTP is configuredbymyDHCP serveror enter at least oneNTP server
name or IP address in the fields below. ChooseOK to proceed.

• If you elected to set the date and time manually, you are prompted to do so. Choose OK
to proceed.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor assumes that the time setting in the BIOS of the server is the current time
in UTC.

17. Select Install Citrix Hypervisor.

The installation process starts. This might take someminutes.

18. The next screen asks if you want to install any supplemental packs. If you plan to install any
supplemental packs provided by your hardware supplier, choose Yes.

If you choose to install supplemental packs, you are prompted to insert them. Eject the Citrix
Hypervisor installation media, and insert the supplemental pack media. ChooseOK.

SelectUsemedia to proceed with the installation.

Repeat for each pack to be installed.

19. From the Installation Complete screen, eject the installation media (if installing from USB or
CD) and selectOK to reboot the server.

After the server reboots, Citrix Hypervisor displays xsconsole, a system configuration console.
To access a local shell from xsconsole, press Alt+F3; to return to xsconsole, press Alt+F1.

Note:

Make note of the IP address displayed. Use this IP address when you connect XenCenter
to the Citrix Hypervisor server.

Install XenCenter

XenCenter must be installed on a Windows machine that can connect to the Citrix Hypervisor server
through your network. Ensure that .NET framework version 4.6 or above is installed on this system.

To install XenCenter:

1. Download the installer for the latest version of XenCenter from the Citrix Hypervisor Download
page.

2. Launch the installer .msi file.

3. Follow the Setup wizard, which allows you tomodify the default destination folder and then to
install XenCenter.

For more information about using XenCenter, see XenCenter documentation.
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Connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor server

To connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor server:

1. Launch XenCenter. The program opens to theHome tab.

2. Click the Add New Server icon.

3. Enter the IP address of the Citrix Hypervisor server in the Server field. Type the root user name
and password that you set during Citrix Hypervisor installation. Click Add.

4. The first time you add a host, the Save andRestore Connection State dialog box appears. This
dialog enables you to set your preferences for storing your host connection information and
automatically restoring host connections.

If you later want to change your preferences, you can do so using XenCenter or the Windows
Registry Editor.

To do so in XenCenter: from themainmenu, selectTools and thenOptions. TheOptionsdialog
box opens. Select the Save and Restore tab and set your preferences. Click OK to save your
changes.

To do so using the Windows Registry Editor, navigate to the key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
Software\Citrix\XenCenter and add a key named AllowCredentialSave with the
string value true or false.

Installation and deployment scenarios

January 9, 2023

This section steps through the following common installation and deployment scenarios:

• One or more Citrix Hypervisor servers with local storage

• Pools of Citrix Hypervisor servers with shared storage:

– Multiple Citrix Hypervisor servers with shared NFS storage

– Multiple Citrix Hypervisor servers with shared iSCSI storage

Citrix Hypervisor servers with local storage

The simplest deployment of Citrix Hypervisor is to run VMs on one or more Citrix Hypervisor servers
with local storage.
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Note:

Live migration of VMs between Citrix Hypervisor servers is only available when they share stor‑
age. However, storage live migration is still available.

Basic hardware requirements

• One or more 64‑bit x86 servers with local storage

• One or more Windows systems, on the same network as the Citrix Hypervisor servers

High‑level procedure

1. Install the Citrix Hypervisor server software on the servers.
2. Install XenCenter on the Windows systems.
3. Connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor servers.

After you connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor servers, storage is automatically configured on
the local disk of the hosts.

Pools of Citrix Hypervisor servers with shared storage

A pool comprises multiple Citrix Hypervisor server installations, bound together as a single managed
entity. When combinedwith shared storage, a pool enables VMs to be started on any Citrix Hypervisor
server in thepool that has sufficientmemory. The VMs can thendynamically bemovedbetweenhosts
while running (livemigration)withminimal downtime. If an individual Citrix Hypervisor server suffers
a hardware failure, you can restart the failed VMs on another host in the same pool.

If the High Availability (HA) feature is enabled, protected VMs are automatically moved if there is a
host failure.

To set up shared storagebetweenhosts in apool, create a storage repository. CitrixHypervisor storage
repositories (SR) are storage containers in which virtual disks are stored. SRs, like virtual disks, are
persistent, on‑disk objects that exist independently of Citrix Hypervisor. SRs can exist on different
types of physical storage devices, both internal and external, including local disk devices and shared
network storage. Several different types of storage are available when you create an SR, including:

• NFS VHD storage

• Software iSCSI storage

• Hardware HBA storage

• GFS2 storage
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This following sections step through setting up two common shared storage solutions –NFS and iSCSI
– for a pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers. Before you create an SR, configure your NFS or iSCSI storage.
Setup differs depending on the type of storage solution that you use. For details, see your vendor
documentation. In all cases, to be part of a pool, the servers providing shared storage must have
static IP addresses or be DNS addressable. For further information on setting up shared storage, see
Storage.

We recommend that you create a pool before you add shared storage. For pool requirements and
setup procedures, see Pool Requirements in the XenCenter documentation or Hosts and Resource
Pools.

Citrix Hypervisor servers with shared NFS storage

Basic hardware requirements

• Two or more 64‑bit x86 servers with local storage

• One or more Windows systems, on the same network as the Citrix Hypervisor servers

• A server exporting a shared directory over NFS

High‑level procedure

1. Install the Citrix Hypervisor server software on the servers.

2. Install XenCenter on the Windows systems.

3. Connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor servers.

4. Create your pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers.

5. Configure the NFS server.

6. Create an SR on the NFS share at the pool level.

Configuring your NFS storage

Before you create an SR, configure the NFS storage. To be part of a pool, the NFS share must have a
static IP address or beDNSaddressable. Configure theNFS server tohaveoneormore targets that can
bemounted by NFS clients (for example, Citrix Hypervisor servers in a pool). Setup differs depending
on your storage solution, so it is best to see your vendor documentation for details.

To create an SR on the NFS share at the pool level in XenCenter:

1. On the Resources pane, select the pool. On the toolbar, click the New Storage button. The
New Storage Repositorywizard opens.
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2. Under Virtual disk storage, choose NFS VHD as the storage type. Choose Next to continue.

3. Enter a name for the new SR and the name of the share where it is located. Click Scan to have
the wizard scan for existing NFS SRs in the specified location.

Note:

The NFS server must be configured to export the specified path to all Citrix Hypervisor
servers in the pool.

4. Click Finish.

The new SR appears in the Resources pane, at the pool level.

Creating an SR on the NFS share at the pool level using the xe CLI

1. Open a console on any Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool.

2. Create the storage repository on server:/path by entering the following:

1 xe sr-create content-type=user type=nfs name-label=sr_name= \
2 shared=true device-config:server=server \
3 device-config:serverpath=path
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The device-config-server argument refers to the name of the NFS server and the device
-config-serverpath argument refers to the path on the server. Since shared is set to true,
the shared storage is automatically connected to every host in the pool. Any hosts that later join
are also connected to the storage. The UUID of the created storage repository is printed to the
console.

3. Find the UUID of the pool by using the pool-list command.

4. Set the new SR as the pool‑wide default by entering the following:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid \
2 default-SR=storage_repository_uuid
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

As shared storage has been set as the pool‑wide default, all future VMs have their disks created
on this SR.

Citrix Hypervisor servers with shared iSCSI storage

Basic hardware requirements

• Two or more 64‑bit x86 servers with local storage
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• One or more Windows systems, on the same network as the Citrix Hypervisor servers

• A server providing a shared directory over iSCSI

High‑level procedure

1. Install the Citrix Hypervisor server software on the servers.

2. Install XenCenter on the Windows systems.

3. Connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor servers.

4. Create your pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers.

5. Configure the iSCSI storage.

6. If necessary, enable multiple initiators on your iSCSI device.

7. If necessary, configure the iSCSI Qualified Name (IQN) for each Citrix Hypervisor server.

8. Create an SR on the iSCSI share at the pool level.

Configuring your iSCSI storage

Before you create an SR, configure the iSCSI storage. To be part of a pool, the iSCSI storagemust have
a static IP address or be DNS addressable. Provide an iSCSI target LUN on the SAN for the VM storage.
Configure Citrix Hypervisor servers to be able to see and access the iSCSI target LUN. Both the iSCSI
target and each iSCSI initiator on each Citrix Hypervisor servermust have a valid and unique IQN. For
configuration details, it is best to see your vendor documentation.

Configuring an iSCSI IQN for each Citrix Hypervisor server

Upon installation, Citrix Hypervisor automatically attributes a unique IQN to each host. If you must
adhere to a local administrative naming policy, you can change the IQN by using the following xe CLI
command:

1 xe host-param-set uuid=<host_uuid> iscsi_iqn=<iscsi_iqn>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To create an SR on the iSCSI share at the pool level using XenCenter:

Warning:

When you create Citrix Hypervisor SRs on iSCSI or HBA storage, any existing contents of the vol‑
ume are destroyed.

1. On the Resources pane, select the pool. On the toolbar, click the New Storage button. The
New Storage Repositorywizard opens.
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2. Under Virtual disk storage, choose Software iSCSI as the storage type. Choose Next to con‑
tinue.

3. Enter a name for the new SR and then the IP address or DNS name of the iSCSI target.

Note:

The iSCSI storage targetmust be configured to enable every Citrix Hypervisor server in the
pool to have access to one or more LUNs.

4. If youhaveconfigured the iSCSI target touseCHAPauthentication, enter theUserandPassword.

5. Click the Discover IQNs button, and then choose the iSCSI target IQN from the Target IQN list.

Warning:

The iSCSI target and all servers in the pool must have unique IQNs.

6. Click the Discover LUNs button, and then choose the LUN on which to create the SR from the
Target LUN list.

Warning:

Each individual iSCSI storage repository must be contained entirely on a single LUN and
cannot spanmore than one LUN. Any data present on the chosen LUN is destroyed.

7. Click Finish.

The new SR appears in the Resources pane, at the pool level.

To create an SR on the iSCSI share at the pool level by using the xe CLI:

Warning:

When you create Citrix Hypervisor SRs on iSCSI or HBA storage, any existing contents of the vol‑
ume are destroyed.

1. On the console of any server in the pool, run the command:

1 xe sr-create name-label=name_for_sr \
2 host-uuid=host_uuid device-config:target=

iscsi_server_ip_address \
3 device-config:targetIQN=iscsi_target_iqn device-config:SCSIid=

scsi_id \
4 content-type=user type=lvmoiscsi shared=true
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

The device-config:target argument refers to the name or IP address of the iSCSI server.
Since the shared argument is set to true, the shared storage is automatically connected to
every host in the pool. Any hosts that later join are also connected to the storage.

The command returns the UUID of the created storage repository.
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2. Find the UUID of the pool by running the pool-list command.

3. Set the new SR as the pool‑wide default by entering the following:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid default-SR=iscsi_shared_sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

As shared storage has been set as the pool‑wide default, all future VMs have their disks created
on this SR.

Upgrade from an existing version

May 2, 2023

This article describes how to upgrade Citrix Hypervisor by using XenCenter or the xe CLI. It guides
you through upgrading your Citrix Hypervisor servers – both pooled and standalone – automatically
(using the XenCenter Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard) andmanually.

Weprovidebothupgrade andupdate capabilities that you canuse tomove fromsomeearlier versions
of Citrix Hypervisor to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1. Using the upgrade or update capa‑
bility enables you toapplyCitrixHypervisor 8.2CumulativeUpdate 1without having to complete a full
installation process. When you upgrade or update, Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 retains
your VMs, SRs, and configuration.

• You can upgrade from XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2 (LTSR) to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumu‑
lative Update 1 by using the Base Installation ISO. This section describes how to upgrade to
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

Note:

Upgrading from XenServer 7.1 or 7.1 Cumulative Update 1 to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumu‑
lative Update 1 is not supported. Ensure that the latest Cumulative Update is applied to
Citrix Hypervisor 7.1 before attempting to upgrade.

• You can apply Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 as an update to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
by using theUpdate Installation ISO. For more information, see Update your hosts.

• Forall other versionsof XenServerandCitrixHypervisor youcannotupgrade toCitrixHypervisor
8.2 Cumulative Update 1 directly. Perform a clean installation using the Base Installation ISO.
For more information, see Install.

Note:

To retain VMs from your previous installation of Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer, when no
upgrade path is available, export the VMs and import them into your clean installation of
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Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1. VMs exported from any supported version of
Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer can be imported into Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Up‑
date 1. For more information, see Import and export VMs.

Before you start

Review the following information before starting your upgrade. Take the necessary steps to ensure
that your upgrade process is successful.

• Upgrading Citrix Hypervisor servers, and particularly a pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers,
requires careful planning and attention. To avoid losing any existing data, either:

– Map your upgrade path carefully.
– Use the XenCenter Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard, and ensure that you select the option to

upgradewhen you are stepping through the installer.

• Check that the hardware your pool is installed on is compatible with the version of Citrix Hyper‑
visor you are about to upgrade to. For more information, see the Hardware Compatibility List
(HCL).

• If you are using XenCenter to upgrade your hosts, download and install the latest version of
XenCenter from the Citrix Hypervisor download site.

For example,whenupgrading toCitrixHypervisor 8.2, use the latest versionof XenCenter issued
for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. Using earlier versions of XenCenter to upgrade to a newer version of
Citrix Hypervisor is not supported.

• Check that the operating systems of your VMs are supported by the version of Citrix Hypervisor
you are about to upgrade to. If your VM operating system is not supported in the target ver‑
sion of Citrix Hypervisor, upgrade your VM operating system to a supported version. For more
information, see Guest operating system support.

• Paravirtualized (PV) VMs are not supported in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1. 32‑bit
PV VMs are blocked from starting on Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 servers. Ensure
that before upgrading you remove any PV VMs from your pool or upgrade your VMs to a sup‑
ported version of their operating system. For more information, see Upgrade from PV to HVM
guests.

Earlier versions of the Citrix License Server virtual appliance run in PV mode. Ensure that you
update your Citrix License Server virtual appliance to the latest version before upgrading to
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

• If you have Windows VMs running in your pool that will be migrated as part of your upgrade,
take the following steps for each VM:

– Set the value of the following registry key to a REG_DWORD value of ‘3’: HLKM\System\
CurrentControlSet\services\xenbus_monitor\Parameters\Autoreboot
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– Ensure that the latest version of the Citrix VM Tools for Windows is installed
– Take a snapshot of the VM

• If you have Linux VMs running in your pool that will bemigrated as part of your upgrade, ensure
that the latest version of the Citrix VM Tools for Linux is installed.

• Boot‑from‑SAN settings are not inherited during themanual upgrade process. When upgrading
using the ISO or PXE process, follow the same instructions as used in the installation process
below to ensure that multipathd is correctly configured. Formore information, see Boot from
SAN.

• Quiesced snapshots are no longer supported. If you have existing snapshot schedules that cre‑
ate quiesced snapshots, these snapshot schedules fail after the upgrade. To ensure that snap‑
shots continue to be created, delete the existing schedule and create a new one that creates
non‑quiesced snapshots before performing the upgrade.

• Legacy SSL mode is no longer supported. Disable this mode on all hosts in your pool before at‑
tempting to upgrade to the latest version on Citrix Hypervisor. To disable legacy SSLmode, run
the following commandonyourpoolmaster before youbegin theupgrade: xe pool-disable
-ssl-legacy uuid=<pool_uuid>

• The Container Management supplemental pack is no longer supported. After you update or
upgrade to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor, you can no longer use the features of this
supplemental pack.

• When you upgrade Citrix Hypervisor, previously applied supplemental packs are removed and
so they must be reapplied during or after the upgrade.

• The vSwitch Controller is no longer supported. Disconnect the vSwitch Controller from your
pool before attempting to upgrade to the latest version on Citrix Hypervisor. After the upgrade,
the following configuration changes take place:

– Cross‑server private networks revert to single‑server private networks.
– AnyQuality of Service settingsmade through the DVSC console are no longer applied. Net‑
work rate limits are no longer enforced.

– ACL rules are removed. All traffic from VMs is allowed.
– Port mirroring (RSPAN) is disabled.

If, after update or upgrade, you find leftover state about the vSwitch Controller in your pool,
clear the state with the following CLI command: xe pool-set-vswitch-controller
address=

Rolling pool upgrades

Citrix Hypervisor enables you to perform a rolling pool upgrade. A rolling pool upgrade keeps all the
services and resources offered by the pool available while upgrading all of the hosts in a pool. This
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upgrademethod takes only oneCitrix Hypervisor server offline at a time. Critical VMs are kept running
during the upgrade process by live migrating the VMs to other hosts in the pool.

Note:

The pool must have shared storage to keep your VMs running during a rolling pool upgrade. If
your pool does not have shared storage, you must stop your VMs before upgrading because the
VMs cannot be live migrated.

Storage live migration is not supported with rolling pool upgrades.

You can perform a rolling pool upgrade using XenCenter or the xe CLI. When using XenCenter, we
recommend using the Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard. This wizard organizes the upgrade path auto‑
matically and guides you through the upgrade procedure. If you are using the xe CLI, first plan your
upgradepath and then livemigrate running VMsbetweenCitrix Hypervisor servers as youperform the
rolling pool upgrademanually.

The Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard is available for licensed Citrix Hypervisor customers or those cus‑
tomers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitle‑
ment or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more information about Citrix Hypervisor licensing, see Licens‑
ing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervisor license, visit the Citrix website.

Important:

Do not use Rolling Pool Upgrade with Boot from SAN environments. For more information on
upgrading boot from SAN environments, see Boot from SAN.

Upgrade Citrix Hypervisor servers by using the XenCenter Rolling Pool Upgradewizard

The Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard enables you to upgrade Citrix Hypervisor servers, hosts in a pool or
standalone hosts, to the current version of Citrix Hypervisor.

The Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard guides you through the upgrade procedure and organizes the up‑
gradepath automatically. For pools, eachof the hosts in the pool is upgraded in turn, startingwith the
pool master. Before starting an upgrade, the wizard conducts a series of prechecks. These prechecks
ensure certain pool‑wide features, such as high availability are temporarily disabled and that each
host in the pool is prepared for upgrade. Only one host is offline at a time. Any running VMs are auto‑
matically migrated off each host before the upgrade is installed on that host.

The Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard also allows you to automatically apply the available hotfixes when
upgrading to a newer version of Citrix Hypervisor. This enables you to bring your standalone hosts
or pools up‑to‑date with a minimum number of reboots at the end. You must be connected to the
Internet during the upgrade process for this feature to work.

You can benefit from the automatic application of hotfixes feature when you use XenCenter issued
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with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 to upgrade from any supported version of Citrix Hy‑
pervisor or XenServer.

Note:

Rolling Pool Upgrade using XenCenter is only available for licensed Citrix Hypervisor customers
or those customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

The wizard can operate inManual or Automaticmode:

• InManualMode, youmustmanually run the Citrix Hypervisor installer on each host in turn and
follow the on‑screen instructions on the serial console of the host. When the upgrade begins,
XenCenter prompts you to insert the XenCenter installation media or specify a network boot
server for each host that you upgrade.

• InAutomaticMode, thewizard uses network installation files on anHTTP, NFS, or FTP server to
upgrade each host in turn. Thismodedoesn’t require you to insert installationmedia,manually
reboot, or step through the installer on each host. If you perform a rolling pool upgrade in this
manner, you must unpack the installation media onto your HTTP, NFS, or FTP server before
starting the upgrade.

Note:

If you are using IIS to host the installation media, ensure that double escaping is enabled
on IIS before extracting the installation ISO on it.

Before you upgrade

Before you begin your upgrade, be sure to make the following preparations:

• Download and install the latest version of XenCenter provided for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumu‑
lative Update 1 from the Citrix Hypervisor Product Download page. Using earlier versions of
XenCenter to upgrade to a newer version of Citrix Hypervisor is not supported.

• We strongly recommend that you take a backup of the state of your existing pool using thepool
-dump-database xeCLI command. Formore information, seeCommand line interface. Taking
a backup state ensures that you can revert a partially complete rolling upgrade to its original
state without losing VM data.

• Ensure that your hosts are not over‑provisioned: check that hosts have sufficient memory to
carry out the upgrade.

As a general guideline, if N equals the total number of hosts in a pool, there must be sufficient
memory across N‑1 hosts to run all of the live VMs in the pool. It is best to suspend any non‑
critical VMs during the upgrade process.
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• If you have vGPU‑enabled VMs running on your pool, complete the following steps to migrate
the pool while these VMs are running:

– Ensure that the GPU you are using is supported on the version you plan to upgrade to.
– Identify a version of the NVIDIA drivers that is available for both your current version of Cit‑
rix Hypervisor and the version of Citrix Hypervisor you are upgrading. If possible, choose
the latest available drivers.

– Install the new NVIDIA drivers on your Citrix Hypervisor servers and the matching guest
drivers on any of your vGPU‑enabled VMs.

– Ensure that you also have the version of the NVIDIA driver that matches the version of Cit‑
rix Hypervisor that you are upgrading to. You are prompted to install these drivers as a
supplemental pack as part of the Rolling Pool Upgrade process.

RollingPoolUpgradewizard checks that the followingactionshavebeen taken. Perform theseactions
before you begin the upgrade process:

• Empty the CD/DVD drives of the VMs in the pools.

• Disable high availability.

Upgrade process

To upgrade Citrix Hypervisor hosts by using the XenCenter Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard:

1. Open the Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard: on the Toolsmenu, select Rolling Pool Upgrade.

2. Read the Before You Start information, and then click Next to continue.

3. Select the pools and any individual hosts that you want to upgrade, and then clickNext.

4. Choose one of the following modes:

• Automatic Mode for an automated upgrade from network installation files on an HTTP,
NFS, or FTP server

• Manual Mode for amanual upgrade from either a USB/CD/DVD or using network boot (us‑
ing existing infrastructure)

Notes:

If you chooseAutomaticMode and are using IIS to host the installationmedia, ensure that
double escaping is enabled on IIS before extracting the installation ISO on it.

If you choose Manual Mode, you must run the Citrix Hypervisor installer on each host in
turn. Follow theon‑screen instructionson the serial consoleof thehost. When theupgrade
begins, XenCenter prompts you to insert the Citrix Hypervisor installationmedia or specify
a network boot server for each host that you upgrade.
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5. Choose whether you want XenCenter to automatically download and install the minimal set of
updates (hotfixes) after upgrading the servers to a newer version. The apply updates option is
selected by default. However, you must have an internet connection to download and install
the updates.

6. After you have selected your Upgrade Mode, click Run Prechecks.

7. Follow the recommendations to resolve any upgrade prechecks that have failed. If you want
XenCenter to resolve all failed prechecks automatically, click Resolve All.

When all prechecks have been resolved, click Next to continue.

8. Prepare the Citrix Hypervisor installation media.

If you chose Automatic Mode, enter the installation media details. Choose HTTP, NFS, or FTP
and then specify the URL, user name, and password, as appropriate.

Notes:

• If you choose FTP, ensure that you escape any leading slashes that are in the file path
section of the URL.

• Enter the user name and password associated with your HTTP or FTP server, if you
have configured security credentials. Do not enter the user name and password asso‑
ciated with your Citrix Hypervisor pool.

• Citrix Hypervisor supports FTP in passive mode only.

If you choseManual Mode, note the upgrade plan and instructions.

Click Start Upgrade.

9. When the upgrade begins, the Rolling Pool Upgradewizard guides you through any actions you
must take to upgrade each host. Follow the instructions until you have upgraded and updated
all hosts in the pools.

If you have vGPU‑enabled VMs, when you reach the step that gives you the option to supply a
supplemental pack, upload the NVIDIA driver thatmatches the one on your vGPU‑enabled VMs.
Ensure you upload the version of the driver for the Citrix Hypervisor version you are upgrading
to.

Note:

If the upgrade or the update process fails for any reason, the Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard
halts the process. This allows you to fix the issue and resume the upgrade or update pro‑
cess by clicking the Retry button.

10. The Rolling Pool Upgrade wizard prints a summary when the upgrade is complete. Click Finish
to close the wizard.
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Notes:

After a Rolling Pool Upgrade is complete, a VMmight not be located on its home server. To relo‑
cate the VM, you can do one of the following actions:

• Live migrate the VM to its home server
• Shut down the VM and then start it on its home server

Upgrade Citrix Hypervisor servers by using the xe CLI

Performing a rolling pool upgrade using the xe CLI requires careful planning. Be sure to read the fol‑
lowing section with care before you begin.

Plan an upgrade path

As you plan your upgrade, it is important to be aware of the following:

• You can only migrate VMs from Citrix Hypervisor servers running an older version of Citrix Hy‑
pervisor to one running the same version or higher. For example, from version 7.0 to version 7.1
CumulativeUpdate 2 or fromversion 7.1 CumulativeUpdate 2 to version 8.2 CumulativeUpdate
1.

You cannotmigrate VMs from an upgraded host to one running an older version of Citrix Hyper‑
visor. For example, from version 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 to version 7.1 Cumulative Update 2.
Be sure to allow for space on your Citrix Hypervisor servers accordingly.

• We strongly advise against running amixed‑mode pool (one withmultiple versions of Citrix Hy‑
pervisor co‑existing) for longer than necessary, as the pool operates in a degraded state during
upgrade.

• Key control operations arenot availableduring theupgrade. Donot attempt toperformany con‑
trol operations. Though VMs continue to function as normal, VM actions other thanmigrate are
not available (for example, shut down, copy and export). In particular, it is not safe to perform
storage‑related operations such as adding, removing, or resizing virtual disks.

• Always upgrade the master host first. Do not place the host into maintenance mode using Xen‑
Center before performing the upgrade. If you put themaster inmaintenancemode, a newmas‑
ter is designated.

• After upgrading a host, apply any hotfixes that have been released for the upgraded version of
Citrix Hypervisor before migrating VMs onto the host.

• We strongly recommend that you take a backup of the state of your existing pool using thepool
-dump-database xe CLI command. For more information, see Command Line interface. This
allows you to revert a partially complete rolling upgrade back to its original statewithout losing
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any VM data. If you have to revert the rolling upgrade for any reason, you might have to shut
down VMs. This action is required because it is not possible to migrate a VM from an upgraded
Citrix Hypervisor server to a host running an older version of Citrix Hypervisor.

Before you begin your rolling pool upgrade

• If you are using XenCenter, upgrade XenCenter to the latest version provided on the Citrix down‑
load site. The newer version of XenCenter correctly controls older versions of Citrix Hypervisor
servers.

• Empty the CD/DVDdrives of the VMs in the pool. For details and instructions, seeBefore Upgrad‑
ing a Single Citrix Hypervisor server.

• Disable high availability.

Perform rolling pool upgrades by using the xe CLI

1. Start with the pool master. Disable the master by using the host-disable command. This
prevents any new VMs from starting on the specified host.

2. Ensure that no VMs are running on the master. Shut down, suspend or migrate VMs to other
hosts in the pool.

To migrate specified VMs to specified hosts, use the vm-migrate command. By using the vm-
migrate command, you have full control over the distribution of migrated VMs to other hosts
in the pool.

To live migrate all VMs to other hosts in the pool, use the host-evacuate command. By using
thehost-evacuate command, you leave the distribution ofmigrated VMs to Citrix Hypervisor.

3. Shut down the pool master.

Important:

You are unable to contact the pool master until the upgrade of the master is complete.
Shutting down the pool master causes the other hosts in the pool to enter emergency
mode. Hosts can enter emergency mode when they in a pool whose master has disap‑
peared from the network and cannot be contacted after several attempts. VMs continue to
run on hosts in emergency mode, but control operations are not available.

4. Boot the pool master using the Citrix Hypervisor installation media andmethod of your choice
(such as, USB or network). Follow the Citrix Hypervisor installation procedure until the installer
offers you the option to upgrade. Choose to upgrade. For more information, see Install.
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Warnings:

• Ensure you select the upgrade option to avoid losing any existing data.

• If anything interrupts the upgrade of the pool master or if the upgrade fails for any
reason, do not attempt to proceed with the upgrade. Reboot the pool master and
restore to a working version of the master.

When your pool master restarts, the other hosts in the pool leave emergencymode and normal
service is restored after a fewminutes.

5. Apply any hotfixes that have been released for the new version of Citrix Hypervisor to the pool
master.

6. On the poolmaster, start or resume any shutdown or suspended VMs. Migrate any VMs that you
want back to the pool master.

7. Select the next Citrix Hypervisor server in your upgrade path. Disable the host.

8. Ensure that no VMs are running on the host. Shut down, suspend or migrate VMs to other hosts
in the pool.

9. Shut down the host.

10. Follow the upgrade procedure for the host, as described for the master in Step 4.

Note:

If the upgrade of a host that is not the master fails or is interrupted, you do not have to
revert. Use the host-forget command to forget the host. Reinstall Citrix Hypervisor on
the host, and then join it, as a new host, to the pool using the pool-join command.

11. Apply any hotfixes that have been released for the new version of Citrix Hypervisor to the host.

12. On the host, start or resume any shutdown or suspended VMs. Migrate any VMs that you want
back to the host.

13. Repeat Steps 6–10 for the rest of the hosts in the pool.

Upgrade a single Citrix Hypervisor server by using the xe CLI

Before you upgrade a single Citrix Hypervisor server

Before upgrading a standalone Citrix Hypervisor server, shut down or suspend any VMs running on
that host. It is important to eject and empty CD/DVD drives of any VMs you plan to suspend. If you do
not empty the CD/DVD drives, youmay not be able to resume the suspended VMs after upgrade.

An empty VM CD/DVD drive means the VM is not attached to an ISO image or a physical CD/DVD
mounted through the Citrix Hypervisor server. In addition, you must ensure that the VM is not
attached to any physical CD/DVD drive on the Citrix Hypervisor server at all.
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To empty the CD/DVD drive of a VM by using the xe CLI:

1. Identify which VMs do not have empty CD/DVD drives by typing the following:

1 xe vbd-list type=CD empty=false
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This returns a list of all the VM CD/DVD drives that are not empty, for example:

1 uuid ( RO) : abae3997-39af-2764-04a1-ffc501d132d9
2 vm-uuid ( RO): 340a8b49-866e-b27c-99d1-fb41457344d9
3 vm-name-label ( RO): VM02_DemoLinux
4 vdi-uuid ( RO): a14b0345-b20a-4027-a233-7cbd1e005ede
5 empty ( RO): false
6 device ( RO): xvdd
7
8 uuid ( RO) : ec174a21-452f-7fd8-c02b-86370fa0f654
9 vm-uuid ( RO): db80f319-016d-0e5f-d8db-3a6565256c71

10 vm-name-label ( RO): VM01_DemoLinux
11 vdi-uuid ( RO): a14b0345-b20a-4027-a233-7cbd1e005ede
12 empty ( RO): false
13 device ( RO): xvdd
14 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note the uuid, which is the first item in the list.

2. To empty the CD/DVD drives of the VMs listed, type the following:

1 xe vbd-eject uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Upgrade a single Citrix Hypervisor server by using the xe CLI

To upgrade a single Citrix Hypervisor server by using the xe CLI:

1. Disable the Citrix Hypervisor server that you want to upgrade by typing the following:

1 xe host-disable host-selector=host_selector_value
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

When the Citrix Hypervisor server is disabled, VMs cannot be created or started on that host.
VMs also cannot be migrated to a disabled host.

2. Shut down or suspend any VMs running on the host that you want to upgrade by using the xe
vm-shutdown or xe vm-suspend commands.

3. Shut down the host by using the xe host-shutdown command.
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4. Follow the Citrix Hypervisor installation procedure until the installer offers you the option to
upgrade. Choose to upgrade. For more information, see Install.

Warning:

Be sure to select the upgrade option to avoid losing any existing data.

Youdon’t have to configure any settings againduring the setupprocedure. Theupgradeprocess
follows the first‑time installation process but several setup steps are bypassed. The existing
settings for networking configuration, system time, and so on, are retained.

When your host restarts, normal service is restored after a fewminutes.

5. Apply any hotfixes that have been released for the new version of Citrix Hypervisor.

6. Restart any shutdown VMs, and resume any suspended VMs.

Update your hosts

May 2, 2023

Updates can often be applied with minimal service interruption. We recommend that customers use
XenCenter to apply all updates. If you are updating a Citrix Hypervisor pool, you can avoid VM down‑
time by using the Install Update wizard in XenCenter. The Install Update wizard applies updates,
updating one host at a time, automaticallymigrating VMs away fromeach host as the hotfix or update
is applied.

You can configure XenCenter to check periodically for available Citrix Hypervisor and XenCenter up‑
dates and new versions. Any Alerts are displayed in the Notifications pane.

Note:

Ensure that you use the latest version of XenCenter to apply updates to your Citrix Hypervisor
hosts and pools. The latest version of XenCenter is provided on the Citrix download site.

Types of update

The following types of updates are available for Citrix Hypervisor:

• Releases, which are full releases of Citrix Hypervisor that can be applied as updates to the sup‑
ported versions of Citrix Hypervisor.

• Hotfixes, which generally supply bug fixes to one ormore specific issues. Hotfixes are provided
for supported Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer releases.
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• Cumulative Updates, which contain previously released hotfixes and can contain support for
new guests and hardware. Cumulative updates are applied to Citrix Hypervisor releases from
the Long Term Service Release (LTSR) stream.

Supplemental packs provided by our partners can also be applied as updates to Citrix Hypervisor.

Releases

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 is an update for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. The following table
shows which previous supported versions of Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer you can apply Citrix Hy‑
pervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 to as an update:

Version
Apply Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update
1 as an update?

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Yes

XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2 No

For those versions of XenServer that cannot have Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 applied as an update, instead
use the Base Installation ISO and upgrade your existing installation. For more information, see Up‑
grade from an existing version.

Notes:

• If you use XenCenter to update your hosts, youmust update your XenCenter installation to
the latest version before beginning.

• Always update the pool master before updating any other hosts in a pool.
• When applying Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 as an update to an existing Citrix
Hypervisor installation that uses the legacy disk partition layout, the updatemight fail with
insufficient space. If this failure occurs, create a fresh installation of Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
Cumulative Update 1 instead.

Hotfixes

Wemight release hotfixes for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 that provide fixes for specific
issues.

Hotfixes for Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 are made available from the Citrix Knowledge
Center. We recommend that customers regularly check the Knowledge Center for new updates. Al‑
ternatively, you can subscribe to email alerts for updates to Citrix Hypervisor by registering for an
account at http://www.citrix.com/support/.
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Hotfixes on the latest release are available to all Citrix Hypervisor customers. However, hotfixes on
previous releases that are still in support are only available for customers with an active Citrix Cus‑
tomer Success Services (CSS) account.

Hotfixes on the LTSR stream are available to customers with an active CSS account. Formore informa‑
tion, See Licensing.

Cumulative Updates

Cumulative Updates are provided for LTSRs of Citrix Hypervisor. These updates provide fixes for is‑
sues, andmay contain support for new guests and hardware.

Cumulative Updates are available to customers with an active CSS account.

Configure XenCenter to download updates

Downloading updates fromhttps://support.citrix.com is restricted to customerswith a Citrix account.
Some updates are only available to customers who are part of Citrix Success Services. These restric‑
tions are now enforced by XenCenter.

To receive updates throughXenCenter, youmust first install the latest versionof XenCenter andobtain
a client ID JSON file. For more information, see Authenticating your XenCenter to receive updates.

Prepare a pool for an update

Updates to Citrix Hypervisor can be delivered as a hotfix or a Cumulative Update or a Current Release.
Pay careful attention to the release notes published with each update. Each update can have unique
installation instructions, particularly regarding preparatory and post‑update operations. The follow‑
ing sections offer general guidance and instructions for applying updates to your Citrix Hypervisor
systems.

Before youapply anupdate to theCitrixHypervisor pool, pay careful attention to the following:

• All hosts in the pool must be running Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 before you apply the hotfix.

• Back up your data before applying an update. For backup procedures, see Disaster recovery
and backup.

• Before applying a Cumulative Update, check that the hardware your pool is installed on is com‑
patible with the version of Citrix Hypervisor you are about to update to. For more information,
see the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL).

• Before applying a Cumulative Update, check that the operating systems of your VMs are sup‑
ported by the version of Citrix Hypervisor you are about to update to. If your VM operating
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system is not supported in the target version of Citrix Hypervisor, upgrade your VM operating
system to a supported version. For more information, see Guest operating system support.

• Paravirtualized (PV) VMs are not supported in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1. 32‑bit
PV VMs are blocked from starting on Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 servers. Ensure
thatbeforeupdating you removeanyPVVMs fromyourpool or upgradeyour VMs toa supported
version of their operating system. For more information, see Upgrade from PV to HVM guests.

Earlier versions of the Citrix License Server virtual appliance run in PV mode. Ensure that you
update your Citrix License Server virtual appliance to the latest versionbefore updating toCitrix
Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

• If you have Windows VMs running in your pool that will be migrated as part of the update, take
the following steps for each VM:

– Set the value of the following registry key to a REG_DWORD value of ‘3’: HLKM\System\
CurrentControlSet\services\xenbus_monitor\Parameters\Autoreboot

– Ensure that the latest version of the Citrix VM Tools for Windows is installed
– Take a snapshot of the VM

• If you have Linux VMs running in your pool that will bemigrated as part of your upgrade, ensure
that the latest version of the Citrix VM Tools for Linux is installed.

• Update all servers in a pool within a short period: running a mixed‑mode pool (a pool that in‑
cludes updated and non‑updated servers) is not a supported configuration. Scheduled your
updates to minimize the amount of time that a pool runs in a mixed state.

• Update all servers within a pool sequentially, always startingwith the poolmaster. XenCenter’s
Install Updatewizard manages this process automatically.

• After applying anupdate to all hosts in a pool, update any requireddriver disks before restarting
Citrix Hypervisor servers.

• After applying a Cumulative Update or Current Release to a host, apply any hotfixes released for
that Cumulative Update or Current Release before migrating VMs onto the host.

• Legacy SSL mode is no longer supported. Disable this mode on all hosts in your pool before
attempting to update to the latest version on Citrix Hypervisor. To disable legacy SSLmode, run
the following command on your pool master before you begin the update: xe pool-disable
-ssl-legacy uuid=<pool_uuid>

• The Container Management supplemental pack is no longer supported. After you update or
upgrade to the latest version of Citrix Hypervisor, you can no longer use the features of this
supplemental pack.

• The vSwitch Controller is no longer supported. Disconnect the vSwitch Controller from your
pool before attempting to update to the latest version on Citrix Hypervisor. After the update,
the following configuration changes take place:
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– Cross‑server private networks revert to single‑server private networks.
– AnyQuality of Service settingsmade through the DVSC console are no longer applied. Net‑
work rate limits are no longer enforced.

– ACL rules are removed. All traffic from VMs is allowed.
– Port mirroring (RSPAN) is disabled.

Afterupdateorupgrade, if you find leftover state about the vSwitchController in yourpool, clear
the state with the following CLI command: xe pool-set-vswitch-controller address=

Before you begin updating

• Log into a user account with full access permissions (for example, as a Pool Administrator or
using a local root account).

• Empty the CD/DVD drives of any VMs you plan to suspend. For details and instructions, see
Before Upgrading a Single Citrix Hypervisor server.

• If applicable, disable high availability.

Apply updates to a pool

The update installation mechanism in XenCenter allows you to download and extract the selected
update from the Support website. You can apply an update to multiple hosts and pools simultane‑
ously using the Install Update wizard. During the process, the Install Update wizard completes the
following steps for each server:

• Migrates VMs off the server
• Places the server in maintenance mode
• Applies the update to the server
• Reboots the host if necessary
• Migrates the VMs back to the updated host.

Any actions taken at the precheck stage to enable the updates to be applied, such as turning off HA,
are reverted.

The Install Update wizard carries out a series of checks known as Prechecks before starting the up‑
date process. These checks ensure that the pool is in a valid configuration state. It thenmanages the
update path and VMmigration automatically.

Apply updates automatically

XenCenter allows you to apply automated updates that are required to bring your servers up‑to‑date.
You can apply these updates to one or more pools. When you apply automated updates, XenCenter
applies the minimum set of updates that are required to bring the selected pool or the standalone
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server up‑to‑date. XenCenterminimizes the number of reboots required to bring the pool or the stan‑
dalone server pool up‑to‑date. Where possible, XenCenter limits it to a single reboot at the end. For
more information, see Apply Automated Updates.

View available updates

The Updates section of the Notifications view lists the updates that are available for all connected
servers and pools.

Notes:

• By default, XenCenter periodically checks for Citrix Hypervisor and XenCenter updates.
Click Refresh to check manually for available updates.

• If you have disabled automatic check for updates, a message appears on theUpdates tab.
Click Check for Updates Now to check for updates manually.

You can select from the View list whether to view the list of updates By Update or By Server.

When you view the list of updates by update, XenCenter displays the list of updates. You can order
these updates by server/pool or by date.

• Cumulative Updates and new releases are displayed at the top of this list. Not all new releases
can be applied as an update.

• To export this information as a .csv file, click Export All. The .csv file lists the following informa‑
tion:

– Update name
– Description of the update
– Servers that this update can be applied to
– Timestamp of the update
– A reference to the webpage that the update is downloaded from

• To apply an update to a server, from the Actions list for that update select Download and
Install. This option extracts the update and opens the Install Update wizard on the Select
Servers page with the relevant servers selected. For more information, see Apply an update to
a pool.

• To open the release note of an update in your browser, click the Actions list and select Go to
Web Page.

When you view the list of updates by server, XenCenter displays the list of servers connected to Xen‑
Center. This list shows both the updates that you can apply to the servers and the updates that are
already installed on the servers.

• To export this information as a .csv file, click Export All. The .csv file lists the following informa‑
tion:
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– Pool that the server belongs to
– Server name
– Status of the installed Citrix Hypervisor
– Update status of the server
– Required updates for this server
– Installed updates for this server.

• To apply the updates, click Install Updates. This choice opens the Install Update wizard on
the Select Update page. For more information, see Apply an update to a pool.

Apply an update to a pool

To apply an update to a pool by using XenCenter:

1. From the XenCenter menu, select Tools and then Install Update.

2. Read the information displayed on the Before You Start page and then click Next.

3. The InstallUpdatewizard lists availableupdateson theSelectUpdatepage. Select the required
update from the list and then clickNext.

4. On the Select Servers page, select the pool and servers that you want to update.

When applying a Cumulative Update or a Current Release, you can also select whether to apply
the minimal set of hotfixes for the CU or CR.

ClickNext.

5. The Install Updatewizard performs several prechecks to ensure that the pool is in a valid con‑
figuration state.

The wizard also checks the following conditions:

• Whether the hosts must be rebooted after the update is applied and displays the result.
• Whether a live patch is available for the hotfix and whether the live patch can be applied
to the hosts. For information about live patching, see Live Patching.

6. Follow the on‑screen recommendations to resolve any update prechecks that have failed. If
you want XenCenter to resolve all failed prechecks automatically, click Resolve All. When the
prechecks have been resolved, clickNext.

7. If youare installing aCUor aCR, XenCenter downloads theupdates, uploads them to thedefault
SR of the pool, and installs the updates. The Upload and Install page displays the progress.

Notes:

• If the default SR in a pool is not sharedor does not have enough space, XenCenter tries
to upload the update to another shared SR. If none of the shared SRs have sufficient
space, the update is uploaded to local storage of the pool master.
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• If the update process cannot complete for any reason, XenCenter halts the process.
This action allows you to fix the issue and resume the update process by clicking the
Retry button.

See Step 10. to complete the installation process.

8. If you are installing a hotfix, choose anUpdateMode. Review the information displayed on the
screen and select an appropriate mode. If the hotfix contains a live patch that can be success‑
fully applied to the hosts, it displays No action required on the Tasks to be performed
screen.

Note:

If you clickCancel at this stage, the Install Updatewizard reverts the changes and removes
the update file from the server.

9. Click Install update to proceed with the installation. The Install Update wizard shows the
progress of the update, displaying the major operations that XenCenter performs while
updating each server in the pool.

10. When the update is applied, click Finish to close Install Update wizard. If you chose to perform
post‑update tasks manually, do so now.

Update a pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers by using the xe CLI

To update a pool of Citrix Hypervisor hosts by using the xe CLI:

1. Download theupdate file to a known locationon the computer running the xeCLI. Note thepath
to the file.

2. Upload the update file to the pool you want to update by running the following:

1 xe -s server -u username -pw password update-upload file-name=
filename [sr-uuid=storage_repository_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Here, -s refers to the name of the poolmaster. Citrix Hypervisor assigns the update file a UUID,
which this command prints. Note the UUID.

Tip:

After an update file has been uploaded to the Citrix Hypervisor server, you can use the
update-list and update-param-list commands to view information about the file.

3. If Citrix Hypervisor detects any errors or preparatory steps that have not been taken, it alerts
you. Be sure to follow any guidance before continuing with the update.

If necessary, you can shut down or suspend any VMs on the hosts that you want to update by
using the vm-shutdown or vm-suspend commands.
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To migrate specified VMs to specified hosts, use the vm-migrate command. By using the vm-
migrate command, you have full control over the distribution of migrated VMs to other hosts
in the pool.

To live migrate all VMs to other hosts in the pool automatically, use the host-evacuate com‑
mand. By using the host-evacuate command, you leave the distribution of migrated VMs to
Citrix Hypervisor.

4. Update the pool, specifying the UUID of the update file, by running the following:

1 xe update-pool-apply uuid=UUID_of_file
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This commandapplies theupdate or hotfix to all hosts in thepool, startingwith thepoolmaster.

Or, to update and restart hosts in a rollingmanner, you can apply the update file to an individual
host by running the following command:

1 xe update-apply host=host uuid=UUID_of_file
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Ensure that you update the pool master before you update any other pool member.

5. Verify that theupdatewasappliedbyusing theupdate-list command. If theupdatehasbeen
successful, the hosts field contains the host UUID.

6. Perform any post‑update operations that are required, such as restarting the XAPI toolstack or
rebooting the hosts. Perform these operations on the pool master first.

Ensure that you apply the update to all hosts in the pool. Running a mixed‑mode pool (a pool that
includes updated and non‑updated servers) is not a supported configuration.

Update individual hosts by using the xe CLI

To update individual hosts by using the xe CLI:

1. Download theupdate file to a known locationon the computer running the xeCLI. Note thepath
to the file.

2. Shut downor suspendanyVMson thehosts that youwant toupdatebyusing thevm-shutdown
or vm-suspend commands.

3. Upload the update file to the host you want to update by running the following:

1 xe -s server -u username -pw password update-upload file-name=
filename [sr-uuid=storage_repository_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Here, -s refers to the host name. Citrix Hypervisor assigns the update file a UUID, which this
command prints. Note the UUID.

Tip:

After an update file has been uploaded to the Citrix Hypervisor server, you can use the
update-list and update-param-list commands to view information about the up‑
date file.

4. If Citrix Hypervisor detects any errors or preparatory steps that have not been taken, it alerts
you. Be sure to follow any guidance before continuing with the update.

5. Update the host, specifying the UUIDs of the host and the update file, by running the following:

1 xe update-apply host-uuid=UUID_of_host uuid=UUID_of_file
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If the host is amember of a pool, ensure that you update the poolmaster before you update any
other pool member.

6. Verify that the update has been successfully applied by using the update-list command. If
the update has been successful, the hosts field contains the host UUID.

7. Perform any post‑update operations, as necessary (such as, restarting the XAPI toolstack, or
rebooting the host).

Ensure that you apply the update to all hosts in the pool. Running a mixed‑mode pool (a pool that
includes updated and non‑updated servers) is not a supported configuration.

Apply Automated Updates

AutomatedUpdatesmode applies any hotfixes andCumulative Updates that are available for a host.
This modeminimizes the number of reboots required to bring the pool or the standalone server pool
up‑to‑date. Where possible, Automated Updatesmode limits it to a single reboot at the end.

If a new Current Release version is available as an update, AutomatedUpdatesmode does not apply
this update. Instead, youmust select manually to update to the new Current Release.

XenCenter requires internet access to fetch the required updates.

To view the list of required updates, perform the following steps:

1. Select the host on the Resources pane in XenCenter.

2. Navigate to the General tab.

3. Expand theUpdates section.

You can see:
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• Applied – lists already‑applied updates.

• Required Updates – lists the set of updates required to bring the server up‑to‑date.

Note:

If there are no updates required, the Required Updates section is not displayed.

• Installed supplemental packs – lists supplemental packs that are installed on the server
(if any).

Note:

If you select a pool instead of a server, the Updates section lists updates that are
already applied as Fully Applied.

If you want to choose and install a particular update, see Apply an update to a pool.

Note:

The Automated Updates feature is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers,
or those customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. To learnmore about Citrix Hypervisor editions,
and to find out how to upgrade, visit the Citrix website. For more information, see Licensing.

The Automated Updates feature is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers.

Apply Automated Updates by using the Install Update wizard

The following section provides step‑by‑step instructions on how to apply the set of required updates
automatically to bring your pool or standalone host up‑to‑date.

1. From the XenCenter menu, select Tools and then select Install Update.

2. Read the information displayed on the Before You Start page and then click Next.

3. On the Select Update page, select themechanism to use to install the updates. You can see the
following options:

• Automated Updates – (default) this option is visible only if XenCenter is connected to at
least one licensed pool or a licensed standalone server. Select this option to download
and install all the current updates automatically to bring the pool or a standalone server
up‑to‑date.

• Download update fromCitrix – the Install Updatewizard lists available updates from the
Support site. To apply the updates, see Apply an update to a pool.

• Select update or Supplemental pack from disk – to install an update you have already
downloaded, see Apply an update to a pool. To install supplemental pack updates, see the
Installing Supplemental Packs article in XenCenter documentation.
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4. To continue with the automatic application of hotfixes, select Automated Updates and then
clickNext.

5. Select one or more pools or standalone servers that you want to update and click Next. Any
server or pool that cannot be updated appears unavailable.

6. The Install Update wizard performs several update prechecks, to ensure that the pool is in a
valid configuration state.

Follow the on‑screen recommendations to resolve any update prechecks that have failed. If
you want XenCenter to resolve all failed prechecks automatically, click Resolve All. When the
prechecks have been resolved, clickNext.

7. The Install Update wizard automatically downloads and installs the recommended updates.
The wizard also shows the overall progress of the update, displaying the major operations that
XenCenter performs while updating each server in the pool.

Notes:

• The updates are uploaded to the default SR of the pool. If the default SR is not shared
or does not have enough space, XenCenter tries to upload the update to another
shared SR with sufficient space. If none of the shared SRs have sufficient space, the
update is uploaded to local storage on each host.

• Theupdateprocess cannot complete for any reason, XenCenterhalts theprocess. This
allowsyou to fix the issueand resume theupdateprocessbyclicking theRetrybutton.

8. When all the updates have been applied, click Finish to close Install Update wizard.

Live patching in Citrix Hypervisor

The live patching feature applies to hotfixes only. Current Releases and Cumulative Updates cannot
be applied as live patches.

CitrixHypervisor customerswhodeployCitrixHypervisor servers canoftenbe required to reboot their
hosts after applying hotfixes. This rebooting results in unwanted downtime for the hosts while cus‑
tomers have towait until the system is restarted. This unwanted downtime can impact business. Live
patching enables customers to install some Linux kernel and Xen hypervisor hotfixes without having
to reboot the hosts. Such hotfixes include both a live patch, which is applied to the memory of the
host, and a hotfix that updates the files on disk. Using live patching can reduce maintenance costs
and downtime.

When applying an update by using XenCenter, the Install Update wizard checks whether the hosts
must be rebooted after the update is applied. XenCenter displays the result on the Prechecks page.
This check enables customers to know the post‑update tasks well in advance and schedule the appli‑
cation of hotfixes accordingly.
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Note:

Citrix Hypervisor Live Patching is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or
those customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. To learnmore about Citrix Hypervisor editions, and
to find out how to upgrade, visit the Citrixwebsite. For detailed information about Licensing, see
Licensing.

Live patching scenarios

Hotfixes can be live patched across pools, hosts, or on a standalone server. Some require a reboot,
some require the XAPI toolstack to be restarted, and somehotfixes donot have anypost‑update tasks.
The following scenarios describe the behavior when a Live Patch is and is not available for an update.

• Updateswitha livepatch—Somehotfixes that update the Linux kernel and theXenhypervisor
usually do not require a reboot after applying the hotfix. However, in some rare cases, when the
live patch cannot be applied, a reboot might be required.

• Updates without a live patch—No change in the behavior here. It works as usual.

Note:

If a host does not require a reboot, or if the hotfix contains live patches, XenCenter displays
No action required on the Update Mode page.

Apply Automated Updates and live patching

AutomatedUpdatesmode in XenCenter enables you to download and apply theminimum set of hot‑
fixes required to bring your pool or standalone host up‑to‑date automatically. Automated Updates
mode does apply any Cumulative Updates that are available for a host. However, if a new Current
Release version is available as an update, AutomatedUpdatesmode does not apply this update. You
must manually select to update to the new Current Release.

You can benefit from the live patching feature when you apply hotfixes using the Automated Updates
mode in XenCenter. You can avoid rebooting hosts if live patches are available and are successfully
applied to the hosts that are updated using Automated Updatesmode. For more information about
the Automated Updates, see Apply Automated Updates.

Enable live patching by using XenCenter and the xe CLI

Live patching feature is enabled by default. Customers can enable or disable live patching using Xen‑
Center or xe CLI command.
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Using XenCenter

1. Select the pool or the standalone host on the Resource pane.

2. From the Pool menu (Server in case on standalone hosts) menu, select Properties and then
click Live Patching.

3. On the Live Patching page:

• SelectUse live Patching when possible to enable live patching.

• Select Don’t use Live Patching to disable live patching.

Using the xe CLI

• To enable live patching, run the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set live-patching-disabled=false uuid="pool_uuid"
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To disable live patching, run the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set live-patching-disabled=true uuid="pool_uuid"
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Troubleshoot the installation

January 9, 2023

Citrix provides two forms of support: free, self‑help support from www.citrix.com/support and paid‑
for Support Services, which you can purchase from the Support site. With Citrix Technical Support,
you can open a Support Case online or contact the support center by phone.

The Citrix support site, www.citrix.com/support, hosts various resources. These resources might be
helpful to you if you experience odd behavior, crashes, or other problems during installation. Re‑
sources include: forums, knowledge base articles, software updates, security bulletins, tools, and
product documentation.

Using a keyboard connected directly to the host machine (not connected over a serial port), you can
access three virtual terminals during installation:

• Press Alt+F1 to access the main Citrix Hypervisor Installer
• Press Alt+F2 to access a local shell
• Press Alt+F3 to access the event log
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If you experience anunknownerror during installation, capture the log file fromyour host andprovide
it to Technical Support. To capture the log file, complete the following procedure.

To capture and save the log files:

1. Press Alt+F2 to access the local shell.

2. Enter the following:

1 /opt/xensource/installer/report.py
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. You are prompted to choose where you want to save the log file: NFS, FTP, or Local media.

SelectNFSorFTP to copy the log file to anothermachineonyournetwork. Todo so, networking
must be working properly, and youmust have write access to a remote machine.

Select Local media to save the file to a removable storage device, such as a USB flash drive, on
the local machine.

Once you have made your selections, the program writes the log file to your chosen location.
The file name is support.tar.bz2.

Send the captured log file to the Support team for them to inspect.

Boot from SAN environments

January 9, 2023

Boot‑from‑SANenvironmentsoffer several advantages, includinghighperformance, redundancy, and
space consolidation. In these environments, the boot disk is on a remote SAN and not on the local
host. Thehost communicateswith theSAN throughahostbusadapter (HBA). TheHBA’sBIOScontains
the instructions that enable the host to find the boot disk.

Boot from SAN depends on SAN‑based disk arrays with either hardware Fibre Channel or HBA iSCSI
adapter support on the host. For a fully redundant boot from SAN environment, you must configure
multiple paths for I/O access. To do so, ensure that the root device has multipath support enabled.
For information aboutwhethermultipath is available for your SAN environment, consult your storage
vendor or administrator. If you have multiple paths available, you can enable multipathing in your
Citrix Hypervisor deployment upon installation.

Warning:

Boot‑from‑SAN settings are not inherited during the upgrade process. When upgrading using
the ISO or network‑boot, follow the same instructions as used in the installation process below
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to ensure that multipath is correctly configured.

To install Citrix Hypervisor to a remote disk on a SAN with multipathing enabled from the in‑
staller UI:

1. Boot the computer from the installationmedia or by using network boot. Formore information,
see Install the Citrix Hypervisor server

2. Following the initial boot messages, you see one of the following screens:

• If you are doing a BIOS installation, you see the Welcome to Citrix Hypervisor screen.

a) At the welcome screen, press F2 to select Advanced install.
b) At the boot prompt, enter multipath

• If you are doing a UEFI installation, you see a GRUB menu. This menu is shown for 5 sec‑
onds.
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a) On the GRUBmenu, choose multipath and press Enter.

The Citrix Hypervisor installation process configures the Citrix Hypervisor server, which boots from a
remote SAN with multipathing enabled.

To install Citrix Hypervisor to a remote disk on a SANwithmultipathing enabled by using a con‑
figuration file:

To enable file systemmultipathing using PXE or UEFI installation, add device_mapper_multipath
=yes to your configuration file. The following is an example configuration:

1 default xenserver
2 label xenserver
3 kernel mboot.c32
4 append /tftpboot/xenserver/xen.gz dom0_max_vcpus=1-2 \
5 dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M com1=115200,8n1 \
6 console=com1,vga --- /tftpboot/xenserver/vmlinuz \
7 xencons=hvc console=hvc0 console=tty0 \
8 device_mapper_multipath=yes \
9 install --- /tftpboot/xenserver/install.img

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

For additional information on storage multipathing in your Citrix Hypervisor environment, see Stor‑
age.
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Software‑boot‑from‑iSCSI for Cisco UCS

The Software‑boot‑from‑iSCSI feature enables customers to install and boot Citrix Hypervisor from
SAN using iSCSI. Using this feature, Citrix Hypervisor can be installed to, booted from, and run from a
LUN provided by an iSCSI target. The iSCSI target is specified in the iSCSI Boot Firmware Table. This
capability allows the root disk to be attached through iSCSI.

Citrix Hypervisor supports the following features for Software‑boot‑from‑iSCSI:

• Host installation through PXE‑boot

• Cisco UCS vNIC

Software‑boot‑from‑iSCSI has been tested in Legacy BIOS and UEFI boot mode by using Cisco
UCS vNICs and Power Vault, NetApp, and EqualLogic arrays. Other configurations might work,
however, they have not been validated.

• Jumbo Frames (MTU=9000) configured with the Cisco UCSmanager

• Cisco UCS line‑rate limiting

• Untagged VLANs

• Networks using the vSwitch back‑end

• LVHDoISCSI SRs and NFS SRs on the same or different SAN/NAS

• Multipathing of the iSCSI root disk

• Compatibility with common Citrix Hypervisor (Network, Maintenance) operations

Requirements

• The primary management interface (IP addressable) and the network for VM traffic, must use
separate interfaces.

• Storage (iSCSI targets)must be on a separate Layer 3 (IP) network to all other network interfaces
with IP addresses on the host.

• Storage must be on the same subnet as the storage interface of the Citrix Hypervisor server.

Install Citrix Hypervisor by using CDmedia

Perform the following steps to install Citrix Hypervisor using a CD:

1. Access the boot menu; at the boot: prompt enter menu.c32

2. Use the cursor keys to select an installation option:

• For a single path LUN, select install
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• For a multipathed LUN, selectmultipath

3. Press the tab key.

Edit the line ending with the following:

1 --- /install.img
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Using the cursor keys, edit this line to read:

1 use_ibft --- /install.img
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Press Enter.

Citrix Hypervisor server installation proceeds as normal.

Install Citrix Hypervisor by using PXE

Perform the following steps to install Citrix Hypervisor using PXE:

Note:

Ensure that you add the keyword use_ibft in the kernel parameters. If multipathing is required,
youmust add device_mapper_multipath=enabled.

The following example shows PXE configuration for a single LUN:

1 label xenserver
2 kernel mboot.c32
3 append XS/xen.gz dom0_max_vcpus=2 dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M
4 com1=115200,8n1 console=com1,vga --- XS/vmlinuz xencons=hvc

console=tty0
5 console=hvc0 use_ibft --- XS/install.img
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

The following example shows PXE configuration for a multipathed LUN:

1 label xenserver
2 kernel mboot.c32
3 append XS/xen.gz dom0_max_vcpus=2 dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M
4 com1=115200,8n1 console=com1,vga --- XS/vmlinuz xencons=hvc

console=tty0
5 console=hvc0 use_ibft device_mapper_multipath=enabled --- XS/

install.img
6 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Network boot installations

April 17, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor supports booting hosts using the UEFI mode. UEFI mode provides a rich set of stan‑
dardized facilities to the bootloader and operating systems. This feature allows Citrix Hypervisor to
be more easily installed on hosts where UEFI is the default boot mode.

Note:

The legacy DOS partition layout is not supported with UEFI boot.

The following section contains information about setting up your TFTP andNFS, FTP, or HTTP servers
to enable PXE and UEFI booting of Citrix Hypervisor server installations. It then describes how to
create an XML answer file, which allows you to perform unattended installations.

Configure your PXE and UEFI environment for Citrix Hypervisor installation

Before you set up the Citrix Hypervisor installation media, configure your TFTP and DHCP servers.
The following sections contain information on how to configure your TFTP server for PXE and UEFI
booting. Consult your vendor documentation for general setup procedures.

Note:

XenServer 6.0moved fromMBRdisk partitioning to GUID Partition Table (GPT). Some third‑party
PXE deployment systems might attempt to read the partition table on a machine’s hard disk be‑
fore deploying the image to the host.

If the deployment system isn’t compatible with GPT partitioning scheme and the hard disk has
previously beenused for a versionof CitrixHypervisor that usesGPT, thePXEdeployment system
might fail. A workaround for this failure is to delete the partition table on the disk.

In addition to the TFTP and DHCP servers, you require an NFS, FTP, or HTTP server to house the Cit‑
rix Hypervisor installation files. These servers can co‑exist on one, or be distributed across different
servers on the network.

Note:

PXE boot is not supported over a tagged VLAN network. Ensure that the VLAN network you use
for PXE boot is untagged.

Additionally, each Citrix Hypervisor server that you want to PXE boot must have a PXE boot‑enabled
Ethernet card.

The following steps assume that the Linux server you are using has RPM support.
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Configure your TFTP server for PXE boot

1. In your TFTP root directory (for example, /tftpboot), create a directory called xenserver

2. Copy the mboot.c32 and pxelinux.0 files from the installation media to the TFTP root direc‑
tory.

Note:

We strongly recommend using mboot.c32 and pxelinux.0 files from the same source
(for example, from the same Citrix Hypervisor ISO).

3. From the Citrix Hypervisor installationmedia, copy the files install.img (from the root direc‑
tory), vmlinuz, and xen.gz (from the /boot directory) to the new xenserver directory on
the TFTP server.

4. In the TFTP root directory (for example, /tftpboot), create a directory called pxelinux.cfg.

5. In the pxelinux.cfg directory, create your configuration file called default.

The content of this file depends on how youwant to configure your PXE boot environment. Two
sample configurations are listed below. The first example configuration starts an installation on
anymachine that boots from the TFTP server. This installation requiresmanual responses. The
second example configuration is for an unattended installation.

Note:

The following examples showhow to configure the installer to run on the physical console,
tty0. To use a different default, ensure that the console you want to use is the rightmost.

1 default xenserver
2 label xenserver
3 kernel mboot.c32
4 append xenserver/xen.gz dom0_max_vcpus=2 \
5 dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M com1=115200,8n1 \
6 console=com1,vga --- xenserver/vmlinuz \
7 xencons=hvc console=hvc0 console=tty0 \
8 --- xenserver/install.img
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

A sample configuration that performs an unattended installation using the answer file at the
URL specified:

Note:

To specify which network adapter to use to retrieve the answer file, include the
answerfile_device=ethX or answerfile_device=MAC parameter and specify
either the Ethernet device number or the MAC address of the device.
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1 default xenserver-auto
2 label xenserver-auto
3 kernel mboot.c32
4 append xenserver/xen.gz dom0_max_vcpus=2 \
5 dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M com1=115200,8n1 \
6 console=com1,vga --- xenserver/vmlinuz \
7 xencons=hvc console=hvc0 console=tty0 \
8 answerfile=http://pxehost.example.com/answerfile \
9 install --- xenserver/install.img

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more information about PXE configuration file contents, see the SYSLINUX website.

Configure your TFTP server for UEFI boot

To configure your TFTP server for UEFI boot:

1. In theTFPT rootdirectory (for example,/tftpboot), createadirectory calledEFI/xenserver.

2. Configure your DHCP server to provide /EFI/xenserver/grubx64.efi as the boot file.

3. Create grub.cfg file. For example:

• For an installation that requires manual responses to installation prompts:

1 menuentry "Citrix Hypervisor Install (serial)" {
2
3 multiboot2 /EFI/xenserver/xen.gz dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M

watchdog \
4 dom0_max_vcpus=4 com1=115200,8n1 console=com1,vga
5 module2 /EFI/xenserver/vmlinuz console=hvc0
6 module2 /EFI/xenserver/install.img
7 }
8
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

• For an unattended installation that uses an answer file:

1 menuentry "Citrix Hypervisor Install (serial)" {
2
3 multiboot2 /EFI/xenserver/xen.gz dom0_mem=1024M,max:1024M

watchdog \
4 dom0_max_vcpus=4 com1=115200,8n1 console=com1,vga
5 module2 /EFI/xenserver/vmlinuz console=hvc0 console=tty0

answerfile_device=eth0 answerfile=ftp://ip_address/
path_to_answerfile install
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6 module2 /EFI/xenserver/install.img
7 }
8
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more information about using an answer file, see Create an answer file for unattended PXE
and UEFI installation.

4. Copy grub.cfg file to EFI/xenserver directory on the TFTP server.

5. From the Citrix Hypervisor installation media, copy the files grubx64.efi, install.img
(from the root directory), vmlinuz, and xen.gz (from the /boot directory) to the new
EFI/xenserver directory on the TFTP server.

For details for your specific operating system, see your server operating systemmanual. The informa‑
tion here is a guide that can be used for Red Hat, Fedora, and some other RPM‑based distributions.

To set up the Citrix Hypervisor installationmedia on an HTTP, FTP or NFS server:

1. On the server, create a directory from which the Citrix Hypervisor installation media can be ex‑
ported via HTTP, FTP, or NFS.

2. Copy the entire contents of the Citrix Hypervisor installation media to the newly created direc‑
tory on the HTTP, FTP, or NFS server. This directory is your installation repository.

Note:

When copying the Citrix Hypervisor installation media, ensure that you copy the file
.treeinfo to the newly created directory.

To prepare the destination system:

1. Start the system and enter the Boot menu (F12 in most BIOS programs).

2. Select to boot from your Ethernet card.

3. The system then PXE boots from the installation source you set up, and the installation script
starts. If you have set up an answer file, the installation can proceed unattended.

Install Supplemental Packs during Citrix Hypervisor installation

Supplemental Packs are used to modify and extend the capabilities of Citrix Hypervisor by installing
software into the control domain (Dom0). For example, an OEM partner might want to ship Citrix
Hypervisor with a set of management tools that require SNMP agents to be installed. Users can add
supplemental packs either during initial Citrix Hypervisor installation, or at any time afterwards.

When installing supplemental packs during Citrix Hypervisor installation, unpack each supplemental
pack into a separate directory.
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Facilities also exist for OEM partners to add their supplemental packs to the Citrix Hypervisor installa‑
tion repositories to allow automated factory installations.

Create an answer file for unattended PXE and UEFI installation

To perform installations in an unattended fashion, create an XML answer file. Here is an example an‑
swer file:

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <installation srtype="ext">
3 <primary-disk>sda</primary-disk>
4 <guest-disk>sdb</guest-disk>
5 <guest-disk>sdc</guest-disk>
6 <keymap>us</keymap>
7 <root-password>mypassword</root-password>
8 <source type="url">http://pxehost.example.com/citrix-hypervisor

/</source>
9 <post-install-script type="url">

10 http://pxehost.example.com/myscripts/post-install-script
11 </post-install-script>
12 <admin-interface name="eth0" proto="dhcp" />
13 <timezone>Europe/London</timezone>
14 </installation>
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

Contain all nodes within a root node named installation.
Note:

To enable thin provisioning, specify an srtype attribute as ext. If this attribute is not specified,
the default local storage type is LVM. Thin provisioning sets the local storage type to EXT4 and
enables local caching for Citrix Virtual Desktops to work properly. For more information, see
Storage.

The following is a summary of the elements. All node values are text, unless otherwise stated. Re‑
quired elements are indicated.

<primary-disk>

Required? Yes

Description: The name of the storage device where the control domain is installed. This element is
equivalent to the choice made on the Select Primary Disk step of the manual installation process.

Attributes: You can specify a guest-storage attribute with possible values yes and no.
For example: <primary-disk guest-storage="no">sda</primary-disk>
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Thedefault value isyes. If you specifyno, you canautomate an installation scenariowhere no storage
repository is created. In this case, specify no guest‑disk keys.

<guest-disk>

Required? No

Description: The name of a storage device to be used for storing guests. Use one of these elements
for each extra disk.

Attributes: None

<keymap>

Required? Yes

Description: The name of the key map to use during installation. <keymap>us</keymap> The de‑
fault value, us is considered if you do not specify a value for this element.

Attributes: None

You can also perform automated upgrades by changing the answer file appropriately. Set the mode
attributeof the installationelement toupgrade, specify thediskonwhich theexisting installation lives
with the existing‑installation element. Leave the primary‑disk and guest‑disk elements unspecified.
For example:

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <installation mode="upgrade">
3 <existing-installation>sda</existing-installation>
4 <source type="url">http://pxehost.example.com/citrix-hypervisor/</

source>
5 <post-install-script type="url">
6 http://pxehost.example.com/myscripts/post-install-script
7 </post-install-script>
8 </installation>
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

<root-password>

Required: No

Description: Thedesired root password for theCitrixHypervisor server. If a password is not provided,
a prompt is displayed when the server is first booted.

Attributes: You can specify a type that is either hash or plaintext
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For example:

1 <root-password type="hash">hashedpassword</root-password>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The hashed value can use any hash type supported by crypt(3) in glibc. The default hash type is
SHA‑512.

You can use the following Python code to generate a hashed password string to include in the answer
file:

1 python -c 'import crypt; print(crypt.crypt("mypasswordhere", crypt.
mksalt(crypt.METHOD_SHA512)))'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

<source>

Required: Yes

Description: The location of the uploaded Citrix Hypervisor installation media or a Supplemental
Pack. This element can occur multiple times.

Attributes: The attribute type can have one of the following values: url, nfs, or local.

If the value is local, leave the element empty. For example,

1 <source type="url">http://server/packages</source>
2 <source type="local" />
3 <source type="nfs">server:/packages</source>
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

<script>

Required: No

Description: Where the post‑install‑script is located.

Attributes:

Theattributestage canhaveoneof the following values: filesystem-populated,installation
-start, or installation-complete

• When the value filesystem-populated is used, the script runs just before root file system
is unmounted (for example, after installation/upgrade, initrds already built, and so on.). The
script receives an argument that is the mount point of the root file system.
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• When the value installation-complete is used, the script runs after the installer has fin‑
ished all operations (and hence the root file system is unmounted). The script receives an argu‑
ment that has a value of zero if the installation completed successfully, and is non‑zero if the
installation failed for any reason.

The attribute type can have one of the following values: url, nfs, or local.

If the value is url or nfs, put the URL or NFS path in the PCDATA. If the value is local, leave the
PCDATA empty. For example,

1 <script stage="filesystem-populated" type="url">
2 http://prehost.example.com/post-install-script
3 </script>
4 <script stage="installation-start" type="local">
5 file:///scripts/run.sh
6 </script>
7 <script stage="installation-complete" type="nfs">
8 server:/scripts/installation-pass-fail-script
9 </script>

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

If a local file is used, ensure that the path is absolute. This generally means that the file://
prefix is followed by another forward slash, and then the complete path to the script.

<admin-interface>

Required: No

Description: The single network interface to be used as the host administration interface.

Attributes:

Specify one of the following attributes:

• name ‑ The name of your network interface, for example eth0.
• hwaddr ‑ The MAC address of your network interface, for example 00:00:11:aa:bb:cc.

The attribute proto can have one of the following values: dhcp or static.

If you specify proto="static", you must also specify all of these child elements:

Child elements

• <ipaddr>: The IP address
• <subnet>: The subnet mask
• <gateway>: The gateway
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<timezone>

Required: Yes

Description: The timezone in the format used by the TZ variable, for example Europe/London, or
America/Los_Angeles.

<name-server>

Required: No

Description: The IP address of a nameserver. Use one of these elements for each nameserver you
want to use.

<hostname>

Required: No

Description: Specify this element if you want to manually set a hostname.

<ntp-server>

Required: No

Description: Specify one or more NTP servers.

Automated upgrades with an answer file

You can also perform automated upgrades by changing the answer file appropriately.

1. Set the mode attribute of the installation element to upgrade.
2. Specify the disk on which the existing installation lives with the existing-installation el‑

ement.
3. Leave the primary-disk and guest-disk elements unspecified.

For example:

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <installation mode="upgrade">
3 <existing-installation>sda</existing-installation>
4 <source type="url">http://pxehost.example.com/xenserver/</source>
5 <post-install-script type="url">
6 http://pxehost.example.com/myscripts/post-install-script
7 </post-install-script>
8 </installation>
9 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Host partition layout

December 7, 2022

XenServer 7.0 introduced a new host disk partition layout. By moving log files to a larger, separate
partition, XenServer can store more detailed logs for a longer time. This feature improves the ability
to diagnose issues. Simultaneously, the new partition layout relieves demands on Dom0’s root disk
and avoids potential space issues due to log file disk space consumption. The default layout contains
the following partitions:

• 18 GB Citrix Hypervisor server control domain (dom0) partition

• 18 GB backup partition

• 4 GB logs partition

• 1 GB swap partition

• 0.5 GB UEFI boot partition

In XenServer 6.5 and earlier releases, the 4 GB control domain (dom0) partitionwas used for all dom0
functions, including swap and logging. Customers who do not use remote syslog or who used with
third‑party monitoring tools and supplemental packs found the size of the partition to be limited.
CitrixHypervisor eliminates this issueandprovidesadedicated18GBpartition todom0. Inaddition, a
larger partition dedicated to dom0 reduces demand on the dom0 root disk which can offer significant
performance improvements.

The introduction of the 4 GB dedicated log partition eliminates scenarios where excessive logging
filled up the dom0 partition and affected the behavior of the host. This partition also enables cus‑
tomers to retain a detailed list of logs for a longer time, improving the ability to diagnose issues.

The partition layout also contains a dedicated 500 MB partition required for UEFI boot.

Note:

If you install Citrix Hypervisor with the new partition layout described above, ensure that you
have a disk that is at least 46 GB in size.

To install CitrixHypervisoron smaller devices, youcandoaclean installationofCitrixHypervisorusing
the legacy DOS partition layout. A small device is one that has more than 12 GB but less than 46 GB
disk space. For more information, see Installing on Small Devices.

Important:

We recommend that you allocate a minimum of 46 GB disk space and install Citrix Hypervisor
using the new GPT partition layout.
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Legacy partition layout
Note:

The legacy DOS partition layout is deprecated and will be removed in a future release. This par‑
tition layout is not supported with UEFI boot.

• XenServer 5.6 Service Pack 2 and earlier used DOS partition tables to separate the root file sys‑
tem and backups from the local storage.

• XenServer 6.0 introduced GUID partition tables to separate root file system, backup and local
storage.

• Installing Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 on machines with a required initial partition that must be pre‑
served continues to use the DOS partitioning scheme.

The following table lists the installation andupgrade scenarios and the partition layout that is applied
after these operations:

Operation
Number of partitions
before upgrade

Number of partitions
after
installation/upgrade Partition table type

Clean installation
with at least 46 GB of
primary disk space

N/A 6 New GPT

Clean installation
with disable-gpt
with a minimum of 12
GB of primary disk
space

N/A 3 (or 4 if there is a
utility partition)

DOS

Clean installation on
amachine with a
utility partition

N/A 3 (or 4 if there is a
utility partition)

DOS

Install on small devices

January 10, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor enables customers with smaller devices to install Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative
Update 1 by using the legacy DOS partition layout. A small device is one that hasmore than 12 GB but
less than 46 GB of disk space. The legacy DOS partition layout includes:
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• 4 GB Boot partition

• 4 GB Backup partition

• SR partition (if present on the local disk)

Note:

The legacy DOS partition layout is not supported with UEFI boot.

To install Citrix Hypervisor on small devices, you must add disable-gpt to the dom0 parameters.
You can use the command menu.c32 to add the parameter to dom0.

1. Access the boot menu.

2. At the boot: prompt, type menu.c32 and press Enter.

3. Use the cursor keys to select an installation option:

• For a single path LUN, select install

• For a multipathed LUN, selectmultipath

4. Press the Tab key.

5. Using the cursor keys, edit the line that ends/install.img to include theparameterdisable
-gpt before the last ---.

For example: ... disable-gpt --- /install.img

6. Press Enter.

Citrix Hypervisor server installation proceeds as normal.

Note:

The installer preserves any utility partition that exists on the host before the installation process.

Important:

We recommend that you allocate a minimum of 46 GB disk space and install Citrix Hypervisor
using the new GPT partition layout. For more information, see Host Partition Layout.

XenCenter Current Release

December 8, 2022

Use XenCenter tomanage your Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 LTSRenvironment anddeploy,manage, andmon‑
itor virtual machines from your Windows desktopmachine.

Youcandownload the installer for the latest versionof XenCenter fromtheCitrixHypervisorDownload
page.
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Hosts and resource pools

May 10, 2023

This section describes how resource pools can be created through a series of examples using the xe
command line interface (CLI). A simple NFS‑based shared storage configuration is presented and sev‑
eral simple VM management examples are discussed. It also contains procedures for dealing with
physical node failures.

Citrix Hypervisor servers and resource pools overview

A resource pool comprises multiple Citrix Hypervisor server installations, bound together to a single
managed entity which can host Virtual Machines. If combined with shared storage, a resource pool
enables VMs to be started on any Citrix Hypervisor server which has sufficient memory. The VMs can
then be dynamicallymoved among Citrix Hypervisor servers while runningwith aminimal downtime
(live migration). If an individual Citrix Hypervisor server suffers a hardware failure, the administrator
can restart failed VMs on another Citrix Hypervisor server in the same resource pool. When high avail‑
ability is enabled on the resource pool, VMs automaticallymove to another host when their host fails.
Up to 64 hosts are supported per resource pool, although this restriction is not enforced.

A pool always has at least one physical node, known as the master. Only the master node exposes
an administration interface (used by XenCenter and the Citrix Hypervisor Command Line Interface,
known as the xe CLI). The master forwards commands to individual members as necessary.

Note:

When the pool master fails, master re‑election takes place only if high availability is enabled.

Requirements for creating resource pools

A resourcepool is a homogeneous (or heterogeneouswith restrictions) aggregateof oneormoreCitrix
Hypervisor servers, up to a maximum of 64. The definition of homogeneous is:

• CPUs on the server joining the pool are the same (in terms of the vendor, model, and features)
as the CPUs on servers already in the pool.

• Theserver joining thepool is running the sameversionofCitrixHypervisor software, at the same
patch level, as the servers already in the pool.

The software enforces extra constraintswhen joining a server to a pool. In particular, Citrix Hypervisor
checks that the following conditions are true for the server joining the pool:

• The server is not a member of an existing resource pool.

• The server has no shared storage configured.
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• The server is not hosting any running or suspended VMs.

• No active operations are in progress on the VMs on the server, such as a VM shutting down.

• The clock on the server is synchronized to the same time as the pool master (for example, by
using NTP).

• The management interface of the server is not bonded. You can configure the management
interface when the server successfully joins the pool.

• Themanagement IP address is static, either configured on the server itself or by using an appro‑
priate configuration on your DHCP server.

Citrix Hypervisor servers in resource pools can contain different numbers of physical network inter‑
faces and have local storage repositories of varying size. In practice, it is often difficult to obtain mul‑
tiple servers with the exact same CPUs, and so minor variations are permitted. If it is acceptable to
have hosts with varying CPUs as part of the same pool, you can force the pool‑joining operation by
passing the --force parameter.

All hosts in the pool must be in the same site and connected by a low latency network.

Note:

Servers providing shared NFS or iSCSI storage for the pool must have a static IP address.

A pool must contain shared storage repositories to select on which Citrix Hypervisor server to run a
VM and to move a VM between Citrix Hypervisor servers dynamically. If possible create a pool after
shared storage is available. We recommend that you move existing VMs with disks located in local
storage to shared storage after adding shared storage. You can use the xe vm-copy command or use
XenCenter to move VMs.

Create a resource pool

Resource pools can be created using XenCenter or the CLI. When a new host joins a resource pool, the
joining host synchronizes its local database with the pool‑wide one, and inherits some settings from
the pool:

• VM, local, and remote storage configuration is added to the pool‑wide database. This configu‑
ration is applied to the joining host in the pool unless you explicitly make the resources shared
after the host joins the pool.

• The joining host inherits existing shared storage repositories in the pool. Appropriate PBD
records are created so that the new host can access existing shared storage automatically.

• Networking information is partially inherited to the joining host: the structural details of NICs,
VLANs, and bonded interfaces are all inherited, but policy information is not. This policy infor‑
mation, which must be reconfigured, includes:
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– The IP addresses of themanagement NICs, which are preserved from the original configu‑
ration.

– The location of themanagement interface, which remains the same as the original config‑
uration. For example, if the other pool hosts have management interfaces on a bonded
interface, the joining host must be migrated to the bond after joining.

– Dedicated storage NICs, which must be reassigned to the joining host from XenCenter or
the CLI, and the PBDs replugged to route the traffic accordingly. This is because IP ad‑
dresses are not assigned as part of the pool join operation, and the storageNICworks only
when this is correctly configured. For more information on how to dedicate a storage NIC
from the CLI, see Manage networking.

Note:

You can only join a new host to a resource pool when the host’s management interface is on the
same tagged VLAN as that of the resource pool.

To join Citrix Hypervisor servers host1 and host2 into a resource pool by using the CLI

1. Open a console on Citrix Hypervisor server host2.

2. Command Citrix Hypervisor server host2 to join the pool on Citrix Hypervisor server host1 by
issuing the command:

1 xe pool-join master-address=host1 master-username=
administrators_username master-password=password

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Themaster-addressmustbeset to the fullyqualifieddomainnameofCitrixHypervisor server
host1. The password must be the administrator password set when Citrix Hypervisor server
host1was installed.

Note:

When you join a server to a pool, the administrator password for the joining server is automati‑
cally changed to match the administrator password of the pool master.

Citrix Hypervisor servers belong to an unnamed pool by default. To create your first resource pool,
rename the existing nameless pool. Use tab‑complete to find the pool_uuid:

1 xe pool-param-set name-label="New Pool" uuid=pool_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Create heterogeneous resource pools

Citrix Hypervisor simplifies expanding deployments over time by allowing disparate host hardware
to be joined in to a resource pool, known as heterogeneous resource pools. Heterogeneous resource
pools aremade possible by using technologies in Intel (FlexMigration) and AMD (Extended Migration)
CPUs that provideCPU “masking” or “leveling”. TheCPUmasking and leveling features allowaCPU to
be configured to appear as providing a different make, model, or functionality than it actually does.
This feature enables you to create pools of hosts with disparate CPUs but still safely support live mi‑
gration.

Note:

The CPUs of Citrix Hypervisor servers joining heterogeneous pools must be of the same vendor
(that is, AMD, Intel) as the CPUs of the hosts already in the pool. However, the servers are not
required to be the same type at the level of family, model, or stepping numbers.

Citrix Hypervisor simplifies the support of heterogeneous pools. Hosts can now be added to existing
resource pools, irrespective of the underlying CPU type (as long as the CPU is from the same vendor
family). The pool feature set is dynamically calculated every time:

• A new host joins the pool

• A pool member leaves the pool

• A pool member reconnects following a reboot

Anychange in thepool feature setdoesnotaffect VMs that are currently running in thepool. ARunning
VM continues to use the feature set which was applied when it was started. This feature set is fixed
at boot and persists across migrate, suspend, and resume operations. If the pool level drops when
a less‑capable host joins the pool, a running VM can be migrated to any host in the pool, except the
newly added host. When you move or migrate a VM to a different host within or across pools, Citrix
Hypervisor compares the VM’s feature set against the feature set of the destination host. If the feature
sets are found to be compatible, the VM is allowed to migrate. This enables the VM to move freely
within and across pools, regardless of the CPU features the VM is using. If you useWorkloadBalancing
to select an optimal destination host to migrate your VM, a host with an incompatible feature set will
not be recommended as the destination host.

Add shared storage

For a complete list of supported shared storage types, see Storage repository formats. This section
shows how shared storage (represented as a storage repository) can be created on an existing NFS
server.
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To add NFS shared storage to a resource pool by using the CLI

1. Open a console on any Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool.

2. Create the storage repository on server:/path by issuing the following command:

1 xe sr-create content-type=user type=nfs name-label="Example SR"
shared=true \

2 device-config:server=server \
3 device-config:serverpath=path
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

device-config:server Is the host name of the NFS server and device-config:
serverpath is the path on the NFS server. As shared is set to true, shared storage is
automatically connected to every Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool. Any Citrix Hypervisor
servers that join later are also connected to the storage. The Universally Unique Identifier
(UUID) of the storage repository is printed on the screen.

3. Find the UUID of the pool by running the following command:

1 xe pool-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Set the shared storage as the pool‑wide default with the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid default-SR=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

As the shared storage has been set as the pool‑wide default, all future VMs have their disks cre‑
atedon shared storagebydefault. For informationabout creatingother typesof shared storage,
see Storage repository formats.

Remove Citrix Hypervisor servers from a resource pool
Note:

Before removing any Citrix Hypervisor server from a pool, ensure that you shut down all the VMs
running on that host. Otherwise, you can see awarning stating that the host cannot be removed.

When you remove (eject) a host from a pool, the machine is rebooted, reinitialized, and left in a state
similar to a fresh installation. Do not eject Citrix Hypervisor servers from a pool if there is important
data on the local disks.

To remove a host from a resource pool by using the CLI

1. Open a console on any host in the pool.
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2. Find the UUID of the host by running the following command:

1 xe host-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Eject the required host from the pool:

1 xe pool-eject host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The Citrix Hypervisor server is ejected and left in a freshly installed state.

Warning:

Do not eject a host from a resource pool if it contains important data stored on its local
disks. All of the data is erasedwhen a host is ejected from the pool. If youwant to preserve
this data, copy the VM to shared storage on the pool using XenCenter, or the xe vm-copy
CLI command.

When Citrix Hypervisor servers containing locally stored VMs are ejected from a pool, the VMs will be
present in the pool database. The locally stored VMs are also visible to the other Citrix Hypervisor
servers. The VMs do not start until the virtual disks associated with them have been changed to point
at shared storage seen by other Citrix Hypervisor servers in the pool, or removed. Therefore, we rec‑
ommend that you move any local storage to shared storage when joining a pool. Moving to shared
storageallows individualCitrixHypervisor servers tobeejected (orphysically fail)without lossofdata.

Note:

When a host is removed from a pool that has its management interface on a tagged VLAN net‑
work, the machine is rebooted and its management interface will be available on the same net‑
work.

Prepare a pool of Citrix Hypervisor servers for maintenance

Before performingmaintenance operations on a host that is part of a resource pool, youmust disable
it. Disabling the host prevents any VMs from being started on it. You must then migrate its VMs to
another Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool. You can do this by placing the Citrix Hypervisor server in
to Maintenance mode using XenCenter. For more information, see Run in maintenance mode in the
XenCenter documentation.

Backup synchronization occurs every 24 hrs. Placing themaster host in tomaintenancemode results
in the loss of the last 24 hrs of RRD updates for offline VMs.
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Warning:

We highly recommend rebooting all Citrix Hypervisor servers before installing an update and
then verifying their configuration. Some configuration changes only take effect when the Citrix
Hypervisor server is rebooted, so the rebootmayuncover configurationproblems that can cause
the update to fail.

To prepare a host in a pool for maintenance operations by using the CLI

1. Run the following command:

1 xe host-disable uuid=Citrix Hypervisor_host_uuid
2 xe host-evacuate uuid=Citrix Hypervisor_host_uuid
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

This commanddisables theCitrix Hypervisor server and thenmigrates any running VMs toother
Citrix Hypervisor servers in the pool.

2. Perform the desired maintenance operation.

3. Enable the Citrix Hypervisor server when the maintenance operation is complete:

1 xe host-enable
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Restart any halted VMs and resume any suspended VMs.

Export resource pool data

The Export Resource Data option allows you to generate a resource data report for your pool and ex‑
port the report into an .xls or .csv file. This report provides detailed information about various re‑
sources in the pool such as, servers, networks, storage, virtualmachines, VDIs, andGPUs. This feature
enables administrators to track, plan, and assign resources based on various workloads such as CPU,
storage, and Network.

Note:

Export Resource Pool Data is available for Citrix Hypervisor PremiumEdition customers, or those
who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement
or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

The list of resources and various types of resource data that are included in the report:

Server:

• Name
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• Pool Master
• UUID
• Address
• CPU Usage
• Network (avg/max KBs)
• Used Memory
• Storage
• Uptime
• Description

Networks:

• Name
• Link Status
• MAC
• MTU
• VLAN
• Type
• Location

VDI:

• Name
• Type
• UUID
• Size
• Storage
• Description

Storage:

• Name
• Type
• UUID
• Size
• Location
• Description

VMs:

• Name
• Power State
• Running on
• Address
• MAC
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• NIC
• Operating System
• Storage
• Used Memory
• CPU Usage
• UUID
• Uptime
• Template
• Description

GPU:

• Name
• Servers
• PCI Bus Path
• UUID
• Power Usage
• Temperature
• Used Memory
• Computer Utilization

Note:

Information about GPUs is available only if there are GPUs attached to your Citrix Hypervisor
server.

To export resource data

1. In the XenCenter Navigation pane, select Infrastructure and then select the pool.

2. Select the Poolmenu and then Export Resource Data.

3. Browse to a location where you would like to save the report and then click Save.

Host power‑on

Powering on hosts remotely

You can use the Citrix Hypervisor server Power On feature to turn a server on and off remotely, either
from XenCenter or by using the CLI.

To enable host power, the host must have one of the following power‑control solutions:

• Wake on LAN enabled network card.
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• Dell Remote Access Cards (DRAC). To use Citrix Hypervisor with DRAC, you must install the
Dell supplemental pack to get DRAC support. DRAC support requires installing the RACADM
command‑line utility on the server with the remote access controller and enabling DRAC and
its interface. RACADM is often included in the DRAC management software. For more informa‑
tion, see Dell’s DRAC documentation.

• A custom script based on the management API that enables you to turn the power on and off
through Citrix Hypervisor. For more information, see Configuring a custom script for the Host
Power On feature in the following section.

Using the Host Power On feature requires two tasks:

1. Ensure the hosts in the pool support controlling the power remotely. For example, they have
Wake on LAN functionality or a DRAC card, or you have created a custom script).

2. Enable the Host Power On functionality using the CLI or XenCenter.

Use the CLI tomanage host power‑on

You can manage the Host Power On feature using either the CLI or XenCenter. This section provides
information about managing it with the CLI.

Host Power On is enabled at the host level (that is, on each Citrix Hypervisor).

After you enable Host Power On, you can turn on hosts using either the CLI or XenCenter.

To enable host power‑on by using the CLI

Run the command:

1 xe host-set-power-on-mode host=<host uuid> \
2 power-on-mode=("" , "wake-on-lan", "DRAC","custom") \
3 power-on-config=key:value
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

For DRAC the keys are power_on_ip to specify the password if you are using the secret feature. For
more information, see Secrets.

To turn on hosts remotely by using the CLI

Run the command:

1 xe host-power-on host=<host uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Configure a custom script for the Host Power On feature

If your server’s remote‑power solution uses a protocol that is not supported by default (such asWake‑
On‑Ring or Intel ActiveManagement Technology), you can create a customLinux Python script to turn
on your Citrix Hypervisor computers remotely. However, you can also create custom scripts for DRAC
and Wake on LAN remote‑power solutions.

This section provides information about configuring a custom script for Host Power On using the key/‑
value pairs associated with the Citrix Hypervisor API call host.power_on.

When you create a custom script, run it from the command line each time you want to control power
remotely on a Citrix Hypervisor server. Alternatively, you can specify it in XenCenter and use the Xen‑
Center UI features to interact with it.

The Citrix Hypervisor API is documented in the document, the Citrix Hypervisor Management API,
which is available from the developer documentation website.

Warning:

Do not change the scripts provided by default in the /etc/xapi.d/plugins/ directory. You
can include new scripts in this directory, but youmust never change the scripts contained in that
directory after installation.

Key/Value Pairs

TouseHostPowerOn, configure thehost.power_on_modeandhost.power_on_configkeys. See
the following section for information about the values.

There is also an API call that lets you set these fields simultaneously:

1 void host.set_host_power_on_mode(string mode, Dictionary<string,string>
config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

host.power_on_mode

• Definition: Contains key/value pairs to specify the type of remote‑power solution (for example,
Dell DRAC).

• Possible values:

– An empty string, representing power‑control disabled.

– “DRAC”: Lets you specify Dell DRAC. To use DRAC, youmust have already installed the Dell
supplemental pack.

– “wake‑on‑lan”: Lets you specify Wake on LAN.
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– Any other name (used to specify a custom power‑on script). This option is used to specify
a custom script for power management.

• Type: string

host.power_on_config

• Definition: Contains key/value pairs for mode configuration. Provides additional information
for DRAC.

• Possible values:

– If you configured DRAC as the type of remote‑power solution, youmust also specify one of
the following keys:

* “power_on_ip”: The IP address you specified configured to communicate with the
power‑control card. Alternatively, you can type the domain name for the network
interface where DRAC is configured.

* “power_on_user”: The DRAC user name associated with themanagement processor,
which youmay have changed from its factory default settings.

* “power_on_password_secret”: Specifies using the secrets feature to secure your
password.

– Touse thesecrets feature tostoreyourpassword, specify thekey“power_on_password_secret”.
For more information, see Secrets.

• Type: Map (string, string)

Sample script

The sample script imports the Citrix Hypervisor API, defines itself as a custom script, and then passes
parameters specific to the host you want to control remotely. You must define the parameters
session in all custom scripts.

The result appears when the script is unsuccessful.

1 import XenAPI
2 def custom(session,remote_host,
3 power_on_config):
4 result="Power On Not Successful"
5 for key in power_on_config.keys():
6 result=result+''
7 key=''+key+''
8 value=''+power_on_config[key]
9 return result

10 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

After creating the script, save it in /etc/xapi.d/plugins with a .py extension.

Communicate with Citrix Hypervisor servers and resource pools

TLS

Citrix Hypervisor uses the TLS 1.2 protocol to encrypt management API traffic. Any communication
between Citrix Hypervisor andmanagement API clients (or appliances) uses the TLS 1.2 protocol.

Important:

We do not support customer modifications to the cryptographic functionality of the product.

Citrix Hypervisor uses the following cipher suite:

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

In addition, the following cipher suites are also supported for backwards compatibility with some
versions of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops:

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
• TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256
• TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

Note:

These additional cipher suites use CBC mode. Although some organizations prefer GCM mode,
Windows Server 2012 R2 does not support RSA cipher suites with GCMmode. Clients running on
Windows Server 2012 R2 that connect to a Citrix Hypervisor server or pool, might need to use
these CBC‑mode cipher suites.

SSH

When using an SSH client to connect directly to the Citrix Hypervisor server the following algorithms
can be used:

Ciphers:

• aes128‑ctr
• aes256‑ctr
• aes128‑gcm@openssh.com
• aes256‑gcm@openssh.com
• aes128‑cbc
• aes256‑cbc

MACs:
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• hmac‑sha2‑256
• hmac‑sha2‑512
• hmac‑sha1

KexAlgorithms:

• curve25519‑sha256
• ecdh‑sha2‑nistp256
• ecdh‑sha2‑nistp384
• ecdh‑sha2‑nistp521
• diffie‑hellman‑group14‑sha1

HostKeyAlgorithms:

• ecdsa‑sha2‑nistp256
• ecdsa‑sha2‑nistp384
• ecdsa‑sha2‑nistp521
• ssh‑ed25519
• ssh‑rsa

Note:

To restrict the available cipher suites to only those in the preceding list, ensure that you install
Hotfix XS82E015 ‑ For Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

If you want to disable SSH access to your Citrix Hypervisor server, you can do this in xsconsole.

1. From XenCenter, open the server console and log in as root.

2. Type xsconsole.

3. In xsconsole, go to Remote Service Configuration > Enable/Disable Remote Shell.

The console displays whether remote shell is enabled.

4. To change whether the remote shell is enabled or disabled, press Enter.

Important:

We do not support customer modifications to the cryptographic functionality of the product.

Install a TLS certificate on your server

The Citrix Hypervisor server comes installed with a default TLS certificate. However, to use HTTPS
to secure communication between Citrix Hypervisor and Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, install a
certificate provided by a trusted certificate authority.

This section describes how to install certificates by using the xe CLI. For information about working
with certificates by using XenCenter, see the XenCenter documentation.
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Ensure that your TLS certificate and its key meet the following requirements:

• The certificate and key pair are an RSA key.
• The key matches the certificate.
• The key is provided in a separate file to the certificate.
• The certificate is provided in a separate file to any intermediate certificates.
• The key file must be one of the following types: .pem or .key.
• Any certificate files must be one of the following types: .pem, .cer, or .crt.
• The key is greater than or equal to 2048 bits and less than or equal to 4096 bits in length.
• The key is an unencrypted PKCS #8 key and does not have a passkey.
• The key and certificate are in base‑64 encoded ‘PEM’ format.
• The certificate is valid and has not expired.
• The signature algorithm is SHA‑2 (SHA256).

The xe CLI warns you when the certificate and key you choose do not meet these requirements.

You might already have a trusted certificate that you want to install on your Citrix Hypervisor server.
However, you can instead create a certificate on your server and send it to a certificate authority to be
signed. This method is more secure as the private key can remain on the Citrix Hypervisor server and
not be copied between systems.

First, generate a private key and certificate signing request. On the Citrix Hypervisor server, complete
the following steps:

1. To create a private key file, run the following command:

1 openssl genrsa -des3 -out privatekey.pem 2048
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Remove the password from the key:

1 openssl rsa -in privatekey.pem -out privatekey.nop.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Create the certificate signing request by using the private key:

1 openssl req -new -key privatekey.nop.pem -out csr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Follow the prompts to provide the information necessary to generate the certificate signing re‑
quest.

• Country Name. Enter the TLS Certificate country codes for your country. For example, CA
for Canada or JM for Jamaica. You can find a list of TLS Certificate country codes on the
web.
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• StateorProvinceName(fullname). Enter the stateorprovincewhere thepool is located.
For example, Massachusetts or Alberta.

• Locality Name. The name of the city where the pool is located.
• Organization Name. The name of your company or organization.
• Organizational Unit Name. Enter the department name. This field is optional.
• CommonName. Enter the FQDNof yourCitrixHypervisor server. Citrix recommends spec‑
ifying either an FQDN or an IP address that does not expire.

• Email Address. This email address is included in the certificate when you generate it.

The certificate signing request is saved in the current directory and is named csr.

5. Display the certificate signing request in the console window by running the following com‑
mand:

1 cat csr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Copy the entire certificate signing request and use this information to request the certificate
from the certificate authority.

After the certificate authority reponds to the certificate signing request, complete the following steps
to install the certificate on your Citrix Hypervisor server:

1. Download the signed certificate, root certificate and, if the certificate authority has one, the
intermediate certificate from the certificate authority.

2. Copy the key and certificates to the Citrix Hypervisor server.

3. Run the following command on the server:

1 xe host-server-certificate-install certificate=<
path_to_certificate_file> private-key=<path_to_private_key>
certificate-chain=<path_to_chain_file>

The certificate-chain parameter is optional.

For additional security, you can delete the private key file after the certificate is installed.

Manage the administrator password

When you first install a Citrix Hypervisor server, you set an administrator or root password. You use
this password to connect XenCenter to your server or (with user name root) to log into xsconsole,
the system configuration console.

If you join a server to a pool, the administrator password for the server is automatically changed to
match the administrator password of the pool master.
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Note:

Citrix Hypervisor administrator passwords must contain only ASCII characters.

Change the password

You can use XenCenter, the xe CLI, or xsconsole to change the administrator password.

XenCenter

To change the administrator password for a pool or standalone server by using XenCenter, complete
the following steps:

1. In the Resources pane, select the pool or any server in the pool.
2. On the Poolmenu or on the Servermenu, select Change Server Password.

To change the root passwordof a standalone server, select the server in theResourcespane, and click
Password and then Change from the Servermenu.

If XenCenter is configured to save your server login credentials between sessions, the new password
is remembered. For more information, see Store your server connection state.

After changing the administrator password, rotate the pool secret. For more information, see Rotate
the pool secret.

xe CLI

To change the administrator password by using the xe CLI, run the following command on a server in
the pool:

1 xe user-password-change new=<new_password>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Ensure that you prefix the command with a space to avoid storing the plaintext password in the
command history.

After changing the administrator password, rotate the pool secret. For more information, see Rotate
the pool secret.

xsconsole

To change the administrator password for a pool or a standalone server by using xsconsole, complete
the following steps:
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1. On the pool master, go to the console.

2. Log in as root.

3. Type xsconsole. Press Enter. The xsconsole is displayed.

4. In xsconsole, use the arrow keys to navigate to the Authentication option. Press Enter.

5. Navigate to Change Password. Press Enter.

6. Authenticate with the administrator password.

7. In the Change Password dialog:

a) Enter your current password.
b) Enter a new password.
c) Enter the new password again to confirm it.

The Password Change Successful screen is displayed. Press Enter to dismiss.

If the server is poolmaster, this updated password is nowpropagated to the other servers in the pool.

After changing the administrator password, rotate the pool secret. For more information, see Rotate
the pool secret.

Reset a lost password

If you lose the administrator password for your Citrix Hypervisor server, you can reset the password
by accessing the server directly.

1. Reboot the Citrix Hypervisor server.

2. When the GRUBmenu shows, press e to edit the boot menu entry.

3. Add init=/bin/sh to the first line, which starts with module2.

4. Press Ctrl‑X to boot into a root shell.

5. At the command shell, run the following commands:

1 mount -o remount,rw /
2 passwd
3
4 (type the new password twice)
5
6 sync
7 /sbin/reboot -f
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

If the server is poolmaster, this updated password is nowpropagated to the other servers in the pool.

After changing the administrator password, rotate the pool secret.
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Rotate the pool secret

The pool secret is a secret shared among the servers in a pool that enables the server to prove its
membership to a pool.

Because users with the Pool Admin role can discover this secret, it is good practice to rotate the pool
secret if one of these users leaves your organization or loses their Pool Admin role.

You can rotate the pool secret by using XenCenter or the xe CLI.

XenCenter

To rotate the pool secret for a pool by using XenCenter, complete the following steps:

1. In the Resources pane, select the pool or any server in the pool.
2. On the Poolmenu, select Rotate Pool Secret.

When you rotate the pool secret, you are also prompted to change the root password. If you rotated
the pool secret because you think that your environment has been compromised, ensure that you
also change the root password. For more information, see Change the password.

xe CLI

To rotate the pool secret by using the xe CLI, run the following command on a server in the pool:

1 xe pool-secret-rotate
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you rotated the pool secret because you think that your environment has been compromised, en‑
sure that you also change the root password. For more information, see Change the password.

Enable IGMP snooping on your Citrix Hypervisor pool

Citrix Hypervisor sends multicast traffic to all guest VMs leading to unnecessary load on host devices
by requiring them to process packets they have not solicited. Enabling IGMP snooping prevents hosts
on a local network from receiving traffic for a multicast group they have not explicitly joined, and
improves the performance of multicast. IGMP snooping is especially useful for bandwidth‑intensive
IP multicast applications such as IPTV.

Notes:

• IGMP snooping is available only when the network back‑end uses Open vSwitch.

• When enabling this feature on a pool, it may also be necessary to enable IGMP querier on
one of the physical switches. Or else, multicast in the sub network falls back to broadcast
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andmay decrease Citrix Hypervisor performance.

• When enabling this feature on a pool running IGMP v3, VM migration or network bond
failover results in IGMP version switching to v2.

• To enable this feature with a GRE network, users must set up an IGMP Querier in the GRE
network. Alternatively, youcan forward the IGMPquerymessage fromthephysical network
into the GRE network. Or else, multicast traffic in the GRE network can be blocked.

You can enable IGMP snooping on a pool by using XenCenter or the xe CLI.

XenCenter

1. Navigate to Pool Properties.
2. SelectNetwork Options. Here you can enable or disable IGMP snooping.

xe CLI

1. Get the pool UUID:

xe pool-list

2. Enable/disable IGMP snooping for the pool:

xe pool-param-set [uuid=pool-uuid] [igmp-snooping-enabled=true|false]

After enabling IGMP snooping, you can view the IGMP snooping table using the xe CLI.

View the IGMP snooping table

Use the following command to view the IGMP snooping table:

ovs-appctl mdb/show [bridge name]

Note:

You can get the bridge name using xe network-list. These bridge names can be xenbr0,
xenbr1, xenapi, or xapi0.

This outputs a table with four columns:

• port: The port of the switch (OVS).
• VLAN: The VLAN ID of the traffic.
• GROUP: The multicast group that the port solicited.
• Age: The age of this record in seconds.

If the GROUP is a multicast group address, this means an IGMP Report message was received on the
associated switch port. Thismeans that a receiver (member) of themulticast group is listening on this
port.
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Take the following example which contains two records:

port VLAN GROUP Age

14 0 227.0.0.1 15

1 0 querier 24

The first record shows that there is a receiver listening on port 14 for the multicast group 227.0.0.1.
The Open vSwitch forwards traffic destined for the 227.0.0.1multicast group to listening ports for this
group only (in this example, port 14), rather than broadcasting to all ports. The record linking port
14 and group 227.0.0.1 was created 15 seconds ago. By default, the timeout interval is 300 seconds.
This means that if the switch does not receive any further IGMP Report messages on port 14 for 300
seconds after adding the record, the record expires and is removed from the table.

In the second record, theGROUP is querier, meaning that IGMP Querymessages have been received
on the associated port. A querier periodically sends IGMP Querymessages, which are broadcasted to
all switch ports, to determine which network nodes are listening on a multicast group. Upon receiv‑
ing an IGMP Query message, the receiver responds with an IGMP Report message, which causes the
receiver’s multicast record to refresh and avoid expiration.

The VLAN column indicates to the VLAN that a receiver/querier lives. ‘0’ means native VLAN. If you
want to runmulticast on some tagged VLAN, ensure that there are records on the VLAN.

Note:

For the VLAN scenario, you should have a querier record with a VLAN column value equal to the
VLAN ID of the network, otherwise multicast won’t work in the VLAN network.

Clustered pools

January 9, 2023

Clustering provides extra features that are required for resource pools that use GFS2 SRs. For more
information about GFS2, see Configure storage.

A cluster is a pool of Citrix Hypervisor hosts that are more closely connected and coordinated than
hosts in non‑clustered pools. The hosts in the cluster maintain constant communication with each
other on a selected network. All hosts in the cluster are aware of the state of every host in the cluster.
This host coordination enables the cluster to control access to the contents of the GFS2 SR.
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Quorum

Each host in a cluster must always be in communication with at least half of hosts in the cluster (in‑
cluding itself). This state is known as a host having quorum.

Thequorumvalue foranodd‑numberedpool ishalf ofoneplus the totalnumberofhosts in thecluster:
(n+1)/2. The quorum value for an even‑numbered pool is half the total number of hosts in the cluster:
n/2.

For an even‑numbered pool, it is possible for the running cluster to split exactly in half. The running
cluster decides which half of the cluster self‑fences and which half of the cluster has quorum. When
an even‑numbered clustered pool powers up froma cold start, (n/2)+1 hostsmust be available before
the hosts have quorum. After the hosts have quorum, the cluster becomes active.

If a host does not have quorum, that host self‑fences.

Where possible it is recommended to use an odd number of hosts in a clustered pool as this ensures
that hosts are always able to determine if they have a quorate set.

Self‑fencing

If a host detects that it does not have quorum, it self‑fences within a few seconds. When a host self‑
fences, it restarts immediately. All VMs running on the host are immediately stoppedbecause the host
doesahard shutdown. In a clusteredpool thatuseshighavailability, CitrixHypervisor restarts theVMs
according to their restart configuration on other poolmembers. The host that self‑fenced restarts and
attempts to rejoin the cluster.

If the number of live hosts in the cluster becomes less than the quorum value, all the remaining hosts
lose quorum.

In an ideal scenario, your clustered pool always hasmore live hosts than are required for quorum and
Citrix Hypervisor never fences. To make this scenario more likely, consider the following recommen‑
dations when setting up your clustered pool:

• Ensure that you have good hardware redundancy.

• Use a dedicated bonded network for the cluster network. Ensure that the bonded NICs are on
the same L2 segment. For more information, see Networking.

• Configure storage multipathing between the pool and the GFS2 SR. For more information, see
Storage multipathing.

• Configure high availability on the clustered pool. In clustered pools, the heartbeat SR must be
a GFS2 SR. For more information, see High availability.
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Create a clustered pool

Before you begin, ensure the following prerequisites are met:

• All Citrix Hypervisor servers in the clustered pool must have at least 2 GiB of control domain
memory.

• All hosts in the cluster must use static IP addresses for the cluster network.

• We recommend that you use clustering only in pools containing at least three hosts, as pools of
two hosts are sensitive to self‑fencing the entire pool.

• If you have a firewall between the hosts in your pool, ensure that hosts can communicate on the
cluster network using the following ports:

– TCP: 8892, 21064
– UDP: 5404, 5405

For more information, see Communication ports used by Citrix technologies.

• If you are clustering an existing pool, ensure that high availability is disabled. You can enable
high availability again after clustering is enabled.

• We strongly recommend that you use a bonded network for your clustered pool that is not used
for any other traffic.

If you prefer, you can set up clustering on your pool by using XenCenter. For more information, see
the XenCenter product documentation.

To use the xe CLI to create a clustered pool:

1. Create a bonded network to use as the clustering network.

Note:

We strongly recommend that youuse a dedicated bondednetwork for your clustered pool.
Do not use this network for any other traffic.

On the Citrix Hypervisor server that you want to be the pool master, complete the following
steps:

a) Open a console on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

b) Name your resource pool by using the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set name-label="New Pool" uuid=<pool_uuid>

c) Create a network for use with the bonded NIC by using the following command:

1 xe network-create name-label=bond0

The UUID of the new network is returned.
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d) Find the UUIDs of the PIFs to use in the bond by using the following command:

1 xe pif-list

e) Create your bonded network in either active‑active mode, active‑passive mode, or LACP
bondmode. Depending on the bondmode youwant to use, complete one of the following
actions:

• To configure the bond in active‑active mode (default), use the bond-create com‑
mand to create the bond. Using commas to separate the parameters, specify the
newly created network UUID and the UUIDs of the PIFs to be bonded:

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=<network_uuid> /
2 pif-uuids=<pif_uuid_1>,<pif_uuid_2>,<pif_uuid_3>,<

pif_uuid_4>

Type twoUUIDswhenyouarebonding twoNICsand fourUUIDswhenyouarebonding
four NICs. The UUID for the bond is returned after running the command.

• To configure thebond in active‑passive or LACPbondmode, use the same syntax, add
the optional mode parameter, and specify lacp or active-backup:

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=<network_uuid> pif-uuids=<
pif_uuid_1>, /

2 <pif_uuid_2>,<pif_uuid_3>,<pif_uuid_4> /
3 mode=balance-slb | active-backup | lacp

After you have created your bonded network on the pool master, when you join other Citrix
Hypervisor servers to the pool, the network and bond information is automatically replicated
to the joining server.

For more information, see Networking.

2. Create a resource pool of at least three Citrix Hypervisor servers.

Repeat the following steps on eachCitrix Hypervisor server that is a (non‑master) poolmember:

a) Open a console on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

b) Join the Citrix Hypervisor server to the pool on the pool master by using the following
command:

1 xe pool-join master-address=master_address master-username=
administrators_username master-password=password

The value of the master-address parameter must be set to the fully qualified domain
name of the Citrix Hypervisor server that is the pool master. The passwordmust be the
administrator password set when the pool master was installed.
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For more information, see Hosts and resource pools.

3. For every PIF that belongs to this network, set disallow-unplug=true.

a) Find the UUIDs of the PIFs that belong to the network by using the following command:

1 xe pif-list

b) Run the following command on a Citrix Hypervisor server in your resource pool:

1 xe pif-param-set disallow-unplug=true uuid=<pif_uuid>

4. Enable clustering on your pool. Run the following command on a Citrix Hypervisor server in
your resource pool:

1 xe cluster-pool-create network-uuid=<network_uuid>

Provide the UUID of the bonded network that you created in an earlier step.

Destroy a clustered pool

You can destroy a clustered pool. After you destroy a clustered pool, the pool continues to exist, but
is no longer clustered and can no longer use GFS2 SRs.

To destroy a clustered pool, run the following command:

1 xe cluster-pool-destroy cluster-uuid=<uuid>

Manage your clustered pool

When managing your clustered pool, the following practices can decrease the risk of the pool losing
quorum.

Ensure that hosts are shut down cleanly

When a host is cleanly shut down, it is temporarily removed from the cluster until it is started again.
While the host is shut down, it does not count toward the quorum value of the cluster. The host ab‑
sence does not cause other hosts to lose quorum.

However, if a host is forcibly or unexpectedly shut down, it is not removed from the cluster before it
goes offline. This host does count toward the quorum value of the cluster. Its shutdown can cause
other hosts to lose quorum.
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Usemaintenancemode

Before doing something on a host that might cause that host to lose quorum, put the host into main‑
tenance mode. When a host is in maintenance mode, running VMs are migrated off it to another host
in the pool. Also, if that host was the pool master, that role is passed to a different host in the pool.
If your actions cause a host in maintenance mode to self‑fence, you don’t lose any VMs or lose your
XenCenter connection to the pool.

Hosts in maintenance mode still count towards the quorum value for the cluster.

You can only change the IP address of a host that is part of a clustered pool when that host is in main‑
tenance mode. Changing the IP address of a host causes the host to leave the cluster. When the IP
address has been successfully changed, the host rejoins the cluster. After the host rejoins the cluster,
you can take it out of maintenance mode.

Recover hosts that have self‑fenced or are offline

It is important to recover hosts that have self‑fenced. While these cluster members are offline, they
count towards the quorum number for the cluster and decrease the number of cluster members that
are contactable. This situation increases the risk of a subsequent host failure causing the cluster to
lose quorum and shut down completely.

Having offline hosts in your cluster also prevents you from performing certain actions. In a clustered
pool, every member of the pool must agree to every change of pool membership before the change
can be successful. If a cluster member is not contactable, Citrix Hypervisor prevents operations that
change cluster membership (such as host add or host remove).

Mark hosts as dead

If one or more offline hosts cannot be recovered, you can mark them as dead to the cluster. Marking
hosts as dead removes them permanently from the cluster. After hosts are marked as dead, they no
longer count towards the quorum value.

Constraints

• Clustered pools only support up to 16 hosts per pool.
• For cluster traffic, you must use a bonded network that uses at least two different network
switches. Do not use this network for any other purposes.

• Changing the IP address of the cluster network by using XenCenter requires clustering andGFS2
to be temporarily disabled.

• Do not change the bonding of your clustering network while the cluster is live and has running
VMs. This action can cause the cluster to fence.
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• If you have an IP address conflict (multiple hosts having the same IP address) on your clustering
network involving at least one host with clustering enabled, the hosts do not fence. To fix this
issue, resolve the IP address conflict.

Manage users

February 22, 2023

Defining users, groups, roles and permissions allows you to control who has access to your Citrix Hy‑
pervisor servers and pools and what actions they can perform.

When you first install Citrix Hypervisor, a user account is added to Citrix Hypervisor automatically.
This account is the local super user (LSU), or root, which Citrix Hypervisor authenticates locally.

The LSU, or root, is a special user account intended for systemadministration andhas all permissions.
In Citrix Hypervisor, the LSU is the default account at installation. Citrix Hypervisor authenticates the
LSU account. LSU does not require any external authentication service. If an external authentication
service fails, the LSU can still log in and manage the system. The LSU can always access the Citrix
Hypervisor physical server through SSH.

You can create more users by adding the Active Directory accounts through either XenCenter’s Users
tabor the xeCLI. If your environmentdoesnotuseActiveDirectory, youare limited to theLSUaccount.

Note:

When you create users, Citrix Hypervisor does not assign newly createduser accounts RBAC roles
automatically. Therefore, these accounts do not have any access to the Citrix Hypervisor pool
until you assign them a role.

These permissions are granted through roles, as discussed in the Authenticating users with Active Di‑
rectory (AD) section.

Authenticate users with Active Directory (AD)

If youwant to havemultiple user accounts on a server or a pool, youmust use Active Directory user ac‑
counts for authentication. ADaccounts let CitrixHypervisor users logon toapool using theirWindows
domain credentials.

Note:

You canenable LDAPchannel binding andLDAP signingonyour ADdomain controllers. Formore
information, see Microsoft Security Advisory.

You can configure varying levels of access for specific users by enabling Active Directory authentica‑
tion, adding user accounts, and assign roles to those accounts.
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Active Directory users can use the xe CLI (passing appropriate -u and -pw arguments) and also con‑
nect to the host using XenCenter. Authentication is done on a per‑resource pool basis.

Subjects control access to user accounts. A subject in Citrix Hypervisor maps to an entity on your
directory server (either a user or a group). When you enable external authentication, Citrix Hypervisor
checks the credentials used to create a session against the local root credentials and then against the
subject list. To permit access, create a subject entry for the person or group you want to grant access
to. You can use XenCenter or the xe CLI to create a subject entry.

If you are familiar with XenCenter, note that the Citrix Hypervisor CLI uses slightly different terminol‑
ogy to refer to Active Directory and user account features: XenCenter Term Citrix Hypervisor CLI Term
Users Subjects Add users Add subjects

Even though Citrix Hypervisor is Linux‑based, Citrix Hypervisor lets you use Active Directory accounts
for Citrix Hypervisor user accounts. To do so, it passes Active Directory credentials to the Active Direc‑
tory domain controller.

When you add Active Directory to Citrix Hypervisor, Active Directory users and groups become Citrix
Hypervisor subjects. The subjects are referred to as users in XenCenter. Users/groups are authenti‑
cated by using Active Directory on logonwhen you register a subject with Citrix Hypervisor. Users and
groups do not need to qualify their user name by using a domain name.

To qualify a user name, youmust type the user name in Down‑Level log onName format, for example,
mydomain\myuser.

Note:

By default, if you did not qualify the user name, XenCenter attempts to log in users to AD authen‑
tication servers using the domain to which it is joined. The exception to this is the LSU account,
which XenCenter always authenticates locally (that is, on the Citrix Hypervisor) first.

The external authentication process works as follows:

1. The credentials suppliedwhen connecting to a server are passed to the ActiveDirectory domain
controller for authentication.

2. The domain controller checks the credentials. If they are invalid, the authentication fails imme‑
diately.

3. If the credentials are valid, the Active Directory controller is queried to get the subject identifier
and groupmembership associated with the credentials.

4. If the subject identifiermatches theonestored in theCitrixHypervisor, authenticationsucceeds.

When you join a domain, you enable Active Directory authentication for the pool. However, when a
pool joins a domain, only users in that domain (or a domain with which it has trust relationships) can
connect to the pool.
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Note:

Manually updating the DNS configuration of a DHCP‑configured network PIF is unsupported and
can cause AD integration, and therefore user authentication, to fail or stop working.

Configure Active Directory authentication

Citrix Hypervisor supports use of Active Directory servers using Windows 2008 or later.

To authenticate Active Directory for Citrix Hypervisor servers, you must use the same DNS server for
both theActiveDirectory server (configured to allow interoperability) and theCitrixHypervisor server.
In some configurations, the active directory server can provide the DNS itself. This can be achieved
either using DHCP to provide the IP address and a list of DNS servers to the Citrix Hypervisor server.
Alternatively, you can set the values in the PIF objects or use the installer when a manual static con‑
figuration is used.

We recommend enabling DHCP to assign host names. Do not assign the hostnames localhost or
linux to hosts.

Warning:

Citrix Hypervisor server names must be unique throughout the Citrix Hypervisor deployment.

Note the following:

• CitrixHypervisor labels its ADentry on theADdatabaseusing its hostname. If twoCitrixHypervi‑
sor servers with the same hostname are joined to the same AD domain, the second Citrix Hyper‑
visor overwrites the AD entry of the first Citrix Hypervisor. The overwriting occurs regardless of
whether the hosts belong to the same or different pools. This can cause the AD authentication
on the first Citrix Hypervisor to stop working.

You can use the same host name in two Citrix Hypervisor servers, as long as they join different
AD domains.

• The Citrix Hypervisor servers can be in different time‑zones, because it is the UTC time that is
compared. To ensure that synchronization is correct, you can use the sameNTP servers for your
Citrix Hypervisor pool and the Active Directory server.

• Mixed‑authentication pools are not supported. You cannot have a pool where some servers in
the pool are configured to use Active Directory and some are not).

• The Citrix Hypervisor Active Directory integration uses the Kerberos protocol to communicate
with the Active Directory servers. Therefore, Citrix Hypervisor does not support communicating
with Active Directory servers that do not use Kerberos.

• For external authentication using Active Directory to be successful, clocks on your Citrix Hyper‑
visor servers must be synchronized with the clocks on your Active Directory server. When Citrix
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Hypervisor joins the Active Directory domain, the synchronization is checked and authentica‑
tion fails if there is too much skew between the servers.

Warning:

Host names must consist solely of no more than 63 alphanumeric characters, and must not be
purely numeric.

When you add a server to a pool after enabling Active Directory authentication, you are prompted to
configure Active Directory on the server joining the pool. When prompted for credentials on the join‑
ing server, type Active Directory credentials with sufficient privileges to add servers to that domain.

Active Directory integration

Ensure that the following firewall ports are open for outbound traffic in order for Citrix Hypervisor to
access the domain controllers.

Port Protocol Use

53 UDP/TCP DNS

88 UDP/TCP Kerberos 5

123 UDP NTP

137 UDP NetBIOS Name Service

139 TCP NetBIOS Session (SMB)

389 UDP/TCP LDAP

445 TCP SMB over TCP

464 UDP/TCP Machine password changes

636 UDP/TCP LDAP over SSL

3268 TCP Global Catalog Search

For more information, see Communication Ports Used by Citrix Technologies.

Notes:

• To view the firewall rules on a Linux computer using iptables, run the following command:
iptables -nL.

• Citrix Hypervisor uses PowerBroker Identity Services (PBIS) to authenticate the AD user in
the AD server, and to encrypt communications with the AD server.
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How does Citrix Hypervisor manage themachine account password for AD integration?

Similarly to Windows client machines, PBIS automatically updates the machine account password.
PBIS renews the password every 30 days, or as specified in the machine account password renewal
policy in the AD server.

Enable external authentication on a pool

External authentication using Active Directory can be configured using either XenCenter or the CLI
using the following command.

1 xe pool-enable-external-auth auth-type=AD \
2 service-name=full-qualified-domain \
3 config:user=username \
4 config:pass=password
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

The user specified must have Add/remove computer objects or workstations privilege,
which is the default for domain administrators.

If you are not using DHCP on the network used by Active Directory and your Citrix Hypervisor servers,
use the following approaches to set up your DNS:

1. Set up your domain DNS suffix search order for resolving non‑FQDN entries:

1 xe pif-param-set uuid=pif_uuid_in_the_dns_subnetwork \
2 "other-config:domain=suffix1.com suffix2.com suffix3.com"
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Configure the DNS server to use on your Citrix Hypervisor servers:

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ip mode=static dns=dnshost ip=ip \
2 gateway=gateway netmask=netmask uuid=uuid
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Manually set the management interface to use a PIF that is on the same network as your DNS
server:

1 xe host-management-reconfigure pif-uuid=pif_in_the_dns_subnetwork
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

External authentication is a per‑host property. However, we recommend that you enable and
disable external authenticationonaper‑pool basis. A per‑pool setting allowsCitrixHypervisor to
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dealwith failures that occurwhenenabling authenticationonaparticular host. CitrixHypervisor
also rolls back any changes thatmay be required, ensuring a consistent configuration across the
pool. Use thehost-param-list command to inspect properties of a host and to determine the
status of external authentication by checking the values of the relevant fields.

Use XenCenter to disable Active Directory authentication, or the following xe command:

1 xe pool-disable-external-auth
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

User authentication

To allow a user access to your Citrix Hypervisor server, youmust add a subject for that user or a group
that they are in. (Transitive group memberships are also checked in the normal way. For example,
adding a subject for group A, where group A contains group B and user 1 is a member of group B
would permit access to user 1.) If you want to manage user permissions in Active Directory, you
can create a single group that you then add and delete users to/from. Alternatively, you can add and
delete individual users from Citrix Hypervisor, or a combination of users and groups as appropriate
for your authentication requirements. You can manage the subject list from XenCenter or using the
CLI as described in the following section.

When authenticating a user, the credentials are first checked against the local root account, allowing
you to recover a system whose AD server has failed. If the credentials (user name and password) do
notmatch, thenanauthentication request ismade to theADserver. If theauthentication is successful,
the user’s information is retrieved and validated against the local subject list. Access is denied if the
authentication fails. Validation against the subject list succeeds if the user or a group in the transitive
groupmembership of the user is in the subject list.

Note:

WhenusingActiveDirectory groups to grant access for Pool Administrator userswho require host
ssh access, the size of the AD groupmust not exceed 500 users.

To add an AD subject to Citrix Hypervisor:

1 xe subject-add subject-name=entity_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The entity_name is the name of the user or group to which you want to grant access. You can include
the domain of the entity (for example, ‘xendt\user1’ as opposed to ‘user1’) although the behavior is
the same unless disambiguation is required.

Find the user’s subject identifier. The identifier is the user or the group containing the user. Removing
a group removes access to all users in that group, provided they are not also specified in the subject
list. Use the subject list command to find the user’s subject identifier. :
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1 xe subject-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command returns a list of all users.

To apply a filter to the list, for example to find the subject identifier for a user user1 in the testad
domain, use the following command:

1 xe subject-list other-config:subject-name='testad\user1'
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove the user using the subject-remove command, passing in the subject identifier you learned
in the previous step:

1 xe subject-remove subject-uuid=subject_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can end any current session this user has already authenticated. For more information, see Ter‑
minating all authenticated sessions using xe and Terminating individual user sessions using xe in the
following section. If you do not end sessions, users with revoked permissionsmay continue to access
the system until they log out.

Run the following command to identify the list of users and groups with permission to access your
Citrix Hypervisor server or pool:

1 xe subject-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove access for a user

When a user is authenticated, they can access the server until they end their session, or another user
ends their session. Removingauser fromthesubject list, or removing themfromagroup in thesubject
list, doesn’t automatically revoke any already‑authenticated sessions that the user has. Users can
continue to access the pool using XenCenter or other API sessions that they have already created.
XenCenter and the CLI provide facilities to end individual sessions, or all active sessions forcefully.
See the XenCenter documentation for information on procedures using XenCenter, or the following
section for procedures using the CLI.

Terminate all authenticated sessions using xe

Run the following CLI command to end all authenticated sessions using xe:
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1 xe session-subject-identifier-logout-all
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Terminate individual user sessions using xe

1. Determine the subject identifier whose session you want to log out. Use either the session
-subject-identifier-list or subject-list xe commands to find the subject identifier.
The first command shows users who have sessions. The second command shows all users but
can be filtered. For example, by using a command like xe subject-list other-config:
subject-name=xendt\\user1. You may need a double backslash as shown depending on
your shell).

2. Use the session-subject-logout command, passing the subject identifier you have deter‑
mined in the previous step as a parameter, for example:

1 xe session-subject-identifier-logout subject-identifier=subject_id
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Leave an AD domain
Warning:

When you leave the domain, any users who authenticated to the pool or server with Active Direc‑
tory credentials are disconnected.

Use XenCenter to leave an AD domain. For more information, see the XenCenter documentation. Al‑
ternately run the pool-disable-external-auth command, specifying the pool UUID if necessary.

Note:

Leaving the domain does not delete the host objects from the AD database. Refer to the Active
Directory documentation for information about how to detect and remove your disabled host
entries.

Role‑based access control

January 9, 2023

The Role‑Based Access Control (RBAC) feature in Citrix Hypervisor allows you to assign users, roles,
and permissions to control who has access to your Citrix Hypervisor and what actions they can per‑
form. The Citrix Hypervisor RBAC systemmaps a user (or a group of users) to defined roles (a named
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set of permissions). The roles have associated Citrix Hypervisor permissions to perform certain oper‑
ations.

Permissions are not assigned to users directly. Users acquire permissions through roles assigned to
them. Therefore, managing individual user permissions becomes a matter of assigning the user to
the appropriate role, which simplifies common operations. Citrix Hypervisor maintains a list of au‑
thorized users and their roles.

RBACallows you to restrictwhich operations different groups of users canperform, reducing theprob‑
ability of an accident by an inexperienced user.

RBAC also provides an Audit Log feature for compliance and auditing.

RBAC depends on Active Directory for authentication services. Specifically, Citrix Hypervisor keeps a
list of authorized users based on Active Directory user and group accounts. As a result, youmust join
the pool to the domain and add Active Directory accounts before you can assign roles.

The local super user (LSU), or root, is a special user account used for system administration and has
all rights or permissions. The local super user is the default account at installation in Citrix Hypervi‑
sor. The LSU is authenticated through Citrix Hypervisor and not through an external authentication
service. If the external authentication service fails, the LSU can still log in and manage the system.
The LSU can always access the Citrix Hypervisor physical host through SSH.

RBAC process

The following section describes the standard process for implementing RBAC and assigning a user or
group a role:

1. Join the domain. For more information, see Enabling external authentication on a pool.

2. Add an Active Directory user or group to the pool. This becomes a subject. For more informa‑
tion, see To add a subject to RBAC.

3. Assign (or change) the subject’s RBAC role. Formore information, see To assign an RBAC role to
a subject.

RBAC roles and permissions

March 14, 2023

Roles

Citrix Hypervisor is shipped with the following six, pre‑established roles:
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• Pool Administrator (Pool Admin) – the same as the local root. Can perform all operations.

Note:

The local super user (root) has the “Pool Admin” role. The Pool Admin role has the same
permissions as the local root.

If you remove the Pool Admin role fromauser, consider also changing the server root pass‑
word and rotating the pool secret. For more information, see Pool Security.

• Pool Operator (Pool Operator) – can do everything apart from adding/removing users and
changing their roles. This role is focused mainly on host and pool management (that is,
creating storage, making pools, managing the hosts and so on.)

• VirtualMachinePowerAdministrator (VMPowerAdmin) – createsandmanagesVirtualMachines.
This role is focused on provisioning VMs for use by a VM operator.

• Virtual Machine Administrator (VM Admin) – similar to a VM Power Admin, but cannot migrate
VMs or perform snapshots.

• Virtual Machine Operator (VM Operator) – similar to VM Admin, but cannot create/destroy VMs –
but can perform start/stop lifecycle operations.

• Read‑only (Read Only) – can view resource pool and performance data.

Warning:

WhenusingActiveDirectory groups to grant access for Pool Administrator userswho require host
ssh access, the number of users in the Active Directory groupmust not exceed 500.

For a summary of the permissions available for each role and for information on the operations avail‑
able for each permission, see Definitions of RBAC roles and permissions in the following section.

When you create a user in Citrix Hypervisor, you must first assign a role to the newly created user
before they can use the account. Citrix Hypervisor does not automatically assign a role to the newly
created user. As a result, these accounts do not have any access to Citrix Hypervisor pool until you
assign them a role.

1. Modify the subject to rolemapping. This requires the assign/modify role permission, only avail‑
able to a Pool Administrator.

2. Modify the user’s containing groupmembership in Active Directory.

Definitions of RBAC roles and permissions

The following table summarizes which permissions are available for each role. For details on the op‑
erations available for each permission, see Definitions of permissions.
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Role per‑
missions Pool Admin

Pool
Operator

VM Power
Admin VM Admin

VM
Operator Read Only

Assign/modify
roles

X

Log in to
(physical)
server
consoles
(through
SSH and
XenCenter)

X

Server
backup/re‑
store

X

Import/export
OVF/OVA
packages
and disk
images

X

Set cores
per socket

X X X X

Convert
virtual
machines
using Citrix
Hypervisor
Conversion
Manager

X

Switch‑port
locking

X X

Multipathing X X

Log out
active user
connec‑
tions

X X
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Role per‑
missions Pool Admin

Pool
Operator

VM Power
Admin VM Admin

VM
Operator Read Only

Create and
dismiss
alerts

X X

Cancel task
of any user

X X

Pool man‑
agement

X X

Live
migration

X X X

Storage live
migration

X X X

VM
advanced
operations

X X X

VM cre‑
ate/destroy
operations

X X X X

VM change
CDmedia

X X X X X

VM change
power state

X X X X X

View VM
consoles

X X X X X

XenCenter
viewman‑
agement
operations

X X X X X

Cancel own
tasks

X X X X X X

Read audit
logs

X X X X X X
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Role per‑
missions Pool Admin

Pool
Operator

VM Power
Admin VM Admin

VM
Operator Read Only

Connect to
pool and
read all
pool
metadata

X X X X X X

Configure
virtual GPU

X X

View virtual
GPU config‑
uration

X X X X X X

Access the
config drive
(CoreOS
VMs only)

X

Scheduled
Snapshots
(Add/Re‑
move VMs
to existing
Snapshots
Schedules)

X X X

Scheduled
Snapshots
(Add/Modi‑
fy/Delete
Snapshot
Schedules)

X X

Gather
diagnostic
information

X X

Configure
changed
block
tracking

X X X X
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Role per‑
missions Pool Admin

Pool
Operator

VM Power
Admin VM Admin

VM
Operator Read Only

List
changed
blocks

X X X X X

Configure
PVS‑
Accelerator

X X

View PVS‑
Accelerator
configura‑
tion

X X X X X X

Definitions of permissions

Assign/modify roles:

• Add/remove users
• Add/remove roles from users
• Enable and disable Active Directory integration (being joined to the domain)

This permission lets the user grant themselves any permission or perform any task.

Warning: This role lets the user disable the Active Directory integration and all subjects added from
Active Directory.

Log in to server consoles:

• Server console access through ssh
• Server console access through XenCenter

Warning: With access to a root shell, the assignee can arbitrarily reconfigure the entire system, includ‑
ing RBAC.

Server backup/restore VM create/destroy operations:

• Back up and restore servers
• Back up and restore pool metadata

The capability to restore a backup lets the assignee revert RBAC configuration changes.

Import/export OVF/OVA packages and disk images:

• Import OVF and OVA packages
• Import disk images
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• Export VMs as OVF/OVA packages

Set cores‑per‑socket:

• Set the number of cores per socket for the VM’s virtual CPUs

This permission enables the user to specify the topology for the VM’s virtual CPUs.

Convert VMs using Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager:

• Convert VMware VMs to Citrix Hypervisor VMs

This permission lets the user convert workloads from VMware to Citrix Hypervisor by copying batches
of VMware VMs to Citrix Hypervisor environment.

Switch‑port locking:

• Control traffic on a network

This permission lets the user block all traffic on a network by default, or define specific IP addresses
fromwhich a VM is allowed to send traffic.

Multipathing:

• Enable multipathing
• Disable multipathing

Log out active user connections:

• Ability to disconnect logged in users

Create/dismiss alerts:

• Configure XenCenter to generate alerts when resource usage crosses certain thresholds
• Remove alerts from the Alerts view

Warning: A user with this permission can dismiss alerts for the entire pool.

Note: The ability to view alerts is part of the Connect to Pool and read all pool metadata permission.

Cancel task of any user:

• Cancel any user’s running task

This permission lets the user request Citrix Hypervisor cancel an in‑progress task initiated by any user.

Pool management:

• Set pool properties (naming, default SRs)
• Create a clustered pool
• Enable, disable, and configure high availability
• Set per‑VM high availability restart priorities
• Configure DR and perform DR failover, failback, and test failover operations
• Enable, disable, and configure Workload Balancing (WLB)
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• Add and remove server from pool
• Emergency transition to master
• Emergency master address
• Emergency recover pool members
• Designate newmaster
• Manage pool and server certificates
• Patching
• Set server properties
• Configure server logging
• Enable and disable servers
• Shut down, reboot, and power‑on servers
• Restart toolstack
• System status reports
• Apply license
• Livemigration of all other VMs on a server to another server, because of maintenancemode, or
high availability

• Configure server management interface and secondary interfaces
• Disable server management
• Delete crashdumps
• Add, edit, and remove networks
• Add, edit, and remove PBDs/PIFs/VLANs/Bonds/SRs
• Add, remove, and retrieve secrets

This permission includes all the actions required to maintain a pool.

Note: If the management interface is not functioning, no logins can authenticate except local root
logins.

Livemigration:

• Migrate VMs from one host to another host when the VMs are on storage shared by both hosts

Storage livemigration:

• Migrate fromone host to another hostwhen the VMs are not on storage shared between the two
hosts

• Move Virtual Disk (VDIs) from one SR to another SR

VM advanced operations:

• Adjust VMmemory (through Dynamic Memory Control)
• Create a VM snapshot with memory, take VM snapshots, and roll‑back VMs
• Migrate VMs
• Start VMs, including specifying physical server
• Resume VMs
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This permission provides the assigneewith enough privileges to start a VMon a different server if they
are not satisfied with the server Citrix Hypervisor selected.

VM create/destroy operations:

• Install or delete
• Clone/copy VMs
• Add, remove, and configure virtual disk/CD devices
• Add, remove, and configure virtual network devices
• Import/export XVA files
• VM configuration change
• Server backup/restore

Note:

The VM Admin role can import XVA files only into a pool with a shared SR. The VM Admin role has
insufficient permissions to import an XVA file into a host or into a pool without shared storage.

VM change CDmedia:

• Eject current CD
• Insert new CD

Import/export OVF/OVA packages; import disk images

VM change power state:

• Start VMs (automatic placement)
• Shut down VMs
• Reboot VMs
• Suspend VMs
• Resume VMs (automatic placement)

This permission does not include start_on, resume_on, and migrate, which are part of the VM ad‑
vanced operations permission.

View VM consoles:

• See and interact with VM consoles

This permission does not let the user view server consoles.

XenCenter viewmanagement operations:

• Create andmodify global XenCenter folders
• Create andmodify global XenCenter custom fields
• Create andmodify global XenCenter searches

Folders, custom fields, and searches are shared between all users accessing the pool

Cancel own tasks:
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• Lets a user cancel their own tasks

Read audit log:

• Download the Citrix Hypervisor audit log

Connect to pool and read all pool metadata:

• Log in to pool
• View pool metadata
• View historical performance data
• View logged in users
• View users and roles
• Viewmessages
• Register for and receive events

Configure virtual GPU:

• Specify a pool‑wide placement policy
• Assign a virtual GPU to a VM
• Remove a virtual GPU from a VM
• Modify allowed virtual GPU types
• Create, destroy, or assign a GPU group

View virtual GPU configuration:

• View GPUs, GPU placement policies, and virtual GPU assignments

Access the config drive (CoreOS VMs only):

• Access the config driver of the VM
• Modify the cloud‑config parameters

Scheduled Snapshots:

• Add VMs to existing snapshot schedules
• Remove VMs from existing snapshot schedules
• Add snapshot schedules
• Modify snapshot schedules
• Delete snapshot schedules

Gather diagnostic information from Citrix Hypervisor:

• Initiate GC collection and heap compaction
• Gather garbage collection statistics
• Gather database statistics
• Gather network statistics

Configure changed block tracking:
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• Enable changed block tracking
• Disable changed block tracking
• Destroy the data associated with a snapshot and retain the metadata
• Get the NBD connection information for a VDI

Changed block tracking can be enabled only for licensed instances of Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edi‑
tion.

List changed blocks:

• Compare two VDI snapshots and list the blocks that have changed between them

Configure PVS‑Accelerator:

• Enable PVS‑Accelerator
• Disable PVS‑Accelerator
• Update (PVS‑Accelerator) cache configuration
• Add/Remove (PVS‑Accelerator) cache configuration

View PVS‑Accelerator configuration:

• View the status of PVS‑Accelerator

Note:

Sometimes, a Read Only user cannot move a resource into a folder in XenCenter, even after re‑
ceiving an elevation prompt and supplying the credentials of amore privileged user. In this case,
log on to XenCenter as the more privileged user and retry the action.

How does Citrix Hypervisor compute the roles for the session?

1. The subject is authenticated through the Active Directory server to verify which containing
groups the subject may also belong to.

2. Citrix Hypervisor then verifies which roles have been assigned both to the subject, and to its
containing groups.

3. As subjects can be members of multiple Active Directory groups, they inherit all of the permis‑
sions of the associated roles.
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Use RBACwith the CLI

January 9, 2023

RBAC xe CLI commands

Use the following commands to work with roles and subjects.

To list all the available defined roles

Run the command: xe role-list

This command returns a list of the currently defined roles, for example:

1 uuid( RO): 0165f154-ba3e-034e-6b27-5d271af109ba
2 name ( RO): pool-admin
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3 description ( RO): The Pool Administrator role has full access to
all

4 features and settings, including accessing Dom0 and managing
subjects,

5 roles and external authentication
6
7 uuid ( RO): b9ce9791-0604-50cd-0649-09b3284c7dfd
8 name ( RO): pool-operator
9 description ( RO): The Pool Operator role manages host- and pool-

wide resources,
10 including setting up storage, creating resource pools and managing

patches, and
11 high availability (HA).
12
13 uuid( RO): 7955168d-7bec-10ed-105f-c6a7e6e63249
14 name ( RO): vm-power-admin
15 description ( RO): The VM Power Administrator role has full access

to VM and
16 template management and can choose where to start VMs and use the

dynamic memory
17 control and VM snapshot features
18
19 uuid ( RO): aaa00ab5-7340-bfbc-0d1b-7cf342639a6e
20 name ( RO): vm-admin
21 description ( RO): The VM Administrator role can manage VMs and

templates
22
23 uuid ( RO): fb8d4ff9-310c-a959-0613-54101535d3d5
24 name ( RO): vm-operator
25 description ( RO): The VM Operator role can use VMs and interact

with VM consoles
26
27 uuid ( RO): 7233b8e3-eacb-d7da-2c95-f2e581cdbf4e
28 name ( RO): read-only
29 description ( RO): The Read-Only role can log in with basic read-

only access
30 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

This list of roles is static. You cannot add, remove, or modify roles.

To display a list of current subjects

Run the following command:
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1 xe subject-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command returns a list of Citrix Hypervisor users, their uuid, and the roles they are associated
with:

1 uuid ( RO): bb6dd239-1fa9-a06b-a497-3be28b8dca44
2 subject-identifier ( RO): S

-1-5-21-1539997073-1618981536-2562117463-2244
3 other-config (MRO): subject-name: example01\user_vm_admin; subject-

upn: \
4 user_vm_admin@XENDT.NET; subject-uid: 1823475908; subject-gid:

1823474177; \
5 subject-sid: S-1-5-21-1539997073-1618981536-2562117463-2244;

subject-gecos: \
6 user_vm_admin; subject-displayname: user_vm_admin; subject-is-

group: false; \
7 subject-account-disabled: false; subject-account-expired: false;

\
8 subject-account-locked: false;subject-password-expired: false
9 roles (SRO): vm-admin

10
11 uuid ( RO): 4fe89a50-6a1a-d9dd-afb9-b554cd00c01a
12 subject-identifier ( RO): S

-1-5-21-1539997073-1618981536-2562117463-2245
13 other-config (MRO): subject-name: example02\user_vm_op; subject-upn

: \
14 user_vm_op@XENDT.NET; subject-uid: 1823475909; subject-gid:

1823474177; \
15 subject-sid: S-1-5-21-1539997073-1618981536-2562117463-2245; \
16 subject-gecos: user_vm_op; subject-displayname: user_vm_op; \
17 subject-is-group: false; subject-account-disabled: false; \
18 subject-account-expired: false; subject-account-locked: \
19 false; subject-password-expired: false
20 roles (SRO): vm-operator
21
22 uuid ( RO): 8a63fbf0-9ef4-4fef-b4a5-b42984c27267
23 subject-identifier ( RO): S

-1-5-21-1539997073-1618981536-2562117463-2242
24 other-config (MRO): subject-name: example03\user_pool_op; \
25 subject-upn: user_pool_op@XENDT.NET; subject-uid: 1823475906; \
26 subject-gid: 1823474177; subject-s id:
27 S-1-5-21-1539997073-1618981536-2562117463-2242; \
28 subject-gecos: user_pool_op; subject-displayname: user_pool_op; \
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29 subject-is-group: false; subject-account-disabled: false; \
30 subject-account-expired: false; subject-account-locked: \
31 false; subject-password-expired: false
32 roles (SRO): pool-operator
33 <!--NeedCopy-->

To add a subject to RBAC

To enable existing AD users to use RBAC, create a subject instance within Citrix Hypervisor, either for
the AD user directly, or for the containing groups:

Run the following command to add a new subject instance:

1 xe subject-add subject-name=AD user/group
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To assign an RBAC role to a subject

After adding a subject, you can assign it to an RBAC role. You can refer to the role by either by its UUID
or name:

Run the command:

1 xe subject-role-add uuid=subject uuid role-uuid=role_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or

1 xe subject-role-add uuid=subject uuid role-name=role_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, the following command adds a subject with the uuid b9b3d03b-3d10-79d3-8ed7-
a782c5ea13b4 to the Pool Administrator role:

1 xe subject-role-add uuid=b9b3d03b-3d10-79d3-8ed7-a782c5ea13b4 role-name
=pool-admin

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To change the RBAC role of a subject

To change the role of a user, it is necessary to remove them from their existing role and add them to a
new role:

Run the following commands:
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1 xe subject-role-remove uuid=subject_uuid role-name=role_name_to_remove
2 xe subject-role-add uuid=subject_uuid role-name=role_name_to_add
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

The user must log out and log back in to ensure that the new role takes effect. This requires the “Lo‑
gout Active User Connections” permission available to a Pool Administrator or Pool Operator).

If you remove the Pool Admin role from a user, consider also changing the server root password and
rotating the pool secret. For more information, see Pool Security.

Warning:

When you add or remove a pool‑admin subject, it can take a few seconds for all hosts in the pool
to accept ssh sessions associated with this subject.

Auditing

The RBAC audit log records any operation taken by a logged‑in user.

• The message records the Subject ID and user name associated with the session that invoked
the operation.

• If a subject invokes an operation that is not authorized, the operation is logged.

• Any successful operation is also recorded. If the operation failed then the error code is logged.

Audit log xe CLI commands

The following command downloads all the available records of the RBAC audit file in the pool to a file.
If the optional parameter ‘since’ is present, then it only downloads the records from that specific point
in time.

1 xe audit-log-get \[since=timestamp\] filename=output filename
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To obtain all audit records from the pool

Run the following command:

1 xe audit-log-get filename=/tmp/auditlog-pool-actions.out
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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To obtain audit records of the pool since a precisemillisecond timestamp

Run the following command:

1 xe audit-log-get since=2009-09-24T17:56:20.530Z \
2 filename=/tmp/auditlog-pool-actions.out
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

To obtain audit records of the pool since a preciseminute timestamp

Run the following command:

1 xe audit-log-get since=2009-09-24T17:56Z \
2 filename=/tmp/auditlog-pool-actions.out
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Networking

February 20, 2023

This section provides an overview of Citrix Hypervisor networking, including networks, VLANs, and
NIC bonds. It also discusses how tomanage your networking configuration and troubleshoot it.

Important:

vSwitch is the default network stack of Citrix Hypervisor. Follow the instructions in vSwitch net‑
works to configure the Linux network stack.

If you are already familiar with Citrix Hypervisor networking concepts, you can skip ahead to Manage
networking for information about the following sections:

• Create networks for standalone Citrix Hypervisor servers

• Create private networks across Citrix Hypervisor servers

• Create networks for Citrix Hypervisor servers that are configured in a resource pool

• Create VLANs for Citrix Hypervisor servers, either standalone or part of a resource pool

• Create bonds for standalone Citrix Hypervisor servers

• Create bonds for Citrix Hypervisor servers that are configured in a resource pool

Note:

The term ‘management interface’ is used to indicate the IP‑enabled NIC that carries themanage‑
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ment traffic. The term ‘secondary interface’ is used to indicate an IP‑enabled NIC configured for
storage traffic.

Networking support

Citrix Hypervisor supports up to 16 physical network interfaces (or up to 4 bondednetwork interfaces)
per host and up to 7 virtual network interfaces per VM.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor provides automated configuration andmanagement of NICs using the xe com‑
mand line interface (CLI). Do not edit the host networking configuration files directly.

vSwitch networks

vSwitch networks support open flow.

• Supports fine‑grained security policies to control the flow of traffic sent to and from a VM.

• Provides detailed visibility about the behavior and performance of all traffic sent in the virtual
network environment.

A vSwitch greatly simplifies IT administration in virtualized networking environments. All VM config‑
uration and statistics remain bound to the VM even when the VM migrates from one physical host in
the resource pool to another.

To determine what networking stack is configured, run the following command:

1 xe host-list params=software-version
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

In the command output, look for network_backend. When the vSwitch is configured as the network
stack, the output appears as follows:

1 network_backend: openvswitch
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

When the Linux bridge is configured as the network stack, the output appears as follows:

1 network_backend: bridge
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To revert to the Linux network stack, run the following command:

1 xe-switch-network-backend bridge
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Restart your host after running this command.

Citrix Hypervisor networking overview

This section describes the general concepts of networking in the Citrix Hypervisor environment.

Citrix Hypervisor creates a network for each physical NIC during installation. When you add a server
to a pool, the default networks are merged. This is to ensure all physical NICs with the same device
name are attached to the same network.

Typically, you add a network to create an internal network, set up a new VLAN using an existing NIC,
or create a NIC bond.

You can configure four different types of networks in Citrix Hypervisor:

• External networks have an association with a physical network interface. External networks
provideabridgebetweenavirtualmachineand thephysical network interface connected to the
network. External networks enable a virtualmachine to connect to resources available through
the server’s physical NIC.

• Bonded networks create a bond between two ormore NICs to create a single, high‑performing
channel between the virtual machine and the network.

• Single‑Server Private networks have no association to a physical network interface. Single‑
server private networks can be used to provide connectivity between the virtual machines on a
given host, with no connection to the outside world.

Note:

Somenetworking options have different behaviorswhen usedwith standalone Citrix Hypervisor
servers compared to resource pools. This section contains sections on general information that
applies to both standalone hosts and pools, followed by specific information and procedures for
each.

Network objects

This section uses three types of server‑side software objects to represent networking entities. These
objects are:

• A PIF, which represents a physical NIC on a host. PIF objects have a name and description, a
UUID, the parameters of theNIC they represent, and the network and server they are connected
to.

• A VIF, which represents a virtual NIC on a virtual machine. VIF objects have a name and descrip‑
tion, a UUID, and the network and VM they are connected to.
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• A network, which is a virtual Ethernet switch on a host. Network objects have a name and de‑
scription, a UUID, and the collection of VIFs and PIFs connected to them.

XenCenter and the xe CLI allow you to configure networking options. You can control the NIC used for
management operations, and create advanced networking features such as VLANs and NIC bonds.

Networks

Each Citrix Hypervisor server has one or more networks, which are virtual Ethernet switches. Net‑
works that are not associated with a PIF are considered internal. Internal networks can be used to
provide connectivity only between VMs on a given Citrix Hypervisor server, with no connection to the
outside world. Networks associated with a PIF are considered external. External networks provide a
bridge between VIFs and the PIF connected to the network, enabling connectivity to resources avail‑
able through the PIF’s NIC.

VLANs

VLANs, as defined by the IEEE 802.1Q standard, allow a single physical network to support multiple
logical networks. Citrix Hypervisor servers support VLANs in multiple ways.

Note:

All supported VLAN configurations are equally applicable to pools and standalone hosts, and
bonded and non‑bonded configurations.

Using VLANs with virtual machines

Switch ports configured as 802.1Q VLAN trunk ports can be used with the Citrix Hypervisor VLAN fea‑
tures to connect guest virtual network interfaces (VIFs) to specific VLANs. In this case, the Citrix Hy‑
pervisor server performs the VLAN tagging/untagging functions for the guest, which is unaware of any
VLAN configuration.

Citrix Hypervisor VLANs are represented by additional PIF objects representing VLAN interfaces corre‑
sponding to a specified VLAN tag. You can connect Citrix Hypervisor networks to the PIF representing
the physical NIC to see all traffic on the NIC. Alternatively, connect networks to a PIF representing a
VLAN to see only the traffic with the specified VLAN tag. You can also connect a network such that it
only sees the native VLAN traffic, by attaching it to VLAN 0.

For procedures on how to create VLANs for Citrix Hypervisor servers, either standalone or part of a
resource pool, see Creating VLANs.

If you want the guest to perform the VLAN tagging and untagging functions, the guest must be aware
of the VLANs. When configuring the network for your VMs, configure the switch ports as VLAN trunk
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ports, but do not create VLANs for the Citrix Hypervisor server. Instead, use VIFs on a normal, non‑
VLAN network.

Using VLANs withmanagement interfaces

Management interface can be configured on a VLAN using a switch port configured as trunk port or
access mode port. Use XenCenter or xe CLI to set up a VLAN and make it the management interface.
For more information, see Management interface.

Using VLANs with dedicated storage NICs

Dedicated storageNICs can be configured to use native VLANor accessmode ports as described in the
previous section for management interfaces. Dedicated storage NICs are also known as IP‑enabled
NICs or secondary interfaces. You can configure dedicated storage NICs to use trunk ports and Citrix
Hypervisor VLANs as described in the previous section for virtual machines. For more information,
see Configuring a dedicated storage NIC.

Combiningmanagement interfaces and guest VLANs on a single host NIC

A single switch port can be configured with both trunk and native VLANs, allowing one host NIC to be
used for a management interface (on the native VLAN) and for connecting guest VIFs to specific VLAN
IDs.

Jumbo frames

Jumbo frames can be used to optimize the performance of traffic on storage networks and VM net‑
works. Jumbo frames are Ethernet frames containing more than 1,500 bytes of payload. Jumbo
frames are typically used to achieve better throughput, reduce the load on system bus memory, and
reduce the CPU overhead.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor supports jumbo frames only when using vSwitch as the network stack on all
hosts in the pool.

Requirements for using jumbo frames

Note the following when using jumbo frames:

• Jumbo frames are configured at a pool level

• vSwitch must be configured as the network back‑end on all servers in the pool

• Every device on the subnet must be configured to use jumbo frames
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• Enabling jumbo frames on the management network is not supported

To use jumbo frames, set the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) to a value between 1500 and 9216.
You can use XenCenter or the xe CLI to set the MTU.

NIC Bonds

NIC bonds, sometimes also known as NIC teaming, improve Citrix Hypervisor server resiliency and
bandwidth by enabling administrators to configure two or more NICs together. NIC bonds logically
function as one network card and all bonded NICs share a MAC address.

If one NIC in the bond fails, the host’s network traffic is automatically redirected through the second
NIC. Citrix Hypervisor supports up to eight bonded networks.

Citrix Hypervisor supports active‑active, active‑passive, and LACP bonding modes. The number of
NICs supported and the bonding mode supported varies according to network stack:

• LACP bonding is only available for the vSwitch whereas active‑active and active‑passive are
available for both the vSwitch and the Linux bridge.

• When the vSwitch is the network stack, you can bond either two, three, or four NICs.

• When the Linux bridge is the network stack, you can only bond two NICs.

In the illustration that follows, themanagement interface is onabondedpair ofNICs. CitrixHypervisor
uses this bond for management traffic.

All bonding modes support failover. However, not all modes allow all links to be active for all traffic
types. Citrix Hypervisor supports bonding the following types of NICs together:

• NICs (non‑management). You can bond NICs that Citrix Hypervisor is using solely for VM traf‑
fic. Bonding these NICs not only provides resiliency, but doing so also balances the traffic from
multiple VMs between the NICs.

• Management interfaces. You can bond amanagement interface to another NIC so that the sec‑
ondNICprovides failover formanagement traffic. Although configuring a LACP link aggregation
bond provides load balancing for management traffic, active‑active NIC bonding does not. You
can create a VLAN on bonded NICs and the host management interface can be assigned to that
VLAN.

• Secondary interfaces. You can bond NICs that you have configured as secondary interfaces
(for example, for storage). However, for most iSCSI software initiator storage, we recommend
configuringmultipathing insteadofNIC bonding as described in theDesigning Citrix Hypervisor
Network Configurations.
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Throughout this section, the term IP‑based storage traffic is used to describe iSCSI and NFS traf‑
fic collectively.

You can create a bond if a VIF is already using one of the interfaces that will be bonded: the VM traffic
migrates automatically to the new bonded interface.

In Citrix Hypervisor, An additional PIF represents a NIC bond. Citrix Hypervisor NIC bonds completely
subsume the underlying physical devices (PIFs).

Notes:

• Creating a bond that contains only one NIC is not supported.
• The bonded NICs can be different models to each other.
• NIC bonds are not supported on NICs that carry FCoE traffic.

Best practices

Follow these best practices when setting up your NIC bonds:

• Connect the links of the bond to different physical network switches, not just ports on the same
switch.

• Ensure that the separate switches draw power from different, independent power distribution
units (PDUs).

• If possible, in your data center, place the PDUs on different phases of the power feed or even
feeds being provided by different utility companies.

• Consider using uninterruptible power supply units to ensure the network switches and servers
can continue to function or can perform an orderly shutdown in the event of a power failure.

These measures add resiliency against software, hardware, or power failures that can affect your net‑
work switches.

Key points about IP addressing

Bonded NICs either have one IP address or no IP addresses, as follows:

• Management and storage networks.

– If youbond amanagement interface or secondary interface, a single IP address is assigned
to the bond. That is, each NIC does not have its own IP address. Citrix Hypervisor treats
the two NICs as one logical connection.

– Whenbondsareused fornon‑VM traffic, for example, to connect to sharednetwork storage
or XenCenter formanagement, configure an IP address for the bond. However, if you have
already assigned an IP address to one of theNICs (that is, created amanagement interface
or secondary interface), that IP address is assigned to the entire bond automatically.
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– If youbond amanagement interface or secondary interface to aNICwithout an IP address,
the bond assumes the IP address of the respective interface.

– If you bond a tagged VLANmanagement interface and a secondary interface, themanage‑
ment VLAN is created on that bonded NIC.

• VM networks. When bonded NICs are used for VM traffic, you do not need to configure an IP
address for thebond. This isbecause thebondoperatesat Layer2of theOSImodel, thedata link
layer, andno IP addressing is used at this layer. IP addresses for virtualmachines are associated
with VIFs.

Bonding types

Citrix Hypervisor provides three different types of bonds, all of which can be configured using either
the CLI or XenCenter:

• Active‑Activemode,with VM traffic balancedbetween thebondedNICs. See Active‑active bond‑
ing.

• Active‑Passive mode, where only one NIC actively carries traffic. See Active‑passive bonding.

• LACP Link Aggregation, in which active and stand‑by NICs are negotiated between the switch
and the server. See LACP Link Aggregation Control Protocol bonding.

Note:

Bonding is set up with an Up Delay of 31,000 ms and a Down Delay of 200 ms. The seemingly
long Up Delay is deliberate because of the time some switches take to enable the port. Without
a delay, when a link comes back after failing, the bond can rebalance traffic onto it before the
switch is ready to pass traffic. To move both connections to a different switch, move one, then
wait 31 seconds for it to be used again beforemoving the other. For information about changing
the delay, see Changing the up delay for bonds.

Bond status

Citrix Hypervisor provides status for bonds in the event logs for each host. If one or more links in a
bond fails or is restored, it is noted in the event log. Likewise, you can query the status of a bond’s
links by using the links-up parameter as shown in the following example:

1 xe bond-param-get uuid=bond_uuid param-name=links-up
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Citrix Hypervisor checks the status of links in bonds approximately every five seconds. Therefore, if
more links in the bond fail in the five‑second window, the failure is not logged until the next status
check.
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Bonding event logs appear in the XenCenter Logs tab. For users not running XenCenter, event logs
also appear in /var/log/xensource.log on each host.

Active‑active bonding

Active‑active is an active/active configuration for guest traffic: both NICs can route VM traffic simulta‑
neously. When bonds are used formanagement traffic, only one NIC in the bond can route traffic: the
other NIC remains unused and provides failover support. Active‑active mode is the default bonding
mode when either the Linux bridge or vSwitch network stack is enabled.

When active‑active bonding is used with the Linux bridge, you can only bond two NICs. When using
the vSwitch as the network stack, you can bond either two, three, or four NICs in active‑active mode.
However, in active‑activemode, bonding three, or four NICs is only beneficial for VM traffic, as shown
in the illustration that follows.

CitrixHypervisor canonly send trafficover twoormoreNICswhen there ismore thanoneMACaddress
associatedwith the bond. Citrix Hypervisor can use the virtualMAC addresses in the VIF to send traffic
across multiple links. Specifically:

• VM traffic. Provided you enable bonding on NICs carrying only VM (guest) traffic, all links are
active and NIC bonding can balance spread VM traffic across NICs. An individual VIF’s traffic is
never split between NICs.

• Management or storage traffic. Only one of the links (NICs) in the bond is active and the other
NICs remain unused unless traffic fails over to them. Configuring a management interface or
secondary interface on a bonded network provides resilience.

• Mixed traffic. If the bonded NIC carries a mixture of IP‑based storage traffic and guest traffic,
only the guest and control domain traffic are load balanced. The control domain is essentially
a virtual machine so it uses a NIC like the other guests. Citrix Hypervisor balances the control
domain’s traffic the same way as it balances VM traffic.

Traffic balancing
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Citrix Hypervisor balances the traffic between NICs by using the source MAC address of the packet.
Because formanagement traffic, only one sourceMACaddress is present, active‑activemode canonly
use one NIC, and traffic is not balanced. Traffic balancing is based on two factors:

• The virtual machine and its associated VIF sending or receiving the traffic

• The quantity of data (in kilobytes) being sent.

Citrix Hypervisor evaluates the quantity of data (in kilobytes) each NIC is sending and receiving. If
the quantity of data sent across one NIC exceeds the quantity of data sent across the other NIC, Citrix
Hypervisor rebalances which VIFs use which NICs. The VIF’s entire load is transferred. One VIF’s load
is never split between two NICs.

Though active‑active NIC bonding can provide load balancing for traffic frommultiple VMs, it cannot
provide a single VMwith the throughput of twoNICs. Any given VIF only uses one of the links in a bond
at a time. As Citrix Hypervisor periodically rebalances traffic, VIFs are not permanently assigned to a
specific NIC in the bond.

Active‑active mode is sometimes described as Source Load Balancing (SLB) bonding as Citrix Hyper‑
visor uses SLB to share load across bonded network interfaces. SLB is derived from the open‑source
Adaptive Load Balancing (ALB) mode and reuses the ALB functionality to rebalance load across NICs
dynamically.

When rebalancing, the number of bytes going over each secondary (interface) is tracked over a given
period. If a packet to be sent contains a new source MAC address, it is assigned to the secondary
interface with the lowest utilization. Traffic is rebalanced at regular intervals.

EachMAC address has a corresponding load and Citrix Hypervisor can shift entire loads betweenNICs
dependingon thequantity of data a VMsends and receives. For active‑active traffic, all the traffic from
one VM can be sent on only one NIC.

Note:

Active‑active bonding does not require switch support for EtherChannel or 802.3ad (LACP).

Active‑passive bonding

An active‑passive bond routes traffic over only one of the NICs. If the active NIC loses network connec‑
tivity, traffic fails over to the other NIC in the bond. Active‑passive bonds route traffic over the active
NIC. The traffic shifts to the passive NIC if the active NIC fails.

Active‑passive bonding is available in the Linux bridge and the vSwitch network stack. When used
with the Linux bridge, you can bond two NICs together. When used with the vSwitch, you can only
bond two, three, or four NICs together. However, regardless of the traffic type, when you bond NICs
in active‑passive mode, only one link is active and there is no load balancing between links.

The illustration that follows shows two bonded NICs configured in active‑passive mode.
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Active‑active mode is the default bonding configuration in Citrix Hypervisor. If you are configuring
bonds using the CLI, youmust specify a parameter for the active‑passivemode. Otherwise, an active‑
active bond is created. You do not need to configure active‑passive mode because a network is carry‑
ing management traffic or storage traffic.

Active‑passive can be a good choice for resiliency as it offers several benefits. With active‑passive
bonds, traffic does not move around between NICs. Similarly, active‑passive bonding lets you con‑
figure two switches for redundancy but does not require stacking. If the management switch dies,
stacked switches can be a single point of failure.

Active‑passive mode does not require switch support for EtherChannel or 802.3ad (LACP).

Consider configuring active‑passivemode in situationswhen youdonot need loadbalancing orwhen
you only intend to send traffic on one NIC.

Important:

After you have created VIFs or your pool is in production, be careful about changing bonds or
creating bonds.

LACP Link Aggregation Control Protocol bonding

LACP Link Aggregation Control Protocol is a type of bonding that bundles a group of ports together
and treats it like a single logical channel. LACP bonding provides failover and can increase the total
amount of bandwidth available.

Unlike other bonding modes, LACP bonding requires configuring both sides of the links: creating a
bond on the host, and creating a Link Aggregation Group (LAG) for each bond on the switch. See
Switch configuration for LACP bonds. You must configure the vSwitch as the network stack to use
LACP bonding. Also, your switches must support the IEEE 802.3ad standard.

A comparison of active‑active SLB bonding and LACP bonding:

Active‑active SLB bonding

Benefits:

• Can be used with any switch on the Hardware Compatibility List.
• Does not require switches that support stacking.
• Supports four NICs.

Considerations:
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• Optimal load balancing requires at least one NIC per VIF.
• Storage or management traffic cannot be split on multiple NICs.
• Load balancing occurs only if multiple MAC addresses are present.

LACP bonding

Benefits:

• All links can be active regardless of traffic type.
• Traffic balancingdoesnot dependon sourceMACaddresses, so all traffic types canbebalanced.

Considerations:

• Switches must support the IEEE 802.3ad standard.
• Requires switch‑side configuration.
• Supported only for the vSwitch.
• Requires a single switch or stacked switch.

Traffic balancing

CitrixHypervisor supports twoLACPbondinghashing types. The termhashingdescribeshowtheNICs
and the switchdistribute the traffic— (1) loadbalancingbasedon IPandportof sourceanddestination
addresses and (2) load balancing based on source MAC address.

Depending on the hashing type and traffic pattern, LACP bonding can potentially distribute traffic
more evenly than active‑active NIC bonding.

Note:

You configure settings for outgoing and incoming traffic separately on the host and the switch:
the configuration does not have to match on both sides.

Load balancing based on IP and port of source and destination addresses.

This hashing type is the default LACP bonding hashing algorithm. If there is a variation in the source
or destination IP or port numbers, traffic from one guest can be distributed over two links.

If a virtualmachine is running several applicationswhichusedifferent IPorportnumbers, thishashing
typedistributes traffic over several links. Distributing the traffic gives the guest the possibility of using
the aggregate throughput. This hashing type lets one guest use the whole throughput of multiple
NICs.

As shown in the illustration that follows, this hashing type can distribute the traffic of two different
applications on a virtual machine to two different NICs.
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Configuring LACP bonding based on IP and port of source and destination address is beneficial when
you want to balance the traffic of two different applications on the same VM. For example, when only
one virtual machine is configured to use a bond of three NICs.

The balancing algorithm for this hashing type uses five factors to spread traffic across the NICs: the
source IP address, source port number, destination IP address, destination port number, and source
MAC address.

Load balancing based on source MAC address.

This type of load balancing works well when there are multiple virtual machines on the same host.
Traffic is balanced based on the virtual MAC address of the VM fromwhich the traffic originated. Citrix
Hypervisor sends outgoing traffic using the same algorithmas it does in active‑active bonding. Traffic
coming fromthe sameguest is not split overmultipleNICs. As a result, this hashing type is not suitable
if there are fewer VIFs than NICs: load balancing is not optimal because the traffic cannot be split
across NICs.
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Switch configuration

Depending on your redundancy requirements, you can connect the NICs in the bond to either the
same or separate stacked switches. If you connect one of the NICs to a second, redundant switch
and a NIC or switch fails, traffic fails over to the other NIC. Adding a second switch prevents a single
point‑of‑failure in your configuration in the following ways:

• When you connect one of the links in a bondedmanagement interface to a second switch, if the
switch fails, themanagement network remains online and the hosts can still communicatewith
each other.

• If you connect a link (for any traffic type) to a second switch and the NIC or switch fails, the
virtual machines remain on the network as their traffic fails over to the other NIC/switch.

Use stacked switches when you want to connect bonded NICs to multiple switches and you config‑
ured the LACP bonding mode. The term ‘stacked switches’ is used to describe configuring multiple
physical switches to function as a single logical switch. Youmust join the switches together physically
and through the switch‑management software so the switches function as a single logical switching
unit, as per the switchmanufacturer’s guidelines. Typically, switch stacking is only available through
proprietary extensions and switch vendors maymarket this functionality under different terms.

Note:

If you experience issues with active‑active bonds, the use of stacked switchesmay be necessary.
Active‑passive bonds do not require stacked switches.

The illustration that follows shows how the cables and network configuration for the bonded NICs
have to match.

Switch configuration for LACP bonds

Because the specific details of switch configuration vary by manufacturer, there are a few key points
to remember when configuring switches for use with LACP bonds:

• The switch must support LACP and the IEEE 802.3ad standard.

• When you create the LAG group on the switch, you must create one LAG group for each LACP
bond on the host. For example, if you have a five‑host pool and you created a LACP bond on
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NICs 4 and 5 on each host, you must create five LAG groups on the switch. One group for each
set of ports corresponding with the NICs on the host.

Youmay also need to add your VLAN ID to your LAG group.

• Citrix Hypervisor LACP bonds require setting the Static Mode setting in the LAG group to be set
to Disabled.

As previously mentioned in Switch configuration, stacking switches are required to connect LACP
bonds to multiple switches.

Initial networking configuration after setup

The Citrix Hypervisor server networking configuration is specified during initial host installation. Op‑
tions such as IP address configuration (DHCP/static), the NIC used as the management interface, and
host name are set based on the values provided during installation.

When a host has multiple NICs, the configuration present after installation depends on which NIC is
selected for management operations during installation:

• PIFs are created for each NIC in the host

• The PIF of the NIC selected for use as the management interface is configured with the IP ad‑
dressing options specified during installation

• A network is created for each PIF (“network 0”, “network 1”, and so on)

• Each network is connected to one PIF

• The IP addressing options are left unconfigured for all PIFs other than the PIF used as the man‑
agement interface

When a host has a single NIC, the following configuration is present after installation:

• A single PIF is created corresponding to the host’s single NIC

• The PIF is configured with the IP addressing options specified during installation and to enable
management of the host

• The PIF is set for use in host management operations

• A single network, network 0, is created

• Network 0 is connected to the PIF to enable external connectivity to VMs

When an installation of Citrix Hypervisor is done on a tagged VLAN network, the following configura‑
tion is present after installation:

• PIFs are created for each NIC in the host

• The PIF for the tagged VLAN on the NIC selected for use as the management interface is config‑
ured with the IP address configuration specified during installation
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• A network is created for each PIF (for example: network 1, network 2, and so on). Addi‑
tional VLAN network is created (for example, for Pool‑wide network associated with eth0 on
VLAN<TAG>)

• Each network is connected to one PIF. The VLAN PIF is set for use in host management opera‑
tions

Inbothcases, the resultingnetworkingconfigurationallowsconnection to theCitrixHypervisor server
by XenCenter, the xe CLI, and any othermanagement software running on separatemachines through
the IP address of themanagement interface. The configuration also provides external networking for
VMs created on the host.

The PIF used for management operations is the only PIF ever configured with an IP address during
Citrix Hypervisor installation. External networking for VMs is achieved by bridging PIFs to VIFs using
the network object which acts as a virtual Ethernet switch.

The steps required for networking features such as VLANs, NIC bonds, and dedicating a NIC to storage
traffic are covered in the sections that follow.

Changing networking configuration

You can change your networking configuration by modifying the network object. To do so, you run a
command that affects either the network object or the VIF.

Modifying the network object

You can change aspects of a network, such as the frame size (MTU), name‑label, name‑description,
purpose, andother values. Use the xenetwork-param-set commandand its associatedparameters
to change the values.

When you run the xe network-param-set command, the only required parameter is uuid.

Optional parameters include:

• default_locking_mode. See Simplifying VIF locking mode configuration in the Cloud.

• name-label

• name-description

• MTU

• purpose. See Adding a purpose to a network.

• other-config

If a value for a parameter is not given, the parameter is set to a null value. To set a (key, value) pair in
a map parameter, use the syntax map-param:key=value.
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Changing the up delay for bonds

Bonding is set up with an Up Delay of 31,000 ms by default to prevent traffic from being rebalanced
onto aNIC after it fails. While seemingly long, the up delay is important for all bondingmodes and not
just active‑active.

However, if you understand the appropriate settings to select for your environment, you can change
the up delay for bonds by using the procedure that follows.

Set the up delay in milliseconds:

1 xe pif-param-set uuid=<uuid of bond master PIF> other-config:bond-
updelay=<delay in ms>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tomake the change take effect, youmust unplug and then replug the physical interface:

1 xe pif-unplug uuid=<uuid of bond master PIF>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 xe pif-plug uuid=<uuid of bond master PIF>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Manage networking

May 2, 2023

Network configuration procedures in this section differ depending on whether you are configuring a
stand‑alone server or a server that is part of a resource pool.

Create networks in a standalone server

Because external networks are created for each PIF during host installation, creating extra networks
is typically only required to:

• Use a private network

• Support advanced operations such as VLANs or NIC bonding

For information about how to add or delete networks using XenCenter, see Add a NewNetwork in the
XenCenter documentation.

Open the Citrix Hypervisor server text console.
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Create the network by using the network‑create command, which returns the UUID of the newly cre‑
ated network:

1 xe network-create name-label=mynetwork
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

At this point, the network is not connected to a PIF and therefore is internal.

Create networks in resource pools

All Citrix Hypervisor servers in a resource pool must have the same number of physical NICs (NICs).
This requirement is not strictly enforced when a host is joined to a pool.

Asall hosts inapool shareacommonsetofnetwork. It is important tohave thesamephysicalnetwork‑
ing configuration for Citrix Hypervisor servers in a pool. PIFs on the individual hosts are connected to
pool‑wide networks based on device name. For example, all Citrix Hypervisor servers in a pool with
eth0NIChaveacorrespondingPIFplugged to thepool‑wideNetwork 0network. The same is true for
hosts with eth1 NICs and Network 1, and other NICs present in at least one Citrix Hypervisor server
in the pool.

If one Citrix Hypervisor server has a different number of NICs than other hosts in the pool, complica‑
tions can arise. The complications can arise because not all pool networks are valid for all pool hosts.
For example, if hosts host1 and host2 are in the same pool and host1 has four NICs and host2 only has
two, only the networks connected to PIFs corresponding to eth0 and eth1 are valid on host2. VMs on
host1with VIFs connected to networks corresponding to eth2 and eth3 cannot migrate to host host2.

Create VLANs

For servers ina resourcepool, youcanuse thepool-vlan-createcommand. This commandcreates
the VLAN and automatically creates and plug‑ins the required PIFs on the hosts in the pool. For more
information, see pool-vlan-create.

Open the Citrix Hypervisor server console.

Create a network for use with the VLAN. The UUID of the new network is returned:

1 xe network-create name-label=network5
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use thepif-list command to find theUUID of the PIF corresponding to the physical NIC supporting
the desired VLAN tag. The UUIDs and device names of all PIFs are returned, including any existing
VLANs:

1 xe pif-list
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VLAN object specifying the desired physical PIF and VLAN tag on all VMs to be connected to
the new VLAN. A new PIF is created and plugged to the specified network. The UUID of the new PIF
object is returned.

1 xe vlan-create network-uuid=network_uuid pif-uuid=pif_uuid vlan=5
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attach VM VIFs to the new network. For more information, see Creating networks in a standalone
server.

Create NIC bonds on a standalone host

We recommend using XenCenter to create NIC bonds. For more information, see Configuring NICs.

This section describes how to use the xe CLI to bond NIC interfaces on Citrix Hypervisor servers that
are not in a pool. For information on using the xe CLI to create NIC bonds on Citrix Hypervisor servers
that comprise a resource pool, see Creating NIC bonds in resource pools.

Create a NIC bond

When you bond a NIC, the bond absorbs the PIF/NIC in use as the management interface. The man‑
agement interface is automatically moved to the bond PIF.

1. Use thenetwork-create command to create anetwork for usewith thebondedNIC. TheUUID
of the new network is returned:

1 xe network-create name-label=bond0
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Use the pif-list command to determine the UUIDs of the PIFs to use in the bond:

1 xe pif-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Do one of the following:

• To configure the bond in active‑active mode (default), use the bond-create command
to create the bond. Using commas to separate the parameters, specify the newly created
network UUID and the UUIDs of the PIFs to be bonded:

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=network_uuid /
2 pif-uuids=pif_uuid_1,pif_uuid_2,pif_uuid_3,pif_uuid_4
3 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Type two UUIDs when you are bonding two NICs and four UUIDs when you are bonding
four NICs. The UUID for the bond is returned after running the command.

• To configure the bond in active‑passive or LACP bondmode, use the same syntax, add the
optional mode parameter, and specify lacp or active-backup:

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=network_uuid pif-uuids=pif_uuid_1
, /

2 pif_uuid_2,pif_uuid_3,pif_uuid_4 /
3 mode=balance-slb | active-backup | lacp
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Control the MAC address of the bond

When you bond the management interface, it subsumes the PIF/NIC in use as the management inter‑
face. If the host uses DHCP, the bond’s MAC address is the same as the PIF/NIC in use. The manage‑
ment interface’s IP address can remain unchanged.

You can change the bond’s MAC address so that it is different from the MAC address for the (current)
management‑interface NIC. However, as the bond is enabled and the MAC/IP address in use changes,
existing network sessions to the host are dropped.

You can control the MAC address for a bond in two ways:

• An optional mac parameter can be specified in the bond-create command. You can use this
parameter to set the bond MAC address to any arbitrary address.

• If themacparameter is not specified, CitrixHypervisoruses theMACaddressof themanagement
interface if it is one of the interfaces in the bond. If the management interface is not part of
the bond, but another management interface is, the bond uses the MAC address (and also the
IP address) of that management interface. If none of the NICs in the bond is a management
interface, the bond uses the MAC of the first named NIC.

Revert NIC bonds

When reverting the Citrix Hypervisor server to a non‑bonded configuration, the bond-destroy com‑
mand automatically configures the primary NIC as the interface for themanagement interface. There‑
fore, all VIFs are moved to themanagement interface. If management interface of a host is on tagged
VLAN bonded interface, on performing bond-destroy, management VLAN is moved to primary NIC.

The term primary NIC refers to the PIF that the MAC and IP configuration was copied fromwhen creat‑
ing the bond. When bonding two NICs, the primary NIC is:

1. The management interface NIC (if the management interface is one of the bonded NICs).
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2. Any other NIC with an IP address (if the management interface was not part of the bond).

3. The first named NIC. You can find out which one it is by running the following:

1 xe bond-list params=all
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create NIC bonds in resource pools

Whenever possible, create NIC bonds as part of initial resource pool creation, before joining more
hosts to the pool or creating VMs. Doing so allows the bond configuration to be automatically repli‑
cated to hosts as they are joined to the pool and reduces the number of steps required.

Adding a NIC bond to an existing pool requires one of the following:

• Using the CLI to configure the bonds on the master and then eachmember of the pool.

• Using the CLI to configure bonds on the master and then restarting each pool member so that
it inherits its settings from themaster.

• Using XenCenter to configure the bonds on the master. XenCenter automatically synchronizes
the networking settings on the member servers with the master, so you do not need to restart
the member servers.

For simplicity and to preventmisconfiguration, we recommend using XenCenter to create NIC bonds.
For more information, see Configuring NICs.

This section describes using the xe CLI to create bonded NIC interfaces on Citrix Hypervisor servers
that comprisea resourcepool. For informationonusing thexeCLI to createNICbondsonastandalone
host, see Creating NIC bonds on a standalone host.

Warning:

Do not attempt to create network bonds when high availability is enabled. The process of bond
creation disturbs the in‑progress high availability heartbeat and causes hosts to self‑fence (shut
themselves down). The hosts can fail to restart properly and may need the host-emergency-
ha-disable command to recover.

Select the host you want to be the master. The master host belongs to an unnamed pool by default.
To create a resource pool with the CLI, rename the existing nameless pool:

1 xe pool-param-set name-label="New Pool" uuid=pool_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create the NIC bond as described in Create a NIC bond.

Open a console on a host that you want to join to the pool and run the command:
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1 xe pool-join master-address=host1 master-username=root master-password=
password

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The network and bond information is automatically replicated to the new host. The management
interface is automatically moved from the host NIC where it was originally configured to the bonded
PIF.That is, themanagement interface isnowabsorbed into thebondso that theentirebond functions
as the management interface.

Use the host-list command to find the UUID of the host being configured:

1 xe host-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Warning:

Do not attempt to create network bonds while high availability is enabled. The process of bond
creation disturbs the in‑progress high availability heartbeat and causes hosts to self‑fence (shut
themselves down). The hosts can fail to restart properly and you may need to run the host-
emergency-ha-disable command to recover.

Configure a dedicated storage NIC

You can use XenCenter or the xe CLI to assign aNIC an IP address and dedicate it to a specific function,
suchas storage traffic. Whenyouconfigure aNICwith an IP address, youdo soby creating a secondary
interface. (The IP‑enabled NIC Citrix Hypervisor used for management is known as the management
interface.)

When you want to dedicate a secondary interface for a specific purpose, ensure that the appropriate
network configuration is in place. This is to ensure that the NIC is used only for the desired traffic.
To dedicate a NIC to storage traffic, configure the NIC, storage target, switch, and VLAN such that the
target is only accessible over the assigned NIC. If your physical and IP configuration does not limit
the traffic sent across the storage NIC, you can send traffic, such as management traffic across the
secondary interface.

When you create a new secondary interface for storage traffic, youmust assign it an IP address that is:

• On the same subnet as the storage controller, if applicable, and

• Not on the same subnet as any other secondary interfaces or the management interface.

When you are configuring secondary interfaces, each secondary interface must be on a separate sub‑
net. For example, if you want to configure two more secondary interfaces for storage, you require
IP addresses on three different subnets – one subnet for the management interface, one subnet for
Secondary Interface 1, and one subnet for Secondary Interface 2.
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If you are using bonding for resiliency for your storage traffic, you may want to consider using LACP
instead of the Linux bridge bonding. To use LACP bonding, you must configure the vSwitch as your
networking stack. For more information, see vSwitch networks.

Note:

When selecting a NIC to configure as a secondary interface for use with iSCSI or NFS SRs, ensure
that the dedicated NIC uses a separate IP subnet that is not routable from the management in‑
terface. If this is not enforced, then storage traffic may be directed over the main management
interface after a host restart, because of the order in which network interfaces are initialized.

Ensure that the PIF is on a separate subnet, or routing is configured to suit your network topology to
force desired traffic over the selected PIF.

Set up an IP configuration for the PIF, adding appropriate values for the mode parameter. If using
static IP addressing, add the IP, netmask, gateway, and DNS parameters:

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ip mode=DHCP | Static uuid=pif-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set the PIF’s disallow‑unplug parameter to true:

1 xe pif-param-set disallow-unplug=true uuid=pif-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 xe pif-param-set other-config:management_purpose="Storage" uuid=pif-
uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If youwant to use a secondary interface for storage that canbe routed from themanagement interface
also (bearing in mind that this configuration is not the best practice), you have two options:

• After a host restart, ensure that the secondary interface is correctly configured. Use the xe
pbd-unplug and xe pbd-plug commands to reinitialize the storage connections on the host.
This command restarts the storage connection and routes it over the correct interface.

• Alternatively, you can use xe pif-forget to delete the interface from the Citrix Hypervisor
database and manually configure it in the control domain. xe pif-forget is an advanced
option and requires you to be familiar with how to configure Linux networking manually.

Use SR‑IOV enabled NICs

Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR‑IOV) is a virtualization technology that allows a single PCI device
to appear as multiple PCI devices on the physical system. The actual physical device is known as a
Physical Function (PF)while the others are knownas Virtual Functions (VF). The hypervisor can assign
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one or more VFs to a Virtual Machine (VM): the guest can then use the device as if it were directly
assigned.

Assigning one or more NIC VFs to a VM allows its network traffic to bypass the virtual switch. When
configured, each VMbehaves as though it is using theNIC directly, reducing processing overhead, and
improving performance.

Benefits of SR‑IOV

An SR‑IOV VF has a better performance than VIF. It can ensure the hardware‑based segregation be‑
tween traffic fromdifferentVMs through the sameNIC (bypassing theCitrixHypervisornetwork stack).

Using this feature, you can:

• Enable SR‑IOV on NICs that support SR‑IOV.

• Disable SR‑IOV on NICs that support SR‑IOV.

• Manage SR‑IOV VFs as a VF resource pool.

• Assign SR‑IOV VFs to a VM.

• Configure SR‑IOV VFs (For example, MAC address, VLAN, rate).

• Run tests to confirm if SR‑IOV is supported as part of the Automated Certification Kit.

System configuration

Configure thehardwareplatformcorrectly to support SR‑IOV.The following technologiesare required:

• I/O MMU virtualization (AMD‑Vi and Intel VT‑d)

• Alternative Routing‑ID Interpretation (ARI)

• Address Translation Services (ATS)

• Access Control Services (ACS)

Check the documentation that comes with your system for information on how to configure the BIOS
to enable the mentioned technologies.

Enable an SR‑IOV network on a NIC

In XenCenter, use the New Network wizard in the Networking tab to create and enable an SR‑IOV
network on a NIC.
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Assign an SR‑IOV network to the virtual interface (VM level)

In XenCenter, at the VM level, use the Add Virtual Interface wizard in the Networking tab to add
an SR‑IOV enabled network as a virtual interface for that VM. For more information, see Add a New
Network.

Supported NICs and guests

For a list of supported hardware platforms and NICs, see Hardware Compatibility List. See the docu‑
mentation provided by the vendor for a particular guest to determine whether it supports SR‑IOV.

Limitations

• For certain NICs using legacy drivers (for example, Intel I350 family) the host must be rebooted
to enable or disable SR‑IOV on these devices.

• Only HVM guests are supported with SR‑IOV.

• A pool level SR‑IOV network having different types of NICs are not supported.

• An SR‑IOV VF and a normal VIF from the same NIC may not be able to communicate with each
other because of the NIC hardware limitations. To enable these hosts to communicate, ensure
that communication uses the pattern VF to VF or VIF to VIF, and not VF to VIF.

• Quality of Service settings for some SR‑IOV VFs do not take effect because they do not support
network speed rate limiting.

• Performing live migration, suspend, and checkpoint is not supported on VMs using an SR‑IOV
VF.

• SR‑IOV VFs do not support hot‑plugging.

• For some NICs with legacy NIC drivers, rebootingmay be required even after host restart which
indicates that the NIC is not able to enable SR‑IOV.

• VMs created in previous releases cannot use this feature from XenCenter.

• If your VM has an SR‑IOV VF, functions that require Live Migration are not possible. This is be‑
cause the VM is directly tied to the physical SR‑IOV enabled NIC VF.

• Hardware restriction: The SR‑IOV feature relies on the Controller to reset device functions to a
pristine statewithin 100ms,when requestedby the hypervisor using Function Level Reset (FLR).

• SR‑IOVcanbeused inanenvironment thatmakesuseofhighavailability. However, SR‑IOV isnot
considered in the capacity planning. VMs that have SR‑IOV VFs assigned are restarted on a best‑
effort basis when there is a host in the pool that has appropriate resources. These resources
include SR‑IOV enabled on the right network and a free VF.
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Configure SR‑IOV VFs for legacy drivers

Usually the maximum number of VFs that a NIC can support can be determined automatically. For
NICs using legacy drivers (for example, Intel I350 family), the limit is defined within the drivermodule
configuration file. The limit may need to be adjusted manually. To set it to the maximum, open the
file using an editor and change the line starting:

1 ## VFs-maxvfs-by-user:
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, to set the maximum VFs to 4 for the igb driver edit /etc/modprobe.d/igb.conf to
read:

1 ## VFs-param: max_vfs
2 ## VFs-maxvfs-by-default: 7
3 ## VFs-maxvfs-by-user: 4
4 options igb max_vfs=0
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Notes:

• The value must be less than or equal to the value in the line VFs-maxvfs-by-default.

• Do not change any other line in these files.

• Make the changes before enabling SR‑IOV.

CLI

See SR‑IOV commands for CLI instructions on creating, deleting, displaying SR‑IOV networks and as‑
signing an SR‑IOV VF to a VM.

Control the rate of outgoing data (QoS)

To limit the amount of outgoing data a VM can send per second, set an optional Quality of Service
(QoS) value on VM virtual interfaces (VIFs). The setting lets you specify a maximum transmit rate for
outgoing packets in kilobytes per second.

The Quality of Service value limits the rate of transmission from the VM. The Quality of Service setting
does not limit the amount of data the VMcan receive. If such a limit is desired,we recommend limiting
the rate of incoming packets higher up in the network (for example, at the switch level).

Depending on networking stack configured in the pool, you can set the Quality of Service value on
VM virtual interfaces (VIFs) in one of two places. You can set this value either by using the xe CLI or in
XenCenter.
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• XenCenter You can set the Quality of Service transmit rate limit value in the properties dialog
for the virtual interface.

• xecommandsYoucanset theQualityof Service transmit rateusing theCLIusing thecommands
in the section that follow.

Example of CLI command for QoS

To limit a VIF to a maximum transmit rate of 100 kilobytes per second using the CLI, use the vif-
param-set command:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif_uuid qos_algorithm_type=ratelimit
2 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif_uuid qos_algorithm_params:kbps=100
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change networking configuration options

This section discusses how to change the networking configuration of your Citrix Hypervisor server.
It includes:

• Changing the hostname (that is, the Domain Name System (DNS) name)

• Adding or deleting DNS servers

• Changing IP addresses

• Changing which NIC is used as the management interface

• Adding a new physical NIC to the server

• Adding a purpose to a network

• Enabling ARP filtering (switch‑port locking)

Hostname

The system hostname, also known as the domain or DNS name, is defined in the pool‑wide database
and changed using the xe host-set-hostname-live CLI command as follows:

1 xe host-set-hostname-live host-uuid=host_uuid host-name=host-name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The underlying control domain hostname changes dynamically to reflect the new hostname.
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DNS servers

To add or delete DNS servers in the IP addressing configuration of the Citrix Hypervisor server, use the
pif-reconfigure-ip command. For example, for a PIF with a static IP:

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ip uuid=pif_uuid mode=static DNS=new_dns_ip
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change IP address configuration for a standalone host

You can use the xe CLI to change the network interface configuration. Do not change the underlying
network configuration scripts directly.

To change the IP address configuration of a PIF, use the pif-reconfigure-ip CLI command. See
pif-reconfigure-ip for details on the parameters of the pif-reconfigure-ip command. See
the following section for information on changing host IP addresses in resource pools.

Change IP address configuration in resource pools

Citrix Hypervisor servers in resource pools have a single management IP address used for manage‑
ment and communication to and from other hosts in the pool. The steps required to change the IP
address of a host’s management interface are different for master and other hosts.

Note:

Youmust be careful when changing the IP address of a server, and other networking parameters.
Dependingupon thenetwork topology and the changebeingmade, connections tonetwork stor‑
age can be lost. When this happens, the storage must be replugged using the Repair Storage
function in XenCenter, or by using the pbd-plug CLI command. For this reason, we recommend
that youmigrate VMs away from the server before changing its IP configuration.

Use the pif-reconfigure-ip CLI command to set the IP address as desired. See pif-
reconfigure-ip for details on the parameters of the pif-reconfigure-ip command. :

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ip uuid=pif_uuid mode=DHCP
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use the host-list CLI command to confirm that the member host has successfully reconnected to
the master host by checking that all the other Citrix Hypervisor servers in the pool are visible:

1 xe host-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Changing the IP address of the master Citrix Hypervisor server requires extra steps. This is because
each pool member uses the advertised IP address of the pool master for communication. The pool
members do not know how to contact the master when its IP address changes.

Whenever possible, use a dedicated IP address that is not likely to change for the lifetime of the pool
for pool masters.

Use the pif-reconfigure-ip CLI command to set the IP address as desired:

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ip uuid=pif_uuid mode=DHCP
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

When the IP address of the pool master changes, all member hosts enter into an emergency mode
when they fail to contact the master host.

On the pool master, use the pool-recover-slaves command to force the master to contact each
pool member and inform them of the newmaster IP address:

1 xe pool-recover-slaves
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Management interface

When Citrix Hypervisor is installed on a host with multiple NICs, one NIC is selected for use as the
management interface. Themanagement interface is used for XenCenter connections to the host and
for host‑to‑host communication.

Use the pif-list command to determine which PIF corresponds to the NIC to be used as the man‑
agement interface. The UUID of each PIF is returned.

1 xe pif-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use the pif-param-list command to verify the IP addressing configuration for the PIF used for
the management interface. If necessary, use the pif-reconfigure-ip command to configure IP
addressing for the PIF to be used.

1 xe pif-param-list uuid=pif_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use the host-management-reconfigure CLI command to change the PIF used for the manage‑
ment interface. If this host is part of a resource pool, this command must be issued on the member
host console:
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1 xe host-management-reconfigure pif-uuid=pif_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use the network-list command to determine which PIF corresponds to the NIC to be used as the
management interface for all the hosts in the pool. The UUID of pool wide network is returned.

1 xe network-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use the network-param-list command to fetch the PIF UUIDs of all the hosts in the pool. Use the
pif-param-list command to verify the IP addressing configuration for the PIF for themanagement
interface. If necessary, use the pif-reconfigure-ip command to configure IP addressing for the
PIF to be used.

1 xe pif-param-list uuid=pif_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use the pool-management-reconfigure CLI command to change the PIF used for the manage‑
ment interface listed in the Networks list.

1 xe pool-management-reconfigure network-uuid=network_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable management access

To disable remote access to themanagement console entirely, use the host-management-disable
CLI command.

Warning:

When the management interface is disabled, you must log in on the physical host console to
perform management tasks. External interfaces such as XenCenter do not work when the man‑
agement interface is disabled.

Add a new physical NIC

Install a new physical NIC on your Citrix Hypervisor server in the usual manner. After restarting the
server, run the xe CLI command pif-scan to cause a new PIF object to be created for the new NIC.

Remove a physical NIC

Before removing the NIC, ensure that you know the UUID of the corresponding PIF. Remove the phys‑
ical NIC from your Citrix Hypervisor server in the usual manner. After restarting the server, run the xe
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CLI command pif-forget uuid=<UUID> to destroy the PIF object.

Add a purpose to a network

The network purpose can be used to add extra functionalities to a network. For example, the ability
to use the network to make NBD connections.

To add a network purpose, use thexe network-param-add command:

1 xe network-param-add param-name=purpose param-key=purpose uuid=network-
uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To delete a network purpose, use thexe network-param-remove command:

1 xe network-param-remove param-name=purpose param-key=purpose uuid=
network-uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Currently, the available values for the network purpose are nbd and insecure_nbd. For more infor‑
mation, see the Citrix Hypervisor Changed Block Tracking Guide.

Use switch port locking

The Citrix Hypervisor switch‑port locking feature lets you control traffic sent from unknown, un‑
trusted, or potentially hostile VMs by limiting their ability to pretend they have a MAC or IP address
that was not assigned to them. You can use the port‑locking commands to block all traffic on a
network by default or define specific IP addresses from which an individual VM is allowed to send
traffic.

Switch‑port locking is a feature designed for public cloud‑service providers in environments con‑
cerned about internal threats. This functionality assists public cloud‑service providers who have a
network architecture in which each VM has a public, internet‑connected IP address. Because cloud
tenants are untrusted, you can use security measures such as spoofing protection to ensure that
tenants cannot attack other virtual machines in the cloud.

Using switch‑port locking lets you simplify your network configuration by enabling all of your tenants
or guests to use the same Layer 2 network.

One of themost important functions of the port‑locking commands is they can restrict the traffic that
an untrusted guest send. This restricts the guest’s ability to pretend it has a MAC or IP address it does
not actually possess. Specifically, you can use these commands to prevent a guest from:

• Claiming an IP orMAC address other than the ones the Citrix Hypervisor administrator has spec‑
ified it can use
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• Intercepting, spoofing, or disrupting the traffic of other VMs

Requirements

• The Citrix Hypervisor switch‑port locking feature is supported on the Linux bridge and vSwitch
networking stacks.

• When you enable Role Based Access Control (RBAC) in your environment, the user configuring
switch‑port lockingmust be logged in with an account that has at least a Pool Operator or Pool
Admin role. When RBAC is not enabled in your environment, the user must be logged in with
the root account for the pool master.

• When you run the switch‑port locking commands, networks can be online or offline.

• In Windows guests, the disconnected Network icon only appears when Citrix VM Tools are in‑
stalled in the guest.

Notes

Without any switch‑port locking configurations, VIFs are set to “network_default” and Networks are
set to “unlocked.”

Configuring switch‑port locking is not supported when any third‑party controllers are in use in the
environment.

Switch port locking does not prevent cloud tenants from:

• Performing an IP‑level attack on another tenant/user. However, switch‑port locking prevents
them performing the IP‑level attack if they attempt to use the following means to do so and
switch‑port locking is configured: a) impersonating another tenant in the cloud or user or b)
initiating an intercept of traffic intended for another user.

• Exhausting network resources.

• Receiving some traffic intended for other virtual machines through normal switch flooding be‑
haviors (for broadcast MAC addresses or unknown destination MAC addresses).

Likewise, switch‑port locking does not restrict where a VM can send traffic to.

Implementation notes

Youcan implement the switch‑port locking functionality eitherbyusing thecommand lineor theCitrix
Hypervisor API. However, in large environments, where automation is a primary concern, the most
typical implementation methodmight be by using the API.
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Examples

This section provides examples of how switch‑port locking can prevent certain types of attacks. In
these examples, VM‑c is a virtual machine that a hostile tenant (Tenant C) is leasing and using for
attacks. VM‑a and VM‑b are virtual machines leased by non‑attacking tenants.

Example 1: How switch port locking can prevent ARP spoofing prevention:

ARP spoofing is used to indicate an attacker’s attempts to associate their MAC address with the IP
address for another node. ARP spoofing can potentially result in the node’s traffic being sent to the
attacker instead. To achieve this goal the attacker sends fake (spoofed) ARPmessages to an Ethernet
LAN.

Scenario:

Virtual Machine A (VM‑a) wants to send IP traffic from VM‑a to Virtual Machine B (VM‑b) by addressing
it to VM‑b’s IP address. The owner of Virtual Machine Cwants to use ARP spoofing to pretend their VM,
VM‑c, is actually VM‑b.

1. VM‑c sends a speculative stream of ARP replies to VM‑a. The ARP replies claim that the MAC
address in the reply (c_MAC) is associated with the IP address, b_IP

Result: Because the administrator enabled switch‑port locking, these packets are all dropped
because enabling switch‑port locking prevents impersonation.

2. VM‑b sends an ARP reply to VM‑a, claiming that the MAC address in the reply (b_MAC) is associ‑
ated with the IP address, b_IP.

Result: VM‑a receives VM‑b’s ARP response.

Example 2: IP Spoofing prevention:

IP address spoofing is a process that conceals the identity of packets by creating Internet Protocol (IP)
packets with a forged source IP address.

Scenario:

Tenant C is attempting to perform a Denial of Service attack using their host, Host‑C, on a remote
system to disguise their identity.

Attempt 1:

Tenant C sets Host‑C’s IP address andMAC address to VM‑a’s IP andMAC addresses (a_IP and a_MAC).
Tenant C instructs Host‑C to send IP traffic to a remote system.

Result: The Host‑C packets are dropped. This is because the administrator enabled switch‑port lock‑
ing. The Host‑C packets are dropped because enabling switch‑port locking prevents impersonation.

Attempt 2:

Tenant C sets Host‑C’s IP address to VM‑a’s IP address (a_IP) and keeps their original c_MAC.
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Tenant C instructs Host‑C to send IP traffic to a remote system.

Result: The Host‑C packets are dropped. This is because the administrator enabled switch‑port lock‑
ing, which prevents impersonation.

Example 3: Web hosting:

Scenario:

Alice is an infrastructure administrator.

One of her tenants, Tenant B, is hostingmultiple websites from their VM, VM‑b. Each website needs a
distinct IP address hosted on the same virtual network interface (VIF).

Alice reconfigures Host‑B’s VIF to be locked to a single MAC but many IP addresses.

How switch‑port locking works

The switch‑port locking feature lets you control packet filtering at one or more of two levels:

• VIF level. Settings you configure on the VIF determine how packets are filtered. You can set the
VIF to prevent the VM from sending any traffic, restrict the VIF so it can only send traffic using its
assigned IP address, or allow the VM to send traffic to any IP address on the network connected
to the VIF.

• Network level. The Citrix Hypervisor network determines how packets are filtered. When a
VIF’s locking mode is set to network_default, it refers to the network‑level locking setting to
determine what traffic to allow.

Regardless of which networking stack you use, the feature operates the same way. However, as de‑
scribed in more detail in the sections that follow, the Linux bridge does not fully support switch‑port
locking in IPv6.

VIF locking‑mode states

The Citrix Hypervisor switch‑port locking feature provides a lockingmode that lets you configure VIFs
in four different states. These states only applywhen theVIF is plugged into a running virtualmachine.

• Network_default. When the VIF’s state is set to network_default, Citrix Hypervisor uses the
network’s default-locking-mode parameter to determine if and how to filter packets travel‑
ing through the VIF. The behavior varies according to if the associated network has the network
default locking mode parameter set to disabled or unlocked:
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‑default-locking-mode=disabled, Citrix Hypervisor applies a filtering rule so that the VIF
drops all traffic.

‑default-locking-mode=unlocked, Citrix Hypervisor removes all the filtering rules associ‑
ated with the VIF. By default, the default locking mode parameter is set to unlocked.

For information about the default-locking-mode parameter, see Network commands.

The default locking mode of the network has no effect on attached VIFs whose locking state is
anything other than network_default.

Note:

You cannot change the default-locking-mode of a network that has active VIFs
attached to it.

• Locked. Citrix Hypervisor applies filtering rules so that only traffic sent to/from the specified
MAC and IP addresses is allowed to be sent out through the VIF. In this mode, if no IP addresses
are specified, the VM cannot send any traffic through that VIF, on that network.

To specify the IP addresses fromwhich the VIF accepts traffic, use the IPv4 or IPv6 IP addresses
by using the ipv4_allowed or ipv6_allowed parameters. However, if you have the Linux
bridge configured, do not type IPv6 addresses.

Citrix Hypervisor lets you type IPv6 addresses when the Linux bridge is active. However, Citrix
Hypervisor cannot filter based on the IPv6 addresses typed. The reason is the Linux bridge does
not have modules to filter Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) packets. Therefore, complete
protection cannot be implemented and guests would be able to impersonate another guest by
forging NDP packets. As result, if you specify even one IPv6 address, Citrix Hypervisor lets all
IPv6 traffic pass through the VIF. If you do not specify any IPv6 addresses, Citrix Hypervisor does
not let any IPv6 traffic pass through to the VIF.

• Unlocked. All network traffic can pass through the VIF. That is, no filters are applied to any
traffic going to or from the VIF.

• Disabled. No traffic is allowed to pass through the VIF. (That is, Citrix Hypervisor applies a fil‑
tering rule so that the VIF drops all traffic.)

Configure switch port locking

This section provides three different procedures:

• Restrict VIFs to use a specific IP address

• Add an IP address to an existing restricted list. For example, to add an IP address to a VIF when
the VM is running and connected to the network (for example, if you are taking a network offline
temporarily).
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• Remove an IP address from an existing restricted list

If a VIF’s locking‑mode is set to locked, it can only use the addresses specified in the ipv4-allowed
or ipv6-allowed parameters.

Because, in some relatively rare cases, VIFsmayhavemore thanone IPaddress, it is possible to specify
multiple IP addresses for a VIF.

You can perform these procedures before or after the VIF is plugged in (or the VM is started).

Change the default‑lockingmode to locked, if it is not using thatmode already, by running the follow‑
ing command:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif-uuid locking-mode=locked
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The vif-uuid represents the UUID of the VIF you want to allow to send traffic. To obtain the UUID,
run the xe vif-list command on the host. vm-uuid Indicates the virtual machine for which the
information appears. The device ID indicates the device number of the VIF.

Run the vif-param-set command to specify the IP addresses from which the virtual machine can
send traffic. Do one or more of the following:

• Specify one or more IPv4 IP addresses destinations. For example:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif-uuid ipv4-allowed=comma separated list
of ipv4-addresses

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Specify one or more IPv6 IP addresses destinations. For example:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif-uuid ipv6-allowed=comma separated list
of ipv6-addresses

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can specify multiple IP addresses by separating them with a comma, as shown in the preceding
example.

After performing the procedure to restrict a VIF to using a specific IP address, you can add one ormore
IP addresses the VIF can use.

Run the vif-param-add command to add the IP addresses to the existing list. Do one ormore of the
following:

• Specify the IPv4 IP address. For example:

1 xe vif-param-add uuid=vif-uuid ipv4-allowed=comma separated list
of ipv4-addresses

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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• Specify the IPv6 IP address. For example:

1 xe vif-param-add uuid=vif-uuid ipv6-allowed=comma separated list
of ipv6-addresses

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you restrict a VIF to use two ormore IP addresses, you can delete one of those IP addresses from the
list.

Run the vif-param-remove command to delete the IP addresses from the existing list. Do one or
more of the following:

• Specify the IPv4 IP address to delete. For example:

1 xe vif-param-remove uuid=vif-uuid ipv4-allowed=comma separated
list of ipv4-addresses

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Specify the IPv6 IP address to delete. For example:

1 xe vif-param-remove uuid=vif-uuid ipv6-allowed=comma separated
list of ipv6-addresses

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Prevent a virtual machine from sending or receiving traffic from a specific network

The following procedure prevents a virtual machine from communicating through a specific VIF. As a
VIF connects to a specific Citrix Hypervisor network, you can use this procedure to prevent a virtual
machine from sending or receiving any traffic from a specific network. This provides amore granular
level of control than disabling an entire network.

If you use the CLI command, you do not need to unplug the VIF to set the VIF’s locking mode. The
command changes the filtering rules while the VIF is running. In this case, the network connection
still appears to be present, however, the VIF drops any packets the VM attempts to send.

Tip:

To find theUUID of a VIF, run the xe vif-list command on the host. The device ID indicates the
device number of the VIF.

To prevent a VIF from receiving traffic, disable the VIF connected to the network fromwhich youwant
to stop the VM from receiving traffic:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif-uuid locking-mode=disabled
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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You can also disable the VIF in XenCenter by selecting the virtual network interface in the VM’s Net‑
working tab and clicking Deactivate.

Remove a VIF’s restriction to an IP address

To revert to the default (original) locking mode state, use the following procedure. By default, when
you create a VIF, Citrix Hypervisor configures it so that it is not restricted to using a specific IP address.

To revert a VIF to an unlocked state, change the VIF default‑lockingmode to unlocked. If it is not using
that mode already, run the following command:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif_uuid locking-mode=unlocked
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Simplify VIF lockingmode configuration in the Cloud

Rather than running the VIF lockingmode commands for each VIF, you can ensure all VIFs are disabled
by default. To do so, you must change the packet filtering at the network level. Changing the packet
filtering causes the Citrix Hypervisor network to determine how packets are filtered, as described in
the previous section How switch‑port locking works.

Specifically, a network’s default-locking-mode setting determines how new VIFs with default set‑
tingsbehave. WheneveraVIF’slocking-mode is set todefault, theVIF refers to thenetwork‑locking
mode (default-locking-mode) to determine if and how to filter packets traveling through the VIF:

• Unlocked. When the network default-locking-mode parameter is set to unlocked, Citrix
Hypervisor lets the VM send traffic to any IP address on the network the VIF connects to.

• Disabled. When thedefault-locking-modeparameter is set todisabled, Citrix Hypervisor
applies a filtering rule so that the VIF drops all traffic.

By default, the default-locking-mode for all networks created in XenCenter and using the CLI are
set to unlocked.

By setting the VIF’s locking mode to its default (network_default), you can create a basic default
configuration (at the network level) for all newly created VIFs that connect to a specific network.

This illustrationshowshow,whenaVIF’slocking-mode is set to itsdefault setting (network_default
), the VIF uses the network default-locking-mode to determine its behavior.
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For example, by default, VIFs are created with their locking-mode set to network_default. If you
set a network’s default-locking-mode=disabled, any new VIFs for which you have not config‑
ured the locking mode are disabled. The VIFs remain disabled until you either (a) change the individ‑
ual VIF’s locking-mode parameter or (b) explicitly set the VIF’s locking-mode to ‘unlocked. This is
helpful when you trust a specific VM enough so you do not want to filter its traffic at all.

To change a network’s default lockingmode setting:

After creating the network, change the default‑locking mode by running the following command:

1 xe network-param-set uuid=network-uuid default-locking-mode=[unlocked|
disabled]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

To get theUUID for a network, run the xe network-list command. This commanddisplays the
UUIDs for all the networks on the host on which you ran the command.

To check a network’s default lockingmode setting:

Run one of the following commands:

1 xe network-param-get uuid=network-uuid param-name=default-locking-mode
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

OR

1 xe network-list uuid=network-uuid params=default-locking-mode
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use network settings for VIF traffic filtering

The following procedure instructs a VIF on a virtual machine to use the Citrix Hypervisor network
default-locking-mode settings on the network itself to determine how to filter traffic.

1. Change the VIF locking state to network_default, if it is not using that mode already, by run‑
ning the following command:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=vif_uuid locking-mode=network_default
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Change the default‑locking mode to unlocked, if it is not using that mode already, by running
the following command:

1 xe network-param-set uuid=network-uuid default-locking-mode=
unlocked
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Troubleshoot networking

January 9, 2023

If you are experiencing problems with configuring networking, first ensure that you have not directly
changedanyof the control domainifcfg-* files. The control domainhost agentmanages theifcfg
files directly, and any changes are overwritten.

Diagnosing network corruption

Some network card models require firmware upgrades from the vendor to work reliably under load,
orwhen certain optimizations are turnedon. If you see corrupted traffic to VMs, try to obtain the latest
firmware from your vendor and then apply a BIOS update.

If the problem still persists, then you can use the CLI to disable receive or transmit offload optimiza‑
tions on the physical interface.

Warning:

Disabling receive or transmit offload optimizations can result in a performance loss and
increased CPU usage.

First, determine the UUID of the physical interface. You can filter on the device field as follows:

1 xe pif-list device=eth0
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Next, set the following parameter on the PIF to disable TX offload:

1 xe pif-param-set uuid=pif_uuid other-config:ethtool-tx=off
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Finally, replug the PIF or restart the host for the change to take effect.

Emergency network reset

Incorrect networking settings can cause loss of network connectivity. When there is no network con‑
nectivity, Citrix Hypervisor server can become inaccessible through XenCenter or remote SSH. Emer‑
gency Network Reset provides a simple mechanism to recover and reset a host’s networking.
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The Emergency network reset feature is available from the CLI using the xe-reset-networking
command, and within theNetwork and Management Interface section of xsconsole.

Incorrect settings that cause a loss of network connectivity include renaming network interfaces, cre‑
ating bonds or VLANs, or mistakes when changing the management interface. For example, typing
the wrong IP address. Youmay also want to run this utility in the following scenarios:

• When a rolling pool upgrade, manual upgrade, hotfix installation, or driver installation causes
a lack of network connectivity, or

• If a Pool master or host in a resource pool is unable to contact with other hosts.

Use the xe-reset-networking utility only in an emergency because it deletes the configuration for
all PIFs, bonds, VLANs, and tunnels associated with the host. Guest Networks and VIFs are preserved.
As part of this utility, VMs are shut down forcefully. Before running this command, cleanly shut down
the VMs where possible. Before you apply a reset, you can change the management interface and
specify which IP configuration, DHCP, or Static can be used.

If the poolmaster requires a network reset, reset the network on the poolmaster first before applying
a network reset on pool members. Apply the network reset on all remaining hosts in the pool to en‑
sure that thepool’s networking configuration is homogeneous. Networkhomogeneity is an important
factor for live migration.

Note:

If the poolmaster’s IP address (themanagement interface) changes as a result of a network reset
or xe host-management-reconfigure, apply the network reset command to other hosts in
the pool. This is to ensure that the pool members can reconnect to the Pool Master on its new IP
address. In this situation, the IP address of the Pool Master must be specified.

Network reset is NOT supported when High Availability is enabled. To reset network configura‑
tion in this scenario, youmust first manually disable high availability, and then run the network
reset command.

Verifying the network reset

After you specify the configuration mode to be used after the network reset, xsconsole and the CLI
display settings that will be applied after host reboot. It is a final chance to modify before applying
the emergency network reset command. After restart, the new network configuration can be verified
in XenCenter and xsconsole. In XenCenter, with the host selected, select theNetworking tab to see
the newnetwork configuration. TheNetwork andManagement Interface section in xsconsoledisplay
this information.

Note:

Runemergencynetwork reset onother poolmembers to replicate bonds, VLANs, or tunnels from
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the Pool Master’s new configuration.

Using the CLI for network reset

The following table shows the available optional parameters which can be used by running the xe-
reset-networking command.

Warning:

Users are responsible to ensure the validity of parameters for the xe-reset-networking com‑
mand, and to check the parameters carefully. If you specify invalid parameters, network con‑
nectivity and configuration can be lost. In this situation, we advise that you rerun the command
xe-reset-networkingwithout using any parameters.

Resetting the networking configuration of awhole poolmustbegin on the poolmaster, followed
by network reset on all remaining hosts in the pool.

Parameter Required/Optional Description

-m, --master Optional IP address of the Pool
Master’s management
interface. Defaults to the last
known Pool Master’s IP
address.

--device Optional Device name of the
management interface.
Defaults to the device name
specified during installation.

--mode=static Optional Enables the following four
networking parameters for
static IP configuration for the
management interface. If not
specified, networking is
configured using DHCP.

--ip Required, if mode=static IP address for the host’s
management interface. Only
valid if mode=static.

--netmask Required, if mode=static Netmask for the management
interface. Only valid if
mode=static.
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Parameter Required/Optional Description

--gateway Optional Gateway for the management
interface. Only valid if
mode=static.

--dns Optional DNS Server for the
management interface. Only
valid if mode=static.

--vlan Optional VLAN tag for the management
interface. Defaults to the
VLAN tag specified during
installation.

Pool master command‑line examples

Examples of commands that can be applied on a Pool Master:

To reset networking for DHCP configuration:

1 xe-reset-networking
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To reset networking for Static IP configuration:

1 xe-reset-networking --mode= static --ip=ip-address \
2 --netmask=netmask --gateway=gateway \
3 --dns=dns
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

To reset networking for DHCP configuration if another interface became the management interface
after initial setup:

1 xe-reset-networking --device=device-name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To reset networking for Static IP configuration if another interface became themanagement interface
after initial setup:

1 xe-reset-networking --device=device-name --mode=static \
2 --ip=ip-address --netmask=netmask \
3 --gateway=gateway --dns=dns
4 <!--NeedCopy-->
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To reset networking for management interface on VLAN:

1 xe-reset-networking --vlan=VLAN TAG
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

The reset-network command can also be used along with the IP configuration settings.

Pool member command‑line examples

All previous examples also apply to pool members. Additionally, the Pool Master’s IP address can be
specified (which is necessary if it has changed.)

To reset networking for DHCP configuration:

1 xe-reset-networking
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To reset networking for DHCP if the Pool Master’s IP address was changed:

1 xe-reset-networking --master=master-ip-address
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To reset networking for Static IP configuration, assuming the Pool Master’s IP address didn’t change:

1 xe-reset-networking --mode=static --ip=ip-address --netmask=netmask \
2 --gateway=gateway --dns=dns
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

To reset networking for DHCP configuration if the management interface and the Pool Master’s IP ad‑
dress was changed after initial setup:

1 xe-reset-networking --device=device-name --master=master-ip-address
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Storage

March 16, 2023

This section describes how physical storage hardware maps to virtual machines (VMs), and the soft‑
wareobjects usedby themanagementAPI toperformstorage‑related tasks. Detailed sectionsoneach
of the supported storage types include the following information:
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• Procedures for creating storage for VMs using the CLI, with type‑specific device configuration
options

• Generating snapshots for backup purposes
• Best practices for managing storage

Storage repositories (SRs)

A Storage Repository (SR) is a particular storage target, in which Virtual Machine (VM) Virtual Disk Im‑
ages (VDIs) are stored. A VDI is a storage abstraction that represents a virtual hard disk drive (HDD).

SRs are flexible, with built‑in support for the following drives:

Locally connected:

• SATA
• SCSI
• SAS
• NVMe

The local physical storage hardware can be a hard disk drive (HDD) or a solid state drive (SSD).

Remotely connected:

• iSCSI
• NFS
• SAS
• SMB (version 3 only)
• Fibre Channel

Note:

NVMe over Fibre Channel and NVMe over TCP are not supported.

The SR and VDI abstractions allow for advanced storage features to be exposed on storage targets
that support them. For example, advanced features such as thin provisioning, VDI snapshots, and fast
cloning. For storage subsystems that don’t support advanced operations directly, a software stack
that implements these features is provided. This software stack is based on Microsoft’s Virtual Hard
Disk (VHD) specification.

A storage repository is a persistent, on‑disk data structure. For SR types that use an underlying block
device, the process of creating anSR involves erasing any existing data on the specified storage target.
Other storage types such as NFS, create a container on the storage array in parallel to existing SRs.

Each Citrix Hypervisor server can use multiple SRs and different SR types simultaneously. These SRs
can be shared between hosts or dedicated to particular hosts. Shared storage is pooled betweenmul‑
tiple hosts within a defined resource pool. A shared SR must be network accessible to each host in
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the pool. All servers in a single resource pool must have at least one shared SR in common. Shared
storage cannot be shared betweenmultiple pools.

SR commands provide operations for creating, destroying, resizing, cloning, connecting and discover‑
ing the individual VDIs that they contain. CLI operations tomanage storage repositories are described
in SR commands.

Warning:

Citrix Hypervisor does not support snapshots at the external SAN‑level of a LUN for any SR type.

Virtual disk image (VDI)

A virtual disk image (VDI) is a storage abstraction that represents a virtual hard disk drive (HDD). VDIs
are the fundamental unit of virtualized storage in Citrix Hypervisor. VDIs are persistent, on‑disk ob‑
jects that exist independently of Citrix Hypervisor servers. CLI operations to manage VDIs are de‑
scribed in VDI commands. The on‑disk representation of the data differs by SR type. A separate stor‑
age plug‑in interface for each SR, called the SM API, manages the data.

Physical block devices (PBDs)

Physical block devices represent the interface between a physical server and an attached SR. PBDs
are connector objects that allow a given SR to be mapped to a host. PBDs store the device configu‑
ration fields that are used to connect to and interact with a given storage target. For example, NFS
device configuration includes the IP address of the NFS server and the associated path that the Cit‑
rix Hypervisor server mounts. PBD objects manage the run‑time attachment of a given SR to a given
Citrix Hypervisor server. CLI operations relating to PBDs are described in PBD commands.

Virtual block devices (VBDs)

VirtualBlockDevices are connectorobjects (similar to thePBDdescribedabove) that allowsmappings
between VDIs and VMs. In addition to providing a mechanism for attaching a VDI into a VM, VBDs
allow for the fine‑tuning of parameters regarding the disk I/O priority and statistics of a given VDI, and
whether that VDI can be booted. CLI operations relating to VBDs are described in VBD commands.

Summary of storage objects

The following image is a summary of how the storage objects presented so far are related:
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Virtual disk data formats

In general, there are the following types of mapping of physical storage to a VDI:

1. Logical volume‑based VHD on a LUN: The default Citrix Hypervisor block‑based storage inserts
a logical volumemanager on a disk. This disk is either a locally attached device (LVM) or a SAN
attached LUN over either Fibre Channel, iSCSI, or SAS. VDIs are represented as volumes within
the volumemanager and stored in VHD format to allow thin provisioning of reference nodes on
snapshot and clone.

2. File‑based QCOW2 on a LUN: VM images are stored as thin‑provisioned QCOW2 format files on a
GFS2 shared‑disk filesystem on a LUN attached over either iSCSI software initiator or Hardware
HBA.

3. File‑based VHD on a filesystem: VM images are stored as thin‑provisioned VHD format files on
either a local non‑shared filesystem (EXT3/EXT4 type SR), a shared NFS target (NFS type SR), or
a remote SMB target (SMB type SR).

VDI types

For GFS2 SRs, QCOW2 VDIs are created.

For other SR types, VHD format VDIs are created. You can opt to use raw at the time you create the VDI.
This option can only be specified by using the xe CLI.

Note:

If you create a raw VDI on an LVM‑based SR or HBA/LUN‑per‑VDI SR, itmight allow the owning VM
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to access data that was part of a previously deleted VDI (of any format) belonging to any VM. We
recommend that you consider your security requirements before using this option.

Raw VDIs on a NFS, EXT, or SMB SR do not allow access to the data of previously deleted VDIs
belonging to any VM.

To check if a VDI was created with type=raw, check its sm-configmap. The sr-param-list and
vdi-param-list xe commands can be used respectively for this purpose.

Create a raw virtual disk by using the xe CLI

1. Run the following command to create a VDI given the UUID of the SR you want to place the
virtual disk in:

1 xe vdi-create sr-uuid=sr-uuid type=user virtual-size=virtual-size
\

2 name-label=VDI name sm-config:type=raw
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Attach the new virtual disk to a VM. Use the disk tools within the VM to partition and format, or
otherwise use the newdisk. You can use the vbd-create command to create a VBD tomap the
virtual disk into your VM.

Convert between VDI formats

It is not possible to do a direct conversion between the raw and VHD formats. Instead, you can create
a VDI (either raw, as described above, or VHD) and then copy data into it from an existing volume.
Use the xe CLI to ensure that the new VDI has a virtual size at least as large as the VDI you are copying
from. Youcando thisbychecking itsvirtual-size field, for examplebyusing thevdi-param-list
command. You can then attach this new VDI to a VM and use your preferred tool within the VM to do
a direct block‑copy of the data. For example, standard disk management tools in Windows or the dd
command in Linux. If the newvolume is a VHDvolume, use a tool that can avoidwriting empty sectors
to the disk. This action can ensure that space is used optimally in the underlying storage repository.
A file‑based copy approachmay bemore suitable.

VHD‑based and QCOW2‑based VDIs

VHD and QCOW2 images can be chained, allowing two VDIs to share common data. In cases where
a VHD‑backed or QCOW2‑backed VM is cloned, the resulting VMs share the common on‑disk data at
the time of cloning. Each VM proceeds to make its own changes in an isolated copy‑on‑write version
of the VDI. This feature allows such VMs to be quickly cloned from templates, facilitating very fast
provisioning and deployment of new VMs.
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As VMs and their associated VDIs get cloned over time this creates trees of chained VDIs. When one
of the VDIs in a chain is deleted, Citrix Hypervisor rationalizes the other VDIs in the chain to remove
unnecessary VDIs. This coalescing process runs asynchronously. The amount of disk space reclaimed
and time taken to perform the process depends on the size of the VDI and amount of shared data.

Both the VHD andQCOW2 formats support thin provisioning. The image file is automatically extended
in finegranular chunksas theVMwritesdata into thedisk. For file‑basedVHDandGFS2‑basedQCOW2,
this approach has the considerable benefit that VM image files take up only as much space on the
physical storage as required. With LVM‑based VHD, the underlying logical volume container must be
sized to the virtual size of the VDI. However unused space on the underlying copy‑on‑write instance
disk is reclaimed when a snapshot or clone occurs. The difference between the two behaviors can be
described in the following way:

• For LVM‑based VHD images, the difference disk nodes within the chain consume only as much
data as has been written to disk. However, the leaf nodes (VDI clones) remain fully inflated to
the virtual size of the disk. Snapshot leaf nodes (VDI snapshots) remain deflated when not in
use and can be attached Read‑only to preserve the deflated allocation. Snapshot nodes that
are attached Read‑Write are fully inflated on attach, and deflated on detach.

• For file‑based VHDs and GFS2‑based QCOW2 images, all nodes consume only as much data as
has beenwritten. The leaf node files grow to accommodate data as it is actively written. If a 100
GB VDI is allocated for a VM and an OS is installed, the VDI file is physically only the size of the
OS data on the disk, plus someminor metadata overhead.

When cloning VMs based on a single VHD or QCOW2 template, each child VM forms a chain where
new changes are written to the new VM. Old blocks are directly read from the parent template. If
the new VM was converted into a further template and more VMs cloned, then the resulting chain
results in degraded performance. Citrix Hypervisor supports a maximum chain length of 30. Do not
approach this limit without good reason. If in doubt, “copy” the VM using XenCenter or use the vm-
copy command, which resets the chain length back to 0.

VHD‑specific notes on coalesce

Only one coalescing process is ever active for an SR. This process thread runs on the SRmaster host.

If you have critical VMs running on the master server of the pool, you can take the following steps to
mitigate against occasional slow I/O:

• Migrate the VM to a host other than the SRmaster

• Set the disk I/O priority to a higher level, and adjust the scheduler. For more information, see
Virtual disk I/O request prioritization.
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Create a storage repository

March 30, 2023

You can use the New Storage Repository wizard in XenCenter to create storage repositories (SRs).
Thewizard guides you through the configuration steps. Alternatively, use the CLI, and thesr-create
command. The sr-create command creates an SR on the storage substrate (potentially destroying
any existing data). It also creates the SR API object and a corresponding PBD record, enabling VMs to
use the storage. On successful creation of the SR, the PBD is automatically plugged. If the SR shared
=true flag is set, a PBD record is created and plugged for every Citrix Hypervisor in the resource pool.

If you are creating an SR for IP‑based storage (iSCSI or NFS), you can configure one of the following as
the storage network: the NIC that handles themanagement traffic or a newNIC for the storage traffic.
To assign an IP address to a NIC, see Configure a dedicated storage NIC.

All Citrix Hypervisor SR types support VDI resize, fast cloning, and snapshot. SRs based on the LVM
SR type (local, iSCSI, or HBA) provide thin provisioning for snapshot and hidden parent nodes. The
other SR types (EXT3/EXT4, NFS, GFS2) support full thin provisioning, including for virtual disks that
are active.

Warnings:

• When VHD VDIs are not attached to a VM, for example for a VDI snapshot, they are stored
as thinly provisioned by default. If you attempt to reattach the VDI, ensure that there is
sufficient disk‑space available for the VDI to become thickly provisioned. VDI clones are
thickly provisioned.

• Citrix Hypervisor does not support snapshots at the external SAN‑level of a LUN for any SR
type.

• Do not attempt to create an SR where the LUN ID of the destination LUN is greater than
255. Ensure that your target exposes the LUNwith a LUN ID that is less than or equal to 255
before using this LUN to create an SR.

• If you use thin provisioning on a file‑based SR, ensure that you monitor the free space on
your SR. If the SR usage grows to 100%, further writes fromVMs fail. These failedwrites can
cause the VM to freeze or crash.

The maximum supported VDI sizes are:

Storage Repository Format Maximum VDI size

EXT3/EXT4 2 TiB

GFS2 (with iSCSI or HBA) 16 TiB

LVM 2 TiB
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Storage Repository Format Maximum VDI size

LVMoFCOE (deprecated) 2 TiB

LVMoHBA 2 TiB

LVMoiSCSI 2 TiB

NFS 2 TiB

SMB 2 TiB

Local LVM

The Local LVM type presents disks within a locally attached Volume Group.

By default, Citrix Hypervisor uses the local disk on the physical host onwhich it is installed. The Linux
Logical Volume Manager (LVM) is used to manage VM storage. A VDI is implemented in VHD format in
an LVM logical volume of the specified size.

Note:

The block size of an LVM LUN must be 512 bytes. To use storage with 4 KB native blocks, the
storage must also support emulation of 512 byte allocation blocks.

LVM performance considerations

The snapshot and fast clone functionality for LVM‑based SRs comes with an inherent performance
overhead. When optimal performance is required, Citrix Hypervisor supports creation of VDIs in the
raw format in addition to the default VHD format. The Citrix Hypervisor snapshot functionality is not
supported on raw VDIs.

Warning:

Do not try to snapshot a VM that has type=raw disks attached. This action can result in a partial
snapshot being created. In this situation, you can identify the orphan snapshot VDIs by checking
the snapshot-of field and then deleting them.

Creating a local LVM SR

An LVM SR is created by default on host install.

Device‑config parameters for LVM SRs are:
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Parameter Name Description Required?

Device Device name on the local host
to use for the SR

Yes

To create a local LVM SR on /dev/sdb, use the following command.

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=valid_uuid content-type=user \
2 name-label="Example Local LVM SR" shared=false \
3 device-config:device=/dev/sdb type=lvm
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Local EXT3/EXT4

Using EXT3/EXT4 enables thin provisioning on local storage. However, the default storage repository
type is LVM as it gives a consistent write performance and, prevents storage over‑commit. If you use
EXT3/EXT4, youmight see reduced performance in the following cases:

• When carrying out VM lifecycle operations such as VM create and suspend/resume
• When creating large files fromwithin the VM

Local disk EXT3/EXT4 SRs must be configured using the Citrix Hypervisor CLI.

Whether a local EXT SR uses EXT3 or EXT4 depends on what version of Citrix Hypervisor created it:

• If you created the local EXT SR on an earlier version of XenServer or Citrix Hypervisor and then
upgraded to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, it uses EXT3.

• If you created the local EXT SR on Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, it uses EXT4.

Note:

The block size of an EXT3/EXT4 disk must be 512 bytes. To use storage with 4 KB native blocks,
the storage must also support emulation of 512 byte allocation blocks.

Creating a local EXT4 SR (ext)

Device‑config parameters for ext SRs:

Parameter Name Description Required?

Device Device name on the local host
to use for the SR

Yes
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To create a local EXT4 SR on /dev/sdb, use the following command:

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=valid_uuid content-type=user \
2 name-label="Example Local EXT4 SR" shared=false \
3 device-config:device=/dev/sdb type=ext
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

udev

The udev type represents devices plugged in using the udev device manager as VDIs.

Citrix Hypervisor has two SRs of type udev that represent removable storage. One is for the CDor DVD
disk in the physical CD or DVD‑ROM drive of the Citrix Hypervisor server. The other is for a USB device
plugged into a USB port of the Citrix Hypervisor server. VDIs that represent themedia come and go as
disks or USB sticks are inserted and removed.

ISO

The ISO type handles CD images stored as files in ISO format. This SR type is useful for creating shared
ISO libraries. For storage repositories that store a library of ISOs, the content-type parametermust
be set to iso.

For example:

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=valid_uuid content-type=iso \
2 type=iso name-label="Example ISO SR" \
3 device-config:location=nfs server:path
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

We recommend that you use SMB version 3 to mount ISO SR on Windows file server. Version 3 is
selected by default because it is more secure and robust than SMB version 1.0. However, you can
mount ISO SR using SMB version 1 using the following command:

1 xe sr-create content-type=iso type=iso shared=true device-config:
location=valid location

2 device-config:username=username device-config:cifspassword=
password

3 device-config:type=cifs device-config:vers=<Choose either 1.0 or
3.0> name-label="Example ISO SR"

4 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

Whenrunning thesr-createcommandyoucanuse thedevice-config:cifspassword_secret
argument instead of specifying the password on the command line. For more information, see
Secrets.

Software iSCSI support

CitrixHypervisor supports sharedSRson iSCSI LUNs. iSCSI is supportedusing theOpen‑iSCSI software
iSCSI initiator or by using a supported iSCSI Host Bus Adapter (HBA). The steps for using iSCSI HBAs
are identical to the steps for Fibre Channel HBAs. Both sets of steps are described in Create a Shared
LVM over Fibre Channel / Fibre Channel over Ethernet / iSCSI HBA or SAS SR.

Shared iSCSI support using the software iSCSI initiator is implemented based on the Linux Volume
Manager (LVM). This feature provides the sameperformancebenefits providedby LVMVDIs in the local
disk case. Shared iSCSI SRs using the software‑based host initiator can support VM agility using live
migration: VMscanbestartedonanyCitrixHypervisor server ina resourcepool andmigratedbetween
themwith no noticeable downtime.

iSCSI SRs use the entire LUN specified at creation time and may not span more than one LUN. CHAP
support is provided for client authentication, during both the data path initialization and the LUN
discovery phases.

Note:

The block size of an iSCSI LUN must be 512 bytes. To use storage with 4 KB native blocks, the
storage must also support emulation of 512 byte allocation blocks.

Citrix Hypervisor server iSCSI configuration

All iSCSI initiators and targets must have a unique name to ensure they can be uniquely identified
on the network. An initiator has an iSCSI initiator address, and a target has an iSCSI target address.
Collectively these names are called iSCSI Qualified Names, or IQNs.

CitrixHypervisor servers support a single iSCSI initiatorwhich is automatically createdandconfigured
with a random IQN during host installation. The single initiator can be used to connect to multiple
iSCSI targets concurrently.

iSCSI targets commonly provide access control using iSCSI initiator IQN lists. All iSCSI targets/LUNs
that your Citrix Hypervisor server accesses must be configured to allow access by the host’s initiator
IQN. Similarly, targets/LUNs to be used as shared iSCSI SRs must be configured to allow access by all
host IQNs in the resource pool.
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Note:

iSCSI targets that do not provide access control typically default to restricting LUN access to a
single initiator to ensure data integrity. If an iSCSI LUN is used as a shared SR across multiple
servers in a pool, ensure that multi‑initiator access is enabled for the specified LUN.

The Citrix Hypervisor server IQN value can be adjusted using XenCenter, or using the CLI with the
following command when using the iSCSI software initiator:

1 xe host-param-set uuid=valid_host_id other-config:iscsi_iqn=
new_initiator_iqn

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Warning:

• Each iSCSI target and initiator must have a unique IQN. If a non‑unique IQN identifier is
used, data corruption or denial of LUN access can occur.

• Do not change the Citrix Hypervisor server IQNwith iSCSI SRs attached. Doing so can result
in failures connecting to new targets or existing SRs.

Software FCoE storage (deprecated)

Software FCoE provides a standard framework to which hardware vendors can plug in their FCoE‑
capable NIC and get the same benefits of a hardware‑based FCoE. This feature eliminates the need
for using expensive HBAs.

Note:

Software FCoE is deprecated and will be removed in a future release.

Before you create a software FCoE storage,manually complete the configuration required to expose a
LUN to the host. This configuration includes configuring the FCoE fabric and allocating LUNs to your
SAN’s public world wide name (PWWN). After you complete this configuration, the available LUN is
mounted to the host’s CNA as a SCSI device. The SCSI device can then be used to access the LUN as if
it were a locally attached SCSI device. For information about configuring the physical switch and the
array to support FCoE, see the documentation provided by the vendor.

Note:

Software FCoE can be used with Open vSwitch and Linux bridge as the network back‑end.

Create a Software FCoE SR

Before creating a Software FCoE SR, customers must ensure that there are FCoE‑capable NICs at‑
tached to the host.
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Device‑config parameters for FCoE SRs are:

Parameter Name Description Required?

SCSIid The SCSI bus ID of the
destination LUN

Yes

Run the following command to create a shared FCoE SR:

1 xe sr-create type=lvmofcoe \
2 name-label="FCoE SR" shared=true device-config:SCSIid=SCSI_id
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Hardware host bus adapters (HBAs)

This section covers various operations required to manage SAS, Fibre Channel, and iSCSI HBAs.

Sample QLogic iSCSI HBA setup

For details on configuring QLogic Fibre Channel and iSCSI HBAs, see the Caviumwebsite.

Once the HBA is physically installed into the Citrix Hypervisor server, use the following steps to con‑
figure the HBA:

1. Set the IP networking configuration for the HBA. This example assumes DHCP and HBA port 0.
Specify the appropriate values if using static IP addressing or a multi‑port HBA.

1 /opt/QLogic_Corporation/SANsurferiCLI/iscli -ipdhcp 0
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Add a persistent iSCSI target to port 0 of the HBA.

1 /opt/QLogic_Corporation/SANsurferiCLI/iscli -pa 0
iscsi_target_ip_address

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Use the xe sr-probe command to force a rescan of the HBA controller and display available
LUNs. For more information, see Probe an SR and Create a Shared LVM over Fibre Channel /
Fibre Channel over Ethernet / iSCSI HBA or SAS SR.

Remove HBA‑based SAS, FC, or iSCSI device entries
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Note:

This step is not required. We recommend that only power users perform this process if it is nec‑
essary.

Each HBA‑based LUN has a corresponding global device path entry under /dev/disk/by-scsibus
in the format <SCSIid>-<adapter>:<bus>:<target>:<lun> and a standard device path under
/dev. To remove the device entries for LUNs no longer in use as SRs, use the following steps:

1. Use sr-forget or sr-destroy as appropriate to remove the SR from the Citrix Hypervisor
server database. See Remove SRs for details.

2. Remove the zoning configuration within the SAN for the desired LUN to the desired host.

3. Use the sr-probe command to determine the ADAPTER, BUS, TARGET, and LUN values corre‑
sponding to the LUN to be removed. For more information, Probe an SR.

4. Remove the device entries with the following command:

1 echo "1" > /sys/class/scsi_device/adapter:bus:target:lun/device/
delete

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Warning:

Make sure that you are certain which LUN you are removing. Accidentally removing a LUN re‑
quired for host operation, such as the boot or root device, renders the host unusable.

Shared LVM storage

The Shared LVM type represents disks as Logical Volumes within a Volume Group created on an iSCSI
(FC or SAS) LUN.

Note:

The block size of an iSCSI LUN must be 512 bytes. To use storage with 4 KB native blocks, the
storage must also support emulation of 512 byte allocation blocks.

Create a shared LVM over iSCSI SR by using the Software iSCSI initiator

Device‑config parameters for LVMoiSCSI SRs:
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Parameter Name Description Required?

target The IP address or host name
of the iSCSI filer that hosts the
SR. This can also be a
comma‑separated list of
values.

Yes

targetIQN The IQN target address of
iSCSI filer that hosts the SR

Yes

SCSIid The SCSI bus ID of the
destination LUN

Yes

chapuser The user name to be used for
CHAP authentication

No

chappassword The password to be used for
CHAP authentication

No

port The network port number on
which to query the target

No

usediscoverynumber The specific iSCSI record
index to use

No

incoming_chapuser The user name that the iSCSI
filter uses to authenticate
against the host

No

incoming_chappassword The password that the iSCSI
filter uses to authenticate
against the host

No

To create a shared LVMoiSCSI SR on a specific LUN of an iSCSI target, use the following command.

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=valid_uuid content-type=user \
2 name-label="Example shared LVM over iSCSI SR" shared=true \
3 device-config:target=target_ip= device-config:targetIQN=target_iqn=

\
4 device-config:SCSIid=scsci_id \
5 type=lvmoiscsi
6 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Create a Shared LVM over Fibre Channel / Fibre Channel over Ethernet / iSCSI HBA or SAS SR

SRs of type LVMoHBA can be created andmanaged using the xe CLI or XenCenter.

Device‑config parameters for LVMoHBA SRs:

Parameter name Description Required?

SCSIid Device SCSI ID Yes

To create a shared LVMoHBA SR, perform the following steps on each host in the pool:

1. Zone in one or more LUNs to each Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool. This process is highly
specific to the SAN equipment in use. For more information, see your SAN documentation.

2. If necessary, use the HBA CLI included in the Citrix Hypervisor server to configure the HBA:

• Emulex: /bin/sbin/ocmanager

• QLogic FC: /opt/QLogic_Corporation/SANsurferCLI

• QLogic iSCSI: /opt/QLogic_Corporation/SANsurferiCLI

For an example ofQLogic iSCSIHBA configuration, seeHardware host bus adapters (HBAs) in the
previous section. Formore informationonFibreChannel and iSCSIHBAs, see theBroadcomand
Caviumwebsites.

3. Use the sr-probe command to determine the global device path of the HBA LUN. The sr-
probe command forces a rescan of HBAs installed in the system to detect any new LUNs that
have been zoned to the host. The command returns a list of properties for each LUN found.
Specify the host-uuid parameter to ensure that the probe occurs on the desired host.

The global device path returned as the <path> property is common across all hosts in the pool.
Therefore, this path must be used as the value for the device-config:device parameter
when creating the SR.

If multiple LUNs are present use the vendor, LUN size, LUN serial number, or the SCSI ID from
the <path> property to identify the desired LUN.

1 xe sr-probe type=lvmohba \
2 host-uuid=1212c7b3-f333-4a8d-a6fb-80c5b79b5b31
3 Error code: SR_BACKEND_FAILURE_90
4 Error parameters: , The request is missing the device

parameter, \
5 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
6 <Devlist>
7 <BlockDevice>
8 <path>
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9 /dev/disk/by-id/scsi-360
a9800068666949673446387665336f

10 </path>
11 <vendor>
12 HITACHI
13 </vendor>
14 <serial>
15 730157980002
16 </serial>
17 <size>
18 80530636800
19 </size>
20 <adapter>
21 4
22 </adapter>
23 <channel>
24 0
25 </channel>
26 <id>
27 4
28 </id>
29 <lun>
30 2
31 </lun>
32 <hba>
33 qla2xxx
34 </hba>
35 </BlockDevice>
36 <Adapter>
37 <host>
38 Host4
39 </host>
40 <name>
41 qla2xxx
42 </name>
43 <manufacturer>
44 QLogic HBA Driver
45 </manufacturer>
46 <id>
47 4
48 </id>
49 </Adapter>
50 </Devlist>
51 <!--NeedCopy-->
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4. On the master host of the pool, create the SR. Specify the global device path returned in the
<path> property from sr-probe. PBDs are created and plugged for each host in the pool au‑
tomatically.

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=valid_uuid \
2 content-type=user \
3 name-label="Example shared LVM over HBA SR" shared=true \
4 device-config:SCSIid=device_scsi_id type=lvmohba
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

You canuse the XenCenter Repair StorageRepository function to retry thePBDcreation andplug‑
ging portions of thesr-createoperation. This function canbe valuable in caseswhere the LUN
zoningwas incorrect for one ormore hosts in a poolwhen the SRwas created. Correct the zoning
for the affected hosts and use the Repair Storage Repository function instead of removing and
re‑creating the SR.

Thin provisioned shared GFS2 block storage

Thin provisioning better utilizes the available storage by allocating disk storage space to VDIs as data
is written to the virtual disk, rather than allocating the full virtual size of the VDI in advance. Thin
provisioning enables you to significantly reduce the amount of space required on a shared storage
array, and with that your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

Thin provisioning for shared block storage is of particular interest in the following cases:

• You want increased space efficiency. Images are sparsely and not thickly allocated.
• You want to reduce the number of I/O operations per second on your storage array. The GFS2
SR is the first SR type to support storage read caching on shared block storage.

• You use a common base image for multiple virtual machines. The images of individual VMs will
then typically utilize even less space.

• You use snapshots. Each snapshot is an image and each image is now sparse.
• Your storage does not support NFS and only supports block storage. If your storage supports
NFS, we recommend you use NFS instead of GFS2.

• You want to create VDIs that are greater than 2 TiB in size. The GFS2 SR supports VDIs up to 16
TiB in size.

The shared GFS2 type represents disks as a filesystem created on an iSCSI or HBA LUN. VDIs stored on
a GFS2 SR are stored in the QCOW2 image format.

To use shared GFS2 storage, the Citrix Hypervisor resource pool must be a clustered pool. Enable
clustering on your pool before creating a GFS2 SR. For more information, see Clustered pools.
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Ensure that storage multipathing is set up between your clustered pool and your GFS2 SR. For more
information, see Storage multipathing.

SRs of type GFS2 can be created andmanaged using the xe CLI or XenCenter.

Create a shared GFS2 SR

You can create your shared GFS2 SR on an iSCSI or an HBA LUN.

Create a shared GFS2 over iSCSI SR

You can create GFS2 over iSCSI SRs by using XenCenter. For more information, see Software iSCSI
storage in the XenCenter product documentation.

Alternatively, you can use the xe CLI to create a GFS2 over iSCSI SR.

Device‑config parameters for GFS2 SRs:

Parameter Name Description Required?

provider The block provider
implementation. In this case,
iscsi.

Yes

target The IP address or hostname
of the iSCSI filer that hosts

Yes

targetIQN The IQN target of iSCSI filer
that hosts the SR

Yes

SCSIid Device SCSI ID Yes

You can find the values to use for these parameters by using the xe sr-probe-ext command.

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=<type> host-uuid=<host_uuid> device-config:=<
config> sm-config:=<sm_config>

1. Start by running the following command:

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=gfs2 device-config:provider=iscsi

The output from the command prompts you to supply additional parameters and gives a list of
possible values at each step.

2. Repeat the command, adding new parameters each time.
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3. When the command output starts with The following SRs were found:, you can use
the device-config parameters that you specified to locate the SR when running the
xe sr-create command.

To create a sharedGFS2SRona specific LUNof an iSCSI target, run the following commandona server
in your clustered pool:

1 xe sr-create type=gfs2 name-label="Example GFS2 SR" --shared \
2 device-config:provider=iscsi device-config:targetIQN=target_iqns \
3 device-config:target=portal_address device-config:SCSIid=scsci_id

If the iSCSI target is not reachable while GFS2 filesystems are mounted, some hosts in the clustered
pool might fence.

For more information about working with iSCSI SRs, see Software iSCSI support.

Create a shared GFS2 over HBA SR

You can create GFS2 over HBA SRs by using XenCenter. For more information, see Hardware HBA stor‑
age in the XenCenter product documentation.

Alternatively, you can use the xe CLI to create a GFS2 over HBA SR.

Device‑config parameters for GFS2 SRs:

Parameter name Description Required?

provider The block provider
implementation. In this case,
hba.

Yes

SCSIid Device SCSI ID Yes

You can find the values to use for the SCSIid parameter by using the xe sr-probe-ext command.

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=<type> host-uuid=<host_uuid> device-config:=<
config> sm-config:=<sm_config>

1. Start by running the following command:

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=gfs2 device-config:provider=hba

The output from the command prompts you to supply additional parameters and gives a list of
possible values at each step.

2. Repeat the command, adding new parameters each time.
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3. When the command output starts with The following SRs were found:, you can use
the device-config parameters that you specified to locate the SR when running the
xe sr-create command.

To create a sharedGFS2 SR on a specific LUNof anHBA target, run the following command on a server
in your clustered pool:

1 xe sr-create type=gfs2 name-label="Example GFS2 SR" --shared \
2 device-config:provider=hba device-config:SCSIid=device_scsi_id

For more information about working with HBA SRs, see Hardware host bus adapters.

Constraints

Shared GFS2 storage currently has the following constraints:

• As with any thin‑provisioned SR, if the GFS2 SR usage grows to 100%, further writes from VMs
fail. These failed writes can then lead to failures within the VM or possible data corruption or
both.

• XenCenter shows an alert when your SR usage grows to 80%. Ensure that you monitor your
GFS2 SR for this alert and take the appropriate action if seen. On a GFS2 SR, high usage causes
a performance degradation. We recommend that you keep your SR usage below 80%.

• VMmigration with storagemigration (live or offline) is not supported for VMswhose VDIs are on
a GFS2 SR. You also cannot migrate VDIs from another type of SR to a GFS2 SR.

• The FCoE transport is not supported with GFS2 SRs.

• Trim/unmap is not supported on GFS2 SRs.

• CHAP is not supported on GFS2 SRs.

• MCS full clone VMs are not supported with GFS2 SRs.

• Using multiple GFS2 SRs in the same MCS catalog is not supported.

• Performancemetrics are not available for GFS2 SRs and disks on these SRs.

• Changed block tracking is not supported for VDIs stored on GFS2 SRs.

• You cannot export VDIs that are greater than 2 TiB as VHD or OVA/OVF. However, you can export
VMs with VDIs larger than 2 TiB in XVA format.

• We do not recommend using a thin provisioned LUNwith GFS2. However, if you do choose this
configuration, youmust ensure that the LUNalwayshas enough space toallowCitrixHypervisor
to write to it.

• You cannot have more than 60 GFS2 SRs in your pool.
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• Clustered pools only support up to 16 hosts per pool.

• For cluster traffic, you must use a bonded network that uses at least two different network
switches. Do not use this network for any other purposes.

• Changing the IP address of the cluster network by using XenCenter requires clustering andGFS2
to be temporarily disabled.

• Do not change the bonding of your clustering network while the cluster is live and has running
VMs. This action can cause the cluster to fence.

• If you have an IP address conflict (multiple hosts having the same IP address) on your clustering
network involving at least one host with clustering enabled, the hosts do not fence. To fix this
issue, resolve the IP address conflict.

NFS and SMB

Shares on NFS servers (that support any version of NFSv4 or NFSv3) or on SMB servers (that support
SMB 3) can be used immediately as an SR for virtual disks. VDIs are stored in theMicrosoft VHD format
only. Additionally, as these SRs can be shared, VDIs stored on shared SRs allow:

• VMs to be started on any Citrix Hypervisor servers in a resource pool

• VM migrate between Citrix Hypervisor servers in a resource pool using live migration (without
noticeable downtime)

Important:

• Support for SMB3 is limited to the ability to connect to a share using the 3 protocol. Ex‑
tra features like Transparent Failover depend on feature availability in the upstream Linux
kernel and are not supported in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

• For NFSv4, only the authentication type AUTH_SYS is supported.
• SMB storage is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or those cus‑
tomers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

• It is highly recommended for both NFS and SMB storage that a dedicated storage network
be used, using at least two bonded links, ideally to independent network switches with
redundant power supplies.

• When using SMB storage, do not remove the share from the storage before detaching the
SMB SR.

VDIs stored on file‑based SRs are thinly provisioned. The image file is allocated as the VM writes data
into the disk. This approach has the considerable benefit that the VM image files take up only asmuch
space on the storage as is required. For example, if a 100 GB VDI is allocated for a VM and an OS is
installed, the VDI file only reflects the size of the OS data written to the disk rather than the entire 100
GB.
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VHD files may also be chained, allowing two VDIs to share common data. In cases where a file‑based
VM is cloned, the resulting VMs share the common on‑disk data at the time of cloning. Each VM pro‑
ceeds tomake its own changes in an isolated copy‑on‑write version of the VDI. This feature allows file‑
based VMs to be quickly cloned from templates, facilitating very fast provisioning and deployment of
new VMs.

Note:

Themaximum supported length of VHD chains is 30.

File‑based SRs and VHD implementations in Citrix Hypervisor assume that they have full control over
the SR directory on the file server. Administrators must not modify the contents of the SR directory,
as this action can risk corrupting the contents of VDIs.

Citrix Hypervisor has been tuned for enterprise‑class storage that uses non‑volatile RAM to provide
fast acknowledgments of write requests while maintaining a high degree of data protection from fail‑
ure. Citrix Hypervisor has been tested extensively against Network Appliance FAS2020 and FAS3210
storage, using Data OnTap 7.3 and 8.1

Warning:

As VDIs on file‑based SRs are created as thin provisioned, administrators must ensure that the
file‑based SRs have enough disk space for all required VDIs. Citrix Hypervisor servers do not
enforce that the space required for VDIs on file‑based SRs is present.

Ensure that youmonitor the free space on your SR. If the SR usage grows to 100%, further writes
from VMs fail. These failed writes can cause the VM to freeze or crash.

Create a shared NFS SR (NFS)

To create an NFS SR, you must provide the hostname or IP address of the NFS server. You can create
the SR on any valid destination path; use the sr-probe command to display a list of valid destination
paths exported by the server.

In scenarios where Citrix Hypervisor is used with lower‑end storage, it cautiously waits for all writes
to be acknowledged before passing acknowledgments on to VMs. This approach incurs a noticeable
performance cost, and might be solved by setting the storage to present the SR mount point as an
asynchronousmode export. Asynchronous exports acknowledge writes that are not actually on disk.
Consider the risks of failure carefully in these situations.

Note:

The NFS server must be configured to export the specified path to all servers in the pool. If this
configuration is not done, the creation of the SR and the plugging of the PBD record fails.

The Citrix Hypervisor NFS implementation uses TCP by default. If your situation allows, you can con‑
figure the implementation to use UDP in scenarios where there may be a performance benefit. To do
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this configuration, when creating an SR, specify the device-config parameter useUDP=true.

The following device-config parameters are used with NFS SRs:

Parameter Name Description Required?

server IP address or hostname of the
NFS server

Yes

serverpath Path, including the NFS
mount point, to the NFS
server that hosts the SR

Yes

nfsversion Specifies the version of NFS
to use. If you specify
nfsversion="4", the SR
uses NFS v4.0, v4.1 or v4.2,
depending on what is
available. If you want to
select a more specific version
of NFS, you can specify
nfsversion="4.0" and so
on. Only one value can be
specified for nfsversion.

No

useUDP Configure the SR to use UDP
rather than the default TCP.

No

For example, to create a sharedNFSSRon192.168.1.10:/export1, using any version 4ofNFS that
is made available by the filer, use the following command:

1 xe sr-create content-type=user \
2 name-label="shared NFS SR" shared=true \
3 device-config:server=192.168.1.10 device-config:serverpath=/export1

type=nfs \
4 device-config:nfsversion="4"
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

To create a non‑shared NFS SR on 192.168.1.10:/export1, using specifically NFS version 4.0, run
the following command:

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=host_uuid content-type=user \
2 name-label="Non-shared NFS SR" \
3 device-config:server=192.168.1.10 device-config:serverpath=/export1

type=nfs \
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4 device-config:nfsversion="4.0"
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a shared SMB SR (SMB)

To create an SMB SR, provide the hostname or IP address of the SMB server, the full path of the ex‑
ported share, and appropriate credentials.

Device‑config parameters for SMB SRs:

Parameter Name Description Required?

server Full path to share on server Yes

username User account with RW access
to share

Optional

password Password for the user account Optional

For example, to create a shared SMB SR on 192.168.1.10:/share1, use the following command:

1 xe sr-create content-type=user \
2 name-label="Example shared SMB SR" shared=true \
3 device-config:server=//192.168.1.10/share1 \
4 device-config:username=valid_username device-config:password=

valid_password type=smb
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

To create a non‑shared SMB SR, run the following command:

1 xe sr-create host-uuid=host_uuid content-type=user \
2 name-label="Non-shared SMB SR" \
3 device-config:server=//192.168.1.10/share1 \
4 device-config:username=valid_username device-config:password=

valid_password type=smb
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

When running the sr-create command you can use the device-config:password_secret
argument instead of specifying the password on the command line. For more information, see
Secrets.
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LVM over Hardware HBA

The LVMover hardwareHBA type represents disks as VHDs on Logical Volumeswithin a VolumeGroup
created on an HBA LUN that provides, for example, hardware‑based iSCSI or FC support.

Citrix Hypervisor servers support Fibre Channel SANs through Emulex or QLogic host bus adapters
(HBAs). All Fibre Channel configuration required to expose a Fibre Channel LUN to the host must
be completed manually. This configuration includes storage devices, network devices, and the HBA
within the Citrix Hypervisor server. After all FC configuration is complete, the HBA exposes a SCSI de‑
vice backed by the FC LUN to the host. The SCSI device can then be used to access the FC LUN as if it
were a locally attached SCSI device.

Use the sr-probe command to list the LUN‑backed SCSI devices present on the host. This command
forces a scan for new LUN‑backed SCSI devices. The path value returned by sr-probe for a LUN‑
backed SCSI device is consistent across all hosts with access to the LUN. Therefore, this valuemust be
used when creating shared SRs accessible by all hosts in a resource pool.

The same features apply to QLogic iSCSI HBAs.

See Create storage repositories for details on creating shared HBA‑based FC and iSCSI SRs.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor support for Fibre Channel does not support direct mapping of a LUN to a VM.
HBA‑based LUNs must be mapped to the host and specified for use in an SR. VDIs within the SR
are exposed to VMs as standard block devices.

The block size of an LVMoverHBA LUNmust be 512 bytes. To use storagewith 4 KBnative blocks,
the storage must also support emulation of 512 byte allocation blocks.

Thin provisioned shared GFS2 block storage

June 13, 2022

Thin provisioning better utilizes the available storage by allocating disk storage space to VDIs as data
is written to the virtual disk, rather than allocating the full virtual size of the VDI in advance. Thin
provisioning enables you to significantly reduce the amount of space required on a shared storage
array, and with that your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

Thin provisioning for shared block storage is of particular interest in the following cases:

• You want increased space efficiency. Images are sparsely and not thickly allocated.
• You want to reduce the number of I/O operations per second on your storage array. The GFS2
SR is the first SR type to support storage read caching on shared block storage.
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• You use a common base image for multiple virtual machines. The images of individual VMs will
then typically utilize even less space.

• You use snapshots. Each snapshot is an image and each image is now sparse.
• Your storage does not support NFS and only supports block storage. If your storage supports
NFS, we recommend you use NFS instead of GFS2.

• You want to create VDIs that are greater than 2 TiB in size. The GFS2 SR supports VDIs up to 16
TiB in size.

The shared GFS2 type represents disks as a filesystem created on an iSCSI or HBA LUN. VDIs stored on
a GFS2 SR are stored in the QCOW2 image format.

Prerequisites

Before you begin, ensure the following prerequisites are met:

• All Citrix Hypervisor servers in the clustered pool must have at least 2 GiB of control domain
memory.

• All hosts in the cluster must use static IP addresses for the cluster network.

• We recommend that you use clustering only in pools containing at least three hosts, as pools of
two hosts are sensitive to self‑fencing the entire pool.

• If you have a firewall between the hosts in your pool, ensure that hosts can communicate on the
cluster network using the following ports:

– TCP: 8892, 21064
– UDP: 5404, 5405

For more information, see Communication ports used by Citrix technologies.

• If you are clustering an existing pool, ensure that high availability is disabled. You can enable
high availability again after clustering is enabled.

• We strongly recommend that you use a bonded network for your clustered pool that is not used
for any other traffic.

• You have a block‑based storage device that is visible to all Citrix Hypervisor servers in the re‑
source pool.

Set up a clustered pool to use a shared GFS2 SR

To use shared GFS2 storage, the Citrix Hypervisor resource pool must be a clustered pool. Enable
clustering on your pool before creating a GFS2 SR.
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Note:

Clustered pools behave differently to non‑clustered pools. For more information about cluster
behavior, see Clustered pools.

If you prefer, you can set up clustering on your pool by using XenCenter. For more information, see
the XenCenter product documentation.

To use the xe CLI to create a clustered pool:

1. Create a bonded network to use as the clustering network.

Note:

We strongly recommend that youuse a dedicated bondednetwork for your clustered pool.
Do not use this network for any other traffic.

On the Citrix Hypervisor server that you want to be the pool master, complete the following
steps:

a) Open a console on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

b) Name your resource pool by using the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set name-label="New Pool" uuid=<pool_uuid>

c) Create a network for use with the bonded NIC by using the following command:

1 xe network-create name-label=bond0

The UUID of the new network is returned.

d) Find the UUIDs of the PIFs to use in the bond by using the following command:

1 xe pif-list

e) Create your bonded network in either active‑active mode, active‑passive mode, or LACP
bondmode. Depending on the bondmode youwant to use, complete one of the following
actions:

• To configure the bond in active‑active mode (default), use the bond-create com‑
mand to create the bond. Using commas to separate the parameters, specify the
newly created network UUID and the UUIDs of the PIFs to be bonded:

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=<network_uuid> /
2 pif-uuids=<pif_uuid_1>,<pif_uuid_2>,<pif_uuid_3>,<

pif_uuid_4>
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Type twoUUIDswhenyouarebonding twoNICsand fourUUIDswhenyouarebonding
four NICs. The UUID for the bond is returned after running the command.

• To configure thebond in active‑passive or LACPbondmode, use the same syntax, add
the optional mode parameter, and specify lacp or active-backup:

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=<network_uuid> pif-uuids=<
pif_uuid_1>, /

2 <pif_uuid_2>,<pif_uuid_3>,<pif_uuid_4> /
3 mode=balance-slb | active-backup | lacp

After you have created your bonded network on the pool master, when you join other Citrix
Hypervisor servers to the pool, the network and bond information is automatically replicated
to the joining server.

For more information, see Networking.

2. Create a resource pool of at least three Citrix Hypervisor servers.

Repeat the following steps on eachCitrix Hypervisor server that is a (non‑master) poolmember:

a) Open a console on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

b) Join the Citrix Hypervisor server to the pool on the pool master by using the following
command:

1 xe pool-join master-address=master_address master-username=
administrators_username master-password=password

The value of the master-address parameter must be set to the fully qualified domain
name of the Citrix Hypervisor server that is the pool master. The passwordmust be the
administrator password set when the pool master was installed.

For more information, see Hosts and resource pools.

3. For every PIF that belongs to this network, set disallow-unplug=true.

a) Find the UUIDs of the PIFs that belong to the network by using the following command:

1 xe pif-list

b) Run the following command on a Citrix Hypervisor server in your resource pool:

1 xe pif-param-set disallow-unplug=true uuid=<pif_uuid>

4. Enable clustering on your pool. Run the following command on a Citrix Hypervisor server in
your resource pool:

1 xe cluster-pool-create network-uuid=<network_uuid>
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Provide the UUID of the bonded network that you created in an earlier step.

Ensure that storage multipathing is set up between your clustered pool and your GFS2 SR. For more
information, see Storage multipathing.

Create a shared GFS2 SR

You can create your shared GFS2 SR on an iSCSI or an HBA LUN.

Create a shared GFS2 over iSCSI SR

You can create GFS2 over iSCSI SRs by using XenCenter. For more information, see Software iSCSI
storage in the XenCenter product documentation.

Alternatively, you can use the xe CLI to create a GFS2 over iSCSI SR.

Device‑config parameters for GFS2 SRs:

Parameter Name Description Required?

provider The block provider
implementation. In this case,
iscsi.

Yes

target The IP address or hostname
of the iSCSI filer that hosts

Yes

targetIQN The IQN target of iSCSI filer
that hosts the SR

Yes

SCSIid Device SCSI ID Yes

You can find the values to use for these parameters by using the xe sr-probe-ext command.

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=<type> host-uuid=<host_uuid> device-config:=<
config> sm-config:=<sm_config>

1. Start by running the following command:

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=gfs2 device-config:provider=iscsi

The output from the command prompts you to supply additional parameters and gives a list of
possible values at each step.

2. Repeat the command, adding new parameters each time.
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3. When the command output starts with The following SRs were found:, you can use
the device-config parameters that you specified to locate the SR when running the
xe sr-create command.

To create a sharedGFS2SRona specific LUNof an iSCSI target, run the following commandona server
in your clustered pool:

1 xe sr-create type=gfs2 name-label="Example GFS2 SR" --shared \
2 device-config:provider=iscsi device-config:targetIQN=target_iqns \
3 device-config:target=portal_address device-config:SCSIid=scsci_id

If the iSCSI target is not reachable while GFS2 filesystems are mounted, some hosts in the clustered
pool might fence.

For more information about working with iSCSI SRs, see Software iSCSI support.

Create a shared GFS2 over HBA SR

You can create GFS2 over HBA SRs by using XenCenter. For more information, see Hardware HBA stor‑
age in the XenCenter product documentation.

Alternatively, you can use the xe CLI to create a GFS2 over HBA SR.

Device‑config parameters for GFS2 SRs:

Parameter name Description Required?

provider The block provider
implementation. In this case,
hba.

Yes

SCSIid Device SCSI ID Yes

You can find the values to use for the SCSIid parameter by using the xe sr-probe-ext command.

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=<type> host-uuid=<host_uuid> device-config:=<
config> sm-config:=<sm_config>

1. Start by running the following command:

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=gfs2 device-config:provider=hba

The output from the command prompts you to supply additional parameters and gives a list of
possible values at each step.

2. Repeat the command, adding new parameters each time.
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3. When the command output starts with The following SRs were found:, you can use
the device-config parameters that you specified to locate the SR when running the
xe sr-create command.

To create a sharedGFS2 SR on a specific LUNof anHBA target, run the following command on a server
in your clustered pool:

1 xe sr-create type=gfs2 name-label="Example GFS2 SR" --shared \
2 device-config:provider=hba device-config:SCSIid=device_scsi_id

For more information about working with HBA SRs, see Hardware host bus adapters.

Constraints

Shared GFS2 storage currently has the following constraints:

• As with any thin‑provisioned SR, if the GFS2 SR usage grows to 100%, further writes from VMs
fail. These failed writes can then lead to failures within the VM or possible data corruption or
both.

• XenCenter shows an alert when your SR usage grows to 80%. Ensure that you monitor your
GFS2 SR for this alert and take the appropriate action if seen. On a GFS2 SR, high usage causes
a performance degradation. We recommend that you keep your SR usage below 80%.

• VMmigration with storagemigration (live or offline) is not supported for VMswhose VDIs are on
a GFS2 SR. You also cannot migrate VDIs from another type of SR to a GFS2 SR.

• The FCoE transport is not supported with GFS2 SRs.

• Trim/unmap is not supported on GFS2 SRs.

• CHAP is not supported on GFS2 SRs.

• MCS full clone VMs are not supported with GFS2 SRs.

• Using multiple GFS2 SRs in the same MCS catalog is not supported.

• Performancemetrics are not available for GFS2 SRs and disks on these SRs.

• Changed block tracking is not supported for VDIs stored on GFS2 SRs.

• You cannot export VDIs that are greater than 2 TiB as VHD or OVA/OVF. However, you can export
VMs with VDIs larger than 2 TiB in XVA format.

• We do not recommend using a thin provisioned LUNwith GFS2. However, if you do choose this
configuration, youmust ensure that the LUNalwayshas enough space toallowCitrixHypervisor
to write to it.

• You cannot have more than 60 GFS2 SRs in your pool.
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• Clustered pools only support up to 16 hosts per pool.

• For cluster traffic, you must use a bonded network that uses at least two different network
switches. Do not use this network for any other purposes.

• Changing the IP address of the cluster network by using XenCenter requires clustering andGFS2
to be temporarily disabled.

• Do not change the bonding of your clustering network while the cluster is live and has running
VMs. This action can cause the cluster to fence.

• If you have an IP address conflict (multiple hosts having the same IP address) on your clustering
network involving at least one host with clustering enabled, the hosts do not fence. To fix this
issue, resolve the IP address conflict.

Manage storage repositories

May 2, 2023

This section covers creating storage repository types and making them available to your Citrix Hy‑
pervisor server. It also covers various operations required in the ongoing management of Storage
Repositories (SRs), including Live VDI Migration.

Create storage repositories

This section explains how to create Storage Repositories (SRs) of different types andmake them avail‑
able to your Citrix Hypervisor server. The examples provided cover creating SRs using the xe CLI. For
details on using the New Storage Repositorywizard to add SRs using XenCenter, see the XenCenter
documentation.

Note:

Local SRs of type lvm and ext can only be created using the xe CLI. After creation, you canman‑
age all SR types by either XenCenter or the xe CLI.

There are two basic steps to create a storage repository for use on a host by using the CLI:

1. Probe the SR type to determine values for any required parameters.

2. Create the SR to initialize the SR object and associated PBDobjects, plug the PBDs, and activate
the SR.

These stepsdiffer in detail dependingon the typeof SRbeing created. In all examples, thesr-create
command returns the UUID of the created SR if successful.
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SRs can be destroyed when no longer in use to free up the physical device. SRs can also be forgotten
to detach the SR fromone Citrix Hypervisor server and attach it to another. Formore information, see
Removing SRs in the following section.

Probe an SR

The sr-probe command can be used in the following ways:

• To identify unknown parameters for use in creating an SR
• To return a list of existing SRs

Inboth casessr-probeworksby specifyinganSR typeandoneormoredevice-configparameters
for that SR type. If an incomplete set of parameters is supplied, the sr-probe command returns an
errormessage indicatingparameters aremissing and thepossible options for themissingparameters.
When a complete set of parameters is supplied, a list of existing SRs is returned. All sr-probe output
is returned as XML.

For example, a known iSCSI target can be probed by specifying its name or IP address. The set of IQNs
available on the target is returned:

1 xe sr-probe type=lvmoiscsi device-config:target=192.168.1.10
2
3 Error code: SR_BACKEND_FAILURE_96
4 Error parameters: , The request is missing or has an incorrect

target IQN parameter, \
5 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
6 <iscsi-target-iqns>
7 <TGT>
8 <Index>
9 0

10 </Index>
11 <IPAddress>
12 192.168.1.10
13 </IPAddress>
14 <TargetIQN>
15 iqn.192.168.1.10:filer1
16 </TargetIQN>
17 </TGT>
18 </iscsi-target-iqns>
19 <!--NeedCopy-->

Probing the same target again and specifying both the name/IP address and desired IQN returns the
set of SCSIids (LUNs) available on the target/IQN.

1 xe sr-probe type=lvmoiscsi device-config:target=192.168.1.10 \
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2 device-config:targetIQN=iqn.192.168.1.10:filer1
3
4 Error code: SR_BACKEND_FAILURE_107
5 Error parameters: , The SCSIid parameter is missing or incorrect, \
6 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
7 <iscsi-target>
8 <LUN>
9 <vendor>

10 IET
11 </vendor>
12 <LUNid>
13 0
14 </LUNid>
15 <size>
16 42949672960
17 </size>
18 <SCSIid>
19 149455400000000000000000002000000b70200000f000000
20 </SCSIid>
21 </LUN>
22 </iscsi-target>
23 <!--NeedCopy-->

Probing the same target and supplying all three parameters returns a list of SRs that exist on the LUN,
if any.

1 xe sr-probe type=lvmoiscsi device-config:target=192.168.1.10 \
2 device-config:targetIQN=192.168.1.10:filer1 \
3 device-config:SCSIid=149455400000000000000000002000000

b70200000f000000
4
5 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
6 <SRlist>
7 <SR>
8 <UUID>
9 3f6e1ebd-8687-0315-f9d3-b02ab3adc4a6

10 </UUID>
11 <Devlist>
12 /dev/disk/by-id/scsi-149455400000000000000000002000000

b70200000f000000
13 </Devlist>
14 </SR>
15 </SRlist>
16 <!--NeedCopy-->
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The following parameters can be probed for each SR type:

SR type

The device-config
parameters, in order
of dependency Can be probed?

Required for
sr-create?

lvmoiscsi target No Yes

chapuser No No

chappassword No No

targetIQN Yes Yes

SCSIid Yes Yes

lvmohba SCSIid Yes Yes

NetApp target No Yes

username No Yes

password No Yes

chapuser No No

chappassword No No

aggregate No (see note 1) Yes

FlexVols No No

allocation No No

asis No No

nfs server No Yes

serverpath Yes Yes

lvm device No Yes

ext device No Yes

EqualLogic target No Yes

username No Yes

password No Yes

chapuser No No

chappassword No No

storagepool No (see note 2) Yes
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Notes:

• Aggregate probing is only possible at sr-create time.
• Storage pool probing is only possible at sr-create time.

Remove SRs

A Storage Repository (SR) can be removed either temporarily or permanently.

Detach: Breaks the association between the storage device and the pool or host (PBD Unplug). The
SR (and its VDIs) becomes inaccessible. The contents of the VDIs and the meta‑information used by
VMs to access the VDIs are preserved. Detach can be used when you temporarily take an SR offline,
for example, for maintenance. A detached SR can later be reattached.

Forget: Preserves the contents of the SR on the physical disk, but the information that connects a
VM to its VDIs is permanently deleted. For example, allows you to reattach the SR, to another Citrix
Hypervisor server, without removing any of the SR contents.

Destroy: Deletes the contents of the SR from the physical disk.

Note:

When using SMB storage, do not remove the share from the storage before detaching the SMB
SR.

For Destroy or Forget, the PBD connected to the SRmust be unplugged from the host.

1. Unplug the PBD to detach the SR from the corresponding Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 xe pbd-unplug uuid=pbd_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Use thesr-destroy command to remove anSR. The commanddestroys the SR, deletes the SR
and corresponding PBD from the Citrix Hypervisor server database and deletes the SR contents
from the physical disk:

1 xe sr-destroy uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Use the sr-forget command to forget an SR. The command removes the SR and correspond‑
ing PBD from the Citrix Hypervisor server database but leaves the actual SR content intact on
the physical media:

1 xe sr-forget uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

It can take some time for the software object corresponding to the SR to be garbage collected.

Introduce an SR

To reintroduceapreviously forgottenSR, create aPBD.Manually plug thePBD to the appropriateCitrix
Hypervisor servers to activate the SR.

The following example introduces an SR of type lvmoiscsi.

1. Probe the existing SR to determine its UUID:

1 xe sr-probe type=lvmoiscsi device-config:target=192.168.1.10 \
2 device-config:targetIQN=192.168.1.10:filer1 \
3 device-config:SCSIid=149455400000000000000000002000000

b70200000f000000
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Introduce the existing SR UUID returned from the sr-probe command. The UUID of the new
SR is returned:

1 xe sr-introduce content-type=user name-label="Example Shared LVM
over iSCSI SR" \

2 shared=true uuid=valid_sr_uuid type=lvmoiscsi
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Create a PBD to accompany the SR. The UUID of the new PBD is returned:

1 xe pbd-create type=lvmoiscsi host-uuid=valid_uuid sr-uuid=
valid_sr_uuid \

2 device-config:target=192.168.0.1 \
3 device-config:targetIQN=192.168.1.10:filer1 \
4 device-config:SCSIid=149455400000000000000000002000000

b70200000f000000
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Plug the PBD to attach the SR:

1 xe pbd-plug uuid=pbd_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Verify the status of the PBD plug. If successful, the currently-attached property is true:

1 xe pbd-list sr-uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

Performsteps3 through5 for eachserver in the resourcepool. These steps canalsobeperformed
using the Repair Storage Repository function in XenCenter.

Live LUN expansion

To fulfill capacity requirements, youmay need to add capacity to the storage array to increase the size
of the LUN provisioned to the Citrix Hypervisor server. Live LUN Expansion allows to you to increase
the size of the LUN without any VM downtime.

After adding more capacity to your storage array, enter,

1 xe sr-scan sr-uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command rescans the SR, and any extra capacity is added andmade available.

This operation is also available in XenCenter. Select the SR to resize, and then click Rescan.

Warnings:

• It is not possible to shrink or truncate LUNs. Reducing the LUN size on the storage array can
lead to data loss.

Live VDI migration

Live VDI migration allows the administrator to relocate the VMs Virtual Disk Image (VDI) without shut‑
ting down the VM. This feature enables administrative operations such as:

• Moving a VM from cheap local storage to fast, resilient, array‑backed storage.
• Moving a VM from a development to production environment.
• Moving between tiers of storage when a VM is limited by storage capacity.
• Performing storage array upgrades.

Limitations and caveats

Live VDI Migration is subject to the following limitations and caveats

• There must be sufficient disk space available on the target repository.

Tomove virtual disks by using XenCenter

1. In theResources pane, select the SRwhere the Virtual Disk is stored and then click the Storage
tab.
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2. In theVirtualDisks list, select the Virtual Disk that youwould like tomove, and then clickMove.

3. In theMove Virtual Disk dialog box, select the target SR that youwould like tomove the VDI to.

Note:

Ensure that the SR has sufficient space for another virtual disk: the available space is
shown in the list of available SRs.

4. ClickMove to move the virtual disk.

For xe CLI reference, see vdi-pool-migrate.

Cold VDI migration between SRs (offlinemigration)

VDIs associated with a VM can be copied from one SR to another to accommodate maintenance re‑
quirements or tiered storage configurations. XenCenter enables you to copy a VM and all of its VDIs to
the same or a different SR. A combination of XenCenter and the xe CLI can be used to copy individual
VDIs.

For xe CLI reference, see vm-migrate.

Copy all of a VM’s VDIs to a different SR

The XenCenter Copy VM function creates copies of all VDIs for a selected VM on the same or a different
SR. The source VM and VDIs are not affected by default. Tomove the VM to the selected SR rather than
creating a copy, select the Remove original VM option in the Copy Virtual Machine dialog box.

1. Shut down the VM.
2. Within XenCenter, select the VM and then select the VM > Copy VM option.
3. Select the desired target SR.

Copy individual VDIs to a different SR

A combination of the xe CLI and XenCenter can be used to copy individual VDIs between SRs.

1. Shut down the VM.

2. Use the xe CLI to identify the UUIDs of the VDIs to bemoved. If the VM has a DVD drive, its vdi-
uuid is listed as not in database and can be ignored.

1 xe vbd-list vm-uuid=valid_vm_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

The vbd-list command displays both the VBD and VDI UUIDs. Be sure to record the VDI
UUIDs rather than the VBD UUIDs.

3. In XenCenter, select the VM Storage tab. For each VDI to bemoved, select the VDI and click the
Detach button. This step can also be done using the vbd-destroy command.

Note:

If you use the vbd-destroy command to detach the VDI UUIDs, first check if the VBD has
the parameter other-config:owner set to true. Set this parameter to false. Issuing
the vbd-destroy commandwith other-config:owner=true also destroys the associ‑
ated VDI.

4. Use the vdi-copy command to copy each of the VM VDIs to be moved to the desired SR.

1 xe vdi-copy uuid=valid_vdi_uuid sr-uuid=valid_sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. In XenCenter, select the VM Storage tab. Click the Attach button and select the VDIs from the
new SR. This step can also be done use the vbd-create command.

6. To delete the original VDIs, select the Storage tab of the original SR in XenCenter. The original
VDIs are listed with an empty value for the VM field. Use the Delete button to delete the VDI.

Convert local Fibre Channel SRs to shared SRs

Use the xe CLI and the XenCenter Repair Storage Repository feature to convert a local FC SR to a
shared FC SR:

1. Upgrade all hosts in the resource pool to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

2. Ensure that all hosts in the pool have the SR’s LUN zoned appropriately. See Probe an SR for
details on using the sr-probe command to verify that the LUN is present on each host.

3. Convert the SR to shared:

1 xe sr-param-set shared=true uuid=local_fc_sr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. The SR is moved from the host level to the pool level in XenCenter, indicating that it is now
shared. The SR is marked with a red exclamation mark to show that it is not currently plugged
on all hosts in the pool.

5. Select the SR and then select the Storage > Repair Storage Repository option.

6. Click Repair to create and plug a PBD for each host in the pool.
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Reclaim space for block‑based storage on the backing array using discard

You can use space reclamation to free up unused blocks on a thinly provisioned LUN. After the space
is released, the storage array can then reuse this reclaimed space.

Note:

Space reclamation is only available on some types of storage arrays. To determinewhether your
array supports this feature andwhether it needs a specific configuration, see the Hardware Com‑
patibility List and your storage vendor specific documentation.

To reclaim the space by using XenCenter:

1. Select the Infrastructure view, and then choose the server or pool connected to the SR.

2. Click the Storage tab.

3. Select the SR from the list, and click Reclaim freed space.

4. Click Yes to confirm the operation.

5. ClickNotifications and then Events to view the status of the operation.

For more information, press F1in XenCenter to access the Online Help.

To reclaim space by using the xe CLI, you can use the following command:

1 xe host-call-plugin host-uuid=host_uuid \
2 plugin=trim fn=do_trim args:sr_uuid=sr_uuid

Notes:

• Theoperation is only available for LVM‑basedSRs that arebasedon thinlyprovisionedLUNs
on the array. Local SSDs can also benefit from space reclamation.

• Space reclamation is not required for file‑based SRs such as NFS and EXT3/EXT4. The Re‑
claim Freed Space button is not available in XenCenter for these SR types.

• If you run the space reclamation xe command for a file‑basedSRor a thick‑provisioned LVM‑
based SR, the command returns an error.

• Space reclamation is an intensive operation and can lead to a degradation in storage array
performance. Therefore, only initiate this operationwhen space reclamation is required on
the array. We recommend that you schedule thisworkoutsideof peak array demandhours.

Automatically reclaim space when deleting snapshots

When deleting snapshots with Citrix Hypervisor, space allocated on LVM‑based SRs is reclaimed au‑
tomatically and a VM reboot is not required. This operation is known as ‘online coalescing’. Online
coalescing applies to all types of SR, except for GFS2 SRs.
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In certain cases, automated space reclamationmight be unable to proceed. We recommend that you
use the offline coalesce tool in these scenarios:

• Under conditions where a VM I/O throughput is considerable
• In conditions where space is not being reclaimed after a period

Notes:

• Running the offline coalesce tool incurs some downtime for the VM, due to the suspend/re‑
sume operations performed.

• Before running the tool, delete any snapshots and clones you no longer want. The tool
reclaims as much space as possible given the remaining snapshots/clones. If you want to
reclaim the entire space, delete all snapshots and clones.

• VM disks must be either on shared or local storage for a single host. VMs with disks in both
types of storage cannot be coalesced.

Reclaim space by using the offline coalesce tool

Enable the hiddenobjects using XenCenter. ClickView >Hiddenobjects. In the Resource pane, select
the VM for which you want to obtain the UUID. The UUID is displayed in the General tab.

In the Resource pane, select the resource pool master (the first host in the list). The General tab
displays the UUID. If you are not using a resource pool, select the VM’s host.

1. Open a console on the host and run the following command:

1 xe host-call-plugin host-uuid=host-UUID \
2 plugin=coalesce-leaf fn=leaf-coalesce args:vm_uuid=VM-UUID
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, if the VM UUID is 9bad4022-2c2d-dee6-abf5-1b6195b1dad5 and the host
UUID is b8722062-de95-4d95-9baa-a5fe343898ea, run the following command:

1 xe host-call-plugin host-uuid=b8722062-de95-4d95-9baa-a5fe343898ea
\

2 plugin=coalesce-leaf fn=leaf-coalesce args:vm_uuid=9bad4022-2
c2d-dee6-abf5-1b6195b1dad5

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. This command suspends the VM (unless it is already powered down), initiates the space recla‑
mation process, and then resumes the VM.

Notes:

We recommend that you shut down or suspend the VMmanually before running the off‑line coa‑
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lesce tool. You can shut down or suspend the VM using either XenCenter or the Citrix Hypervisor
CLI. If you run the coalesce tool on a running VM, the tool automatically suspends the VM, per‑
forms the required VDI coalesce operations, and resumes the VM. Agile VMs might restart on a
different host.

If the Virtual Disk Images (VDIs) to be coalesced are on shared storage, you must run the off‑line
coalesce tool on the pool master.

If the VDIs to be coalesced are on local storage, run the off‑line coalesce tool on the server to
which the local storage is attached.

Working with disk I/O

You can configure the disk I/O scheduler and the disk I/O priority settings to change the performance
of your disks.

Note:

The disk I/O capabilities described in this section do not apply to EqualLogic, NetApp, or NFS
storage.

Adjust the disk I/O scheduler

For general performance, the default disk scheduler noop is applied on all new SR types. The noop
scheduler provides the fairest performance for competing VMs accessing the same device.

1. Adjust the disk scheduler by using the following command:

1 xe sr-param-set other-config:scheduler=<option> uuid=<sr_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The value of <option> can be one of the following terms: noop, cfq, or deadline.

2. Unplug and replug the corresponding PBD for the scheduler parameter to take effect.

1 xe pbd-unplug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
2 xe pbd-plug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

To apply disk I/O request prioritization, override the default setting and assign the cfq disk scheduler
to the SR.

Virtual disk I/O request prioritization

Virtual disks have optional I/O request priority settings. You can use these settings to prioritize I/O to
a particular VM’s disk over others.
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Before configuring any disk I/O request priority parameters for a VBD, ensure that the disk scheduler
for the SR has been set appropriately. The scheduler parameter must be set to cfq on the SR and the
associated PBD unplugged and replugged. For information about how to adjust the scheduler, see
Adjusting the disk I/O scheduler.

For sharedSR,wheremultiple hosts are accessing the sameLUN, thepriority setting is applied toVBDs
accessing the LUN from the same host. These settings are not applied across hosts in the pool.

The host issues a request to the remote storage, but the request prioritization is done by the remote
storage.

Setting disk I/O request parameters

These settings can be applied to existing virtual disks by using the xe vbd-param-set command
with the following parameters:

• qos_algorithm_type ‑ This parameter must be set to the value ionice, which is the only
algorithm supported for virtual disks.

• qos_algorithm_param ‑ Use this parameter to set key/value pairs. For virtual disks,
qos_algorithm_param takes a sched key, and depending on the value, also requires a
class key.

The key qos_algorithm_param:sched can have one of the following values:

– sched=rt or sched=real-time ‑ This value sets the scheduling parameter to real time
priority, which requires a class parameter to set a value.

– sched=idle ‑ This value sets the scheduling parameter to idle priority, which requires no
class parameter to set any value.

– sched=anything ‑ This value sets the scheduling parameter to best‑effort priority, which
requires a class parameter to set a value.

The key qos_algorithm_param:class can have one of the following values:

– One of the following keywords: highest, high, normal, low, lowest.

– An integerbetween0and7,where7 is thehighest priority and0 is the lowest. For example,
I/O requests with a priority of 5, are given priority over I/O requests with a priority of 2.

Example

For example, the following CLI commands set the virtual disk’s VBD to use real time priority 5:

1 xe vbd-param-set uuid=<vbd_uuid> qos_algorithm_type=ionice
2 xe vbd-param-set uuid=<vbd_uuid> qos_algorithm_params:sched=rt
3 xe vbd-param-set uuid=<vbd_uuid> qos_algorithm_params:class=5
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4 xe sr-param-set uuid=<sr_uuid> other-config:scheduler=cfq
5 xe pbd-unplug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
6 xe pbd-plug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

Storagemultipathing

February 20, 2023

Dynamic multipathing support is available for Fibre Channel and iSCSI storage back‑ends.

Citrix Hypervisor uses Linux nativemultipathing (DM‑MP), the generic Linuxmultipathing solution, as
its multipath handler. However, Citrix Hypervisor supplements this handler with additional features
so that Citrix Hypervisor can recognize vendor‑specific features of storage devices.

Configuringmultipathingprovides redundancy for remote storage traffic if there ispartial connectivity
loss. Multipathing routes storage traffic to a storage device over multiple paths for redundancy and
increased throughput. Multipathing is an active‑active configuration. By default, multipathing uses
either round‑robin or multibus load balancing depending on the storage array type. All routes have
active traffic on them during normal operation, which results in increased throughput.

Important:

We recommend that you enable multipathing for all servers in your pool before creating the SR.
If you create the SR before enabling multipathing, you must put your servers into maintenance
mode to enable multipathing.

NIC bonding can also provide redundancy for storage traffic. For iSCSI storage, we recommend con‑
figuring multipathing instead of NIC bonding whenever possible.

Multipathing is not effective in the following scenarios:

• NFS storage devices
• You have limited number of NICs and need to route iSCSI traffic and file traffic (NFS or SMB) over
the same NIC

In these cases, consider using NIC bonding instead. For more information about NIC bonding, see
Networking.

Prerequisites

Before enabling multipathing, verify that the following statements are true:
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• Multiple targets are available on your storage server.

For example, an iSCSI storageback‑endqueried forsendtargetsonagivenportal returnsmul‑
tiple targets, as in the following example:

1 iscsiadm -m discovery --type sendtargets --portal 192.168.0.161
2 192.168.0.161:3260,1 iqn.strawberry:litchie
3 192.168.0.204:3260,2 iqn.strawberry:litchie

However, you can perform additional configuration to enable iSCSI multipath for arrays that
only expose a single target. For more information, see iSCSI multipath for arrays that only ex‑
pose a single target.

• For iSCSI only, the control domain (dom0) has an IP address on each subnet used by the multi‑
pathed storage.

Ensure that for each path youwant to have to the storage, you have a NIC and that there is an IP
address configured on each NIC. For example, if you want four paths to your storage, you must
have four NICs that each have an IP address configured.

• For iSCSI only, every iSCSI target and initiator has a unique IQN.

• For iSCSI only, the iSCSI target ports are operating in portal mode.

• For HBA only, multiple HBAs are connected to the switch fabric.

Enablemultipathing

You can enable multipathing in XenCenter or on the xe CLI.

To enable multipathing by using XenCenter

1. In the XenCenter Resources pane, right‑click on the server and choose Enter Maintenance
Mode.

2. Wait until the server reappears in the Resources pane with themaintenancemode icon (a blue
square) before continuing.

3. On the General tab for the server, click Properties and then go to theMultipathing tab.

4. To enable multipathing, select the Enablemultipathing on this server check box.

5. ClickOK to apply the new setting. There is a short delay while XenCenter saves the new storage
configuration.

6. In the Resources pane, right‑click on the server and choose Exit Maintenance Mode.

7. Repeat these steps to enable multipathing on all servers in the pool.
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Ensure that you enable multipathing on all servers in the pool. All cabling and, in the case of iSCSI,
subnet configurations must match the corresponding NICs on each server.

To enable multipathing by using the xe CLI

1. Open a console on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

2. Unplug all PBDs on the server by using the following command:

1 xe pbd-unplug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can use the command xe pbd-list to find the UUID of the PBDs.

3. Set the value of the multipathing parameter to true by using the following command:

1 xe host-param-set uuid=<host uuid> multipathing=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. If there are existing SRs on the server running in single pathmode but that havemultiple paths:

• Migrate or suspend any running guests with virtual disks in affected the SRs

• Replug the PBD of any affected SRs to reconnect them using multipathing:

1 xe pbd-plug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Repeat these steps to enable multipathing on all servers in the pool.

Ensure that you enable multipathing on all servers in the pool. All cabling and, in the case of iSCSI,
subnet configurations must match the corresponding NICs on each server.

Disable multipathing

You can disable multipathing in XenCenter or on the xe CLI.

To disable multipathing by using XenCenter

1. In the XenCenter Resources pane, right‑click on the server and choose Enter Maintenance
Mode.

2. Wait until the server reappears in the Resources pane with themaintenancemode icon (a blue
square) before continuing.

3. On the General tab for the server, click Properties and then go to theMultipathing tab.
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4. To disable multipathing, clear the Enablemultipathing on this server check box.

5. ClickOK to apply the new setting. There is a short delay while XenCenter saves the new storage
configuration.

6. In the Resources pane, right‑click on the server and choose Exit Maintenance Mode.

7. Repeat these steps to configure multipathing on all servers in the pool.

To disable multipathing by using the xe CLI

1. Open a console on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

2. Unplug all PBDs on the server by using the following command:

1 xe pbd-unplug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can use the command xe pbd-list to find the UUID of the PBDs.

3. Set the value of the multipathing parameter to false by using the following command:

1 xe host-param-set uuid=<host uuid> multipathing=false
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. If there are existing SRs on the server running in single pathmode but that havemultiple paths:

• Migrate or suspend any running guests with virtual disks in affected the SRs

• Unplug and replug the PBD of any affected SRs to reconnect them using multipathing:

1 xe pbd-plug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Repeat these steps to disable multipathing on all servers in the pool.

Configuremultipathing

To do additional multipath configuration, create files with the suffix .conf in the directory /etc/
multipath/conf.d. Add theadditional configuration in these files. Multipath searches thedirectory
alphabetically for files ending in .conf and reads configuration information from them.

Do not edit the file /etc/multipath.conf. This file is overwritten by updates to Citrix Hypervisor.
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Multipath tools

Multipath support in Citrix Hypervisor is based on the device‑mapper multipathd components.
The Storage Manager API handles activating and deactivating multipath nodes automatically. Unlike
the standard dm-multipath tools in Linux, device mapper nodes are not automatically created for
all LUNs on the system. Device mapper nodes are only provisioned when LUNs are actively used by
the storagemanagement layer. Therefore, it is unnecessary to use anyof thedm-multipathCLI tools
to query or refresh DM table nodes in Citrix Hypervisor.

If it is necessary to query the status of device‑mapper tables manually, or list active device mapper
multipath nodes on the system, use the mpathutil utility:

1 mpathutil list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 mpathutil status
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

iSCSI multipath for arrays that only expose a single target

YoucanconfigureCitrixHypervisor touse iSCSImultipathwith storagearrays that only exposea single
iSCSI target and one IQN, through one IP address. For example, you can follow these steps to set up
Dell EqualLogic PS and FS unified series storage arrays.

By default, Citrix Hypervisor establishes only one connection per iSCSI target. Hence, with the default
configuration the recommendation is to use NIC bonding to achieve failover and load balancing. The
configuration procedure outlined in this section describes an alternative configuration, where multi‑
ple iSCSI connections are established for a single iSCSI target. NIC bonding is not required.

Note:

The following configuration is only supported for servers that are exclusively attached to storage
arrays which expose only a single iSCSI target. These storage arrays must be qualified for this
procedure with Citrix Hypervisor.

To configure multipath:

1. Back up any data you want to protect.

2. In the XenCenter Resources pane, right‑click on the server and choose Enter Maintenance
Mode.

3. Wait until the server reappears in the Resources pane with themaintenancemode icon (a blue
square) before continuing.

4. On the General tab for the server, click Properties and then go to theMultipathing tab.
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5. To enable multipathing, select the Enablemultipathing on this server check box.

6. ClickOK to apply the new setting. There is a short delay while XenCenter saves the new storage
configuration.

7. In the server console, configure two to four Open‑iSCSI interfaces. Each iSCSI interface is used
to establish a separate path. The following steps show the process for two interfaces:

a) Configure two iSCSI interfaces, run the following commands:

1 iscsiadm -m iface --op new -I c_iface1
2 iscsiadm -m iface --op new -I c_iface2

Ensure that the interface names have the prefixc_. If the interfaces donot use this naming
standard, they are ignored and instead the default interface is used.

Note:

This configuration leads to the default interface being used for all connections. This
indicates that all connections are being established using a single interface.

b) Bind the iSCSI interfaces to xenbr1 and xenbr2, by using the following commands:

1 iscsiadm -m iface --op update -I c_iface1 -n iface.
net_ifacename -v xenbr1

2 iscsiadm -m iface --op update -I c_iface2 -n iface.
net_ifacename -v xenbr2

Note:

This configuration assumes that the network interfaces configured for the control do‑
main (including xenbr1 and xenbr2) and xenbr0 are used for management. It also
assumes that the NIC cards being used for the storage network are NIC1 and NIC2.
If this is not the case, refer to your network topology to discover the network inter‑
faces and NIC cards to use in these commands.

8. In theXenCenterResourcespane, right‑clickon the server andchooseExitMaintenanceMode.
Do not resume your VMs yet.

9. In the server console, run the following commands to discover and log in to the sessions:

1 iscsiadm -m discovery -t st -p <IP of SAN>
2 iscsiadm -m node -L all

10. Delete the stale entries containing old session information by using the following commands:

1 cd /var/lib/iscsi/send_targets/<IP of SAN and port, use ls command
to check that>
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2 rm -rf <iqn of SAN target for that particular LUN>
3
4 cd /var/lib/iscsi/nodes/
5 rm -rf <entries for that particular SAN>

11. Detach the LUN and attach it again. You can do this in one of the following ways:

• After completing the preceding steps on all servers in a pool, you can use XenCenter to
detach and reattach the LUN for the entire pool.

• Alternatively, you can unplug and destroy the PBD for each server and then repair the SR.

a) Run the following commands to unplug and destroy the PBD:

i. Find the UUID of the SR:

1 xe sr-list

ii. Get the list of PBDs associated with the SR:

1 xe pbd-list sr-uuid=<sr_uuid>

iii. In the output of the previous command, look for the UUID of the PBD of the iSCSI
Storage Repository with a mismatched SCSI ID.

iv. Unplug and destroy the PBD you identified.

1 xe pbd-unplug uuid=<pbd_uuid>
2 xe pbd-destroy uuid=<pbd_uuid>

b) Repair the storage in XenCenter.

12. You can now resume your VMs.

IntelliCache

March 1, 2023

Note:

This feature is only supported when using Citrix Hypervisor with Citrix Virtual Desktops.

Intellicache is not supported for VMs using a GFS2 SR.

Using Citrix Hypervisor with IntelliCache makes hosted Virtual Desktop Infrastructure deployments
more cost‑effective by enabling you to use a combination of shared storage and local storage. It is
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of particular benefit when many Virtual Machines (VMs) all share a common OS image. The load on
the storage array is reduced and performance is enhanced. In addition, network traffic to and from
shared storage is reduced as the local storage caches the master image from shared storage.

IntelliCache works by caching data from a VMs parent VDI in local storage on the VM host. This local
cache is then populated as data is read from the parent VDI. Whenmany VMs share a common parent
VDI, a VM can use the data read into the cache from another VM. Further access to the master image
on shared storage is not required.

A thin provisioned, local SR is required for IntelliCache. Thin provisioning is a way of optimizing the
useof available storage. This approach allows you tomakemoreuseof local storage insteadof shared
storage. It relies on on‑demand allocation of blocks of data. In other approaches, all blocks are allo‑
cated up front.

Important:

Thin Provisioning changes the default local storage type of the host from LVM to EXT4. Thin Pro‑
visioningmust be enabled in order for Citrix Virtual Desktops local caching to work properly.

ThinProvisioningallows theadministrator topresentmore storage space to theVMs connecting to the
Storage Repository (SR) than is available on the SR. There are no space guarantees, and allocation of
a LUN does not claim any data blocks until the VM writes data.

Warning:

Thin provisioned SRs may run out of physical space, as the VMs within can grow to consume
disk capacity on demand. IntelliCache VMs handle this condition by automatically falling back
to shared storage when the local SR cache is full. Do not mix traditional virtual machines and
IntelliCache VMs on the same SR, as IntelliCache VMs can grow quickly in size.

IntelliCache deployment

IntelliCachemust be enabled either during host installation or be enabledmanually on a running host
using the CLI.

We recommend that you use a high performance local storage device to ensure the fastest possible
data transfer. For example, use a Solid State Disk or a high performance RAID array. Consider both
data throughput and storage capacity when sizing local disks. The shared storage type, used to host
the source Virtual Disk Image (VDI), must be NFS or EXT3/EXT4 based.

Enable on host installation

To enable IntelliCache during host installation, on theVirtualMachine Storage screen, select Enable
thinprovisioning. This option selects the host’s local SR tobe theone tobeused for the local caching
of VM VDIs.
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Convert an existing host to use thin provisioning

To delete an existing LVM local SR, and replace it with a thin provisioned EXT3/EXT4 SR, enter the
following commands.

Warning:

These commands remove your existing local SR, and VMs on the SR are permanently deleted.

1 localsr=`xe sr-list type=lvm host=hostname params=uuid --minimal`
2 echo localsr=$localsr
3 pbd=`xe pbd-list sr-uuid=$localsr params=uuid --minimal`
4 echo pbd=$pbd
5 xe pbd-unplug uuid=$pbd
6 xe pbd-destroy uuid=$pbd
7 xe sr-forget uuid=$localsr
8 sed -i "s/'lvm'/'ext'/" /etc/firstboot.d/data/default-storage.

conf
9 rm -f /var/lib/misc/ran-storage-init

10 systemctl restart storage-init.service
11 xe sr-list type=ext
12 <!--NeedCopy-->

To enable local caching, enter the following commands:

1 xe host-disable host=hostname
2 localsr=`xe sr-list type=ext host=hostname params=uuid --

minimal`
3 xe host-enable-local-storage-caching host=hostname sr-uuid=

$localsr
4 xe host-enable host=hostname
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5 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM boot behavior

There are two options for the behavior of a VM VDI when the VM is booted:

1. Shared Desktop Mode

On VM boot, the VDI is reverted to the state it was in at the previous boot. All changes while the
VM is running are lost when the VM is next booted.

Select this option if you plan to deliver standardized desktops to which users cannot make per‑
manent changes.

2. Private Desktop Mode

On VM boot, the VDI is in the state it was left in at the last shutdown.

Select this option if you plan to allow users to make permanent changes to their desktops.

VM caching behavior settings

The VDI flag allow-caching dictates the caching behavior:

Shared desktopmode

For shared desktops, the on-boot option is reset and the allow-caching flag is true. New VM
data is written only to local storage. There are no writes to shared storage. This approachmeans that
the load on shared storage is reduced. However the VM cannot be migrated between hosts.

Private desktopmode

For private desktops, the on‑boot option is set to persist and the allow‑caching flag is set to true.
NewVMdata iswritten toboth local and shared storage. Readsof cacheddatadonot require I/O traffic
to shared storage so the load on shared storage is reduced. VMMigration to another host is permitted
and the local cache on the new host is populated as data is read.

Implementation details and troubleshooting

Q: Is IntelliCache compatible with live migration and High Availability?

A: You can use live migration and High Availability with IntelliCache when virtual desktops are in Pri‑
vate mode, that is when on-boot=persist
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Warning:

A VM cannot be migrated if any of its VDIs have caching behavior flags set to on-boot=reset
and allow-caching=true. Migration attempts for VMs with these properties fail.

Q:Where does the local cache live on the local disk?

A: The cache lives in a Storage Repository (SR). Each host has a configuration parameter (called local‑
cache‑sr) indicatingwhich (local) SR is to be used for the cache files. Typically, this SR is an EXT3/EXT4
type SR.When you run VMswith IntelliCache, you see files inside the SRwith namesuuid.vhdcache.
This file is the cache file for the VDI with the given UUID. These files are not displayed in XenCenter –
the only way of seeing them is by logging into dom0 and listing the contents of /var/run/sr-mount
/sr-uuid

Q: How do I specify a particular SR for use as the cache?

A: The host object field local-cache-sr references a local SR. You can view its value by running the
following command:

1 xe sr-list params=local-cache-sr,uuid,name-label
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This field is set either:

• After host installation, if you have chosen “Enable thin provisioning” option in the host installer,
or

• By running xe host-enable-local-storage-caching host=host sr-uuid=sr. The
command requires the specified host to be disabled. Shut down the VMs when you use this
command.

The first option uses the EXT3/EXT4 type local SR and is created during host installation. The second
option uses the SR that is specified on the command‑line.

Warning:

These steps are only necessary for users who have configuredmore than one local SR.

Q:When is the local cache deleted?

A: A VDI cache file is only deleted when the VDI itself is deleted. The cache is reset when a VDI is
attached to a VM (for example on VM start). If the host is offline when you delete the VDI, the SR syn‑
chronization that runs on startup garbage collects the cache file.

Note:

The cache file is not deleted from the hostwhen a VMmigrates to a different host or is shut down.
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Storage read caching

March 6, 2023

Read caching improves a VM’s disk performance as, after the initial read from external disk, data is
cached within the host’s free memory. It improves performance in situations where many VMs are
clonedoffa single baseVM, as it drastically reduces thenumberof blocks read fromdisk. For example,
in Citrix Virtual Desktops environment Machine Creation Services (MCS) environments.

Theperformance improvement canbe seenwhenever data is read fromdiskmore thanonce, as it gets
cached in memory. This change is most noticeable in the degradation of service that occurs during
heavy I/O situations. For example, in the following situations:

• When a significant number of end users boot up within a very narrow time frame (boot storm)
• When a significant number of VMs are scheduled to run malware scans at the same time (an‑
tivirus storms).

Read caching is enabled by default when you have the appropriate license type.

Note:

Storage Read Caching is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers.

Storage Read Caching is also available for customers who access Citrix Hypervisor through their
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

Enable and disable read caching

For file‑based SRs, such as NFS and EXT3/EXT4 SR types, read‑caching is enabled by default. Read‑
caching is disabled for all other SRs.

To disable read caching for a specific SR by using the xe CLI, run the following command:

1 xe sr-param-set uuid=sr-uuid other-config:o_direct=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To disable read caching for a specific SR by using XenCenter, go to theProperties dialog for the SR. In
the Read Caching tab, you can select to enable or disable read caching.

For more information, see Changing SR Properties.

Limitations

• Read caching is available only for NFS and EXT3/EXT4 SRs. It is not available for other SR Types.
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• Read caching only applies to read‑only VDIs and VDI parents. These VDIs exist where VMs are
created from ‘Fast Clone’ or disk snapshots. The greatest performance improvements can be
seen whenmany VMs are cloned from a single ‘golden’ image.

• Performance improvements depend on the amount of freememory available in the host’s Con‑
trol Domain (dom0). Increasing the amount of dom0 memory allows more memory to be allo‑
cated to the read‑cache. For information on how to configure dom0memory, see CTX134951.

• Whenmemory read caching is turnedon, a cachemiss causes I/O tobecome serialized. This can
sometimes bemore expensive than having read caching turned off, because with read caching
turned off I/O can be parallelized. To reduce the impact of cache misses, increase the amount
of available dom0memory or disable read caching for the SR.

Comparison with IntelliCache

IntelliCache and memory based read caching are to some regards complementary. IntelliCache not
only caches on a different tier, but it also cacheswrites in addition to reads. IntelliCache caches reads
from the network onto a local disk. In‑memory read caching caches the reads from network or disk
into host memory. The advantage of in‑memory read caching, is that memory is still an order of mag‑
nitude faster than a solid‑state disk (SSD). Performance in boot storms and other heavy I/O situations
improves.

Both read‑caching and IntelliCache can be enabled simultaneously. In this case, IntelliCache caches
the reads from the network to a local disk. Reads from that local disk are cached inmemorywith read
caching.

Set the read cache size

The read cache performance can be optimized, by giving more memory to Citrix Hypervisor’s control
domain (dom0).

Important:

Set the read cache size on ALL hosts in the pool individually for optimization. Any subsequent
changes to the size of the read cachemust also be set on all hosts in the pool.

On the Citrix Hypervisor server, open a local shell and log on as root.

To set the size of the read cache, run the following command:

1 /opt/xensource/libexec/xen-cmdline --set-xen dom0_mem=nnM,max:nnM
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set both the initial and maximum values to the same value. For example, to set dom0 memory to
2,048 MiB:
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1 /opt/xensource/libexec/xen-cmdline --set-xen dom0_mem=20480M,max:20480M
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Important:

Reboot all hosts after changing the read cache size.

How to view the current dom0memory allocation?

To view the current dom0memory settings, enter:

1 free -m
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The output of free -m shows the current dom0 memory settings. The value may be less than ex‑
pected due to various overheads. The example table below shows the output from a host with dom0
set to 2.6 GiB

1 | | Total | Used | Free | Shared | Buffer/cache |
Available |

2 |---------------------|--------|------|-------|--------|--------------|-----------|

3 | Mem: | 2450 | 339 | 1556 | 9 | 554 |
2019 |

4 | Swap: | 1023 | 0 | 1023 | | |
|

5 <!--NeedCopy-->

What Range of Values Can be Used?

As the Citrix Hypervisor Control Domain (dom0) is 64‑bit, large values can be used, for example 32768
MiB. However, we recommend that you do not reduce the dom0memory below 1 GiB.

XenCenter display notes

The entire host’s memory can be considered to comprise the Xen hypervisor, dom0, VMs, and free
memory. Even though dom0 and VM memory is usually of a fixed size, the Xen hypervisor uses a
variable amount of memory. The amount of memory used depends on various factors. These factors
include the number of VMs running on the host at any time and how those VMs are configured. It is
not possible to limit the amount ofmemory that Xen uses. Limiting the amount ofmemory can cause
Xen to run out of memory and prevent new VMs from starting, even when the host had free memory.
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To view thememory allocated to a host, in XenCenter select the host, and then click theMemory tab.

TheCitrixHypervisor fielddisplays the sumof thememory allocated todom0and Xenmemory. There‑
fore, the amount ofmemory displayedmight be higher than specified by the administrator. Themem‑
ory size can vary when starting and stopping VMs, evenwhen the administrator has set a fixed size for
dom0.

PVS‑Accelerator

February 22, 2023

The Citrix Hypervisor PVS‑Accelerator feature offers extended capabilities for customers using Citrix
HypervisorwithCitrix Provisioning. Citrix Provisioning is apopular choice for imagemanagementand
hosting for Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops or Citrix DaaS. PVS‑Accelerator dramatically improves the
already excellent combination of Citrix Hypervisor and Citrix Provisioning. Some of the benefits that
this new feature provides include:

• Data locality: Use the performance and locality of memory, SSD, and NVM devices for read
requests, while substantially reducing network utilization.

• Improved end‑user experience: Data locality enables a reduction in the read I/O latency for
cached target devices (VMs), further accelerating end‑user applications.

• AcceleratedVMbootsandboot storms: Reduced read I/O‑latencyand improvedefficiencycan
accelerate VM boot times and enable faster performance when many devices boot up within a
narrow time frame.

• Simplifiedscale‑outbyaddingmorehypervisorhosts: FewerCitrixProvisioning serversmay
be needed as the storage load is efficiently dispersed across all Citrix Hypervisor servers. Peak
loads are handled using the cache within originating hosts.

• Reduced TCO and simplified infrastructure requirements: Fewer Citrix Provisioning servers
means a reduction in hardware and license requirements, in addition to reducedmanagement
overhead. Freed up capacity is available for workloads.

Notes:

PVS‑Accelerator is available for Citrix Hypervisor PremiumEdition customers or those customers
who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement
or Citrix DaaS entitlement. To use the PVS‑Accelerator feature, upgrade the License Server to
version 11.14.

TousePVS‑AcceleratorwithUEFI‑enabledVMs, ensure that youareusingCitrix Provisioning1906
or later.
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After upgrading the PVS‑Accelerator supplemental pack, XenCenter might list multiple versions of
the PVS‑Accelerator. However, only the latest version is active. There is no need to uninstall PVS‑
Accelerator, as old versions of this feature are always superseded by the newest version.

How does PVS‑Accelerator work

PVS‑Accelerator employs a Proxy mechanism that resides in the Control Domain (dom0) of Citrix Hy‑
pervisor. When this feature is enabled, CitrixProvisioning targetsdevice (VM) read requests are cached
directly on the Citrix Hypervisor server machine. These requests are cached in physical memory or a
storage repository. When subsequent VMs on that Citrix Hypervisor server make the same read re‑
quest, the virtual disk is streamed directly from cache, not from the Citrix Provisioning server. Remov‑
ing the need to stream from the Citrix Provisioning server reduces network utilization and processing
on the server considerably. This approach results in a substantial improvement in VM performance.

Considerations

Consider the following when using the PVS‑Accelerator feature:

• The PVS‑Accelerator user interfaces in XenCenter and Citrix Provisioning are only exposed if the
PVS‑Accelerator supplemental pack is installed.

• Citrix Provisioning target devices are aware of their proxy status. No additional configuration is
required once the capability is installed.

• In environments where multiple Citrix Provisioning servers are deployed with the same VHD,
but have different file system timestamps, data might be cached multiple times. Due to this
limitation, we recommend using VHDX format, rather than VHD for virtual disks.

• Do not use a large port range for PVS server communication. Setting a range of more than 20
ports on the PVS server is rarely necessary. A large port range can slow packet processing and
increase the boot time of the Citrix Hypervisor control domain when using PVS‑Accelerator.

• After you start a VM with PVS‑Accelerator enabled, the caching status for the VM is displayed in
XenCenter:

– In the PVS tab of the pool or the host
– In the General tab for the VM

• You cannot runmore than 200 PVS‑Accelerator‑enabled VMs on a Citrix Hypervisor server.

• Customers can confirm the correct operation of the PVS‑Accelerator using RRD metrics on the
host’s Performance tab in XenCenter. For more information, see Monitor and manage your
deployment.

• PVS‑Accelerator requires Citrix Provisioning 7.13 or later.
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• To use PVS‑Accelerator with UEFI‑enabled VMs, ensure that you are using Citrix Provisioning
1906 or later.

• PVS‑Accelerator is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers or those cus‑
tomers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Desktops and Citrix
Virtual Apps entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

• PVS‑Accelerator requires License Server 11.14 or later.

• PVS‑Accelerator uses capabilities of OVS and is therefore not available on hosts that use Linux
Bridge as the network back‑end.

• PVS‑Acceleratorworks on the first virtual network interface (VIF) of a cached VM. Therefore, con‑
nect the first VIF to the Citrix Provisioning storage network for caching to work.

• PVS‑Accelerator can currently not be used onnetwork portswhich enforce that IPs are bound to
certain MAC addresses. This switch functionality might be called “IP Source Guard” or similar.
In such environments, PVS targets fail to bootwith error ‘Login request time out!’ after enabling
PVS‑Accelerator.

Enable PVS‑Accelerator

Customersmust complete the following configuration settings in Citrix Hypervisor and in Citrix Provi‑
sioning to enable the PVS‑Accelerator feature:

1. Install the PVS‑Accelerator Supplemental Pack on each Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool.
The supplemental pack is available to download from the Citrix Hypervisor Product Downloads
page. You can install the supplemental pack using XenCenter or the xe CLI. For information
about installing a supplemental pack using XenCenter, see Installing Supplemental Packs in
the XenCenter documentation. For CLI instructions, see the Citrix Hypervisor Supplemental
Packs and the DDK Guide.

2. Configure PVS‑Accelerator in Citrix Hypervisor by using XenCenter or the xe CLI. This configura‑
tion includes adding a Citrix Provisioning site and specifying the location for Citrix Provisioning
cache storage.

• For CLI instructions, see Configuring PVS‑Accelerator in Citrix Hypervisor by using the CLI in
the following section.

• For information about configuring PVS‑Accelerator using XenCenter, see PVS‑Accelerator
in the XenCenter documentation.

3. After configuring PVS‑Accelerator in Citrix Hypervisor, complete the cache configuration for the
PVS Site using the PVS UI. For detailed instructions, see Completing the cache configuration in
Citrix Provisioning.
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Configuring ports

Citrix Provisioning Services uses the following ports:

• 6901, 6902, 6905: Used for provisioning server outbound communication (packets destined for
the target device)

• 6910: Used for target device logon with Citrix Provisioning Services
• Configurable target device port. The default port is 6901.
• Configurable server port range. The default range is 6910‑6930.

For information about the ports used by Citrix Provisioning Services, see Communication ports used
by Citrix technologies.

The configured port range in Citrix Hypervisor must include all the ports in use. For example, use
6901‑6930 for the default configuration.

Note:

Do not use a large port range for PVS server communication. Setting a range of more than 20
ports on the PVS server is rarely necessary. A large port range can slow packet processing and
increase the boot time of the Citrix Hypervisor control domain when using PVS‑Accelerator.

Configure PVS‑Accelerator in Citrix Hypervisor by using the CLI

1. Run the following command to create a Citrix Provisioning site configuration on Citrix Hypervi‑
sor:

1 PVS_SITE_UUID=$(xe pvs-site-introduce name-label=My PVS Site)

2. For each host in the pool, specify what cache to use. You can choose to store the cache on a
storage repository (SR) or in the Control Domain Memory.

Configure cache storage on a storage repository

Consider the following characteristics when choosing a storage repository (SR) for cache storage:

Advantages:

• Most recently read data is cached in the memory on a best effort basis. Accessing the data can
be as fast as using the Control Domain memory.

• The cache can bemuch larger when it is on an SR. The cost of the SR space is typically a fraction
of the cost of thememory space. Caching onanSR can takemore loadoff theCitrix Provisioning
server.

• You don’t have to modify the Control Domain memory setting. The cache automatically uses
the memory available in the Control Domain and never causes the Control Domain to run out
of memory.
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• The cache VDIs can be stored on shared storage. However, this choice of storage rarely makes
sense. This approach onlymakes sensewhere the shared storage is significantly faster than the
Citrix Provisioning server.

• You can use either a file‑based or a block‑based SR for cache storage.

Disadvantages:

• If the SR is slow and the requested data isn’t in the memory tier, the caching process can be
slower than a remote Citrix Provisioning server.

• Cached VDIs that are stored on shared storage cannot be shared between hosts. A cached VDI
is specific to one host.

Perform the following steps to configure cache storage on a Storage Repository:

1. Run the following command to find the UUID of the SR that to use for caching:

1 xe sr-list name-label=Local storage host=host-name-label --minimal
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Create the cache‑storage.

1 xe pvs-cache-storage-create host=host-name-label pvs-site-uuid=
PVS_SITE_UUID \

2 sr-uuid=SR_UUID size=10GiB
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

When selecting a Storage Repository (SR), the feature uses up to the specified cache size
on the SR. It also implicitly uses available Control Domain memory as a best effort cache
tier.

Configuring cache storage in the control domainmemory

Consider the following characteristics when choosing the Control Domainmemory for cache storage:

Advantages:

Using memory means consistently fast Read/Write performance when accessing or populating the
cache.

Disadvantages:

• Hardware must be sized appropriately as the RAM used for cache storage is not available for
VMs.

• Control Domain memory must be extended before configuring cache storage.
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Note:

If you choose to store the cache in the Control Domain memory, the feature uses up to
the specified cache size in Control Domain memory. This option is only available after
extramemory has been assigned to the Control Domain. For information about increasing
the Control Domain memory, see Change the amount of memory allocated to the control
domain.

After you increase the amount of memory allocated to the Control Domain of the host, the ad‑
ditional memory can be explicitly assigned for PVS‑Accelerator.

Perform the following steps to configure cache storage in the Control Domain memory:

1. Run the following command to find the UUID of the host to configure for caching:

1 xe host-list name-label=host-name-label --minimal
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Create an SR of the special type tmpfs:

1 xe sr-create type=tmpfs name-label=MemorySR host-uuid=
HOST_UUID device-config:uri=""

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

For SRs of the special type tmpfs, the value of the required parameter name-label
is disregarded and a fixed name is used instead.

3. Run the following command to create the cache storage:

1 xe pvs-cache-storage-create host-uuid=HOST_UUID
2 pvs-site-uuid=PVS_SITE_UUID sr-uuid=SR_UUID size=1GiB
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where SR_UUID is the UUID of the SR created in step b

Complete the cache configuration in Citrix Provisioning

After configuring PVS‑Accelerator in Citrix Hypervisor, perform the following steps to complete the
cache configuration for the Citrix Provisioning site.

In the Citrix Provisioning Administrator Console, use the Citrix Virtual Desktops Setup Wizard or the
Streaming VMWizard (depending on your deployment type) to access the Proxy capability. Although
both wizards are similar and share many of the same screens, the following differences exist:
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• TheCitrixVirtualDesktopsSetupWizard is used to configureVMs runningonCitrixHypervisor
hypervisor that is controlled using Citrix Virtual Desktops.

• The Streaming VM Wizard is used to create VMs on a host. It does not involve Citrix Virtual
Desktops.

Launch the Citrix Provisioning Administrator Console:

1. Navigate to the Citrix Provisioning site.

2. Select the Citrix Provisioning site, right‑click to expose a contextual menu.

3. Choose the appropriate wizard based on the deployment. Select the option Enable PVS‑
Accelerator for all Virtual Machines to enable the PVS‑Accelerator feature.

4. If you are enabling virtual disk caching for the first time, the Citrix Hypervisor screen appears
on the Streamed Virtual Machine Setup wizard. It displays the list of all Citrix Provisioning sites
configured onCitrix Hypervisor that have not yet been associatedwith a Citrix Provisioning site.
Using the list, select a Citrix Provisioning site to apply PVS‑Accelerator. This screen is not dis‑
played when you run the wizard for the same Citrix Provisioning site using the same Citrix Hy‑
pervisor server.

5. ClickNext to complete the caching configuration.

6. Click Finish to provision Citrix Virtual Desktops or Streamed VMs and associate the selected Cit‑
rix Provisioning site with the PVS Accelerator in Citrix Hypervisor. When this step is complete,
the View PVS Servers button in the PVS‑Accelerator configurationwindow is enabled in Xen‑
Center. Clicking the View PVS Servers button displays the IP addresses of all PVS Servers asso‑
ciated with the Citrix Provisioning site.

Caching operation

The PVS‑Accelerator functionality caches:

• Reads from virtual disks but not writes or reads from a write cache

• Based on image versions. Multiple VMs share cached blocks when they use the same image
version

• Devices with any non‑persistentwrite cache type

• Virtual disks with the accessmode Standard Image. It does not work for virtual disks with the
access mode Private Image

• Devices that are marked as type Production or Test. Devices marked as type Maintenance are
not cached
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PVS‑Accelerator CLI operations

The following section describes the operations that customers can perform when using PVS‑
Accelerator using the CLI. Customers can also perform these operations using XenCenter. For more
information, see PVS‑Accelerator in the XenCenter documentation.

View Citrix Provisioning server addresses and ports configured by Citrix Provisioning

PVS‑Accelerator works by optimizing the network traffic between a VM and the Citrix Provisioning
server. When completing the configuration on the Citrix Provisioning server, the Citrix Provisioning
server populates the pvs-server objects on Citrix Hypervisor with their IPs and ports. PVS‑
Accelerator later uses this information to optimize specifically the traffic between a VM and its Citrix
Provisioning servers. The configured Citrix Provisioning servers can be listed using the following
command:

1 xe pvs-server-list pvs-site-uuid=PVS_SITE_UUID params=all
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure a VM for caching

PVS‑Accelerator can be enabled for the VM by using any of the following tools:

• Citrix Provisioning CLI
• Citrix Virtual Desktops Setup Wizard
• Streamed VM Setup Wizard
• XenCenter
• The xe CLI

The xe CLI configures PVS‑Accelerator by using the VIF of a VM. It creates a Citrix Provisioning proxy
that links the VM’s VIF with a Citrix Provisioning site.

To configure a VM:

1. Find the first VIF of the VM to enable caching on it:

1 VIF_UUID=$(xe vif-list vm-name-label=pvsdevice_1 device=0 --
minimal)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Create the Citrix Provisioning proxy

1 xe pvs-proxy-create pvs-site-uuid=PVS_SITE_UUID vif-uuid=$VIF_UUID
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Disable caching for a VM

PVS‑Accelerator canbedisabled for a VMbydestroying theCitrix Provisioningproxy that links the VM’s
VIF with a pvs-site.

1. Find the first VIF of the VM:

1 VIF_UUID=$(xe vif-list vm-name-label=pvsdevice_1 device=0 --
minimal)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Find the Citrix Provisioning proxy of the VM:

1 PVS_PROXY_UUID=$(xe pvs-proxy-list vif-uuid=$VIF_UUID --minimal)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Destroy the Citrix Provisioning proxy:

1 xe pvs-proxy-destroy uuid=$PVS_PROXY_UUID
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove the PVS‑Accelerator storage for a host or a site

To remove the PVS‑Accelerator storage for a host or a site:

1. Find the host for which you would like to destroy the storage:

1 HOST_UUID=$(xe host-list name-label=HOST_NAME --minimal)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Find the UUID of the object:

1 PVS_CACHE_STORAGE_UUID=$(xe pvs-cache-storage-list host-uuid=
$HOST_UUID --minimal)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Destroy the object:

1 xe pvs-cache-storage-destroy uuid=$PVS_CACHE_STORAGE_UUID
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Forget the PVS‑Accelerator configuration for a site

To forget the PVS‑Accelerator configuration for a site:
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1. Find the Citrix Provisioning site:

1 PVS_SITE_UUID=$(xe pvs-site-list name-label=My PVS Site)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Run the following command to forget the Citrix Provisioning site:

1 xe pvs-site-forget uuid=$PVS_SITE_UUID
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Graphics overview

December 13, 2022

This section provides an overview of the virtual delivery of 3D professional graphics applications and
workstations in Citrix Hypervisor. The offerings include GPU Pass‑through (for NVIDIA, AMD and Intel
GPUs) and hardware‑based GPU sharing with NVIDIA vGPU™, AMDMxGPU™, and Intel GVT‑g™.

Graphics Virtualization is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or customers
who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops entitlement or Cit‑
rix DaaS entitlement. To learnmore about Citrix Hypervisor editions, and to find out how to upgrade,
visit the Citrix website. For more information, see Licensing.

GPU pass‑through

In a virtualized system, most of the physical system components are shared. These components are
represented asmultiple virtual instances tomultiple clients by the hypervisor. A pass‑through GPU is
not abstracted at all, but remains one physical device. Each hosted virtual machine (VM) gets its own
dedicated GPU, eliminating the software abstraction and the performance penalty that goes with it.

Citrix Hypervisor allows you to assign a physical GPU (in the Citrix Hypervisor server) to a Windows
or HVM Linux VM running on the same host. This GPU pass‑through feature is intended for graphics
power users, such as CAD designers.

Shared GPU

Shared GPU allows one physical GPU to be used by multiple VMs concurrently. Because a portion of
a physical GPU is used, performance is greater than emulated graphics, and there is no need for one
card per VM. This feature enables resource optimization, boosting the performance of the VM. The
graphics commands of each virtual machine are passed directly to the GPU, without translation by
the hypervisor.
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Multiple vGPU

Multiple vGPUenablesmultiple virtualGPUs tobeusedconcurrentlybya singleVM.Only certain vGPU
profiles can be used and all vGPUs attached to a single VMmust be of the same type. These additional
vGPUs can be used to perform computational processing. Formore information about the number of
vGPUs supported for a single VM, see Configuration Limits.

This feature is only available for NVIDIA GPUs. For more information about the physical GPUs that
support the multiple vGPU feature, see the NVIDIA documentation.

Vendor support

The following table lists guest support for the GPU, shared GPU, andmultiple vGPU features:

GPU for
Windows
VMs

GPU for
HVM Linux
VMs

Shared
GPU For
Windows
VMs

Virtual GPU
for Linux
VMs

Multiple
vGPU For
Windows
VMs

Multiple
vGPU for
Linux VMs

AMD YES YES

Intel YES YES

NVIDIA YES YES YES YES YES (see
note)

YES (see
note)

Note:

Only some of the guest operating systems support multiple vGPU. For more information, see
Guest support and constraints.

Youmight need a vendor subscription or a license depending on the graphics card used.

vGPU livemigration

vGPU livemigration enables a VM that uses a virtual GPU to perform livemigration, storage livemigra‑
tion, or VM suspend. VMs with vGPU live migration capabilities can bemigrated to avoid downtime.

vGPU live migration also enables you to perform rolling pool upgrades on pools that host vGPU‑
enabled VMs. For more information, see Rolling pool upgrades.

To use vGPU live migration or VM suspend, your VM must run on a graphics card that supports this
feature. Your VMmust also have the supported drivers from the GPU vendor installed.
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Warning:

The size of the GPU state in the NVIDIA driver can cause a downtime of 5 seconds ormore during
vGPU live migration.

The following restrictions apply when using vGPU live migration:

• LivemigrationofWindowsVMswith vGPUenabled fromXenServer 7.0or 7.1CumulativeUpdate
2 to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is not supported.

• Live migration of Linux VMs with vGPU enabled from previous versions of Citrix Hypervisor or
XenServer to Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is not supported.

• Live migration is not compatible with GPU Pass‑through.

• VMs must have the appropriate vGPU drivers installed to be supported with any vGPU live mi‑
gration features. The in‑guest drivers must be installed for all guests using the vGPU feature.

• Reboot and shutdown operations on a VM are not supported while a migration is in progress.
These operations can cause the migration to fail.

• Linux VMs are not supported with any vGPU live migration features.

• Live migration by the Workload Balancing appliance is not supported for vGPU‑enabled VMs.
The Workload Balancing appliance cannot do capacity planning for VMs that have a vGPU at‑
tached.

• Aftermigrating a VMusing vGPU livemigration, the guest VNC consolemight becomecorrupted.
Use ICA, RDP, or another network‑based method for accessing VMs after a vGPU live migration
has been performed.

• VDI migration uses livemigration, therefore requires enough vGPU space on the host tomake a
copy of the vGPU instance on the host. If the physical GPUs are fully used, VDI migration might
not be possible.

Vendor support

The following table lists support for vGPU live migration:

GPRU for
Windows
VMs

GPU for
HVM Linux
VMs

Shared
GPU for
Windows
VMs

Virtual GPU
for Linux
VMs

Multiple
GPU For
Windows
VMs

Multiple
GPUs for
Linux VMs

NVIDIA YES YES
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For more information about the graphics cards that support this feature, see the vendor‑specific sec‑
tions of this guide. Customersmight need a vendor subscription or a license depending on the graph‑
ics card used.

Guest support and constraints

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 supports the following guest operating systems for virtual GPUs.

NVIDIA vGPU

Operatings systemsmarked with an asterisk (*) also support multiple vGPU.

Windows guests:

• Windows 10 (64‑bit) *
• Windows Server 2016 (64‑bit) *
• Windows Server 2019 (64‑bit) *
• Windows Server 2022 (64‑bit) *

Linux guests:

• RHEL 7 *
• RHEL 8 *
• CentOS 7
• CentOS 8
• Ubuntu 16.04 *
• Ubuntu 18.04 *
• Ubuntu 20.04 *
• Rocky Linux 8 *

AMDMxGPU

Windows guests:

• Windows 10 (64‑bit)
• Windows Server 2016 (64‑bit)
• Windows Server 2019 (64‑bit)

Intel GVT‑g

Windows guests:

• Windows 10 (64‑bit)
• Windows Server 2016 (64‑bit)
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Constraints

• VMs with a virtual GPU are not supported with Dynamic Memory Control.

• Citrix Hypervisor automatically detects and groups identical physical GPUs across hosts in the
same pool. If assigned to a group of GPUs, a VM can be started on any host in the pool that has
an available GPU in the group.

• All graphics solutions (NVIDIA vGPU, Intel GVT‑d, Intel GVT‑G, AMD MxGPU, and vGPU pass‑
through) can be used in an environment that uses high availability. However, VMs that use
these graphics solutions cannot be protectedwith high availability. These VMs can be restarted
on a best‑effort basis while there are hosts with the appropriate free resources.

Prepare host for graphics

May 18, 2023

This section provides step‑by‑step instructions on how to prepare Citrix Hypervisor for supported
graphical virtualization technologies. The offerings include NVIDIA vGPU, AMDMxGPU, and Intel GVT‑
d and GVT‑g.

NVIDIA vGPU

NVIDIA vGPU enables multiple Virtual Machines (VM) to have simultaneous, direct access to a single
physical GPU. It uses NVIDIA graphics drivers deployed on non‑virtualized Operating Systems. NVIDIA
physical GPUs can supportmultiple virtual GPUdevices (vGPUs). Toprovide this support, thephysical
GPU must be under the control of NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager running in Citrix Hypervisor Control
Domain (dom0). The vGPUs can be assigned directly to VMs.

VMs use virtual GPUs like a physical GPU that the hypervisor has passed through. An NVIDIA driver
loaded in the VMprovides direct access to the GPU for performance critical fast paths. It also provides
a paravirtualized interface to the NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager.

To ensure that you always have the latest security and functional fixes, ensure that you install any
updates provided by NVIDIA for the drivers on your VMs and the NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager running
in your host server.

NVIDIA vGPU is compatible with the HDX 3D Pro feature of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops or Citrix
DaaS. For more information, see HDX 3D Pro.
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Licensing note

NVIDIA vGPU is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or customers who have
access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS
entitlement. To learnmore about Citrix Hypervisor editions, and to find out how to upgrade, visit the
Citrix website. For more information, see Licensing.

Depending on the NVIDIA graphics card used, youmight need NVIDIA subscription or a license.

For information on licensing NVIDIA cards, see the NVIDIA website.

Available NVIDIA vGPU types

NVIDIA GRID cards contain multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPU). For example, TESLA M10 cards
contain four GM107GL GPUs, and TESLA M60 cards contain two GM204GL GPUs. Each physical GPU
canhost several different typesof virtual GPU (vGPU). vGPU typeshavea fixedamountof framebuffer,
number of supported display heads and maximum resolutions, and are targeted at different classes
of workload.

For a list of the most recently supported NVIDIA cards, see the Hardware Compatibility List and the
NVIDIA product information.

Note:

The vGPUs hosted on a physical GPU at the same timemust all be of the same type. However,
there is no corresponding restriction for physical GPUs on the same card. This restriction is au‑
tomatic and can cause unexpected capacity planning issues.

For example, a TESLA M60 card has two physical GPUs, and can support 11 types of vGPU:

• GRID M60‑1A
• GRID M60‑2A
• GRID M60‑4A
• GRID M60‑8A
• GRID M60‑0B
• GRID M60‑1B
• GRID M60‑0Q
• GRID M60‑1Q
• GRID M60‑2Q
• GRID M60‑4Q
• GRID M60‑8Q

In the case where you start both a VM that has vGPU type M60‑1A and a VM that has vGPU type
M60‑2A:
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• One physical GPU only supports M60‑1A instances
• The other only supports M60‑2A instances

You cannot start any M60‑4A instances on that single card.

NVIDIA vGPU system requirements

• NVIDIA GRID card:

– For a list of themost recently supportedNVIDIA cards, see theHardware Compatibility List
and the NVIDIA product information.

• Depending on the NVIDIA graphics card used, you might need an NVIDIA subscription or a li‑
cense. For more information, see the NVIDIA product information.

• Depending on the NVIDIA graphics card, you might need to ensure that the card is set to the
correct mode. For more information, see the NVIDIA documentation.

• Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition (or access to Citrix Hypervisor through a Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement).

• A server capable of hosting Citrix Hypervisor and the supported NVIDIA cards.

• NVIDIA vGPU software package for Citrix Hypervisor, consisting of the NVIDIA Virtual GPU Man‑
ager for Citrix Hypervisor, and NVIDIA drivers.

• To run Citrix Virtual Desktops with VMs running NVIDIA vGPU, you also need: Citrix Virtual Desk‑
tops 7.6 or later, full installation.

Note:

Review the NVIDIA Virtual GPU User Guide (Ref: DU‑06920‑001) available from the NVIDIA
website. Register with NVIDIA to access these components.

• For NVIDIA Ampere vGPUs and all future generations, you have to enable SR‑IOV in your system
BIOS.

vGPU livemigration

Citrix Hypervisor enables the use of live migration, storage live migration, and the ability to suspend
and resume for NVIDIA vGPU‑enabled VMs.

To use the vGPU live migration, storage live migration, or Suspend features, satisfy the following re‑
quirements:

• An NVIDIA GRID card, Maxwell family or later.

• An NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager for Citrix Hypervisor with live migration enabled. For more in‑
formation, see the NVIDIA Documentation.
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• A Windows VM that has NVIDIA live migration‑enabled vGPU drivers installed.

vGPU live migration enables the use of live migration within a pool, live migration between pools,
storage live migration, and Suspend/Resume of vGPU‑enabled VMs.

Preparation overview

1. Install Citrix Hypervisor

2. Install the NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager for Citrix Hypervisor

3. Restart the Citrix Hypervisor server

Installation on Citrix Hypervisor

Citrix Hypervisor is available for download from the Citrix Hypervisor Downloads page.

Install the following:

• Citrix Hypervisor Base Installation ISO

• XenCenter Windows Management Console

For more information, see Install.

Licensing note

vGPU is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or customers who have access
to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitle‑
ment. To learn more about Citrix Hypervisor editions, and to find out how to upgrade, visit the Citrix
website. For more information, see Licensing.

Depending on the NVIDIA graphics card used, you might need NVIDIA subscription or a license. For
more information, see NVIDIA product information.

For information about licensing NVIDIA cards, see the NVIDIA website.

Install the NVIDIA vGPUManager for Citrix Hypervisor

Install the NVIDIA Virtual GPU software that is available fromNVIDIA. The NVIDIA Virtual GPU software
consists of:

• NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager

• Windows Display Driver (The Windows display driver depends on the Windows version)
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TheNVIDIA Virtual GPUManager runs in the Citrix Hypervisor Control Domain (dom0). It is provided
as either a supplemental pack or an RPM file. For more information about installation, see the User
Guide included in the NVIDIA vGPU Software.

The Update can be installed in one of the following methods:

• Use XenCenter (Tools > Install Update > Select update or supplemental pack from disk)
• Use the xe CLI command xe-install-supplemental-pack.

Note:

If you are installing the NVIDIA Virtual GPU Manager using an RPM file, ensure that you copy the
RPM file to dom0 and then install.

1. Use the rpm command to install the package:

1 rpm -iv <vgpu_manager_rpm_filename>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Restart the Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 shutdown -r now
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. After you restart the Citrix Hypervisor server, verify that the software has been installed and
loaded correctly by checking the NVIDIA kernel driver:

1 [root@xenserver ~]#lsmod |grep nvidia
2 nvidia 8152994 0
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Verify that theNVIDIAkerneldriver cansuccessfully communicatewith theNVIDIAphysicalGPUs
in your host. Run the nvidia-smi command to produce a listing of the GPUs in your platform
similar to:

1 [root@xenserver ~]# nvidia-smi
2
3 Thu Jan 26 13:48:50 2017
4 +----------------------------------------------------------+|
5 NVIDIA-SMI 367.64 Driver Version: 367.64 |
6 -------------------------------+----------------------+
7 GPU Name Persistence-M| Bus-Id Disp.A | Volatile Uncorr.

ECC|
8 Fan Temp Perf Pwr:Usage/Cap| Memory-Usage | GPU-Util

Compute M.|
9 ===============================+======================+======================|
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10 | 0 Tesla M60 On | 0000:05:00.0 Off| Off |
11 | N/A 33C P8 24W / 150W | 7249MiB / 8191MiB | 0%

Default |
12 +-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+

13 | 1 Tesla M60 On | 0000:09:00.0 Off | Off |
14 | N/A 36C P8 24W / 150W | 7249MiB / 8191MiB | 0%

Default |
15 +-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+

16 | 2 Tesla M60 On | 0000:85:00.0 Off | Off |
17 | N/A 36C P8 23W / 150W | 19MiB / 8191MiB | 0%

Default |
18 +-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+

19 | 3 Tesla M60 On | 0000:89:00.0 Off | Off |
20 | N/A 37C P8 23W / 150W | 14MiB / 8191MiB | 0%

Default |
21 +-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+

22 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

23 | Processes: GPU Memory |
24 | GPU PID Type Process name Usage |
25 |=============================================================================|

26 | No running compute processes found |
27 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

28 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

WhenusingNVIDIA vGPUwithCitrixHypervisor servers thathavemore than768GBofRAM,
add the parameter iommu=dom0-passthrough to the Xen command line:

a) Run the following command in the control domain (Dom0):

/opt/xensource/libexec/xen-cmdline –-set-xen iommu=dom0-passthrough

b) Restart the host.
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AMDMxGPU

AMDs MxGPU enables multiple Virtual Machines (VM) to have direct access to a portion of a single
physical GPU, using Single Root I/O Virtualization. The same AMD graphics driver deployed on non‑
virtualized operating systems can be used inside the guest.

VMs use MxGPU GPUs in the samemanner as a physical GPU that the hypervisor has passed through.
An AMD graphics driver loaded in the VM provides direct access to the GPU for performance critical
fast paths.

To ensure that you always have the latest security and functional fixes, ensure that you install any
updates provided by AMD for the drivers on your VMs.

For more information about using AMDMxGPUwith Citrix Hypervisor, see the AMD Documentation.

Licensing note

MxGPU is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers, or customers who have access
to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitle‑
ment. To learn more about Citrix Hypervisor editions, and to find out how to upgrade, visit the Citrix
website. For detailed information on Licensing, see the Citrix Hypervisor Licensing FAQ.

Available AMDMxGPU vGPU types

AMDMxGPUcards cancontainmultipleGPUs. For example, S7150cards containonephysicalGPUand
S7150x2 cards contain two GPUs. Each physical GPU can host several different types of virtual GPU
(vGPU). vGPU types split a physical GPU into a pre‑defined number of vGPUs. Each of these vGPUs
has an equal share of the frame buffer and graphics processing abilities. The different vGPU types are
targeted at different classes of workload. vGPU types that split a physical GPU into fewer pieces are
more suitable for intensive workloads.

Note:

The vGPUs hosted on a physical GPU at the same timemust all be of the same type. However,
there is no corresponding restriction on physical GPUs on the same card. This restriction is auto‑
matic and can cause unexpected capacity planning issues.

AMDMxGPU system requirements

• AMD FirePro S7100‑series GPUs

• Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition (or access to Citrix Hypervisor through a Citrix Virtual Desk‑
tops or Citrix Virtual Apps entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement)
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• A server capable of hostingCitrixHypervisor andAMDMxGPUcards. The list of servers validated
by AMD can be found on the AMDwebsite.

• AMD MxGPU host drivers for Citrix Hypervisor. These drivers are available from the AMD down‑
load site.

• AMD FirePro in‑guest drivers, suitable for MxGPU on Citrix Hypervisor. These drivers are avail‑
able from the AMD download site.

• To run Citrix Virtual Desktops with VMs running AMD MxGPU, you also need Citrix Virtual Desk‑
tops 7.13 or later, full installation.

• SystemBIOS configured to support SR‑IOV and theMxGPU configured as the secondary adapter

Preparation overview

1. Install Citrix Hypervisor

2. Install the AMDMxGPU host drivers for Citrix Hypervisor

3. Restart the Citrix Hypervisor server

Installation on Citrix Hypervisor

Citrix Hypervisor is available for download from the Citrix Hypervisor Downloads page.

Install the following:

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update

• XenCenter 8.2 Windows Management Console

For more information about installation, see the Citrix Hypervisor Installation Guide.

Install the AMDMxGPU host driver for Citrix Hypervisor

Complete the following steps to install the host driver.

1. The update that contains the driver can be installed by using XenCenter or by using the xe CLI.

• To install by using XenCenter, go to Tools > Install Update > Select update or supple‑
mental pack from disk

• To install by using the xe CLI, copy the update to the host and run the following command
in the directory where the update is located:

1 xe-install-supplemental-pack mxgpu-1.0.5.amd.iso
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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2. Restart the Citrix Hypervisor server.

3. After restarting the Citrix Hypervisor server, verify that the MxGPU package has been installed
and loaded correctly. Check whether the gim kernel driver is loaded by running the following
commands in the Citrix Hypervisor server console:

1 modinfo gim
2 modprobe gim
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Verify that the gim kernel driver has successfully created MxGPU Virtual Functions, which are
provided to the guests. Run the following command:

1 lspci | grep "FirePro S7150"
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The output from the command shows Virtual Functions that have the “S7150V” identifier.

5. Use the GPU tab in XenCenter to confirm that MxGPU Virtual GPU types are listed as available
on the system.

After theAMDMxGPUdrivers are installed, thePassthroughoption is no longer available for theGPUs.
Instead use theMxGPU.1 option for pass‑through.

The following options are also supported: MxGPU.2 andMxGPU.4.

Create a MxGPU enabled VM

Before configuring a VM to use MxGPU, install the VM. Ensure that AMD MxGPU supports the VM oper‑
ating system. For more information, see Guest support and constraints.

After the VM is installed, complete the configuration by following the instructions in Create vGPU en‑
abled VMs.

Intel GVT‑d and GVT‑g

Citrix Hypervisor supports Intel’s virtual GPU (GVT‑g), a graphics acceleration solution that requires
no additional hardware. It uses the Intel Iris Pro feature embedded in certain Intel processors, and a
standard Intel GPU driver installed within the VM.

To ensure that you always have the latest security and functional fixes, ensure that you install any
updates provided by Intel for the drivers on your VMs and the firmware on your host server.

Intel GVT‑d andGVT‑g are compatiblewith the HDX 3D Pro features of Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops
or Citrix DaaS. For more information, see HDX 3D Pro.
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Note:

Because the Intel Iris Pro graphics feature is embedded within the processors, CPU‑intensive
applications can cause power to be diverted from the GPU. As a result, youmight not experience
full graphics acceleration as you do for purely GPU‑intensive workloads.

Intel GVT‑g system requirements and configuration

To use Intel GVT‑g, your Citrix Hypervisor server must have the following hardware:

• A CPU that has Iris Pro graphics. This CPUmust be listed as supported for Graphics on the Hard‑
ware Compatibility List

• A motherboard that has a graphics‑enabled chipset. For example, C226 for Xeon E3 v4 CPUs or
C236 for Xeon E3 v5 CPUs.

Note:

Ensure that you restart the hosts when switching between Intel GPU pass‑through (GVT‑d) and
Intel Virtual GPU (GVT‑g).

When configuring Intel GVT‑g, the number of Intel virtual GPUs supported on a specific Citrix Hypervi‑
sor server depends on its GPU bar size. The GPU bar size is called the ‘Aperture size’ in the BIOS. We
recommend that you set the Aperture size to 1,024 MB to support a maximum of seven virtual GPUs
per host.

If you configure the Aperture size to 256 MB, only one VM can start on the host. Setting it to 512 MB
can result in only three VMs being started on the Citrix Hypervisor server. An Aperture size higher than
1,024 MB is not supported and does not increase the number of VMs that start on a host.

Enable Intel GPU pass‑through

Citrix Hypervisor supports the GPU pass‑through feature for Windows VMs using an Intel integrated
GPU device.

• For more information onWindows versions supported with Intel GPU pass‑through, see Graph‑
ics.

• For more information on supported hardware, see the Hardware Compatibility List.

Whenusing IntelGPUon Intel servers, theCitrixHypervisor server’sControlDomain (dom0)hasaccess
to the integrated GPU device. In such cases, the GPU is available for pass‑through. To use the Intel
GPUPass‑through feature on Intel servers, disable the connection between dom0 and the GPUbefore
passing through the GPU to the VM.

To disable this connection, complete the following steps:

1. On the Resources pane, choose the Citrix Hypervisor server.
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2. On the General tab, click Properties, and in the left pane, click GPU.

3. In the Integrated GPU passthrough section, select This server will not use the integrated
GPU.

This step disables the connection between dom0 and the Intel integrated GPU device.

4. ClickOK.

5. Restart the Citrix Hypervisor server for the changes to take effect.

The Intel GPU is now visible on the GPU type list during new VM creation, and on the VM’sProp‑
erties tab.

Note:

The Citrix Hypervisor server’s external console output (for example, VGA, HDMI, DP) will
not be available after disabling the connection between dom0 and the GPU.

Create vGPU enabled VMs

December 7, 2022

This section provides step‑by‑step instructions on how to create a virtual GPU or GPU pass‑through
enabled VM.
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Note:

If you are using the Intel GPU Pass‑through feature, first see the section Enabling Intel GPU Pass‑
through for more configuration, and then complete the following steps.

1. Create a VM using XenCenter. Select the host on the Resources pane and then select New VM
on the VMmenu.

2. Follow the instructions on theNew VM configuration and select the Installation Media,Home
Server, and CPU &Memory.

3. GPU‑enabled servers display a GPU configuration page:

4. Click Add. From the GPU Type list, select either Pass‑through whole GPU, or a virtual GPU
type.

Unavailable virtual GPU types are grayed‑out.

If you want to assign multiple vGPUs to your VM, ensure that you select a vGPU type that sup‑
ports multiple vGPU. Repeat this step to addmore vGPUs of the same type.

5. ClickNext to configure Storage and thenNetworking.

6. After you complete your configuration, click Create Now.

Install the Citrix VM Tools

Without the optimized networking and storage drivers provided by the Citrix VM Tools, remote graph‑
ics applications running on NVIDIA vGPU do not deliver maximum performance.

• If your VM is a Windows VM, you must install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows on your VM. For
more information, see Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows.
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• If your VM is a Linux VM, you can install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux on your VM. For more infor‑
mation, see Install Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

Install the in‑guest drivers

When viewing the VM console in XenCenter, the VM typically boots to the desktop in VGA mode with
800 x 600 resolution. The standard Windows screen resolution controls can be used to increase the
resolution to other standard resolutions. (Control Panel > Display > Screen Resolution)

Note:

When using GPU pass‑through or MxGPU, we recommend that you install the in‑guest drivers
through RDP or VNC over the network. That is, not through XenCenter.

To ensure that you always have the latest security and functional fixes, ensure that you always take
the latest updates to your in‑guest drivers.

Install the NVIDIA drivers

To enable vGPU operation (as for a physical NVIDIA GPU), install NVIDIA drivers into the VM.

The following sectionprovides anoverviewof theprocedure. For detailed instructions, see theNVIDIA
User Guides.

1. Start the VM. In the Resources pane, right‑click on the VM, and click Start.

During this start process, Citrix Hypervisor dynamically allocates a vGPU to the VM.

2. Follow the Windows operating system installation screens.

3. After the operating system installation completes, restart the VM.

4. Install the appropriate driver for the GPU inside the guest. The following example shows the
specific case for in guest installation of the NVIDIA GRID drivers.

5. Copy the 32‑bit or 64‑bit NVIDIA Windows driver package to the VM, open the zip file, and run
setup.exe.

6. Follow the installer steps to install the driver.

7. After the driver installation has completed, you might be prompted to reboot the VM. Select
Restart Now to restart the VM immediately, alternatively, exit the installer package, and restart
the VM when ready. When the VM starts, it boots to a Windows desktop.

8. To verify that the NVIDIA driver is running, right‑click on the desktop and selectNVIDIA Control
Panel.

9. In the NVIDIA Control Panel, select System Information. This interface shows the GPU Type in
use by the VM, its features, and the NVIDIA driver version in use:
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Note:

Depending on the NVIDIA graphics card used, youmight need an NVIDIA subscription or a
license. For more information, see the NVIDIA product information.

The VM is now ready to run the full range of DirectX and OpenGL graphics applications supported by
the GPU.

Install the AMD drivers

To enable GPU operation, install AMD drivers into the VM.

1. Start the VM. In the Resources pane, right‑click on the VM, and click Start.

During this boot process, Citrix Hypervisor dynamically allocates a GPU to the VM.

2. Follow the Windows operating system installation screens.

3. After the operating system installation completes, restart the VM.

4. Copy the 32‑bit or 64‑bit AMDWindows drivers (AMD Catalyst Install Manager) to the VM.

5. Run the AMD Catalyst Install Manager; select your Destination Folder, and then click Install.
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6. Follow the installer steps to install the driver.

7. To complete the installation, restart your VM.

8. After the VM restarts, check that graphics are working correctly. Open the Windows Device
Manager, expand Display adapters, and ensure that the AMD Graphics Adapter does not have
any warning symbols.

Install the Intel drivers

To enable GPU operation, install Intel drivers into the VM.

1. Start the VM. In the Resources pane, right‑click on the VM, and click Start.

During this boot process, Citrix Hypervisor dynamically allocates a GPU to the VM.

2. Follow the Windows operating system installation screens.
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3. After the operating system installation completes, reboot the VM.

4. Copy the 32‑bit or 64‑bit Intel Windows driver (Intel Graphics Driver) to the VM.

5. Run the Intel Graphics Driver setup program

6. Select Automatically runWinSAT, and then click Next.

7. To accept the License Agreement, click Yes, and on the Readme File Information screen, click
Next.

8. Wait until the setup operations complete. When you are prompted, click Next.
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9. To complete the installation, you are prompted to restart the VM. Select Yes, I want to restart
this computer now, and click Finish.

10. After the VM restarts, check that graphics are working correctly. Open theWindows Device Man‑
ager, expand Display adapters, and ensure that the Intel Graphics Adapter does not have any
warning symbols.

Note:

You can obtain the latest drivers from the Intel website.

Memory usage

December 7, 2022

Two components contribute to the memory footprint of the Citrix Hypervisor server. First, the mem‑
ory consumed by the Xen hypervisor itself. Second, there is thememory consumed by the Control Do‑
main of the host. Also known as ‘Domain0’, or ‘dom0’, the control domain is a secure, privileged Linux
VM that runs the Citrix Hypervisor management toolstack (XAPI). Besides providing Citrix Hypervisor
management functions, the control domain also runs the driver stack that provides user created VM
access to physical devices.
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Control domainmemory

The amount ofmemory allocated to the control domain is adjusted automatically and is based on the
amount of physical memory on the physical host. By default, Citrix Hypervisor allocates 1 GiB plus
5% of the total physical memory to the control domain, up to an initial maximum of 8 GiB.

Note:

The amount reported in the Citrix Hypervisor section in XenCenter includes the memory used
by the control domain (dom0), the Xen hypervisor itself, and the crash kernel. Therefore, the
amount of memory reported in XenCenter can exceed these values. The amount of memory
used by the hypervisor is larger for hosts using more memory.

Change the amount of memory allocated to the control domain

You can change the amount of memory allocated to dom0 by using XenCenter or by using the com‑
mand line. If you increase the amount ofmemory allocated to the control domainbeyond the amount
allocated by default, this action results in less memory being available to VMs.

You might need to increase the amount of memory assigned to the control domain of a Citrix Hyper‑
visor server in the following cases:

• You are running many VMs on the server
• You are using PVS‑Accelerator
• You are using read caching

The amount of memory to allocate to the control domain depends on your environment and the re‑
quirements of your VMs.

You can monitor the following metrics to judge whether the amount of control domain memory is
appropriate for your environment and what effects any changes youmake have:

• Swap activity: If the control domain is swapping, increase the control domain memory.
• Tapdisk mode: You can monitor whether your tapdisks are in low‑memory mode from within
the XenCenter Performance tab for the server. Select Actions > New Graph and choose the
Tapdisks in lowmemorymodegraph. If a tapdisk is in low‑memorymode, increase the control
domain memory.

• Pagecache pressure: Use the top command to monitor the buff/cachemetric. If this num‑
ber becomes too low, youmight want to increase the control domain memory.

Changing the dom0memory by using XenCenter

For information about changing the dom0 memory by using XenCenter, see Changing the Control
Domain Memory in the XenCenter documentation.
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Note:

You cannot use XenCenter to reduce dom0memory below the value that was initially set during
Citrix Hypervisor installation. To make this change youmust use the command line.

Changing the dom0memory by using the command line
Note:

On hosts with smaller memory (less than 16 GiB), you might want to reduce the memory allo‑
cated to the Control Domain to lower than the installation default value. You can use the com‑
mand line to make this change. However, we recommend that you do not reduce the dom0
memory below 1 GiB and that you do this operation under the guidance of the Support Team.

1. On the Citrix Hypervisor server, open a local shell and log on as root.

2. Type the following:

1 /opt/xensource/libexec/xen-cmdline --set-xen dom0_mem=<nn>M,max:<
nn>M

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where <nn> represents the amount of memory, in MiB, to be allocated to dom0.

3. Restart the Citrix Hypervisor server using XenCenter or the reboot command on the Citrix Hy‑
pervisor console.

When the host restarts, on the Citrix Hypervisor console, run the free command to verify the
newmemory settings.

Howmuchmemory is available to VMs?

To find out howmuch host memory is available to be assigned to VMs, find the value of the freemem‑
ory of the host by running memory-free. Then type the command vm-compute-maximum-memory
to get the actual amount of free memory that can be allocated to the VM. For example:

1 xe host-list uuid=host_uuid params=memory-free
2 xe vm-compute-maximum-memory vm=vm_name total=host_memory_free_value
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Monitor andmanage your deployment

March 14, 2023
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Citrix Hypervisor provides detailed monitoring of performance metrics. These metrics include CPU,
memory, disk, network, C‑state/P‑state information, and storage. Where appropriate, these metrics
are available on a per host and a per VMbasis. Thesemetrics are available directly, or can be accessed
and viewed graphically in XenCenter or other third‑party applications.

Citrix Hypervisor also provides system and performance alerts. Alerts are notifications that occur in
response to selected system events. These notifications also occur when one of the following values
goes over a specified threshold on a managed host, VM, or storage repository: CPU usage, network
usage,memory usage, control domainmemory usage, storage throughput, or VMdisk usage. You can
configure the alerts by using the xe CLI or by using XenCenter. To create notifications based on any of
the available Host or VM performancemetrics see Performance alerts.

Monitor Citrix Hypervisor performance

Customers canmonitor the performance of their Citrix Hypervisor servers and Virtual Machines (VMs)
using the metrics exposed through Round Robin Databases (RRDs). These metrics can be queried
over HTTP or through the RRD2CSV tool. In addition, XenCenter uses this data to produce system
performance graphs. For more information, see Analyze and visualize metrics.

The following tables list all of the available Host and VMmetrics.

Notes:

• Latency over a period is defined as the average latency of operations during that period.
• The availability and utility of certain metrics are SR and CPU dependent.
• Performancemetrics are not available for GFS2 SRs and disks on those SRs.

Available host metrics

Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

avgqu_sz_<sr-
uuid-short>

Average I/O queue
size (requests).

At least one plugged
VBD in SR
<sr-uuid-short>
on the host

sr-uuid-short
Queue Size

cpu<cpu>-C<
cstate>

Time CPU cpu spent
in C‑state cstate in
milliseconds.

C‑state exists on CPU CPU cpu C‑state
cstate

cpu<cpu>-P<
pstate>

Time CPU cpu spent
in P‑state pstate in
milliseconds.

P‑state exists on CPU CPU cpu P‑state
pstate
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

cpu<cpu> Utilization of physical
CPU cpu (fraction).
Enabled by default.

CPU cpu exists CPU cpu

cpu_avg Mean utilization of
physical CPUs
(fraction). Enabled by
default.

None Average CPU

inflight_<sr-
uuid-short>

Number of I/O
requests currently in
flight. Enabled by
default.

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr Inflight Requests

io_throughput_read_
<sr-uuidshort>

Data read from SR
(MiB/s).

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr Read Throughput

io_throughput_write_
<sr-uuidshort>

Data written to the SR
(MiB/s).

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

srWrite Throughput

io_throughput_total_
<sr-uuidshort>

All SR I/O (MiB/s). At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr Total Throughput

iops_read_<sr-
uuid-short>

Read requests per
second.

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr Read IOPS

iops_write_<sr-
uuid-short>

Write requests per
second.

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

srWrite IOPS

iops_total_<sr-
uuid-short>

I/O requests per
second.

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr Total IOPS

iowait_<sr-uuid-
short>

Percentage of the
time waiting for I/O.

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr IO Wait

latency_<sr-uuid
-short>

Average I/O latency
(milliseconds).

At least one plugged
VBD in SR sr on the
host

sr Latency
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

loadavg Domain0 load
average. Enabled by
default

None Control Domain Load

memory_free_kib Total amount of free
memory (KiB).
Enabled by default.

None Free Memory

memory_reclaimed Host memory
reclaimed by squeeze
(B).

None Reclaimed Memory

memory_reclaimed_maxHost memory
available to reclaim
with squeeze (B).

None Potential Reclaimed
Memory

memory_total_kib Total amount of
memory (KiB) in the
host. Enabled by
default.

None Total Memory

network/latency Interval in seconds
between the last two
heartbeats
transmitted from the
local host to all online
hosts. Disabled by
default.

HA Enabled Network Latency

statefile/<
vdi_uuid>/
latency

Turn‑around time in
seconds of the latest
State‑File access from
the local host.
Disabled by default.

HA Enabled HA State File Latency

pif_<pif>_rx Bytes per second
received on physical
interface pif.
Enabled by default.

PIF exists XenCenter-
pifname Receive (see
note)

pif_<pif>_tx Bytes per second sent
on physical interface
pif. Enabled by
default.

PIF exists XenCenter-
pifname Send (see
note)
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

pif_<pif>
_rx_errors

Receive errors per
second on physical
interface pif.
Disabled by default.

PIF exists XenCenter-
pifname Receive
Errors (see note)

pif_<pif>
_tx_errors

Transmit errors per
second on physical
interface pif .
Disabled by default

PIF exists XenCenter-
pifname Send Errors
(see note)

pif_aggr_rx Bytes per second
received on all
physical interfaces.
Enabled by default.

None Total NIC Receive

pif_aggr_tx Bytes per second sent
on all physical
interfaces. Enabled
by default.

None Total NIC Send

pvsaccelerator_evictedBytes per second
evicted from the
cache

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator
eviction rate

pvsaccelerator_read_hitsReads per second
served from the
cache

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator hit
rate

pvsaccelerator_read_missesReads per second
that cannot be served
from the cache

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator miss
rate

pvsaccelerator_traffic_client_sentBytes per second sent
by cached PVS clients

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator
observed network
traffic from clients

pvsaccelerator_traffic_server_sentBytes per second sent
by cached PVS
servers

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator
observed network
traffic from servers

pvsaccelerator_read_totalReads per second
observed by the
cache

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator
observed read rate
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

pvsaccelerator_traffic_proxy_savedBytes per second sent
by PVSAccelerator
instead of the PVS
server

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator
saved network traffic

pvsaccelerator_space_utilizationPercentage of space
used by
PVSAccelerator on
this host, compared
to the total size of the
cache storage

PVSAccelerator
Enabled

PVS‑Accelerator
space utilization

sr_<sr>
_cache_size

Size in bytes of the
IntelliCache SR.
Enabled by default.

IntelliCache Enabled IntelliCache Cache
Size

sr_<sr>
_cache_hits

Cache hits per
second. Enabled by
default.

IntelliCache Enabled IntelliCache Cache
Hits

sr_<sr>
_cache_misses

Cachemisses per
second. Enabled by
default.

IntelliCache Enabled IntelliCache Cache
Misses

xapi_allocation_kibMemory (KiB)
allocation done by
the XAPI daemon.
Enabled by default.

None Agent Memory
Allocation

xapi_free_memory_kibFree memory (KiB)
available to the XAPI
daemon. Enabled by
default.

None Agent Memory Free

xapi_healthcheck
/latency

Turn‑around time in
seconds of the latest
XAPI status
monitoring call on
the local host.
Disabled by default.

High availability
Enabled

Citrix Hypervisor High
Availability Latency
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

xapi_live_memory_kibLive memory (KiB)
used by XAPI
daemon. Enabled by
default.

None Agent Memory Live

xapi_memory_usage_kibTotal memory (KiB)
allocated used by
XAPI daemon.
Enabled by default.

None Agent Memory Usage

Available VMmetrics

Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

cpu<cpu> Utilization of vCPU
cpu (fraction).
Enabled by default

vCPU cpu exists CPU

memory Memory currently
allocated to VM
(Bytes).Enabled by
default

None Total Memory

memory_target Target of VM balloon
driver (Bytes).
Enabled by default

None Memory target

memory_internal_freeMemory used as
reported by the guest
agent (KiB). Enabled
by default

None Free Memory

runstate_fullrun Fraction of time that
all vCPUs are running.

None vCPUs full run

runstate_full_contentionFraction of time that
all vCPUs are
runnable (that is,
waiting for CPU)

None vCPUs full contention
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

runstate_concurrency_hazardFraction of time that
some vCPUs are
running and some are
runnable

None vCPUs concurrency
hazard

runstate_blocked Fraction of time that
all vCPUs are blocked
or offline

None vCPUs idle

runstate_partial_runFraction of time that
some vCPUs are
running, and some
are blocked

None vCPUs partial run

runstate_partial_contentionFraction of time that
some vCPUs are
runnable and some
are blocked

None vCPUs partial
contention

vbd_<vbd>_write Writes to device vbd
in bytes per second.
Enabled by default

VBD vbd exists Disk vbdWrite

vbd_<vbd>_read Reads from device
vbd in bytes per
second. Enabled by
default.

VBD vbd exists Disk vbd Read

vbd_<vbd>
_write_latency

Writes to device vbd
in microseconds.

VBD vbd exists Disk vbdWrite
Latency

vbd_<vbd>
_read_latency

Reads from device
vbd in microseconds.

VBD vbd exists Disk vbd Read
Latency

vbd <vbd>
_iops_read

Read requests per
second.

At least one plugged
VBD for non‑ISO VDI
on the host

Disk vbd Read IOPs

vbd <vbd>
_iops_write

Write requests per
second.

At least one plugged
VBD for non‑ISO VDI
on the host

Disk vbdWrite IOPS

vbd <vbd>
_iops_total

I/O requests per
second.

At least one plugged
VBD for non‑ISO VDI
on the host

Disk vbd Total IOPS
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Metric Name Description Condition XenCenter Name

vbd <vbd>_iowait Percentage of time
waiting for I/0.

At least one plugged
VBD for non‑ISO VDI
on the host

Disk vbd IO Wait

vbd <vbd>
_inflight

Number of I/O
requests currently in
flight.

At least one plugged
VBD for non‑ISO VDI
on the host

Disk vbd Inflight
Requests

vbd <vbd>
_avgqu_sz

Average I/O queue
size.

At least one plugged
VBD for non‑ISO VDI
on the host

Disk vbd Queue Size

vif_<vif>_rx Bytes per second
received on virtual
interface number
vif. Enabled by
default.

VIF vif exists vif Receive

vif_<vif>_tx Bytes per second
transmitted on virtual
interface vif.
Enabled by default.

VIF vif exists vif Send

vif_<vif>
_rx_errors

Receive errors per
second on virtual
interface vif.
Enabled by default.

VIF vif exists vif Receive Errors

vif_<vif>
_tx_errors

Transmit errors per
second on virtual
interface vif Enabled
by default.

VIF vif exists vif Send Errors

Note:

The value of <XenCenter-pif-name> can be any of the following:

NIC <pif> ‑ if <pif> contains pif_eth##, where #### is 0–9
<pif> ‑ if <pif> contains pif_eth##.#### or pif_xenbr#### or pif_bond####
<Internal> Network <pif> ‑ if <pif> contains pif_xapi####, (note that <Internal> ap‑
pears as is)
TAP <tap> ‑ if <pif> contains pif_tap####
xapi Loopback ‑ if <pif> contains pif_lo
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Analyze and visualize metrics

The Performance tab in XenCenter provides real time monitoring of performance statistics across re‑
source pools in addition to graphical trending of virtual and physical machine performance. Graphs
showing CPU, memory, network, and disk I/O are included on the Performance tab by default. You
can add more metrics, change the appearance of the existing graphs or create extra ones. For more
information, see Configuring metrics in the following section.

• You can view up to 12months of performance data and zoom in to take a closer look at activity
spikes.

• XenCenter can generate performance alerts when CPU, memory, network I/O, storage I/O, or
disk I/O usage exceed a specified threshold on a server, VM, or SR. For more information, see
Alerts in the following section.

Note:

Install the Citrix VM Tools to see full VM performance data.

Configure performance graphs

To add a graph:

1. On the Performance tab, click Actions and then New Graph. The New Graph dialog box is
displayed.

2. In theName field, enter a name for the graph.

3. From the list ofDatasources, select the check boxes for the datasources you want to include in
the graph.

4. Click Save.

To edit an existing graph:

1. Navigate to the Performance tab, and select the graph that you would like to modify.

2. Right‑click on thegraphand selectActions, or click theActionsbutton. Then selectEditGraph.

3. On the graph details window, make the necessary changes, and clickOK.

Configure the graph type

Data on the performance graphs can be displayed as lines or as areas. To change the graph type:

1. On the Toolsmenu, clickOptions and select Graphs.

2. To view performance data as a line graph, click the Line graph option.

3. To view performance data as an area graph, click the Area graph option.
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4. ClickOK to save your changes.

Comprehensive details for configuring and viewing XenCenter performance graphs can be found in
the XenCenter documentation in the section Monitoring System Performance.

Configuremetrics
Note:

C‑states and P‑states are power management features of some processors. The range of states
available depends on the physical capabilities of the host, as well power management configu‑
ration.

Both host and VM commands return the following:

• A full description of the data source

• The units applied to the metric

• The range of possible values that may be used

For example:

1 name_label: cpu0-C1
2 name_description: Proportion of time CPU 0 spent in C-state 1
3 enabled: true
4 standard: true
5 min: 0.000
6 max: 1.000
7 units: Percent
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable a specific metric

Most metrics are enabled and collected by default, to enable those metrics that are not, enter the
following:

1 xe host-data-source-record data-source=metric name host=hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable a specific metric

You may not want to collect certain metrics regularly. To disable a previously enabled metric, enter
the following:

1 xe host-data-source-forget data-source=metric name host=hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Display a list of currently enabled host metrics

To list the host metrics currently being collected, enter the following:

1 xe host-data-source-list host=hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Display a list of currently enabled VMmetrics

To host the VMmetrics currently being collected, enter the following:

1 xe vm-data-source-list vm=vm_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use RRDs

Citrix Hypervisor uses RRDs to store performance metrics. These RRDs consist of multiple Round
Robin Archives (RRAs) in a fixed size database.

Each archive in the database samples its particular metric on a specified granularity:

• Every 5 seconds for 10 minutes
• Every minute for the past two hours
• Every hour for the past week
• Every day for the past year

The sampling that takes place every five seconds records actual data points, however the following
RRAs use Consolidation Functions instead. The consolidation functions supported by Citrix Hypervi‑
sor are:

• AVERAGE
• MIN
• MAX

RRDs exist for individual VMs (including dom0) and the Citrix Hypervisor server. VM RRDs are stored
on the host on which they run, or the pool master when not running. Therefore the location of a VM
must be known to retrieve the associated performance data.

For detailed information on how to use Citrix Hypervisor RRDs, see the Citrix Hypervisor Software
Development Kit Guide.

Analyze RRDs using HTTP

You can download RRDs over HTTP from the Citrix Hypervisor server specified using the HTTP han‑
dler registered at /host_rrd or /vm_rrd. Both addresses require authentication either by HTTP
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authentication, or by providing a valid management API session references as a query argument. For
example:

Download a Host RRD.

1 wget http://server/host_rrd?session_id=OpaqueRef:SESSION HANDLE>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Download a VM RRD.

1 wget http://server/vm_rrd?session_id=OpaqueRef:SESSION HANDLE>&uuid=VM
UUID>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Both of these calls download XML in a format that can be imported into the rrdtool for analysis, or
parsed directly.

Analyze RRDs using rrd2csv

In addition to viewing performancemetrics in XenCenter, the rrd2csv tool logs RRDs to Comma Sepa‑
rated Value (CSV) format. Man and help pages are provided. To display the rrd2csv tool man or help
pages, run the following command:

1 man rrd2csv
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or

1 rrd2csv --help
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Wheremultiple options areused, supply them individually. For example: to returnboth theUUID
and the name‑label associated with a VM or a host, call rrd2csv as shown below:

rrd2csv -u -n

The UUID returned is unique and suitable as a primary key, however the name‑label of an entity
may not necessarily be unique.

Theman page (rrd2csv --help) is the definitive help text of the tool.
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Alerts

You can configureCitrixHypervisor to generate alerts basedonanyof the availableHost or VMMetrics.
In addition, Citrix Hypervisor provides preconfigured alerts that trigger when hosts undergo certain
conditions and states. You can view these alerts using XenCenter or the xe CLI.

View alerts using XenCenter

You can view different types of alerts in XenCenter by clicking Notifications and then Alerts. The
Alerts view displays various types of alerts, including Performance alerts, Systemalerts, and Software
update alerts.

Performance alerts

Performance alerts can be generated when one of the following values exceeds a specified threshold
onamanagedhost, VM, or storage repository (SR): CPUusage, network usage,memory usage, control
domain memory usage, storage throughput, or VM disk usage.

By default, the alert repeat interval is set to 60 minutes, it can be modified if necessary. Alerts are
displayed on the Alerts page in the Notifications area in XenCenter. You can also configure XenCenter
to send an email for any specified performance alerts along with other serious system alerts.

Any customized alerts that are configured using the xe CLI are also displayed on the Alerts page in
XenCenter.

Each alert has a corresponding priority/severity level. You can modify these levels and optionally
choose to receive an email when the alert is triggered. The default alert priority/severity is set at 3.

Priority Name Description Default Email Alert

1 Critical Act now or data may
be permanently
lost/corrupted.

Yes

2 Major Act now or some
services may fail.

Yes

3 Warning Act now or a service
may suffer.

Yes

4 Minor Notice that
something just
improved.

No
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Priority Name Description Default Email Alert

5 Information Day‑to‑day
information (VM
Start, Stop, Resume
and so on)

No

? Unknown Unknown error No

Configure performance alerts

1. In the Resources pane, select the relevant host, VM, or SR, then click the General tab and then
Properties.

2. Click the Alerts tab. You can configure the following alerts:

• CPU usage alerts for a host or VM: Check the Generate CPU usage alerts check box, then
set the CPU usage and time threshold that trigger the alert

• Network usage alerts for a host or VM: Check the Generate network usage alerts check
box, then set the network usage and time threshold that trigger the alert.

• Memory usage alerts for a host: Check the Generate memory usage alerts check box,
and then set the free memory and time threshold that trigger the alert.

• Control domain memory usage alerts for a host: Check the Generate control domain
memory usage alerts check box, and then set the control domain memory usage and
time threshold that trigger the alert.

• Disk usage alerts for a VM: Check the Generate disk usage alerts check box, then set the
disk usage and time threshold that trigger the alert.

• Storage throughput alerts for an SR: Check the Generate storage throughput alerts
check box, then set the storage throughput and time threshold that trigger the alert.

Note:

Physical Block Devices (PBD) represent the interface between a specific Citrix Hyper‑
visor server and an attached SR. When the total read/write SR throughput activity
on a PBD exceeds the threshold you have specified, alerts are generated on the host
connected to the PBD. Unlike other Citrix Hypervisor server alerts, this alert must be
configured on the SR.

3. To change the alert repeat interval, enter the number of minutes in the Alert repeat interval
box. When an alert threshold has been reached and an alert generated, another alert is not
generated until after the alert repeat interval has elapsed.
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4. ClickOK to save your changes.

For comprehensive details on how to view, filter and configure severities for performance alerts, see
Configuring Performance Alerts in the XenCenter documentation.

System alerts

The following table displays the system events/conditions that trigger an alert to be displayed on the
Alerts page in XenCenter.

Name Priority/Severity Description

license_expires_soon 2 Citrix Hypervisor License
agreement expires soon.

ha‑statefile_lost 2 Lost contact with the high
availability Storage
Repository, act soon.

ha‑
heartbeat_approaching_timeout

5 High availability approaching
timeout, host may reboot
unless action is taken.

ha_statefile_approaching_timeout5 High availability approaching
timeout, host may reboot
unless action is taken.

haxapi_healthcheck_approaching_timeout5 High availability approaching
timeout, host may reboot
unless action is taken.

ha_network_bonding_error 3 Potential service loss. Loss of
network that sends high
availability heartbeat.

ha_pool_overcommited 3 Potential service loss. High
availability is unable to
guarantee protection for
configured VMs.

ha_poor_drop_in_plan_exists_for3 High availability coverage has
dropped, more likely to fail,
no loss present yet.

ha_protected_vm_restart_failed2 Service Loss. High availability
was unable to restart a
protected VM.
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Name Priority/Severity Description

ha_host_failed 3 High availability detected
that a host failed.

ha_host_was_fenced 4 High availability rebooted a
host to protect against VM
corruption.

redo_log_healthy 4 The XAPI redo log has
recovered from a previous
error.

redo_log_broken 3 The XAPI redo log has
encountered an error.

ip_configured_pif_can_unplug 3 An IP configured NIC can be
unplugged by XAPI when
using high availability,
possibly leading to high
availability failure.

host_sync_data_failed 3 Failed to synchronize Citrix
Hypervisor performance
statistics.

host_clock_skew_detected 3 The host clock is not
synchronized with other
hosts in the pool.

host_clock_went_backwards 1 The host clock is corrupted.

pool_master_transition 4 A new host has been specified
as Pool Master.

pbd_plug_failed_on_server_start3 The host failed to connect to
Storage at boot time.

auth_external_init_failed 2 The host failed to enable
external AD authentication.

auth_external_pool_non‑
homogeneous

2 Hosts in a pool have different
AD authentication
configuration.

multipath_period_alert 3 A path to an SR has failed or
recovered.
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Name Priority/Severity Description

bond‑status‑changed 3 A link in a bond has
disconnected or reconnected.

Software update alerts

• XenCenter old: Citrix Hypervisor expects a newer version but can still connect to the current
version

• XenCenter out of date: XenCenter is too old to connect to Citrix Hypervisor
• Citrix Hypervisor out of date: Citrix Hypervisor is an old version that the current XenCenter
cannot connect to

• License expired alert: Citrix Hypervisor license has expired
• Missing IQN alert: Citrix Hypervisor uses iSCSI storage but the host IQN is blank
• Duplicate IQN alert: Citrix Hypervisor uses iSCSI storage, and there are duplicate host IQNs

Configure performance alerts by using the xe CLI
Note:

Triggers for alerts are checked at aminimum interval of fiveminutes. This interval avoids placing
excessive load on the system to check for these conditions and reporting of false positives. Set‑
ting an alert repeat interval smaller than fiveminutes results in the alerts still being generated at
the five minute minimum interval.

The performance monitoring perfmon tool runs once every five minutes and requests updates
from Citrix Hypervisor which are averages over one minute. These defaults can be changed in
/etc/sysconfig/perfmon.

The perfmon tool reads updates every five minutes of performance variables running on the same
host. These variables are separated into one group relating to the host itself, and a group for each VM
running on that host. For each VM and host, perfmon reads the parameter other-config:perfmon
and uses this string to determine which variables to monitor, and under which circumstances to gen‑
erate a message.

For example, the following shows an example of configuring a VM “CPUusage” alert bywriting an XML
string into the parameter other-config:perfmon:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=vm_uuid other-config:perfmon=\
2
3 '<config>
4 <variable>
5 <name value="cpu_usage"/>
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6 <alarm_trigger_level value="0.5"/>
7 </variable>
8 </config>'
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

You can use multiple variable nodes.

After setting the new configuration, use the following command to refresh perfmon for each host:

1 xe host-call-plugin host=host_uuid plugin=perfmon fn=refresh
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If this refresh is not done, there is a delay before the new configuration takes effect, since by de‑
fault, perfmon checks for new configuration every 30 minutes. This default can be changed in /etc
/sysconfig/perfmon.

Valid VM elements

• name: The name of the variable (no default). If the name value is either cpu_usage,
network_usage, or disk_usage, the rrd_regex and alarm_trigger_sense parameters
are not required as defaults for these values are used.

• alarm_priority: The priority of the alerts generated (default 3).

• alarm_trigger_level: The level of value that triggers an alert (no default).

• alarm_trigger_sense: The value is high if alarm_trigger_level is a maximum value
otherwise low if the alarm_trigger_level is a minimum value (the default high).

• alarm_trigger_period: Thenumberof seconds that values (aboveorbelow thealert thresh‑
old) can be received before an alert is sent (the default is 60).

• alarm_auto_inhibit_period: The number of seconds this alert will be disabled after an
alert is sent (the default is 3600).

• consolidation_fn: Combines variables from rrd_updates into one value. For cpu-usage
the default is average, for fs_usage the default isget_percent_fs_usage and for all others
‑ sum.

• rrd_regex: Matches the names of variables from xe vm-data-sources-list uuid
=vm_uuid, to compute performance values. This parameter has defaults for the named
variables:

– cpu_usage
– network_usage
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– disk_usage

If specified, the values of all items returned by xe vm-data-source-listwhose namesmatch the
specified regular expressionare consolidatedusing themethodspecifiedas theconsolidation_fn.

Valid host elements

• name: The name of the variable (no default).
• alarm_priority: The priority of the alerts generated (default 3).
• alarm_trigger_level: The level of value that triggers an alert (no default).
• alarm_trigger_sense: The value is high when alarm_trigger_level is a maximum
value otherwise low if the alarm_trigger_level is a minimum value. (default high)

• alarm_trigger_period: Thenumberof seconds that values (aboveorbelow thealert thresh‑
old) can be received before an alert is sent (default 60).

• alarm_auto_inhibit_period: The number of seconds that the alert is disabled for after an
alert is sent. (default 3600).

• consolidation_fn: Combines variables from rrd_updates into one value (default sum ‑ or
average)

• rrd_regex: A regular expression tomatch thenamesof variables returnedby thexe vm-data
-source-list uuid=vm_uuid command to use to compute the statistical value. This param‑
eter has defaults for the following named variables:

– cpu_usage
– network_usage
– memory_free_kib
– sr_io_throughput_total_xxxxxxxx (where xxxxxxxxis the first eight characters of the SR‑
UUID).

SR Throughput: Storage throughput alerts must be configured on the SR rather than the host. For
example:

1 xe sr-param-set uuid=sr_uuid other-config:perfmon=\
2 '<config>
3 <variable>
4 <name value="sr_io_throughput_total_per_host"/>
5 <alarm_trigger_level value="0.01"/>
6 </variable>
7 </config>'
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

Generic example configuration

The following example shows a generic configuration:
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1 <config>
2 <variable>
3 <name value="NAME_CHOSEN_BY_USER"/>
4 <alarm_trigger_level value="THRESHOLD_LEVEL_FOR_ALERT"/>
5 <alarm_trigger_period value="

RAISE_ALERT_AFTER_THIS_MANY_SECONDS_OF_BAD_VALUES"/>
6 <alarm_priority value="PRIORITY_LEVEL"/>
7 <alarm_trigger_sense value="HIGH_OR_LOW"/>
8 <alarm_auto_inhibit_period value="

MINIMUM_TIME_BETWEEN_ALERT_FROM_THIS_MONITOR"/>
9 <consolidation_fn value="FUNCTION_FOR_COMBINING_VALUES"/>

10 <rrd_regex value="REGULAR_EXPRESSION_TO_CHOOSE_DATASOURCE_METRIC"/>
11 </variable>
12
13 <variable>
14 ...
15 </variable>
16
17 ...
18 </config>
19 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure email alerts

You can configure Citrix Hypervisor to send email notifications when Citrix Hypervisor servers gener‑
atealerts. Themail‑alarmutility inCitrixHypervisoruses sSMTP to send theseemail notifications. You
can enable basic email alerts by using Xencenter or the xe Command Line Interface (CLI). For further
configuration of email alerts, you canmodify the mail-alarm.conf configuration file.

Use an SMTP server that does not require authentication. Emails sent through SMTP servers that
require authentication cannot be delivered.

Enable email alerts by using XenCenter

1. In the Resources pane, right‑click on a pool and select Properties.

2. In the Propertieswindow, select Email Options.

3. Select the Send email alert notifications check box. Enter your preferred destination
address for the notification emails and SMTP server details.

4. Choose your preferred language from the Mail language list. The default language for per‑
formance alert emails is English.
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Enable email alerts by using the xe CLI

To configure email alerts, specify your preferred destination address for the notification emails and
SMTP server:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:mail-destination=joe.
bloggs@example.com

2 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:ssmtp-mailhub=smtp.
example.com:<port>

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Citrix Hypervisor automatically configures the sender address as noreply@<hostname>. However,
you can set the sender address explicitly:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:mail-sender=
serveralerts@example.com

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

When you turn on email notifications, you receive an email notification when an alert with a priority
of 3 or higher is generated. Therefore, the default minimum priority level is 3. You can change this
default with the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:mail-min-priority=level
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Some SMTP servers only forward mails with addresses that use FQDNs. If you find that emails
are not being forwarded it might be for this reason. In which case, you can set the server host
name to the FQDN so this address is used when connecting to your mail server.

To configure the language for the performance alert emails:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:mail-language=ja-JP
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The default language for performance alert emails is English.

Further configuration

To further configure the mail‑alarm utility in Citrix Hypervisor, create an /etc/mail-alarm.conf
file containing the following:

1 root=postmaster
2 authUser=<username>
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3 authPass=<password>
4 mailhub=@MAILHUB@
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

/etc/mail-alarm.conf is auser‑supplied template for sSMTP’s configuration filessmtp.confand
is used for all alerts generated by Citrix Hypervisor servers. It consists of keys where key=@KEY@ and
@KEY@ is replaced by the corresponding value of ssmtp-key in pool.other_config. These values
are then passed to ssmtp, allowing you to control aspects of the sSMTP configuration using values
from pool.other_config. Note how @KEY@ (uppercase) corresponds to ssmtp-key (lowercase,
prefixed by ssmtp-).

For example, if you set the SMTP server:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:ssmtp-mailhub=smtp.
example.com

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

and then add the following to your /etc/mail-alarm.conf file:

1 mailhub=@MAILHUB@
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

mailhub=@MAILHUB@ becomes mailhub=smtp.example.com.

Each SMTP server can differ slightly in its setup and may require extra configuration. To further con‑
figure sSMTP, modify its configuration file ssmtp.conf. By storing relevant keys in the mail-alarm
.conf file, you can use the values in pool.other_config to configure sSMTP. The following extract
from the ssmtp.confman page shows the correct syntax and available options:

1 NAME
2 ssmtp.conf – ssmtp configuration file
3
4 DESCRIPTION
5 ssmtp reads configuration data from /etc/ssmtp/ssmtp.conf The file

con-
6 tains keyword-argument pairs, one per line. Lines starting with '#'
7 and empty lines are interpreted as comments.
8
9 The possible keywords and their meanings are as follows (both are case-

10 insensitive):
11
12 Root
13 The user that gets all mail for userids less than 1000. If blank,
14 address rewriting is disabled.
15
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16 Mailhub
17 The host to send mail to, in the form host | IP_addr port :
18 <port>. The default port is 25.
19
20 RewriteDomain
21 The domain from which mail seems to come. For user authentication.
22
23 Hostname
24 The full qualified name of the host. If not specified, the host
25 is queried for its hostname.
26
27 FromLineOverride
28 Specifies whether the From header of an email, if any, may over

-
29 ride the default domain. The default is "no".
30
31 UseTLS
32 Specifies whether ssmtp uses TLS to talk to the SMTP server.
33 The default is "no".
34
35 UseSTARTTLS
36 Specifies whether ssmtp does a EHLO/STARTTLS before starting

TLS
37 negotiation. See RFC 2487.
38
39 TLSCert
40 The file name of an RSA certificate to use for TLS, if required

.
41
42 AuthUser
43 The user name to use for SMTP AUTH. The default is blank, in
44 which case SMTP AUTH is not used.
45
46 AuthPass
47 The password to use for SMTP AUTH.
48
49 AuthMethod
50 The authorization method to use. If unset, plain text is used.
51 May also be set to "cram-md5".
52 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Custom fields and tags

XenCenter supports the creation of tags and custom fields, which allows for organization and quick
searching of VMs, storage and so on. For more information, see Monitoring System Performance.

Custom searches

XenCenter supports the creation of customized searches. Searches can be exported and imported,
and the results of a search can be displayed in the navigation pane. For more information, see Moni‑
toring System Performance.

Determine throughput of physical bus adapters

For FC, SAS and iSCSI HBAs you can determine the network throughput of your PBDs using the follow‑
ing procedure.

1. List the PBDs on a host.
2. Determine which LUNs are routed over which PBDs.
3. For each PBD and SR, list the VBDs that reference VDIs on the SR.
4. For all active VBDs that are attached to VMs on the host, calculate the combined throughput.

For iSCSI and NFS storage, check your network statistics to determine if there is a throughput bottle‑
neck at the array, or whether the PBD is saturated.

Manage virtual machines

May 2, 2023

This section provides an overview of how to create Virtual Machines (VMs) using templates. It also
explains other preparationmethods, including cloning templates and importing previously exported
VMs.

What is a virtual machine?

A Virtual Machine (VM) is a software computer that, like a physical computer, runs an operating sys‑
tem and applications. The VM comprises a set of specification and configuration files backed by the
physical resources of a host. Every VM has virtual devices that provide the same functions as physical
hardware. VMs can give the benefits of being more portable, more manageable, and more secure. In
addition, you can tailor the boot behavior of each VM to your specific requirements. For more infor‑
mation, see VM Boot Behavior.
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Citrix Hypervisor supports guests with any combination of IPv4 or IPv6 configured addresses.

In Citrix Hypervisor VMs can operate in full virtualized (HVM) mode. Specific processor features are
used to ‘trap’ privileged instructions that the virtual machine carries out. This capability enables you
to use an unmodified operating system. For network and storage access, emulated devices are pre‑
sented to the virtual machine. Alternatively, PV drivers can be used for performance and reliability
reasons.

Create VMs

Use VM templates

VMs are prepared from templates. A template is a gold image that contains all the various configura‑
tion settings to create an instance of a specific VM. Citrix Hypervisor shipswith a base set of templates,
which are raw VMs, onwhich you can install an operating system. Different operating systems require
different settings to run at their best. Citrix Hypervisor templates are tuned to maximize operating
system performance.

There are two basic methods by which you can create VMs from templates:

• Using a complete pre‑configured template, for example the Demo Linux Virtual Appliance.

• Installing an operating system fromaCD, ISO image or network repository onto the appropriate
provided template.

Windows VMs describes how to install Windows operating systems onto VMs.

Linux VMs describes how to install Linux operating systems onto VMs.

Note:

Templates created by older versions of Citrix Hypervisor can be used in newer versions of Citrix
Hypervisor. However, templates created in newer versions of Citrix Hypervisor are not compati‑
ble with older versions of Citrix Hypervisor. If you created a VM template by using Citrix Hypervi‑
sor 8.2, to use it with an earlier version, export the VDIs separately and create the VM again.

Other methods of VM creation

In addition to creating VMs from the provided templates, you can use the followingmethods to create
VMs.

Clone an existing VM

You canmake a copy of an existing VM by cloning from a template. Templates are ordinary VMs which
are intended to be used as master copies to create instances of VMs from. A VM can be customized
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and converted into a template. Ensure that you follow the appropriate preparation procedure for the
VM. For more information, see Preparing for Cloning a Windows VM Using Sysprep and Preparing to
Clone a Linux VM.

Note:

Templates cannot be used as normal VMs.

Citrix Hypervisor has twomechanisms for cloning VMs:

• A full copy

• Copy‑on‑Write

The faster Copy‑on‑Write mode only writesmodified blocks to disk. Copy‑on‑Write is designed
to save disk space and allow fast clones, but slightly slows down normal disk performance. A
template can be fast‑clonedmultiple times without slowdown.

Note:

If you clone a template into a VM and then convert the clone into a template, disk perfor‑
mance can decrease. The amount of decrease has a linear relationship to the number of
times this process has happened. In this event, the vm-copy CLI command can be used to
perform a full copy of the disks and restore expected levels of disk performance.

Notes for resource pools

If you create a template from VM virtual disks on a shared SR, the template cloning operation is for‑
warded to any server in the pool that can access the shared SRs. However, if you create the template
from a VM virtual disk that only has a local SR, the template clone operation is only able to run on the
server that can access that SR.

Import an exported VM

You can create a VM by importing an existing exported VM. Like cloning, exporting and importing a VM
is fast way to create more VMs of a certain configuration. Using this method enables you to increase
the speed of your deployment. You might, for example, have a special‑purpose server configuration
that you use many times. After you set up a VM as required, export it and import it later to create
another copy of your specially configured VM. You can also use export and import tomove a VM to the
Citrix Hypervisor server that is in another resource pool.

For details and procedures on importing and exporting VMs, see Importing and Exporting VMs.
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Citrix VM Tools

Citrix VM Tools provide high performance I/O services without the overhead of traditional device em‑
ulation.

Citrix VM Tools for Windows

Citrix VM Tools for Windows consist of I/O drivers (also known as paravirtualized drivers or PV drivers)
and the Management Agent.

The I/O drivers contain storage and network drivers, and low‑level management interfaces. These
drivers replace the emulated devices and provide high‑speed transport between Windows and the
Citrix Hypervisor product family software. While installing a Windows operating system, Citrix Hyper‑
visor uses traditional device emulation to present a standard IDE controller and a standard network
card to theVM.This emulationallows theWindows installation tousebuilt‑indrivers, butwith reduced
performance due to the overhead inherent in emulating the controller drivers.

The Management Agent, also known as the Guest Agent, is responsible for high‑level virtual machine
management features and provides a full set of functions to XenCenter.

Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows on each Windows VM for that VM to have a fully supported config‑
uration, and to be able to use the xe CLI or XenCenter. A VM functions without the Citrix VM Tools for
Windows, but performance is hampered when the I/O drivers (PV drivers) are not installed. You must
install Citrix VM Tools for Windows on Windows VMs to be able to perform the following operations:

• Cleanly shut down, reboot, or suspend a VM

• View VM performance data in XenCenter

• Migrate a running VM (using live migration or storage live migration)

• Create snapshots with memory (checkpoints) or revert to snapshots

For more information, see Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

Citrix VM Tools for Linux

Citrix VM Tools for Linux contain a guest agent that provides extra information about the VM to the
host.

You must install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux on Linux VMs to be able to perform the following opera‑
tions:

• View VM performance data in XenCenter

• Adjust the number of vCPUs on a running Linux VM

• Enable dynamic memory control
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For more information, see Install Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

Find out the virtualization state of a VM

XenCenter reports the virtualization state of a VMon the VM’sGeneral tab. You can findoutwhether or
not Citrix VM Tools are installed. This tab also displayswhether the VM can install and receive updates
fromWindows Update. The following section lists the messages displayed in XenCenter:

I/O optimized (not optimized): This field displays whether or not the I/O drivers are installed on the
VM.

Management Agent installed (not installed): This field displays whether or not the Management
Agent is installed on the VM.

Able to (Not able to) receive updates fromWindows Update: specifies whether the VM can receive
I/O drivers fromWindows Update.

Note:

Windows Server Core 2016 does not support using Windows Update to install or update the I/O
drivers. Instead use the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installer provided on the Citrix Hypervisor
downloads page.

Install I/O drivers and Management Agent: this message is displayed when the VM does not have
the I/O drivers or the Management Agent installed.

Supported guests and allocating resources

For a list of supported guest operating systems, see Supported Guests, Virtual Memory, and Disk Size
Limits

This section describes the differences in virtual device support for the members of the Citrix Hypervi‑
sor product family.

Citrix Hypervisor product family virtual device support

The current version of the Citrix Hypervisor product family has some general limitations on virtual
devices for VMs. Specific guest operating systems may have lower limits for certain features. The
individual guest installation section notes the limitations. For detailed information on configuration
limits, see Configuration Limits.

Factors such as hardware and environment can affect the limitations. For information about sup‑
ported hardware, see the Citrix Hypervisor Hardware Compatibility List.
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VM block devices

Citrix Hypervisor emulates an IDE bus in the form of an hd* device. When using Windows, installing
the Citrix VM Tools installs a special I/O driver that works in a similar way to Linux, except in a fully
virtualized environment.

Windows VMs

April 26, 2023

InstallingWindows VMs on the Citrix Hypervisor server requires hardware virtualization support (Intel
VT or AMD‑V).

Note:

Nested virtualization is not supported for Windows VMs hosted on Citrix Hypervisor.

Basic procedure for creating a Windows VM

The process of installing a Windows on to a VM consists of the following steps:

1. Selecting the appropriate Windows template

2. Choosing the appropriate boot mode

3. Installing the Windows operating system

4. Installing the Citrix VM Tools for Windows (I/O drivers and theManagement Agent)

Warning:

Windows VMs are supported only when the VMs have the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installed.

Windows VM templates

Windows operating systems are installed onto VMs by cloning an appropriate template using either
XenCenter or the xe CLI, and then installing the operating system. The templates for individual guests
have predefined platform flags set which define the configuration of the virtual hardware. For exam‑
ple, all Windows VMs are installed with the ACPI Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) mode enabled. If
you later change one of these VMs to havemultiple virtual CPUs, Windows automatically switches the
HAL to multi‑processor mode.

The available Windows templates are listed in the following table:
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Template Name Supported boot modes Description

Windows 10 (32‑bit) BIOS Used to install Windows 10

Windows 10 (64‑bit) BIOS, UEFI, UEFI Secure Boot Used to install Windows 10
(64‑bit)

Windows Server 2012 R2
(64‑bit)

BIOS Used to install Windows
Server 2012 R2 (64‑bit)

Windows Server 2016 (64‑bit) BIOS, UEFI, UEFI Secure Boot Used to install Windows
Server 2016 or Windows
Server Core 2016 (64‑bit)

Windows Server 2019 (64‑bit) BIOS, UEFI, UEFI Secure Boot Used to install Windows
Server 2019 or Windows
Server Core 2019 (64‑bit)

Windows Server 2022 (64‑bit) BIOS, UEFI, UEFI Secure Boot Used to install Windows
Server 2022 or Windows
Server Core 2022 (64‑bit)

Attach an ISO image library

The Windows operating system can be installed either from an install CD in a physical CD‑ROM drive
on the Citrix Hypervisor server, or from an ISO image. See Create ISO images for information on how
tomake an ISO image from aWindows install CD andmake it available for use.

Guest UEFI boot and Secure Boot

Citrix Hypervisor enables recent versions of Windows guest operating systems to boot in UEFI mode.
UEFI boot provides a richer interface for the guest operating systems to interact with the hardware,
which can significantly reduce Windows VM boot times.

For these Windows operating systems, Citrix Hypervisor also supports Windows Secure Boot. Secure
Boot prevents unsigned, incorrectly signed or modified binaries from being run during boot. On a
UEFI‑enabled VM that enforces Secure Boot, all drivers must be signed. This requirement might limit
the range of uses for the VM, but provides the security of blocking unsigned/modified drivers. If you
use an unsigned driver, secure boot fails and an alert is shown in XenCenter.

SecureBoot also reduces the risk thatmalware in theguest canmanipulate theboot files or runduring
the boot process.
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Note:

Guest UEFI boot was provided as an experimental feature in Citrix Hypervisor 8.0. UEFI‑enabled
VMs that were created in Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 are not supported in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. Delete
these VMs and create new ones with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

CitrixHypervisor supportsUEFI boot andSecureBoot onnewly createdWindows10 (64‑bit),Windows
Server 2016 (64‑bit), Windows Server 2019 (64‑bit), and Windows Server 2022 (64‑bit) VMs. You must
specify the bootmodewhen creating a VM. It is not possible to change thebootmodeof a VMbetween
BIOS and UEFI (or UEFI Secure Boot) after booting the VM for the first time. However, you can change
the boot mode between UEFI and UEFI Secure Boot at any time.

Consider the following when enabling UEFI boot on VMs:

• Ensure that the UEFI‑enabled VM has at least two vCPUs.
• You can import or export a UEFI‑enabled VM created on Citrix Hypervisor as an OVA, OVF, or an
XVA file. Importing a UEFI‑enabled VM from OVA or OVF packages created on other hypervisors
is not supported.

• To use PVS‑Accelerator with UEFI‑enabled VMs, ensure that you are using Citrix Provisioning
1906 or later.

• Use the UEFI settings menu to change the screen resolution of the XenCenter console. For de‑
tailed instructions, see Troubleshooting.

Consider the following when enabling UEFI Secure Boot on VMs:

• The Citrix Hypervisor server must be booted in UEFI mode. For more information, see Network
boot installations

• Your resource pool or standalone server must have access to Secure Boot certificates.

Only one Citrix Hypervisor server in the pool requires access to the certificates. When a server
joins a pool the certificates on that server are made available to other servers in the pool.

Note

UEFI‑enabled VMs use NVME and E1000 for emulated devices. The emulation information does
not display these values until after you install Citrix VM Tools for Windows on the VM.
UEFI‑enabled VMs also show as only having 2 NICs until after you install Citrix VM Tools for Win‑
dows.

Enabling UEFI boot or UEFI Secure Boot

You can use XenCenter or the xe CLI to enable UEFI boot or UEFI Secure Boot for your VM.

For information about creating a UEFI‑enabled VM in XenCenter, see Create a VM by using XenCenter.
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Using the xe CLI to enable UEFI boot or UEFI Secure Boot

When you create a VM, run the following command before booting the VM for the first time:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<UUID> HVM-boot-params:firmware=<MODE>
2 xe vm-param-set uuid=<UUID> platform:secureboot=<OPTION>
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where, UUID is the VM’s UUID, MODE is either BIOS or uefi, and OPTION is either ‘true’ or ‘false’. If you
do not specify themode, it defaults to uefi if that option is supported for your VM operating system.
Otherwise, the mode defaults to BIOS. If you do not specify the secureboot option, it defaults to
‘auto’. ForUEFI‑enabled VMs created on aCitrix Hypervisor server that is booted inUEFImode andhas
Secure Boot certificates available, the ‘auto’ behavior is to enable Secure Boot for the VM. Otherwise,
Secure Boot is not enabled.

To create a UEFI‑enabled VM from a template supplied with Citrix Hypervisor, run the following com‑
mand:

1 UUID=$(xe vm-clone name-label='Windows 10 (64-bit)' new-name-label=
'Windows 10 (64-bit)(UEFI)')

2 xe template-param-set uuid=<UUID> HVM-boot-params:firmware=<MODE>
platform:secureboot=<OPTION>

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Do not run this command for templates that have something installed on them or templates that you
created from a snapshot. The boot mode of these snapshots cannot be changed and, if you attempt
to change the boot mode, the VM fails to boot.

When you boot the UEFI‑enabled VM the first time you are prompted on the VM console to press any
key to start the Windows installation. If you do not start the Windows installation, the VM console
switches to the UEFI shell.

To restart the installation process, in the UEFI console, type the following commands.

1 EFI:
2 EFI\BOOT\BOOTX64

When the installation process restarts, watch the VM console for the installation prompt. When the
prompt appears, press any key.

Disabling Secure Boot

You might want to disable Secure Boot on occasion. For example, Windows debugging cannot be
enabled on a VM that in Secure Boot user mode. To disable Secure Boot, change the VM into Secure
Boot setupmode. On your Citrix Hypervisor server, run the following command:
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1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> setup

Keys

UEFI‑enabled VMs are provisioned with a PK from an ephemeral private key, the Microsoft KEK, the
Microsoft Windows Production PCA, and Microsoft third party keys. The VMs are also provided with
an up‑to‑date revocation list from the UEFI forum. This configuration enables Windows VMs to boot
with Secure Boot turned on and to receive automatic updates to the keys and revocation list from
Microsoft.

Troubleshooting your UEFI and UEFI Secure Boot VMs

For informationabout troubleshooting yourUEFI orUEFI SecureBoot VMs, seeTroubleshootUEFI and
Secure Boot problems on Windows VMs.

Create a VM by using XenCenter

To create a Windows VM:

1. On the XenCenter toolbar, click theNew VM button to open the New VMwizard.

The New VMwizard allows you to configure the new VM, adjusting various parameters for CPU,
storage, and networking resources.

2. Select a VM template and clickNext.

Each template contains the setup information that is required to create a VM with a specific
guest operating system (OS), and with optimum storage. This list reflects the templates that
Citrix Hypervisor currently supports.

Note:

If the OS that you are installing on your VM is compatible only with the original hardware,
check the Copy host BIOS strings to VM box. For example, you might use this option for
an OS installation CD that was packaged with a specific computer.

After you first start a VM, you cannot change its BIOS strings. Ensure that the BIOS strings
are correct before starting the VM for the first time.

To copy BIOS strings using the CLI, see Install HVM VMs from Reseller Option Kit (BIOS‑locked)
Media. The option to set user‑defined BIOS strings are not available for HVM VMs.

3. Enter a name and an optional description for the new VM.
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4. Choose the source of the OSmedia to install on the new VM.

Installing from a CD/DVD is the simplest option for getting started.

a) Choose the default installation source option (DVD drive)
b) Insert the disk into the DVD drive of the Citrix Hypervisor server

CitrixHypervisor also allows you topull OS installationmedia froma rangeof sources, including
a pre‑existing ISO library. An ISO image is a file that contains all the information that an optical
disc (CD, DVD, and so on) would contain. In this case, an ISO image would contain the same OS
data as a Windows installation CD.

To attach a pre‑existing ISO library, clickNew ISO library and indicate the location and type of
the ISO library. You can then choose the specific operating system ISOmedia from the list.

5. Choose a boot mode for the VM. By default, XenCenter select the most secure boot mode avail‑
able for the VM operating system version.

Note:

• The UEFI Boot and UEFI Secure Boot options appear grayed out if the VM template
you have chosen does not support UEFI boot.

• You cannot change the boot mode after you boot the VM for the first time.

6. Select a home server for the VM.

A home server is the serverwhich provides the resources for a VM in a pool. When you nominate
a home server for a VM, Citrix Hypervisor attempts to start the VM on that server. If this action
is not possible, an alternate server within the same pool is selected automatically. To choose a
home server, click Place the VM on this server and select a server from the list.

Notes:

• In WLB‑enabled pools, the nominated home server isn’t used for starting, restart‑
ing, resuming, or migrating the VM. Instead, Workload Balancing nominates the
best server for the VM by analyzing Citrix Hypervisor resource pool metrics and by
recommending optimizations.

• If a VM has one or more virtual GPUs assigned to it, the home server nomination
doesn’t take effect. Instead, the server nomination is based on the virtual GPU
placement policy set by the user.

• During rolling pool upgrade, the home server is not considered when migrating the
VM. Instead, the VM is migrated back to the server it was on before the upgrade.

If you do not want to nominate a home server, click Don’t assign this VM a home server. The
VM is started on any server with the necessary resources.

ClickNext to continue.
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7. Allocate processor and memory resources for the VM. For a Windows 10 VM, the default is 1
virtual CPU and 2,048 MB of RAM. You can also choose to modify the defaults. Click Next to
continue.

8. Assign a virtual GPU. TheNewVMwizard prompts you to assign a dedicatedGPUor one ormore
virtual GPUs to the VM. This option enables the VM to use the processing power of the GPU.With
this feature, you have better support for high‑end 3Dprofessional graphics applications such as
CAD/CAM, GIS, and Medical Imaging applications.

9. Allocate and configure storage for the new VM.

Click Next to select the default allocation (24 GB) and configuration, or you might want to do
the following extra configuration:

• Change the name, description, or size of your virtual disk by clicking Edit.
• Add a new virtual disk by selecting Add.

10. Configure networking on the new VM.

Click Next to select the default NIC and configurations, including an automatically created
unique MAC address for each NIC. Alternatively, you might want to do the following extra
configuration:

• Change the physical network, MAC address, or Quality of Service (QoS) priority of the vir‑
tual disk by clicking Edit.

• Add a new virtual NIC by selecting Add.

11. Review settings, and then click Create Now to create the VM and return to the Search tab.

An icon for your new VM appears under the host in the Resources pane.

12. On the Resources pane, select the VM, and then click the Console tab to see the VM console.

13. Follow the OS installation screens andmake your selections.

14. After the OS installation completes and the VM reboots, install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

Create a Windows VM by using the CLI

To create a Windows VM from an ISO repository by using the xe CLI:

1. Create a VM from a template:

1 xe vm-install new-name-label=vm_name template=template_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command returns the UUID of the new VM.

2. Create an ISO Storage Repository:
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1 xe-mount-iso-sr path_to_iso_sr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. List all of the available ISOs:

1 xe cd-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Insert the specified ISO into the virtual CD drive of the specified VM:

1 xe vm-cd-add vm=vm_name cd-name=iso_name device=3
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Start the VM and install the operating system:

1 xe vm-start vm=vm_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

At this point, the VM console is visible in XenCenter.

6. On the XenCenter Resources pane, select the VM, and then click the Console tab to see the VM
console.

7. Follow the OS installation screens andmake your selections.

8. After the OS installation completes and the VM reboots, install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

For more information on using the CLI, see Command Line Interface.

Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows

Citrix VMTools forWindowsprovidehighperformance I/O serviceswithout theoverheadof traditional
device emulation. For more information about the Citrix VM Tools for Windows and advanced usage,
see Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

Note:

To install Citrix VM Tools for Windows on a Windows VM, the VM must be running the Microsoft
.NET Framework Version 4.0 or later.

Before you install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows, ensure that your VM is configured to receive the
I/O drivers from Windows Update. Windows Update is the recommended way to receive updates to
the I/O drivers. However, if Windows Update is not an available option for your VM, you can also re‑
ceive updates to the I/O drivers through other means. For more information, see Citrix VM Tools for
Windows.

To install Citrix VM Tools for Windows:
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1. Download the Citrix VM Tools for Windows file from the Citrix Hypervisor downloads page.

a) Log in to your Citrix account to access the downloadable files.

b) Expand the product sections on the Citrix Hypervisor downloads page and click into any
supported version of Citrix Hypervisor.

c) On the product page, go to the Citrix Hypervisor Main Components section.

The Citrix VM Tools for Windows are available in a 32‑bit and a 64‑bit version.

d) Download the MSI file and verify your download against the provided SHA256 value.

2. Copy the file to your Windows VM or to a shared drive that the Windows VM can access.

3. Run the managementagentxXX.msi file to begin Citrix VM Tools installation.

1 Msiexec.exe /package managementagentxXX.msi

4. Follow the prompts in the installer.

a) Follow the instructions on the wizard to accept the license agreement and choose a desti‑
nation folder.

b) Thewizard displays the recommended settings on the Installation andUpdates Settings
page. For information about customizing these settings, see Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

c) ClickNext and then Install to begin the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation process.

5. Restart the VM when prompted to complete the installation process.

Update Windows operating systems

This section discusses updating Windows VMs with updated operating systems.

Upgrades to VMs are typically requiredwhenmoving to a newer version of Citrix Hypervisor. Note the
following limitations when upgrading your VMs to a newer version of Citrix Hypervisor:

• Before migrating Windows VMs using live migration, you must upgrade the Citrix VM Tools for
Windows on each VM.

• Suspend/Resume operation is not supported on Windows VMs until the Citrix VM Tools for Win‑
dows are upgraded.

• The use of certain antivirus and firewall applications can crash Windows VMs, unless the Citrix
VM Tools for Windows are upgraded.

We recommend that you do not remove the Citrix VM Tools from your Windows VM before automati‑
cally updating the version of Windows on the VM.

UseWindowsUpdate to upgrade the version of theWindows operating systemon yourWindows VMs.
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Note:

Windows installation disks typically provide an upgrade option if you boot them on a server
which has an earlier version of Windows already installed. However, if you use Windows Update
to update your Citrix VM Tools, do not upgrade the Windows operating system from an installa‑
tion disk. Instead, use Windows Update.

For information about upgrading the version of the Citrix VM Tools for Windows, see Citrix VM Tools
for Windows.

Prepare to clone aWindows VM by using Sysprep

The only supported way to clone a Windows VM is by using the Windows utility sysprep to prepare
the VM.

The sysprep utility changes the local computer SID to make it unique to each computer. The
sysprep binaries are in the C:\Windows\System32\Sysprep folder.

Note:

For older versions of Windows, the sysprep binaries are on the Windows product CDs in the \
support\tools\deploy.cab file. These binaries must be copied to your Windows VM before
using.

To cloneWindows VMs:

1. Create, install, and configure the Windows VM as desired.

2. Apply all relevant Service Packs and updates.

3. Install the latest version of Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

4. Install any applications and perform any other configuration.

5. Run sysprep. This utility shuts down the VMwhen it completes.

6. Using XenCenter convert the VM into a template.

7. Clone the newly created template into new VMs as required.

8. When the cloned VM starts, it completes the following actions before being available for use:

• It gets a new SID and name
• It runs a setup to prompt for configuration values as necessary
• Finally, it restarts

Note:

Do not restart the original, sys‑prepped VM (the “source” VM) again after the sysprep
stage. Immediately convert it to a template afterwards to prevent restarts. If the source
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VM is restarted, sysprepmust be run on it again before it can be safely used tomakemore
clones.

For more information about using sysprep, visit the following Microsoft website:

• The Windows Automated Installation Kit (AIK)

Windows VM release notes

There are many versions and variations of Windows with different levels of support for the features
provided by Citrix Hypervisor. This section lists notes and errata for the known differences.

General Windows issues

• When installing Windows VMs, start off with no more than three virtual disks. After the VM and
Citrix VMTools forWindows have been installed, you can add extra virtual disks. Ensure that the
boot device is always one of the initial disks so that the VM can successfully boot without the
Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

• When the boot mode for a Windows VM is BIOS boot, Windows formats the primary disk with
a Master Boot Record (MBR). MBR limits the maximum addressable storage space of a disk to 2
TiB. To use a disk that is larger than 2 TiB with a Windows VM, do one of the following things:

– If UEFI boot is supported for the version of Windows, ensure that you use UEFI as the boot
mode for the Windows VM.

– Create the largedisk as the secondary disk for the VMand selectGUIDPartitionTable (GPT)
format.

• Multiple vCPUs are exposed as CPU sockets toWindows guests, and are subject to the licensing
limitations present in the VM. The number of CPUs present in the guest can be confirmed by
checking Device Manager. The number of CPUs actually being used by Windows can be seen in
the Task Manager.

• The disk enumeration order in a Windows guest might differ from the order in which they were
initially added. This behavior is because of interaction between the I/O drivers and the Plug‑
and‑Play subsystem inWindows. For example, the first diskmight show up as Disk 1, the next
disk hot plugged as Disk 0, a later disk as Disk 2, and then upwards in the expected fashion.

• A bug in the VLC player DirectX back‑end replaces yellowwith blue during video playbackwhen
the Windows display properties are set to 24‑bit color. VLC using OpenGL as a back‑end works
correctly, and any other DirectX‑based orOpenGL‑based video playerworks too. It is not a prob‑
lem if the guest is set to use 16‑bit color rather than 24.

• The PV Ethernet Adapter reports a speed of 100 Gbps in Windows VMs. This speed is an arti‑
ficial hardcoded value and is not relevant in a virtual environment because the virtual NIC is
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connected to a virtual switch. The Windows VM uses the full speed that is available, but the
network might not be capable of the full 100 Gbps.

• If you attempt tomake an insecure RDP connection to aWindows VM, this actionmight fail with
the following error message: “This could be due to CredSSP encryption oracle remediation.”
This error occurs when the Credential Security Support Provider protocol (CredSSP) update is
applied to only one of the client and server in the RDP connection. For more information, see
https://support.microsoft.com/en‑gb/help/4295591/credssp‑encryption‑oracle‑remediation‑
error‑when‑to‑rdp‑to‑azure‑vm.

Windows 8

We no longer support Windows 8 guests. If you install a Windows 8 VM, it is upgraded toWindows 8.1.

Citrix VM Tools for Windows

March 20, 2023

Citrix VMTools forWindowsprovidehighperformance I/O serviceswithout theoverheadof traditional
device emulation. Citrix VM Tools for Windows consist of I/O drivers (also known as paravirtualized
drivers or PV drivers) and the Management Agent.

Citrix VMTools forWindowsmustbe installedoneachWindowsVM for theVM tohavea fully supported
configuration. A VM functions without them, but performance is hampered.

The version of the Citrix VMTools forWindows is updated independently of the version of Citrix Hyper‑
visor. Ensure that your Citrix VM Tools forWindows are regularly updated to the latest version, both in
your VMs and in any templates that you use to create your VMs. Formore information about the latest
version of the tools, see Updates to Citrix VM Tools for Windows or What’s new.

Install Citrix VM Tools
Note:

To install Citrix VM Tools for Windows on a Windows VM, the VM must be running the Microsoft
.NET Framework Version 4.0 or later.

Before you install the Citrix VM Tools forWindows, ensure that your VM is configured to receive the I/O
drivers from Windows Update. Windows Update is the recommended way to receive updates to the
I/O drivers. However, if Windows Update is not an available option for your VM, you can also receive
updates to the I/O drivers through the Management Agent or update the drivers manually. For more
information, see Update the I/O drivers.
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To install Citrix VM Tools for Windows:

1. Download the Citrix VM Tools for Windows file from the Citrix Hypervisor downloads page.

a) Log in to your Citrix account to access the downloadable files.

b) Expand the product sections on the Citrix Hypervisor downloads page and click into any
supported version of Citrix Hypervisor.

c) On the product page, go to the Citrix Hypervisor Main Components section.

The Citrix VM Tools for Windows are available in a 32‑bit and a 64‑bit version.

d) Download the MSI file and verify your download against the provided SHA256 value.

2. Copy the file to your Windows VM or to a shared drive that the Windows VM can access.

3. Run the managementagentxXX.msi file to begin Citrix VM Tools installation.

1 Msiexec.exe /package managementagentxXX.msi

4. Follow the prompts in the installer.

• Follow the instructions on the wizard to accept the license agreement and choose a desti‑
nation folder.

• Customize the settings on the InstallationandUpdates Settingspage. TheCitrixHyper‑
visor Windows Management Agent Setup wizard displays the recommended settings.
By default, the wizard displays the following settings:

– Install I/O Drivers Now
– Allow automatic management agent updates
– Disallow automatic I/O drivers updates by the management agent
– Send anonymous usage information to Citrix

If you do not want to allow the automatic updating of the Management Agent, select Dis‑
allow automatic management agent updates from the list.

If you would like to allow the Management Agent to update the I/O drivers automatically,
select Allow automatic I/O driver updates by the management agent. However, we
recommend that you useWindows Update to update the I/O drivers, not theManagement
Agent.

Note:

If you have chosen to receive I/O driver updates through the Windows Update mech‑
anism, do not allow the Management Agent to update the I/O drivers automatically.

If you do not want to share anonymous usage information with Citrix, clear the Send
anonymous usage information to Citrix check box. The information transmitted to
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Citrix contains the UUID of the VM requesting the update. No other information relating
to the VM is collected or transmitted to Citrix.

• ClickNext and then Install to begin the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation process.

5. Restart the VM when prompted to complete the installation process.

Note:

The Citrix VM Tools for Windows can request to restart with /quiet /norestart or /quiet /
forcerestart specified after the VMhas already been restarted once as part of the installation.

I/O drivers are automatically installed on aWindows VM that can receive updates fromWindows
Update. However, we recommend that you install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows to install the
Management Agent, and to maintain a supported configuration.

Customers who install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows or the Management Agent through RDPmight
not see the restart prompt as it only appears on the Windows console session. To ensure that you
restart your VM (if necessary) and to get your VM to an optimized state, specify the force restart option
in RDP. The force restart option restarts the VMonly if it is required to get the VM to an optimized state.

Silent installation

To install the Citrix VM Tools for Windows silently and to prevent the system from rebooting, run one
of the following commands:

1 Msiexec.exe /package managementagentx86.msi /quiet /norestart
2 Msiexec.exe /package managementagentx64.msi /quiet /norestart
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or

1 Setup.exe /quiet /norestart
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

A non‑interactive, but non‑silent installation can be obtained by running:

1 Msiexec.exe managementagentx86.msi /passive
2 Msiexec.exe managementagentx64.msi /passive
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or

1 Setup.exe /passive
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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To customize the installation settings, use the following parameters with the silent installation com‑
mands:

Parameter Allowed values Default Description

ALLOWAUTOUPDATE YES or NO YES Allow automatic
management agent
updates

ALLOWDRIVERINSTALL YES or NO YES Install the I/O Drivers
now

ALLOWDRIVERUPDATE YES or NO NO Allow the automatic
management agent
updates to install
updated drivers

IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE YES or NO YES Send anonymous
usage information to
Citrix

For example, to doa silent install of the tools that does not allow future automaticmanagement agent
updates and does not send anonymous information to Citrix, run one of the following commands:

1 Msiexec.exe /package managementagentx86.msi ALLOWAUTOUPDATE=NO
IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE=NO /quiet /norestart

2 Msiexec.exe /package managementagentx64.msi ALLOWAUTOUPDATE=NO
IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE=NO /quiet /norestart

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

For interactive, silent, and passive installations, following the next system restart there might be sev‑
eral automated reboots before the Citrix VM Tools for Windows are fully installed. This behavior is
also the case for installations with the /norestart flag specified. However, for installations where
the /norestart flag is provided, the initial restart might be manually initiated.

The Citrix VM Tools for Windows are installed by default in the C:\Program Files\Citrix\
XenTools directory on the VM.

Notes:

• To install Citrix VM Tools for Windows on a Windows VM, the VM must be running the Mi‑
crosoft .NET Framework Version 4.0 or later.

• The /quiet parameter applies to the installation dialogs only, but not to the device
driver installation. When the /quiet parameter is specified, the device driver installation
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requests permission to reboot if necessary.
– When /quiet /norestart is specified, the system doesn’t reboot after the entire
tools installation is complete. This behavior is independent of what the user specifies
in the reboot dialog.

– When /quiet /forcerestart is specified, the system reboots after the entire tools
installation is complete. This behavior is independent of what the user specifies in the
reboot dialog.

– When the device driver installation requests permission to reboot, a tools installation
with the quiet parameter specified can still be in progress. Use the Task Manager to
confirm whether the installer is still running.

Warning:

Installing or upgrading the Citrix VM Tools for Windows can cause the friendly name and identi‑
fier of some network adapters to change. Any software which is configured to use a particular
adapter might have to be reconfigured following Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation or up‑
grade.

Update Citrix VM Tools for Windows

Citrix Hypervisor has a simpler mechanism to update I/O drivers (PV drivers) and the Management
Agent automatically for Windows VMs. This mechanism enables customers to install updates as they
become available.

Ensure that your Citrix VM Tools for Windows are regularly updated to the latest version, both in your
VMs and in any templates that you use to create your VMs.

Important:

If you are currently using the 8.2.x.x drivers or earlier andwant to use theManagement AgentMSI
file to update to the latest version of the drivers, you must use Device Manager to uninstall the
8.2.x.x drivers from your VM before installing these drivers. If you do not complete this step, the
MSI install process fails.

We recommend using the following settings for updating the different components of the Citrix VM
Tools for Windows:

1. Set the value of the following registry key to a REG_DWORD value of ‘3’: HLKM\System\
CurrentControlSet\services\xenbus_monitor\Parameters\Autoreboot

2. Ensure that your VM is configured to receive I/O drivers fromWindows Update.
3. Configure the Management Agent to automatically update itself.

The Virtualization state section on a VM’s General tab in XenCenter specifies whether the VM can
receive updates fromWindows Update. The mechanism to receive I/O driver updates fromWindows
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Update is turnedonbydefault. If youdonotwant to receive I/Odriver updates fromWindowsUpdate,
disable Windows Update on your VM, or specify a group policy.

Important:

Ensure that all requestedVM restarts are completedaspart of theupdate. Multiple restartsmight
be required. If all requested restarts arenot completed, thismight result in unexpectedbehavior.

The following sections contain information about automatically updating the I/O drivers and theMan‑
agement Agent.

Update the I/O drivers

You can get I/O driver updates automatically fromMicrosoftWindows Update, provided:

• You are running Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Premium Edition, or have access to Citrix Hypervisor
through Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

• You have created a Windows VM using XenCenter issued with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

• Windows Update is enabled within the VM

• The VM has access to the internet, or it can connect to a WSUS proxy server

Note:

WindowsServerCoredoesnot support usingWindowsUpdate to install or update the I/Odrivers.
Instead use the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installer available from the Citrix Hypervisor down‑
loads page. The Citrix VM Tools are available as a downloadable component under all supported
versions of Citrix Hypervisor. Youmust log in to your Citrix account to access these downloads.

Customerscanalso receive I/Odriverupdatesautomatically through theautomaticManagement
Agent update mechanism. You can configure this setting during Citrix VM Tools for Windows in‑
stallation. For more information, see Install Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

Automatic reboots

Ensure that all requested VM restarts are completed as part of the update. Multiple restarts might be
required. If all requested restarts are not completed, youmight see unexpected behavior.

Youcanseta registrykey that specifies themaximumnumberofautomatic reboots thatareperformed
when you install the drivers through DeviceManager orWindows Update. After you have installed the
xenbus driver version 9.1.1.8 or later, the Citrix VM Tools for Windows use the guidance provided by
this registry key.

To use this feature, we recommend that you set the following registry key as soon as possible:
HLKM\System\CurrentControlSet\services\xenbus_monitor\Parameters\Autoreboot.
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The value of the registry key must be a positive integer. We recommend that you set the number of
reboots in the registry key to 3.

When this registry key is set, the Citrix VM Tools for Windows perform as many reboots as are needed
to complete the updates or the number of reboots specified by the registry key ‑ whichever value is
lower.

Before each reboot, Windows can display an alert for 60 seconds that warns of the upcoming reboot.
You can dismiss the alert, but this action does not cancel the reboot. Because of this delay between
the reboots, wait a fewminutes after the initial reboot for the reboot cycle to complete.

Notes:

This setting is required for headless servers with static IP addresses.

This automatic reboot feature only applies to updates to theWindows I/O drivers throughDevice
Manager or Windows Update. If you are using the Management Agent installer to deploy your
drivers, the installer disregards this registry key and manages the VM reboots according to its
own settings.

Find the I/O driver version

To find out the version of the I/O drivers installed on the VM:

1. Navigate to C:\Windows\System32\drivers.

2. Locate the driver from the list.

3. Right‑click the driver and select Properties and then Details.

The File version field displays the version of the driver installed on the VM.

Update the Management Agent

Citrix Hypervisor enables you to update the Management Agent automatically on both new and ex‑
isting Windows VMs. By default, Citrix Hypervisor allows the automatic updating of the Management
Agent. However, it does not allow theManagement Agent to update the I/O drivers automatically. You
can customize theManagement Agent update settings duringCitrix VMTools forWindows installation.
The automatic updating of the Management Agent occurs seamlessly, and does not reboot your VM.
In scenarios where a VM reboot is required, amessage appears on the Console tab of the VM notifying
users about the required action.

You can get the Management Agent updates automatically, provided:

• You are running Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Premium Edition, or have access to Citrix Hypervisor
through Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

• You have installed Citrix VM Tools for Windows issued with Citrix Hypervisor 7.0 or higher
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• The Windows VM has access to the Internet

Find the Management Agent version

To find out the version of the Management Agent installed on the VM:

1. Navigate to C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenTools.

2. Right‑click XenGuestAgent from the list and click Properties and then Details.

The File version field displays the version of the Management Agent installed on the VM.

Manage Automatic Updates by using the CLI

Citrix Hypervisor enables you to use the command line to manage the automatic updating of the I/O
drivers and the Management Agent. You can run msiexec.exe with the arguments listed in the fol‑
lowing table to specifywhether the I/Odrivers and theManagementAgent are automatically updated.
For information about installing Citrix VM Tools forWindows by using msiexec.exe, see Silent instal‑
lation.

Note:

ForVMsmanagedusingeitherPVSorMCS,automatedupdatesare turnedoffautomaticallywhen
the Citrix Virtual Desktops VDA is present and it reports that the machine is non‑persistent.

Argument Values Description

ALLOWAUTOUPDATE YES/NO Allow/disallow auto updating
of the Management Agent

ALLOWDRIVERINSTALL YES/NO Allow/disallow the Citrix VM
Tools for Windows installer to
install I/O drivers

ALLOWDRIVERUPDATE YES/NO Allow/disallow the
Management Agent to update
the I/O drivers automatically

IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE YES/NO Allow/disallow the auto
update mechanism to send
anonymous usage
information to Citrix

For example:
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1 setup.exe /passive /forcerestart ALLOWAUTOUPDATE=YES
ALLOWDRIVERINSTALL=NO \

2 ALLOWDRIVERUPDATE=NO IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE=YES
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or

1 msiexec.exe /i managementagentx64.msi ALLOWAUTOUPDATE=YES
ALLOWDRIVERINSTALL=NO \

2 ALLOWDRIVERUPDATE=NO IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE=YES
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Redirect the Management Agent updates

Citrix Hypervisor enables customers to redirect Management Agent updates to an internal web server
before they are installed. This redirection allows customers to review the updates before they are
automatically installed on the VM.

To redirect the Management Agent updates:

TheManagementAgentusesanupdates file toget informationabout theavailableupdates. Thename
of this updates file depends on the version of the Management Agent that you use:

• ForManagementAgent9.2.1.35and laterusehttps://pvupdates.vmd.citrix.com/autoupdate.v1.
json.

• For Management Agent 9.0.0.0 to 9.2.0.27 https://pvupdates.vmd.citrix.com/updates.v9.json.

Complete the following steps to redirect the Management Agent updates:

1. Download the updates file.

2. Download the Management Agent MSI files referenced in the updates file.

3. Upload the MSI files to an internal web server that your VMs can access.

4. Update the updates file to point to the MSI files on the internal web server.

5. Upload the updates file to the web server.

Automatic updates can also be redirected on a per‑VM or a per‑pool basis. To redirect updates on a
per‑VM basis:

1. On the VM, open a command prompt as an administrator.

2. Run the command

1 reg.exe ADD HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XenTools /t REG_SZ /v update_url
/d \

2 url of the update file on the web server
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3 <!--NeedCopy-->

To redirect automatic updating of the Management Agent on a per‑pool basis, run the following com‑
mand:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pooluuid guest-agent-config:auto_update_url=url
of the update file on the web server

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable the Management Agent updates

To disable automatic updating of the Management Agent on a per‑VM basis:

1. On the VM, open a command prompt as an administrator.

2. Run the following command:

1 reg.exe ADD HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XenTools /t REG_DWORD /v
DisableAutoUpdate /d 1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To disable automatic updating of the Management Agent on a per‑pool basis, run the following com‑
mand:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pooluuid guest-agent-config:auto_update_enabled=
false

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Modify the automatic I/O driver update settings

During the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation, you can specify whether you would like to allow
the Management Agent to update the I/O drivers automatically. If you prefer to update this setting
after completing the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation process, perform the following steps:

1. On the VM, open a command prompt as an administrator.

2. Run the following command:

1 reg.exe ADD HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XenTools\AutoUpdate /t REG_SZ /v
\

2 InstallDrivers /d YES/NO
3 <!--NeedCopy-->
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To send anonymous usage information to Citrix:

During the Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation, you can specify whether you would like to send
anonymous usage information to Citrix. If you would like to update this setting after completing the
Citrix VM Tools for Windows installation process, perform the following steps:

1. On the VM, open a command prompt as an administrator.

2. Run the following command:

1 reg.exe ADD HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XenTools\AutoUpdate REG_SZ /v \
2 IDENTIFYAUTOUPDATE /d YES/NO
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Uninstall Citrix VM Tools for Windows

We don’t recommend removing the Citrix VM Tools from your Windows VMs. These tools are required
for your Windows VMs to be fully supported. Removing them can cause unexpected behavior. Manu‑
ally uninstall your Citrix VM Tools only as a last resort.

Standard uninstall

To do a standard uninstall of the Citrix VM Tools, you can use theWindows Add or Remove Programs
feature:

1. Create a snapshot of the VM before you start.
2. In the Windows VM, go to Add or Remove Programs.
3. Select Citrix Hypervisor PV Tools and clickUninstall.
4. Reboot the VM.

The uninstall.exe command

Uninstalling the Citrix VM Tools by using the Windows Add or Remove Programs feature calls the
<tools-install-directory>\uninstall.exe file to perform the uninstall actions. You can in‑
stead choose to call this command from a PowerShell terminal or a command prompt with adminis‑
trator privileges.

1. Create a snapshot of the VM before you start.
2. As administrator, open a command prompt or PowerShell terminal.
3. Run the command <tools-install-directory>\uninstall.exe.
4. Reboot the VM.
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Command options

The uninstall.exe command accepts the following parameters:

• help ‑ Displays usage information for the command.
• log ‑ Generates a log file that indicates what the command has done.
• verbose ‑ Prints to the console what the command has done.
• disable ‑ Disables drivers that were installed by the installer MSI.
• force-disable ‑ Disables the drivers in all situations.
• hidden ‑ Deletes hidden devices. These devices are unused and have been superseded, but
might have left stale registry entries.

• cleanup ‑ Removes old uninstallers from Add or Remove Programs. These uninstallers can
include duplicate entries from older versions of the tools.

• purge ‑ (9.3.1 and later) Resets the VM to a clean state as it was before any part of the Citrix VM
Tools were installed. Formore information, see Full uninstall of all Citrix VM Tools components.

• install ‑ (9.3.1 and later) Installs the current set of I/O drivers and prompts for a VM reboot
when required.

• reboot‑ Reboots the VM after all other command operations have completed.

Full uninstall of all Citrix VM Tools components

The latest version of Citrix VM Tools for Windows (9.3.1 and later) includes the command uninstall
.exe purge. The purge option on the uninstall.exe application resets a VM to the state before
any of the I/O drivers were installed. If you are experiencing issues when upgrading your tools to a
newer version or need a clean state to install a later set of tools on your VM, use this utility.

1. Create a snapshot of the VM before you start.
2. As administrator, open a command prompt or PowerShell terminal.
3. Run the command <tools-install-directory>\uninstall.exe purge verbose
4. Reboot the VM.

After using this command, you do not need to perform anymanual cleanup steps like youmight have
had to with previous versions of the Citrix VM Tools. All changes related to the Citrix VM Tools have
been removed.

What does the purge option remove?

If you use the command uninstall.exe purge, all traces of the Citrix VM Tools are removed from
your Windows VM. The list of actions taken by this command are as follows:

• Services:
– Disables all Citrix VM Tools services, which prevents installed drivers and services from
starting on reboot.
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– Stops any running Citrix VM Tools services.
• Drivers:

– Uninstalls I/O drivers from all device nodes.
– Uninstalls hidden devices. This action is the same as that performed the hidden com‑
mand line option.

– Uninstalls cached driver packages, which removes them from the driver store. As a result,
the I/O drivers are not automatically reinstalled.

• Registry:
– Removes stale registry information used by out of support versions of the drivers.
– Deletes tools‑related keys from HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Class
\...

– Deletes tools‑related keys from HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services.
– Deletes tools‑related keys from HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Enum\...

• Files:
– Deletes any Citrix VM Tools driver files from C:\Windows\System32 and C:\Windows\
System32\drivers.

– Deletes Citrix VM Tools INF files from C:\Windows\INF.
– Deletes any stale files leftbyout of support versions of the tools fromC:\Program Files
\Citrix\XenTools.

• Other:
– Deletesoldentires inAddorRemovePrograms. This action is the sameas thatperformed
the cleanup command line option.

– Clears some of the InstallAgent’s stale state information.
– Removes xenfilt.sys from upper‑filters. This change prevents xenfilt.sys from
loading on any driver nodes.

– Removes the unplug keys, which causes the VM to revert to emulated devices on reboot.
– Removes StorNvme’s StartOverride. This change forces stornvme.sys to start on boot
and allows emulated NVMe (UEFI) boot devices to function.

What’s new

The version of the Citrix VMTools forWindows is updated independently of the version of Citrix Hyper‑
visor. Ensure that your Citrix VM Tools for Windows are regularly updated to the latest version, both
in your VMs and in any templates that you use to create your VMs.

Citrix VM Tools for Windows 9.3.1

Released Jan 25, 2023

This set of tools contains the following component versions:
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• Installer: 9.3.1
• Management Agent: 9.2.1.35
• xenbus: 9.1.5.54
• xeniface: 9.1.5.42
• xennet: 9.1.3.34
• xenvbd: 9.1.4.37
• xenvif: 9.1.8.58

Improvements in 9.3.1

This release includes the following improvements:

• Improvements to the uninstall.exe utility, including the purge parameter. For more infor‑
mation, see Uninstall Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

• General improvements to the Citrix VM Tools installer.
• General improvements to string handling of registry keys.

Fixed issues in 9.3.1

This release contains fixes for the following issues:

• Sometimes, when the Citrix VM Tools are updated through Windows Update, the static IP set‑
tings are lost and the network settings change to use DHCP.

• On Windows VMs, the grant tables can easily become exhausted. When this occurs, read and
write requests could fail or additional VIFs are not enabled correctly and fail to start.

• On rare occasions, when upgrading the Citrix VM Tools for Windows, the existing Management
Agent can fail to shutdown and prevent the upgrade from succeeding.

• On a Windows VM, you might see both the previous and the latest version of the tools or man‑
agement agent listed in your Installed Programs.

– (PREVIOUS) Citrix XenServer Windows Management Agent
– (LATEST) Citrix Hypervisor PV Tools.

Earlier releases

9.3.0

Released Jul 26, 2022

This set of tools contains the following component versions:

• Installer: 9.3.0
• Management Agent: 9.2.0.27
• xenbus: 9.1.4.49
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• xeniface: 9.1.4.34
• xennet: 9.1.3.34
• xenvbd: 9.1.3.33
• xenvif: 9.1.6.52

This release includes the following improvements:

• General improvements to the Citrix VM Tools installer.

This release contains fixes for the following issues:

• Security software was blocking secondary disks that are marked as removable from being ex‑
posed to the OS, as a data‑exfiltration prevention measure. This update enables you to flag a
VBD as non‑removable and have this correctly exposed through the OS.

• On a Windows VM, sometimes the IP address of an SR‑IOV VIF is not visible in XenCenter.

9.2.3

Released Apr 28, 2022

This set of tools contains the following component versions:

• Installer: 9.2.3
• Management Agent: 9.1.1.13
• xenbus: 9.1.3.30
• xeniface: 9.1.4.34
• xennet:

– 9.1.1.8 (for Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2)
– 9.1.2.23 (for all other supported Windows operating systems)

• xenvbd: 9.1.2.20
• xenvif: 9.1.5.48

This release contains fixes for the following issues:

• In Citrix VM Tools for Windows version 9.2.2, time sync options are not available.
• A race condition can cause Windows VMs to show a blue screen error after live migration on
Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1.

• Windows VMs that have version 9.2.1 or 9.2.2 of the Citrix VMTools installed and that are PVS tar‑
gets can sometimes freezewith a black screen. Themessage “Guest Rx stalled” is present in the
dom0 kernel logs. This issue more often occurs on pool masters than on other pool members.

• OnWindows VMwithmore than 8 vCPUs, Receive Side Scalingmight not work because the xen‑
vif driver fails to set up the indirection table.

9.2.2
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Released Jan 14, 2022

This set of tools contains the following component versions:

• Installer: 9.2.2
• Management Agent: 9.1.1.13
• xenbus: 9.1.3.30
• xeniface: 9.1.2.22
• xennet:

– 9.1.1.8 (for Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2)
– 9.1.2.23 (for all other supported Windows operating systems)

• xenvbd: 9.1.2.20
• xenvif: 9.1.3.31

This release contains fixes for the following issues:

• During update of the tools, the xenbus driver can prompt a reboot before driver installation is
complete. Accepting the reboot can cause a blue screen error in your Windows VM.

• When compressing collected diagnostic information, the xt‑bugtool diagnostics tool times out
after 20s. This behavior can result in the diagnostics zip file not being correctly created.

• VNC clipboard sharing doesn’t work.
• The previous versions of the drivers were not released through Windows Update.

9.2.1

Released Jun 24, 2021

This set of tools contains the following component versions:

• Installer: 9.2.1
• Management Agent: 9.1.0.10
• xenbus: 9.1.2.14
• xeniface: 9.1.1.11
• xennet: 9.1.1.8
• xenvbd: 9.1.1.8
• xenvif: 9.1.2.16

Note:

This set of drivers was not provided through Windows Update.

This release contains fixes for the following issues:

• In some cases, the Laptop/Slate state of the VM cannot be changed.
• After a VM is restarted it can sometimesbegin to sendexcessive logmessages to thedaemon.log
file.
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• A race condition indriver loaddependencies after anOSupgrade canprevent theCitrix VMTools
from being upgraded.

• A storage error can cause Windows VMs to crash.
• Sometimes the IP address of an SR‑IOV VIF is not visible in XenCenter. To fix the issue, restart
the management agent fromwithin the VM’s Service Manager.

• Under high network and system load, and low resources, VMs can experience bugchecks in both
Citrix and third party drivers, typicallywith code IRQL_NOT_LESS_OR_EQUAL. This fix improves
network buffering to prevent these bugchecks.

• Upgrading the Windows I/O drivers can cause UEFI VMs to fail to boot, reporting “0xC000000E.
A required device isn’t connected or can’t be accessed.””

• An issue can occur when installing the Citrix VM Tools after uninstalling a previous version of
the Citrix VM Tools that returns the following errormessage: “This Device cannot start (code 10)
(Operation failed) The requested operation was unsuccessful”.

Linux VMs

March 16, 2023

When youwant to create a Linux VM, create the VMusing a template for the operating systemyouwant
to run on the VM. You can use a template that Citrix Hypervisor provides for your operating system, or
one that you created previously. You can create the VM from either XenCenter or the CLI. This section
focuses on using the CLI.

Note:

To create a VM of a newer minor update of a RHEL release than is supported for installation by
Citrix Hypervisor, complete the following steps:

• Install from the latest supported media
• Use yum update to bring the VM up‑to‑date

This process also applies to RHEL derivatives such as CentOS and Oracle Linux.

We recommend that you install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux immediately after installing the operating
system. For more information, see Install Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

The overview for creating a Linux VM is as following:

1. Create the VM for your target operating system using XenCenter or the CLI.

2. Install the operating system using vendor installation media.

3. Install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux (recommended).
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4. Configure the correct time and time zone on the VM and VNC as you would in a normal non‑
virtual environment.

Citrix Hypervisor supports the installation of many Linux distributions as VMs.

Warning:

TheOther install media template is for advanced users who want to attempt to install VMs run‑
ning unsupported operating systems. Citrix Hypervisor has been tested running only the sup‑
ported distributions and specific versions covered by the standard supplied templates. Any VMs
installed using theOther install media template are not supported.

For information regarding specific Linux distributions, see Installation notes for Linux distributions.

Supported Linux distributions

For a list of supported Linux distributions, see Guest operating system support.

Other Linux distributions are not supported. However, distributions that use the same installation
mechanism as Red Hat Enterprise Linux (for example, Fedora Core) might be successfully installed
using the same template.

Create a Linux VM

This section includes procedures for creating a Linux VM by installing the OS from a physical CD/DVD
or from a network‑accessible ISO.

Create a Linux VM by using the xe CLI

This section shows the CLI procedure for creating a Linux VM by installing the OS from a physical
CD/DVD or from a network‑accessible ISO.

1. Create a VM from the appropriate template. The UUID of the VM is returned:

1 xe vm-install template=template-name new-name-label=vm-name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Add a virtual CD‑ROM to the new VM:

• If you are installing from a CD or DVD, get the name of the physical CD drive on the Citrix
Hypervisor server:

1 xe cd-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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The result of this commandgives yousomething likeSCSI 0:0:0:0 for thename-label field.

Use this value parameter as the cd-name parameter:

1 xe vm-cd-add vm=vm_name cd-name="host_cd_drive_name_label"
device=3

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you are installing from a network‑accessible ISO, use the name of the ISO from the ISO
library‑label as the value for the cd-name parameter:

1 xe vm-cd-add vm=vm_name cd-name="iso_name.iso" device=3
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Insert the operating system installation CD into the CD drive on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

4. Open a console to the VM with XenCenter or an SSH terminal and follow the steps to perform
the OS installation.

5. Start the VM. It boots straight into the operating system installer:

1 xe vm-start uuid=UUID
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Install the guest utilities and configure graphical display. For more information, see Install the
Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

Create a Linux VM by using XenCenter

1. On the XenCenter toolbar, click theNew VM button to open the New VMwizard.

The New VMwizard allows you to configure the new VM, adjusting various parameters for CPU,
storage, and networking resources.

2. Select a VM template and clickNext.

Each template contains the setup information that is required to create a VM with a specific
guest operating system (OS), and with optimum storage. This list reflects the templates that
Citrix Hypervisor currently supports.

Note:

If the OS that you are installing on your VM is compatible only with the original hardware,
check the Copy host BIOS strings to VM box. For example, you might use this option for
an OS installation CD that was packaged with a specific computer.

After you first start a VM, you cannot change its BIOS strings. Ensure that the BIOS strings
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are correct before starting the VM for the first time.

To copy BIOS strings using the CLI, see Install HVM VMs from Reseller Option Kit (BIOS‑locked)
Media. The option to set user‑defined BIOS strings are not available for HVM VMs.

3. Enter a name and an optional description for the new VM.

4. Choose the source of the OSmedia to install on the new VM.

Installing from a CD/DVD is the simplest option for getting started.

a) Choose the default installation source option (DVD drive)
b) Insert the disk into the DVD drive of the Citrix Hypervisor server

CitrixHypervisor also allows you topull OS installationmedia froma rangeof sources, including
a pre‑existing ISO library.

To attach a pre‑existing ISO library, clickNew ISO library and indicate the location and type of
the ISO library. You can then choose the specific operating system ISOmedia from the list.

5. Select a home server for the VM.

A home server is the serverwhich provides the resources for a VM in a pool. When you nominate
a home server for a VM, Citrix Hypervisor attempts to start the VM on that server. If this action
is not possible, an alternate server within the same pool is selected automatically. To choose a
home server, click Place the VM on this server and select a server from the list.

Notes:

• In WLB‑enabled pools, the nominated home server isn’t used for starting, restart‑
ing, resuming, or migrating the VM. Instead, Workload Balancing nominates the
best server for the VM by analyzing Citrix Hypervisor resource pool metrics and by
recommending optimizations.

• If a VM has one or more virtual GPUs assigned to it, the home server nomination
doesn’t take effect. Instead, the server nomination is based on the virtual GPU
placement policy set by the user.

• During rolling pool upgrade, the home server is not considered when migrating the
VM. Instead, the VM is migrated back to the server it was on before the upgrade.
If you do not want to nominate a home server, click Don’t assign this VM a home
server. The VM is started on any server with the necessary resources.

ClickNext to continue.

6. Allocate processor andmemory resources for the VM. ClickNext to continue.

7. Assign a virtual GPU.

If vGPU is supported, the NewVMwizard prompts you to assign a dedicated GPUor one ormore
virtual GPUs to the VM. This option enables the VM to use the processing power of the GPU.With
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this feature, you have better support for high‑end 3Dprofessional graphics applications such as
CAD/CAM, GIS, and Medical Imaging applications.

8. Allocate and configure storage for the new VM.

Click Next to select the default allocation (24 GB) and configuration, or you might want to do
the following extra configuration:

• Change the name, description, or size of your virtual disk by clicking Edit.
• Add a new virtual disk by selecting Add.

9. Configure networking on the new VM.

Click Next to select the default NIC and configurations, including an automatically created
unique MAC address for each NIC. Alternatively, you might want to do the following extra
configuration:

• Change the physical network, MAC address, or Quality of Service (QoS) priority of the vir‑
tual disk by clicking Edit.

• Add a new virtual NIC by selecting Add.

10. Review settings, and then click Create Now to create the VM and return to the Search tab.

An icon for your new VM appears under the host in the Resources pane.

On the Resources pane, select the VM, and then click the Console tab to see the VM console.

11. Follow the OS installation screens andmake your selections.

12. After the OS installation completes and the VM reboots, install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

Create a Linux VM by using PXE boot

You can use PXE boot to install the operating system of your Linux VM. This approach can be useful
when you have to create many Linux VMs.

To install by using PXE boot, set up the following prerequisites in the network where your Linux VMs
are located:

• DHCP server that is configured to direct any PXE boot installation requests to the TFTP server
• TFTP server that hosts the installation files for the Linux operating system

When creating the Linux VM, run the following commands:

1. Create a VM from the appropriate template. The UUID of the VM is returned:

1 xe vm-install template=template-name new-name-label=vm-name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Set the boot order to boot from the disk and then from the network:
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1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<UUID> HVM-boot-params:order=cn
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Start the VM to begin the PXE boot installation:

1 xe vm-start uuid=<UUID>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Install the guest utilities and configure graphical display. For more information, see Install the
Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

For more information about using PXE boot to install Linux operating systems, see the operating sys‑
tem documentation:

• Debian: Installing Debian using network booting
• RedHat: Starting a Kickstart installation automatically using PXE
• CentOS: PXE Setup
• SLES: Preparing Network Boot Environment

Install Citrix VM Tools for Linux

Although all supported Linux distributions are natively paravirtualized (anddon’t need special drivers
for full performance), Citrix VM Tools for Linux provide a guest agent. This guest agent provides extra
information about the VM to the host. Install the guest agent on each Linux VM to enable Dynamic
Memory Control (DMC).

It is important to keep the Linux guest agent up‑to‑date as you upgrade your Citrix Hypervisor server.
For more information, see Update Linux kernels and guest utilities.

Note:

Before installing the guest agent on a SUSE Linux Enterprise Desktop or Server 15 guest, ensure
that insserv-compat-0.1-2.15.noarch.rpm is installed on the guest.

To install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux:

1. Download the Citrix VM Tools for Linux file from the Citrix Hypervisor downloads page.

2. Copy the LinuxGuestTools-xxx.tar.gz file to your Linux VM or to a shared drive that the
Linux VM can access.

3. Extract the contents of the tar file: tar -xzf LinuxGuestTools-xxx.tar.gz

4. Run the installation script as the root user:

1 /<extract-directory>/install.sh
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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5. If the kernel has been upgraded, or the VM was upgraded from a previous version, reboot the
VM now.

Installation notes for Linux distributions

This following section lists vendor‑specific, configuration information to consider before creating the
specified Linux VMs.

For more detailed release notes on all distributions, see Linux VM Release Notes.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux* 7 (32‑/64‑bit)

The new template for these guests specifies 2 GB RAM. This amount of RAM is a requirement for a
successful install of v7.4 and later. For v7.0 ‑ v7.3, the template specifies 2GBRAM,butaswithprevious
versions of Citrix Hypervisor, 1 GB RAM is sufficient.

Note:

This information applies to both Red Hat and Red Hat derivatives.

Apt repositories (Debian)

For infrequent or one‑off installations, it is reasonable to use a Debian mirror directly. However, if
you intend to do several VM installations, we recommend that you use a caching proxy or localmirror.
Either of the following tools can be installed into a VM.

• Apt-cacher: An implementation of proxy server that keeps a local cache of packages
• debmirror: A tool that creates a partial or full mirror of a Debian repository

Prepare to clone a Linux VM

Typically, when cloning a VMor a computer, unless yougeneralize the cloned image, attributes unique
to that machine are duplicated in your environments. Some of the unique attributes that are dupli‑
cated when cloning are the IP address, SID, or MAC address.

As a result, Citrix Hypervisor automatically changes some virtual hardware parameters when you
clone a Linux VM. When you copy the VM using XenCenter, XenCenter automatically changes the MAC
address and IP address for you. If these interfaces are configured dynamically in your environment,
you might not need to modify the cloned VM. However, if the interfaces are statically configured, you
might need to modify their network configurations.

The VM may need to be customized to be made aware of these changes. For instructions for specific
supported Linux distributions, see Linux VM Release Notes.
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Machine name

A cloned VM is another computer, and like any new computer in a network, it must have a unique
name within the network domain.

IP address

A cloned VM must have a unique IP address within the network domain it is part of. Generally, this
requirement is not a problemwhen DHCP is used to assign addresses. When the VM boots, the DHCP
server assigns it an IP address. If the cloned VM had a static IP address, the clone must be given an
unused IP address before being booted.

MAC address

There are two situations when we recommend disabling MAC address rules before cloning:

1. In some Linux distributions, the MAC address for the virtual network interface of a cloned VM is
recorded in the network configuration files. However, when you clone a VM, XenCenter assigns
the new cloned VM a different MAC address. As a result, when the new VM is started for the first
time, the network does recognize the new VM and does not come up automatically.

2. Some Linux distributions use udev rules to remember the MAC address of each network inter‑
face, and persist a name for that interface. This behavior is intended so that the same physical
NIC alwaysmaps to the sameethn interface, which is useful with removableNICs (like laptops).
However, this behavior is problematic in the context of VMs.

For example, consider the behavior in the following case:

1 1. Configure two virtual NICs when installing a VM
2 1. Shut down the VM
3 1. Remove the first NIC

When the VM reboots, XenCenter shows just one NIC, but calls it eth0. Meanwhile the VM is
deliberately forcing this NIC to be eth1. The result is that networking does not work.

For VMs that use persistent names, disable these rules before cloning. If you do not want to turn off
persistent names, you must reconfigure networking inside the VM (in the usual way). However, the
information shown in XenCenter does not match the addresses actually in your network.

Update Linux kernels and guest utilities

The Linux guest utilities can be updated by rerunning the install.sh script from the Citrix VM Tools
for Linux (see Install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux).
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Foryum‑enableddistributions, CentOSandRHEL,xe-guest-utilities installs ayum configuration
file to enable subsequent updates to be done using yum in the standard manner.

For Debian, /etc/apt/sources.list is populated to enable updates using apt by default.

When upgrading, we recommend that you always rerun install.sh. This script automatically deter‑
mines if your VM needs any updates and installs if necessary.

Upgrade from PV to HVM guests

PV mode guests are not supported in Citrix Hypervisor 8.2. Before upgrading your server to Citrix
Hypervisor 8.2, follow these steps to upgrade your existing PV Linux guests to supported versions.

1. Upgrade the guest operating system to a version that is supported byCitrix Hypervisor. Perform
the upgrade by using the mechanism provided by that Linux distribution.

After this step, theupgradedguest is still PVmode,which isnot supportedandhasknown issues.

2. Use the pv2hvm script to convert the newly upgraded guest to the supported HVMmode.

On the Citrix Hypervisor server, open a local shell, log on as root, and enter the following com‑
mand:

1 /opt/xensource/bin/pv2hvm vm_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or

1 /opt/xensource/bin/pv2hvm vm_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Restart the VM to complete the process.

Linux VM release notes

Most modern Linux distributions support Xen paravirtualization directly, but have different installa‑
tion mechanisms and some kernel limitations.

RHEL graphical install support

Touse thegraphical installer, in XenCenter step through theNewVMwizard. In the InstallationMedia
page, in the Advanced OS boot parameters section, add vnc to the list parameters:

1 graphical utf8 vnc
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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You are prompted to provide networking configuration for the newVM to enable VNC communication.
Work through the remainder of theNewVMwizard. When thewizard completes, in the Infrastructure
view, select the VM, and click Console to view a console session of the VM. At this point, it uses the
standard installer. The VM installation initially starts in text mode, and may request network configu‑
ration. Once provided, the Switch to Graphical Console button is displayed in the top right corner
of the XenCenter window.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7

After migrating or suspending the VM, RHEL 7 guests might freeze during resume. For more informa‑
tion, see Red Hat issue 1141249.

CentOS 7

For the list of CentOS 7 release notes, see Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.

Oracle Linux 7

For the list of Oracle Linux 7 release notes, see Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.
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Scientific Linux 7

For the list of Scientific Linux 7 release notes, see Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.

Debian 10

If you install Debian 10 (Buster) by using PXE network boot, do not add console=tty0 to the boot
parameters. This parameter can cause issues with the installation process. Use only console=hvc0
in the boot parameters.
For more information, see Debian issues 944106 and 944125.

SUSE Linux Enterprise 12

Prepare a SLES guest for cloning

Note:

Before you prepare a SLES guest for cloning, ensure that you clear the udev configuration for
network devices as follows:

1 cat< /dev/null > /etc/udev/rules.d/30-net_persistent_names.rules

To prepare a SLES guest for cloning:

1. Open the file /etc/sysconfig/network/config

2. Edit the line that reads:

1 FORCE_PERSISTENT_NAMES=yes
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To

1 FORCE_PERSISTENT_NAMES=no
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Save the changes and reboot the VM.

For more information, see Prepare to Clone a Linux VM.

Ubuntu 18.04

Ubuntu 18.04 offers the following types of kernel:

• The General Availability (GA) kernel, which is not updated at point releases
• The Hardware Enablement (HWE) kernel, which is updated at point releases
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Some minor versions of Ubuntu 18.04 (for example 18.04.2 and 18.04.3) use a HWE kernel by default
that can experience issues when running the graphical console. To work around these issues, you
can choose to run these minor versions of Ubuntu 18.04 with the GA kernel or to change some of the
graphics settings. Formore information, see CTX265663 ‑ Ubuntu 18.04.2 VMs can fail to boot onCitrix
Hypervisor.

VMmemory

April 24, 2023

When you create a VM, a fixed amount ofmemory is allocated to the VM. You can useDynamicMemory
Control (DMC) to improve the utilization of physical memory in your Citrix Hypervisor environment.
DMC is a memory management feature that enables dynamic reallocation of memory between VMs.

XenCenter provides a graphical display of memory usage in its Memory tab. For more information,
see the XenCenter documentation.

Dynamic Memory Control (DMC) provides the following benefits:

• You can add or delete memory without restarting the VMs, providing a seamless experience to
the user.

• When servers are full, DMC allows you to start more VMs on these servers, reducing the amount
of memory allocated to the running VMs proportionally.

What is Dynamic Memory Control (DMC)?

Citrix Hypervisor DMC works by automatically adjusting the memory of running VMs, keeping the
amount ofmemory allocated to each VMbetween specifiedminimumandmaximummemory values,
guaranteeing performance, and permitting greater density of VMs per server.

Without DMC,when a server is full, starting additional VMs fail with “out ofmemory” errors. To reduce
the existing VM memory allocation and make room for more VMs, edit each VM’s memory allocation
and then restart the VM. When using DMC, Citrix Hypervisor attempts to reclaimmemory by automat‑
ically reducing the current memory allocation of running VMs within their defined memory ranges.
Citrix Hypervisor attempts to reclaimmemory even when the server is full.

Notes:

Dynamic Memory Control is not supported with VMs that have a virtual GPU.
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The concept of dynamic range

For each VM, the administrator can set a dynamic memory range. The dynamic memory range is the
range within which memory can be added/removed from the VM without requiring a restart. When a
VM is running, the administrator can adjust the dynamic range. Citrix Hypervisor always guarantees
to keep the amount of memory allocated to the VM within the dynamic range. Therefore adjusting it
while the VM is runningmay cause Citrix Hypervisor to adjust the amount of memory allocated to the
VM. The most extreme case is where the administrator sets the dynamic min/max to the same value,
forcing Citrix Hypervisor to ensure that this amount of memory is allocated to the VM. If new VMs are
required to start on “full” servers, running VMs have their memory ‘squeezed’ to start new ones. The
required extra memory is obtained by squeezing the existing running VMs proportionally within their
pre‑defined dynamic ranges

DMC allows you to configure dynamic minimum and maximummemory levels – creating a Dynamic
Memory Range (DMR) that the VM operates in.

• Dynamic MinimumMemory: A lower memory limit that you assign to the VM.

• Dynamic Higher Limit: An upper memory limit that you assign to the VM.

For example, if the DynamicMinimumMemorywas set at 512MB and the DynamicMaximumMemory
was set at 1,024 MB, it gives the VM a Dynamic Memory Range (DMR) of 512–1024 MB, within which
it operates. Citrix Hypervisor guarantees always to assign each VM memory within its specified DMR
when using DMC.

The concept of static range

Manyoperating systems that CitrixHypervisor supports donot fully ‘understand’ thenotionof dynam‑
ically adding or deleting memory. As a result, Citrix Hypervisor must declare the maximum amount
ofmemory that a VM is asked to consume at the time that it restarts. Declaring themaximumamount
of memory allows the guest operating system to size its page tables and other memorymanagement
structures accordingly. This introduces the concept of a static memory range within Citrix Hypervi‑
sor. The static memory range cannot be adjusted when the VM is running. For a particular boot, the
dynamic range is constrained such as to be always contained within this static range. The static mini‑
mum (the lower bound of the static range) protects the administrator and is set to the lowest amount
of memory that the OS can run with Citrix Hypervisor.

Note:

We recommend that you do not change the static minimum level as the static minimum level
is set at the supported level per operating system. See the memory constraints table for more
details.

Setting a static maximum level higher than a dynamicmax allows you to allocatemorememory
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to a VM in future without restarting the VM.

DMC behavior

Automatic VM squeezing

• If DMC is not enabled, when hosts are full, new VM starts fail with ‘out of memory’ errors.

• When DMC is enabled, even when hosts are full, Citrix Hypervisor attempts to reclaimmemory
by reducing thememory allocation of running VMs within their defined dynamic ranges. In this
way, running VMs are squeezed proportionally at the same distance between the dynamic min‑
imum and dynamic maximum for all VMs on the host

When DMC is enabled

• When the host’s memory is plentiful ‑ All running VMs receive their Dynamic MaximumMemory
level

• When the host’s memory is scarce ‑ All running VMs receive their Dynamic Minimum Memory
level.

When you are configuring DMC, remember that allocating only a small amount ofmemory to a VM can
negatively impact it. For example, allocating too little memory:

• UsingDynamicMemory Control to reduce the amount of physicalmemory available to a VMcan
cause it to restart slowly. Likewise, if you allocate too little memory to a VM, it can start slowly.

• Setting the dynamic memory minimum for a VM too low can result in poor performance or sta‑
bility problems when the VM is starting.

How does DMCwork?

Using DMC, it is possible to operate a guest virtual machine in one of twomodes:

1. Target Mode: The administrator specifies a memory target for the guest. Citrix Hypervisor ad‑
justs the guest’s memory allocation to meet the target. Specifying a target is useful in virtual
server environments, and in situations where you know exactly how much memory you want
a guest to use. Citrix Hypervisor adjusts the guest’s memory allocation to meet the target you
specify.

2. Dynamic RangeMode: The administrator specifies a dynamicmemory range for the guest. Cit‑
rixHypervisor selects a target from the range andadjusts the guest’smemory allocation tomeet
the target. Specifying a dynamic range is useful in virtual desktop environments, and in any sit‑
uation where you want Citrix Hypervisor to repartition host memory dynamically in response
to changing numbers of guests, or changing host memory pressure. Citrix Hypervisor selects a
target fromwithin the range and adjusts the guest’s memory allocation to meet the target.
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Note:

It is possible to change between target mode and dynamic range mode at any time for any run‑
ning guest. Specify a new target, or a new dynamic range, and Citrix Hypervisor takes care of the
rest.

Memory constraints

CitrixHypervisor allowsadministrators touse allmemory control operationswith anyguest operating
system. However, Citrix Hypervisor enforces the following memory property ordering constraint for
all guests:

0 < memory-static-min <= memory-dynamic-min <= memory-dynamic-max <= memory
-static-max

Citrix Hypervisor allows administrators to change guest memory properties to any values that satisfy
this constraint, subject to validation checks. However, in addition to the previous constraint, we sup‑
port only certain guest memory configurations for each supported operating system. The range of
supported configurations depends on the guest operating system in use. Citrix Hypervisor does not
prevent administrators from configuring guests to exceed the supported limit. However, customers
are advised to keepmemory properties within the supported limits to avoid performance or stability
problems. For detailed guidelines on theminimum andmaximummemory limits for each supported
operating system, see Guest operating system support.

Warning:

When configuring guest memory, we advise NOT to exceed the maximum amount of physical
memory addressable by your operating system. Setting amemorymaximum that is greater than
the operating system supported limit can lead to stability problems within your guest.

The dynamic minimummust be greater than or equal to a quarter of the static maximum for all
supported operating systems. Reducing the lower limit below the dynamic minimum can also
lead to stability problems. Administrators are encouraged to calibrate the sizes of their VMs care‑
fully, and ensure that their working set of applications function reliably at dynamic‑minimum.

xe CLI commands

Display the static memory properties of a VM

1. Find the UUID of the required VM:

1 xe vm-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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2. Note the uuid, and then run the command param-name=memory-static

1 xe vm-param-get uuid=uuid param-name=memory-static-{
2 min,max }
3
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, the following displays the staticmaximummemory properties for the VMwith the
UUID beginning ec77:

1 xe vm-param-get uuid= \
2 ec77a893-bff2-aa5c-7ef2-9c3acf0f83c0 \
3 param-name=memory-static-max;
4 268435456
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

The example shows that the staticmaximummemory for this VM is 268,435,456 bytes (256MB).

Display the dynamicmemory properties of a VM

To display the dynamic memory properties, follow the procedure as above but use the command
param-name=memory-dynamic:

1. Find the UUID of the required VM:

1 xe vm-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Note the uuid, and then run the command param-name=memory-dynamic:

1 xe vm-param-get uuid=uuid param-name=memory-dynamic-{
2 min,max }
3
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, the following displays the dynamicmaximummemory properties for the VMwith
UUID beginning ec77

1 xe vm-param-get uuid= \
2 ec77a893-bff2-aa5c-7ef2-9c3acf0f83c0 \
3 param-name=memory-dynamic-max;
4 134217728
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

The example shows that the dynamic maximummemory for this VM is 134,217,728 bytes (128
MB).
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Updatememory properties
Warning:

Use the correct ordering when setting the static/dynamic minimum/maximum parameters. In
addition, youmust not invalidate the following constraint:

0 < memory-static-min <= memory-dynamic-min <= memory-dynamic-max <=
memory-static-max

Update the static memory range of a virtual machine:

1 xe vm-memory-static-range-set uuid=uuid min=value max=value
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Update the dynamic memory range of a virtual machine:

1 xe vm-memory-dynamic-range-set \
2 uuid=uuid min=value \
3 max=value
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Specifying a target is useful in virtual server environments, and in any situation where you know ex‑
actly howmuch memory you want a guest to use. Citrix Hypervisor adjusts the guest’s memory allo‑
cation to meet the target you specify. For example:

1 xe vm-memory-target-set target=value vm=vm-name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Update all memory limits (static and dynamic) of a virtual machine:

1 xe vm-memory-limits-set \
2 uuid=uuid \
3 static-min=value \
4 dynamic-min=value \
5 dynamic-max=value static-max=value
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Notes:

• To allocate a specific amount memory to a VM that doesn’t change, set the Dynamic Maxi‑
mum and Dynamic Minimum to the same value.

• You cannot increase the dynamic memory of a VM beyond the static maximum.
• To alter the static maximum of a VM, youmust shut down the VM.

Update individual memory properties
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Warning:

Do not change the static minimum level as it is set at the supported level per operating system.
For more information, see Memory constraints.

Update the dynamic memory properties of a VM.

1. Find the UUID of the required VM:

1 xe vm-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Note the uuid, and then use the command memory-dynamic-{ min,max } =value

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=uuid memory-dynamic-{
2 min,max }
3 =value
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The following example changes the dynamic maximum to 128 MB:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=ec77a893-bff2-aa5c-7ef2-9c3acf0f83c0 memory-
dynamic-max=128MiB

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Migrate VMs

January 9, 2023

You canmigrate running VMsbyusing livemigration and storage livemigration andmove a VMs Virtual
Disk Image (VDI) without any VM downtime.

Livemigration and storage livemigration

The following sections describe the compatibility requirements and limitations of live migration and
storage live migration.

Livemigration

Live migration is available in all versions of Citrix Hypervisor. This feature enables you to move a
running VM from one host to another host, when the VMs disks are on storage shared by both hosts.
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Pool maintenance features such as high availability and Rolling Pool Upgrade (RPU) can automati‑
cally move VMs by using live migration. These features allow for workload leveling, infrastructure
resilience, and the upgrade of server software, without any VM downtime.

Note:

Storage canonly be sharedbetweenhosts in the samepool. As a result VMs canonly bemigrated
to hosts in the same pool.

Intel GVT‑g is not compatible with live migration, storage live migration, or VM Suspend. For
information, see Graphics.

Storage livemigration
Notes:

• Do not use storage live migration in Citrix Virtual Desktops deployments.
• Storage live migration cannot be used on VMs that have changed block tracking enabled.
Disable changed block tracking before attempting storage live migration.

• Storage live migration cannot be used on VMs whose VDIs are on a GFS2 SR.

Storage live migration also allows VMs to be moved from one host to another, where the VMs are not
on storage shared between the two hosts. As a result, VMs stored on local storage can be migrated
without downtime and VMs can be moved from one pool to another. This feature enables system
administrators to:

• Rebalance VMs between Citrix Hypervisor pools (for example fromadevelopment environment
to a production environment).

• Upgrade and update standalone Citrix Hypervisor servers without any VM downtime.

• Upgrade Citrix Hypervisor server hardware.

Note:

Moving a VM from one host to another preserves the VM state. The state information includes
information that defines and identifies the VM and the historical performance metrics, such as
CPU and network usage.

Compatibility requirements

Whenmigrating a VM with live migration or storage live migration, VM and the target host must meet
the following compatibility requirements for the migration to proceed:

• The target host must have the same or a more recent version of Citrix Hypervisor installed as
the source host.

• Citrix VM Tools for Windowsmust be installed on each Windows VM that you want to migrate.
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• Storage live migration only: If the CPUs on the source and target host are different, the target
CPUmustprovideat least theentire feature set as the sourceCPU.So, it is unlikely tobepossible
to move a VM between, for example, AMD and Intel processors.

• VMs with checkpoint cannot be migrated.

• Storage live migration only: VMs with more than six attached VDIs cannot be migrated.

• The target hostmust have sufficient sparememory capacity or be able to free sufficient capacity
usingDynamicMemory Control. If there is not enoughmemory, themigration fails to complete.

• Storage migration only: A host in the source pool must have sufficient spare memory capacity
to run a halted VM that is beingmigrated. This requirement enables the halted VM to be started
at any point during the migration process.

• Storage live migration only: The target storage must have enough free disk space available for
the incoming VMs. The free space required can be three times the VDI size (without snapshots).
If there is not enough space, the migration fails to complete.

Limitations and caveats

Live migration and storage live migration are subject to the following limitations and caveats:

• Storage live migration cannot be used with VMs created by Machine Creation Services.
• VMs using SR‑IOV cannot be migrated. For more information, see Use SR‑IOV enabled NICs
• VM performance is reduced during migration.
• If using the high availability feature, ensure the VM being migrated is not marked as protected.
• Time tocompletionof VMmigrationdependson thememory footprintof theVM,and its activity.
In addition, the size of the VDI and the storage activity of the VDI can affect VMs being migrated
with storage live migration.

• Intel GVT‑g is not compatible with live migration and storage live migration. For more informa‑
tion, see Graphics overview

• VMs that have the on-boot option set to reset cannot bemigrated. Formore information, see
Intellicache.

Migrate a VM using XenCenter

1. In the Resources pane, select the VM and do one of the following:

• To migrate a running or suspended VM using live migration or storage live migration, on
theVMmenu, clickMigrate to Server and thenMigrate VMwizard. This action opens the
Migrate VMwizard.

• Tomove a stopped VM: On the VMmenu, selectMove VM. This action opens theMove VM
wizard.
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2. From the Destination list, select a standalone server or a pool.

3. From the Home Server list, select a server to assign as the home server for the VM and click
Next.

4. In the Storage tab, specify the storage repository where you would like to place the migrated
VM’s virtual disks, and then clickNext.

• The Place all migrated virtual disks on the same SR radio button is selected by default
and displays the default shared SR on the destination pool.

• Click Placemigrated virtual disks onto specified SRs to specify an SR from the Storage
Repository list. This option allows you to select different SR for each virtual disk on the
migrated VM.

5. From the Storage network list, select a network on the destination pool that is used for the live
migration of the VM’s virtual disks. Click Next.

Note:

Due to performance reasons, it is recommended that you do not use your management
network for live migration.

6. Review the configuration settings and click Finish to start migrating the VM.

If you are upgrading from 7.1 CU2 to 8.2 CU1, you might need to shut down and boot all VMs after
migrating your VMs, to ensure that new virtualization features are picked up.

Live VDI migration

Live VDI migration allows the administrator to relocate the VMs Virtual Disk Image (VDI) without shut‑
ting down the VM. This feature enables administrative operations such as:

• Moving a VM from cheap local storage to fast, resilient, array‑backed storage.
• Moving a VM from a development to production environment.
• Moving between tiers of storage when a VM is limited by storage capacity.
• Performing storage array upgrades.

Limitations and caveats

Live VDI Migration is subject to the following limitations and caveats

• Do not use storage live migration in Citrix Virtual Desktops deployments.

• IPv6 Linux VMs require a Linux Kernel greater than 3.0.

• If you perform live VDImigration on a VM that has a vGPU, vGPU livemigration is used. The host
must have enough vGPU space to make a copy of the vGPU instance on the host. If the pGPUs
are fully employed, VDI migration might not be possible.
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• When you do a VDI live migration for a VM that remains on the same host, that VM temporarily
requires twice the amount of RAM.

Tomove virtual disks

1. In theResources pane, select the SRwhere the Virtual Disk is stored and then click the Storage
tab.

2. In theVirtualDisks list, select the Virtual Disk that youwould like tomove, and then clickMove.

3. In theMove Virtual Disk dialog box, select the target SR that youwould like tomove the VDI to.

Note:

Ensure that the SR has sufficient space for another virtual disk: the available space is
shown in the list of available SRs.

4. ClickMove to move the virtual disk.

Import and export VMs

January 10, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor allows you to import VMs from and export them to various different formats. Using
the XenCenter Import wizard, you can import VMs fromdisk images (VHD and VMDK), Open Virtualiza‑
tion Format (OVF andOVA) and Citrix Hypervisor XVA format. You can even import VMs that have been
created on other virtualization platforms, such as those offered by VMware and Microsoft.

Note:

When importing VMs that have been created using other virtualization platforms, configure or
fix up the guest operating system to ensure that it boots on Citrix Hypervisor. The Operating
System Fixup feature in XenCenter aims to provide this basic level of interoperability. For more
information, see Operating system fixup.

Using the XenCenter Exportwizard, you can export VMs to Open Virtualization Format (OVF and OVA)
and Citrix Hypervisor XVA format.

You can also use the xe CLI to import VMs from and export them to Citrix Hypervisor XVA format.

Supported formats
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Format Description

Open Virtualization Format (OVF and OVA) OVF is an open standard for packaging and
distributing a virtual appliance consisting of
one or more VMs.

Disk image formats (VHD and VMDK) Virtual Hard Disk (VHD) and Virtual Machine
Disk (VMDK) format disk image files can be
imported using the Import wizard. Importing a
disk imagemay be appropriate when there is a
virtual disk image available, with no OVF
metadata associated.

Citrix Hypervisor XVA format XVA is a format specific to Xen‑based
hypervisors for packaging an individual VM as
a single file archive, including a descriptor and
disk images. Its file name extension is .xva.

Which format to use?

Consider using OVF/OVA format to:

• Share Citrix Hypervisor vApps and VMs with other virtualization platforms that support OVF

• Save more than one VM

• Secure a vApp or VM from corruption and tampering

• Include a license agreement

• Simplify vApp distribution by storing an OVF package in an OVA file

Consider using XVA format to:

• Import and export VMs from a script with a CLI

Open virtualization format (OVF and OVA)

OVF is an open standard, specified by the Distributed Management Task Force, for packaging and dis‑
tributing a virtual appliance consisting of one or more VMs. For further details about OVF and OVA
formats, see the following information:

• Knowledge Base Article CTX121652: Overview of the Open Virtualization Format
• Open Virtualization Format Specification
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Note:

To import or export OVF or OVA packages, youmust be logged in as root or have the Pool Admin‑
istrator Role Based Access Control (RBAC) role associated with your user account.

AnOVFPackage is the set of files that comprises the virtual appliance. It always includes a descriptor
file and any other files that represent the following attributes of the package:

Attributes

Descriptor (.ovf): Thedescriptor always specifies thevirtual hardware requirementsof thepackage.
It may also specify other information, including:

• Descriptions of virtual disks, the package itself, and guest operating systems
• A license agreement
• Instructions to start and stop VMs in the appliance
• Instructions to install the package

Signature (.cert): The signature is the digital signature used by a public key certificate in the X.509
format to authenticate the author of the package.

Manifest (.mf): The manifest allows you to verify the integrity of the package contents. It contains
the SHA‑1 digests of every file in the package.

Virtual disks: OVF does not specify a disk image format. An OVF package includes files comprising
virtual disks in the format defined by the virtualization product that exported the virtual disks. Citrix
Hypervisor produces OVF packages with disk images in Dynamic VHD format; VMware products and
Virtual Box produce OVF packages with virtual disks in Stream‑Optimized VMDK format.

OVF packages also support other non‑metadata related capabilities, such as compression, archiving,
EULA attachment, and annotations.

Note:

When importing an OVF package that has been compressed or contains compressed files, you
may need to free up extra disk space on the Citrix Hypervisor server to import it properly.

An Open Virtual Appliance (OVA) package is a single archive file, in the Tape Archive (.tar) format,
containing the files that comprise an OVF Package.

Select OVF or OVA format

OVF packages contain a series of uncompressed files, whichmakes it easier when you want to access
individual disk images in the file. AnOVA package contains one large file, andwhile you can compress
this file, it does not give you the flexibility of a series of files.
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Using the OVA format is useful for specific applications for which it is beneficial to have just one file,
such as creating packages for Web downloads. Consider using OVA only as an option to make the
package easier to handle. Using this format lengthens both the export and import processes.

Disk image formats (VHD and VMDK)

Using XenCenter, you can import disk images in the Virtual Hard Disk (VHD) and Virtual Machine Disk
(VMDK) formats. Exporting standalone disk images is not supported.

Note:

To import disk images, ensure that you are logged in as root or have the Pool Administrator RBAC
role associated with your user account.

Youmight choose to import a disk imagewhena virtual disk image is availablewithout any associated
OVFmetadata. This option might occur in the following situations:

• It is possible to import a disk image, but the associated OVFmetadata is not readable

• A virtual disk is not defined in an OVF package

• You aremoving from a platform that does not allow you to create an OVF package (for example,
older platforms or images)

• You want to import an older VMware appliance that does not have any OVF information

• You want to import a standalone VM that does not have any OVF information

Whenavailable, we recommend importing appliancepackages that containOVFmetadata rather than
an individual disk image. The OVF data provides information the Import wizard requires to recreate a
VM from its disk image, This information includes the number of disk images associated with the VM,
the processor, storage, network,memory requirements and so on. Without this information, it can be
muchmore complex and error‑prone to recreate the VM.

XVA format

XVA is a virtual appliance format specific to Citrix Hypervisor, which packages a single VM as a single
set of files, including a descriptor and disk images. The file name extension is .xva.

The descriptor (file name extension ova.xml) specifies the virtual hardware of a single VM.

The disk image format is a directory of files. The directory name corresponds to a reference name in
the descriptor and contains two files for each 1 MB block of the disk image. The base name of each
file is the block number in decimal. The first file contains one block of the disk image in raw binary
format and does not have an extension. The second file is a checksum of the first file. If the VM was
exported from Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 or earlier, this file has the extension .checksum. If the VM was
exported from Citrix Hypervisor 8.1 or later, this file has the extension .xxhash.
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Important:

If a VM is exported from the Citrix Hypervisor server and then imported into another Citrix Hy‑
pervisor server with a different CPU type, it may not run properly. For example, a Windows VM
exported from a host with an Intel® VT Enabled CPU might not run when imported into a host
with an AMD‑VTM CPU.

Operating system fixup

When importing a virtual appliance or disk image created and exported from a virtualization platform
other than Citrix Hypervisor, youmight have to configure the VM before it boots properly on the Citrix
Hypervisor server.

XenCenter includes anadvancedhypervisor interoperability feature –OperatingSystemFixup–which
aims to ensure a basic level of interoperability for VMs that you import into Citrix Hypervisor. Use
Operating System Fixup when importing VMs from OVF/OVA packages and disk images created on
other virtualization platforms.

TheOperatingSystemFixupprocess addresses theoperating systemdeviceanddriver issues inherent
when moving from one hypervisor to another. The process attempts to repair boot device‑related
problems with the imported VM that might prevent the operating system within from booting in the
CitrixHypervisor environment. This feature is not designed toperformconversions fromoneplatform
to another.

Note:

This feature requires an ISO storage repository with 40 MB of free space and 256 MB of virtual
memory.

Operating SystemFixup is supplied as an automatically booting ISO image that is attached to the DVD
drive of the imported VM. It performs the necessary repair operationswhen the VM is first started, and
then shuts down the VM. The next time the new VM is started, the boot device is reset, and the VM
starts normally.

To use Operating System Fixup on imported disk images or OVF/OVA packages, enable the feature on
the Advanced Options page of the XenCenter Import wizard. Specify a location where the Fixup ISO is
copied so that Citrix Hypervisor can use it.

What does operating system fixup do to the VM?

The Operating System Fixup option is designed to make the minimal changes possible to enable a
virtual system to boot. Depending on the guest operating system and the hypervisor of the original
host, further actionsmight be required after usingOperating SystemFixup. These actions can include
configuration changes and driver installation.
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During the Fixup process, an ISO is copied to an ISO SR. The ISO is attached to a VM. The boot order is
set to boot from the virtual DVD drive, and the VM boots into the ISO. The environment within the ISO
then checks each disk of the VM to determine if it is a Linux or a Windows system.

If a Linux system is detected, the location of the GRUB configuration file is determined. Any pointers
to SCSI disk boot devices aremodified to point to IDE disks. For example, if GRUB contains an entry of
/dev/sda1 representing the first disk on the first SCSI controller, this entry is changed to /dev/hda1
representing the first disk on the first IDE controller.

If a Windows system is detected, a generic critical boot device driver is extracted from the driver
database of the installed OS and registeredwith the OS. This process is especially important for older
Windows operating systems when the boot device is changed between a SCSI and IDE interface.

If certain virtualization tool sets are discovered in the VM, they are disabled to prevent performance
problems and unnecessary event messages.

Import VMs

When you import a VM, you effectively create a VM, usingmanyof the same steps required toprovision
a new VM. These steps include nominating a host, and configuring storage and networking.

You can import OVF/OVA, disk image, XVA, and XVA Version 1 files using the XenCenter Import wizard.
You can also import XVA files via the xe CLI.

Import VMs fromOVF/OVA
Note:

To import OVF or OVA packages, you must be logged in as root or have the Pool Administrator
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) role associated with your user account.

The XenCenter Import wizard allows you to import VMs that have been saved as OVF/OVA files. The
Import wizard takes you through the usual steps to create a VM in XenCenter: nominating a host, and
then configuring storage and networking for the new VM. When importing OVF and OVA files, extra
steps may be required, such as:

• When importing VMs that have been created using other virtualization platforms, run the Op‑
erating System Fixup feature to ensure a basic level of interoperability for the VM. For more
information, see Operating system fixup.

Tip:

Ensure that the target host has enough RAM to support the virtual machines being imported. A
lack of available RAM results in a failed import. For more information about resolving this issue,
see CTX125120 ‑ Appliance Import Wizard Fails Because of Lack of Memory.
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Imported OVF packages appear as vApps when imported using XenCenter. When the import is com‑
plete, the new VMs appear in the XenCenter Resources pane, and the new vApp appears in theMan‑
age vApps dialog box.

To import VMs fromOVF/OVA by using XenCenter:

1. Open the Import wizard by doing one of the following:

• In the Resources pane, right‑click, and then select Import on the shortcut menu.
• On the Filemenu, select Import.

2. On the first page of the wizard, locate the file you want to import, and then click Next to con‑
tinue.

3. Review and accept EULAs, if applicable.

If the package you are importing includes any EULAs, accept them and click Next to continue.
When no EULAs are included in the package, the wizard skips this step and advance straight to
the next page.

4. Specify the pool or host to which you want to import the VMs, and then (optionally) assign the
VMs to a home Citrix Hypervisor server.

To select a host or pool, choose from the Import VM(s) to list.

To assign each VM a home Citrix Hypervisor server, select a server from the list in the Home
Server. If you want not to assign a home server, select Don’t assign a home server.

ClickNext to continue.

5. Configure storage for the imported VMs: Choose one or more storage repositories on which to
place the imported virtual disks, and then clickNext to continue.

To place all the imported virtual disks on the same SR, select Place all imported VMs on this
target SR. Select an SR from the list.

To place the virtual disks of incoming VMsonto different SRs, selectPlace importedVMson the
specified target SRs. For each VM, select the target SR from the list in the SR column.

6. Configure networking for the imported VMs: map the virtual network interfaces in the VMs you
are importing to target networks in the destination pool. The Network andMAC address shown
in the list of incoming VMs are stored as part of the definition of the original (exported) VM in the
export file. To map an incoming virtual network interface to a target network, select a network
from the list in the Target Network column. Click Next to continue.

7. Specify security settings: If the selected OVF/OVA package is configured with security features,
such as certificates or amanifest, specify the information necessary, and then clickNext to con‑
tinue.

Different options appear on the Security page depending on which security features have been
configured on the OVF appliance:
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• If the appliance is signed, a Verify digital signature check box appears, automatically se‑
lected. Click View Certificate to display the certificate used to sign the package. If the
certificate appears as untrusted, it is likely that either the Root Certificate or the Issuing
Certificate Authority is not trusted on the local computer. Clear the Verify digital signa‑
ture check box if you do not want to verify the signature.

• If the appliance includes amanifest, a Verifymanifest content check box appears. Select
this check box to have the wizard verify the list of files in the package.

When packages are digitally signed, the associated manifest is verified automatically, so the
Verify manifest content check box does not appear on the Security page.

Note:

VMware Workstation 7.1.x OVF files fail to import when you choose to verify the manifest.
This failure occurs because VMwareWorkstation 7.1.x produces anOVF file with amanifest
that has invalid SHA‑1 hashes. If you do not choose to verify the manifest, the import is
successful.

8. Enable Operating System Fixup: If the VMs in the package you are importing were built on a
virtualization platform other than Citrix Hypervisor, select the Use Operating System Fixup
check box. Select an ISO SR where the Fixup ISO can be copied so that Citrix Hypervisor can
access it. For more information about this feature, see Operating system fixup.

ClickNext to continue.

9. (XenCenter 8.2.2 and earlier) Configure Transfer VM networking.

Select a network from the list of network interfaces available in the destination pool or host.
Choose to configure the network settings automatically or manually.

• To use automated Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol to assign networking settings in‑
cluding the IP address, subnet mask and gateway, select Automatically obtain network
settings using DHCP.

• To configure networking settings manually, selectUse these network settings, and then
enter the required values. Enter an IP address. Optionally, set the subnet mask and gate‑
way settings.

ClickNext to continue.

10. Review the import settings, and then click Finish to begin the import process and close the
wizard.

Note:

Importing a VM may take some time, depending on the size of the VM and the speed and
bandwidth of the network connection.
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The import progress is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the XenCenter window and on the
Logs tab. When the newly imported VM is available, it appears in the Resources pane, and the new
vApp appears in theManage vApps dialog box.

Note:

After using XenCenter to import an OVF package that contains Windows operating systems, you
must set the platform parameter.

1. Set the platform parameter to device_id=0002. For example:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM uuid platform:device_id=0002

2. Set the platform parameter to viridian=true. For example:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM uuid platform:viridian=true

Import disk images

The XenCenter Import wizard allows you to import a disk image into a pool or specific host as a VM.
The Import wizard takes you through the usual steps to create a VM in XenCenter: nominating a host,
and then configuring storage and networking for the new VM.

Requirements

• Youmust be logged in as root or have the Pool Administrator Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
role associated with your user account.

• Ensure that DHCP runs on the management network Citrix Hypervisor is using.

• The Import wizard requires local storage on the server on which you are running it.

To import VMs from a Disk Image by using XenCenter:

1. Open the Import wizard by doing one of the following:

• In the Resources pane, right‑click, and then select Import on the shortcut menu.

• On the Filemenu, select Import.

2. On the first page of the wizard, locate the file you want to import, and then click Next to con‑
tinue.

3. Specify the VM name and allocate CPU andmemory resources.

Enter a name for the new VM to be created from the imported disk image, and then allocate the
number of CPUs and amount of memory. Click Next to continue.
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4. Specify the pool or host to which you want to import the VMs, and then (optionally) assign the
VMs to a home Citrix Hypervisor server.

To select a host or pool, choose from the Import VM(s) to list.

To assign each VM a home Citrix Hypervisor server, select a server from the list in the Home
Server. If you want not to assign a home server, select Don’t assign a home server.

ClickNext to continue.

5. Configure storage for the imported VMs: Select one or more storage repositories on which to
place the imported virtual disks, and then clickNext to continue.

To place all the imported virtual disks on the same SR, select Place all imported VMs on this
target SR. Select an SR from the list.

To place the virtual disks of incoming VMsonto different SRs, selectPlace importedVMson the
specified target SRs. For each VM, select the target SR from the list in the SR column.

6. Configure networking for the imported VMs: map the virtual network interfaces in the VMs you
are importing to target networks in the destination pool. The Network andMAC address shown
in the list of incoming VMs are stored as part of the definition of the original (exported) VM in the
export file. To map an incoming virtual network interface to a target network, select a network
from the list in the Target Network column. Click Next to continue.

7. Enable Operating System Fixup: If the disk images you are importing were built on a virtualiza‑
tion platform other than Citrix Hypervisor, select the Use Operating System Fixup check box.
Select an ISO SR where the Fixup ISO can be copied so that Citrix Hypervisor can access it. For
more information about this feature, see Operating system fixup.

ClickNext to continue.

8. (XenCenter 8.2.2 and earlier) Configure Transfer VM networking.

Select a network from the list of network interfaces available in the destination pool or host.
Choose to configure the network settings automatically or manually.

• To use automated Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol to assign networking settings in‑
cluding the IP address, subnet mask and gateway, select Automatically obtain network
settings using DHCP.

• To configure networking settings manually, select Use these network settings, and then
enter the required values. Enter an IP address. Optionally, set the subnet mask and gate‑
way settings.

ClickNext to continue.

9. Review the import settings, and then click Finish to begin the import process and close the
wizard.
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Note:

Importing a VM may take some time, depending on the size of the VM and the speed and
bandwidth of the network connection.

The import progress is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the XenCenter window and on the
Logs tab. When the newly imported VM is available, it appears in the Resources pane.

Note:

AfterusingXenCenter to import adisk image that containsWindowsoperating systems, youmust
set the platform parameter. The value of this parameter varies according to the version of Win‑
dows contained in the disk image:

• For Windows Server 2016 and later, set the platform parameter to device_id=0002. For ex‑
ample:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM uuid platform:device_id=0002
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• For all other versions of Windows, set the platform parameter to viridian=true. For exam‑
ple:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM uuid platform:viridian=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Import VMs from XVA

You can import VMs, templates, and snapshots that have previously been exported and stored locally
in XVA format (.xva). To do so, you follow the usual steps to create a VM: nominating a host, and then
configuring storage and networking for the new VM.

Warning:

It may not always be possible to run an imported VM thatwas exported fromanother server with
adifferentCPU type. For example, aWindowsVMexported fromaserverwith an Intel VTEnabled
CPUmight not run when imported to a server with an AMD‑VTM CPU.

To import VMs from XVA by using XenCenter:

1. Open the Import wizard by doing one of the following:

• In the Resources pane, right‑click, and then select Import on the shortcut menu.
• On the Filemenu, select Import.

2. On the first page of the wizard, locate the file you want to import (.xva or ova.xml), and then
clickNext to continue.
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If youenter aURL location (http,https,file, orftp) in theFilenamebox. ClickNext, aDown‑
load Package dialog box opens and youmust specify a folder on your XenCenter host where the
file is copied.

3. Select a pool or host for the imported VM to start on, and then chooseNext to continue.

4. Select the storage repositories on which to place the imported virtual disk, and then clickNext
to continue.

5. Configure networking for the imported VM: map the virtual network interface in the VM you are
importing to target a network in the destination pool. The Network and MAC address shown in
the list of incoming VMs are stored as part of the definition of the original (exported) VM in the
export file. To map an incoming virtual network interface to a target network, select a network
from the list in the Target Network column. Click Next to continue.

6. Review the import settings, and then click Finish to begin the import process and close the
wizard.

Note:

Importing a VM may take some time, depending on the size of the VM and the speed and
bandwidth of the network connection.

The import progress is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the XenCenter window and on the
Logs tab. When the newly imported VM is available, it appears in the Resources pane.

To import a VM from XVA by using the xe CLI:

To import the VM to the default SR on the target Citrix Hypervisor server, enter the following:

1 xe vm-import -h hostname -u root -pw password \
2 filename=pathname_of_export_file
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

To import the VM to a different SR on the target Citrix Hypervisor server, add the optional sr-uuid
parameter:

1 xe vm-import -h hostname -u root -pw password \
2 filename=pathname_of_export_file sr-uuid=uuid_of_target_sr
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you want to preserve the MAC address of the original VM, add the optional preserve parameter
and set to true:

1 xe vm-import -h hostname -u root -pw password \
2 filename=pathname_of_export_file preserve=true
3 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

Importing a VM may take some time, depending on the size of the VM and the speed and band‑
width of the network connection.

After the VM has been imported, the command prompt returns the UUID of the newly imported VM.

Export VMs

You can export OVF/OVA and XVA files using the XenCenter Export wizard; you can also export XVA files
via the xe CLI.

Export VMs as OVF/OVA

Using the XenCenter Export wizard, you can export one or more VMs as an OVF/OVA package. When
you export VMs as anOVF/OVA package, the configuration data is exported alongwith the virtual hard
disks of each VM.

Note:

To export OVF or OVA packages, you must be logged in as root or have the Pool Administrator
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) role associated with your user account.

To export VMs as OVF/OVA by using XenCenter:

1. Shut down or suspend the VMs that you want to export.

2. Open the Export wizard: in the Resources pane, right‑click the pool or host containing the VMs
you want to export, and then select Export.

3. On the first page of the wizard:

• Enter the name of the export file
• Specify the folder where you want the files to be saved
• SelectOVF/OVA Package (*.ovf, *.ova) from the Format list
• ClickNext to continue

4. From the list of available VMs, select the VMs that you want to include in the OVF/OVA package,
and then clickNext to continue.

5. If necessary, you can add to a previously prepared End User Licensing Agreement (EULA) docu‑
ment (.rtf, .txt) to the package.

To add a EULA, click Add and browse to the file you want to add. Once you have added the file,
you can view the document by selecting it from the EULA files list and then clicking View.

EULAs can provide the legal terms and conditions for using the appliance and the applications
delivered in the appliance.
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The ability to include one ormore EULAs lets you legally protect the software on the appliance.
For example, if your appliance includes a proprietary operating system on its VMs, you might
want to include the EULA text from that operating system. The text is displayed and the person
who imports the appliance must accept it.

Note:

Attempting to add EULA files that are not in supported formats, including XML or binary
files, can cause the import EULA functionality to fail.

SelectNext to continue.

6. On the Advanced options page, specify a manifest, signature and output file options, or just
clickNext to continue.

a) To create a manifest for the package, select the Create amanifest check box.

The manifest provides an inventory or list of the other files in a package. The manifest
is used to ensure that the files originally included when the package was created are the
same files present when the package arrives. When the files are imported, a checksum is
used to verify that the files have not changed since the package was created.

b) To add a digital signature to the package

i. Select Sign the OVF package.

The digital signature (.cert) contains the signature of the manifest file and the cer‑
tificate used to create that signature. When a signed package is imported, the user
can verify the identity of the package creator by using the public key of the certificate
to validate the digital signature.

ii. Browse to locate a certificate.

Use an X.509 certificate that youhave already created fromaTrusted Authority and ex‑
ported as a .pfx file. For certificates with SHA‑256 digest export using the “Microsoft
Enhanced RSA and AES Cryptographic Provider” as CSP.

iii. In Private key password enter the export (PFX) password, or, if an export password
was not provided, the private key associated with the certificate.

c) To output the selected VMs as a single (tar) file in OVA format, select the Create OVA pack‑
age (single OVA export file) check box. For more on the different file formats, see Open
virtualization format.

d) To compress virtual hard disk images (.VHD files) included in the package, select the Com‑
press OVF files check box.

When you create an OVF package, the virtual hard disk images are, by default, allocated
the same amount of space as the exported VM. For example, a VM that is allocated 26 GB
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of space has a hard disk image that consumes 26 GB of space. The hard disk image uses
this space regardless of whether or not the VM actually requires it.

Note:

Compressing the VHD files makes the export process take longer to complete. Im‑
porting a package containing compressed VHD files also takes longer, as the Import
wizard must extract all of the VHD images as it imports them.

If bothCreateOVApackage (single OVA export file) andCompressOVF files are checked, the
result is a compressed OVA file with the extension .ova.gz.

7. (XenCenter 8.2.2 and earlier) Configure Transfer VM networking.

Select a network from the list of network interfaces available in the destination pool or host.
Choose to configure the network settings automatically or manually.

• To use automated Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol to assign networking settings in‑
cluding the IP address, subnet mask and gateway, select Automatically obtain network
settings using DHCP.

• To configure networking settings manually, selectUse these network settings, and then
enter the required values. Enter an IP address. Optionally, set the subnet mask and gate‑
way settings.

ClickNext to continue.

8. Review the export settings.

To have the wizard verify the exported package, select the Verify export on completion check
box. Click Finish to begin the export process and close the wizard.

Note:

Exporting a VM may take some time, depending on the size of the VM and the speed and
bandwidth of the network connection.

The export progress is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the XenCenter window and on the
Logs tab. To cancel an export in progress, click the Logs tab, find the export in the list of events, and
click the Cancel button.

Export VMs as XVA

You can export an existing VMas an XVA file using the XenCenter Exportwizard or the xe CLI.We recom‑
mend exporting a VM to amachine other than the Citrix Hypervisor server, onwhich you canmaintain
a library of export files. For example, you can export the VM to the machine running XenCenter.
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Warning:

It may not always be possible to run an imported VM thatwas exported fromanother server with
adifferentCPU type. For example, aWindowsVMexported fromaserverwith an Intel VTEnabled
CPUmight not run when imported to a server with an AMD‑VTM CPU.

To export VMs as XVA files by using XenCenter:

1. Shut down or suspend the VM that you want to export.

2. Open the Export wizard: from theResources pane, right‑click the VMwhich youwant to export,
and then select Export.

3. On the first page of the wizard:

• Enter the name of the export file
• Specify the folder where you want the files to be saved
• Select XVA File (*.xva) from the Format list
• ClickNext to continue

4. From the list of available VMs, select the VM that you want to export, and then click Next to
continue.

5. Review the export settings.

To have the wizard verify the exported package, select the Verify export on completion check
box. Click Finish to begin the export process and close the wizard.

Note:

Exporting a VM may take some time, depending on the size of the VM and the speed and
bandwidth of the network connection.

The export progress is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the XenCenter window and on the
Logs tab. To cancel an export in progress, click the Logs tab, find the export in the list of events, and
click the Cancel button.

To export VMs as XVA files by using the xe CLI:

1. Shut down the VM that you want to export.

2. Export the VM by running the following:

1 xe vm-export -h hostname -u root -pw password vm=vm_name \
2 filename=pathname_of_file
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Besure to include the.xvaextensionwhen specifying theexport file name. If theexported
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VM doesn’t have this extension, XenCentermight fail to recognize the file as a valid XVA file
when you attempt to import it.

Delete VMs

January 10, 2023

You can delete VMs by using the xe CLI or XenCenter.

Deleting a virtual machine removes its configuration and its filesystem from the server. When you
delete a VM, you can choose to delete or preserve any virtual disks attached to the VM, in addition to
any snapshots of the VM.

Delete a VM by using the xe CLI

To delete a VM:

1. Find the VM UUID:

1 xe vm-list

2. Shutdown the VM:

1 xe vm-shutdown uuid=<uuid>

3. (Optional) You can choose to delete the attached virtual disks:

a) Find the virtual disk UUIDs:

1 xe vm-disk-list vm=<uuid>

b) Delete the virtual disk:

1 xe vdi-destroy uuid=<uuid>

Important:

Any data stored in the VM’s virtual disk drives is lost.

4. (Optional) You can choose to delete the snapshots associated with the VM:

a) Find the UUIDs of the snapshots:

1 xe snapshot-list snapshot-of=<uuid>
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b) For each snapshot to delete, find the UUIDs of the virtual disks for that snapshot:

1 xe snapshot-disk-list snapshot-uuid=<uuid>

c) Delete each snapshot disk:

1 xe vdi-destroy uuid=<uuid>

d) Delete the snapshot:

1 xe snapshot-destroy uuid=<uuid>

5. Delete the VM:

1 xe vm-destroy uuid=<uuid>

Delete a VM by using XenCenter

To delete a VM:

1. Shut down the VM.

2. Select the stopped VM in the Resources panel, right‑click, and select Delete on the shortcut
menu. Alternatively, on the VMmenu, select Delete.

3. To delete an attached virtual disk, select its check box.

Important:

Any data stored in the VM’s virtual disk drives is lost.

4. To delete a snapshot of the VM, select its check box.

5. Click Delete.

When the delete operation is completed, the VM is removed from the Resources pane.

Note:

VM snapshots whose parent VM has been deleted (orphan snapshots) can still be accessed from
the Resources pane. These snapshots can be exported, deleted, or used to create VMs and tem‑
plates. To view snapshots in theResourcespane, selectObjects in theNavigationpaneand then
expand the Snapshots group in the Resources pane.

Bromium Secure Platform

January 10, 2023
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Citrix Hypervisor supports Bromium Secure Platform onWindows VMs. This feature protects your en‑
terprise from breaches and enables users to perform any operations without compromising security.

Note:

Theminimum supported Bromium version is 4.0.4.

Using this feature, you can:

• Protect your enterprise against known and unknown threats.

• Detect andmonitor threat activity as it happens.

• Respond to a visualization of the attack and view the remedial measures taken.

Compatibility requirements and caveats

Citrix Hypervisor supports Bromium on:

• CPU: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 v3 (Haswell) or later with Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel VT) and
Extended Page Tables (EPT) enabled in the system BIOS.

AMD CPUs are not supported.

• VMs: Windows 8.1 (64‑bit) and Windows 10 (64‑bit).

• VM resources: At least 2 vCPUs, 4 GB RAM and 32 GB disk space.

For VMs that are running Bromium, Citrix Hypervisor does not support and prevents the use of the
following features:

• Any form of VMmotion (for example: live migration, storage live migration).

• Use of Dynamic Memory Control (DMC).

Note:

It is possible to use PCI pass‑through and vGPU for a VM that has enabled nested virtualization.
However, Citrix does not support such configurations.

Important:

BromiumSecure Platform uses nested virtualization support. Citrix supports this feature for use
with Bromium Secure Platform only. Nested virtualization is not supported for other use cases.
To use this feature, you must run Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition or have access to Citrix Hy‑
pervisor through a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

Configuration

ToprepareyourCitrixHypervisor systemforusewithBromiumSecurePlatform,performthe following
steps:
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1. On each host, force the use of software VMCS shadowing by running the following command at
the command prompt:

1 /opt/xensource/libexec/xen-cmdline --set-xen
force_software_vmcs_shadow

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Restart the host.

3. On each VM, enable nested‑virtualized support using the following commands:

1 VM=`xe vm-list name-label='<vm_name>' --minimal`
2
3 xe vm-param-set uuid=$VM platform:nested-virt=1
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

For Citrix Virtual Desktops, use the gold image for nested virtualization.

4. Install Bromium Secure Platform in the VM by following its installation instructions.

vApps

January 9, 2023

A vApp is a logical group of one or more related Virtual Machines (VMs) which can be started up as a
single entity. When a vApp is started, the VMs contained within the vApp start in a user‑predefined
order. This feature enables VMs which depend upon one another to be automatically sequenced. An
administratorno longerhas tomanually sequence the startupofdependentVMswhenawhole service
requires restarting (for instance for a software update). The VMswithin the vApp do not have to reside
on one host and can be distributed within a pool using the normal rules.

The vApp feature is useful in the Disaster Recovery situation. You can group all VMs that are on the
same Storage Repository or all VMs that relate to the same Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Note:

vApps canbe createdand changedusingbothXenCenter and the xeCLI. For informationonwork‑
ing with vApps using the CLI, see Command Line Interface.

Manage vApps in XenCenter

TheManage vApps dialog box enables you to create, delete, change, start, and shut down vApps, and
import and export vApps within the selected pool. If you select a vApp in the list, the VMs it contains
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are listed in the details pane on the right.

You can useManage vApps to do the following actions:

• To change the name or description of a vApp
• To add or remove VMs from the vApp
• To change the startup sequence of the VMs in the vApp

To change vApps:

1. Select the pool and, on the Poolmenu, selectManage vApps.

Alternatively, right‑click in theResourcespaneandselectManagevAppson the shortcutmenu.

2. Select the vApp and choose Properties to open its Properties dialog box.

3. Select the General tab to change the vApp name or description.

4. Select the Virtual Machines tab to add or remove VMs from the vApp.

5. Select the VM Startup Sequence tab to change the start order and delay interval values for
individual VMs in the vApp.

6. ClickOK to save your changes and close Properties.

Create vApps

To group VMs together in a vApp follow the procedure:

1. Choose the pool and, on the Poolmenu, selectManage vApps.

2. Type a name for the vApp, and optionally a description. Click Next.

You can choose any name you like, but a name that describes the vApp is best. Although it is
advisable to avoid creating multiple vApps that have the same name, it is not a requirement.
XenCenter does not force vApp names to be unique. It is not necessary to use quotation marks
for names that include spaces.

3. Choose which VMs to include in the new vApp. Click Next.

You can use the search field to list only VMs that have names that include the specified text
string.

4. Specify the startup sequence for the VMs in the vApp. Click Next.
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Value Description

Start Order Specifies the order in which individual VMs are
started up within the vApp, allowing certain
VMs to be restarted before others. VMs that
have a start order value of 0 (zero) are started
first. VMs that have a start order value of 1 are
started next. Then VMs that have a start order
value of 2 are started, and so on.

Attempt to start next VM after Specifies how long to wait after starting the VM
before attempting to start the next group of
VMs in the startup sequence. That next group is
the set of VMs that have a lower start order.

1. On the final page ofManage vApps, you can review the vApp configuration. Click Previous to
go back and change any settings or Finish to create the vApp and closeManage vApps.

Note:

A vApp can span across multiple servers in a single pool, but cannot span across several
pools.

Delete vApps

To delete a vApp, follow the procedure:

1. Choose the pool and, on the Poolmenu, selectManage vApps.

2. Select the vApp you want to delete from the list. Click Delete.

Note:

The VMs in the vApp are not deleted.

Start and shut down vApps by using XenCenter

To start or shut down a vApp, use Manage vApps, accessed from the Pool menu. When you start a
vApp, all the VMswithin it are started up automatically in sequence. The start order and delay interval
values specified for each individual VM control the startup sequence. These values can be set when
you first create the vApp. Change these values at any time from the vApp Properties dialog box or
individual VM Properties dialog box.

To start a vApp:
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1. OpenManage vApps: Choose the pool where the VMs in the vApp are located and, on the Pool
menu, selectManage vApps. Alternatively, right‑click in the Resources pane and selectMan‑
age vApps on the shortcut menu.

2. Choose the vApp and click Start to start all the VMs it contains.

To shut down a vApp:

1. OpenManage vApps: Choose the pool where the VMs in the vApp are located and, on the Pool
menu, selectManage vApps. Alternatively, right‑click in the Resources pane and selectMan‑
age vApps on the shortcut menu.

2. Choose the vApp and click Shut Down to shut down all the VMs in the vApp.

A soft shutdown is attempted on all VMs. If a soft shutdown is not possible, then a forced shut‑
down is performed.

Note:

A soft shutdown performs a graceful shutdown of the VM, and all running processes are halted
individually.

A forced shutdown performs a hard shutdown and is the equivalent of unplugging a physical
server. It might not always shut down all running processes. If you shut down a VM in this way,
you risk losing data. Only use a forced shutdown when a soft shutdown is not possible.

Import and export vApps

vApps can be imported and exported as OVF/OVA packages. For more information, see Import and
Export VMs.

To export a vApp:

1. OpenManage vApps: on the Poolmenu, selectManage vApps.

2. Choose the vApp you want to export in the list. Click Export.

3. Follow the procedure described in Export VMs as OVF/OVA.

Exporting a vApp can take some time.

To import a vApp:

1. OpenManage vApps: on the Poolmenu, selectManage vApps.

2. Click Import to open the Import dialog box.

3. Follow the procedure described in Import VMs as OVF/OVA.

After the import is complete, the new vApp appears in the list of vApps inManage vApps.
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Demo Linux virtual appliance

January 9, 2023

We provide a fully functional installation of a Demo Linux Virtual Appliance, based on a CentOS 7.5
distribution.

The appliance is available for download, in a singlexva file from theCitrix Hypervisor Downloadpage.

The xva file can be quickly imported into XenCenter to create a fully working Linux Virtual Machine.
No additional configuration steps are required.

The Demo Linux Virtual Appliance enables you to deploy a VM quickly and simply. Use this appliance
to test Citrix Hypervisor product features such as live migration and high availability.

The Demo Linux Virtual Appliance comes with the following items already set up:

• Citrix VM Tools for Linux
• Pre‑configured networking connectivity
• A web server for test purposes

Warning:

Do not use the Demo Linux Virtual Appliance for running production workloads.

Import the Demo Linux virtual appliance

1. Download the Demo Linux Virtual Appliance from the Citrix Hypervisor Download page.

Customers require access toMyAccount to access this page. If you do not have an account, you
can register on the Citrix home page.

2. In the Resources pane, select a host or a Pool, then right‑click and select Import. The Import
Wizard is displayed.

3. ClickBrowse andnavigate to the locationof the downloadedDemoLinux Virtual Appliancexva
file on your computer.

4. ClickNext.

5. Select the target Citrix Hypervisor server or pool, then clickNext.

6. Select a storage repository on which to create the virtual appliance’s disk, then clickNext.

7. Click Finish to import the virtual appliance.

Note:

When you first start the VM, you are prompted to enter a root password. The IP address of the VM
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is then displayed. Ensure that you record the IP address, as it is useful for test purposes.

Useful tests

This section lists some useful tests to carry out to ensure that your Demo Linux Virtual Appliance is
correctly configured.

1. Test that you have external networking connectivity.

Log in to the VM from the XenCenter console. Run this comment to send ping packets to Google
and back:

1 ping -c 10 google.com
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Other installed networking tools include ifconfig, netstat, and tracepath.

2. Using the IP address displayed on VM boot, test that you can ping the VM from an external com‑
puter.

3. Test that the web server is configured.

In a web browser, enter the VM IP address. The “Demonstration Linux Virtual Machine” page
opens. This page displays simple information about the VMmounted disks, their size, location,
and usage.

You can also use the webpage to mount a disk.

Mount a disk using the Demonstration Linux Virtual Machine webpage

1. In XenCenter, add a virtual disk to your VM. Select the VM in theResources pane, open the Stor‑
age tab, and then click Add.

2. Enter the name of the new virtual disk and, optionally, a description.

3. Enter the size of the new virtual disk.

Ensure that the storage repository where the virtual disk is stored has sufficient space for the
new virtual disk.

4. Select the SR where the new virtual disk is stored.

5. Click Create to add the new virtual disk and close the dialog box.

6. Click the Console tab, and user your normal tools to partition and format the disk as required.

7. Refresh the Demonstration Linux Virtual Machine webpage, the new disk is displayed.

8. ClickMount. This action mounts the disk, and filesystem information is displayed.

For more information on adding virtual disks, see the XenCenter documentation.
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Advanced notes for virtual machines

May 2, 2023

This section provides some advanced notes for Virtual Machines.

VM boot behavior

There are two options for the behavior of a Virtual Machine’s VDI when the VM is booted:

Note:

The VMmust be shut down before you can change its boot behavior setting.

Persist (Citrix Virtual Desktops ‑ Private Desktop Mode)

This behavior is the default on VM boot. The VDI is left in the state it was at the last shutdown.

Select this option if you plan to allow users to make permanent changes to their desktops. To select
persist, shut down the VM, and then enter the following command:

1 xe vdi-param-set uuid=vdi_uuid on-boot=persist
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reset (Citrix Virtual Desktops ‑ Shared Desktop Mode)

On VM boot, the VDI is reverted to the state it was in at the previous boot. Any changes made while
the VM is running are lost when the VM is next booted.

Select this option if you plan to deliver standardized desktops that users cannot permanently change.
To select reset, shut down the VM, and then enter the following command:

1 xe vdi-param-set uuid=vdi_uuid on-boot=reset
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Warning:

After you change on-boot=reset, any data saved to the VDI is discarded after the next shut‑
down/start or reboot.

Make the ISO library available to Citrix Hypervisor servers

Tomake an ISO library available toCitrix Hypervisor servers, create an external NFSor SMB/CIFS share
directory. The NFS or SMB/CIFS server must allow root access to the share. For NFS shares, allow
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access by setting the no_root_squash flag when you create the share entry in /etc/exports on
the NFS server.

Then either use XenCenter to attach the ISO library, or connect to the host console and run the com‑
mand:

1 xe-mount-iso-sr host:/volume
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For advanced use, you can pass extra arguments to the mount command.

Tomake aWindows SMB/CIFS share available to the host, either use XenCenter, or connect to the host
console and run the following command:

1 xe-mount-iso-sr unc_path -t cifs -o username=myname/myworkgroup
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Replace back slashes in the unc_path argument with forward‑slashes. For example:

1 xe-mount-iso-sr //server1/myisos -t cifs -o username=johndoe/mydomain
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

After mounting the share, any available ISOs are available from the Install from ISO Library or DVD
drive list in XenCenter. These ISOs are also available as CD images from the CLI commands.

Attach the ISO to an appropriate Windows template.

Connect to a Windows VM by using Remote Desktop

You can use one of the following ways of viewing a Windows VM console, both of which support full
use of the keyboard andmouse.

• Using XenCenter. Thismethod provides a standard graphical console and uses the VNC technol‑
ogy built in to Citrix Hypervisor to provide remote access to your virtual machine console.

• Connecting using Windows Remote Desktop. This method uses the Remote Desktop Protocol
technology

In XenCenter on the Console tab, there is a Switch to Remote Desktop button. This button disables
the standard graphical console within XenCenter, and switches to using Remote Desktop.

If you do not have Remote Desktop enabled in the VM, this button is disabled. To enable it, install
the Citrix VM Tools for Windows. Follow the procedure below to enable it in each VM that you want to
connect using Remote Desktop.

To enable Remote Desktop on aWindows VM:

1. OpenSystembyclicking theStartbutton, right‑clickonComputer, and thenselectProperties.
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2. Click Remote settings. If you’re prompted for an administrator password, type the password
you created during the VM setup.

3. In the Remote Desktop area, click the check box labeled Allow connections from computers
running any version of Remote Desktop.

4. To select any non‑administrator users that can connect to this Windows VM, click the Select
Remote Users button and provide the user names. Users with Administrator privileges on the
Windows domain can connect by default.

Youcannowconnect to this VMusingRemoteDesktop. Formore information, see theMicrosoftKnowl‑
edge Base article, Connect to another computer using Remote Desktop Connection.

Note:

You cannot connect to a VM that is asleep or hibernating. Set the settings for sleep and hiberna‑
tion on the remote computer toNever.

Time handling in Windows VMs

For Windows guests, initially the control domain clock drives the time. The time updates during VM
lifecycle operations such as suspend and reboot.We recommend running a reliable NTP service in the
control domain and all Windows VMs.

If you manually set a VM to be two hours ahead of the control domain, then it persists. You might set
the VM ahead by using a time‑zone offset within the VM. If you later change the control domain time
(either manually or by NTP), the VM shifts accordingly but maintains the two hours offset. Changing
the control domain time‑zonedoes not affect VM time‑zones or offset. Citrix Hypervisor uses the hard‑
ware clock setting of the VM to synchronize the VM. Citrix Hypervisor does not use the system clock
setting of the VM.

When performing suspend and resume operations or using live migration, ensure that you have up‑
to‑date Citrix VM Tools for Windows installed. Citrix VM Tools for Windows notify the Windows kernel
that a time synchronization is required after resuming (potentially on a different physical host).

Note:

If you are runningWindows VMs in Citrix Virtual Desktops environment, youmust ensure that the
host clock has the same source as the Active Directory (AD) domain. Failure to synchronize the
clocks can cause the VMs to display an incorrect time and cause theWindows PV drivers to crash.

Time handling in Linux VMs

In addition to the behavior defined by Citrix Hypervisor, operating system settings and behaviors can
affect the timehandlingbehavior of your LinuxVMs. SomeLinuxoperating systemsmightperiodically
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synchronize their system clock and hardware clock, or the operating system might use its own NTP
service by default. For more information, see the documentation for the operating system of your
Linux VM.

Note:

When installing a new Linux VM, ensure that you change the time‑zone from the default UTC to
your local value. For specific distribution instructions, see Linux Release Notes.

Hardware clocks in Linux VMs are not synchronized to the clock running on the control domain and
can be altered. When the VM first starts, the control domain time is used to set the initial time of the
hardware clock and system clock.

If you change the time on the hardware clock, this change is persisted when the VM reboots.

System clock behavior depends on the operating system of the VM. For more information, see the
documentation for your VM operating system.

You cannot change this Citrix Hypervisor time handling behavior.

Install VMs from Reseller Option Kit (BIOS‑locked) media

There are two types of VM: BIOS‑generic and BIOS‑customized. To enable installation of Reseller Op‑
tion Kit (BIOS‑locked) OEM versions of Windows onto a VM, copy the BIOS strings of the VM from the
host with which themedia was supplied. Alternatively, advanced users can set user‑defined values to
the BIOS strings.

BIOS‑generic

The VM has generic Citrix Hypervisor BIOS strings.

Note:

If a VM doesn’t have BIOS strings set when it starts, the standard Citrix Hypervisor BIOS strings
are inserted into it and the VM becomes BIOS‑generic.

BIOS‑customized

For HVM VMs you can customize the BIOS in twoways: Copy‑Host BIOS strings andUser‑Defined BIOS
strings.

Note:

After you first start a VM, you cannot change its BIOS strings. Ensure that the BIOS strings are
correct before starting the VM for the first time.
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Copy‑Host BIOS strings

The VM has a copy of the BIOS strings of a particular server in the pool. To install the BIOS‑locked
media that came with your host, follow the procedures given below.

Using XenCenter:

1. Click the Copy host BIOS strings to VM check box in the New VMWizard.

Using the CLI:

1. Run the vm-install copy-bios-strings-from command. Specify the host-uuid as the
host fromwhich the strings are copied (that is, the host that the media was supplied with):

1 xe vm-install copy-bios-strings-from=host uuid \
2 template=template name sr-name-label=name of sr \
3 new-name-label=name for new VM
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command returns the UUID of the newly created VM.

For example:

1 xe vm-install copy-bios-strings-from=46dd2d13-5aee-40b8-ae2c-95786
ef4 \

2 template="win7sp1" sr-name-label=Local\ storage \
3 new-name-label=newcentos
4 7cd98710-bf56-2045-48b7-e4ae219799db
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. If the relevant BIOS strings from the host have been successfully copied into the VM, the com‑
mand vm-is-bios-customized confirms this success:

1 xe vm-is-bios-customized uuid=VM uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe vm-is-bios-customized uuid=7cd98710-bf56-2045-48b7-e4ae219799db
2 This VM is BIOS-customized.
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

When you start the VM, it is started on the physical host from which you copied the BIOS
strings.
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Warning:

It is your responsibility to complywithanyEULAsgoverning theuseof anyBIOS‑lockedoperating
systems that you install.

User‑defined BIOS strings

The user has option to set custom values in selected BIOS strings using CLI/API. To install the media
in HVM VMwith customized BIOS, follow the procedure given below.

Using the CLI:

1. Run the vm-install command (without copy-bios-strings-from):

1 xe vm-install template=template name sr-name-label=name of sr \
2 new-name-label=name for new VM
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command returns the UUID of the newly created VM.

For example:

1 xe vm-install template="win7sp1" sr-name-label=Local\ storage \
2 new-name-label=newcentos
3 7cd98710-bf56-2045-48b7-e4ae219799db
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. To set user‑defined BIOS strings, run the following command before starting the VM for the first
time:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM_UUID bios-strings:bios-vendor=VALUE \
2 bios-strings:bios-version=VALUE bios-strings:system-

manufacturer=VALUE \
3 bios-strings:system-product-name=VALUE bios-strings:system-

version=VALUE \
4 bios-strings:system-serial-number=VALUE bios-strings:enclosure

-asset-tag=VALUE
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=7cd98710-bf56-2045-48b7-e4ae219799db \
2 bios-strings:bios-vendor="vendor name" \
3 bios-strings:bios-version=2.4 \
4 bios-strings:system-manufacturer="manufacturer name" \
5 bios-strings:system-product-name=guest1 \
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6 bios-strings:system-version=1.0 \
7 bios-strings:system-serial-number="serial number" \
8 bios-strings:enclosure-asset-tag=abk58hr
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

Notes:

• Once the user‑defined BIOS strings are set in a single CLI/API call, they cannot bemod‑
ified.

• You can decide on the number of parameters you want to provide to set the user‑
defined BIOS strings.

Warning:

It is your responsibility to:

• Comply with any EULAs and standards for the values being set in VM’s BIOS.
• Ensure that the values you provide for the parameters are working parameters. Providing
incorrect parameters can lead to boot/media installation failure.

Assign a GPU to aWindows VM (for use with Citrix Virtual Desktops)

Citrix Hypervisor enables you to assign a physical GPU in the Citrix Hypervisor server to a Windows
VM running on the same host. This GPU pass‑through feature benefits graphics power users, such as
CAD designers, who require high performance graphics capabilities. It is supported only for use with
Citrix Virtual Desktops.

While Citrix Hypervisor supports only one GPU for each VM, it automatically detects and groups iden‑
tical physical GPUs across hosts in the same pool. Once assigned to a group of GPUs, a VM may be
started on any host in the pool that has an available GPU in the group. When attached to a GPU, a VM
has certain features that are no longer available, including livemigration, VM snapshotswithmemory,
and suspend/resume.

Assigning a GPU to a VM in a pool does not interfere with the operation of other VMs in the pool. How‑
ever, VMs with GPUs attached are considered non‑agile. If VMs with GPUs attached are members of
a pool with high availability enabled, both features overlook these VMs. The VMs cannot be migrated
automatically.

GPU pass‑through is available to Windows VMs only. It can be enabled using XenCenter or the xe CLI.

Requirements

GPU pass‑through is supported for specific machines and GPUs. In all cases, the IOMMU chipset fea‑
ture (known as VT‑d for Intel models) must be available and enabled on the Citrix Hypervisor server.
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Before enabling the GPU pass‑through feature, visit the Hardware Compatibility List.

Before assigning a GPU to a VM

Before you assign a GPU to a VM, put the appropriate physical GPUs in your Citrix Hypervisor server
and then restart the machine. Upon restart, Citrix Hypervisor automatically detects any physical
GPUs. To view all physical GPUs across hosts in the pool, use the xe pgpu-list command.

Ensure that the IOMMU chipset feature is enabled on the host. To do so, enter the following:

1 xe host-param-get uuid=uuid_of_host param-name=chipset-info param-key=
iommu

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If the value printed is false, IOMMU is not enabled, and GPU pass‑through is not available using the
specified Citrix Hypervisor server.

To assign a GPU to aWindows VM by using XenCenter:

1. Shut down the VM that you want to assign a GPU.

2. Open the VM properties: right‑click the VM and select Properties.

3. Assign a GPU to the VM: Select GPU from the list of VM properties, and then select a GPU type.
ClickOK.

4. Start the VM.

To assign a GPU to aWindows VM by using the xe CLI:

1. Shut down the VM that you want to assign a GPU group by using the xe vm-shutdown com‑
mand.

2. Find the UUID of the GPU group by entering the following:

1 xe gpu-group-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command prints all GPU groups in the pool. Note the UUID of the appropriate GPU group.

3. Attach the VM to a GPU group by entering the following:

1 xe vpgu-create gpu-group-uuid=uuid_of_gpu_group vm-uuid=uuid_of_vm
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To ensure that the GPU group has been attached, run the xe vgpu-list command.

4. Start the VM by using the xe vm-start command.
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5. Once the VM starts, install the graphics card drivers on the VM.

Installing thedrivers is essential, as theVMhasdirect access to thehardwareon thehost. Drivers
are provided by your hardware vendor.

Note:

If you try to start a VMwith GPU pass‑through on the host without an available GPU in the appro‑
priate GPU group, Citrix Hypervisor prints an error.

To detach aWindows VM from a GPU by using XenCenter:

1. Shut down the VM.

2. Open the VM properties: right‑click the VM and select Properties.

3. Detach the GPU from the VM: Select GPU from the list of VM properties, and then select None
as the GPU type. ClickOK.

4. Start the VM.

To detach aWindows VM from a GPU by using the xe CLI:

1. Shut down the VM by using the xe vm-shutdown command.

2. Find the UUID of the vGPU attached to the VM by entering the following:

1 xe vgpu-list vm-uuid=uuid_of_vm
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Detach the GPU from the VM by entering the following:

1 xe vgpu-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vgpu
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Start the VM by using the xe vm-start command.

Create ISO images

CitrixHypervisor canuse ISO images as installationmedia anddata sources forWindowsor Linux VMs.
This section describes how tomake ISO images from CD/DVDmedia.

To create an ISO on a Linux system:

1. Put the CD‑ or DVD‑ROM disk into the drive. Ensure that the disk is not mounted. To check, run
the command:

1 mount
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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If the disk is mounted, unmount the disk. See your operating system documentation for assis‑
tance if necessary.

2. As root, run the command

1 dd if=/dev/cdrom of=/path/cdimg_filename.iso
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command takes some time. When the operation is completed successfully, you see some‑
thing like:

1 1187972+0 records in
2 1187972+0 records out
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Your ISO file is ready.

To create an ISO on aWindows system:

Windows computers do not have an equivalent operating system command to create an ISO. Most
CD‑burning tools have a means of saving a CD as an ISO file.

Enable VNC for Linux VMs

January 9, 2023

VMsmight not be set up to support Virtual Network Computing (VNC), which Citrix Hypervisor uses to
control VMs remotely, by default. Before you can connect with XenCenter, ensure that the VNC server
and an X display manager are installed on the VM and properly configured. This section describes
how to configure VNC on each of the supported Linux operating system distributions to allow proper
interactions with XenCenter.

For CentOS‑based VMs, use the instructions for the Red Hat‑based VMs below, as they use the same
base code to provide graphical VNC access. CentOS X is based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux X.

Enable a graphical console on Debian VMs
Note:

Before enabling a graphical console on your Debian VM, ensure that you have installed the Citrix
VM Tools for Linux. For more information, see Install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

The graphical console for Debian virtual machines is provided by a VNC server running inside the VM.
In the recommended configuration, a standard display manager controls the console so that a login
dialog box is provided.
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1. Install your Debian guest with the desktop system packages, or install GDM (the display man‑
ager) using apt (following standard procedures).

2. Install the Xvnc server using apt-get (or similar):

1 apt-get install vnc4server
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

The Debian Graphical Desktop Environment, which uses the Gnome Display Manager ver‑
sion 3 daemon, can take significant CPU time. Uninstall the GnomeDisplay Manager gdm3
package and install the gdm package as follows:

1 apt-get install gdm
2 apt-get purge gdm3
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Set up a VNC password (not having one is a serious security risk) by using the vncpasswd com‑
mand. Pass in a file name to write the password information to. For example:

1 vncpasswd /etc/vncpass
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Modify yourgdm.conf file (/etc/gdm/gdm.conf) to configure a VNC server tomanagedisplay
0 by extending the [servers] and [daemon] sections as follows:

1 [servers]
2 0=VNC
3 [daemon]
4 VTAllocation=false
5 [server-VNC]
6 name=VNC
7 command=/usr/bin/Xvnc -geometry 800x600 -PasswordFile /etc/

vncpass BlacklistTimeout=0
8 flexible=true
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Restart GDM, and then wait for XenCenter to detect the graphical console:

1 /etc/init.d/gdm restart
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

You can check that the VNC server is running using a command like ps ax | grep vnc.

Enable a graphical console on Red Hat, CentOS, or Oracle Linux VMs
Note:

Before setting up your Red Hat VMs for VNC, be sure that you have installed the Citrix VM Tools
for Linux. For more information, see Install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux.

To configure VNC on Red Hat VMs, modify the GDM configuration. The GDM configuration is held in a
file whose location varies depending on the version of Red Hat Linux you are using. Beforemodifying
it, first determine the location of this configuration file. This file is modified in several subsequent
procedures in this section.

Determine the location of your VNC configuration file

If you are using Red Hat Linux, the GDM configuration file is /etc/gdm/custom.conf. This file is a
split configuration file that contains only user‑specified values that override thedefault configuration.
This type of file is used by default in newer versions of GDM. It is included in these versions of Red Hat
Linux.

Configure GDM to use VNC

1. As root on the text CLI in the VM, run the command rpm -q vnc-server gdm. The package
names vnc-server and gdm appear, with their version numbers specified.

The package names that are displayed show the packages that are already installed. If you see
a message that says that a package is not installed, you might have not selected the graphical
desktop options during installation. Install these packages before you can continue. For details
regarding installing more software on your VM, see the appropriate Red Hat Linux x86 Installa‑
tion Guide.

2. Open the GDM configuration file with your preferred text editor and add the following lines to
the file:

1 [server-VNC]
2 name=VNC Server
3 command=/usr/bin/Xvnc -SecurityTypes None -geometry 1024x768 -

depth 16 \
4 -BlacklistTimeout 0
5 flexible=true
6 <!--NeedCopy-->
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With configuration files on Red Hat Linux, add these lines into the empty [servers] section.

3. Modify the configuration so that the Xvnc server is used instead of the standard X server:

• 0=Standard

Modify it to read:

0=VNC

• If you are using Red Hat Linux, add the above line just below the [servers] section and
before the [server-VNC] section.

4. Save and close the file.

Restart GDM for your change in configuration to take effect, by running the command /usr/sbin/
gdm-restart.

Note:

Red Hat Linux uses runlevel 5 for graphical startup. If your installation starts up in runlevel 3,
change this configuration for the display manager to be started and get access to a graphical
console. For more information, see Check Run levels.

Firewall settings

The firewall configuration by default does not allow VNC traffic to go through. If you have a firewall
between the VM and XenCenter, allow traffic over the port that the VNC connection uses. By default,
a VNC server listens for connections from a VNC viewer on TCP port 5900 + n, where n is the display
number (usually zero). So a VNC server setup for Display‑0 listens on TCP port 5900, Display‑1 is TCP
-5901, and so on. Consult your firewall documentation to ensure that these ports are open.

If youwant to use IP connection tracking or limit the initiationof connections to be fromone side only,
further configure your firewall.

To configure Red Hat‑base VMS firewall to open the VNC port:

1. For Red Hat Linux, use system-config-securitylevel-tui.

2. Select Customize and add 5900 to the other ports list.

Alternatively, you can disable the firewall until the next reboot by running the command service
iptables stop, or permanently by running chkconfig iptables off. This configuration can

expose extra services to the outside world and reduce the overall security of your VM.

VNC screen resolution

After connecting to a VMwith the graphical console, the screen resolution sometimes doesn’t match.
For example, the VM display is too large to fit comfortably in the Graphical Console pane. Control this
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behavior by setting the VNC server geometry parameter as follows:

1. Open the GDM configuration file with your preferred text editor. For more information, see De‑
termine the Location of your VNC Configuration File.

2. Find the [server-VNC] section you added above.

3. Edit the command line to read, for example:

1 command=/usr/bin/Xvnc -SecurityTypes None -geometry 800x600
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The value of the geometry parameter can be any valid screen width and height.

4. Save and close the file.

Enable VNC for RHEL, CentOS, or OEL VMs

If you are using Red Hat Linux, the GDM configuration file is /etc/gdm/custom.conf. This file is a
split configuration file that contains only user‑specified values that override thedefault configuration.
By default, this type of file is used in newer versions of GDM and is included in these versions of Red
Hat Linux.

During the operating system installation, select Desktopmode. On the RHEL installation screen, se‑
lect Desktop > Customize now and then click Next:
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This action displays the Base System screen, ensure that Legacy UNIX compatibility is selected:
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Select Desktops >Optional packages, then click Next:
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This action displays the Packages in Desktop window, select tigervnc‑server‑<version_number>
and then clickNext:
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Work through the following steps to continue the setup of your RHEL VMs:

1. Open the GDM configuration file with your preferred text editor and add the following lines to
the appropriate sections:

1 [security]
2 DisallowTCP=false
3
4 [xdmcp]
5 Enable=true
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Create the file, /etc/xinetd.d/vnc-server-stream:

1 service vnc-server
2 {
3
4 id = vnc-server
5 disable = no
6 type = UNLISTED
7 port = 5900
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8 socket_type = stream
9 wait = no

10 user = nobody
11 group = tty
12 server = /usr/bin/Xvnc
13 server_args = -inetd -once -query localhost -

SecurityTypes None \
14 -geometry 800x600 -depth 16
15 }
16
17 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Enter the following command to start the xinetd service:

1 # service xinetd start
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Open the file /etc/sysconfig/iptables. Add the following line above the line reading, -A
INPUT -j REJECT --reject-with icmp-host-prohibited:

1 -A INPUT -m state --state NEW -m tcp -p tcp --dport 5900 -j ACCEPT
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Enter the following command to restart iptables:

1 # service iptables restart
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Enter the following command to restart gdm:

1 # telinit 3
2 # telinit 5
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Red Hat Linux uses runlevel 5 for graphical startup. If your installation starts up in runlevel 3,
change this configuration for the display manager be started and to get access to a graphical
console. For more information, see Check run levels.

Set up SLES‑based VMs for VNC
Note:

Before setting up your SUSE Linux Enterprise Server VMs for VNC, be sure that you have installed
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the Citrix VM Tools for Linux. See Install the Citrix VM Tools for Linux for details.

SLES has support for enabling “Remote Administration” as a configuration option in YaST. You can
select to enable Remote Administration at install time, available on the Network Services screen of
theSLES installer. This featureallowsyou to connect anexternal VNCviewer to your guest toallowyou
to view the graphical console. Themethod for using the SLES remote administration feature is slightly
different than themethod provided by XenCenter. However, it is possible tomodify the configuration
files in your SUSE Linux VM such that it is integrated with the graphical console feature.

Check for a VNC server

Before making configuration changes, verify that you have a VNC server installed. SUSE ships the
tightvnc server by default. This server is a suitable VNC server, but you can also use the standard
RealVNC distribution.

You can check that you have the tightvnc software installed by running the command:

1 rpm -q tightvnc
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable remote administration

If Remote Administration was not enabled during installation of the SLES software, you can enable it
as follows:

1. Open a text console on the VM and run the YaST utility:

1 yast
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Use the arrow keys to selectNetwork Services in the leftmenu. Tab to the right menu and use
the arrow keys to select Remote Administration. Press Enter.

3. In the Remote Administration screen, Tab to the Remote Administration Settings section.
Use the arrow keys to selectAllowRemote Administration and press Enter to place an X in the
check box.

4. Tab to the Firewall Settings section. Use the arrow keys to select Open Port in Firewall and
press Enter to place an X in the check box.

5. Tab to the Finish button and press Enter.

6. A message box is displayed, telling you to restart the display manager for your settings to take
effect. Press Enter to acknowledge the message.

7. The original top‑level menu of YaST appears. Tab to theQuit button and press Enter.
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Modify the xinetd configuration

After enabling Remote Administration, modify a configuration file if you want to allow XenCenter to
connect. Alternatively, use a third party VNC client.

1. Open the file /etc/xinetd.d/vnc in your preferred text editor.

2. The file contains sections like the following:

1 service vnc1
2 {
3
4 socket_type = stream
5 protocol = tcp
6 wait = no
7 user = nobody
8 server = /usr/X11R6/bin/Xvnc
9 server_args = :42 -inetd -once -query localhost -geometry 1024

x768 -depth 16
10 type = UNLISTED
11 port = 5901
12 }
13
14 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Edit the port line to read

1 port = 5900
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Save and close the file.

5. Restart the display manager and xinetd service with the following commands:

1 /etc/init.d/xinetd restart
2 rcxdm restart
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

SUSE Linux uses runlevel 5 for graphical startup. If your remote desktop does not appear, verify that
your VM is configured to start up in runlevel 5. For more information, see Check Run levels.

Firewall settings

By default the firewall configuration does not allow VNC traffic to go through. If you have a firewall
between the VM and XenCenter, allow traffic over the port that the VNC connection uses. By default,
a VNC server listens for connections from a VNC viewer on TCP port 5900 + n, where n is the display
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number (usually zero). So a VNC server setup for Display‑0 listens on TCP port 5900, Display‑1 is TCP
-5901, and so forth. Consult your firewall documentation to ensure that these ports are open.

If youwant to use IP connection tracking or limit the initiationof connections to be fromone side only,
further configure your firewall.

To Open the VNC Port on SLES 11.x VMs Firewall:

1. Open a text console on the VM and run the YaST utility:

1 yast
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Use the arrow keys to select Security and Users in the left menu. Tab to the right menu and
use the arrow keys to select Firewall. Press Enter.

3. In the Firewall screen, use the arrow keys to select Custom Rules in the left menu and then
press Enter.

4. Tab to the Add button in the Custom Allowed Rules section and then press Enter.

5. In the Source Network field, enter 0/0. Tab to the Destination Port field and enter 5900.

6. Tab to the Add button and then press Enter.

7. Tab to theNext button and press Enter.

8. In the Summary screen Tab to the Finish button and press Enter.

9. On the top‑level YaST screen Tab to theQuit button and press Enter.

10. Restart the display manager and xinetd service with the following commands:

1 /etc/init.d/xinetd restart
2 rcxdm restart
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Alternatively, you can disable the firewall until the next reboot by running the rcSuSEfirewall2 stop
command, or permanently by using YaST. This configuration can expose extra services to the outside
world and reduce the overall security of your VM.

VNC screen resolution

After connecting to a Virtual Machine with the Graphical Console, the screen resolution sometimes
does not match. For example, the VM display is too large to fit comfortably in the Graphical Console
pane. Control this behavior by setting the VNC server geometry parameter as follows:

1. Open the/etc/xinetd.d/vnc filewith your preferred text editor and find theservice_vnc1
section (corresponding to displayID 1).
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2. Edit the geometry argument in the server-args line to the desired display resolution. For
example,

1 server_args = :42 -inetd -once -query localhost -geometry 800x600
-depth 16

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The value of the geometry parameter can be any valid screen width and height.

3. Save and close the file.

4. Restart the VNC server:

1 /etc/init.d/xinetd restart
2 rcxdm restart
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Check run levels

Red Hat and SUSE Linux VMs use runlevel 5 for graphical startup. This section describes how to verify
that your VM starts up in runlevel 5 and how to change this setting.

1. Check /etc/inittab to see what the default runlevel is set to. Look for the line that reads:

1 id:n:initdefault:
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If n is not 5, edit the file to make it so.

2. You can run the command telinit q ; telinit 5 after this change to avoid having to re‑
boot to switch run levels.

Troubleshoot VM problems

May 2, 2023

Citrix provides two forms of support:

• Free, self‑help support on the Citrix website
• Paid‑for Support Services, which you can buy from the Support Site.

With Citrix Technical Support, you can open a Support Case online or contact the support center by
phone if you experience technical difficulties.
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The Citrix Support site hosts several resources that might be helpful to you if you experience unusual
behavior, crashes, or other problems. Resources include: Support Forums, Knowledge Base articles,
and product documentation.

If you seeunusual VMbehavior, this sectionaims tohelp you solve theproblem. This sectiondescribes
whereapplication logs are locatedandother information that canhelp yourCitrixHypervisor Solution
Provider track and resolve the issue.

Important:

Follow the troubleshooting information in this section only under the guidance of your Citrix
Hypervisor Solution Provider or the Support Team.

VendorUpdates: KeepyourVMsup‑to‑datewithoperating systemvendor‑suppliedupdates. The
vendor might have provided fixes for VM crashed and other failures.

VM crashes

If you are experiencing VM crashes, it is possible that a kernel crash dump can help identify the prob‑
lem. Reproduce the crash, if possible, and follow this procedure. Consult your guest OS vendor for
further investigation on this issue.

The crashdump behavior of your VMs can be controlled by using the actions-after-crash param‑
eter. The following are the possible values:

Value Description

preserve Leave the VM in a paused state. (For analysis)

restart No core dump, reboot VM. (This is the default)

destroy No core dump, leave VM halted.

To enable saving of VM crash dumps:

1. On the Citrix Hypervisor server, determine the UUID of the desired VM by running the following
command:

1 xe vm-list name-label=<name> params=uuid --minimal
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Change the actions-after-crash value by using xe vm-param-set; for example, run the
following command on dom0:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> actions-after-crash=preserve
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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3. Crash the VM.

a) Determine the VM’s domain ID by running the following command on dom0:

1 xe vm-param-get uuid=<vm_uuid> param-name=dom-id
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

b) Run the xl trigger command in dom0 to trigger the crash:

1 xl trigger <dom_id> nmi
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Windows VM crashdump behavior

By default Windows crash dumps are put into %SystemRoot%\Minidump in the Windows VM itself.
You can configure the VMs dump level by following the menu pathMy Computer > Properties > Ad‑
vanced > Startup and Recovery.

UEFI and Secure Boot problems

How do I change the screen resolution of the XenCenter console on a UEFI‑enabled VM?

To change the screen resolution of the XenCenter console on a UEFI‑enabled VM:

1. Open theWindows Settings
2. Click theUpdate & Security button
3. Under the recovery tab, press the Restart now button.
4. Navigate to Troubleshoot > Advanced Options >UEFI firmware settings.
5. Press Restart. During restart, the UEFI settings menu loads.
6. Navigate toDeviceManager >OVMFPlatformConfiguration. This displays the current screen

resolution.
7. Press Enter to see the screen resolution options.
8. Use the arrow keys to select the desired screen resolution and press Enter.
9. Press F10 to save the changes and confirm your choice.

10. Reboot the VM to see the XenCenter console in an updated screen resolution.

Why can’t I create a UEFI Secure Boot VM?

Check that your VM operating system supports UEFI Secure Boot mode. In Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, only
the following operating systems support Secure Boot: Windows 10 (64‑bit), Windows Server 2016 (64‑
bit), Windows Server 2019 (64‑bit), Windows Server 2022 (64‑bit).
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Check that your Citrix Hypervisor server is booted in UEFI mode. You can only create UEFI Secure
Boot VMs on a Citrix Hypervisor server that has the Secure Boot certificates present. Secure Boot
certificates are only present on servers booted in UEFI mode or servers in the same pool as a server
booted in UEFI mode. For more information, see Network Boot.

Check that the UEFI‑booted Citrix Hypervisor server is included in the Hardware Compatibility List.
Older servers might not include the Secure Boot certificates when booted in UEFI mode.

How do I know if a Citrix Hypervisor server has the Secure Boot certificates?

If your Citrix Hypervisor server is booted in UEFI mode, the Secure Boot certificates are available on
the server. Citrix Hypervisor servers share their certificates with other servers in the same resource
pool. If you have a UEFI booted server in your resource pool, all servers in that pool have the Secure
Boot certificates available.

Run the following command on a Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 xe pool-param-get param-name=uefi-certificates uuid=<pool-uuid> | wc -c

If it returns a value that is greater than zero, the Secure Boot certificates are present.

To check that the certificates are valid, run the following command on your Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 xe pool-param-get uuid=$(xe pool-list --minimal) param-name=uefi-
certificates|base64 -d|tar tv

2 -rw-r--r-- root/root 1600 2019-11-11 17:09 KEK.auth
3 -rw-r--r-- root/root 3212 2019-11-11 17:09 db.auth
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

If theSecureBoot certificates are absent, run the following commandonyourCitrixHypervisor server:

1 ls /sys/firmware/efi/efivars | grep KEK

If this command returns empty, Secure Boot VMs cannot be created on that server because the re‑
quired certificates are missing from the UEFI firmware.

Why is my UEFI Secure Boot VM failing to start?

If you see the followingmessages on the console of your UEFI Secure Boot VM and an alert in XenCen‑
ter, the Secure Boot process has failed and your VM does not start.
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This is usually causedby the installation of unsigneddrivers into the VM. Investigatewhat drivers have
been updated or installed since the last successful Secure Boot.

You can disable Secure Boot and start the VM in setupmode to remove the unsigned drivers.

Important:

Before doing this, back up your VM by taking a snapshot.

To change a UEFI Secure Boot VM into a UEFI boot VM, run the following command on the Citrix Hy‑
pervisor server that hosts the VM:

1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> setup

After you have fixed your VM, run the following command to re‑enable Secure Boot:

1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> user

Is Secure Boot causing an issue onmy VM?

To diagnose whether an issue on your VM is caused by Secure Boot being enabled for the VM, disable
Secure Boot and try to reproduce the issue.

To disable Secure Boot, run the following command on the Citrix Hypervisor server that hosts the VM:

1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> setup

After you have debugged the issue, you can run the following command to re‑enable Secure Boot:
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1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> user

How do I runWindows debug on a Secure Boot Windows VM?

You cannot run Windows debug on a Secure Boot Windows VM. To run Windows debug on your VM,
you can do one of the following things:

• Switch your VM to UEFI boot mode by running the following command:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<UUID> platform:secureboot=false

Reboot the VM.

After you have debugged the issue, you can run the following command to re‑enable Secure
Boot:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<UUID> platform:secureboot=auto

Reboot the VM.

• Disable Secure Boot by running the following command on the Citrix Hypervisor server that
hosts the VM:

1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> setup

After you have debugged the issue, you can run the following command to re‑enable Secure
Boot:

1 varstore-sb-state <VM_UUID> user

Why are only two NICs showing up for my UEFI‑enabledWindows VM?

Even if you set up more than two NICs when you created your UEFI‑enabled VM, when the VM first
starts you only see two NICs. This information displays correctly after the Citrix VM Tools for Windows
have been installed in the VM.

Why aremy emulated devices showing as different types than expected on a UEFI Windows
VM?

A UEFI Secure Boot VMs use NVME and E1000 for emulated devices. However, when the VM first starts
the emulated devices show as different types. This information displays correctly after the Citrix VM
Tools for Windows have been installed in the VM.
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Why can’t I convert my templates from BIOSmode to UEFI or UEFI Secure Bootmode?

You can only create a UEFI‑enabled VM template from a template supplied with Citrix Hypervisor.

Do not use the xe template-param-set command for templates that have something installed on
them or templates that you created from a snapshot. The boot mode of these snapshots cannot be
changed and, if you attempt to change the boot mode, the VM fails to boot.

How do I check UEFI and UEFI Secure Boot variables?

On the Citrix Hypervisor server where the UEFI or UEFI Secure Boot VM is hosted, run the following
commands:

1 varstore-ls

This command lists the GUIDs and names of the available variables. Use the GUID and name in the
following command:

1 varstore-get <VM_ID> <GUID> <name> | hexdump -C

Why can’t I use a ‘test’ driver with a Secure Boot VM?

If you are also working with a third party to debug and fix issues in their UEFI Secure Boot VM, the
third party provide might provide unsigned drivers for test or verification purpose. These drivers do
not work in a UEFI Secure Boot VM.

Request a signed driver from the third party. Or you can switch your UEFI Secure Boot VM into setup
mode to run with the unsigned driver.

Xentop utility

The xentop utility displays real‑time information about a Citrix Hypervisor system and running do‑
mains in a semi‑graphical format. You can use this tool to investigate the state of the domain associ‑
ated with a VM.

To run the xentop utility:

1. Connect to the Citrix Hypervisor host over SSH or, in XenCenter, go to the Console tab of the
host.

2. Run the following command: xentop

The console displays information about the server in a table. The information is periodically
refreshed.
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Output columns

The xentop utility displays the following columns in the console:

• NAME ‑ The name of the domain. “Domain‑0” is the Citrix Hypervisor control domain. Other
domains belong to the VMs.

• STATE ‑ The state of the domain. The state can have one of the following values:

– d ‑ the domain is dying
– s – the domain is shutting down
– b – the domain is blocked
– c – the domain has crashed
– p – the domain is paused
– r – the domain is actively running on one of the CPUs

• CPU(sec) ‑ The CPU usage of the domain in seconds

• CPU(%) ‑ The CPU usage of the domain as a percentage

• MEM(k) ‑ The current memory usage of the domain in KiB

• MEM(%) ‑ The current memory usage of the domain as a percentage

• MAXMEM(k) ‑ The maximum domain memory usage in KiB

• MAXMEM(%) ‑ The maximum domain memory usage as a percentage

• VCPUS ‑ The number of virtual CPUs assigned to the domain

• NETS ‑ The number of virtual networks used by the domain

• NETTX(k) ‑ The amount of total network tx in KiB

• NETRX(k) ‑ The amount of total network rx in KiB

• VBDS ‑ The number of virtual block devices

• VBD_OO ‑ The total number of times that the VBD has encountered an out of requests error.
When that occurs, I/O requests for the VBD are delayed.

• VBD_RD ‑ The total number of VBD read requests

• VBD_WR ‑ The total number of VBD write requests

• VBD_RSECT ‑ The VBD read sectors

• VBD_WSECT ‑ The VBD write sectors

Xentop parameters

You can use the following parameters to configure the output for the xentop command:
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• ‑h ‑ Output the command help for the xentop command.
• ‑V ‑ Output the version of the xentop command.
• ‑d or –delay=SECONDS ‑ Set the number of seconds between updates
• ‑n or –networks ‑ Output the data for each VIF network associated with a domain
• ‑x or –vbds ‑ Output the data for each VBD block device associated with a domain
• ‑r or repeat‑header ‑ Repeat the table header before each domain
• ‑v or –vcpus ‑ Output the data for each vCPU associated with a domain
• ‑i or –iterations ‑ Number of iterations (updates) to display before xentop exits
• ‑f or –full‑name ‑ Output the full domain name instead of a truncated name

You can also configure most of these parameters fromwithin the xentop utility.

High availability

March 1, 2023

High availability is a set of automatic features designed to plan for, and safely recover from issues
which take downCitrix Hypervisor servers ormake themunreachable. For example, during physically
disrupted networking or host hardware failures.

Overview

High availability ensures that if a host becomesunreachable or unstable, the VMs running on that host
are safely restarted on another host automatically. This removes the need for the VMs to bemanually
restarted, resulting in minimal VM downtime.

When thepoolmaster becomesunreachableor unstable, highavailability canalso recover administra‑
tive control of a pool. High availability ensures that administrative control is restored automatically
without any manual intervention.

Optionally, highavailability canalsoautomate theprocessof restartingVMsonhostswhichareknown
to be in a good state without manual intervention. These VMs can be scheduled for restart in groups
to allow time to start services. It allows infrastructure VMs to be started before their dependent VMs
(for example, a DHCP server before its dependent SQL server).

Warnings:

Use high availability along with multipathed storage and bonded networking. Configure multi‑
pathed storage and bonded networking before attempting to set up high availability. Customers
who do not set upmultipathed storage and bonded networking can see unexpected host reboot
behavior (Self‑Fencing) when there is an infrastructure instability.
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All graphics solutions (NVIDIA vGPU, Intel GVT‑d, Intel GVT‑G, AMD MxGPU, and vGPU pass‑
through) can be used in an environment that uses high availability. However, VMs that use these
graphics solutions cannot be protected with high availability. These VMs can be restarted on a
best‑effort basis while there are hosts with the appropriate free resources.

Overcommitting

A pool is overcommitted when the VMs that are currently running cannot be restarted elsewhere fol‑
lowing a user‑defined number of host failures. Overcommitting can happen if there is not enough
free memory across the pool to run those VMs following a failure. However, there are also more sub‑
tle changes which can make high availability unsustainable: changes to Virtual Block Devices (VBDs)
and networks can affect which VMs can be restarted on which hosts. Citrix Hypervisor cannot check
all potential actions and determine if they cause violation of high availability demands. However, an
asynchronous notification is sent if high availability becomes unsustainable.

Citrix Hypervisor dynamically maintains a failover plan which details what to do when a set of hosts
in a pool fail at any given time. An important concept to understand is the host failures to
tolerate value, which is defined as part of the high availability configuration. The value of host
failures to tolerate determines the number of host failures that are allowed while still being
able to restart all protected VMs. For example, consider a resource pool that consists of 64 hosts and
host failures to tolerate is set to 3. In this case, the pool calculates a failover plan that allows
any three hosts to fail and then restarts the VMs on other hosts. If a plan cannot be found, then the
pool is considered to be overcommitted. The plan is dynamically recalculated based on VM lifecycle
operations and movement. If changes (for example, the addition of new VMs to the pool) cause the
pool to become overcommitted, alerts are sent either via XenCenter or email.

Overcommitment warning

If any attempts to start or resume a VM would cause the pool to become overcommitted, a warning
alert is displayed in XenCenter. You can then choose to cancel the operation or proceed anyway. Pro‑
ceeding causes the pool to become overcommitted and a message is sent to any configured email
addresses. This is also available as amessage instance through themanagement API. The amount of
memory used by VMs of different priorities is displayed at the pool and host levels.

Host fencing

Sometimes a server can fail due to the loss of network connectivity or when a problem with the con‑
trol stack is encountered. In such cases, the Citrix Hypervisor server self‑fences to ensure that the VMs
are not running on two servers simultaneously. When a fence action is taken, the server restarts im‑
mediately and abruptly, causing all VMs running on it to be stopped. The other servers detect that the
VMs are no longer running and then the VMs are restarted according to the restart priorities assigned
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to them. The fenced server enters a reboot sequence, and when it has restarted it tries to rejoin the
resource pool.

Note:

Hosts in clustered pools can also self‑fence when they cannot communicate withmore than half
of the other hosts in the resource pool. For more information, see Clustered pools.

Configuration requirements

To use the high availability feature, you need:

• Citrix Hypervisor pool (this feature provides high availability at the server level within a single
resource pool).

Note:

We recommend that you enable high availability only in pools that contain at least 3 Cit‑
rix Hypervisor servers. For more information, see CTX129721 ‑ High Availability Behavior
When the Heartbeat is Lost in a Pool.

• Shared storage, including at least one iSCSI, NFS, or Fibre Channel LUNof size 356MBor greater
‑ the heartbeat SR. The high availability mechanism creates two volumes on the heartbeat SR:

– 4 MB heartbeat volume: Used to provide a heartbeat.
– 256 MB metadata volume: To store pool master metadata to be used if there is a master
failover.

Note:

Previously, we recommended using a dedicated NFS or iSCSI storage repository as your
high availability heartbeat disk. However, this is only of benefit if the storage repository is
not sharing resources on the underlying storage appliance, otherwise it is simply increas‑
ing complexity and resource usage in the control domain (dom0) of the host.

If your pool is a clustered pool, your heartbeat SRmust be a GFS2 SR.

StorageattachedusingeitherSMBor iSCSIwhenauthenticatedusingCHAPcannotbeused
as the heartbeat SR.

• Static IP addresses for all hosts.

Warning:

If the IP address of a server changes while high availability is enabled, high availability as‑
sumes that the host’s network has failed. The change in IP address can fence the host
and leave it in an unbootable state. To remedy this situation, disable high availability
using the host-emergency-ha-disable command, reset the pool master using pool
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-emergency-reset-master, and then re‑enable high availability.

• Formaximum reliability, we recommend that you use a dedicated bonded interface as the high
availability management network.

For a VM to be protected by high availability, it must be agile. This means the VM:

• Must have its virtual disks on shared storage. You can use any type of shared storage. iSCSI,
NFS, or Fibre Channel LUN is only required for the storage heartbeat and can be used for virtual
disk storage.

• Can use live migration.

• Does not have a connection to a local DVD drive configured.

• Has its virtual network interfaces on pool‑wide networks.

Note:

When high availability is enabled, we strongly recommend using a bonded management inter‑
face on the servers in the pool andmultipathed storage for the heartbeat SR.

If you create VLANs and bonded interfaces from the CLI, then theymight not be plugged in and active
despite being created. In this situation, a VM can appear to be not agile and it is not protected by
high availability. You can use the CLI pif-plug command to bring up the VLAN and bond PIFs so
that the VM can become agile. You can also determine precisely why a VM is not agile by using the
xe diagnostic-vm-status CLI command. This command analyzes its placement constraints, and
you can take remedial action if necessary.

Restart configuration settings

Virtual machines can be considered protected, best‑effort, or unprotected by high availability. The
value of ha-restart-priority defines whether a VM is treated as protected, best‑effort, or unpro‑
tected. The restart behavior for VMs in each of these categories is different.

Protected

High availability guarantees to restart a protected VM that goes offline or whose host goes offline,
provided the pool isn’t overcommitted and the VM is agile.

If a protected VM cannot be restarted when a server fails, high availability attempts to start the VM
when there is extra capacity in a pool. Attempts to start the VM when there is extra capacity might
now succeed.

ha-restart-priority Value: restart
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Best‑effort

If the host of a best‑effort VM goes offline, high availability attempts to restart the best‑effort VM on
another host. Itmakes this attemptonly after all protectedVMshavebeen successfully restarted. High
availability makes only one attempt to restart a best‑effort VM. If this attempt fails, high availability
does not make further attempts to restart the VM.

ha-restart-priority Value: best-effort

Unprotected

If an unprotected VM or the host it runs on is stopped, high availability does not attempt to restart the
VM.

ha-restart-priority Value: Value is an empty string

Note:

High availability never stops or migrates a running VM to free resources for a protected or best‑
effort VM to be restarted.

If thepool experiences server failures and thenumberof tolerable failures drops to zero, theprotected
VMs are not guaranteed to restart. In such cases, a system alert is generated. If another failure occurs,
all VMs that have a restart priority set behave according to the best‑effort behavior.

Start order

The start order is the order in which Citrix Hypervisor high availability attempts to restart protected
VMswhen a failure occurs. The values of theorderproperty for each of the protected VMsdetermines
the start order.

The order property of a VM is used by high availability and also by other features that start and shut
down VMs. Any VM can have the order property set, not just the VMs marked as protected for high
availability. However, high availability uses the order property for protected VMs only.

The value of the order property is an integer. The default value is 0, which is the highest priority.
Protected VMs with an order value of 0 are restarted first by high availability. The higher the value of
the order property, the later in the sequence the VM is restarted.

You can set the value of the order property of a VM by using the command‑line interface:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM_UUID order=int
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or in XenCenter, in the Start Options panel for a VM, set Start order to the required value.
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Enable high availability on your Citrix Hypervisor pool

You can enable high availability on a pool by using either XenCenter or the command‑line interface
(CLI). In either case, you specify a set of priorities that determine which VMs are given the highest
restart priority when a pool is overcommitted.

Warnings:

• Whenyouenablehighavailability, someoperations that compromise theplan for restarting
VMs (such as removing a server fromapool)might bedisabled. You can temporarily disable
high availability to perform such operations, or alternatively, make VMs protected by high
availability unprotected.

• If high availability is enabled, you cannot enable clustering on your pool. Temporarily dis‑
able high availability to enable clustering. You can enable high availability on your clus‑
tered pool. Some high availability behavior, such as self‑fencing, is different for clustered
pools. For more information, see Clustered pools.

Enable high availability by using the CLI

1. Verify that you have a compatible Storage Repository (SR) attached to your pool. iSCSI, NFS,
or Fibre Channel SRs are compatible. For information about how to configure such a storage
repository using the CLI, see Manage storage repositories.

2. For each VM you want to protect, set a restart priority and start order. You can set the restart
priority as follows:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=vm_uuid ha-restart-priority=restart order=1
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Enable high availability on the pool, and optionally, specify a timeout:

1 xe pool-ha-enable heartbeat-sr-uuids=sr_uuid ha-config:timeout=
timeout in seconds

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The timeout is the period during which networking or storage is not accessible by the hosts in
your pool. If you do not specify a timeout when you enable high availability, Citrix Hypervisor
uses the default 60 seconds timeout. If any Citrix Hypervisor server is unable to access network‑
ing or storage within the timeout period, it can self‑fence and restart.

4. Run the commandpool-ha-compute-max-host-failures-to-tolerate. This command
returns themaximumnumber of hosts that can fail before there are insufficient resources to run
all the protected VMs in the pool.
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1 xe pool-ha-compute-max-host-failures-to-tolerate
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The number of failures to tolerate determines when an alert is sent. The system recomputes
a failover plan as the state of the pool changes. It uses this computation to identify the pool
capacity and how many more failures are possible without loss of the liveness guarantee for
protected VMs. A system alert is generated when this computed value falls below the specified
value for ha-host-failures-to-tolerate.

5. Specify the ha-host-failures-to-tolerate parameter. The value must be less than or
equal to the computed value:

1 xe pool-param-set ha-host-failures-to-tolerate=2 uuid=pool-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove high availability protection from a VM by using the CLI

To disable high availability features for a VM, use the xe vm-param-set command to set the ha-
restart-priority parameter to be an empty string. Setting the ha-restart-priority parame‑
ter does not clear the start order settings. You can enable high availability for a VM again by setting
the ha-restart-priority parameter to restart or best-effort as appropriate.

Recover an unreachable host

If for some reason, a host cannot access the high availability state file, it is possible that a host might
become unreachable. To recover your Citrix Hypervisor installation, you might have to disable high
availability using the host-emergency-ha-disable command:

1 xe host-emergency-ha-disable --force
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If the host was the pool master, it starts up as normal with high availability disabled. Pool members
reconnect and automatically disable high availability. If the host was a pool member and cannot con‑
tact the master, youmight have to take one of the following actions:

• Force the host to reboot as a pool master (xe pool-emergency-transition-to-master)

1 xe pool-emergency-transition-to-master uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Tell the host where the newmaster is (xe pool-emergency-reset-master):
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1 xe pool-emergency-reset-master master-address=new_master_hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

When all hosts have successfully restarted, re‑enable high availability:

1 xe pool-ha-enable heartbeat-sr-uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shutting down a host when high availability is enabled

Take special care when shutting down or rebooting a host to prevent the high availabilitymechanism
fromassuming that the host has failed. To shut down a host cleanly when high availability is enabled,
disable the host, evacuate the host, and finally shutdown the host by using either XenCenter or the
CLI. To shut down a host in an environment where high availability is enabled, run these commands:

1 xe host-disable host=host_name
2 xe host-evacuate uuid=host_uuid
3 xe host-shutdown host=host_name
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shut down a VM protected by high availability

WhenaVM is protectedunder ahighavailability planand set to restart automatically, it cannotbe shut
downwhile thisprotection is active. ToshutdownaVM, firstdisable itshighavailabilityprotectionand
then run the CLI command. XenCenter offers you a dialog box to automate disabling the protection
when you select the Shutdown button of a protected VM.

Note:

If you shut downa VM fromwithin the guest, and the VM is protected, it is automatically restarted
under the high availability failure conditions. The automatic restart helps ensure that operator
error doesn’t result in a protected VMbeing left shut downaccidentally. If youwant to shut down
this VM, disable its high availability protection first.

Disaster recovery and backup

December 7, 2022
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The Citrix Hypervisor Disaster Recovery (DR) feature allows you to recover virtualmachines (VMs) and
vApps from a failure of hardware which destroys a whole pool or site. For protection against single
server failures, see High availability.

Note:

You must be logged on with your root account or have the role of Pool Operator or higher to use
the DR feature.

Understanding Citrix Hypervisor DR

CitrixHypervisorDRworksbystoringall the information required to recover yourbusiness‑critical VMs
and vApps on storage repositories (SRs). The SRs are then replicated from your primary (production)
environment to a backup environment. When a protected pool at your primary site goes down, you
can recover the VMs and vApps in that pool from the replicated storage recreated on a secondary (DR)
site with minimal application or user downtime.

The Disaster Recovery settings in XenCenter can be used to query the storage and import selected
VMsandvApps toa recoverypool duringadisaster. When theVMsare running in the recoverypool, the
recovery pool metadata is also replicated. The replication of the pool metadata allows any changes
in VM settings to be populated back to the primary pool when the primary pool recovers. Sometimes,
information for the same VM can be in several places. For example, storage from the primary site, stor‑
age from the disaster recovery site and also in the pool that the data is to be imported to. If XenCenter
finds that the VM information is present in two or more places, it ensures that it uses only the most
recent information.

The Disaster Recovery feature can be used with XenCenter and the xe CLI. For CLI commands, see
Disaster recovery commands.

Tip:

You can also use the Disaster Recovery settings to run test failovers for non‑disruptive testing of
your disaster recovery system. In a test failover, all the steps are the same as failover. However,
the VMsand vApps are not startedupafter theyhavebeen recovered to thedisaster recovery site.
When the test is complete, cleanup is performed to delete all VMs, vApps, and storage recreated
on the DR site.

Citrix Hypervisor VMs consist of two components:

• Virtual disks that are being used by the VM, stored on configured storage repositories (SRs) in
the pool where the VMs are located.

• Metadata describing the VM environment. This information is required to recreate the VM if the
original VM is unavailable or corrupted. Most metadata configuration data is written when the
VM is created and is updated only when you change the VM configuration. For VMs in a pool, a
copy of this metadata is stored on every server in the pool.
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In a DR environment, VMs are recreated on a secondary site using the pool metadata and configura‑
tion information about all VMs and vApps in the pool. The metadata for each VM includes its name,
description and Universal Unique Identifier (UUID), and itsmemory, virtual CPU, and networking and
storage configuration. It also includes VM startup options – start order, delay interval, high availabil‑
ity, and restart priority. The VM startup options are used when restarting the VM in a high availability
or DR environment. For example, when recovering VMs during disaster recovery, VMs within a vApp
are restarted in the DR pool in the order specified in the VM metadata, and using the specified delay
intervals.

DR infrastructure requirements

Set up the appropriate DR infrastructure at both the primary and secondary sites to use Citrix Hyper‑
visor DR.

• Storage used for pool metadata and the virtual disks used by the VMs must be replicated from
theprimary (production) environment to abackupenvironment. Storage replication suchasus‑
ingmirroring variesbetweendevices. Therefore, consult your storage solutionvendor tohandle
Storage replication.

• After the VMs and vApps that you recovered to apool on yourDR site are up and running, the SRs
containing the DR pool metadata and virtual disks must be replicated. Replication allows the
recovered VMs and vApps to be restored back to the primary site (failed back)when the primary
site is back online.

• The hardware infrastructure at your DR site does not have to match the primary site. However,
the Citrix Hypervisor environment must be at the same release and patch level.

• The servers and pools at the secondary site must have the same license edition as those at the
primary site. These Citrix Hypervisor licenses are in addition to those assigned to servers at the
primary site.

If you have a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or a Citrix DaaS entitlement, you can
use the same entitlement for both your primary and secondary site.

• Sufficient resources must be configured in the target pool to allow all the failed over VMs to be
recreated and started.

Warning:

The Disaster Recovery settings do not control any Storage Array functionality.

Users of the Disaster Recovery feature must ensure that the metadata storage is, in some way
replicated between the two sites. Some Storage Arrays contain “Mirroring” features to achieve
the replication automatically. If youuse these features, youmust disable themirror functionality
(“mirror is broken”) before restarting VMs on the recovery site.
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Deployment considerations

Review the following steps before enabling Disaster Recovery.

Steps to take before a disaster

The following section describes the steps to take before disaster.

• Configure your VMs and vApps.

• Note how your VMs and vApps are mapped to SRs, and the SRs to LUNs. Take particular care
with the naming of the name_label and name_description parameters. Recovering VMs
and vApps from replicated storage is easier if the names of SRs capture how VMs and vApps
are mapped to SRs, and SRs to LUNs.

• Arrange replication of the LUNs.

• Enable pool metadata replication to one or more SRs on these LUNs.

• Ensure that the SRs you are replicating the primary pool metadata to are attached to only one
pool.

Steps to take after a disaster

The following section describes the steps to take after a disaster has occurred.

• Break any existing storage mirrors so that the recovery site has read/write access to the shared
storage.

• Ensure that the LUNs you want to recover VM data from are not attached to any other pool, or
corruption can occur.

• If you want to protect the recovery site from a disaster, youmust enable pool metadata replica‑
tion to one or more SRs on the recovery site.

Steps to take after a recovery

The following section describes the steps to take after a successful recovery of data.

• Resynchronize any storage mirrors.

• On the recovery site, cleanly shut down the VMs or vApps that you want to move back to the
primary site.

• On the primary site, follow the same procedure as for the failover in the previous section, to
failback selected VMs or vApps to the primary

• To protect the primary site against future disaster ‑ you must re‑enable pool metadata replica‑
tion to one or more SRs on the replicated LUNs.
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Enable Disaster Recovery

January 10, 2023

This section describes how to enable Disaster Recovery in XenCenter. Use the Configure DR option
to identify storage repositories where the poolmetadata, configuration information about all the VMs
and vApps in the pool is stored. The metadata is updated whenever you change the VM or vApp con‑
figuration within the pool.

Note:

You can enable Disaster Recovery only when using LVM over HBA or LVM over iSCSI. A small
amount of space is required on this storage for a new LUN which contains the pool recovery in‑
formation.

Before you begin, ensure that the SRs used for DR are attached only to the pool at the primary site.
SRs used for DRmust not be attached to the pool at the secondary site.

To configure Disaster Recovery, complete the following steps:

1. On the primary site, select the pool that you want to protect. From the Pool menu, point to
Disaster Recovery, and then select Configure.

2. Select up to 8 SRs where the pool metadata can be stored. A small amount of space is required
on this storage for a new LUNwhich contains the pool recovery information.

Note:

Information for all VMs in the pool is stored, VMs do not need to be independently selected
for protection.

3. SelectOK. Your pool is now protected.

Recover VMs and vApps during a disaster (Failover)

This section explains how to recover your VMs and vApps on the secondary (recovery) site.

1. In XenCenter select the secondary pool, and on the Poolmenu, select Disaster Recovery and
then Disaster Recovery Wizard.

The Disaster Recovery wizard displays three recovery options: Failover, Failback, and Test
Failover. To recover on to your secondary site, select Failover and then selectNext.

Warning:

If you use Fibre Channel shared storage with LUN mirroring to replicate data to the sec‑
ondary site, break the mirroring before attempting to recover VMs. Mirroring must be bro‑
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ken to ensure that the secondary site has Read/Write access.

2. Select the storage repositories (SRs) containing the pool metadata for the VMs and vApps that
you want to recover.

By default, the list on this wizard page shows all SRs that are currently attachedwithin the pool.
To scan formore SRs, select FindStorageRepositories and then select the storage type to scan
for:

• To scan for all the available Hardware HBA SRs, select Find Hardware HBA SRs.

• To scan for software iSCSI SRs, select Find Software iSCSI SRs and then type the target
host, IQN, and LUN details.

When you have selected the required SRs in the wizard, selectNext to continue.

3. Select the VMs and vApps that you want to recover. Select the appropriate Power state after
recovery option to specify whether you want the wizard to start them up automatically when
they have been recovered. Alternatively, you can start them up manually after failover is com‑
plete.

SelectNext to progress to the next wizard page and begin failover prechecks.

4. The wizard performs several prechecks before starting failover. For example, to ensure that all
the storage required by the selected VMs and vApps is available. If any storage is missing at this
point, you can select Attach SR on this page to find and attach the relevant SR.

Resolve any issues on the prechecks page, and then select Failover to begin the recovery pro‑
cess.

5. A progress page displays the result of the recovery process for each VM and vApp. The Failover
process exports the metadata for VMs and vApps from the replicated storage. Therefore, the
time taken for Failover depends on the VMs and vApps you recover. The VMs and vApps are
recreated in the primary pool, and the SRs containing the virtual disks are attached to the recre‑
ated VMs. If specified, the VMs are started.

6. When the failover is complete, select Next to see the summary report. Select Finish on the
summary report page to close the wizard.

When the primary site is available, work through the Disaster Recovery wizard and select Failback to
return to running your VMs on that site.

Restore VMs and vApps to the primary site after disaster (Failback)

This section explains how to restore VMs and vApps from replicated storage. You can restore VMs and
vApps back to a pool on your primary (production) site when the primary site comes back up after a
disaster. To failback VMs and vApps to your primary site, use the Disaster Recovery wizard.
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1. In XenCenter select theprimary pool, andon thePoolmenu, selectDisasterRecovery and then
Disaster Recovery Wizard.

The Disaster Recovery wizard displays three recovery options: Failover, Failback, and Test
Failover. To restore VMs and vApps to your primary site, select Failback and then selectNext.

Warning:

When you use Fibre Channel shared storagewith LUNmirroring to replicate data to the pri‑
mary site, break themirroring before attempting to restore VMs. Mirroringmust be broken
to ensure that the primary site has Read/Write access.

2. Select the storage repositories (SRs) containing the pool metadata for the VMs and vApps that
you want to recover.

By default, the list on this wizard page shows all SRs that are currently attachedwithin the pool.
To scan for more SRs, choose Find Storage Repositories and then select the storage type to
scan for:

• To scan for all the available Hardware HBA SRs, select Find Hardware HBA SRs.

• To scan for software iSCSI SRs, select Find Software iSCSI SRs and then type the target
host, IQN, and LUN details.

When you have selected the required SRs in the wizard, selectNext to continue.

3. Select the VMs and vApps that youwant to restore. Select the appropriatePower state after re‑
coveryoption to specifywhether youwant thewizard to start themupautomaticallywhen they
have been recovered. Alternatively, you can start them upmanually after failback is complete.

SelectNext to progress to the next wizard page and begin failback prechecks.

4. Thewizard performs several pre‑checks before starting failback. For example, to ensure that all
the storage required by the selected VMs and vApps is available. If any storage is missing at this
point, you can select Attach SR on this page to find and attach the relevant SR.

Resolve any issues on the prechecks page, and then select Failback to begin the recovery pro‑
cess.

5. A progress page displays the result of the recovery process for each VM and vApp. The Failback
process exports the metadata for VMs and vApps from the replicated storage. Therefore, Fail‑
back can take some time depending on the number of VMs and vApps you are restoring. The
VMs and vApps are recreated in the primary pool, and the SRs containing the virtual disks are
attached to the recreated VMs. If specified, the VMs are started.

6. When the failback is complete, select Next to see the summary report. Select Finish on the
summary report page to close the wizard.
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Test failover

Failover testing is an essential component in disaster recovery planning. You can use the Disaster
Recovery wizard to perform non‑disruptive testing of your disaster recovery system. During a test
failover operation, the steps are the same as for failover. However, instead of being started after they
have been recovered to the DR site, the VMs and vApps are placed in a paused state. At the end of a
test failover operation, all VMs, vApps, and storage recreated on the DR site are automatically deleted.
After initial DR configuration, and after you make significant configuration changes in a DR‑enabled
pool, verify that failover works correctly by performing a test failover.

1. In XenCenter select the secondary pool, and on the Pool menu, select Disaster Recovery to
open the Disaster Recovery Wizard.

The Disaster Recovery wizard displays three recovery options: Failover, Failback, and Test
Failover. To test your disaster recovery system, select Test Failover and then selectNext.

Note:

If you use Fibre Channel shared storage with LUN mirroring to replicate data to the sec‑
ondary site, break themirroring before attempting to recover data. Mirroringmust be bro‑
ken to ensure that the secondary site has Read/Write access.

2. Select the storage repositories (SRs) containing the pool metadata for the VMs and vApps that
you want to recover.

By default, the list on this wizard page shows all SRs that are currently attachedwithin the pool.
To scan for more SRs, select Find Storage Repositories and then the storage type to scan for:

• To scan for all the available Hardware HBA SRs, select Find Hardware HBA SRs.

• To scan for software iSCSI SRs, select Find Software iSCSI SRs and then type the target
host, IQN, and LUN details in the box.

When you have selected the required SRs in the wizard, selectNext to continue.

3. Select the VMs and vApps that youwant to recover then selectNext to progress to the next page
and begin failover prechecks.

4. Before beginning the test failover, the wizard performs several pre‑checks. For example, to en‑
sure that all the storage required by the selected VMs and vApps is available.

• Check that storage is available. If any storage ismissing, you can select Attach SR on this
page to find and attach the relevant SR.

• Check thathighavailability isnotenabledon the targetDRpool. Highavailabilitymust
be disabled on the secondary pool to avoid having the same VMs running on both the pri‑
mary and DR pools. High availability must be disabled to ensure that it does not start the
recovered VMs and vApps automatically after recovery. To disable high availability on the
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secondary pool, you can simply select Disable HA on the page. If high availability is dis‑
abled at this point, it is enabled again automatically at the end of the test failover process.

Resolve any issues on the pre‑checks page, and then select Failover to begin the test failover.

5. A progress page displays the result of the recovery process for each VM and vApp. The Failover
process recovers metadata for the VMs and vApps from the replicated storage. Therefore,
Failover can take some time depending on the number of VMs and vApps you are recovering.
The VMs and vApps are recreated in the DR pool, the SRs containing the virtual disks are
attached to the recreated VMs.

The recoveredVMsareplaced inapausedstate: theydonot startupon thesecondary siteduring
a test failover.

6. After you are satisfied that the test failoverwas performed successfully, select Next in thewizard
to have the wizard clean up on the DR site:

• VMs and vApps that were recovered during the test failover are deleted.

• Storage that was recovered during the test failover is detached.

• If high availability on the DR pool was disabled at the prechecks stage to allow the test
failover to take place, it is re‑enabled automatically.

The progress of the cleanup process appears on the wizard.

7. Select Finish to close the wizard.

vApps

December 7, 2022

A vApp is logical group of one or more related Virtual Machines (VMs). vApps can be started up as a
single entity when there is a disaster. When a vApp is started, the VMs containedwithin the vApp start
in a user predefined order. The start order allows VMswhich depend upon one another to be automat‑
ically sequenced. An administrator no longer has tomanually sequence the startup of dependent VMs
when a whole service requires restarting. For example, during a software update. The VMs within the
vApp do not have to reside on one host and are distributed within a pool using the normal rules. The
vApp feature is useful in the Disaster Recovery (DR) situation. In a DR scenario, an Administrator may
group all VMs on the same Storage Repository, or which relate to the same Service Level Agreement
(SLA).

To group VMs together in a vApp follow the procedure:

1. Select the pool and, on the Poolmenu, clickManage vApps.
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2. Type a name for the vApp, and optionally a description, and then clickNext.

You can choose any name you like, but an informative name is best. Although we recommend
you to avoid having multiple vApps using the same name, it is not a requirement. XenCenter
does not enforce any constraints regarding unique vApp names. It is not necessary to use quo‑
tation marks for names that include spaces.

3. Select which VMs to include in the new vApp, and then clickNext.

You can use the search option to list only VMs with names that include the specified text string.

4. Specify the startup sequence for the VMs in the vApp, and then clickNext.

Start Order: Specifies the order in which individual VMs are started within the vApp, allowing
certain VMs to be restarted before others. VMs with a start order value of 0 (zero) are started
first. VMs with a start order value of 1 are started next, and then the VMs with a value of 2, and
so on.

Attempt to start next VM after: A delay interval that specifies how long to wait after starting
the VM before attempting to start the next group of VMs in the startup sequence.

5. You can review the vApp configuration on the final page. Click Previous to go back and change
any settings, or Finish to create the vApp.

Note:

A vApp can spanmultiple servers in a single pool, but cannot span across several pools.

Manage vApps in XenCenter

The Manage vApps setting in XenCenter allows you to create, delete, and change vApps. It also en‑
ables you to start and shut down vApps, and import and export vAppswithin the selected pool. When
you select a vApp in the list, the VMs it contains are listed in the details pane. For more information,
see vApps in the XenCenter documentation.

Back up and restore hosts and VMs

December 13, 2022

Whenever possible, leave the installed state of Citrix Hypervisor servers unaltered. That is, do not
install any additional packages or start additional services onCitrix Hypervisor servers and treat them
as appliances. The best way to restore, then, is to reinstall Citrix Hypervisor server software from the
installation media. If you have multiple Citrix Hypervisor servers, the best approach is to configure a
TFTP server and appropriate answer files for this purpose. For more information, see Network boot
installations.
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We recommend that you use a backup solution offered by one of our certified partners. For more
information, see Citrix Ready Marketplace.

Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers can take advantage of the faster changed block only
backup. For more information, see the Citrix blog about Changed Block Tracking backup APIs.

We recommend that you frequently perform asmany of the following backup procedures as possible
to recover from possible server and software failure.

To back up pool metadata:

1. Run the command:

1 xe pool-dump-database file-name=backup
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. To restore the database, run the command:

1 xe pool-restore-database file-name=backup dry-run=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command checks that the target machine has an appropriate number of appropriately
named NICs, which is required for the backup to succeed.

To back up host configuration and software:

1. Run the command:

1 xe host-backup host=host file-name=hostbackup
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Notes:

• Do not create the backup in the control domain.

• The backup procedure can create a large backup file.

• To complete a restore, youmust reboot to the original install CD.

• This data can only be restored to the original machine.

To back up a VM:

1. Ensure that the VM to be backed up is offline.

2. Run the command:

1 xe vm-export vm=vm_uuid filename=backup
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

This backup also backs up all of the VM data. When importing a VM, you can specify the storage
mechanism to use for the backed‑up data.

Warning:

The backup process can take longer to complete as it backs up all of the VM data.

To back up VMmetadata only:

Run the command:

1 xe vm-export vm=vm_uuid filename=backup metadata=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Back up virtual machinemetadata

Citrix Hypervisor servers use a database on each host to storemetadata about VMs and associated re‑
sources such as storage and networking. When combinedwith SRs, this database forms the complete
view of all VMs available across the pool. Therefore it is important to understand how to back up this
database to recover from physical hardware failure and other disaster scenarios.

This section first describes how to back up metadata for single‑host installations, and then for more
complex pool setups.

Back up single host installations

Use the CLI to back up the pool database. To obtain a consistent poolmetadata backup file, run pool
-dump-database on the Citrix Hypervisor server and archive the resulting file. The backup file con‑
tains sensitive authentication information about the pool, so ensure it is securely stored.

To restore the pool database, use the xe pool-restore-database command from a previous
dump file. If your Citrix Hypervisor server has died completely, then you must first do a fresh install,
and then run the pool-restore-database command against the freshly installed Citrix Hypervisor
server.

After you restore the pool database, some VMsmay still be registered as being Suspended. However,
if the storage repository with the suspended memory state defined in the suspend-VDI-uuid field,
is a local SR, then theSRmaynotbeavailable as thehost hasbeen reinstalled. To reset these VMsback
to theHalted state so that they can start up again, use thexe vm-shutdown vm=vm_name -force
command, or use the xe vm-reset-powerstate vm=vm_name -force command.
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Warning:

Citrix Hypervisor preserves UUIDs of the hosts restored using this method. If you restore to a
different physical machine while the original Citrix Hypervisor server is still running, duplicate
UUIDsmay be present. As a result, XenCenter refuses to connect to the second Citrix Hypervisor
server. Pool database backup is not the recommended mechanism for cloning physical hosts.
Use the automated installation support instead. For more information, see Install.

Back up pooled installations

In a pool scenario, themaster host provides an authoritative database that is synchronouslymirrored
to all the pool member hosts. This process provides a level of built‑in redundancy to a pool. Any
pool member can replace themaster because each pool member has an accurate version of the pool
database. For more information on how to transition a member into becoming a pool master, see
Hosts and resource pools.

This level of protection may not be sufficient. For example, when shared storage containing the VM
data is backed up inmultiple sites, but the local server storage (containing the pool metadata) is not.
To re‑create a pool given a set of shared storage, you must first back up the pool-dump-database
file on the master host, and archive this file. To restore this backup later on a brand new set of hosts:

1. Install a fresh set of Citrix Hypervisor servers from the installation media, or if applicable, net‑
work boot from your TFTP server.

2. Use the xe pool-restore-database on the host designated to be the newmaster.

3. Run the xe host-forget command on the newmaster to remove the oldmembermachines.

4. Use the xe pool-join command on the member hosts to connect them to the new pool.

Back up Citrix Hypervisor servers

This section describes the Citrix Hypervisor server control domain backup and restore procedures.
These procedures do not back up the storage repositories that house the VMs, but only the privileged
control domain that runs Xen and the Citrix Hypervisor agent.

Note:

The privileged control domain is best left as installed, without customizing it with other pack‑
ages. We recommend that you set up a network boot environment to install Citrix Hypervisor
cleanly from the Citrix Hypervisor media as a recovery strategy. Typically, you do not need to
back up the control domain, but we recommend that you save the pool metadata (see Back up
virtual machine metadata). Consider this backup method as complementary to backing up the
pool metadata.
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Using the xe commands host-backup and host-restore is another approach that you can take.
The xe host-backup command archives the active partition to a file you specify. The xe host-
restore command extracts an archive created by xe host-backup over the currently inactive disk
partition of the host. This partition can then be made active by booting off the installation CD and
selecting to restore the appropriate backup.

After completing the steps in the previous section and rebooting the host, ensure that the VM meta‑
data is restored to a consistent state. Run xe pool-restore-database on /var/backup/pool-
database-${ DATE } to restore the VM metadata. This file is created by xe host-backup using
xe pool-dump-database command before archiving the running filesystem, to snapshot a consis‑
tent state of the VMmetadata.

To back up your Citrix Hypervisor server:

On a remote host with enough disk space, run the following command

1 xe host-backup file-name=filename -h hostname -u root -pw password
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command creates a compressed image of the control domain file system. The image is stored in
the location specified by the file-name argument.

To restore a running Citrix Hypervisor server:

1. If you want to restore your Citrix Hypervisor server from a specific backup, run the following
command while the Citrix Hypervisor server is up and reachable:

1 xe host-restore file-name=filename -h hostname -u root -pw
password

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command restores the compressed image back to the hard disk of the Citrix Hypervisor
server which runs this command (not the host onwhich filename resides). In this context, “re‑
store” may be amisnomer, as the word usually suggests that the backed‑up state has been put
fully in place. The restore command only unpacks the compressed backup file and restores it to
its normal form. However, it iswritten to another partition (/dev/sda2) anddoesnot overwrite
the current version of the filesystem.

2. To use the restored version of the root filesystem, reboot the Citrix Hypervisor server using the
Citrix Hypervisor installation CD and select the Restore from backup option.

After the restore from backup is completed, reboot the Citrix Hypervisor server and it will start
up from the restored image.

3. Finally, restore the VMmetadata using the following command:
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1 xe pool-restore-database file-name=/var/backup/pool-database-* -h
hostname -u root -pw password

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Restoring from a backup as described in this section does not destroy the backup partition.

To restart a crashed Citrix Hypervisor server:

If your Citrix Hypervisor server has crashed and is not reachable, use the Citrix Hypervisor installation
CD to do an upgrade install. When the upgrade install is complete, reboot the machine and ensure
that your host is reachable with XenCenter or remote CLI.

Then proceed with backing up Citrix Hypervisor servers as describes in this section.

Back up VMs

We recommend that you use a backup solution offered by one of our certified partners. For more
information, see Citrix Ready Marketplace.

Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers can take advantage of the faster changed block only
backup. For more information, see the Citrix blog about Changed Block Tracking backup APIs.

VM snapshots

December 7, 2022

CitrixHypervisorprovidesa convenientmechanismthat can takea snapshotof aVMstorageandmeta‑
data at a given time. Where necessary, I/O is temporarily halted while the snapshot is being taken to
ensure that a self‑consistent disk image can be captured.

Snapshotoperations result ina snapshotVMthat is similar toa template. TheVMsnapshot containsall
the storage information and VM configuration, including attached VIFs, allowing them to be exported
and restored for backup purposes. Snapshots are supported on all storage types. However, for the
LVM‑based storage types the following requirements must be met:

• If the storage repository was created on a previous version of Citrix Hypervisor, it must have
been upgraded

• The volumemust be in the default format (you cannot take a snapshot of type=raw volumes)

The snapshot operation is a two‑step process:

• Capturing metadata as a template.
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• Creating a VDI snapshot of the disks.

The following types of VM snapshots are supported: regular and snapshot with memory.

Regular snapshots

Regular snapshots are crash consistent and can be performed on all VM types, including Linux VMs.

Snapshots withmemory

In addition to saving the VMsmemory (storage) andmetadata, snapshots with memory also save the
VMs state (RAM). This feature can be useful when you upgrade or patch software, but you also want
the option to revert to the pre‑change VM state (RAM). Reverting to a snapshotwithmemory, does not
require a reboot of the VM.

You can take a snapshot with memory of a running or suspended VM via the management API, the xe
CLI, or by using XenCenter.

Create a VM snapshot

Before taking a snapshot, see the following information about any special operating system‑specific
configuration and considerations:

• Prepare to clone a Windows VM by using Sysprep
• Prepare to clone a Linux VM

First, ensure that the VM is running or suspended so that the memory status can be captured. The
simplest way to select the VMonwhich the operation is to be performed is by supplying the argument
vm=name or vm=vm uuid.

Run the vm-snapshotcommand to take a snapshot of a VM.

1 xe vm-snapshot vm=vm uuid new-name-label=vm_snapshot_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a snapshot withmemory

Run thevm-checkpoint command, giving a descriptive name for the snapshotwithmemory, so that
you can identify it later:

1 xe vm-checkpoint vm=vm uuid new-name-label=name of the checkpoint
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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When Citrix Hypervisor has completed creating the snapshot with memory, its UUID is displayed.

For example:

1 xe vm-checkpoint vm=2d1d9a08-e479-2f0a-69e7-24a0e062dd35 \
2 new-name-label=example_checkpoint_1
3 b3c0f369-59a1-dd16-ecd4-a1211df29886
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

A snapshot with memory requires at least 4 MB of disk space per disk, plus the size of the RAM, plus
around 20% overhead. So a checkpoint with 256 MB RAM would require approximately 300 MB of
storage.

Note:

During the checkpoint creation process, the VM is paused for a brief period, and cannot be used
during this period.

To list all of the snapshots on your Citrix Hypervisor pool

Run the snapshot-list command:

1 xe snapshot-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command lists all of the snapshots in the Citrix Hypervisor pool.

To list the snapshots on a particular VM

Get the UUID of the particular VM by running the vm-list command.

1 xe vm-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command displays a list of all VMs and their UUIDs. For example:

1 xe vm-list
2 uuid ( RO): 116dd310-a0ef-a830-37c8-df41521ff72d
3 name-label ( RW): Windows Server 2016 (1)
4 power-state ( RO): halted
5
6 uuid ( RO): dff45c56-426a-4450-a094-d3bba0a2ba3f
7 name-label ( RW): Control domain on host
8 power-state ( RO): running
9 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VMs can also be specified by filtering the full list of VMs on the values of fields.

For example, specifying power-state=halted selects all VMs whose power‑state field is equal to
‘halted’. Wheremultiple VMs arematching, the option --multiplemust be specified to perform the
operation. Obtain the full list of fields that can be matched by using the command xe vm-list
params=all.

Locate the required VM and then enter the following:

1 xe snapshot-list snapshot-of=vm uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe snapshot-list snapshot-of=2d1d9a08-e479-2f0a-69e7-24a0e062dd35
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command lists the snapshots currently on that VM:

1 uuid ( RO): d7eefb03-39bc-80f8-8d73-2ca1bab7dcff
2 name-label ( RW): Regular
3 name-description ( RW):
4 snapshot_of ( RO): 2d1d9a08-e479-2f0a-69e7-24a0e062dd35
5 snapshot_time ( RO): 20090914T15:37:00Z
6
7 uuid ( RO): 1760561d-a5d1-5d5e-2be5-d0dd99a3b1ef
8 name-label ( RW): Snapshot with memory
9 name-description ( RW):

10 snapshot_of ( RO): 2d1d9a08-e479-2f0a-69e7-24a0e062dd35
11 snapshot_time ( RO): 20090914T15:39:45Z
12 <!--NeedCopy-->

Restore a VM to its previous state

Ensure that you have the UUID of the snapshot that youwant to revert to, and then run the snapshot
-revert command:

1. Run the snapshot-list command to find the UUID of the snapshot or checkpoint that you
want to revert to:

1 xe snapshot-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Note the UUID of the snapshot, and then run the following command to revert:
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1 xe snapshot-revert snapshot-uuid=snapshot uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe snapshot-revert snapshot-uuid=b3c0f369-59a1-dd16-ecd4-
a1211df29886

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

After reverting a VM to a checkpoint, the VM is suspended.

Notes:

• If there’s insufficient disk space available to thickly provision the snapshot, you cannot re‑
store to the snapshot until the current disk’s state has been freed. If this issue occurs, retry
the operation.

• It is possible to revert to any snapshot. Existing snapshots and checkpoints are not deleted
during the revert operation.

Delete a snapshot

Ensure that you have the UUID of the checkpoint or snapshot that you want to remove, and then run
the following command:

1. Run the snapshot-list command to find the UUID of the snapshot or checkpoint that you
want to revert to:

1 xe snapshot-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Note the UUID of the snapshot, and then run the snapshot-uninstall command to remove
it:

1 xe snapshot-uninstall snapshot-uuid=snapshot-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. This command alerts you to the VM and VDIs that are deleted. Type yes to confirm.

For example:

1 xe snapshot-uninstall snapshot-uuid=1760561d-a5d1-5d5e-2be5-
d0dd99a3b1ef

2 The following items are about to be destroyed
3 VM : 1760561d-a5d1-5d5e-2be5-d0dd99a3b1ef (Snapshot with memory)
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4 VDI: 11a4aa81-3c6b-4f7d-805a-b6ea02947582 (0)
5 VDI: 43c33fe7-a768-4612-bf8c-c385e2c657ed (1)
6 VDI: 4c33c84a-a874-42db-85b5-5e29174fa9b2 (Suspend image)
7 Type 'yes' to continue
8 yes
9 All objects destroyed

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you only want to remove the metadata of a checkpoint or snapshot, run the following command:

1 xe snapshot-destroy snapshot-uuid=snapshot-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe snapshot-destroy snapshot-uuid=d7eefb03-39bc-80f8-8d73-2ca1bab7dcff
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Snapshot templates

Create a template from a snapshot

You can create a VM template from a snapshot. However, its memory state is removed.

1. Use the command snapshot-copy and specify a new-name-label for the template:

1 xe snapshot-copy new-name-label=vm-template-name \
2 snapshot-uuid=uuid of the snapshot
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe snapshot-copy new-name-label=example_template_1
2 snapshot-uuid=b3c0f369-59a1-dd16-ecd4-a1211df29886
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

This commandcreates a templateobject in theSAMEpool. This template exists in theCitrix
Hypervisor database for the current pool only.

2. To verify that the template has been created, run the command template-list:

1 xe template-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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This command lists all of the templates on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

Export a snapshot to a template

Whenyouexport a VMsnapshot, a complete copyof theVM (includingdisk images) is storedas a single
file on your local machine. This file has a .xva file name extension.

1. Use the command snapshot-export-to-template to create a template file:

1 xe snapshot-export-to template snapshot-uuid=snapshot-uuid \
2 filename=template- filename
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 xe snapshot-export-to-template snapshot-uuid=b3c0f369-59a1-dd16-
ecd4-a1211df29886 \

2 filename=example_template_export
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

The VM export/import feature can be used in various different ways:

• As a convenient backup facility for your VMs. An exported VM file can be used to recover an
entire VM in a disaster scenario.

• As a way of quickly copying a VM, for example, a special‑purpose server configuration that you
use many times. You simply configure the VM the way you want it, export it, and then import it
to create copies of your original VM.

• As a simple method for moving a VM to another server.

For more information about the use of templates, see Create VMs and also the Managing VMs article
in the XenCenter documentation.

Scheduled snapshots

The Scheduled Snapshots feature provides a simple backup and restore utility for your critical ser‑
vice VMs. Regular scheduled snapshots are taken automatically and can be used to restore individual
VMs. ScheduledSnapshotsworkbyhavingpool‑wide snapshot schedules for selectedVMs in thepool.
When a snapshot schedule is enabled, Snapshots of the specified VM are taken at the scheduled time
each hour, day, or week. Several Scheduled Snapshots may be enabled in a pool, covering different
VMs and with different schedules. A VM can be assigned to only one snapshot schedule at a time.

XenCenter provides a range of tools to help you use this feature:

• To define a Scheduled Snapshot, use theNew snapshot schedulewizard.
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• To enable, disable, edit, and delete Scheduled Snapshots for a pool, use the VM Snapshot
Schedules dialog box.

• To edit a snapshot schedule, open its Properties dialog box from the VM Snapshot Schedules
dialog box.

• To revert a VM to a scheduled snapshot, select the snapshot on the Snapshots tab and revert
the VM to it.

For more information, see Scheduled Snapshots in the XenCenter documentation.

Cope withmachine failures

March 1, 2023

This section provides details of how to recover from various failure scenarios. All failure recovery sce‑
narios require the use of one or more of the backup types listed in Backup.

Member failures

In the absence of HA, master nodes detect the failures of members by receiving regular heartbeat
messages. If no heartbeat has been received for 600 seconds, the master assumes the member is
dead. There are two ways to recover from this problem:

• Repair thedeadhost (for example, byphysically rebooting it). When the connection to themem‑
ber is restored, the master marks the member as alive again.

• Shut down the host and instruct the master to forget about the member node using the xe
host-forget CLI command. Once the member has been forgotten, all the VMs which were
running there are marked as offline and can be restarted on other Citrix Hypervisor servers.

It is important to ensure that the Citrix Hypervisor server is actually offline, otherwise VM data
corruption might occur.

Do not to split your pool into multiple pools of a single host by using xe host-forget. This
action might result in them all mapping the same shared storage and corrupting VM data.

Warning:

• If you are going touse the forgottenhost as anactive host again, performa fresh installation
of the Citrix Hypervisor software.

• Do not use xe host-forget command if HA is enabled on the pool. Disable HA first, then
forget the host, and then re‑enable HA.
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When amember Citrix Hypervisor server fails, there might be VMs still registered in the running state.
If you are sure that the member Citrix Hypervisor server is definitely down, use the xe vm-reset-
powerstate CLI command to set the power state of the VMs to halted. See vm‑reset‑powerstate for
more details.

Warning:

Incorrect use of this command can lead to data corruption. Only use this command if necessary.

Before you can start VMs on another Citrix Hypervisor server, you are also required to release the locks
on VM storage. Only on host at a time can use each disk in an SR. It is key to make the disk accessible
to other Citrix Hypervisor servers once a host has failed. To do so, run the following script on the pool
master for each SR that contains disks of any affected VMs: /opt/xensource/sm/resetvdis.py
host_UUID SR_UUIDmaster

You need only supply the third string (“master”) if the failed host was the SRmaster at the time of the
crash. (The SRmaster is the pool master or a Citrix Hypervisor server using local storage.)

Warning:

Be sure that the host is down before running this command. Incorrect use of this command can
lead to data corruption.

If you attempt to start a VM on another Citrix Hypervisor server before running the resetvdis.py
script, then you receive the following error message: VDI <UUID> already attached RW.

Master failures

Everymember of a resourcepool contains all the informationnecessary to takeover the role ofmaster
if necessary. When amaster node fails, the following sequence of events occurs:

1. If HA is enabled, another master is elected automatically.

2. If HA is not enabled, eachmember waits for the master to return.

If the master comes back up at this point, it re‑establishes communication with its members, and
operation returns to normal.

If the master is dead, choose one of the members and run the command xe pool-emergency
-transition-to-master on it. Once it has become the master, run the command xe pool-
recover-slaves and the members now point to the newmaster.

If you repair or replace the server that was the original master, you can simply bring it up, install the
Citrix Hypervisor software, and add it to the pool. Since the Citrix Hypervisor servers in the pool are
enforced to be homogeneous, there is no real need to make the replaced server the master.

When amember Citrix Hypervisor server is transitioned to being amaster, check that the default pool
storage repository is set to an appropriate value. This check can be done using the xe pool-param
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-list command and verifying that the default-SR parameter is pointing to a valid storage reposi‑
tory.

Pool failures

In the unfortunate event that your entire resource pool fails, you must recreate the pool database
from scratch. Be sure to regularly back up your pool‑metadata using the xe pool-dump-database
CLI command (see pool-dump-database).

To restore a completely failed pool:

1. Install a fresh set of hosts. Do not pool them up at this stage.

2. For the host nominated as the master, restore the pool database from your backup using the
xe pool-restore-database command (see pool‑restore‑database).

3. Connect to the master host using XenCenter and ensure that all your shared storage and VMs
are available again.

4. Perform a pool join operation on the remaining freshly installed member hosts, and start up
your VMs on the appropriate hosts.

Cope with failure due to configuration errors

If the physical host machine is operational but the software or host configuration is corrupted:

1. Run the following command to restore host software and configuration:

1 xe host-restore host=host file-name=hostbackup
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Reboot to the host installation CD and select Restore from backup.

Physical machine failure

If the physical host machine has failed, use the appropriate procedure from the following list to re‑
cover.

Warning:

Any VMs running on a previousmember (or the previous host) which have failed are still marked
as Running in the database. This behavior is for safety. Simultaneously starting a VM on two
different hosts would lead to severe disk corruption. If you are sure that themachines (and VMs)
are offline you can reset the VM power state to Halted:

xe vm-reset-powerstate vm=vm_uuid --force
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VMs can then be restarted using XenCenter or the CLI.

To replace a failedmaster with a still runningmember:

1. Run the following commands:

1 xe pool-emergency-transition-to-master
2 xe pool-recover-slaves
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. If the commands succeed, restart the VMs.

To restore a pool with all hosts failed:

1. Run the command:

1 xe pool-restore-database file-name=backup
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Warning:

This command only succeeds if the target machine has an appropriate number of appro‑
priately named NICs.

2. If the target machine has a different view of the storage than the original machine, modify the
storage configuration using the pbd-destroy command. Next use the pbd-create command
to recreate storage configurations. See pbd commands for documentation of these commands.

3. If you have created a storage configuration, use pbd-plug or Storage >Repair StorageRepos‑
itorymenu item in XenCenter to use the new configuration.

4. Restart all VMs.

To restore a VMwhen VM storage is not available:

1. Run the following command:

1 xe vm-import filename=backup metadata=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. If the metadata import fails, run the command:

1 xe vm-import filename=backup metadata=true --force
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command attempts to restore the VMmetadata on a ‘best effort’ basis.

3. Restart all VMs.
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Troubleshooting

March 14, 2023

Support

Citrix provides two formsof support: free, self‑help support on theCitrix Supportwebsite andpaid‑for
Support Services, which you can purchase from the Support site. With Citrix Technical Support, you
can open a Support Case online or contact the support center by phone if you experience technical
difficulties.

The Citrix Knowledge Center hosts several resources that might be helpful to you in the event of odd
behavior, crashes, or other problems. Resources include: Forums, Knowledge Base articles, White
Papers, product documentation, hotfixes, and other updates.

If you experience technical difficulties with the Citrix Hypervisor server, this section is meant to help
you solve the problem if possible. If it isn’t possible, use the information in this section to gather the
application logs and other data that can help your Solution Provider track and resolve the issue.

For information about troubleshooting Citrix Hypervisor installation issues, see Troubleshoot the in‑
stallation. For information about troubleshooting virtual machine issues, see Troubleshoot VM prob‑
lems.

Important:

We recommend that you follow the troubleshooting information in this section solely under the
guidance of your Solution Provider or the Support team.

In some support cases, serial console access is required for debug purposes. Therefore, when setting
up your Citrix Hypervisor configuration, it is recommended that serial console access is configured.
For hosts that do not have physical serial port (such as a Blade server) or where suitable physical
infrastructure is not available, investigate whether an embedded management device, such as Dell
DRAC can be configured.

For information on setting up serial console access, see CTX121442.

Citrix Hypervisor server logs

XenCenter can be used to gather Citrix Hypervisor server information.

Click Server Status Report in the Toolsmenu to open the Server Status Report task. You can select
from a list of different types of information (various logs, crash dumps, and so on). The information is
compiled and downloaded to the machine that XenCenter is running on. For more information, see
the XenCenter documentation.
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By default, the files gathered for a server status report can be limited in size. If you need log files that
are larger than the default, you can run the command xenserver-status-report -u in the Citrix
Hypervisor server console.

Important:

Citrix Hypervisor server logs may contain sensitive information.

Sending host logmessages to a central server

Rather than have logs written to the control domain filesystem, you can configure your Citrix Hyper‑
visor server to write them to a remote server. The remote server must have the syslogd daemon
running on it to receive the logs and aggregate them correctly. The syslogd daemon is a standard
part of all flavors of Linux and Unix, and third‑party versions are available for Windows and other op‑
erating systems.

Set the syslog_destination parameter to the hostname or IP address of the remote server where you
want the logs to be written:

1 xe host-param-set uuid=host_uuid logging:syslog_destination=hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Run the command:

1 xe host-syslog-reconfigure uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To enforce the change. (You can also run this command remotely by specifying the host parameter.)

XenCenter logs

XenCenter also has client‑side log. This file includes a complete description of all operations and er‑
rors that occur when using XenCenter. It also contains informational logging of events that provide
you with an audit trail of various actions that have occurred. The XenCenter log file is stored in your
profile folder. If XenCenter is installed on Windows 2008, the path is

%userprofile%\AppData\Citrix\XenCenter\logs\XenCenter.log

If XenCenter is installed on Windows 8.1, the path is

%userprofile%\AppData\Citrix\Roaming\XenCenter\logs\XenCenter.log

To locate the XenCenter log files ‑ for example, when youwant to open or email the log file ‑ clickView
Application Log Files in the XenCenterHelpmenu.
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Troubleshooting connections between XenCenter and the Citrix Hypervisor server

If you have trouble connecting to the Citrix Hypervisor server with XenCenter, check the following:

• Is your XenCenter an older version than the Citrix Hypervisor server you are attempting to con‑
nect to?

The XenCenter application is backward‑compatible and can communicate properly with older
Citrix Hypervisor servers, but an older XenCenter cannot communicate properly with newer Cit‑
rix Hypervisor servers.

To correct this issue, install the XenCenter version that is the same, or newer, than the Citrix
Hypervisor server version.

• Is your license current?

You can see the expiration date for your license access code in the Citrix Hypervisor serverGen‑
eral tab under the License Details section in XenCenter.

For more information on licensing a host, see Licensing.

• The Citrix Hypervisor server talks to XenCenter using HTTPS over the following ports:

– Port 443 (a two‑way connection for commands and responses using themanagement API)
– Port 5900 for graphical VNC connections with paravirtualized Linux VMs.

If you have a firewall enabled between the Citrix Hypervisor server and the machine running
the client software, ensure that it allows traffic from these ports.

Other troubleshooting information

The following articles provide troubleshooting information about specific areas of the product:

• Install troubleshooting
• VM troubleshooting
• Networking troubleshooting

Workload Balancing

January 18, 2023

Workload Balancing is a Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition component, packaged as a virtual appli‑
ance, that provides the following features:

• Create reports about VM performance in your Citrix Hypervisor environment
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• Evaluate resource utilization and locates virtualmachines on the best possible hosts in the pool
for their workload’s needs

• Balance VM workloads across hosts in a Citrix Hypervisor resource pool

• Determine the best host on which to start a virtual machine

• Determine the best host on which to resume a virtual machine that you powered off

• Determine the best host to move a virtual machine to when a host fails

• Determine the optimal server for each of the host’s virtual machines when you put a host into
or take a host out of maintenance mode

Depending on your preference, Workload Balancing can accomplish these tasks automatically or
prompt you to accept its rebalancing and placement recommendations. You can also configure
Workload Balancing to power off hosts automatically at specific times of day. For example, configure
your servers to switch off at night to save power.

Workload Balancing can send notifications in XenCenter regarding the actions it takes. For more in‑
formation on how to configure the alert level for Workload Balancing alerts by using the xe CLI, see
Set alert level for Workload Balancing alerts in XenCenter.

Workload Balancing functions by evaluating the use of VMs across a pool. When a host exceeds a
performance threshold, Workload Balancing relocates the VM to a less‑taxed host in the pool. To re‑
balance workloads, Workload Balancing moves VMs to balance the resource use on hosts.

To ensure that the rebalancing and placement recommendations align with your environment’s
needs, you can configure Workload Balancing to optimize workloads in one of the following ways:

• To maximize resource performance
• Tomaximize the number of virtual machines that fit on hosts

These optimizationmodes can be configured to change automatically at predefined times or stay the
same always. For extra granularity, fine‑tune the weighting of individual resource metrics: CPU, net‑
work, disk, andmemory.

To help you perform capacity planning, Workload Balancing provides historical reports about host
and pool health, optimization and VM performance, and VMmotion history.

As Workload Balancing captures performance data, you can also use this component to generate re‑
ports, known as Workload Reports, about your virtualized environment. For more information, see
Generate workload reports.

Notes:

• Workload Balancing is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers or those
customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more information about Citrix Hypervisor
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licensing, see Licensing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervisor license, visit the Citrix
website.

• A singleWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance canmanagemultiplepools up toamaximum
of 100 pools, depending on the virtual appliance’s resources (vCPU, memory, disk size).
Across these pools, the virtual appliance can manage up to 1000 VMs. However, if a pool
has large number of VMs (for example, more than 400 VMs), we recommend that you use
one Workload Balancing virtual appliance just for that pool.

• Workload Balancing 8.2.0 and later is compatible with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

Workload Balancing basic concepts

When virtual machines are running, they consume computing resources on the physical host. These
resources include CPU, Memory, Network Reads, Network Writes, Disk Reads, and Disk Writes. Some
virtual machines, depending on their workload, might consume more CPU resources than other vir‑
tualmachines on the samehost. Workload is definedby theapplications runningona virtualmachine
and their user transactions. The combined resource consumption of all virtual machines on a host re‑
duces the available resources on the host.

Workload Balancing captures data for resource performance on virtual machines and physical hosts
and stores it in a database. Workload Balancing uses this data, combined with the preferences you
set, to provide optimization and placement recommendations.

Optimizations are a way in which hosts are “improved” to align with your goals: Workload Balancing
makes recommendations to redistribute the virtual machines across hosts in the pool to increase ei‑
ther performance or density. When Workload Balancing is making recommendations, it makes them
in light of its goal: to create balance or harmony across the hosts in the pool. If Workload Balancing
acts on these recommendations, the action is known as an optimization.

When Workload Balancing is enabled, XenCenter provides star ratings to indicate the optimal hosts
for starting a VM. These ratings are also provided:

• When you want to start the VM when it is powered off
• When you want to start the VM when it is suspended
• When you want to migrate the VM to a different host (Migrate and Maintenance Mode)

Within a Workload Balancing context:

• Performance is the usage of physical resources on a host (for example, the CPU, memory, net‑
work, and disk utilization on a host). When you set Workload Balancing to maximize perfor‑
mance, it recommends placing virtual machines to ensure that the maximum amount of re‑
sources are available for each virtual machine.

• Density is the number of VMs on a host. When you setWorkloadBalancing tomaximize density,
it recommends placing VMs so you can reduce the number of hosts powered on in a pool. It
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ensures that the VMs have adequate computing power.

Workload Balancing does not conflict with settings you already specified for High Availability: these
features are compatible.

Pool requirements

To balance a pool with Workload Balancing, the pool must meet the following requirements:

• All servers are licensed with a Premium Edition license or a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement.

• All servers meet the requirements for live migration:

– Shared remote storage

– Similar processor configurations

– Gigabit Ethernet

• Thepooldoesnot containanyvGPU‑enabledVMs. WorkloadBalancingcannot createacapacity
plan for VMs that have vGPUs attached.

A single Workload Balancing virtual appliance can manage multiple pools up to a maximum of 100
pools, depending on the virtual appliance’s resources (vCPU, memory, disk size). Across these pools,
the virtual appliance can manage up to 1000 VMs. However, if a pool has large number of VMs (for
example,more than 400 VMs), we recommend that you use oneWorkload Balancing virtual appliance
just for that pool.

What’s new inWorkload Balancing

March 3, 2023

The latest version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is version 8.3.0. You can download
this version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance from the Citrix Hypervisor Product Software
downloads page.

What’s new in 8.3.0

Released Feb 23, 2023

This update includes the following improvements:

• Via XenAPI, you can now set the alert level for Workload Balancing alerts in XenCenter.
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This update includes changes to theWLBdatabase. Ensure that you use the providedmigration script
when you update your WLB to this version. For more information about using the migration script,
see Migrate data from an existing virtual appliance.

Fixed issues in 8.3.0

This update fixes the following issues:

• During theWorkload Balancingmaintenancewindow,Workload Balancing is unable to provide
placement recommendations. When this situation occurs, you see the error: “4010 Pool discov‑
ery has not been completed. Using original algorithm.” The Workload Balancing maintenance
window is less than 20 minutes long and by default is scheduled at midnight.

• For a Workload Balancing virtual appliance version 8.2.2 and later that doesn’t use LVM, you
cannot extend the available disk space.

• Due to an unresponsive API call, Workload Balancing is sometimes blocked during pool discov‑
ery.

• In XenCenter, the date range and some timestamps shown on the Workload Balancing Pool Au‑
dit Report are incorrect.

• In XenCenter, some strings are not displaying correctly for Workload Reports.
• If the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is running for a long time, it is shut down by the
operating system for consuming a lot of memory.

• The database fails to auto‑restart after the Workload Balancing virtual appliance experiences
an abnormal shutdown.

Earlier releases

This section lists features in previous releases along with their fixed issues. These earlier releases are
superseded by the latest version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance. Update to the latest
version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance when it is available.

XenCenter 8.2.2

Released Sep 30, 2021

This update includes changes to theWLBdatabase. Ensure that you use the providedmigration script
when you update your WLB to this version. For more information about using the migration script,
see Migrate data from an existing virtual appliance.

Fixed issues

This update includes fixes for the following issues:
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• The Workload Balancing database can grow very fast and fill the disk.
• A race condition can sometimes cause records to be duplicated in theWLB database. When this
occurs, the user might see the error: “WLB received an unknown exception”.

XenCenter 8.2.1

Released Sep 15, 2020

This update includes the following improvements:

• The migration script now enables you to migrate your Workload Balancing database from the
Workload Balancing virtual appliance 8.0.0 (which was provided with Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 and
8.1) to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance 8.2.1 provided with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.

Formore information about using themigration script, seeMigrate data froman existing virtual
appliance.

Fixed issues

This update includes fixes for the following issues:

• Whenmultiple VMs start at the same time,Workload Balancing recommends balancing the VMs
placement on all servers in the pool evenly. However, sometimes Workload Balancing might
recommend to put many VMs on the same Citrix Hypervisor server. This issue occurs when
Workload Balancing gets late feedback from XAPI about VM placement.

Get started with Workload Balancing

April 26, 2023

You can configure the Workload Balancing virtual appliance in just a few steps:

1. Review the prerequisite information and plan your Workload Balancing usage.

2. Download the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

3. Import the Workload Balancing virtual appliance into XenCenter.

4. Configure Workload Balancing virtual appliance from the virtual appliance console.

5. (Optional) If you already have a previous version ofWorkload Balancing install, you canmigrate
data from an existing virtual appliance.

6. Connect your pool to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance by using XenCenter.

The Workload Balancing tab only appears in XenCenter if your pool has the required license to
use Workload Balancing.
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Before you start

TheWorkloadBalancingvirtual appliance is a singlepre‑installedvirtualmachinedesigned to runona
Citrix Hypervisor server. Before importing it, review the prerequisite information and considerations.

Prerequisites

The Workload Balancing virtual appliance 8.2.0 or later can run on Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1.

We recommend using the XenCenter management console to import the virtual appliance.

TheWorkload Balancing virtual appliance requires aminimumof 2 GB of RAM and 30 GB of disk space
to run. By default, the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is assigned 2 vCPUs. This value is suffi‑
cient for pools hosting 1000 VMs. You do not usually need to increase it. Only decrease the number of
vCPUs assigned to the virtual appliance if you have a small environment. For more information, see
Change the Workload Balancing virtual appliance configuration.

If you are currently using an earlier version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, you can use
the migrate script to migrate your existing data when you upgrade to the latest version. For more
information, see Migrate from an existing virtual appliance.

Pool requirements

To balance a pool with Workload Balancing, the pool must meet the following requirements:

• All servers are licensed with a Premium Edition license or a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement

• All servers meet the requirements for live migration:

– Shared remote storage

– Similar processor configurations

– Gigabit Ethernet

• Thepooldoesnot containanyvGPU‑enabledVMs. WorkloadBalancingcannot createacapacity
plan for VMs that have vGPUs attached.

Considerations

Before importing the virtual appliance, note the following information and make the appropriate
changes to your environment, as applicable.

• Communicationsport. Before you launch theWorkloadBalancingConfigurationwizard, deter‑
mine the port over which you want the Workload Balancing virtual appliance to communicate.
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You are prompted for this port during Workload Balancing Configuration. By default, the Work‑
load Balancing server uses 8012.

Note:

Do not set theWorkload Balancing port to port 443. TheWorkload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance cannot accept connections over port 443 (the standard TLS/HTTPS port).

• Accounts forWorkload Balancing. There are three different accounts that are used when con‑
figuring your Workload Balancing virtual appliance and connecting it to Citrix Hypervisor.

TheWorkload Balancing Configuration wizard creates the following accounts with a user name
and password that you specify:

– Workload Balancing account

This account is used by the Citrix Hypervisor server to connect to the Workload Balancing
server. By default, the user name for this account is wlbuser. This user is created on the
Workload Balancing virtual appliance during Workload Balancing configuration.

– Database account

This account is used to access the PostgreSQL database on theWorkload Balancing virtual
appliance. By default, the user name is postgres. You set the password for this account
during Workload Balancing configuration.

Whenconnecting theWorkloadBalancingvirtual appliance toaCitrixHypervisorpool, youmust
specify an existing account:

– Citrix Hypervisor account

This account is used by the Workload Balancing virtual appliance to connect to the Citrix
Hypervisor pool and read the RRDs. Ensure that this user account has the permissions to
read the Citrix Hypervisor pool, server, and VMRRDs. For example, provide the credentials
for a user that has the pool-admin or pool-operator role.

• Monitoring across pools. You can put the Workload Balancing virtual appliance in one pool
andmonitor a different pool with it. (For example, the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is
in Pool A but you are using it to monitor Pool B.)

• Time synchronization. The Workload Balancing virtual appliance requires that the time on
the physical computer hosting the virtual appliancematches that in use by themonitored pool.
There is no way to change the time on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance. We recom‑
mend pointing both the physical computer hosting Workload Balancing and the hosts in the
pool it is monitoring to the same Network Time (NTP) server.

• Citrix Hypervisor and Workload Balancing communicate over HTTPS. Therefore, during
Workload Balancing Configuration, Workload Balancing automatically creates a self‑signed
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certificate on your behalf. You can change this certificate to one from a certificate authority or
configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify the certificate or both. For information, see the Certificates.

• Storing historical data and disk space size. The amount of historical data you can store is
based on the following:

– The size of the virtual disk allocated to Workload Balancing (by default 30 GB)
– The minimum disk required space, which is 2,048 MB by default and controlled by the
GroomingRequiredMinimumDiskSizeInMB parameter in the wlb.conf file.

The more historical data Workload Balancing collects, the more accurate and balanced the rec‑
ommendations are. If you want to store much historical data, you can do one of the following:

– Archive the data as described in Archive database data
– Make the virtual disk size assigned to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance larger as
described in Extend the virtual appliance disk

For example, when you want to use the Workload Balancing Pool Audit trail feature and config‑
ure the report granularity to medium or above.

• Load balancing Workload Balancing. If you want to use your Workload Balancing virtual ap‑
pliance to manage itself, specify shared remote storage when importing the virtual appliance.

Note:

Workload Balancing cannot perform Start On placement recommendation for the Work‑
load Balancing virtual appliancewhen you are usingWorkload Balancing tomanage itself.
The reason that Workload Balancing cannot make placement recommendations when it
is managing itself is because the virtual appliance must be running to perform that func‑
tion. However, it can balance the Workload Balancing virtual appliance just like it would
balance any other VM it is managing.

• Plan for resource pool sizing. Workload Balancing requires specific configurations to run suc‑
cessfully in large pools. For more information, see Change the Workload Balancing virtual ap‑
pliance configuration.

Download the virtual appliance

The Workload Balancing virtual appliance is packaged in an .xva format. You can download the vir‑
tual appliance from the Citrix download page http://www.citrix.com/downloads. When downloading
the file, save it to a folder on your local hard drive (typically on the computer where XenCenter is in‑
stalled).

When the .xva download is complete, you can import it into XenCenter as described in Import the
Workload Balancing virtual appliance.
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Import the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

Use XenCenter to import the Workload Balancing virtual appliance into a pool.

To import the virtual appliance into Citrix Hypervisor:

1. Open XenCenter.

2. Right‑click on the pool (or server) into which youwant to import the virtual appliance package,
and select Import.

3. Browse to the vpx-wlb.xva package.

4. Select the pool or Home Server where you want to run the Workload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance.

When you select the pool, the VM automatically starts on the most suitable host in that pool.

Alternatively, if you don’t manage the Workload Balancing virtual appliance using Workload
Balancing, you can set aHomeServer for theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance. This setting
ensures that the virtual appliance always starts on the same host.

5. Choose a storage repository onwhich to store the virtual disk for theWorkloadBalancing virtual
appliance. This repository must have a minimum of 30 GB of free space.

You can choose either local or remote storage. However, if you choose local storage, you cannot
manage the virtual appliance with Workload Balancing.

6. Define the virtual interfaces for the Workload Balancing virtual appliance. In this release, Work‑
load Balancing is designed to communicate on a single virtual interface.

7. Choose a network that can access the pool you want Workload Balancing to manage.

8. Leave the Start VMs after import check box enabled, and click Finish to import the virtual
appliance.

9. After you finish importing the Workload Balancing .xva file, the Workload Balancing virtual
machine appears in the Resource pane in XenCenter.

After importing theWorkloadBalancingvirtual appliance, configure thevirtual applianceasdescribed
in Configure the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

Configure the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

After you finish importing theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance, youmust configure it before you
can use it to manage your pool. To guide you through the configuration, the Workload Balancing
virtual applianceprovides youwithaconfigurationwizard inXenCenter. Todisplay it, select thevirtual
appliance in the Resource pane and click the Console tab. For all options, press Enter to accept the
default choice.
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1. After importing the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, click the Console tab.

2. Enter yes to accept the terms of the license agreement. To decline the EULA, enter no.

Note:

The Workload Balancing virtual appliance is also subject to the licenses contained in the
/opt/vpx/wlb directory in the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

3. Enter and confirm a new root password for the Workload Balancing virtual machine. Citrix rec‑
ommends selecting a strong password.

Note:

When you enter the password, the console does not display placeholders, such as aster‑
isks, for the characters.

4. Enter the computer name you want to assign to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

5. Enter the domain suffix for the virtual appliance.

For example, if the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for the virtual appliance is wlb-vpx-
pos-pool.domain4.bedford4.ctx, enter domain4.bedford4.ctx.

Note:

The Workload Balancing virtual appliance does not automatically add its FQDN to your
Domain Name System (DNS) server. Therefore, if you want the pool to use an FQDN to
connect to Workload Balancing, youmust add the FQDN to your DNS server.

6. Enter y to use DHCP to obtain the IP address automatically for the Workload Balancing virtual
machine. Otherwise, enter n and then enter a static IP address, subnet mask, and gateway for
the virtual machine.

Note:

Using DHCP is acceptable provided the lease of the IP address does not expire. It is im‑
portant that the IP address does not change: When it changes, it breaks the connection
between XenServer and Workload Balancing.

7. Enter a user name for the Workload Balancing database, or press Enter to use the default user
name (postgres) of the database account.

You are creating an account for theWorkload Balancing database. TheWorkload Balancing ser‑
vices use this account to read/write to the Workload Balancing database. Note the user name
and password. You might need them if you ever want to administer to the Workload Balancing
PostgreSQL database directly (for example, if you wanted to export data).

8. Enter a password for theWorkload Balancing database. After pressing Enter, messages appear
stating that the Configuration wizard is loading database objects.
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9. Enter a user name and password for the Workload Balancing Server.

This action creates the account Citrix Hypervisor uses to connect to Workload Balancing. The
default user name iswlbuser.

10. Enter the port for the Workload Balancing Server. The Workload Balancing server communi‑
cates by using this port.

By default, the Workload Balancing server uses 8012. The port number cannot be set to 443,
which is the default TLS port number.

Note:

If you change the port here, specify that new port number when you connect the pool to
Workload Balancing. For example, by specifying the port in the Connect to WLB Server
dialog.

Ensure that the port you specify for Workload Balancing is open in any firewalls.

After you press Enter, Workload Balancing continues with the virtual appliance configuration,
including creating self‑signed certificates.

11. Now, you can also log in to the virtual appliance by entering the VM user name (typically root)
and the root password you created earlier. However, logging in is only required when you want
to run Workload Balancing commands or edit the Workload Balancing configuration file.

After configuringWorkload Balancing, connect your pool to theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance
as described in Connect to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

If necessary, you can find the Workload Balancing configuration file in the following location: /opt/
vpx/wlb/wlb.conf. For more information, see Edit the Workload Balancing configuration file

TheWorkloadBalancing log file is in this location: /var/log/wlb/LogFile.log. Formore informa‑
tion, see Increase the detail in the Workload Balancing log.

Connect to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

After configuring Workload Balancing, connect the pools you want managed to the Workload Balanc‑
ing virtual appliance by using either the CLI or XenCenter.

Note:

A single Workload Balancing virtual appliance can manage multiple pools up to a maximum of
100 pools, depending on the virtual appliance’s resources (vCPU, memory, disk size). Across
these pools, the virtual appliance can manage up to 1000 VMs. However, if a pool has large
number of VMs (for example, more than 400 VMs), we recommend that you use one Workload
Balancing virtual appliance just for that pool.
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To connect a pool to your Workload Balancing virtual appliance, you need the following information:

• IP address or FQDN of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

– To obtain the IP address for the Workload Balancing virtual appliance:

1. In XenCenter, go to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance Console tab.
2. Log in as rootwith the root password you createdwhen you imported the appliance.
3. Run the following command: ifconfig.

– To specify the Workload Balancing FQDN when connecting to the Workload Balancing
server, first add its host name and IP address to your DNS server.

• The port number of theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance. By default, Citrix Hypervisor con‑
nects to Workload Balancing on port 8012.

Only edit the port numberwhen youhave changed it duringWorkloadBalancing Configuration.
The port number specified during Workload Balancing Configuration, in any firewall rules, and
in the Connect to WLB Server dialog must match.

• Credentials for theWorkload Balancing account you created duringWorkload Balancing config‑
uration.

This account is often knownas theWorkloadBalancing user account. Citrix Hypervisor uses this
account to communicate with Workload Balancing. You created this account on the Workload
Balancing virtual appliance during Workload Balancing Configuration.

• Credentials for the resource pool (that is, the pool master) you want Workload Balancing to
monitor.

This account is used by the Workload Balancing virtual appliance to connect to the Citrix Hy‑
pervisor pool. This account is created on the Citrix Hypervisor pool master and has the pool-
admin or pool-operator role.

When you first connect to Workload Balancing, it uses the default thresholds and settings for balanc‑
ing workloads. Automatic features, such as Automated Optimization Mode, Power Management, and
Automation, are disabled by default.

Working with certificates

If you want to upload a different (trusted) certificate or configure certificate verification, note the fol‑
lowing before connecting your pool to Workload Balancing:

• If you want Citrix Hypervisor to verify the self‑signed Workload Balancing certificate, you must
use the Workload Balancing IP address to connect to Workload Balancing. The self‑signed cer‑
tificate is issued to Workload Balancing based on its IP address.
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• If you want to use a certificate from a certificate authority, it is easier to specify the FQDNwhen
connecting to Workload Balancing. However, you can specify a static IP address in the Con‑
nect to WLB Server dialog. Use this IP address as the Subject Alternative Name (SAN) in the
certificate.

For more information, see Certificates.

To connect your pool to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

1. In XenCenter, select your resource pool and in its Properties pane, click theWLB tab. TheWLB
tab displays the Connect button.

2. In theWLB tab, click Connect. The Connect to WLB Server dialog box appears.
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3. In the Server Address section, enter the following:

a) In the Address box, type the IP address or FQDN of the Workload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance. For example, WLB-appliance-computername.yourdomain.net.

b) (Optional) If you changed theWorkloadBalancing port duringWorkload Balancing Config‑
uration, enter the port number in the Port box. Citrix Hypervisor uses this port to commu‑
nicate with Workload Balancing.

By default, Citrix Hypervisor connects to Workload Balancing on port 8012.

4. In theWLB Server Credentials section, enter the user name and password that the pool uses
to connect to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

These credentials must be the account you created during Workload Balancing configuration.
By default, the user name for this account is wlbuser.
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5. In the Citrix Hypervisor Credentials section, enter the user name and password for the pool
you are configuring. Workload Balancing uses these credentials to connect to the servers in the
pool.

To use the credentials withwhich you are currently logged into Citrix Hypervisor, selectUse the
current XenCenter credentials. If you have assigned a role to this account using the Access
Control feature (RBAC), ensure that the role has sufficient permissions to configure Workload
Balancing. For more information, see Workload Balancing Access Control Permissions.

After connecting the pool to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, Workload Balancing automat‑
ically begins monitoring the pool with the default optimization settings. To modify these settings or
change the priority given to specific resources, wait at least 60 seconds before proceeding. Or wait
until the XenCenter Log shows that discovery is finished.

Important:

After Workload Balancing runs for a time, if you don’t receive optimal placement recommenda‑
tions, evaluate your performance thresholds. This evaluation is described in Understand when
Workload Balancing makes recommendations. It is critical to set Workload Balancing to the cor‑
rect thresholds for your environment or its recommendations might not be appropriate.

Migrate data from an existing virtual appliance

If you are using theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance providedwith Citrix Hypervisor 8.2, you can
use themigrate script tomigrate your existing datawhen you upgrade to the latest version (Workload
Balancing 8.2.1 or later).

The version of Workload Balancing currently provided with Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 is 8.3.0. However,
WorkloadBalancing8.2.0, 8.2.1, and8.2.2werepreviously availablewithCitrixHypervisor 8.2. Youcan
alsouse thismigration script tomigrate fromWorkloadBalancing 8.2.1 or 8.2.2 toWorkloadBalancing
8.3.0.

To use the migrate script, youmust have the following information:

• The root password of the existing Workload Balancing virtual appliance for remote SSH access
• The password of the data base user postgres on the existingWorkload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance

• Thepasswordof thedatabaseuserpostgreson thenewWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance
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Leave the existingWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance running on your poolwhile you complete the
migration steps.

1. Follow the steps in the preceding section to import the new Workload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance.

2. In the SSH console of the new Workload Balancing virtual appliance, run one of the following
commands.

• For the Workload Balancing 8.2.1 virtual appliance, run:

1 /opt/vpx/wlb/migrate_db.sh 8.2.1 <IP of existing Workload
Balancing appliance>

• For the Workload Balancing 8.2.2 virtual appliance, run:

1 /opt/vpx/wlb/migrate_db.sh 8.2.2 <IP of existing Workload
Balancing appliance>

The command prompts you for password information when required.

3. Connect the Citrix Hypervisor pool with the newWorkload Balancing virtual appliance.

4. After you are satisfied with the behavior of this version of the Workload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance, you can archive the old version of the virtual appliance.

Notes:

• In the case of a non‑recoverable failure, reimport the latest version of theWorkload Balanc‑
ing virtual appliance.

• Do not disconnect the existing Workload Balancing virtual appliance. Otherwise, the data
on the existing virtual appliance is removed.

• Keep theexistingWorkloadBalancingvirtual applianceuntil youhaveensured that thenew
Workload Balancing virtual appliance is working as required.

• If necessary, you can roll back this migration by reconnecting the old version of the Work‑
load Balancing virtual appliance to the Citrix Hypervisor pool.

Workload Balancing basic tasks

January 9, 2023

When you first begin using Workload Balancing, there are some basic tasks you use Workload Balanc‑
ing for regularly:

• Determining the best server on which to run a VM
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• Accepting Workload Balancing optimization recommendations
• Running reports about the workloads in your environment

In addition to enabling you to perform these basic tasks, Workload Balancing is a powerful Citrix Hy‑
pervisor component that optimizes theworkloads in your environment. The features that enable you
to optimize your workloads include:

• Host power management
• Scheduling optimization‑mode changes
• Running reports
• Fine‑tuning the criteria Workload Balancing uses to make optimization recommendations.

For more information about these more complex features, see Administer Workload Balancing.

Notes:

• Workload Balancing is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers or those
customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more information about Citrix Hypervisor
licensing, see Licensing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervisor license, visit the Citrix
website.

• Workload Balancing 8.2 is compatible with XenServer 7.1 CU2 and Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.
• To run the latest version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance on a XenServer 7.1
CU2 host, install Hotfix XS71ECU2040 on the XenServer 7.1 CU2 host. This hotfix enables
you to use all Workload Balancing features.

Determine the best server on which to run a VM

When you have enabled Workload Balancing and you restart an offline VM, XenCenter recommends
the optimal pool members to start the VM on. The recommendations are also known as star ratings
since stars are used to indicate the best host.
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When Workload Balancing is enabled, XenCenter provides star ratings to indicate the optimal hosts
for starting a VM. These ratings are also provided:

• When you want to start the VM when it is powered off
• When you want to start the VM when it is suspended
• When you want to migrate the VM to a different host (Migrate and Maintenance Mode)

Whenyouuse these featureswithWorkloadBalancing enabled, host recommendations appear as star
ratingsbeside thenameof thephysical host. Five empty stars indicate the lowest‑rated, and thus least
optimal, server. If you can’t start or migrate a VM to a host, the host name is grayed out in the menu
command for a placement feature. The reason it cannot accept the VM appears beside it.

The term optimal indicates the physical server best suited to hosting yourworkload. There are several
factors Workload Balancing uses when determining which host is optimal for a workload:

• The amount of resources available on each host in the pool. When a pool runs in Maximum
Performance mode, Workload Balancing tries to balance the VMs across the hosts so that all
VMs have goodperformance. When apool runs inMaximumDensitymode,WorkloadBalancing
places VMs onto hosts as densely as possible while ensuring the VMs have sufficient resources.

• The optimizationmode inwhich the pool is running (MaximumPerformance orMaximum
Density). When a pool runs in Maximum Performance mode, Workload Balancing places VMs
onhostswith themost resources available of the type the VM requires. When a pool runs inMax‑
imum Density mode, Workload Balancing places VMs on hosts that already have VMs running.
This approach ensures that VMs run on as few hosts as possible.

• The amount and type of resources the VM requires. AfterWorkload Balancingmonitors a VM
for a while, it uses the VMmetrics to make placement recommendations according to the type
of resources the VM requires. For example, Workload Balancing might select a host with less
available CPU but more available memory if it is what the VM requires.

In general, Workload Balancing functions more effectively and makes better, less frequent optimiza‑
tion recommendations if you start VMs on the hosts it recommends. To follow the host recommenda‑
tions, use one of the placement features to select the host with the most stars beside it. Placement
recommendations can also be useful in Citrix Virtual Desktops environments.

To start a virtual machine on the optimal server

1. In the Resources pane of XenCenter, select the VM you want to start.

2. From the VMmenu, select Start on Server and then select one of the following:

• Optimal Server. The optimal server is the physical host that is best suited to the resource
demands of the VM you are starting. Workload Balancing determines the optimal server
based on its historical records of performance metrics and your placement strategy. The
optimal server is the server with the most stars.
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• Oneof the serverswith star ratings listedunder theOptimal Server command. Five stars
indicate themost‑recommended (optimal) server and five empty stars indicates the least‑
recommended server.

Tip:

You can also select Start on Server by right‑clicking the VM you want to start in the Resources
pane.

To resume a virtual machine on the optimal server

1. In the Resources pane of XenCenter, select the suspended VM you want to resume.

2. From the VMmenu, select Resume on Server and then select one of the following:

• Optimal Server. The optimal server is the physical host that is best suited to the resource
demands of the VM you are starting. Workload Balancing determines the optimal server
based on its historical records of performance metrics and your placement strategy. The
optimal server is the server with the most stars.

• Oneof the serverswith star ratings listedunder theOptimal Server command. Five stars
indicate themost‑recommended (optimal) server and five empty stars indicates the least‑
recommended server.

Tip:

You can also select Resume on Server by right‑clicking the suspended VM in the Resources pane.

Accept Workload Balancing optimization recommendations

After Workload Balancing is running for a while, it begins to make recommendations about ways in
which you can improve your environment. For example, if your goal is to improve VMdensity onhosts,
at somepoint,WorkloadBalancingmight recommendthatyouconsolidateVMsonahost. If youaren’t
running in automatedmode, you can choose either to accept this recommendation and apply it or to
ignore it.

Important:

After Workload Balancing runs for a time, if you don’t receive optimal placement recommenda‑
tions, evaluate your performance thresholds. This evaluation is described in Understand when
Workload Balancing makes recommendations. It is critical to set Workload Balancing to the cor‑
rect thresholds for your environment or its recommendations might not be appropriate.

Optimization recommendations are based on the following criteria:

• Placement strategy you select (that is, the optimization mode).
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Find out the optimization mode for a pool by using XenCenter to select the pool. Look in the
Configuration section of the WLB tab for the information.

• Performance metrics for resources such as a physical host’s CPU, memory, network, and disk
utilization.

• The role of the host in the resource pool.

Whenmaking placement recommendations, Workload Balancing considers the poolmaster for
VM placement only if no other host can accept the workload. Likewise, when a pool operates in
MaximumDensitymode,Workload Balancing considers the poolmaster last when determining
the order to fill hosts with VMs.

Optimization recommendations appear in theWLB optimization tab in XenCenter.

Optimization recommendations display the following information:

• The name of the VM that Workload Balancing recommends relocating
• The host that the VM currently resides on
• The host Workload Balancing recommends as the new location.

The optimization recommendations also display the reason Workload Balancing recommends mov‑
ing the VM. For example, the recommendation displays “CPU” to improveCPUutilization. WhenWork‑
loadBalancingpowermanagement is enabled,WorkloadBalancingalsodisplaysoptimization recom‑
mendations for hosts it recommends powering on or off. Specifically, these recommendations are for
consolidations.

You can click Apply Recommendations, to perform all operations listed in the Optimization Recom‑
mendations list.

To accept an optimization recommendation

1. In the Resources pane of XenCenter, select the resource pool for which you want to display rec‑
ommendations.

2. Click the WLB tab. If there are any recommended optimizations for any VMs on the selected
resource pool, they display in the Optimization Recommendations section of the WLB tab.
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3. To accept the recommendations, click Apply Recommendations. Citrix Hypervisor begins per‑
forming all the operations listed in the Operations column of the Optimization Recommenda‑
tions section.

After you click Apply Recommendations, XenCenter automatically displays the Logs tab so you
can see the progress of the VMmigration.

UnderstandWorkload Balancing recommendations under high availability

If you have Workload Balancing and Citrix Hypervisor High Availability enabled in the same pool, it is
helpful to understand how the two features interact. Workload Balancing is designed not to interfere
with High Availability. When there is a conflict between a Workload Balancing recommendation and
a High Availability setting, the High Availability setting always takes precedence. In practice, this
precedence means that:

• If attempting to start a VM on a host violates the High Availability plan, Workload Balancing
doesn’t give you star ratings.

• Workload Balancing does not automatically power off any hosts beyond the number specified
in the Failures allowed box in the Configure HA dialog.

– However, WorkloadBalancingmight stillmake recommendations to power offmore hosts
than the number of host failures to tolerate. (For example,WorkloadBalancing still recom‑
mends that you power off two hosts when High Availability is only configured to tolerate
one host failure.) However, when you attempt to apply the recommendation, XenCenter
might display an error message stating that High Availability is no longer guaranteed.

– WhenWorkloadBalancing runs in automatedmodeandhaspowermanagement enabled,
recommendations that exceed the number of tolerated host failures are ignored. In this
situation, the Workload Balancing log shows a message that power‑management recom‑
mendation wasn’t applied because High Availability is enabled.

Generate workload reports

Workload Balancing captures performance data and can use this data to generate reports, known as
Workload Reports, about your virtualized environment, including reports about hosts and VMs. The
Workload Balancing reports can help you perform capacity planning, determine virtual server health,
and evaluate how effective your configured threshold levels are.

You can use the Pool Health report to evaluate how effective your optimization thresholds are. While
Workload Balancing provides default threshold settings, you might need to adjust these defaults for
them to provide value in your environment. If you do not have the optimization thresholds adjusted
to the correct level for your environment, Workload Balancing recommendationsmight not be appro‑
priate for your environment.
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To run reports, you do not need to configure for Workload Balancing to make placement recommen‑
dations ormove virtualmachines. However, youmust configure theWorkloadBalancing component.
Ideally, you must set critical thresholds to values that reflect the point at which the performance of
the hosts in your pool degrades. Ideally, the pool has been running Workload Balancing for a couple
of hours or long enough to generate the data to display in the reports.

Workload Balancing lets you generate reports on three types of objects: physical hosts, resource
pools, and VMs. At a high level, Workload Balancing provides two types of reports:

• Historical reports that display information by date

• “Roll up” style reports, which provide a summarizing overview of an area

• Reports for auditing purposes, so you can determine, for example, the number of times a VM
moved

• Chargeback report that showsvirtualmachineusageandcanhelpyoumeasureandassigncosts

Generate a Workload Balancing report

1. In XenCenter, from the Poolmenu, select ViewWorkload Reports.

You can also display the Workload Reports screen from the WLB tab by clicking the Reports
button.

2. From theWorkload Reports screen, select a report from the Reports pane.

3. Select the Start Date and the End Date for the reporting period. Depending on the report you
select, youmight be required to specify a server in theHost list.

4. ClickRunReport. The reportdisplays in the reportwindow. For informationabout themeaning
of the reports, see Workload Balancing report glossary.

Navigate in a Workload Balancing report

After generatinga report, youcanuse the toolbarbuttons in the report tonavigateandperformcertain
tasks. To display the name of a toolbar button, pause your mouse over toolbar icon.

Toolbar buttons Description

Document Map enables you to display a
document map that helps you navigate
through long reports.

Page Forward/Back enables you to move one
page ahead or back in the report.
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Toolbar buttons Description

Back to Parent Report enables you to return
to the parent report when working with
drill‑through reports. Note: This button is only
available in drill‑through reports, such as the
Pool Health report.

Stop Rendering cancels the report generation.

Print enables you to print a report and specify
general printing options. These options
include: the printer, the number of pages, and
the number of copies.

Print Layout enables you to display a preview
of the report before you print it. To exit Print
Layout, click the Print Layout button again.

Page Setup enables you to specify printing
options such as the paper size, page
orientation, andmargins.

Export enables you to export the report as an
Acrobat (.PDF) file or as an Excel file with a .XLS
extension.

Find enables you to search for a word in a
report, such as the name of a VM.

Export a Workload Balancing report

You can export a report in either Microsoft Excel or Adobe Acrobat (PDF) formats.

1. After generating the report, click the following Export button:

2. Select one of the following items from the Export buttonmenu:

• Excel

• Acrobat (PDF) file

Note:

Depending on the export format you select, the report contains different amounts of data. Re‑
ports exported to Excel include all the data available for reports, including “drilldown” data. Re‑
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ports exported to PDF and displayed in XenCenter only contain the data that you selected when
you generated the report.

Workload Balancing report glossary

This section provides information about the following Workload Balancing reports:

• Chargeback Utilization Analysis
• Host Health History
• Pool Optimization Performance History
• Pool Audit Trail
• Pool Health
• Pool Health History
• Pool Optimization History
• Virtual Machine Motion History
• Virtual Machine Performance History

Chargeback Utilization Analysis

You can use the Chargeback Utilization Analysis report (“chargeback report”) to determine howmuch
of a resource a specific department in your organization used. Specifically, the report shows infor‑
mation about all the VMs in your pool, including their availability and resource utilization. Since this
report showsVMup time, it canhelp youdemonstrateService Level Agreements complianceandavail‑
ability.

The chargeback report can help you implement a simple chargeback solution and facilitate billing. To
bill customers for a specific resource, generate the report, save it as Excel, and edit the spreadsheet
to include your price per unit. Alternatively, you can import the Excel data into your billing system.

If you want to bill internal or external customers for VM usage, consider incorporating department or
customer names in your VM naming conventions. This practice makes reading chargeback reports
easier.

The resource reporting in the chargeback report is, sometimes, based on the allocation of physical
resources to individual VMs.

The averagememory data in this report is based on the amount of memory currently allocated to the
VM. Citrix Hypervisor enables you to have a fixed memory allocation or an automatically adjusting
memory allocation (Dynamic Memory Control).

The chargeback report contains the following columns of data:

• VM Name. The name of the VM to which the data in the columns in that row applies.
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• VMUptime. Thenumber ofminutes the VMwaspoweredon (or,more specifically, appearswith
a green icon beside it in XenCenter).

• vCPU Allocation. The number of virtual CPUs configured on the VM. Each virtual CPU receives
an equal share of the physical CPUs on the host. For example, consider the case where you
configured eight virtual CPUs on a host that contains twophysical CPUs. If the vCPUAllocation
column has “1” in it, this value is equal to 2/16 of the total processing power on the host.

• MinimumCPUUsage (%). The lowest recorded value for virtual CPUutilization in the reporting
period. This value is expressed as a percentage of the VM’s vCPU capacity. The capacity is based
on the number of vCPUs allocated to the VM. For example, if you allocated one vCPU to a VM,
Minimum CPU Usage represents the lowest percentage of vCPU usage that is recorded. If you
allocated two vCPUs to the VM, the value is the lowest usage of the combined capacity of both
vCPUs as a percentage.

Ultimately, the percentage of CPU usage represents the lowest recorded workload that virtual
CPU handled. For example, if you allocate one vCPU to a VM and the pCPU on the host is 2.4
GHz, 0.3 GHz is allocated to the VM. If the Minimum CPU Usage for the VM was 20%, the VM’s
lowest usage of the physical host’s CPU during the reporting period was 60 MHz.

• Maximum CPU Usage (%). The highest percentage of the VM’s virtual CPU capacity that the
VM consumed during the reporting period. The CPU capacity consumed is a percentage of the
virtual CPU capacity you allocated to the VM. For example, if you allocated one vCPU to the VM,
theMaximumCPUUsage represents the highest recorded percentage of vCPU usage during the
time reported. If you allocated two virtual CPUs to the VM, the value in this column represents
the highest utilization from the combined capacity of both virtual CPUs.

• Average CPU Usage (%). The average amount, expressed as a percentage, of the VM’s virtual
CPU capacity that was in use during the reporting period. The CPU capacity is the virtual CPU
capacity you allocated to the VM. If you allocated two virtual CPUs to the VM, the value in this
column represents the average utilization from the combined capacity of both virtual CPUs.

• Total Storage Allocation (GB). The amount of disk space that is currently allocated to the VM
at the time the report was run. Frequently, unless youmodified it, this disk space is the amount
of disk space you allocated to the VM when you created it.

• Virtual NIC Allocation. The number of virtual interfaces (VIFs) allocated to the VM.

• Current MinimumDynamic Memory (MB).

– Fixedmemory allocation. If you assigned a VM a fixed amount of memory (for example,
1,024 MB), the same amount of memory appears in the following columns: Current Mini‑
mumDynamic Memory (MB), Current MaximumDynamic Memory (MB), Current Assigned
Memory (MB), and Average Assigned Memory (MB).

– Dynamicmemoryallocation. If you configuredCitrixHypervisor to useDynamicMemory
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Control, the minimum amount of memory specified in the range appears in this column.
If the range has 1,024 MB as minimum memory and 2,048 MB as maximum memory, the
Current MinimumDynamic Memory (MB) column displays 1,024 MB.

• Current MaximumDynamic Memory (MB).

– Dynamic memory allocation. If Citrix Hypervisor adjusts a VM’s memory automatically
based on a range, themaximum amount of memory specified in the range appears in this
column. For example, if the memory range values are 1,024 MB minimum and 2,048 MB
maximum, 2,048 MB appears in the Current MaximumDynamic Memory (MB) column.

– Fixed memory allocation. If you assign a VM a fixed amount of memory (for example,
1,024 MB), the same amount of memory appears in the following columns: Current Mini‑
mumDynamic Memory (MB), Current MaximumDynamic Memory (MB), Current Assigned
Memory (MB), and Average Assigned Memory (MB).

• Current Assigned Memory (MB).

– Dynamic memory allocation. When Dynamic Memory Control is configured, this value
indicates the amount of memory Citrix Hypervisor allocates to the VM when the report
runs.

– Fixed memory allocation. If you assign a VM a fixed amount of memory (for example,
1,024 MB), the same amount of memory appears in the following columns: Current Mini‑
mumDynamic Memory (MB), Current MaximumDynamic Memory (MB), Current Assigned
Memory (MB), and Average Assigned Memory (MB).

Note:

If you change the VM’s memory allocation immediately before running this report, the
value reflected in this column reflects the newmemory allocation you configured.

• Average Assigned Memory (MB).

– Dynamic memory allocation. When Dynamic Memory Control is configured, this value
indicates the average amount of memory Citrix Hypervisor allocated to the VM over the
reporting period.

– Fixed memory allocation. If you assign a VM a fixed amount of memory (for example,
1,024 MB), the same amount of memory appears in the following columns: Current Mini‑
mumDynamic Memory (MB), Current MaximumDynamic Memory (MB), Current Assigned
Memory (MB), and Average Assigned Memory (MB).

Note:

If you change the VM’s memory allocation immediately before running this report, the
value in this column might not change from what was previously displayed. The value in
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this column reflects the average over the time period.

• Average Network Reads (BPS). The average amount of data (in bits per second) the VM re‑
ceived during the reporting period.

• Average Network Writes (BPS). The average amount of data (in bits per second) the VM sent
during the reporting period.

• AverageNetworkUsage (BPS). The combined total (in bits per second) of the AverageNetwork
Reads and Average Network Writes. If a VM sends, on average, 1,027 bps and receives, on aver‑
age, 23,831 bps during the reporting period, the Average Network Usage is the combined total
of these values: 24,858 bps.

• Total Network Usage (BPS). The total of all network read and write transactions in bits per
second over the reporting period.

Host Health History

This report displays the performance of resources (CPU,memory, network reads, and networkwrites)
on specific host in relation to threshold values.

The colored lines (red, green, yellow) represent your threshold values. You can use this report with
the Pool Health report for a host to determine how the host’s performance might affect overall pool
health. When you are editing the performance thresholds, you can use this report for insight into host
performance.

You can display resource utilization as a daily or hourly average. The hourly average lets you see the
busiest hours of the day, averaged, for the time period.

Toview reportdatawhich is groupedbyhour, underHostHealthHistoryexpandClick toviewreport
data grouped by house for the time period.

Workload Balancing displays the average for each hour for the time period you set. The data point is
based on a utilization average for that hour for all days in the time period. For example, in a report for
May 1, 2009, to May 15, 2009, the Average CPU Usage data point represents the resource utilization of
all 15 days at 12:00 hours. This information is combined as an average. If CPU utilization was 82% at
12PM on May 1, 88% at 12PM on May 2, and 75% on all other days, the average displayed for 12PM is
76.3%.

Note:

Workload Balancing smoothes spikes and peaks so data does not appear artificially high.

Pool Optimization Performance History

The optimization performance report displays optimization events against that pool’s average
resource usage. These events are instances when you optimized a resource pool. Specifically, it
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displays resource usage for CPU, memory, network reads, and network writes.

The dotted line represents the average usage across the pool over the period of days you select. A
blue bar indicates the day on which you optimized the pool.

This report canhelpyoudetermine ifWorkloadBalancing isworking successfully in yourenvironment.
You can use this report to see what led up to optimization events (that is, the resource usage before
Workload Balancing recommended optimizing).

This report displays average resource usage for the day. It does not display the peak utilization, such
as when the system is stressed. You can also use this report to see how a resource pool is performing
whenWorkload Balancing is not making optimization recommendations.

In general, resource usage declines or stays steady after an optimization event. If you do not see
improved resource usage after optimization, consider readjusting threshold values. Also, consider
whether the resource pool has toomany VMs andwhether you added or removed new VMs during the
period that you specified.

Pool Audit Trail

This report displays the contents of the Citrix Hypervisor Audit Log. The Audit Log is a Citrix Hypervi‑
sor feature designed to log attempts to perform unauthorized actions and select authorized actions.
These actions include:

• Import and export
• Host and pool backups
• Guest and host console access.

The report gives more meaningful information when you give Citrix Hypervisor administrators their
own user accounts with distinct roles assigned to them by using the RBAC feature.

Important:

To run the audit log report, you must enable the Audit Logging feature. By default, Audit Log is
always enabled in the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

The enhanced Pool Audit Trail feature allows you to specify the granularity of the audit log report. You
can also search and filter the audit trail logs by specific users, objects, and by time. The Pool Audit
Trail Granularity is set toMinimumbydefault. This option captures limited amount of data for specific
users and object types. You canmodify the setting at any time based on the level of detail you require
in your report. For example, set the granularity to Medium for a user‑friendly report of the audit log.
If you require a detailed report, set the option to Maximum.

The Pool Audit Trail report contains the following information:

• Time. The time Citrix Hypervisor recorded the user’s action.
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• UserName. Thenameof thepersonwhocreated the session inwhich theactionwasperformed.
Sometimes, this value can be the User ID

• Event Object. The object that was the subject of the action (for example, a VM).

• Event Action. The action that occurred. For definitions of these actions, see Audit Log Event
Names.

• Access. Whether the user had permission to perform the action.

• Object Name. The name of the object (for example, the name of the VM).

• Object UUID. The UUID of the object (for example, the UUID of the VM).

• Succeeded. This information provides the status of the action (that is, whether it was success‑
ful).

Audit Log event names

TheAudit Log report logsCitrixHypervisor events, eventobjects andactions, including import/export,
host and pool backups, and guest and host console access. The following table defines some of the
typical events that appear frequently in the Citrix Hypervisor Audit Log and Pool Audit Trail report.
The table also specifies the granularity of these events.

In the Pool Audit Trail report, the events listed in the Event Action column apply to a pool, VM, or
host. To determine what the events apply to, see the Event Object and Object Name columns in
the report. For more event definitions, see the events section of the Citrix Hypervisor Management
API.

Pool Audit Trail Granularity Event Action User Action

Minimum pool.join Instructed the host to join a
new pool

Minimum pool.join_force Instructed (forced) the host to
join a pool

Medium SR.destroy Destroyed the storage
repository

Medium SR.create Created a storage repository

Medium VDI.snapshot Took a read‑only snapshot of
the VDI, returning a reference
to the snapshot

Medium VDI.clone Took an exact copy of the VDI,
returning a reference to the
new disk
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Pool Audit Trail Granularity Event Action User Action

Medium VIF.plug Hot‑plugged the specified VIF,
dynamically attaching it to
the running VM

Medium VIF.unplug Hot‑unplugged the specified
VIF, dynamically detaching it
from the running VM

Maximum auth.
get_subject_identifier

Queried the external directory
service to obtain the subject
identifier as a string from the
human‑readable subject
name

Maximum task.cancel Requested that a task is
canceled

Maximum VBD.insert Inserted newmedia into the
device

Maximum VIF.get_by_uuid Obtained a reference to the
VIF instance with the
specified UUID

Maximum VDI.get_sharable Obtained the shareable field
of the given VDI

Maximum SR.get_all Returns a list of all SRs known
to the system

Maximum pool.create_new_blob Created a placeholder for a
named binary piece of data
that is associated with this
pool

Maximum host.send_debug_keys Injected the given string as
debugging keys into Xen

Maximum VM.get_boot_record Returned a record describing
the VMs dynamic state,
initialized when the VM boots,
and updated to reflect
runtime configuration
changes, for example, CPU
hotplug
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Pool Health

The Pool Health report displays the percentage of time a resource pool and its hosts spent in four
different threshold ranges: Critical, High, Medium, and Low. You can use the Pool Health report to
evaluate the effectiveness of your performance thresholds.

A few points about interpreting this report:

• Resourceutilization in theAverageMediumThreshold (blue) is theoptimumresourceutilization
regardless of the placement strategy you selected. Likewise, the blue section on the pie chart
indicates the amount of time that host used resources optimally.

• Resource utilization in the Average Low Threshold Percent (green) is not necessarily positive.
Whether Low resource utilization is positive depends on your placement strategy. If your place‑
ment strategy is Maximum Density and resource usage is green, Workload Balancing might not
be fitting the maximum number of VMs on that host or pool. If so, adjust your performance
threshold values until most of your resource utilization falls into the Average Medium (blue)
threshold range.

• Resourceutilization in theAverageCritical ThresholdPercent (red) indicates the amount of time
average resource utilization met or exceeded the Critical threshold value.

If you double‑click on a pie chart for a host’s resource usage, XenCenter displays the Host Health His‑
tory report for that resource on that host. Clicking Back to Parent Report on the toolbar returns you
to the Pool Health history report.

If you find that most of your report results are not in the Average Medium Threshold range, adjust the
Critical threshold for this pool. While Workload Balancing provides default threshold settings, these
defaults are not effective in all environments. If youdonot have the thresholds adjusted to the correct
level for your environment, the Workload Balancing optimization and placement recommendations
might not be appropriate. For more information, see Change the critical thresholds.

Pool Health History

This report provides a line graph of resource utilization on all physical hosts in a pool over time. It
lets you see the trend of resource utilization—if it tends to be increasing in relation to your thresholds
(Critical, High, Medium, and Low). You can evaluate the effectiveness of your performance thresholds
by monitoring trends of the data points in this report.

Workload Balancing extrapolates the threshold ranges from the values you set for the Critical thresh‑
oldswhen you connected the pool toWorkloadBalancing. Although similar to the Pool Health report,
thePoolHealthHistory report displays theaverageutilization for a resourceona specific date. Instead
of the amount of time overall the resource spent in a threshold.

Except for the Average Free Memory graph, the data points never average above the Critical thresh‑
old line (red). For the Average Free Memory graph, the data points never average below the Critical
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threshold line (which is at the bottom of the graph). Because this graph displays free memory, the
Critical threshold is a low value, unlike the other resources.

A few points about interpreting this report:

• When the Average Usage line in the chart approaches the Average Medium Threshold (blue)
line, it indicates the pool’s resource utilization is optimum. This indication is regardless of the
placement strategy configured.

• Resource utilization approaching the Average LowThreshold (green) is not necessarily positive.
Whether Low resource utilization is positive depends on your placement strategy. In the case
where:

– Your placement strategy is Maximum Density
– Most days the Average Usage line is at or below the green line
Workload Balancing might not be placing VMs as densely as possible on that pool. If so,
adjust the pool’s Critical threshold values untilmost of its resource utilization falls into the
Average Medium (blue) threshold range.

• When the Average Usage line intersects with the Average Critical Threshold (red), it indicates
when the average resource utilization met or exceeded the Critical threshold value for that re‑
source.

If data points in your graphs aren’t in the Average Medium Threshold range, but the performance is
satisfactory, you can adjust the Critical threshold for this pool. For more information, see Change the
critical thresholds.

Pool Optimization History

The Pool Optimization History report provides chronological visibility into Workload Balancing opti‑
mization activity.

Optimization activity is summarized graphically and in a table. Drilling into a date field within the
table displays detailed information for each pool optimization performed for that day.

This report lets you see the following information:

• VM Name: The name of the VM that Workload Balancing optimized.

• Reason: The reason for the optimization.

• Method: Whether the optimization was successful.

• From Host: The physical server where the VM was originally hosted.

• To Host: The physical server where the VM wasmigrated.

• Time: The time when the optimization occurred.
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Tip:

You can also generate a Pool Optimization History report from the WLB tab by clicking the View
History link.

Virtual Machine Motion History

This line graph displays the number of times VMs migrated on a resource pool over a period. It indi‑
cates if amigration resulted from an optimization recommendation and towhich host the VMmoved.
This report also indicates the reason for the optimization. You can use this report to audit the number
of migrations on a pool.

Some points about interpreting this report:

• The numbers on the left side of the chart correspond with the number of migrations possible.
This value is based on howmany VMs are in a resource pool.

• You can look at details of the migrations on a specific date by expanding the + sign in the Date
section of the report.

Virtual Machine Performance History

This report displays performance data for each VM on a specific host for a time period you specify.
Workload Balancing bases the performance data on the amount of virtual resources allocated for the
VM. For example, if Average CPU Usage for your VM is 67%, your VM uses, on average, 67% of its vCPU
for the specified period.

The initial view of the report displays an average value for resource utilization over the period you
specified.

Expanding the + sign displays line graphs for individual resources. You can use these graphs to see
trends in resource utilization over time.

This report displays data for CPUUsage, FreeMemory, Network Reads/Writes, and Disk Reads/Writes.

Configure Workload Balancing behavior

April 25, 2023

After connecting to theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance, you can edit the settings Workload Bal‑
ancing uses to calculate placement and recommendations. Workload Balancing settings apply collec‑
tively to all VMs and servers in the pool.

Placement and optimization settings that you canmodify include the following:
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• Changing the placement strategy
• Configuring automatic optimizations and power management
• Editing performance thresholds andmetric weightings
• Excluding servers.

Provided the network and disk thresholds align with the hardware in your environment, consider
using most of the defaults in Workload Balancing initially. After Workload Balancing is enabled for
a while, we recommend evaluating your performance thresholds and determining whether to edit
them. For example, consider the following cases:

• Getting recommendations when they are not yet required. If so, try adjusting the thresholds
until Workload Balancing begins providing suitable recommendations.

• Not getting recommendations when you expect to receive them. For example, if your network
has insufficient bandwidth and you do not receive recommendations, youmight have to tweak
your settings. If so, try lowering thenetwork critical thresholds untilWorkloadBalancingbegins
providing recommendations.

Before you edit your thresholds, you can generate a Pool Health report and the Pool Health History
report for each physical server in the pool. For more information, see Generate workload reports.

Notes:

• Workload Balancing is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers or those
customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more information about Citrix Hypervisor
licensing, see Licensing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervisor license, visit the Citrix
website.

• Workload Balancing 8.2 is compatible with XenServer 7.1 CU2 and Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.
• To run the latest versionof theWorkloadBalancingvirtual applianceonaXenServer 7.1CU2
server, install Hotfix XS71ECU2040 on the XenServer 7.1 CU2 server. This hotfix enables you
to use all Workload Balancing features.

This article assumes that you already connected your pool to aWorkload Balancing virtual appliance.
For information about downloading, importing, configuring, and connecting to aWorkloadBalancing
virtual appliance, see Get started.

Adjust the optimizationmode

Workload Balancing makes recommendations to rebalance, or optimize, the VM workload in your en‑
vironment based on a strategy for placement you select. The placement strategy is known as the
optimization mode.

You can choose from the following optimization modes:
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• Maximize Performance (default)

WorkloadBalancingattempts to spreadworkloadevenlyacrossall physical servers ina resource
pool. The goal is to minimize CPU, memory, and network pressure for all servers. When Maxi‑
mize Performance is your placement strategy, Workload Balancing recommends optimization
when a server reaches the High threshold.

• Maximize Density

Workload Balancing attempts to minimize the number of physical servers that must be online
by consolidating the active VMs.

When you select Maximize Density as your placement strategy, you can specify parameters simi‑
lar to the ones in Maximize Performance. However, Workload Balancing uses these parameters
to determine how it can pack VMs onto a server. If Maximize Density is your placement strat‑
egy, Workload Balancing recommends consolidation optimizationswhen a VM reaches the Low
threshold.

Workload Balancing also lets you apply these optimization modes always, fixed, or switch between
modes for specified time periods, scheduled:

Fixed optimizationmodes

Fixed optimization modes set Workload Balancing to have a specific optimization behavior always.
This behavior can be either to try to create the best performance or to create the highest density.

To set a fixed optimization mode, complete the following steps:

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, clickOptimization Mode.

5. In the Fixed section of theOptimization Mode page, select one of these optimization modes:

• Maximize Performance (default). Attempts to spread workload evenly across all physical
servers in a resource pool. The goal is to minimize CPU, memory, and network pressure
for all servers.

• Maximize Density. Attempts to fit asmany VMs as possible onto a physical server. The goal
is to minimize the number of physical servers that must be online.

Scheduled optimizationmodes

Scheduled optimization modes let you schedule for Workload Balancing to apply different optimiza‑
tion modes depending on the time of day. For example, you might want to configure Workload Bal‑
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ancing to optimize for performance during the day when you have users connected. To save energy,
you can then specify for Workload Balancing to optimize for Maximum Density at night.

When you configure scheduled optimization modes, Workload Balancing automatically changes to
the optimizationmode at the beginning of the time period you specified. You can configure Everyday,
Weekdays, Weekends, or individual days. For the hour, you select a time of day.

To set a schedule for your optimization modes, complete the following steps:

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, clickOptimization Mode.

5. In theOptimizationModepane, selectScheduled. TheScheduled section becomes available.

6. Click Add New.

7. In the Change to box, select one of the following modes:

• Maximize Performance. Attempts to spread workload evenly across all physical servers
in a resource pool. The goal is to minimize CPU, memory, and network pressure for all
servers.

• Maximize Density. Attempts to fit asmany VMs as possible onto a physical server. The goal
is to minimize the number of physical servers that must be online.

8. Select the day of the week and the timewhen youwantWorkload Balancing to begin operating
in this mode.

9. Repeat thepreceding steps to createmore scheduledmode tasksuntil youhave thenumber you
need. If you only schedule one task, Workload Balancing switches to that mode as scheduled,
but then it never switches back.

10. ClickOK.

To change your schedule settings, complete the following steps.

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, clickOptimization Mode.

5. Select the task that you want to delete or disable from the Scheduled Mode Changes list.

6. Do one of the following:

• Delete the task permanently: Click the Delete button.
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• Stop the task from running temporarily: Right‑click the task and click Disable.

Tips:

– You can also disable or enable tasks by selecting the task, clicking Edit, and se‑
lecting the Enable Task check box in theOptimizationMode Scheduler dialog.

– To re‑enable a task, right‑click the task in the ScheduledMode Changes list and
click Enable.

• Edit the task: Double‑click the task that you want to edit. In the Change to box, select a
different mode or make other changes as desired.

Note:

Clicking Cancel, before clicking OK, undoes any changes you made in the Optimization tab, in‑
cluding deleting a task.

Optimize andmanage power automatically

You can configure Workload Balancing to apply recommendations automatically and turn servers on
or off automatically. To power down servers automatically (for example, during low‑usage periods),
youmust configure Workload Balancing to apply recommendations automatically and enable power
management. Both power management and automation are described in the sections that follow.

Apply recommendations automatically

Workload Balancing lets you configure for it to apply recommendations on your behalf and perform
the optimization actions it recommends automatically. You can use this feature, which is known as
automatic optimization acceptance, to apply any recommendations automatically, including ones to
improve performance or power down servers. However, to power down servers as VMs usage drops,
youmust configure automation, power management, and Maximum Density mode.

By default, Workload Balancing does not apply recommendations automatically. If you want Work‑
loadBalancing to apply recommendations automatically, enable automation. If you do not, youmust
apply recommendations manually by clicking Apply Recommendations.

Workload Balancing does not automatically apply recommendations to servers or VMs when the rec‑
ommendations conflict with HA settings. If a pool becomes overcommitted by applying Workload
Balancing optimization recommendations, XenCenter prompts youwhether youwant to continue ap‑
plying the recommendation. When automation is enabled, Workload Balancing does not apply any
power‑management recommendations that exceed the number of server failures to tolerate in theHA
plan.

WhenWorkloadBalancing is runningwith theautomation featureenabled, this behavior is sometimes
called running in automatedmode.
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It is possible to tune how Workload Balancing applies recommendations in automated mode. For
information, see Set conservative or aggressive automated recommendations.

To apply optimization recommendations automatically

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, click Automation.

5. Select one or more of the following check boxes:

• Automatically applyOptimization recommendations. When you select this option, you
do not need to accept optimization recommendations manually. Workload Balancing au‑
tomatically accepts the optimization and placement recommendations that it makes.

• Automatically apply Power Management recommendations. The behavior of this op‑
tion varies according to the optimization mode of the pool:

– Maximum Performance mode: When Automatically apply Power Management
recommendations is enabled, Workload Balancing automatically powers on servers
when doing so improves server performance.

– Maximum Density mode: When Automatically apply Power Management recom‑
mendations is enabled, Workload Balancing automatically powers off servers when
resource utilization drops below the Low threshold. That is, WorkloadBalancing pow‑
ers off servers automatically during low usage periods.

6. (Optional.) Fine‑tune optimization recommendations by clicking Advanced in the left pane of
the Settings dialog and doing one or more of the following actions:

• Specifying the number of times Workload Balancing must make an optimization recom‑
mendation before the recommendation is applied automatically. The default is three
times, which means the recommendation is applied on the third time it is made.

• Selecting the lowest level of optimization recommendation that you want Workload Bal‑
ancing to apply automatically. The default is High.

• Changing the aggressiveness with which Workload Balancing applies its optimization rec‑
ommendations.

You might also want to specify the number of minutes Workload Balancing has to wait
before applying an optimization recommendation to a recently moved VM.

All of these settings are explained in more depth in Set conservative or aggressive auto‑
mated recommendations.
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7. (optional) If youwant toconfigurepowermanagement, clickAutomation/PowerManagement

a) In the Power Management section, select the servers that you want Workload Balancing
to recommend powering on and off.

Note:

Selecting servers for powermanagement recommendationswithout selecting Auto‑
matically apply Power Management recommendations causes Workload Balanc‑
ing to suggest power‑management recommendations but not apply them automati‑
cally for you.

If none of the servers in the resource pool support remote powermanagement, Workload
Balancing displays the message, “No hosts support Power Management.”

b) ClickOK.

8. To finish configuring the automation, clickOK.

Enable Workload Balancing powermanagement

The term power management means the ability to the turn the power on or off for physical servers.
In a Workload Balancing context, this term means powering servers in a pool on or off based on the
total workload of the pool.

Configuring Workload Balancing power management on a server requires that:

• The hardware for the server has remote power on/off capabilities.

• The Host Power On feature is configured for the server. To configure the Host Power On feature
for the server, see Configure Host Power On feature.

• The server has been explicitly selected as a server to participate in Workload Balancing power
management.

In addition, if you want Workload Balancing to power off servers automatically, configure Workload
Balancing to do the following actions:

• Apply recommendations automatically

• Apply power management recommendations automatically

When a server is set to participate in power management, Workload Balancing makes power‑on and
power‑off recommendations as needed.

If you run in Maximum Density mode:

• When Workload Balancing detects unused resources in a pool, it recommends powering off
servers until it eliminates all excess capacity.
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• If there isn’t enough server capacity in the pool to shut down servers, Workload Balancing rec‑
ommends leaving the servers on until the pool workload decreases enough.

• When you configure Workload Balancing to power off extra servers automatically, it applies
these recommendations automatically and, so, behaves in the same way.

If you run in Maximum Performancemode:

• If you configure Workload Balancing to power on servers automatically, Workload Balancing
powers on servers when resource utilization on a server exceeds the High threshold.

• Workload Balancing never powers off servers after it has powered them on.

If you turn on the option to apply power management recommendations automatically, you do so at
the pool level. However, you can specifywhich servers from the pool youwant to participate in power
management.

Configure Host Power On feature

To configure the Host Power On feature for your server, follow these steps:

1. In Citrix Hypervisor Center, select your server and click Properties.

2. In the left pane, click Power On.

3. For the Power Onmode, select Dell Remote Access Controller (DRAC).

4. For the Configuration options, enter your server’s DRAC IP address. This is the IP address of
the BMCmanagement port. For more information, see DRAC Card How To Guide [PDF].

5. After the Dell Remote Access Controller (DRAC) is configured, select your pool.

6. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

7. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

8. In the left pane, click Automation.

9. For Automation, select the following check boxes:

• Automatically applyOptimization recommendations. When you select this option, you
do not need to accept optimization recommendations manually. Workload Balancing au‑
tomatically accepts the optimization and placement recommendations that it makes.

• Automatically apply Power Management recommendations. The behavior of this op‑
tion varies according to the optimization mode of the pool:

– Maximum Performance mode: When Automatically apply Power Management
recommendations is enabled, Workload Balancing automatically powers on servers
when doing so improves server performance.
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– Maximum Density mode: When Automatically apply Power Management recom‑
mendations is enabled, Workload Balancing automatically powers off servers when
resource utilization drops below the Low threshold. That is, WorkloadBalancing pow‑
ers off servers automatically during low usage periods.

10. ForPowerManagement, select the name of theHost Server that you’re currently configuring.

Understand powermanagement behavior

Before Workload Balancing recommends powering servers on or off, it selects the servers to transfer
VMs to. It does so in the following order:

1. Filling the pool master since it is the server that cannot be powered off.
2. Filling the server with the most VMs.
3. Filling subsequent servers according to which servers have the most VMs running.

When Workload Balancing fills the pool master, it does so assuming artificially low thresholds for the
master. Workload Balancing uses these low thresholds as a buffer to prevent the pool master from
being overloaded.

Workload Balancing fills servers in this order to encourage density.
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When Workload Balancing detects a performance issue while the pool is in Maximum Density mode,
it recommends migrating workloads among the powered‑on servers. If Workload Balancing cannot
resolve the issue using thismethod, it attempts to power on a server. WorkloadBalancing determines
which servers to power on by applying the same criteria that it would if the optimization mode was
set to Maximum Performance.

When Workload Balancing runs in Maximum Performance mode, Workload Balancing recommends
powering on servers until the resource utilization on all poolmembers falls below theHigh threshold.

While migrating VMs, if Workload Balancing determines that increasing capacity benefits the overall
performance of the pool, it powers on servers automatically or recommends doing so.
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Important:

Workload Balancing only recommends powering on a server that Workload Balancing powered
off.

Design environments for powermanagement and VM consolidation

When you are planning a Citrix Hypervisor implementation and you intend to configure automatic VM
consolidation andpowermanagement, consider yourworkloaddesign. For example, youmightwant
to:

• Place different types of workloads in separate pools.

If you have an environment with distinct types of workloads, consider whether to locate the
VMs hosting these workloads in different pools. Also consider splitting VMs that host types of
applications that perform better with certain types of hardware into different pool.

Because powermanagement and VM consolidation aremanaged at the pool level, design pools
so they contain workloads that you want consolidated at the same rate. Ensure that you factor
in considerations such as those discussed in Configure advanced settings.

• Exclude servers fromWorkload Balancing.

Some servers might need to be always on. For more information, see Exclude servers from rec‑
ommendations.

UnderstandwhenWorkload Balancingmakes recommendations

Workload Balancing continuously evaluates the resource metrics of physical servers and VMs across
thepools that it ismanagingagainst thresholds. Thresholdsarepreset values that function likebound‑
aries that a server must exceed before Workload Balancing can make an optimization recommenda‑
tion. The Workload Balancing process is as follows:

1. Workload Balancing detects that the threshold for a resource was violated.

2. Workload Balancing evaluates if it makes an optimization recommendation.

3. Workload Balancing determines which servers it recommends function as the destination
servers and in what order to make any optimizations. A destination server is the server where
Workload Balancing recommends relocating one or more VMs.

4. Workload Balancing makes an optimization recommendation.

When evaluating servers in the pool to make an optimization recommendation, Workload Balancing
uses thresholds and weightings as follows:
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• Thresholds are the boundary values that Workload Balancing compares the resource metrics
of your pool against. The thresholds are used todeterminewhether tomakea recommendation
and what servers are a suitable candidate for hosting relocated VMs.

• Weightings are away of ranking resources according to howmuch youwant them to be consid‑
ered, are used to determine the processing order. After Workload Balancing decides to make
a recommendation, it uses your specifications of which resources are important to determine
the following:

– Which servers’ performance to address first
– Which VMs to recommendmigrating first

For each resource Workload Balancing monitors, it has four levels of thresholds: Critical, High,
Medium, and Low. Workload Balancing evaluates whether to make a recommendation when a
resource metric on a server:

• Exceeds the High threshold when the pool is running in MaximumPerformancemode (improve
performance)

• Drops below the Low threshold when the pool is running in Maximum Density mode (consoli‑
date VMs on servers)

• Exceeds the Critical threshold when the pool is running in Maximum Density mode (improve
performance)

If the High threshold for a pool running in Maximum Performancemode is 80%, when CPU utilization
on a server reaches 80.1%, Workload Balancing evaluates whether to issue a recommendation.

When a resource violates its threshold, Workload Balancing evaluates the resourcemetric against his‑
torical performance topreventmakinganoptimization recommendationbasedona temporary spike.
To do so, Workload Balancing creates a historically averaged utilizationmetric by evaluating the data
for resource utilization captured at the following times:

Data captured Weight

Immediately, at the time threshold was
exceeded. That is, real‑time data.

70%

30minutes before the threshold was exceeded 25%

24 hours before the threshold was exceeded 5%

If CPU utilization on the server exceeds the threshold at 12:02 PM, Workload Balancing checks the
utilization at 11:32 AM that day, and at 12:02PM on the previous day. For example, if CPU utilization is
at the following values, Workload Balancing doesn’t make a recommendation:

• 80.1% at 12:02 PM that day
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• 50% at 11:32 AM that day
• 78% at 12:32 PM the previous day

Thisbehavior isbecause thehistorically averagedutilization is 72.5%, soWorkloadBalancingassumes
that theutilization is a temporary spike. However, if theCPUutilizationwas83%at11:32AM,Workload
Balancing makes a recommendation since the historically averaged utilization is 80.1%.

Optimization and consolidation process

The Workload Balancing process for determining potential optimizations varies according to the op‑
timization mode ‑ Maximum Performance or Maximum Density. However, regardless of the optimiza‑
tion mode, the optimization and placement recommendations are made using a two‑stage process:

1. Determine potential optimizations: which VMs to migrate off servers.
2. Determine placement recommendations: which servers would be suitable candidates for new

VMs.

Note:

Workload Balancing only recommendsmigrating VMs thatmeet the Citrix Hypervisor criteria for
live migration. One of these criteria is that the destination server must have the storage the VM
requires. The destination server must also have sufficient resources to accommodate adding
the VM without exceeding the thresholds of the optimization mode configured on the pool. For
example, the High threshold in Maximum Performance mode and the Critical threshold for Max‑
imum Density mode.

WhenWorkload Balancing is running in automatedmode, you can tune the way it applies recommen‑
dations. For more information, see Set conservative or aggressive automated recommendations.

Optimization recommendation process in Maximum Performancemode

When running in Maximum Performance mode, Workload Balancing uses the following process to
determine potential optimizations:

1. Every twominutes Workload Balancing evaluates the resource utilization for each server in the
pool. It does so by monitoring on each server and determining if each resource’s utilization
exceeds its High threshold. For more information, see Change the critical threshold.

In Maximum Performance mode, if a utilization of a resource exceeds its High threshold, Work‑
load Balancing starts the process to determine whether to make an optimization recommen‑
dation. Workload Balancing determines whether to make an optimization recommendation
based on whether doing so can ease performance constraints, such as ones revealed by the
High threshold.
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For example, consider the case whereWorkload Balancing sees that insufficient CPU resources
negatively affect theperformanceof theVMsona server. IfWorkloadBalancing can findanother
server with less CPU utilization, it recommends moving one or more VMs to another server.

2. If a resource’s utilization on a server exceeds the relevant threshold, Workload Balancing com‑
bines the following data to form the historically averaged utilization:

• The resource’s current utilization
• Historical data from 30minutes ago
• Historical data from 24 hours ago
If the historically averaged utilization exceeds the threshold of a resource, Workload Bal‑
ancing determines it makes an optimization recommendation.

3. Workload Balancing usesmetric weightings to determine what servers to optimize first. The re‑
source towhichyouhaveassigned themostweight is theone thatWorkloadBalancingattempts
to address first. For more information, see Tunemetric weightings.

4. Workload Balancing determines which servers can support the VMs it wants to migrate off
servers.

Workload Balancing makes this determination by calculating the projected effect on resource
utilization of placing different combinations of VMs on servers. Workload Balancing uses a
method of performing these calculations that in mathematics is known as permutation.

Todo so,WorkloadBalancing creates a singlemetric or score to forecast the impact ofmigrating
a VM to the server. The score indicates the suitability of a server as a home for more VMs.

To score server performance, Workload Balancing combines the following metrics:

• The current metrics of the server
• The metrics of the server from the last 30 minutes
• The metrics of the server from 24 hours ago
• The metrics of the VM.

5. After scoring servers and VMs, Workload Balancing attempts to build virtualmodels of what the
servers look like with different combinations of VMs. Workload Balancing uses thesemodels to
determine the best server to place the VM.

InMaximumPerformancemode,WorkloadBalancingusesmetricweightings todeterminewhat
servers to optimize first and what VMs on those servers to migrate first. Workload Balancing
bases its models on the metric weightings. For example, if CPU utilization is assigned the high‑
est importance, Workload Balancing sorts servers and VMs to optimize according to the follow‑
ing criteria:

a) What servers are running closest to the High threshold for CPU utilization.
b) What VMs have the highest CPU utilization or are running the closest to its High threshold.
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6. Workload Balancing continues calculating optimizations. It views servers as candidates for op‑
timization andVMs as candidates formigrationuntil predicted resource utilizationon the server
hosting the VM drops below the High threshold. Predicted resource utilization is the resource
utilization that Workload Balancing forecasts a server has after Workload Balancing has added
or removed a VM from the server.

Consolidation process in MaximumDensity mode

WorkloadBalancingdetermineswhether tomakea recommendationbasedonwhether it canmigrate
a VM onto a server and still run that server below the Critical threshold.

1. When a resource’s utilization drops below its Low threshold, Workload Balancing begins calcu‑
lating potential consolidation scenarios.

2. When Workload Balancing discovers a way that it can consolidate VMs on a server, it evaluates
whether the destination server is a suitable home for the VM.

3. Like in Maximum Performance mode, Workload Balancing scores the server to determine the
suitability of a server as a home for new VMs.

Before Workload Balancing recommends consolidating VMs on fewer servers, it checks that re‑
source utilization on those servers after VMs are relocated to them is below Critical thresholds.

Note:

Workload Balancing does not consider metric weightings when it makes a consolidation
recommendation. It only considers metric weightings to ensure performance on servers.

4. After scoring servers and VMs, Workload Balancing attempts to build virtualmodels of what the
servers look likewith different combinations of VMs. It uses thesemodels to determine the best
server to place the VM.

5. Workload Balancing calculates the effect of adding VMs to a server until it forecasts that adding
another VM causes a server resource to exceed the Critical threshold.

6. Workload Balancing recommendations always suggest filling the poolmaster first since it is the
server that cannot be powered off. However, Workload Balancing applies a buffer to the pool
master so that it cannot be over‑allocated.

7. Workload Balancing continues to recommend migrating VMs on to servers until all remaining
servers exceed a Critical threshold when a VM is migrated to them.

Change the critical thresholds

Youmight want to change critical thresholds as away of controllingwhen optimization recommenda‑
tions are triggered. This section provides guidance about:
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• How tomodify the default Critical thresholds on servers in the pool
• How values set for Critical threshold alter High, Medium, and Low thresholds.

Workload Balancing determines whether to produce recommendations based on whether the aver‑
aged historical utilization for a resource on a server violates its threshold. Workload Balancing rec‑
ommendations are triggered when the High threshold in Maximum Performance mode or Low and
Critical thresholds for Maximum Density mode are violated. For more information, see Optimization
and consolidation process.

After you specify a new Critical threshold for a resource, Workload Balancing resets the other thresh‑
olds of the resource relative to the new Critical threshold. To simplify the user interface, the Critical
threshold is the only threshold you can change through XenCenter.

The following table shows the default values for the Workload Balancing thresholds:

Metric Critical High Medium Low

CPU Utilization 90% 76.5% 45% 22.5%

Free Memory 51 MB 63.75 MB 510 MB 1020 MB

Network Reads 25 MB/sec 21.25 MB/sec 12.5 MB/sec 6.25 MB/sec

Network Writes 25 MB/sec 21.25 MB/sec 12.5 MB/sec 6.25 MB/sec

Disk Reads 25 MB/sec 21.25 MB/sec 12.5 MB/sec 6.25 MB/sec

Disk Writes 25 MB/sec 21.25 MB/sec 12.5 MB/sec 6.25 MB/sec

To calculate the threshold values for all metrics except memory, Workload Balancing multiplies the
new value for the Critical threshold with the following factors:

• High Threshold Factor: 0.85
• Medium Threshold Factor: 0.50
• Low Threshold Factor: 0.25

For example, if you increase the Critical threshold for CPU utilization to 95%, Workload Balancing
resets the other thresholds as follows:

• High: 80.75%
• Medium: 47.5%
• Low: 23.75%

To calculate the threshold values for free memory, Workload Balancing multiplies the new value for
the Critical threshold with these factors:

• High Threshold Factor: 1.25
• Medium Threshold Factor: 10.0
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• Low Threshold Factor: 20.0

For example, if you increase the Critical threshold for free memory to 45 MB, Workload Balancing
resets the other thresholds as follows:

• High: 56.25 MB
• Medium: 450 MB
• Low: 900 MB

Toperform this calculation for a specific threshold,multiply the factor for the thresholdwith the value
you entered for the critical threshold for that resource:

1 High, Medium, or Low Threshold = Critical Threshold * High, Medium, or
Low Threshold Factor

While the Critical threshold triggers many optimization recommendations, other thresholds can also
trigger optimization recommendations, as follows:

• High threshold.

– Maximum Performance. Exceeding the High threshold triggers optimization recommen‑
dations to relocate a VM to a server with lower resource utilization.

– MaximumDensity. WorkloadBalancingdoesn’t recommendplacingaVMonserverwhen
moving that VM to the server causes the server resourceutilization to exceedaHigh thresh‑
old.

• Low threshold.

– Maximum Performance. Workload Balancing does not trigger recommendations from
the Low threshold.

– Maximum Density. When a metric value drops below the Low threshold, Workload Bal‑
ancing determines that servers are underutilized and makes an optimization recommen‑
dation to consolidate VMs on fewer servers. WorkloadBalancing continues to recommend
moving VMs onto a server until themetric values for one of the server’s resources reaches
its High threshold.

However, after a VM is relocated, utilization of a resource on the VM’s new server can ex‑
ceed a Critical threshold. In this case, Workload Balancing temporarily uses an algorithm
similar to theMaximumPerformance load‑balancing algorithm to find anewserver for the
VMs. WorkloadBalancing continues to use this algorithm to recommendmoving VMs until
resource utilization on servers across the pool falls below the High threshold.

To change the critical thresholds:

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.
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3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the leftpane, selectCritical Thresholds. These critical thresholds areused toevaluate server
resource utilization.

5. In theCritical Thresholdspage, type one ormore new values in theCritical Thresholdsboxes.
The values represent resource utilization on the server.

Workload Balancing uses these thresholds when making VM placement and pool‑optimization
recommendations. Workload Balancing strives to keep resource utilization on a server below
the critical values set.

Tunemetric weightings

How Workload Balancing uses metric weightings when determining which servers and VMs to pro‑
cess first varies according to the optimizationmode: MaximumDensity or Maximum Performance. In
general, metric weightings are used when a pool is in Maximum Performance mode. However, when
Workload Balancing is in Maximum Density mode, it does use metric weightings when a resource ex‑
ceeds its Critical threshold.

When Workload Balancing is processing optimization recommendations, it creates an optimization
order. Workload Balancing determines the order by ranking the servers according to which servers
have the highest metric values for whatever resource is ranked as the most important in the metric
weightings page.

MaximumPerformancemode

In Maximum Performancemode, Workload Balancing uses metric weightings to determine:

• On which servers to first address the performance
• Which VMs to recommendmigrating first

For example, if Network Writes is the most important resource, Workload Balancing first makes opti‑
mization recommendations for the server with the highest number of Network Writes per second. To
makeNetworkWrites themost important resourcemove theMetricWeighting slider to the right and
all the other sliders to the middle.

If you configure all resources to be equally important, Workload Balancing addresses CPU utilization
first andmemory second, as these resources are typically themost constrained. Tomakeall resources
equally important, set theMetric Weighting slider is in the same place for all resources.

MaximumDensity mode

In Maximum Density mode, Workload Balancing only uses metric weightings when a server reaches
the Critical threshold. At that point, WorkloadBalancing applies an algorithm similar to the algorithm
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for MaximumPerformance until no servers exceed the Critical thresholds. When using this algorithm,
Workload Balancing uses metric weightings to determine the optimization order in the same way as
it does for Maximum Performancemode.

If two or more servers have resources exceeding their Critical thresholds, Workload Balancing veri‑
fies the importance you set for each resource. It uses this importance to determine which server to
optimize first and which VMs on that server to relocate first.

For example, your pool contains server A and server B, which are in the following state:

• The CPU utilization on server A exceeds its Critical threshold and the metric weighting for CPU
utilization is set toMore Important.

• The memory utilization on server B exceeds its Critical threshold and the metric weighting for
memory utilization is set to Less Important.

WorkloadBalancing recommendsoptimizing server A first because the resource on it that reached the
Critical threshold is the resource assigned the highest weight. After Workload Balancing determines
that it must address the performance on server A, Workload Balancing then begins recommending
placements for VMs on that server. It begins with the VM that has the highest CPU utilization, since
that CPU utilization is the resource with the highest weight.

AfterWorkloadBalancinghas recommendedoptimizing server A, itmakes optimization recommenda‑
tions for server B. When it recommends placements for the VMs on server B, it does so by addressing
CPU utilization first, since CPU utilization was assigned the highest weight. If there are more servers
that need optimization, Workload Balancing addresses the performance on those servers according
to what server has the third highest CPU utilization.

By default, all metric weightings are set to the farthest point on the slider: More Important.

Note:

The weighting of metrics is relative. If all metrics are set to the same level, even if that level is
Less Important, they are all be weighted the same. The relation of the metrics to each other is
more important than the actual weight at which you set eachmetric.

To edit metric weighting factors

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, selectMetric Weighting.

5. InMetric Weighting page, as desired, adjust the sliders beside the individual resources.
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Move the slider towards Less Important to indicate that ensuring VMs always have the highest
available amount of this resource is not as vital for this pool.

Exclude servers from recommendations

When configuring Workload Balancing, you can specify that specific physical servers are excluded
from Workload Balancing optimization and placement recommendations, including Start On place‑
ment recommendations.

Situations when youmight want to exclude servers from recommendations include when:

• You want to run the pool in Maximum Density mode and consolidate and shut down servers,
but you want to exclude specific servers from this behavior.

• You have two VM workloads that must always run on the same server. For example, if the VMs
have complementary applications or workloads.

• You haveworkloads that you do notwantmoved: for example, a domain controller or database
server.

• You want to performmaintenance on a server and you do not want VMs placed on the server.
• The performance of the workload is so critical that the cost of dedicated hardware is irrelevant.
• Specific servers are running high‑priority workloads, and you do not want to use the HA feature
to prioritize these VMs.

• The hardware in the server is not the optimum for the other workloads in the pool.

Regardless of whether you specify a fixed or scheduled optimization mode, excluded servers remain
excludedevenwhen theoptimizationmode changes. Therefore, if youonlywant topreventWorkload
Balancing from shutting off a server automatically, consider disabling Power Management for that
server instead. For more information, see Optimize andmanage power automatically.

When you exclude a server from recommendations, you are specifying for Workload Balancing not
to manage that server at all. This configuration means that Workload Balancing doesn’t make any
optimization recommendations for an excluded server. In contrast, when you don’t select a server to
participate in Power Management, Workload Balancingmanages the server, but doesn’t make power
management recommendations for it.

To exclude servers fromWorkload Balancing

Use this procedure to exclude a server in a pool that Workload Balancing is managing from power
management, server evacuation, placement, and optimization recommendations.

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.
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4. In the left pane, select Excluded Hosts.

5. In Excluded Hosts page, select the servers for which you do not want Workload Balancing to
recommend alternate placements and optimizations.

Configure advanced settings

Workload Balancing supplies some advanced settings that let you control how Workload Balancing
applies automated recommendations. These settings appear on the Advanced page of theWorkload
Balancing Configuration dialog. To get to the Advanced page, complete the following steps:

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, select Advanced.

The following sections describe the behaviors that can be configured in the Advanced settings.

Set conservative or aggressive automated recommendations

When running in automated mode, the frequency of optimization and consolidation recommenda‑
tions and how soon they are automatically applied is a product of multiple factors, including:

• How long you specify Workload Balancing waits after moving a VM before making another rec‑
ommendation

• Thenumberof recommendationsWorkloadBalancingmustmakebefore applyinga recommen‑
dation automatically

• The severity level a recommendationmust achieve before the optimization is applied automat‑
ically

• The level of consistency in recommendations (recommended VMs tomove, destination servers)
Workload Balancing requires before applying recommendations automatically

In general, only adjust the settings for these factors in the following cases:

• You have guidance from Citrix Technical Support
• You made significant observation and testing of the behavior of your pool with Workload Bal‑
ancing enabled

Incorrectly configuring these settings can result inWorkload Balancing notmaking any recommenda‑
tions.
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VMmigration interval

You can specify the number ofminutesWorkload Balancing waits after the last time a VMwasmoved,
before Workload Balancing can make another recommendation for that VM. The recommendation
interval is designed to prevent Workload Balancing from generating recommendations for artificial
reasons, for example, if there was a temporary utilization spike.

When automation is configured, it is especially important to be careful when modifying the recom‑
mendation interval. If an issue occurs that leads to continuous, recurring spikes, decreasing the inter‑
val can generate many recommendations and, therefore, relocations.

Note:

Setting a recommendation interval does not affect how longWorkload Balancing waits to factor
recently rebalanced servers into recommendations for Start‑On Placement, Resume, and Main‑
tenance Mode.

Recommendation count

Every twominutes,WorkloadBalancing checks to see if it can generate recommendations for thepool
it is monitoring. When you enable automation, you can specify the number of times a consistent rec‑
ommendationmust bemadebeforeWorkloadBalancing automatically applies the recommendation.
To do so, you configure a setting known as the Recommendation Count, as specified in the Recom‑
mendations field. The Recommendation Count and the Optimization Aggressiveness setting let
you fine‑tune the automated application of recommendations in your environment.

Workload Balancing uses the similarity of recommendations to make the following checks:

1. Whether the recommendation is truly needed
2. Whether the destination server has stable enough performance over a prolonged period to ac‑

cept a relocated VMwithout needing to move it off the server again shortly

WorkloadBalancinguses theRecommendationCount value todeterminewhether a recommendation
must be repeated before Workload Balancing automatically applies the recommendation. Workload
Balancing uses this setting as follows:

1. Every time Workload Balancing generates a recommendation that meets its consistency
requirements, as indicated by the Optimization Aggressiveness setting, Workload Balancing
increments the Recommendation Count. If the recommendation does not meet the consis‑
tency requirements, Workload Balancingmight reset the Recommendation Count to zero. This
behavior depends on the factors described in Optimization aggressiveness.

2. When Workload Balancing generates enough consistent recommendations to meet the value
for the Recommendation Count, as specified in the Recommendations field, it automatically
applies the recommendation.
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If you choose to modify this setting, the value to set varies according to your environment. Consider
these scenarios:

• If server loads and activity increase rapidly in your environment, you might want to increase
value for the Recommendation Count. Workload Balancing generates recommendations every
twominutes. For example, if you set this interval to3, then sixminutes laterWorkloadBalancing
applies the recommendation automatically.

• If server loads and activity increase gradually in your environment, youmight want to decrease
the value for the Recommendation Count.

Accepting recommendations uses system resources and affects performance whenWorkload Balanc‑
ing is relocating the VMs. Increasing the Recommendation Count increases the number of matching
recommendations thatmust occur beforeWorkloadBalancing applies the recommendation. This set‑
ting encourages Workload Balancing to apply more conservative, stable recommendations and can
decrease the potential for spurious VM moves. The Recommendation Count is set to a conservative
value by default.

Because of the potential impact adjusting this setting can have on your environment, only change
it with extreme caution. Preferably, make these adjustments by testing and iteratively changing the
value or under the guidance of Citrix Technical Support.

Recommendation severity

All optimization recommendations include a severity rating (Critical, High, Medium, Low) that indi‑
cates the importanceof the recommendation. WorkloadBalancingbases this ratingona combination
of factors including the following:

• Configuration options you set, such as thresholds andmetric tunings
• Resources available for the workload
• Resource‑usage history.

The severity rating for a recommendation appears in the Optimization Recommendations pane on
theWLB tab.

When you configure Workload Balancing to apply recommendations automatically, you can set the
minimum severity level to associate with a recommendation before Workload Balancing automati‑
cally applies it.

Optimization aggressiveness

To provide extra assurance when running in automated mode, Workload Balancing has consistency
criteria for accepting optimizations automatically. This criteria can help to prevent moving VMs due
to spikes and anomalies. In automated mode, Workload Balancing does not accept the first recom‑
mendation it produces. Instead,WorkloadBalancingwaits to apply a recommendation automatically
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until a server or VMexhibits consistent behavior over time. Consistent behavior over time includes fac‑
tors like whether a server continues to trigger recommendations and whether the same VMs on that
server continue to trigger recommendations.

Workload Balancing determines if behavior is consistent by using criteria for consistency and by hav‑
ing criteria for thenumber of times the same recommendation ismade. You can configure howstrictly
you want Workload Balancing to apply the consistency criteria using the Optimization Aggressive‑
ness setting. You can use this setting to control the amount of stability youwant in your environment
before Workload Balancing applies an optimization recommendation. The most stable setting, Low
aggressiveness, is configured by default. In this context, the term stable means the similarity of the
recommended changes over time, as explained throughout this section. Aggressiveness is not desir‑
able in most environments. Therefore, Low is the default setting.

Workload Balancing uses up to four criteria to ascertain consistency. The number of criteria thatmust
be met varies according to the level you set in the Optimization Aggressiveness setting. The lower
the level (for example, Low or Medium) the less aggressive Workload Balancing is in accepting a rec‑
ommendation. In other words, Workload Balancing is stricter about requiring criteria to match when
aggressiveness is set to Low.

For example, if the aggressiveness level is set to Low, each criterion for Lowmust bemet the number
of times specified by theRecommendationCount valuebefore automatically applying the recommen‑
dation.

If you set the Recommendation Count to 3, Workload Balancing waits until all the criteria listed for
Low aremet and repeated in three consecutive recommendations. This setting helps ensure that the
VM actually needs to be moved and that the recommended destination server has stable resource
utilization over a longer period. It reduces the potential for a recently moved VM to be moved off a
server due to server performance changes after the move. By default, this setting is set to Low to
encourage stability.

Wedonot recommend increasing theOptimizationAggressiveness setting to increase the frequency
with which your servers are being optimized. If you think that your servers aren’t being optimized
quickly or frequently enough, try adjusting the Critical thresholds. Compare the thresholds against
the Pool Health report.

The consistency criteria associated with the different levels of aggressiveness is the following:

Low:

• All VMs in subsequent recommendations must be the same (as demonstrated by matching
UUIDs in each recommendation).

• All destination servers must be the same in subsequent recommendations
• The recommendation that immediately follows the initial recommendationmustmatch or else
the Recommendation Count reverts to 1

Medium:
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• All VMs in subsequent recommendations must be from the same server; however, they can be
different VMs from the ones in the first recommendation.

• All destination servers must be the same in subsequent recommendations
• Oneof thenext two recommendations that immediately follows the first recommendationmust
match or else the Recommendation Count reverts to 1

High:

• All VMs in the recommendationsmustbe fromthe sameserver. However, the recommendations
do not have to follow each other immediately.

• The server fromwhichWorkload Balancing recommended that the VMmovemust be the same
in each recommendation

• The Recommendation Count remains at the same value even when the two recommendations
that follow the first recommendation do not match

Optimization Aggressiveness example

The following example illustrates how Workload Balancing uses the Optimization Aggressiveness
setting and the Recommendation Count to determine whether to accept a recommendation auto‑
matically.

Each optimization recommendation issued by Workload Balancing proposes three VM placements.
After these proposed placements, the recommendation count associated with each aggressiveness
level is the number of times there have been consecutive recommendation at that Optimization Ag‑
gressiveness setting.

In the following examples, when the Optimization Aggressiveness setting is set to High, the Rec‑
ommendation Count continues to increase after Recommendation 1, 2, and 3. This increase hap‑
pens even though the same VMs are not recommended for newplacements in each recommendation.
Workload Balancing applies the placement recommendation with Recommendation 3 because it has
seen the same behavior from that server for three consecutive recommendations.

In contrast, when set to Low aggressiveness, the consecutive recommendations count does not in‑
crease for the first four recommendations. The Recommendation Count resets to 1 with each recom‑
mendation because the same VMs were not recommended for placements. The Recommendation
Count does not start to increase until the same recommendation is made in Recommendation #5. Fi‑
nally, Workload Balancing automatically applies the recommendation made in Recommendation #6
after the third time it issues the same placement recommendations.

Recommendation 1:

Proposed placements:

• Move VM1 from server A to server B
• Move VM3 from server A to server B
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• Move VM5 from server A to server C

Recommendation counts:

• High Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1
• Medium Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1
• Low Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1

Recommendation 2:

Proposed placements:

• Move VM1 from server A to server B
• Move VM3 from server A to server C
• Move VM7 from server A to server C

Recommendation counts:

• High Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 2
• Medium Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1
• Low Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1

Recommendation 3:

Proposed placements:

• Move VM1 from server A to server B
• Move VM3 from server A to server C
• Move VM5 from server A to server C

Recommendation counts:

• High Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 3 (Apply)
• Medium Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1
• Low Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1

Recommendation 4:

Proposed placements:

• Move VM1 from server A to server B
• Move VM3 from server A to server B
• Move VM5 from server A to server C

Recommendation counts:

• Medium Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 2
• Low Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 1

Recommendation 5:

Proposed placements:
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• Move VM1 from server A to server B
• Move VM3 from server A to server B
• Move VM5 from server A to server C

Recommendation counts:

• Medium Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 3 (Apply)
• Low Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 2

Recommendation 6:

Proposed placements:

• Move VM1 from server A to server B
• Move VM3 from server A to server B
• Move VM5 from server A to server C

Recommendation counts:

• Low Aggressiveness Recommendation Count: 3 (Apply)

To configure VM recommendation intervals

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, click Advanced.

5. In the VM Recommendation Interval section, do one or more of the following:

• In theMinutes box, type a value for the number of minutes Workload Balancing waits be‑
fore making another optimization recommendation on a newly rebalanced server.

• In theRecommendationsbox, type a value for the number of recommendations youwant
Workload Balancing to make before it applies a recommendation automatically.

• Select a minimum severity level before optimizations are applied automatically.

• Modify how aggressively Workload Balancing applies optimization recommendations
when it is running in automated mode. Increasing the aggressiveness level reduces
constraints on the consistency of recommendations before automatically applying them.
TheOptimization Aggressiveness setting directly complements the Recommendations
setting: that is, the recommendations count.

Note:
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If you type “1” for the value in the Recommendations setting, theOptimization Ag‑
gressiveness setting is not relevant.

Adjust the Pool Audit Trail granularity settings

Follow this procedure to modify the granularity settings:

1. In XenCenter, select your pool.

2. In the Properties pane of the pool, click theWLB tab.

3. In theWLB tab, click Settings.

4. In the left pane, click Advanced.

5. On the Advanced page, click the Pool Audit Trail Report Granularity list, and select an option
from the list.

Important:

Select the granularity based on your audit log requirements. For example, if you set your
audit log report granularity to Minimum, the report only captures limited amount of data
for specific users andobject types. If you set thegranularity toMedium, the reportprovides
a user‑friendly report of the audit log. If you choose to set the granularity to Maximum,
the report contains detailed information about the audit log report. Setting the audit log
report to Maximum can cause the Workload Balancing server to use more disk space and
memory.

6. To confirm your changes, clickOK.

View Pool Audit Trail reports based on objects in XenCenter

Follow this procedure to run and view reports of Pool Audit Trail based on the selected object:

1. After you have set the Pool Audit Trail Granularity setting, click Reports. TheWorkload Reports
page appears.

2. Select Pool Audit Trail on the left pane.

3. You can run and view the reports based on a specific Object by choosing it from theObject list.
For example, chooseHost from the list to get the reports based on server alone.

Customize the event objects and actions captured by the Pool Audit Trail

To customize the event objects and actions captured by the Pool Audit Trail, you must sign in to the
PostgreSQL database on theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance, make the relevant changes to the
list of event objects or actions, and then restart the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.
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Sign in to the PostgreSQL database

1. Log on to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance console.

2. Run the following command:

1 psql -Upostgres -dWorkloadBalancing
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Enter the database password. You set the database password when you ran the Workload Bal‑
ancing configuration wizard after you imported the virtual appliance.

Customize event objects

Note:

In the command syntax that follows, event_object represents the name of the event object
you want to add, update, or disable.

Enable an event object:

1 select * from update_audit_log_objects('event_object', true);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable an event object:

1 select * from update_audit_log_objects('event_object', false);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get a list of event objects that are currently disabled:

1 select * from hv_audit_log_get_event_objects(false);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get a list of event objects that are currently enabled:

1 select * from hv_audit_log_get_event_objects(true);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Customize event actions

Note:

In the command syntax that follows, event_action represents the name of the event action
you want to add, update, or disable.

Enable an event action:
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1 select * from update_audit_log_actions('event_action', true);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable an event action:

1 select * from update_audit_log_actions('event_action', false);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get a list of event actions that are currently disabled:

1 select * from hv_audit_log_get_event_actions(false);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get a list of event actions that are currently enabled:

1 select * from hv_audit_log_get_event_actions(true);
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Restart the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

Run the following commands to quit PostgreSQL and restart the Workload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance.

1 \q
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 systemctl restart workloadbalancing
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set alert level for Workload Balancing alerts in XenCenter

Via XenAPI, you can set the alert level for Workload Balancing alerts in XenCenter.

Complete the following steps:

1. Run the following command on the pool master to set the alert level for each alert code:

1 xe pool-send-wlb-configuration config:<wlb-alert-code>=<alert-
level>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The 4 wlb-alert-code types are:
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• WLB_OPTIMIZATION_ALERT ‑ If Workload Balancing gives an optimization recommenda‑
tion, this alert is raised.

• WLB_VM_RELOCATION ‑ If Workload Balancing relocates a VM to other host, this alert is
raised.

• WLB_HOST_POWER_OFF ‑ If Workload Balancing optimizationmode has been configured
to Maximize Density and a host is powered off because there are no VMs running on
the host, this alert is raised.

• WLB_HOST_POWER_ON ‑ If Workload Balancing optimization mode has been configured
toMaximize Performanceandahost ispoweredonbecausedoingso improves thehost
performance, this alert is raised.

The 6 alert-level types are:

• 0 ‑ Mute the alert
• 1 ‑ Critical
• 2 ‑ Major
• 3 ‑ Warning
• 4 ‑ Minor
• 5 ‑ Informational

2. Run the following command on the pool master to view the alert levels set for the alert codes:

1 xe pool-retrieve-wlb-configuration
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. To test the alerts, raise aWorkload Balancing alert and then click the Notifications panel to
view the alert.

Administer Workload Balancing

April 25, 2023

After Workload Balancing has been running for a while, there are routine tasks that you might need
to perform to keep Workload Balancing running optimally. You might need to perform these tasks
because of changes to your environment (such as different IP addresses or credentials), hardware
upgrades, or routine maintenance.

Connect to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

AfterWorkload Balancing configuration, connect the pool youwantmanaged to theWorkload Balanc‑
ing virtual appliance using either the CLI or XenCenter. Likewise, you might need to reconnect to the
same virtual appliance at some point.
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To connect a pool to your Workload Balancing virtual appliance, you need the following information:

• IP address or FQDN of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

– To obtain the IP address for the Workload Balancing virtual appliance:

1. In XenCenter, go to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance Console tab.
2. Log in as rootwith the root password you createdwhen you imported the appliance.
3. Run the following command: ifconfig.

– To specify the Workload Balancing FQDN when connecting to the Workload Balancing
server, first add its host name and IP address to your DNS server.

• The port number of theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance. By default, Citrix Hypervisor con‑
nects to Workload Balancing on port 8012.

Only edit the port numberwhen youhave changed it duringWorkloadBalancing Configuration.
The port number specified during Workload Balancing Configuration, in any firewall rules, and
in the Connect to WLB Server dialog must match.

• Credentials for the resource pool you want Workload Balancing to monitor.

• Credentials for theWorkload Balancing account you created duringWorkload Balancing config‑
uration.

This account is often knownas theWorkloadBalancing user account. Citrix Hypervisor uses this
account to communicate with Workload Balancing. You created this account on the Workload
Balancing virtual appliance during Workload Balancing Configuration

When you first connect to Workload Balancing, it uses the default thresholds and settings for balanc‑
ing workloads. Automatic features, such as automated optimizationmode, powermanagement, and
automation, are disabled by default.

Working with certificates

If you want to upload a different (trusted) certificate or configure certificate verification, note the fol‑
lowing before connecting your pool to Workload Balancing:

• If you want Citrix Hypervisor to verify the self‑signed Workload Balancing certificate, you must
use the Workload Balancing IP address to connect to Workload Balancing. The self‑signed cer‑
tificate is issued to Workload Balancing based on its IP address.
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• If you want to use a certificate from a certificate authority, it is easier to specify the FQDNwhen
connecting to Workload Balancing. However, you can specify a static IP address in the Con‑
nect to WLB Server dialog. Use this IP address as the Subject Alternative Name (SAN) in the
certificate.

For more information, see Certificates.

To connect your pool to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

1. In XenCenter, select your resource pool and in its Properties pane, click theWLB tab. TheWLB
tab displays the Connect button.

2. In theWLB tab, click Connect. The Connect to WLB Server dialog box appears.
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3. In the Server Address section, enter the following:

a) In the Address box, type the IP address or FQDN of the Workload Balancing virtual appli‑
ance. For example, WLB-appliance-computername.yourdomain.net.

b) (Optional) If you changed theWorkloadBalancing port duringWorkload Balancing Config‑
uration, enter the port number in the Port box. Citrix Hypervisor uses this port to commu‑
nicate with Workload Balancing.

By default, Citrix Hypervisor connects to Workload Balancing on port 8012.

4. In theWLB Server Credentials section, enter the user name and password that the pool uses
to connect to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

These credentials must be for the account you created during Workload Balancing configura‑
tion. By default, the user name for this account is wlbuser.
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5. In the Citrix Hypervisor Credentials section, enter the user name and password for the pool
youare configuring. WorkloadBalancinguses these credentials to connect to the servers in that
pool.

To use the credentials withwhich you are currently logged into Citrix Hypervisor, selectUse the
currentXenCenter credentials. If youhaveassigneda role to this accountusing the role‑based
access control (RBAC) feature, ensure that the role has sufficient permissions to configureWork‑
load Balancing. For more information, see Workload Balancing Access Control Permissions.

After connecting the pool to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, Workload Balancing automat‑
ically begins monitoring the pool with the default optimization settings. If you want to modify these
settings or change the priority given to resources, wait until the XenCenter Log shows that discovery
is finished before proceeding.

Important:

After Workload Balancing is running for a time, if you do not receive optimal recommendations,
evaluate your performance thresholds as described in Configure Workload Balancing behavior.
It is critical to set Workload Balancing to the correct thresholds for your environment or its rec‑
ommendations might not be appropriate.

Workload Balancing access control permissions

WhenRoleBasedAccessControl (RBAC) is implemented inyourenvironment, all user roles candisplay
theWLB tab. However, not all roles can perform all operations. The following table lists theminimum
role administrators require to use Workload Balancing features:

Permission Minimum Required Role

Configure, Initialize, Enable, Disable WLB Pool Operator

Apply WLB Optimization Recommendations in
WLB tab

Pool Operator

Modify WLB report subscriptions Pool Operator

Accept WLB Placement Recommendations VM Power Admin

Generate WLB Reports, including the Pool
Audit Trail report

Read Only
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Permission Minimum Required Role

Display WLB Configuration Read Only

The following table provides more details about permissions.

Permission Allows Assignee To

Configure, Initialize, Enable, Disable WLB Configure WLB

Initialize WLB and change WLB servers

Enable WLB

Disable WLB

Apply WLB Optimization Recommendations in
WLB tab

Apply any optimization recommendations that
appear in theWLB tab

Modify WLB report subscriptions Change the WLB report generated or its
recipient

Accept WLB Placement Recommendations Select one of the servers Workload Balancing
recommends for placement

Generate WLB Reports, including the Pool
Audit Trail report

View and run WLB reports, including the Pool
Audit Trail report

Display WLB Configuration ViewWLB settings for a pool as shown on the
WLB tab

If a user tries to use Workload Balancing and that user doesn’t have sufficient permissions, a role
elevation dialog appears. For more information about RBAC, see Role‑based access control.

Reconfigure a pool to use another Workload Balancing virtual appliance

You can reconfigure a resource pool to use a different Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

If you are moving from an older version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance to the latest ver‑
sion, before disconnecting your old virtual appliance, you can migrate its data to the new version of
the virtual appliance. For more information, see Migrate data from an existing virtual appliance.

After disconnecting a pool from the old Workload Balancing virtual appliance, you can connect the
pool by specifying the name of the newWorkload Balancing virtual appliance.

To use a different Workload Balancing virtual appliance:
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1. (Optional) Migrate data from an older version of the virtual appliance. For more information,
see Migrate data from an existing virtual appliance.

2. In XenCenter, from the Pool menu, select Disconnect Workload Balancing Server and click
Disconnectwhen prompted.

3. In theWLB tab, click Connect. The Connect to WLB Server dialog appears.

4. Connect to the new virtual appliance. For more information, see Connect to the Workload Bal‑
ancing virtual appliance

Change theWorkload Balancing credentials

After initial configuration, if you want to update the credentials Citrix Hypervisor and the Workload
Balancing appliance use to communicate, use the following process:

1. To pause Workload Balancing, go to theWLB tab and click Pause.

2. Change the Workload Balancing credentials by running the wlbconfig command. For more
information, see Workload Balancing Commands.

3. Re‑enable Workload Balancing and specify the new credentials.

4. After the progress bar completes, click Connect.

The Connect to WLB Server dialog box appears.

5. ClickUpdate Credentials.

6. In the Server Address section, modify the following settings as appropriate:

• In the Address box, type the IP address or FQDN of the Workload Balancing appliance.

• (Optional.) If you changed the port number duringWorkload Balancing Configuration, en‑
ter that port number. The port number you specify in this box and during Workload Bal‑
ancing Configuration is the port number Citrix Hypervisor uses to connect to Workload
Balancing.

By default, Citrix Hypervisor connects to Workload Balancing on port 8012.

Note:

Only edit this port number if you changed it when you ran the Workload Balancing
Configuration wizard. The port number value specified when you ran the Workload
Balancing Configuration wizard and the Connect to WLB Server dialog must match.

7. In the WLB Server Credentials section, enter the user name (for example, wlbuser) and
password the computers running Citrix Hypervisor uses to connect to the Workload Balancing
server.
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8. In the Citrix Hypervisor Credentials section, enter the user name and password for the pool
youare configuring (typically thepassword for thepoolmaster). WorkloadBalancinguses these
credentials to connect to the computers running Citrix Hypervisor in that pool.

9. In the Citrix Hypervisor Credentials section, enter the user name and password for the pool
you are configuring. Workload Balancing uses these credentials to connect to the computers
running Citrix Hypervisor in that pool.

To use the credentials withwhich you are currently logged into Citrix Hypervisor, selectUse the
current XenCenter credentials.

Change theWorkload Balancing IP address

To change the Workload Balancing IP address, do the following:

1. Stop the Workload Balancing services by running the service workloadbalancing stop
command on the virtual appliance.

2. Change the Workload Balancing IP address by running the ifconfig command on the virtual
appliance.

3. Re‑enable Workload Balancing and specify the new IP address.

4. Start theWorkload Balancing services by running the service workloadbalancing start
command on the virtual appliance.

Change theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance configuration

When you first install the Workload Balancing virtual appliance it has the following default configura‑
tion:

Configuration Value

Number of vCPUs 2

Memory (RAM) 2 GB

Disk space 30 GB

These values are suitable for most environments. If you are monitoring very large pools, you might
consider increasing these values.
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Change the number of vCPUs assigned to the virtual appliance

By default, the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is assigned 2 vCPUs. This value is sufficient for
pools hosting 1000 VMs. You do not usually need to increase it. Only decrease the number of vCPUs
assigned to the virtual appliance if you have a small environment.

This procedure explains how to change the number of vCPUs assigned to the Workload Balancing vir‑
tual appliance. Shut down the virtual appliance before performing these steps. Workload Balancing
is unavailable for approximately five minutes.

1. Shut down the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

2. In the XenCenter resource pane, select the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

3. In the virtual appliance General tab, click Properties. The Properties dialog opens.

4. In the CPU tab of the Properties dialog, edit the CPU settings to the required values.

5. ClickOK.

6. Start the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

The new vCPU settings take affect when the virtual appliance starts.

Resize the virtual appliancememory

By default, the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is assigned 2 GB of memory.

For large pools, set the Workload Balancing virtual appliance to consume the maximum amount of
memory you can make available to it (even up to 16 GB). Do not be concerned about high memory
utilization. High memory utilization is normal for the virtual appliance because the database always
consumes as muchmemory as it can obtain.

Note:

Dynamic Memory Control is not supported with theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance. Set a
fixed value for the maximummemory to assign to the virtual appliance.

This procedure explains how to resize thememory of theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance. Shut
down the virtual appliance before performing these steps. Workload Balancing is unavailable for ap‑
proximately five minutes.

1. Shut down the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

2. In the XenCenter resource pane, select the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

3. In the virtual applianceMemory tab, click Edit. TheMemory Settings dialog opens.

4. Edit the memory settings to the required values.

5. ClickOK.
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6. Start the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

The newmemory settings take affect when the virtual appliance starts.

Extend the virtual appliance disk
Warning:

You can only extend the available disk space in versions 8.3.0 and later as LVM is not supported
before 8.3.0.

Workload Balancing does not support decreasing the available disk space.

By default, the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is assigned 30 GB of disk space.

The greater the number of VMs theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance ismonitoring, themore disk
space it consumes per day.

You can estimate the amount of disk size that the virtual appliance needs by using the following for‑
mula:

1 Total estimated disk size = ( ( number of days * average disk usage ) +
base disk usage ) * grooming multiplier

• number of days is the number of days of data to retain

• average disk usage depends on the number of VMs being monitored. The following values give
an approximation for certain numbers of VMs:

– For 200 VMs ‑ 0.246 GB/day
– For 400 VMs ‑ 0.505 GB/day
– For 600 VMs ‑ 0.724 GB/day
– For 800 VMs ‑ 0.887 GB/day

• base disk usage is 2.4 GB

• grooming multiplier is 1.25. This multiplier accounts for the amount of disk space required by
grooming. It assumes that grooming requires an additional 25% of the total calculated disk
space.

For versions 8.2.2 and earlier

This procedure explains how to extend the virtual disk of theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance for
Workload Balancing versions 8.2.2 and earlier.

Warning:

We recommend taking a snapshot of your data before performing this procedure. Incorrectly
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performing these steps can result in corrupting the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

1. Shut down the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

2. In the XenCenter resource pane, select the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

3. Click the Storage tab.

4. Select the vdi_xvda disk, and click the Properties button.

5. In the vdi_xvda Properties dialog, select Size and Location.

6. Increase the disk size as needed, and clickOK.

7. Start the Workload Balancing virtual appliance and log in to it.

8. Run the following command on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance:

1 resize2fs /dev/xvda
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

9. Run the df –h command to confirm the new disk size.

Installing resize2fs

If the resize2fs tool is not installed on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, you can install it
by using the following steps.

If you are connected to the internet, run the following command on the Workload Balancing virtual
appliance:

1 yum install -y --enablerepo=base,updates --disablerepo=citrix-*
e2fsprogs

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If there is no internet access:

1. Download the following from https://centos.pkgs.org/7/centos‑x86_64/.

• libss-1.42.9-7.el7.i686.rpm
• e2fsprogs-libs-1.42.9-7.el7.x86_64.rpm
• e2fsprogs-1.42.9-7.el7.x86_64.rpm

2. Upload them to Workload Balancing VM using SCP or any other suitable tool.

3. Run the following command fromWorkload Balancing virtual appliance:

1 rpm -ivh libss-*.rpm e2fsprogs-*.rpm
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The tool resize2fs is now installed.
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For versions 8.3.0 and later

This procedure explains how to extend the virtual disk of theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance for
Workload Balancing versions 8.3.0 and later, using Linux Volume Manager (LVM).

Warning:

This proceduremust only be followedbyExperienced Linux SystemAdministrators as incorrectly
performing these steps can result in corrupting the Workload Balancing virtual appliance. Citrix
cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use of the Registry Editor can be
solved. Be sure to back up the registry before you edit it and shut down the virtual appliance be‑
fore performing these steps. Workload Balancing is unavailable for approximately five minutes.

To create new partitions, manipulate Physical Volumes and change your Filesystem size, perform the
following actions while logged in as a Super User (root):

1. View the current partitions:

1 fdisk -l
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

  The default partitions might look like this:

2. View the disk partition style:

1 parted <disk>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, to view the partition style of /dev/xvda:

1 parted /dev/xvda
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Enter p.
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If the following error messages occur, enter Fix to resolve each one:

• “Error: The backupGPT table is not at the end of the disk, as it should be. Thismightmean
that another operating system believes the disk is smaller. Fix, by moving the backup to
the end (and removing the old backup)?”

• “Warning: Not all of the space available to <disk> appears to be used, you can fix the GPT
To use all of the space (an extra <block number> blocks) or continue with the current
setting?”

4. Enter q and press Enter to exit parted.

5. Edit the partitions:

1 fdisk <disk>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, to edit the partitions in Workload Balancing appliances:

1 fdisk /dev/xvda
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Type n and press Enter to create a new partition, type p and press Enter to make it a primary
partition, and press Enter to use the default which is the next available partition (in this case,
as stated above, it’ll be partition number 3).

Note:

If no additional space has been allocated yet, you will see a message indicating that there
are no free sectors available. Type q and press Enter to quit fdisk. Allocate the desired
space via XenCenter first and then come back to this step.

7. Press Enter twice to use the default first and last sectors of the available partition (or manually
indicate the desired sectors). Type t to specify a partition type, choose the desired partition (in
this case 3), type 8e, and press Enter to make it an LVM type partition.

Example output:
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8. Type p and press Enter to print the details of the partition. The output should look similar to
the one below (note that the start and end blocks values might vary depending on the amount
of space you’ve allocated):

9. If something is incorrect, type q and press Enter to exit without saving and to prevent your
existing partitions frombeing affected. Start again from step 1. Otherwise, if all lookswell, type
w and press Enter instead in order to write the changes.

After writing these changes, you might get a warning indicating that the device was busy and
the kernel is still using the old table. If that’s the case, run this command which will refresh the
partition table, before proceeding with the next step: partprobe.

Make sure thenewdevicepartition (in this case/dev/xvda4) is listednow. Todoso, run: fdisk
-l.

The newly created device should be listed now:
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10. If the output looks correct, create a Physical Volume:

1 pvcreate <new partition>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 pvcreate /dev/xvda4
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

11. Check that the Physical Volume created above is now listed:

1 pvs
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

  In this example, the additional space added was 12G. Example output:

12. Based on the output of the previous command, the Volume Group named centos must be ex‑
tended:

1 vgextend <volume group> <new partition>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 vgextend centos /dev/xvda4
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

13. Check the current Volume Groups:

1 vgs
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

14. Run the following command:

1 pvscan
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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This should show /dev/xvda4 as part of the centos Volume group. Example output:

15. If the information shown in the previous steps looks correct, run this command to see the Logic
Volume path for the Logical Volume to be extended:

1 lvdisplay
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

  In this example, the path is /dev/centos/root:

16. Run the following command to view the free PE/size (this tells you the exact value to use when
extending the partition):

1 vgdisplay
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Example output:
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17. Using the free PE/size value and the Logic Volume path outputted in step 11, extend the Logic
Volume:

1 lvextend -l +100%FREE /dev/centos/root
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If this executes successfully, extend the filesystem:

1 resize2fs /dev/centos/root
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Example output:

18. Verify that the filesystem size shows as expected:

1 df -h /*
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you’re seeing theexpectednumbers, youhave successfully allocated thedesired spaceandcorrectly
extended the partition. For further assistance, please contact Citrix Support.

StopWorkload Balancing

Because Workload Balancing is configured at the pool level, when you want it to stop managing a
pool, youmust do one of the following:

Pause Workload Balancing. Pausing Workload Balancing stops XenCenter from displaying recom‑
mendations for the specified resource pool and managing the pool. Pausing is designed for a short
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period and lets you resume monitoring without having to reconfigure. When you pause Workload
Balancing, data collection stops for that resource pool until you enable Workload Balancing again.

1. In XenCenter, select the resource pool for which you want to disable Workload Balancing.

2. In theWLB tab, click Pause. A message appears on theWLB tab indicating that Workload Bal‑
ancing is paused.

Tip:

To resumemonitoring, click the Resume button in theWLB tab.

Disconnect the pool fromWorkloadBalancing. Disconnecting from theWorkload Balancing virtual
appliance breaks the connection between the pool and if possible, deletes the pool data from the
Workload Balancing database. When you disconnect from Workload Balancing, Workload Balancing
stops collecting data on the pool.

1. In XenCenter, select the resource pool on which you want to stop Workload Balancing.

2. From the Infrastructuremenu, select Disconnect Workload Balancing Server. The Discon‑
nect Workload Balancing server dialog box appears.

3. Click Disconnect to stop Workload Balancing frommonitoring the pool permanently.

Tip:

If you disconnected the pool from the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, to re‑enable Work‑
load Balancing on that pool, you must reconnect to a Workload Balancing appliance. For infor‑
mation, see the Connect to the Workload Balancing Virtual Appliance.

Enter maintenancemodewith Workload Balancing enabled

WithWorkloadBalancingenabled, if youputa server inmaintenancemode, CitrixHypervisormigrates
the VMs running on that server to their optimal servers when available. Citrix Hypervisor uses Work‑
load Balancing recommendations that are based on performance data, your placement strategy, and
performance thresholds to select the optimal server.

If an optimal server is not available, the words Click here to suspend the VM appear in the Enter
MaintenanceModewizard. In this case, because there is not a server with sufficient resources to run
the VM, Workload Balancing does not recommend a placement. You can either suspend this VM or
exit maintenance mode and suspend a VM on another server in the same pool. Then, if you reenter
the Enter Maintenance Mode dialog box, Workload Balancing might be able to list a server that is a
suitable candidate for migration.

Note:

When you take a server off‑line for maintenance and Workload Balancing is enabled, the words
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“Workload Balancing” appear in the Enter Maintenance Modewizard.

To enter maintenancemodewith Workload Balancing enabled:

1. In the Resources pane of XenCenter, select the physical server that you want to take off‑line.

2. From the Servermenu, select Enter Maintenance Mode.

3. In the Enter Maintenance Modewizard, click Enter maintenancemode.

The VMs running on the server are automatically migrated to the optimal server based on the
Workload Balancing performance data, your placement strategy, and performance thresholds.

To take the server out of maintenancemode:

1. Right‑click the server and select Exit Maintenance Mode.

When you remove a server from maintenance mode, Citrix Hypervisor automatically restores
that server’s original VMs to that server.

Remove theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance

To remove theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance, we recommend you use the standard procedure
to delete VMs from XenCenter.

When you delete the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, the PostgreSQL database containing the
Workload Balancing is deleted. To save this data, youmust migrate it from the database before delet‑
ing the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

Manage theWorkload Balancing database

TheWorkload Balancing database is a PostgreSQL database. PostgreSQL is an open‑source relational
database. You can find documentation for PostgreSQL by searching the web.

The following information is intended for database administrators and advanced users of PostgreSQL
who are comfortablewith database administration tasks. If you are not experiencedwith PostgreSQL,
we recommend that youbecome familiarwith it before you attempt the database tasks in the sections
that follow.

By default, the PostgreSQL user name is postgres. You set the password for this account during
Workload Balancing configuration.

The amount of historical data you can store is based on the size of the virtual disk allocated to Work‑
load Balancing and the minimum required space. By default, the size of the virtual disk allocated
to Workload Balancing is 30 GB. In terms of managing the database, you can control the space that
database data consumes by configuring database grooming. For more information, see Database
grooming parameters.
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To store a lot of historical data, for example if you want to enable the Pool Audit trail Report, you can
do either of the following:

• Make the virtual disk size assigned to theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance larger. To do so,
import the virtual appliance, and increase the size of the virtual disk by following the steps in
Extend the virtual appliance disk.

• Create periodic duplicate backup copies of the data by enabling remote client access to the
database and using a third‑party database administration tool.

Access the database

The Workload Balancing virtual appliance has firewall configured in it. Before you can access the
database, youmust add the postgresQL server port to the iptables.

1. From the Workload Balancing virtual appliance console, run the following command:

1 iptables -A INPUT -i eth0 -p tcp -m tcp --dport 5432 -m \
2 state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. (Optional) To make this configuration persist after the virtual appliance is rebooted, run the
following command:

1 iptables-save > /etc/sysconfig/potables
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Control database grooming

The Workload Balancing database automatically deletes the oldest data whenever the virtual appli‑
ance reaches theminimumamount of disk space thatWorkloadBalancing requires to run. By default,
the minimum amount of required disk space is set to 1,024 MB.

The Workload Balancing database grooming options are controlled through the file wlb.conf.

When there is not enough disk space left on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, Workload Bal‑
ancing automatically starts grooming historical data. The process is as follows:

1. At a predefined grooming interval, the Workload Balancing data collector checks if
grooming is required. Grooming is required if the database data has grown to the point
where the only space that remains unused is the minimum required disk space. Use
GroomingRequiredMinimumDiskSizeInMB to set the minimum required disk space.

You can change the grooming interval if desired using GroomingIntervalInHour. However,
by default Workload Balancing checks to see if grooming is required once per hour.
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2. If grooming is required, Workload Balancing begins by grooming the data from the oldest day.
Workload Balancing then checks to see if there is now enough disk space for it tomeet themin‑
imum disk‑space requirement.

3. If the first grooming did not free enoughdisk space, thenWorkloadBalancing repeats grooming
up to GroomingRetryCounter times without waiting for GroomingIntervalInHour hour.

4. If the first or repeated grooming freed enough disk space, then Workload Balancing waits for
GroomingIntervalInHour hour and returns to Step 1.

5. If the grooming initiated by the GroomingRetryCounter did not free enough disk space, then
Workload Balancing waits for GroomingIntervalInHour hour and returns to Step 1.

Database grooming parameters

There are five parameters in the wlb.conf file that control various aspects of database grooming.
They are as follows:

• GroomingIntervalInHour. Controls howmanyhours elapsebefore thenext grooming check
is done. For example, if you enter 1, Workload Balancing checks the disk space hourly. If you
enter 2, Workload Balancing checks disk space every two hours to determine if groomingmust
occur.

• GroomingRetryCounter. Controls the number of times Workload balancing tries rerunning
the grooming database query.

• GroomingDBDataTrimDays. Controls the number of days worth of data Workload Balancing
deletes from the database each time it tries to groom data. The default value is one day.

• GroomingDBTimeoutInMinute. Controls the number ofminutes that the database grooming
takes before it times out and is canceled. If the grooming query takes longer than is expected
and does not finish running within the timeout period, the grooming task is canceled. The de‑
fault value is 0 minutes, which means that database grooming never times out.

• GroomingRequiredMinimumDiskSizeInMB. Controls the minimum amount of free space
left in the virtual disk assigned to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance. When the data
in the virtual disk grows until there is only minimum disk size left on the virtual disk, Workload
Balancing triggers database grooming. The default value is 2,048 MB.

To edit these values, see Edit the Workload Balancing configuration file.

Change the database password

We recommend using the wlbconfig command to change the database password. For more infor‑
mation, see Modify the Workload Balancing configuration options. Do not change the password by
modifying the wlb.conf file.
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Archive database data

To avoid having older historical data deleted, you can, optionally, copy data from the database for
archiving. To do so, youmust perform the following tasks:

1. Enable client authentication on the database.

2. Set up archiving using the PostgreSQL database administration tool of your choice.

Enable client authentication to the database

While you can connect directly to the database through theWorkload Balancing console, you can also
use a PostgreSQL database management tool. After downloading a database management tool, in‑
stall it on the system from which you want to connect to the database. For example, you can install
the tool on the same laptop where you run XenCenter.

Before you can enable remote client authentication to the database, youmust:

1. Modify the database configuration files, including pg_hba.conf file and the postgresql.conf, to
allow connections.

2. Stop the Workload Balancing services, restart the database, and then restart the Workload Bal‑
ancing services.

3. In the database management tool, configure the IP address of the database (that is, the IP ad‑
dress of the Workload Balancing VPX) and the database password.

Modify the database configuration files

To enable client authentication on the database, youmustmodify the following files on theWorkload
Balancing virtual appliance: the pg_hba.conf file and the postgresql.conf file.

To edit the pg_hba.conf file:

1. Modify the pg_hba.conf file. From the Workload Balancing virtual appliance console, open
the pg_hba.conf file with an editor, such as VI. For example:

1 vi /var/lib/pgsql/9.0/data/pg_hba.conf
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. If your network uses IPv4, add the IP address from the connecting computer to this file. For
example:

In the configuration section, enter the following under ##IPv4 local connections:

• TYPE: host
• DATABASE: all
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• USER: all
• CIDR‑ADDRESS: 0.0.0.0/0
• METHOD: trust

3. Enter your IP address in the CIDR-ADDRESS field.

Note:

Insteadof entering 0.0.0.0/0, you can enter your IP address and replace the last three digits
with0/24. The trailing “24”after the /defines the subnetmaskandonly allowsconnections
from IP addresses within that subnet mask.

When you enter trust for the Method field, it enables the connection to authenticate without
requiring a password. If you enter password for the Method field, youmust supply a password
when connecting to the database.

4. If your network uses IPv6, add the IP address from the connecting computer to this file. For
example:

Enter the following under ##IPv6 local connections:

• TYPE: host
• DATABASE: all
• USER: all
• CIDR‑ADDRESS: ::0/0
• METHOD: trust

Enter the IPv6 addresses in the CIDR-ADDRESS field. In this example, the ::0/0 opens the
database up to connections from any IPv6 addresses.

5. Save the file and quit the editor.

6. Afterchanginganydatabaseconfigurations, youmust restart thedatabase toapply thechanges.
Run the following command:

1 service postgresql-9.0 restart
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To edit the postgresql.conf file:

1. Modify the postgresql.conf file. From the Workload Balancing virtual appliance console,
open the postgresql.conf file with an editor, such as VI. For example:

1 vi /var/lib/pgsql/9.0/data/postgresql.conf
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Edit the file so that it listens on any port and not just the local host. For example:

a) Find the following line:
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1 # listen_addresses='localhost'
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

b) Remove the comment symbol (##) and edit the line to read as follows:

1 listen_addresses='*'
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Save the file and quit the editor.

4. Afterchanginganydatabaseconfigurations, youmust restart thedatabase toapply thechanges.
Run the following command:

1 service postgresql-9.0 restart
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change the databasemaintenance window

Workload Balancing automatically performs routine database maintenance daily at 12:05AM GMT
(00:05), by default. During this maintenance window, data collection occurs but the recording of data
might be delayed. However, the Workload Balancing user interface controls are available during this
period and Workload Balancing still makes optimization recommendations.

Note:

To avoid a loss of Workload Balancing:

• During the maintenance window, the Workload Balancing server restarts. Ensure that you
do not restart your VMs at the same time.

• At other times, when restarting all VMs in your pool, do not restart the Workload Balancing
server.

Database maintenance includes releasing allocated unused disk space and reindexing the database.
Maintenance lasts for approximately 6 to 8 minutes. In larger pools, maintenance might last longer,
depending on how long Workload Balancing takes to perform discovery.

Depending on your time zone, you might want to change the time when maintenance occurs. For
example, in the Japan Standard Time (JST) time zone, Workload Balancing maintenance occurs at
9:05 AM (09:05), which can conflict with peak usage in some organizations. If you want to specify a
seasonal time change, such as Daylight Saving Time or summer time, youmust build the change into
value you enter.

To change themaintenance time:

1. In the Workload Balancing console, run the following command from any directory:
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1 crontab -e
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Workload Balancing displays the following:

1 05 0 * * * /opt/vpx/wlb/wlbmaintenance.sh
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The value 05 0 represents the default time for Workload Balancing to perform maintenance
in minutes (05) and then hours (0). (The asterisks represent the day, month, and year the job
runs: Do not edit these fields.) The entry 05 0 indicates that database maintenance occurs
at 12:05 AM, or 00:05, Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) every night. This setting means that if you
live in New York, the maintenance runs at 7:05 PM (19:05) during winter months and 8:05 PM in
summer months.

Important:

Do not edit the day, month, and year the job runs (as represented by asterisks). Database
maintenance must run daily.

2. Enter the time at which you want maintenance to occur in GMT.

3. Save the file and quit the editor.

Customize Workload Balancing

Workload Balancing provides several methods of customization:

• Command lines for scripting. For more information, see Workload Balancing commands.

• Host Power On scripting support. You can also customize Workload Balancing (indirectly)
through the Host Power On scripting. For more information, see Hosts and resource pools.

UpgradeWorkload Balancing

OnlineupgradingofWorkloadBalancinghasbeendeprecated for security reasons. Customers cannot
upgrade by using the yum repo anymore. Customers can upgrade Workload Balancing to the latest
version by importing the latest Workload Balancing virtual appliance downloadable at https://www.
citrix.com/downloads/citrix‑hypervisor/product‑software/.

Workload Balancing commands

This section provides a reference for theWorkload Balancing commands. You can perform these com‑
mands from the Citrix Hypervisor server or console to control Workload Balancing or configure Work‑
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load Balancing settings on the Citrix Hypervisor server. This appendix includes xe commands and
service commands.

Run the following service commands on theWorkload Balancing appliance. To do so, youmust log in
to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

Log in to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

Before you can run any service commands or edit the wlb.conf file, youmust log in to theWorkload
Balancing virtual appliance. To do so, youmust enter a user name and password. Unless you created
extra user accounts on the virtual appliance, log in using the root user account. You specified this
account when you ran Workload Balancing Configuration wizard (before you connected your pool to
WorkloadBalancing). You can, optionally, use theConsole tab in XenCenter to log in to the appliance.

To log in to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance:

1. At the login prompt, enter the account user name.

2. At the Password prompt, enter the password for the account:

Note:

To log off from the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, simply type logout at the com‑
mand prompt.

wlb restart

Run the wlb restart command from anywhere in the Workload Balancing appliance to stop and
then restart the Workload Balancing Data Collection, Web Service, and Data Analysis services.

wlb start

Run the wlb start command fromanywhere in theWorkload Balancing appliance to start theWork‑
load Balancing Data Collection, Web Service, and Data Analysis services.

wlb stop

Run the wlb stop command from anywhere in the Workload Balancing appliance to stop the Work‑
load Balancing Data Collection, Web Service, and Data Analysis services.

wlb status

Run the wlb status command from anywhere in the Workload Balancing appliance to determine
the status of the Workload Balancing server. After you run this command, the status of the three
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Workload Balancing services (the Web Service, Data Collection Service, and Data Analysis Service)
is displayed.

Modify the Workload Balancing configuration options

Many Workload Balancing configurations, such as the database and web‑service configuration op‑
tions, are stored in the wlb.conf file. The wlb.conf file is a configuration file on the Workload Bal‑
ancing virtual appliance.

To modify the most commonly used options, use the command wlb config. Running the wlb
config command on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance lets you rename the Workload Bal‑
ancing user account, change its password, or change the PostgreSQL password. After you run this
command, the Workload Balancing services are restarted.

Run the following command on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance:

1 wlb config
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The screendisplays a series of questions guiding you through changing yourWorkloadBalancing user
name and password and the PostgreSQL password. Follow the questions on the screen to change
these items.

Important:

Double‑check any values you enter in the wlb.conf file: Workload Balancing does not validate
values in thewlb.conf file. Therefore, if the configurationparameters you specify are notwithin
the required range, Workload Balancing does not generate an error log.

Edit the Workload Balancing configuration file

You can modify Workload Balancing configuration options by editing the wlb.conf file, which is
stored in /opt/vpx/wlb directory on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance. In general, only
change the settings in this file with guidance from Citrix. However, there are three categories of set‑
tings you can change if desired:

• Workload Balancing account name and password. It is easier to modify these credentials by
running the wlb config command.

• Database password. This value can be modified using the wlb.conf file. However, Citrix rec‑
ommends modifying it through the wlb config command since this command modifies the
wlb.conf file and automatically updates the password in the database. If you choose to modify
the wlb.conf file instead, youmust run a query to update the database with the new password.
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• Database grooming parameters. You canmodify database grooming parameters, such as the
database grooming interval, using this file by following the instructions in the database man‑
agement section. However, if you do so, Citrix recommends using caution.

For all other settings in the wlb.conf file, Citrix currently recommends leaving them at their default,
unless Citrix instructed you to modify them.

To edit the wlb.conf file:

1. Run the following from the command prompt on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance (us‑
ing VI as an example):

1 vi /opt/vpx/wlb/wlb.conf
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The screen displays several different sections of configuration options.

2. Modify the configuration options, and exit the editor.

You do not need to restart Workload Balancing services after editing the wlb.conf file. The changes
go into effect immediately after exiting the editor.

Important:

Double‑check any values you enter in the wlb.conf file: Workload Balancing does not validate
values in thewlb.conf file. Therefore, if the configurationparameters you specify are notwithin
the required range, Workload Balancing does not generate an error log.

Increase the detail in the Workload Balancing log

The Workload Balancing log provides a list of events on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance,
including actions for the analysis engine, database, andaudit log. This log file is found in this location:
/var/log/wlb/LogFile.log.

You can, if desired, increase the level of detail the Workload Balancing log provides. To do so, modify
the Trace flags section of theWorkload Balancing configuration file (wlb.conf), which is found in
the following location: /opt/vpx/wlb/wlb.conf. Enter a 1 or true to enable logging for a specific
trace and a 0 or false to disable logging. For example, to enable logging for the Analysis Engine trace,
enter:

1 AnalEngTrace=1
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Youmightwant to increase loggingdetail before reportingan issue toCitrix Technical Supportorwhen
troubleshooting.
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Logging Option Trace Flag Benefit or Purpose

Analysis Engine Trace AnalEngTrace Logs details of the analysis
engine calculations. Shows
details of the decisions the
analysis engine is making and
potentially gain insight into
the reasons Workload
Balancing is not making
recommendations.

Database Trace DatabaseTrace Logs details about database
reads/writes. However,
leaving this trace on increases
the log file size quickly.

Data Collection Trace DataCollectionTrace Logs the actions of retrieving
metrics. This value lets you
see the metrics Workload
Balancing is retrieving and
inserting into the Workload
Balancing data store.
However, leaving this trace on
increases the log file size
quickly.

Data Compaction Trace DataCompactionTrace Logs details about howmany
milliseconds it took to
compact the metric data.

Data Event Trace DataEventTrace This trace provides details
about events Workload
Balancing catches from Citrix
Hypervisor.

Data Grooming Trace DataGroomingTrace This trace provides details
about the database
grooming.

Data Metrics Trace DataMetricsTrace Logs details about the parsing
of metric data. Leaving this
trace on increases the log‑file
size quickly.
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Logging Option Trace Flag Benefit or Purpose

Queue Management Trace QueueManagementTrace Logs details about data
collection queue
management processing.
(This option is for internal
use.)

Data Save Trace DataSaveTrace Logs details about the pool
being saved to the database.

Score server Trace ScoreHostTrace Logs details about how
Workload Balancing is
arriving at a score for a host.
This trace shows the detailed
scores generated byWorkload
Balancing when it calculates
the star ratings for selecting
optimal servers for VM
placement.

Audit Log Trace AuditLogTrace Shows the action of the audit
log data being captured and
written. (This option is only
for internal use and does not
provide information that is
captured in the audit log.)
However, leaving this trace on
increases the log file size
quickly.

Scheduled Task Trace ScheduledTaskTrace Logs details about scheduled
tasks. For example, if your
scheduled mode changes are
not working, youmight want
to enable this trace to
investigate the cause.

Web Service Trace WlbWebServiceTrace Logs details about the
communication with the
web‑service interface.
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Certificates for Workload Balancing

January 9, 2023

CitrixHypervisor andWorkloadBalancing communicateoverHTTPS.DuringWorkloadBalancingCon‑
figuration, the wizard automatically creates a self‑signed test certificate. This self‑signed test certifi‑
cate lets Workload Balancing establish a TLS connection to Citrix Hypervisor. By default, Workload
Balancing creates this TLS connection with Citrix Hypervisor automatically. You do not need to per‑
form any certificate configurations during or after configuration for Workload Balancing to create this
TLS connection.

Note:

The self‑signed certificate is a placeholder to facilitate HTTPS communication and is not from a
trusted certificate authority. For added security, we recommend using a certificate signed from
a trusted certificate authority.

To use a certificate from another certificate authority, such as a signed one from a commercial author‑
ity, youmust configure Workload Balancing and Citrix Hypervisor to use it.

By default, Citrix Hypervisor does not validate the identity of the certificate before it establishes con‑
nection toWorkloadBalancing. ToconfigureCitrixHypervisor to check for a specific certificate, export
the root certificate that was used to sign the certificate. Copy the certificate to Citrix Hypervisor and
configure Citrix Hypervisor to check for it when a connection to Workload Balancing is made. Citrix
Hypervisor acts as the client in this scenario and Workload Balancing acts as the server.

Depending on your security goals, you can either:

• Configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify the self‑signed certificate.

• Configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify a certificate‑authority certificate.

Note:

Certificate verification is a security measure designed to prevent unwanted connections. Work‑
load Balancing certificates must meet strict requirements or the certificate verification doesn’t
succeed. When certificate verification fails, Citrix Hypervisor doesn’t allow the connection.

For certificate verification to succeed, you must store the certificates in the specific locations in
which Citrix Hypervisor expects to find the certificates.
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Configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify the self‑signed certificate

You can configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify that the Citrix Workload Balancing self‑signed certificate
is authentic before Citrix Hypervisor permits Workload Balancing to connect.

Important:

To verify the Citrix Workload Balancing self‑signed certificate, you must connect to Workload
Balancing using its host name. To find the Workload Balancing host name, run the hostname
command on the virtual appliance.

To configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify the self‑signed certificate, complete the following steps:

1. Copy the self‑signed certificate from the Workload Balancing virtual appliance to the pool
master. The Citrix Workload Balancing self‑signed certificate is stored at /etc/ssl/certs/
server.pem. Run the following command on the pool master:

1 scp root@<wlb-ip>:/etc/ssl/certs/server.pem .
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. If you receive a message stating that the authenticity of wlb-ip cannot be established, type
yes to continue.

3. Enter Workload Balancing virtual appliance root password when prompted. The certificate is
copied to the current directory.

4. Install the certificate. Run the following command in the directory where you copied the certifi‑
cate:

1 xe pool-certificate-install filename=server.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Verify the certificatewas installed correctly by running the following commandon the poolmas‑
ter:

1 xe pool-certificate-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you installed the certificate correctly, the output of this command includes the exported root
certificate. Running this command lists all installed TLS certificates, including the certificate
you installed.

6. To synchronize the certificate from the master to all servers in the pool, running the following
command on the pool master:

1 xe pool-certificate-sync
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Running the pool-certificate-sync command on the master synchronizes the certificate
and certificate revocation lists on all the pool servers with the master. This action ensures all
servers in the pool use the same certificates.

There is no output from this command. However, the next step does notwork if this one did not
work successfully.

7. Instruct Citrix Hypervisor to verify the certificate before connecting to the Workload Balancing
virtual appliance. Run the following command on the pool master:

1 xe pool-param-set wlb-verify-cert=true uuid=uuid_of_pool
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tip:

Pressing the Tab key automatically populates the UUID of the pool.

8. (Optional) To verify this procedure worked successfully, perform the following steps:

a) To test if the certificate synchronized to the other servers in the pool, run the pool-
certificate-list command on those servers.

b) To test if Citrix Hypervisor was set to verify the certificate, run the pool-param-get com‑
mand with the param-name=wlb‑verify‑cert parameter. For example:

1 xe pool-param-get param-name=wlb-verify-cert uuid=uuid_of_pool
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify a certificate‑authority certificate

You can configure Citrix Hypervisor to verify a certificate signed by a trusted certificate authority.

For trusted authority certificates, Citrix Hypervisor requires an exported certificate or certificate chain
(the intermediate and root certificates) in .pem format that contains the public key.

If you want Workload Balancing to use a trusted authority certificate, do the following tasks:

1. Obtain a signed certificate from the certificate authority.

2. Specify and apply the new certificate.

3. Import the certificate chain into the pool.

Before beginning these tasks, ensure:

• You know the IP address for the Citrix Hypervisor pool master.

• Citrix Hypervisor can resolve the Workload Balancing host name. (For example, you can try
pinging the Workload Balancing FQDN from the Citrix Hypervisor console for the pool master.)
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Obtain a signed certificate from the certificate authority

To obtain a certificate from a certificate authority, you must generate a Certificate Signing Request
(CSR). On the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, create a private key and use that private key to
generate the CSR.

Guidelines for specifying the Common Name

The CommonName (CN) you specify when creating a CSRmust exactlymatch the FQDN of yourWork‑
load Balancing virtual appliance. It must also match the FQDN or IP address you specified in the Ad‑
dress box in the Connect to WLB Server dialog box.

To ensure the namematches, specify the Common Name using one of these guidelines:

• Specify the same information for the certificate’s Common Name as you specified in the Con‑
nect to WLB Server dialog.

For example, if your Workload Balancing virtual appliance is named wlb-vpx.yourdomain,
specify wlb-vpx.yourdomain in the Connect to WLB Server dialog and provide wlb-vpx.
yourdomain as the Common Name when creating the CSR.

• If you connected your pool toWorkload Balancing by IP address, use the FQDN as the Common
Name and the IP address as a Subject Alternative Name (SAN). However, this approach might
not work in all situations.

Create a private key file

On the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, complete the following steps:

1. Create a private key file:

1 openssl genrsa -des3 -out privatekey.pem 2048
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Remove the password:

1 openssl rsa -in privatekey.pem -out privatekey.nop.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

If you enter the password incorrectly or inconsistently, you might receive some messages indi‑
cating that there is a user interface error. You can ignore the message and rerun the command
to create the private key file.
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Generate the Certificate Signing Request

On the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, complete the following steps:

1. Create the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) using the private key:

1 openssl req -new -key privatekey.nop.pem -out csr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Follow the prompts to provide the information necessary to generate the CSR:

Country Name. Enter the TLS Certificate country codes for your country. For example, CA for
Canada or JM for Jamaica. You can find a list of TLS Certificate country codes on the web.

State or Province Name (full name). Enter the state or provincewhere the pool is located. For
example, Massachusetts or Alberta.

Locality Name. The name of the city where the pool is located.

Organization Name. The name of your company or organization.

Organizational Unit Name. Enter the department name. This field is optional.

CommonName. Enter the FQDNof yourWorkloadBalancing server. This valuemustmatch the
name the pool uses to connect to Workload Balancing. For more information, see Guidelines
for specifying the Common Name.

Email Address. This email address is included in the certificate when you generate it.

3. Provide optional attributes or click Enter to skip providing this information.

The CSR request is saved in the current directory and is named csr.

4. Display the CSR in the console window by running the following commands in the Workload
Balancing appliance console:

1 cat csr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Copy the entire CSR and use it to request the certificate from the certificate authority.

Specify and apply the new certificate

Use this procedure to specify Workload Balancing use a certificate from a certificate authority. This
procedure installs the root and (if available) intermediate certificates.

To specify a new certificate, complete the following steps:

1. Download the signed certificate, root certificate and, if the certificate authority has one, the
intermediate certificate from the certificate authority.
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2. If you didn’t download the certificates directly to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance,
copy them across by using one of the following methods:

• From aWindows computer, use WinSCP or another copying utility.

For the host name, you can enter the IP address and leave the port at the default. The user
name and password are typically root and whatever password you set during configura‑
tion.

• From a Linux computer to theWorkload Balancing appliance, use SCP or another copying
utility. For example:

1 scp root_ca.pem root@wlb-ip:/path_on_your_WLB
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. On the Workload Balancing virtual appliance, merge the contents of all the certificates (root
certificate, intermediate certificate ‑ if it exists, and signed certificate) into one file. You can use
the following command:

1 cat signed_cert.pem intermediate_ca.pem root_ca.pem > server.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Rename the existing certificate and key by using the move command:

1 mv /etc/ssl/certs/server.pem /etc/ssl/certs/server.pem_orig
2 mv /etc/ssl/certs/server.key /etc/ssl/certs/server.key_orig
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Copy the merged certificate:

1 mv server.pem /etc/ssl/certs/server.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Copy the private key created previously:

1 mv privatekey.nop.pem /etc/ssl/certs/server.key
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

7. Make the private key readable only by root. Use the chmod command to fix permissions.

1 chmod 600 /etc/ssl/certs/server.key
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

8. Restart stunnel:

1 killall stunnel
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2 stunnel
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Import the certificate chain into the pool

After you obtain the certificates, import themonto the Citrix Hypervisor poolmaster. Synchronize the
servers in the pool to use those certificates. Then you can configure Citrix Hypervisor to check the
certificate identity and validity each time Workload Balancing connects to a server.

1. Copy the signed certificate, root certificate and, if the certificate authority has one, the interme‑
diate certificate from the certificate authority onto the Citrix Hypervisor pool master.

2. Install the root certificate on the pool master:

1 xe pool-certificate-install filename=root_ca.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. If applicable, install the intermediate certificate on the pool master:

1 xe pool-certificate-install filename=intermediate_ca.pem
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Verify both the certificates installed correctly by running this command on the pool master:

1 xe pool-certificate-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Running this command lists all installedTLS certificates. If the certificates installed successfully,
they appear in this list.

5. Synchronize the certificate on the pool master to all servers in the pool:

1 xe pool-certificate-sync
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Running the pool-certificate-sync command on themaster synchronizes the certificates
and certificate revocation lists on all the pool servers with the pool master. This action ensures
all servers in the pool use the same certificates.

6. Instruct Citrix Hypervisor to verify a certificate before connecting to the Workload Balancing
virtual appliance. Run the following command on the pool master:

1 xe pool-param-set wlb-verify-cert=true uuid=uuid_of_pool
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Tip:

Pressing the Tab key automatically populates the UUID of the pool.

7. If you specified an IP address in the Connect to WLB dialog before you enabled certificate veri‑
fication, youmight be prompted to reconnect the pool to Workload Balancing.

Specify the FQDN for the Workload Balancing appliance in Address in the Connect toWLB dia‑
log exactly as it appears in the certificate’s Common Name. Enter the FQDN to ensure that the
Common Namematches the name that Citrix Hypervisor uses to connect.

Troubleshooting

• If thepool cannot connect toWorkloadBalancingafter configuring certificate verification, check
to see if the pool can connect if you turn certificate verificationoff. You canuse the commandxe
pool-param-set wlb-verify-cert=false uuid=uuid_of_pool to disable certificate

verification. If it can connect with verification off, the issue is in your certificate configuration.
If it cannot connect, the issue is in either your Workload Balancing credentials or your network
connection.

• Somecommercial certificateauthoritiesprovide tools to verify the certificate installed correctly.
Consider running these tools if these procedures fail to help isolate the issue. If these tools re‑
quire specifying a TLS port, specify port 8012 or whatever port you set duringWorkload Balanc‑
ing Configuration.

• If theWLB tab shows a connection error, there might be a conflict between the certificate Com‑
monNameand the nameof theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance. TheWorkloadBalancing
virtual appliance name and the Common Name of the certificate must match exactly.

For more information, see Troubleshooting.

Troubleshoot Workload Balancing

April 26, 2023

WhileWorkloadBalancing usually runs smoothly, this series of sections provides guidance in case you
encounter issues.

Notes:

• Workload Balancing is available for Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition customers or those
customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more information about Citrix Hypervisor
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licensing, see Licensing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervisor license, visit the Citrix
website.

• Workload Balancing 8.2 is compatible with XenServer 7.1 CU2 and Citrix Hypervisor 8.2.
• To run the latest version of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance on a XenServer 7.1
CU2 host, install Hotfix XS71ECU2040 on the XenServer 7.1 CU2 host. This hotfix enables
you to use all Workload Balancing features.

Determine the status of the Workload Balancing virtual appliance

Run thesystemctl status workloadbalancingcommand. Formore information, seeWorkload
Balancing commands.

General troubleshooting tips

• Start troubleshooting by reviewing the Workload Balancing log files (LogFile.log and
wlb_install_log.log). You can find these logs in Workload Balancing virtual appliance in
this location (by default):

/var/log/wlb

The level of detail in these log files can be configured by using the wlb.conf file. For more
information, see Increase the detail in the Workload Balancing log.

• Check the logs in the XenCenter Logs tab for further information.

• To check the Workload Balancing virtual appliance build number, run the following command
on a host in a pool that the VPXmonitors:

1 xe pool-retrieve-wlb-diagnostics | more
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The Workload Balancing version number appears at the top of the output.

• The Workload Balancing virtual appliance is based on the CentOS operating system. If you ex‑
perience CPU,memory, or disk related issues in the virtual appliance, you can use the standard
Linux logs in /var/log/* to analyse the issue.

• Use standard Linux debugging and performance tuning commands to understand the virtual
appliance behavior. For example, top, ps, free, sar, and netstat.

Error messages

Workload Balancing displays errors on screen as dialog boxes and as error messages in the Logs tab
in XenCenter.
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If an error message appears, review the XenCenter event log for additional information. For more
information, see the XenCenter product documentation.

Issues entering Workload Balancing credentials

If you cannot successfully enter the virtual appliance user account and password while configuring
the Connect to WLB Server dialog, try the following:

• Ensure that Workload Balancing virtual appliance imported and was configured correctly and
all of its services are running.

• Check to ensure that you are entering the correct credentials. The Connect to WLB Server
dialog asks for two different credentials:

– WLB Server Credentials: Citrix Hypervisor uses this account to communicate with Work‑
load Balancing. You created this account on the Workload Balancing virtual appliance
during Workload Balancing Configuration. By default, the user name for this account is
wlbuser.

– Citrix Hypervisor Credentials: This account is used by the Workload Balancing virtual
appliance to connect to the Citrix Hypervisor pool. This account is created on the Citrix
Hypervisor pool master and has the pool-admin or pool-operator role.

• You can enter a host name in the Address box, but it must be the fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) of theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance. Do not enter the host name of the physical
server hosting the appliance. If you are having trouble entering a computer name, try using the
Workload Balancing appliance’s IP address instead.

• Verify that the host is using the correct DNS server and the Citrix Hypervisor server can contact
Workload Balancing server using its FQDN. To do this check, ping theWorkload Balancing appli‑
ance using its FQDN from the Citrix Hypervisor server. For example, enter the following in the
Citrix Hypervisor server console:

1 ping wlb-vpx-1.mydomain.net
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Issues with firewalls

The following error appears if theWorkload Balancing virtual appliance is behind a hardware firewall,
and you did not configure the appropriate firewall settings: “There was an error connecting to the
Workload Balancing server: <pool name> Click InitializeWLB to reinitialize the connection settings.”
This error might also appear if the Workload Balancing appliance is otherwise unreachable.

If the Workload Balancing virtual appliance is behind a firewall, open port 8012.
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Likewise, the port Citrix Hypervisor uses to contactWorkloadBalancing (8012bydefault),mustmatch
the port number specified when you ran the Workload Balancing Configuration wizard.

Workload Balancing connection errors

If you receive a connection error after configuring and connecting toWorkload Balancing, the creden‑
tials might no longer be valid. To isolate this issue:

1. Verify that the credentials you entered in the Connect to WLB Server dialog box are correct.
For more information, see scenario 1 and 2.

2. Verify that the IPaddressor FQDN for theWorkloadBalancing virtual appliance that youentered
in the Connect to WLB Server dialog box is correct.

3. Verify that the user name you created during Workload Balancing configuration matches the
credentials you entered in the Connect to WLB Server dialog box.

4. If you receive a connection error in the Workload Balancing Status line on the WLB tab, you
might need to reconfigure Workload Balancing on that pool. Click the Connect button on the
WLB tab and reenter the server credentials.

You may encounter one of the following scenarios when attempting to establish a connection from
XenCenter to the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

Scenario 1

This means that the credentials entered in the Citrix Hypervisor Credentials field in the Connect to
WLB Server dialog box are incorrect. To fix this, double‑check the credentials or check the Use the
current XenCenter credentials box.
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Scenario 2

Thismeans that there is aproblemwith the credentials entered in theWLBServerCredentials field in
theConnect toWLBServerdialogboxwhenattempting to connect to theWorkloadBalancing virtual
appliance (either the username or the password are incorrect). However, it can also mean that the
Workload Balancing service is not running or that there is a problemwith the database configuration
file.

To fix credential issues,make sure that you are using the correct usernameandpassword. The default
username forWLB Server Credentials field is wlbuser (not root). Root is the default administrator
username. Note that wlbuser is not an actual user with logon privileges in the appliance (it does not
exist under /etc/passwd) and thus these credentials are only used to connect to Workload Balanc‑
ing itself. As such, they can be easily reset by running the wlbconfig command. To change your
credentials, see Change the Workload Balancing credentials. To run the wlbconfig command, you
must be able to log into the appliance as root. If the root password is unknown, it can be reset using
the regular CentOS/RHEL password recovery procedure.

If you have reset your credentials but the error still persists:

1. Check if the Workload Balancing process is running by using the following command:
ps -aux

2. Make sure the wlb.conf file exists and is in the right directory by running this command: cat
/opt/vpx/wlb/wlb.conf

Scenario 3

This indicates that there is an issue connecting to the port specified under the Server Address options
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when connecting toWorkload Balancing from XenCenter (either the incorrect port was entered or the
port is not listening). To troubleshoot this:

1. Make sure the target appliance is up and running.
2. Double‑check the port entered on the Workload Balancing connection details window (default

is 8012).
3. Make sure this port is enabled in the appliance and listening. Use commands like telnet <

port> or iptables -L to help determine if the port is listening or if traffic is being denied on
this port.

Scenario 4

This error occurs when there is a problem with stunnel (either it’s not running or the certificate/key
pair is incorrect). To troubleshoot this, first verify the certificate and key:

1. Confirm the certificate has not expired by running the following command:

1 openssl x509 -dates -in $(grep cert\ = /etc/stunnel/stunnel.conf |
cut -d '=' -f2) -noout

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Compare the hex on the output of the following 2 commands. If the output does notmatch then
the wrong key is being used.

1 openssl x509 -modulus -in $(grep cert\ = /etc/stunnel/stunnel.conf
|cut -d '=' -f2) -noout | openssl md5

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

and

1  openssl rsa -modulus -in $(grep key\ = /etc/stunnel/stunnel.conf
| cut -d '=' -f2) -noout | openssl md5

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

  If there are no problems with the certificate and key, make sure stunnel is running and is bound to
port 8012 (or the configured port):
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1. Run the following command in the WLB appliance CLI:

1 netstat -tulpn
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

On the output, 8012 (or the custom port) should show status: LISTEN.

2. If the appliance ran out of space, stunnel won’t run. Use commands like df -h or du -hs /*
to see whether you have enough space available on your appliance. To increase the disk space,
see Extend the virtual appliance disk.

Scenario 5

This error can occur because the stunnel process was terminated. If restarting the process yields the
same results, restart the Workload Balancing virtual appliance.

Any other errors

If you encounter any other errors when attempting to connect to Workload Balancing or need further
assistanceperforming the steps above, collect theWorkloadBalancing logswhich canbe foundunder
the /var/log/wlb directory in the Workload Balancing appliance.

Contact Technical Support for further assistance.

Workload Balancing stops working

If Workload Balancing doesn’t work (for example, it doesn’t let you save changes to settings), check
the Workload Balancing log file for the following error message:

1 dwmdatacolsvc.exe: Don't have a valid pool. Trying again in 10 minutes.
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Thiserror typicallyoccurs inpools thathaveoneormoreproblematicVMs. WhenVMsareproblematic,
youmight see the following behavior:

• Windows. The Windows VM crashes due to a stop error (“blue screen”).
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• Linux. The Linux VMmight be unresponsive in the console and typically does not shut down.

To work around this issue:

1. Force the VM to shut down. To do so, you can do one of the following on the host with the
problematic VM:

• In XenCenter, select the VM, and then from the VMmenu, click Force Shutdown.

• Run the vm-shutdown xe command with the force parameter set to true. For example:

1 xe vm-shutdown force=true uuid=vm_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can find the host UUID on the General tab for that host (in XenCenter) or by running
thehost-list xe command. You can find the VMUUID in theGeneral tab for the VMor by
running the vm-list xe command. For more information, see Command line interface.

2. In the xsconsole of the Citrix Hypervisor serving the crashed VM or in XenCenter, migrate all
VMs to another host, then run the xe-toolstack-restart command.

Issues changing Workload Balancing servers

If you connect a pool to a different Workload Balancing server without disconnecting fromWorkload
Balancing, both old and newWorkload Balancing servers monitor the pool.

To solve this problem, you can take one of the following actions:

• Shut down and delete the old Workload Balancing virtual appliance.
• Manually stop theWorkload Balancing services. These services are analysis, data collector, and
Web service.

Note:

Do not use the pool-deconfigure-wlb xe command to disconnect a pool from the Workload
Balancing virtual appliance or use the pool-initialize-wlb xe command to specify a differ‑
ent appliance.

Convert VMware workloads

December 7, 2022

XenCenter and the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance help you migrate work‑
loads from VMware to Citrix Hypervisor by moving batches of VMware virtual machines to your Citrix
Hypervisor environment.
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As part of this migration, XenCenter helps you prepare the virtual machines for networking and stor‑
age connectivity. Following conversion the virtual machines are almost ready to run.

Note:

In Citrix Hypervisor 8.0 and earlier, a separate Conversion Manager console is provided. From
Citrix Hypervisor 8.1, this capability is integrated into XenCenter.

Overview

Citrix Hypervisor allows you to:

• Convert multiple VMs using one simple wizard

• Map network settings between VMware and Citrix Hypervisor so your converted VMs can be up
and running with the proper network settings

• Select a storage location where you would like your new Citrix Hypervisor VMs to run

Notes:

• XenCenter does not remove or change your existing VMware environment. VMs are dupli‑
cated onto your Citrix Hypervisor environment and not removed from VMware.

• Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance supports converting VMware VMs
with different storage such as thin provisioning, thick provisioning, IDE, and SCSI.

• Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance does not require the source VMs
to have VMware Tools installed. You can perform conversion on VMware VMs regardless of
whether they have VMware Tools installed.

• Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance cannot convert VMware VMs with
four or more disks into Citrix Hypervisor VMs. Your VMware VMs must have three or fewer
disks.

• CitrixHypervisorConversionManagervirtual appliance isavailable forCitrixHypervisorPre‑
mium Edition customers or customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more informa‑
tion about Citrix Hypervisor licensing, see Licensing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervi‑
sor 8.2 license, visit the Citrix website.

Understand Citrix Hypervisor

Before you can convert your environment, it is suggested that you become familiar with Citrix Hyper‑
visor concepts. For more information, see Technical overview.

To successfully convert VMware virtualmachines for your Citrix Hypervisor environment, perform the
following tasks:
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• Set up a basic Citrix Hypervisor environment, including installing Citrix Hypervisor. For more
information, see Quick start and Install.

• Create a network in Citrix Hypervisor, assigning an IP address to a NIC. For more information,
see Quick start.

• Connect to storage. For more information, see Quick start.

Compare VMware and Citrix Hypervisor terminology

The following table lists the approximate Citrix Hypervisor equivalent for common VMware features,
concepts, and components:

VMware Term Citrix Hypervisor Equivalent

VMware vSphere Client XenCenter (the management console for Citrix
Hypervisor)

Cluster / Resource Pool Resource Pool

Data Store Storage Repository

vMotion Live migration

Distributed Resource Scheduling (DRS) Workload Balancing

High Availability (HA) High Availability (HA)

vCenter Converter Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual
appliance

Role Based Access Control (RBAC) Role Based Access Control (RBAC)

Conversion overview

XenCenter and Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance create a copy of each targeted
VM. After converting the targeted VM to a Citrix Hypervisor VM with comparable networking and stor‑
age connectivity, XenCenter imports the VM into your Citrix Hypervisor pool or host. You can convert
as few as one or two VMs or perform batch conversions of an entire environment.

Note:

Before converting the VMs from vSphere, youmust shut down the VMs (intended for conversion)
onvSphere. CitrixHypervisorConversionManager virtual appliancedoesnot support converting
a running VM using memory copied from vSphere to Citrix Hypervisor.

Also, before converting, ensure that a network and a storage controller exist in your VMware VM.
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The conversion process requires four items:

• XenCenter ‑ the Citrix Hypervisor management interface includes a conversion wizard where
you set conversion options and control conversion. You can install XenCenter on yourWindows
desktop. XenCenter must be able to connect to Citrix Hypervisor and the Citrix Hypervisor Con‑
version Manager virtual appliance.

• CitrixHypervisorConversionManagervirtualappliance ‑ apre‑packagedVMyou import into
the Citrix Hypervisor host or pool where you want to run the converted VMs. The virtual appli‑
ance converts the copies of the VMware VMs into Citrix Hypervisor virtualmachine format. After
conversion, it imports these copies into the Citrix Hypervisor pool or host.

• CitrixHypervisor standalonehostorpool ‑ theCitrixHypervisor environmentwhereyouwant
to run the converted VMs.

• VMware server. Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager requires a connection to a VMware
server that manages the VMs you want to convert. This connection can be to a vCenter Server,
ESXi Server, or ESX Server. The VMs are not removed from the VMware server. Instead, the Citrix
Hypervisor Conversion Manager Virtual Appliance makes a copy of these VMs and converts
them to Citrix Hypervisor virtual‑machine format.

The following illustration shows the relationships between these components:

This illustration shows:

1. How XenCenter communicates with Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appli‑
ance.

2. How the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance authenticates with the
VMware server.

3. How the VMware server responds to the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual ap‑
pliance during conversion.

The VMware server communicates with the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance
only when the appliance queries the VMware server for environment information and disk data
through‑out the conversion.
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Summary of how to convert VMs

You can configure theCitrixHypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance and start to convert VMs
in just a few easy steps:

1. Download the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance from the Citrix Hypervi‑
sor 8.2 Premium Edition page.

2. Import the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance into Citrix Hypervisor using
XenCenter.

3. Configure the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance by using XenCenter.

4. From XenCenter, launch the conversion wizard and start to convert VMs.

The sections that follow explain these steps in detail.

Prepare your environment

BeforeconvertingyourVMwareenvironment, youmust createandprepare the targetCitrixHypervisor
standalone host or pool to run the converted VMware VMs. Preparing your environment includes the
following activities:

1. Defining a strategy of how you convert your VMware environment. Do you want to convert 1 or
2 VMs? Do you want to convert your entire environment? Do you want to create a pilot first to
ensure that your configuration is correct? Do you run both environments in parallel? Do you
want to maintain your existing cluster design when you convert to Citrix Hypervisor?

2. Planning your networking configuration. Do you want to connect to the same physical net‑
works? Do you want to simplify or change your networking configuration?

3. Installing Citrix Hypervisor on the hosts youwant in the pool. Ideally, plug theNICs on the hosts
into their physical networks before you begin installation.

4. Creating a pool and performing any basic networking configuration. For example, do the fol‑
lowing:

• Configure a network to connect to the VMware cluster on the Citrix Hypervisor host (if the
cluster is not on the same network as the Citrix Hypervisor host).

• Configure a network to connect to the storage array. That is, if you use IP‑based storage,
create a Citrix Hypervisor network that connects to the physical network of the storage
array.

• Create a pool and add hosts to this pool.

5. (For shared storage and Citrix Hypervisor pools.) Preparing the shared storage where you store
the virtual disks and creating a connection to the storage, known as a Storage Repository (SR)
on the pool.
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6. (Optional.) Although not a requirement for conversion, youmight want to configure the admin‑
istrator accounts on the Citrix Hypervisor pool to match those accounts on the VMware server.
For information about configuring Role‑based Access Control for Active Directory accounts, see
Role‑based access control.

Install Citrix Hypervisor and create a pool

Before you can convert VMware VMs, ensure that you create a Citrix Hypervisor pool or hostwhere you
want to run the converted VMs. This pool must have networking configured so it can connect to the
VMware server. Youmight alsowant to configure the same physical networks on the Citrix Hypervisor
pool that you have in the VMware cluster, or simplify your networking configuration. If you want to
run the converted VMs in a pool, create a storage repository before conversion and add the shared
storage to the pool.

If you are new to Citrix Hypervisor, you can learn about Citrix Hypervisor basics, including basic instal‑
lation and configuration, by reading Quick start.

Citrix Hypervisor environment considerations

Before installing Citrix Hypervisor and importing the virtual appliance, consider the following factors
that might change your conversion strategy:

Selecting the host where youwant to run the Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual ap‑
pliance. Import the virtual appliance into the stand‑alone host or into a host in the pool where you
run the converted VMs.

For pools, you can run the virtual appliance on any host in the pool, provided its storage meets the
storage requirements.

To run the Conversion Manager 8.2 or later virtual appliance on a XenServer 7.1 CU2 host, ensure that
you use XenCenter 8.2 and that you install Hotfix XS71ECU2040 on your XenServer 7.1 CU2 hosts.

The storage configured for thepool or hostwhere youwant to run the convertedVMsmustmeet
specific requirements. If youwant to run your newly converted VMs in apool, their virtual disksmust
be stored on shared storage. However, if the converted VMs run on a single standalone host (not a
pool), their virtual disks can use local storage.

If you want to run the converted VMs in a pool, ensure that you add the shared storage to the pool by
creating a storage repository.

Guest operating systems supported for conversion. Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual
appliance supports converting VMware VMs running any of theWindows guest operating systems that
Citrix Hypervisor supports. For a list ofWindows guest operating systems supported by Citrix Hypervi‑
sor, see Guest operating system support. The following Linux operating systems are also supported.
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• RHEL 7.0

• CentOS 7.0

• Ubuntu 16.04

• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 SP3

• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 SP4

Meet networking requirements

To convert VMware VMs, the Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance needs connectiv‑
ity to a physical network or VLAN that can contact the VMware server. (In the following sections, this
network is referred to as the “VMware network.”)

If the VMware server is on a different physical network than the hosts in the Citrix Hypervisor pool,
add the network to Citrix Hypervisor before conversion.

Map your existing network configuration

Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance includes features that can reduce the amount
ofmanual networking configuration needed after you convert fromyour existing VMware VMs to Citrix
Hypervisor. For example, Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance will:

• Preserve virtual MAC addresses on the VMware VMs and reuse them in the resulting Citrix Hy‑
pervisor VMs. Preserving the MAC addresses associated with virtual network adapters (virtual
MAC addresses) may:

– Help preserve IP addresses in environments using DHCP

– Be useful for software programs whose licensing references the virtual MAC addresses

• Map (virtual) network adapters. Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance can
mapVMwarenetworksontoCitrixHypervisornetworks so that after theVMsare converted, their
virtual network interfaces are connected accordingly.

For example, if youmapVMware ‘VirtualNetwork4’ toCitrixHypervisor ‘Network0’, anyVMware
VM that had a virtual adapter connected to ‘Virtual Network 4’ is connected to ‘Network 0’ after
conversion. CitrixHypervisorConversionManager virtual appliancedoesnot convertormigrate
any hypervisor network settings. The wizard only alters a converted VM’s virtual network inter‑
face connections based on the mappings provided.

Note:

You do not need tomap all of your VMware networks on to the corresponding Citrix Hyper‑
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visor networks. However, if you prefer, you can change the networks the VMs use, reduce,
or consolidate the number of networks in your new Citrix Hypervisor configuration.

To gain the maximum benefit from these features, Citrix recommends the following:

– Before installing Citrix Hypervisor, plug the hosts into the networks on the switch (that is,
the ports) that you would like to configure on the host.

– Ensure that the Citrix Hypervisor pool can see the networks that you would like to be de‑
tected. Specifically, plug the Citrix Hypervisor hosts into switch ports that can access the
same networks as the VMware cluster.

Though it is easier to plug the Citrix Hypervisor NICs into the same networks as the NICs on the
VMware hosts, it is not required. If you would like to change the NIC/network association, you
can plug a Citrix Hypervisor NIC into a different physical network.

Prepare for the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance networking require‑
ments

When you perform conversion, you must create a network connection to the network where the
VMware server resides. Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance uses this connection
for conversion traffic between the Citrix Hypervisor host and the VMware server.

To create this network connection, youmust perform two tasks:

• When you import the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance, specify the net‑
work you added for conversion traffic as a virtual network interface. You can do so by configur‑
ing interface 1 so it connects to that network.

• Before you run the conversion wizard, add the network connecting VMware and Citrix Hypervi‑
sor to the Citrix Hypervisor host where you want to run the converted VMs.

By default, when you import the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance, XenCenter
creates one virtual network interface associatedwithNetwork 0 andNIC0 (eth0). However, by default,
Citrix Hypervisor setup configures NIC0 as themanagement interface, a NIC used for Citrix Hypervisor
management traffic. As a result, when adding a network for conversion, you might want to select a
NIC other than NIC0. Selecting another networkmight improve performance in busy pools. For more
information about the management interface, see Networking.

To add a network to Citrix Hypervisor:

1. In theResourcepane in XenCenter, select thepoolwhere youwould like to runCitrixHypervisor
Conversion Manager virtual appliance.

2. Click theNetworking tab.

3. Click Add Network.
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4. On the Select Type page, select External Network, and click Next.

5. On theName page, enter ameaningful name for the network (for example, ”VMware network”)
and a description.

6. On the Interface page, specify the following:

• NIC. The NIC that you want Citrix Hypervisor to use to create the network. Select the NIC
that is plugged in to the physical or logical network of the VMware server.

• VLAN. If the VMware network is a VLAN, enter the VLAN ID (or ”tag”).

• MTU. If the VMware network uses jumbo frames, enter a value for the Maximum Transmis‑
sion Unit (MTU) between 1500 and 9216. Otherwise, leave the MTU box t its default value
of 1500.

Note:

Do not select the Automatically add this network to new virtual machines check
box.

7. Click Finish.

Meet storage requirements

Before you convert batches of VMware VMs, consider your storage requirements. Converted VM disks
are stored on a Citrix Hypervisor storage repository.

This storage repositorymust be large enough to contain the virtual disks for all the converted VMs you
want to run in that pool. For convertedmachines that only run on a standalone host, you can specify
either local or shared storage as the location for the converted virtual disks. For converted machines
running in pools, you can only specify shared storage.

To create a storage repository:

1. In theResourcepane in XenCenter, select thepoolwhere you intend to run theCitrixHypervisor
Conversion Manager virtual appliance.

2. Click the Storage tab.

3. Click New SR and follow the instructions in the wizard. For more instructions, press F1 to dis‑
play the online help.

Citrix Hypervisor requirements

You can run VMs convertedwith this release of Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager on the following
versions of Citrix Hypervisor:

• XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2
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• Citrix Hypervisor 8.0

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.1

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2

VMware requirements

Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance can convert VMware VMs from the following
versions of VMware:

• vCenter Server 5.5.0, 6.0.0, and 6.5.0
• vSphere 5.5.0, 6.0.0, and 6.5.0
• ESXi 5.5.0, 6.0.0, and 6.5.0

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance cannot convert VMware VMswith four or
more disks into Citrix Hypervisor VMs. Your VMware VMsmust have three or fewer disks.

Your VMware VMsmust also have a network and a storage controller configured.

Prepare to import the virtual appliance

Before importing the virtual appliance, note the following information and make the appropriate
changes to your environment, as applicable.

Download the virtual appliance

The Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance is packaged in XVA format. You can down‑
load the virtual appliance from the Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Premium Edition page. When downloading
the file, save it to a folder on your local hard drive (typically, but not necessarily, on the computer
where XenCenter is installed). After the .xva file is on your hard drive, you can import it into XenCen‑
ter.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance is available for Citrix Hypervisor Pre‑
mium Edition customers or those customers who have access to Citrix Hypervisor through their
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops entitlement or Citrix DaaS entitlement. For more information
about Citrix Hypervisor licensing, See Licensing. To upgrade, or to buy a Citrix Hypervisor 8.2
license, visit the Citrix website.
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Virtual appliance prerequisites

The Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance requires a minimum of:

• XenServer 7.1 Cumulative Update 2, Citrix Hypervisor 8.0, Citrix Hypervisor 8.1, or Citrix Hyper‑
visor 8.2

• Disk space: 30 GB of disk space

• Memory: 6.5 GB

• Virtual CPU allocation: 1 vCPU

Import and configure the virtual appliance

The Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance is a single pre‑installed VM designed to
run on a Citrix Hypervisor host. Before importing it, review the prerequisite information and consid‑
erations in the section called Preparing to import the virtual appliance.

Import the virtual appliance into Citrix Hypervisor

To import the Citrix Hypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance into the pool or host where you
want to run the converted VMs, use the XenCenter Importwizard:

1. Open XenCenter. Right‑click on the pool (or host) into which you want to import the virtual
appliance package, and select Import.

2. Browse to locate the virtual appliance package.

3. Select the pool or a home server where you want to run the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Man‑
ager virtual appliance.

Note:

A home server is the host that provides the resources for a VM in a pool. While it can, a
Citrix Hypervisor attempts to start the VM on that host, before trying other hosts. If you
select a host, the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance uses this host as
its home server. If you select the pool, the virtual appliance automatically starts on the
most suitable host in that pool.

4. Choose a storage repository on which to store the virtual disk for the Citrix Hypervisor Conver‑
sion Manager virtual appliance and then click Import. To add a storage repository to the pool,
see the section called “Meet Storage Requirements.” You can choose either local or shared stor‑
age.

5. Ensure the network to be used for conversion (which connects the VMware server to the Citrix
Hypervisor host) is selected as the network associated with interface 1 (“virtual NIC 1”).
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• If the correct network does not appear beside interface 1, use the list in the Network col‑
umn to select a different network.

• If you have not added the VMware network that is on a different physical network than the
pool, do the following:

a) Exit the wizard.
b) Add the network to the pool.
c) Rerun the wizard.

For more information, see To add a network to Citrix Hypervisor.

Warning:

DoNOT configure NIC0 to your customer network. Assign NIC0 only to ”Host internal
management network.”

6. Leave the Start VM after import check box enabled, and click Finish to import the virtual ap‑
pliance.

7. After importing the .xva file, the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance ap‑
pears in the Resources pane in XenCenter.

Configure the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance

After you finish importing the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance, you must con‑
figure it before youcanuse it to convert VMwareVMs. Following theprompts in theXenCenterConsole
tab.

1. After importing the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance, click the Console
tab.

2. Enter yes to accept the terms of the license agreement. To decline the EULA, enter no.

3. Enter and confirm a new root password for the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual
appliance. Citrix recommends selecting a strong password.

4. Enter a host name for the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance.

5. Enter the domain suffix for the virtual appliance. For example, if the fully qualified domain
name (FQDN) for the virtual appliance is citrix-migrate-vm.domain4.example.com, en‑
ter domain4.example.com.

6. Enter y to use DHCP to obtain the IP address automatically for the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion
Manager virtual appliance. Otherwise, enter n and then enter a static IP address, subnet mask,
and gateway for the VM.

7. Review the host name and network setting and enter y when prompted. This step completes
the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance configuration process.
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8. When you have successfully configured the appliance, a login prompt appears. Enter the login
credentials and press Enter to log in to the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appli‑
ance.

Convert VMware VMs

When you convert VMware VMs, they are imported into the Citrix Hypervisor pool or standalone host
where you are running the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance. Converted VMs
retain their original VMware settings for the virtual processor and virtual memory.

Before you start the conversion procedure, ensure that the following is true:

• You have the credentials for the Citrix Hypervisor pool (or standalone host). Either the root
account credentials or a Role‑Based Access Control (RBAC) account with the Pool Admin role
configured is acceptable.

• You have the credentials for the VMware server containing the VMs you want to convert. The
conversion procedure requires you connect the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager Console
to the VMware server.

• The VMware virtual machines to convert are powered off.
• The VMware virtual machines to convert have a network and a storage controller configured.
• The Citrix Hypervisor pool (or host) that run the converted VMs is connected to a storage repos‑
itory. The storage repository must contain enough space for the converted virtual disks.

• If you want to run your newly converted VMs in a pool, the storage repository must be shared
storage. However, if the converted VMs run on a single standalone host (not a pool), you can use
local storage.

• The virtual disks of the VM to convert are less than 2 TiB.
• Citrix Hypervisor pool (or host) has networks that the converted VMs use.

To convert your VMware VMs into VMs that can run in a Citrix Hypervisor environment:

1. Ensure that the virtual appliance is installed and running on the Citrix Hypervisor server or pool
where you want to import the VMs.

2. In XenCenter, go to Pool > Conversion Manager.

The Conversion Managerwindow opens. Wait while the wizard connects to your virtual appli‑
ance.

3. ClickNew Conversion.

4. In theNew Conversionwizard, enter the credentials for the VMware server:

• Server. Enter the IP address or FQDN for the VMware server that contains the VMs you
want to convert to Citrix Hypervisor.

• Username. Enter a valid user name for this VMware server. This account must either be a
VMware admin account or have a Root role.
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• Password. Enter the password for the user account you specified in the Username box.

ClickNext. XenCenter connects to the VMware server.

5. In the Virtual Machines page, select from the list of VMs hosted in the VMware server the VMs
that you want to convert. Click Next.

6. In the Storage page, select the storage repository you want to use during conversion. This stor‑
age repository is where the VMs and the virtual disks that you are creating are stored perma‑
nently.

This tab indicates the proportion of available storage that the virtual disks of the converted VMs
consume.

7. On theNetworking page, for each VMware network listed, select the Citrix Hypervisor network
to map it to. You can also select whether to preserver virtual MAC addresses. Click Next.

8. Review theoptions you configured for the conversionprocess. You can clickPrevious to change
these options. To proceed with the configuration shown, click Finish.

The conversion process begins. Conversion from ESXi or vSphere can take several minutes de‑
pending on the size of the virtual disks.

The Conversion Managerwindow displays conversions in progress and completed conversions.

Steps after conversion

After conversion, in XenCenter perform the following steps on your newly converted VMs:

OnWindows Machines:

1. On Windows VMs, depending on your Microsoft licensing model, you might have to reactivate
the VM’s Windows license. This reactivation happens because the Windows operating system
perceives the conversion as a hardware change.

2. On Windows VMs, install Citrix VM Tools for Windows to obtain high‑speed I/O for enhanced
disk and network performance. Citrix VM Tools for Windows also enable certain functions and
features, including cleanly shutting down, rebooting, suspending, and live migrating VMs. You
can download the Citrix VM Tools for Windows from the Citrix Hypervisor downloads page.

If you areworkingwith a VM that does not have Citrix VMTools installed, a Citrix VMTools not installed
message appears on the General tab in the General pane.

Note:

Citrix VM Tools for Windows must be installed on each Windows VM for the VM to have a fully
supported configuration. Although Windows VMs function without Citrix VM Tools for Windows,
their performance can be impacted.
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Enable VNC On Linuxmachines

On Linux VMs, configure the VNC server. For more information, see Enable VNC for Linux VMs.

Note:

The VNC passwordmust have at least six characters.

Other conversion tasks

The Manage Conversions window enables you to perform other tasks related to converting VMs.
These tasks include clearing jobs, saving a summary of jobs, retrying jobs, canceling jobs, and dis‑
playing the log file.

To clear all jobs:

1. Select Clear All.
2. When prompted to confirm this action, click Yes to continue.

To save a summary of jobs:

1. Click Export All.
2. Specify where to save the CSV file.
3. Click Save.

To retry a job:

1. Select the job from the list.
2. Click Retry.

Note:

The Retry option is only enabled for failed or canceled jobs.

To cancel a job:

1. Select the job from the list.
2. Click Cancel.

Note:

Cancel jobs is only enabled for queued or running jobs.

To save the conversion log file for a single job:

1. Select the job from the list.
2. From the logs menu, Click Fetch Selected Log.
3. Specify where to save the log file.

To save the conversion log file for all jobs:

1. From the logs menu, Click Fetch All Logs.
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2. Specify where to save the log file.

To display conversion details:

1. Select the job from the list.

The information is displayed in the Details panel.

Troubleshoot conversion

This section provides information about troubleshooting the conversion process and converted VMs.

Problems starting a converted VM

In general, conversion runs smoothly andCitrixHypervisor ConversionManager virtual appliance con‑
verts VMswithout any issues. However, in some rare cases, youmight receive errors when attempting
to open converted VMs. The following sections provide some guidance on resolving errors and other
issues.

Blue screen with Windows STOP code 0x0000007B

This stop code indicates that Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance was unable to
configure a Windows device that is critical to boot in Citrix Hypervisor for the first time. Save the logs
and send them to Citrix Technical Support for further guidance.

Windows product activation

Depending on your licensing model, an error message on system activation might appear when you
attempt to start a Windows VM.

Lost network settings in a Windows VM

If you import a Windows VM from an ESXi server to Citrix Hypervisor, the IPv4/IPv6 network settings
can be lost. To retain the network settings, reconfigure the IPv4/IPv6 settings after completing the
conversion.

Unable to start VMware SCSI disk

If a VMware VM boots from a SCSI disk but also has IDE hard disks configured, the VMmight not boot
when you convert it to Citrix Hypervisor. This issue occurs because themigration process assigns the
IDE hard disks lower device numbers than SCSI disks. However, Citrix Hypervisor boots from the hard
disk assigned to device 0. To resolve this issue, rearrange the virtual disk position in XenCenter so that
the VM reboots from the virtual disk that contains the operating system.
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To change the position of the virtual disk containing the operating system:

1. In the XenCenter Resources pane, select the powered off guest VM.

2. Select the Storage tab.

3. From the Virtual Disks list, select the virtual disk containing the operating system and then
click Properties.

4. In the virtual disk’s Properties dialog, click the vm_name tab to display device options.

5. From the Device Position list, select 0 and ClickOK.

Problems during conversion

If you experience problems or errors when converting VMs, try exporting the VMware VM as an OVF
package. If you cannot export the VMware VMas anOVFpackage, ConversionManager cannot convert
this VM. Use the error messages you receive when attempting to export the VM as an OVF package to
troubleshoot and fix the issues with your VMware VM. For example, you might have to configure a
network or a storage controller before the VM can be exported as an OVF package or converted. For
more information about troubleshooting your VMware VMs, see the VMware documentation

If you see any errors when converting Linux VMs, remove the converted VM, restart the Citrix Hypervi‑
sor Conversion Manager virtual appliance and retry.

Logs of failed conversions are stored in the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance
and can be retrieved by clicking Fetch All Logs on the Conversion Managerwindow. When you con‑
tact Citrix support to raise any issues, we recommend that you provide the conversion log file and, ad‑
ditionally, a full server status report for troubleshooting. For more information, see Creating a Server
Status Report.

Command‑line interface

May 9, 2023

The xe CLI enables you to script and automate system administration tasks. Use the CLI to integrate
Citrix Hypervisor into an existing IT infrastructure.

Installing the xe CLI

The xe command line interface is installed by default on all Citrix Hypervisor servers and is included
with XenCenter. A stand‑alone remote CLI is also available for Linux.
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OnWindows

OnWindows, the xe.exe command is installed along with XenCenter.

To use the xe.exe command, open a Windows Command Prompt and change directories to the di‑
rectorywhere thexe.exe file is located (typicallyC:\Program Files\Citrix\XenCenter). If you
add the xe.exe installation location to your system path, you can use the command without having
to change into the directory.

On Linux

On RPM‑based distributions (such as Red Hat), you can install the stand‑alone xe command from the
RPM named client_install/xapi-xe-BUILD.x86_64.rpm on the main Citrix Hypervisor instal‑
lation ISO.

To install from the RPM, use the following command:

1 rpm -ivh xapi-xe-BUILD.x86_64.rpm
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can use parameters at the command line to define the Citrix Hypervisor server, user name, and
password to use when running xe commands. However, you also have the option to set this informa‑
tion as an environment variable. For example:

1 export XE_EXTRA_ARGS="server=<host name>,username=<user name>,password
=<password>"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

The remote xe CLI on Linux might hang when attempting to run commands over a secure con‑
nection and these commands involve file transfer. If so, you can use the --no-ssl parameter
to run the command over an insecure connection to the Citrix Hypervisor server.

Getting help with xe commands

Basic help is available for CLI commands on‑host by typing:

1 xe help command
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

A list of the most commonly used xe commands is displayed if you type:

1 xe help
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Or a list of all xe commands is displayed if you type:

1 xe help --all
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Basic xe syntax

The basic syntax of all Citrix Hypervisor xe CLI commands is:

1 xe command-name argument=value argument=value
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Each specific command contains its own set of arguments that are of the form argument=value.
Somecommandshave required arguments, andmost have some set of optional arguments. Typically
a command assumes default values for some of the optional arguments when invokedwithout them.

If the xe command runs remotely, extra arguments are used to connect and authenticate. These argu‑
ments also take the form argument=argument_value.

The server argument is used to specify the host name or IP address. The username and password
arguments are used to specify credentials.

A password-file argument can be specified instead of the password directly. In this case, the xe
command attempts to read the password from the specified file and uses that password to connect.
(Any trailing CRs and LFs at the end of the file are stripped off.) This method is more secure than
specifying the password directly at the command line.

The optional port argument can be used to specify the agent port on the remote Citrix Hypervisor
server (defaults to 443).

Example: On the local Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 xe vm-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Example: On a remote Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 xe vm-list username=username password=password server=hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shorthand syntax is also available for remote connection arguments:

• -u user name
• -pw password
• -pwf password file
• -p port
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• -s server

Example: On a remote Citrix Hypervisor server:

1 xe vm-list -u myuser -pw mypassword -s hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments are also taken from the environment variable XE_EXTRA_ARGS, in the form of comma‑
separatedkey/valuepairs. For example, to enter commands that are runona remoteCitrixHypervisor
server, first run the following command:

1 export XE_EXTRA_ARGS="server=jeffbeck,port=443,username=root,password=
pass"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

After running this command, you no longer have to specify the remote Citrix Hypervisor server param‑
eters in each xe command that you run.

Using the XE_EXTRA_ARGS environment variable also enables tab completion of xe commands when
issued against a remote Citrix Hypervisor server, which is disabled by default.

Special characters and syntax

To specify argument/value pairs on the xe command line, write: argument=value

Unless the value includes spaces, do not use quotes. Do not include whitespace between the argu‑
ment name, the equals sign (=), and the value. Any argument not conforming to this format is ignored.

For values containing spaces, write: argument="value with spaces"

When you use the CLI on your Citrix Hypervisor server, commands have a tab completion feature sim‑
ilar to the feature in the standard Linux bash shell. For example, if you type xe vm-l and then press
the TAB key, the rest of the command is displayed. If more than one command begins with vm-l,
pressing TAB a second time lists the possibilities. This feature is useful when specifying object UUIDs
in commands.

Note:

Tab completion does not normally workwhen running commands on a remote Citrix Hypervisor
server. However, if you set the XE_EXTRA_ARGS variable on the machine where you enter the
commands, tab completion is enabled. For more information, see Basic xe syntax.

Command types

The CLI commands can be split in two halves. Low‑level commands are concerned with listing and
parametermanipulation of API objects. Higher level commands are used to interactwith VMs or hosts
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in a more abstract level.

The low‑level commands are:

• class‑list

• class‑param‑get

• class‑param‑set

• class‑param‑list

• class‑param‑add

• class‑param‑remove

• class‑param‑clear

Where class is one of:

• bond

• console

• host

• host-crashdump

• host-cpu

• network

• patch

• pbd

• pif

• pool

• sm

• sr

• task

• template

• vbd

• vdi

• vif

• vlan

• vm

Not every value of class has the full set of class‑param‑action commands. Some values of class have
a smaller set of commands.
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Parameter types

The objects that are addressedwith the xe commands have sets of parameters that identify them and
define their states.

Most parameters take a single value. For example, the name-label parameter of a VM contains a
single stringvalue. In theoutput fromparameter list commands, suchasxe vm-param-list, a value
in parentheses indicates whether parameters are read‑write (RW) or read‑only (RO).
The output of xe vm-param-list on a specified VMmight have the following lines:

1 user-version ( RW): 1
2 is-control-domain ( RO): false

The first parameter, user-version, is writable and has the value 1. The second, is-control-
domain, is read‑only and has a value of false.

The two other types of parameters are multi‑valued. A set parameter contains a list of values. Amap
parameter is a set of key/value pairs. As an example, look at the following piece of sample output of
the xe vm-param-list on a specified VM:

1 platform (MRW): acpi: true; apic: true; pae: true; nx: false
2 allowed-operations (SRO): pause; clean_shutdown; clean_reboot; \
3 hard_shutdown; hard_reboot; suspend

The platform parameter has a list of items that represent key/value pairs. The key names are fol‑
lowed by a colon character (:). Each key/value pair is separated from the next by a semicolon char‑
acter (;). The M preceding the RW indicates that this parameter is a map parameter and is readable
and writable. The allowed-operations parameter has a list that makes up a set of items. The S
preceding the RO indicates that this is a set parameter and is readable but not writable.

To filter on a map parameter or set a map parameter, use a colon (:) to separate the map parameter
name and the key/value pair. For example, to set the value of the foo key of the other-config
parameter of a VM to baa, the command would be

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM uuid other-config:foo=baa
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Low‑level parameter commands

There are several commands for operating on parameters of objects: class‑param‑get, class‑param‑
set, class‑param‑add, class‑param‑remove, class‑param‑clear, and class‑param‑list. Each of these
commands takes a uuid parameter to specify the particular object. Since these commands are con‑
sidered low‑level commands, they must use the UUID and not the VM name label.
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• xe class-param-list uuid=uuid

Lists all of the parameters and their associated values. Unlike the class‑list command, this com‑
mand lists the values of “expensive” fields.

• xe class-param-get uuid=uuid param-name=parameter param-key=key

Returns the valueof aparticular parameter. For amapparameter, specifying theparam‑keygets
the value associated with that key in the map. If param‑key is not specified or if the parameter
is a set, the command returns a string representation of the set or map.

• xe class-param-set uuid=uuid param=value

Sets the value of one or more parameters.

• xe class-param-add uuid=uuid param-name=parameter key=value param-key=
key

Adds to either amap or a set parameter. For amap parameter, add key/value pairs by using the
key=value syntax. If the parameter is a set, add keys with the param‑key=key syntax.

• xe class-param-remove uuid=uuid param-name=parameter param-key=key

Removes either a key/value pair from amap, or a key from a set.

• xe class-param-clear uuid=uuid param-name=parameter

Completely clears a set or a map.

Low‑level list commands

The class‑list command lists theobjectsof type class. Bydefault, this typeof command lists all objects,
printing a subset of the parameters. This behavior can bemodified in the following ways:

• It can filter the objects so that it only outputs a subset
• The parameters that are printed can bemodified.

To change the parameters that are printed, specify the argument params as a comma‑separated list
of the required parameters. For example:

1 xe vm-list params=name-label,other-config
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Alternatively, to list all of the parameters, use the syntax:

1 xe vm-list params=all
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The list command doesn’t show some parameters that are expensive to calculate. These parameters
are shown as, for example:
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1 allowed-VBD-devices (SRO): <expensive field>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To obtain these fields, use either the command class‑param‑list or class‑param‑get

To filter the list, the CLI matches parameter values with those values specified on the command‑line,
only printing objects that match all of the specified constraints. For example:

1 xe vm-list HVM-boot-policy="BIOS order" power-state=halted
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command lists only those VMs for which both the field power-state has the value halted and
the field HVM-boot-policy has the value BIOS order.

You can also filter the list by the value of keys inmaps or by the existence of values in a set. The syntax
for filtering based on keys inmaps is map-name:key=value. The syntax for filtering based on values
existing in a set is set-name:contains=value.

When scripting, a useful technique is passing --minimal on the command line, causing xe to print
only the first field in a comma‑separated list. For example, the command xe vm-list --minimal
on a host with three VMs installed gives the three UUIDs of the VMs:

1 a85d6717-7264-d00e-069b-3b1d19d56ad9,aaa3eec5-9499-bcf3-4c03-
af10baea96b7, \

2 42c044de-df69-4b30-89d9-2c199564581d
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Secrets

Citrix Hypervisor provides a secrets mechanism to avoid passwords being stored in plaintext in
command‑line history or on API objects. XenCenter uses this feature automatically and it can also be
used from the xe CLI for any command that requires a password.

Note

Password secrets cannot be used to authenticate with a Citrix Hypervisor host from a remote
instance of the xe CLI.

To create a secret object, run the following command on your Citrix Hypervisor host.

1 xe secret-create value=my-password
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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A secret is created and stored on the Citrix Hypervisor host. The command outputs the UUID of the
secret object. For example, 99945d96-5890-de2a-3899-8c04ef2521db. Append _secret to the
name of the password argument to pass this UUID to any command that requires a password.

Example: On the Citrix Hypervisor host where you created the secret, you can run the following com‑
mand:

1 xe sr-create device-config:location=sr_address device-config:type=
cifs device-config:username=cifs_username \

2 device-config:cifspassword_secret=secret_uuid name-label="CIFS ISO
SR" type="iso" content-type="iso" shared="true"

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Command history

Some xe commands, for example xe vm-migrate or xe pool-enable-external-auth, take se‑
crets like passwords as parameters. These can end up in the shell history and during execution of the
command are visible in the process table. It is therefore important to run these commands only in
trustworthy environments.

For the bash shell, you can use the HISTCONTROL variable to control which commands are stored in
the shell history.

xe command reference

This section groups the commands by the objects that the command addresses. These objects are
listed alphabetically.

Appliance commands

Commands for creating and modifying VM appliances (also known as vApps). For more information,
see vApps.

Appliance parameters

Appliance commands have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The appliance uuid Required

name-description The appliance description Optional
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Parameter Name Description Type

paused Optional

force Force shutdown Optional

appliance-assert-can-be-recovered

1 xe appliance-assert-can-be-recovered uuid=appliance-uuid database:vdi-
uuid=vdi-uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tests whether storage is available to recover this VM appliance/vApp.

appliance-create

1 xe appliance-create name-label=name-label [name-description=name-
description]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates an appliance/vApp. For example:

1 xe appliance-create name-label=my_appliance
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add VMs to the appliance:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=VM-UUID appliance=appliance-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

appliance-destroy

1 xe appliance-destroy uuid=appliance-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys an appliance/vApp. For example:

1 xe appliance-destroy uuid=appliance-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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appliance-recover

1 xe appliance-recover uuid=appliance-uuid database:vdi-uuid=vdi-uuid [
paused=true|false]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Recover a VM appliance/vApp from the database contained in the supplied VDI.

appliance-shutdown

1 xe appliance-shutdown uuid=appliance-uuid [force=true|false]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shuts down all VMs in an appliance/vApp. For example:

1 xe appliance-shutdown uuid=appliance-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

appliance-start

1 xe appliance-start uuid=appliance-uuid [paused=true|false]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Starts an appliance/vApp. For example:

1 xe appliance-start uuid=appliance-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Audit commands

Audit commandsdownloadall of theavailable recordsof theRBACaudit file in thepool. If theoptional
parameter since is present, it downloads only the records from that specific point in time.

audit-log-get parameters

audit-log-get has the following parameters
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Parameter Name Description Type

filename Write the audit log of the pool
to file name

Required

since Specific date/time point Optional

audit-log-get

1 xe audit-log-get [since=timestamp] filename=filename
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example, to obtain audit records of the pool since a precise millisecond timestamp, run the fol‑
lowing command:

Run the following command:

1 xe audit-log-get since=2009-09-24T17:56:20.530Z filename=/tmp/auditlog-
pool-actions.out

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Bonding commands

Commands for working with network bonds, for resilience with physical interface failover. For more
information, see Networking.

Thebondobject is a reference objectwhich glues togethermaster andmember PIFs. Themaster PIF is
the bonding interfacewhichmust be used as the overall PIF to refer to the bond. Themember PIFs are
a set of twoormorephysical interfaces that havebeen combined into thehigh‑level bonded interface.

Bond parameters

Bonds have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid Unique identifier/object
reference for the bond

Read only

master UUID for the master bond PIF Read only

members Set of UUIDs for the
underlying bonded PIFs

Read only
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bond-create

1 xe bond-create network-uuid=network_uuid pif-uuids=pif_uuid_1,
pif_uuid_2,...

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a bonded network interface on the network specified from a list of existing PIF objects. The
command fails in any of the following cases:

• If PIFs are in another bond already
• If any member has a VLAN tag set
• If the referenced PIFs are not on the same Citrix Hypervisor server
• If fewer than 2 PIFs are supplied

bond-destroy

1 xe bond-destroy uuid=bond_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Deletes a bonded interface specified by its UUID from a host.

bond-set-mode

1 xe bond-set-mode uuid=bond_uuid mode=bond_mode
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change the bondmode.

CD commands

Commands for working with physical CD/DVD drives on Citrix Hypervisor servers.

CD parameters

CDs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid Unique identifier/object
reference for the CD

Read only

name-label Name for the CD Read/write
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Parameter Name Description Type

name-description Description text for the CD Read/write

allowed-operations A list of the operations that
can be performed on this CD

Read only set parameter

current-operations A list of the operations that
are currently in progress on
this CD

Read only set parameter

sr-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the SR this CD is
part of

Read only

sr-name-label The name for the SR this CD is
part of

Read only

vbd-uuids A list of the unique identifiers
for the VBDs on VMs that
connect to this CD

Read only set parameter

crashdump-uuids Not used on CDs. Because
crashdumps cannot be
written to CDs

Read only set parameter

virtual-size Size of the CD as it appears to
VMs (in bytes)

Read only

physical-utilisation Amount of physical space that
the CD image takes up on the
SR (in bytes)

Read only

type Set to User for CDs Read only

sharable Whether or not the CD drive is
sharable. Default is false.

Read only

read-only Whether the CD is read‑only, if
false, the device is writable.
Always true for CDs.

Read only

storage-lock Value is true if this disk is
locked at the storage level.

Read only

parent Reference to the parent disk,
if this CD is part of a chain.

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

missing Value is true if SR scan
operation reported this CD as
not present on disk

Read only

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the CD

Read/write map parameter

location The path on which the device
is mounted

Read only

managed Value is true if the device is
managed

Read only

xenstore-data Data to be inserted into the
xenstore tree

Read only map parameter

sm-config Names and descriptions of
storage manager device
config keys

Read only map parameter

is-a-snapshot Value is true if this template
is a CD snapshot

Read only

snapshot_of The UUID of the CD that this
template is a snapshot of

Read only

snapshots The UUIDs of any snapshots
that have been taken of this
CD

Read only

snapshot_time The timestamp of the
snapshot operation

Read only

cd-list

1 xe cd-list [params=param1,param2,...] [parameter=parameter_value]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List the CDs and ISOs (CD image files) on the Citrix Hypervisor server or pool, filtering on the optional
argument params.

If the optional argumentparams is used, the value of params is a string containing a list of parameters
of this object that you want to display. Alternatively, you can use the keyword all to show all param‑
eters. When params is not used, the returned list shows a default subset of all available parameters.
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Optional arguments can be any number of the CD parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

Cluster commands

Commands for working with clustered pools.

Clustered pools are resource pools that have the clustering feature enabled. Use these pools with
GFS2 SRs. For more information, see Clustered pools

The cluster and cluster‑host objects can be listed with the standard object listing commands (xe
cluster-list and xe cluster-host-list), and the parameters manipulated with the standard
parameter commands. For more information, see Low‑level parameter commands.
Commands for working with clustered pools.

Cluster parameters

Clusters have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the cluster

Read only

cluster-hosts A list of unique
identifiers/object references
for the hosts in the cluster

Read only set parameter

cluster-token The secret key used by
xapi-clusterdwhen it
talks to itself on other hosts

Read only

cluster-stack The technology stack
providing the clustering
capabilities. Possible values
are corosync.

Read only

allowed-operations Lists the operations allowed
in this state. This list is
advisory only and the cluster
state may have changed by
the time a client reads this
field.

Read only set parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

current-operations Lists the operations currently
in process. This list is advisory
only and the cluster state may
have changed by the time a
client reads this field.

Read only set parameter

token-timeout The corosync token timeout
in seconds

Read only

token-timeout-
coefficient

The corosync token timeout
coefficient in seconds

Read only

pool-auto-join True if automatically joining
new pool members to the
cluster. This is set to true.

Read only

cluster-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the cluster.

Read only map parameter

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the cluster.

Read/write map parameter

cluster-host-create

1 xe cluster-host-create cluster-uuid=cluster_uuid host-uuid=host_uuid
pif-uuid=pif_uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add a host to an existing cluster.

cluster-host-destroy

1 xe cluster-host-destroy uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a cluster host, effectively leaving the cluster.

cluster-host-disable
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1 xe cluster-host-disable uuid=cluster_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable cluster membership for an enabled cluster host.

cluster-host-enable

1 xe cluster-host-enable uuid=cluster_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable cluster membership for a disabled cluster host.

cluster-host-force-destroy

1 xe cluster-host-force-destroy uuid=cluster_host
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a cluster host object forcefully, effectively leaving the cluster.

cluster-pool-create

1 xe cluster-pool-create network-uuid=network_uuid [cluster-stack=
cluster_stack] [token-timeout=token_timeout] [token-timeout-
coefficient=token_timeout_coefficient]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create pool‑wide cluster.

cluster-pool-destroy

1 xe cluster-pool-destroy cluster-uuid=cluster_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy pool‑wide cluster. The pool continues to exist, but it is no longer clustered and can no longer
use GFS2 SRs.

cluster-pool-force-destroy

1 xe cluster-pool-force-destroy cluster-uuid=cluster_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Force destroy pool‑wide cluster.

cluster-pool-resync

1 xe cluster-pool-resync cluster-uuid=cluster_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Resync a cluster across a pool.

Console commands

Commands for working with consoles.

The console objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe console-list),
and the parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information,
see Low‑level parameter commands.

Console parameters

Consoles have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the console

Read only

vm-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference of the VM this
console is open on

Read only

vm-name-label The name of the VM this
console is open on

Read only

protocol Protocol this console uses.
Possible values are vt100:
VT100 terminal, rfb: Remote
Framebuffer Protocol (as
used in VNC), or rdp: Remote
Desktop Protocol

Read only

location URI for the console service Read only

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the console.

Read/write map parameter
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console

1 xe console
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attach to a particular console.

Diagnostic commands

Commands for gathering diagnostic information from Citrix Hypervisor.

diagnostic-compact

1 xe diagnostic-compact
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Perform amajor GC collection and heap compaction.

DEPRECATED: diagnostic-db-log

1 xe diagnostic-db-log
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Start logging the database operations. Warning: once started, this cannot be stopped.

diagnostic-db-stats

1 xe diagnostic-db-stats
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Print database statistics.

diagnostic-gc-stats

1 xe diagnostic-gc-stats
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Print GC statistics.
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diagnostic-license-status

1 xe diagnostic-license-status
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Help diagnose pool‑wide licensing problems.

diagnostic-net-stats

1 xe diagnostic-net-stats [uri=uri] [method=method] [params=param1,param2
...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Print network statistics.

diagnostic-timing-stats

1 xe diagnostic-timing-stats
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Print timing statistics.

diagnostic-vdi-status

1 xe diagnostic-vdi-status uuid=vdi_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Query the locking and sharing status of a VDI.

diagnostic-vm-status

1 xe diagnostic-vm-status uuid=vm_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Query the hosts on which the VM can boot, check the sharing/locking status of all VBDs.

Disaster recovery commands

Commands for recovering VMs after a disaster
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drtask-create

1 xe drtask-create type=type sr-whitelist=sr-white-list device-config=
device-config

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates a disaster recovery task. For example, to connect to an iSCSI SR in preparation for Disaster
Recovery:

1 xe drtask-create type=lvmoiscsi device-config:target=target-ip-address
\

2 device-config:targetIQN=targetIQN device-config:SCSIid=SCSIid \
3 sr-whitelist=sr-uuid-list
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

The command sr-whitelist lists SR UUIDs that are allowed. The drtask-create command
only introduces and connects to an SR which has one of the allowed UUIDs

drtask-destroy

1 xe drtask-destroy uuid=dr-task-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys a disaster recovery task and forgets the introduced SR.

vm-assert-can-be-recovered

1 xe vm-assert-can-be-recovered uuid=vm-uuid database:vdi-uuid=vdi-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tests whether storage is available to recover this VM.

appliance-assert-can-be-recovered

1 xe appliance-assert-can-be-recovered uuid=appliance-uuid database:vdi-
uuid=vdi-uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Checks whether the storage (containing the appliance’s/vAPP disk) is visible.
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appliance-recover

1 xe appliance-recover uuid=appliance-uuid database:vdi-uuid=vdi-uuid [
force=true|false]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Recover an appliance/vAPP from the database contained in the supplied VDI.

vm-recover

1 xe vm-recover uuid=vm-uuid database:vdi-uuid=vdi-uuid [force=true|false
]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Recovers a VM from the database contained in the supplied VDI.

sr-enable-database-replication

1 xe sr-enable-database-replication uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enables XAPI database replication to the specified (shared) SR.

sr-disable-database-replication

1 xe sr-disable-database-replication uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disables XAPI database replication to the specified SR.

Example usage

The example below shows the DR CLI commands in context:

On the primary site, enable database replication:

1 xe sr-database-replication uuid=sr=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

After a disaster, on the secondary site, connect to the SR. The device-config command has the
same fields as sr-probe.
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1 xe drtask-create type=lvmoiscsi \
2 device-config:target=target ip address \
3 device-config:targetIQN=target-iqn \
4 device-config:SCSIid=scsi-id \
5 sr-whitelist=sr-uuid
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Look for database VDIs on the SR:

1 xe vdi-list sr-uuid=sr-uuid type=Metadata
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Query a database VDI for VMs present:

1 xe vm-list database:vdi-uuid=vdi-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Recover a VM:

1 xe vm-recover uuid=vm-uuid database:vdi-uuid=vdi-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the DR task. Any SRs introduced by the DR task and not required by VMs are destroyed:

1 xe drtask-destroy uuid=drtask-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Event commands

Commands for working with events.

Event classes

Event classes are listed in the following table:

Class name Description

pool A pool of physical hosts

vm A Virtual Machine

host A physical host

network A virtual network
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Class name Description

vif A virtual network interface

pif A physical network interface (separate VLANs
are represented as several PIFs)

sr A storage repository

vdi A virtual disk image

vbd A virtual block device

pbd The physical block devices through which
hosts access SRs

event-wait

1 xe event-wait class=class_name [param-name=param_value] [param-name=/=
param_value]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Blocks other commands from running until an object exists that satisfies the conditions given on the
command line. The argument x=ymeans “wait for field x to take value y” and x=/=ymeans “wait for
field x to take any value other than y.”

Example: wait for a specific VM to be running.

1 xe event-wait class=vm name-label=myvm power-state=running
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Blocks other commands until a VM called myvm is in the power-state “running.”

Example: wait for a specific VM to reboot:

1 xe event-wait class=vm uuid=$VM start-time=/=$(xe vm-list uuid=$VM
params=start-time --minimal)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Blocks other commands until a VM with UUID $VM reboots. The command uses the value of start-
time to decide when the VM reboots.

The class name can be any of the event classes listed at the beginning of this section. The parameters
can be any of the parameters listed in the CLI command class‑param‑list.
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GPU commands

Commands for working with physical GPUs, GPU groups, and virtual GPUs.

The GPU objects can be listed with the standard object listing commands: xe pgpu-list, xe gpu-
group-list, andxe vgpu-list. The parameters can bemanipulatedwith the standard parameter
commands. For more information, see Low‑level parameter commands.

Physical GPU parameters

Physical GPUS (pGPUs) have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the pGPU

Read only

vendor-name The vendor name of the pGPU Read only

device-name The name assigned by the
vendor to this pGPUmodel

Read only

gpu-group-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the GPU group
that this pGPU has been
automatically assigned to by
Citrix Hypervisor. Identical
pGPUs across hosts in a pool
are grouped

Read only

gpu-group-name-label The name of the GPU group to
which the pGPU is assigned

Read only

host-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the Citrix
Hypervisor server to which
the pGPU is connected

Read only

host-name-label The name of the Citrix
Hypervisor server to which
the pGPU is connected

Read only

pci-id PCI identifier Read only

dependencies Lists the dependent PCI
devices passed‑through to
the same VM

Read/write map parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the pGPU

Read/write map parameter

supported-VGPU-types List of virtual GPU types
supported by the underlying
hardware

Read only

enabled-VGPU-types List of virtual GPU types
which have been enabled for
this pGPU

Read/Write

resident-VGPUs List of vGPUs running on this
pGPU

Read only

pgpu-disable-dom0-access

1 xe pgpu-disable-dom0-access uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable PGPU access to dom0.

pgpu-enable-dom0-access

1 xe pgpu-enable-dom0-access uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable PGPU access to dom0.

GPU group parameters

GPU groups have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the GPU group

Read only

name-label The name of the GPU group Read/write

name-description The descriptive text of the
GPU group

Read/write
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Parameter Name Description Type

VGPU-uuids Lists the unique
identifier/object references
for the virtual GPUs in the
GPU group

Read only set parameter

PGPU-uuids Lists the unique
identifier/object references
for the pGPUs in the GPU
group

Read only set parameter

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the GPU group

Read/write map parameter

supported-VGPU-types Union of all virtual GPU types
supported by the underlying
hardware

Read only

enabled-VGPU-types Union of all virtual GPU types
which have been enabled on
the underlying pGPUs

Read only

allocation-algorithm Depth‑first/Breadth‑first
setting for allocation virtual
GPUs on pGPUs within the
group

Read/write enum parameter

GPU group operations

Commands for working with GPU Groups

gpu-group-create

1 xe gpu-group-create name-label=name_for_group [name-description=
description]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates a new (empty) GPU Group into which pGPUs can bemoved.

gpu-group-destroy
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1 xe gpu-group-destroy uuid=uuid_of_group
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys the GPU Group; only permitted for empty groups.

gpu-group-get-remaining-capacity

1 xe gpu-group-get-remaining-capacity uuid=uuid_of_group vgpu-type-uuid=
uuid_of_vgpu_type

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Returns howmanymore virtual GPUs of the specified type can be instantiated in this GPU Group.

gpu-group-param-set

1 xe gpu-group-param-set uuid=uuid_of_group allocation-algorithm=breadth-
first|depth-first

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Changes the algorithm that the GPU group uses to allocate virtual GPUs to pGPUs.

gpu-group-param-get-uuid

1 xe gpu-group-param-get-uuid uuid=uuid_of_group param-name=supported-
vGPU-types|enabled-vGPU-types

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Returns the supported or enabled types for this GPU Group.

Virtual GPU parameters

Virtual GPUs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the virtual GPU

Read only

vm-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the VM to which
the virtual GPU is assigned

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

vm-name-label The name of the VM to which
the virtual GPU is assigned

Read only

gpu-group-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the GPU group
in which the virtual GPU is
contained

Read only

gpu-group-name-label The name of the GPU group in
which the virtual GPU is
contained

Read only

currently-attached True if a VM with GPU
pass‑through is running, false
otherwise

Read only

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the virtual
GPU

Read/write map parameter

type-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the virtual GPU
type of this virtual GPU

Read/write map parameter

type-model-name Model name associated with
the virtual GPU type

Read only

Virtual GPU type parameters
Note:

GPU pass‑through and virtual GPUs are not compatible with live migration, storage live mi‑
gration, or VM Suspend unless supported software and graphics cards from GPU vendors are
present. VMs without this support cannot be migrated to avoid downtime. For information
about NVIDIA vGPU compatibility with live migration, storage live migration, and VM Suspend,
see Graphics.

Virtual GPU Types have the following parameters:
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Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the virtual GPU
type

Read only

vendor-name Name of virtual GPU vendor Read only

model-name Model name associated with
the virtual GPU type

Read only

freeze-frame Frame buffer size of the
virtual GPU type, in bytes

Read only

max-heads Maximum number of displays
supported by the virtual GPU
type

Read only

supported-on-PGPUs List of pGPUs that support
this virtual GPU type

Read only

enabled-on-PGPUs List of pGPUs that have this
virtual GPU type enabled

Read only

VGPU-uuids List of virtual GPUs of this
type

Read only

Virtual GPU operations

vgpu-create

1 xe vgpu-create vm-uuid=uuid_of_vm gpu_group_uuid=uuid_of_gpu_group [
vgpu-type-uuid=uuid_of_vgpu-type]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates a virtual GPU. This command attaches the VM to the specified GPU group and optionally spec‑
ifies the virtual GPU type. If no virtual GPU type is specified, the ‘pass‑through’ type is assumed.

vgpu-destroy

1 xe vgpu-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vgpu
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the specified virtual GPU.
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Disabling VNC for VMs with virtual GPU

1 xe vm-param-add uuid=uuid_of_vmparam-name=platform vgpu_vnc_enabled=
true|false

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Using false disables the VNC console for a VM as it passes disablevnc=1 through to the display
emulator. By default, VNC is enabled.

Host commands

Commands for interacting with Citrix Hypervisor server.

Citrix Hypervisor servers are the physical servers running Citrix Hypervisor software. They have VMs
running on them under the control of a special privileged Virtual Machine, known as the control do‑
main or domain 0.

The Citrix Hypervisor server objects can be listed with the standard object listing commands: xe
host-list, xe host-cpu-list, and xe host-crashdump-list). The parameters can be ma‑
nipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information, see Low‑level parameter
commands.

Host selectors

Several of the commands listed here have a commonmechanism for selecting one or more Citrix Hy‑
pervisor servers on which to perform the operation. The simplest is by supplying the argument host
=uuid_or_name_label. You can also specify Citrix Hypervisor by filtering the full list of hosts on the
values of fields. For example, specifying enabled=true selects all Citrix Hypervisor servers whose
enabled field is equal to true. Where multiple Citrix Hypervisor servers match and the operation
can be performed on multiple Citrix Hypervisor servers, you must specify --multiple to perform
the operation. The full list of parameters that can be matched is described at the beginning of this
section. You can obtain this list of commands by running the command xe host-list params=
all. If no parameters to select Citrix Hypervisor servers are given, the operation is performed on all
Citrix Hypervisor servers.

Host parameters

Citrix Hypervisor servers have the following parameters:
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Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the Citrix
Hypervisor server

Read only

name-label The name of the Citrix
Hypervisor server

Read/write

name-description The description string of the
Citrix Hypervisor server

Read only

enabled Value is false if disabled.
This prevents any new VMs
from starting on the hosts and
prepares the hosts to be shut
down or rebooted. Value is
true if the host is enabled

Read only

API-version-major Major version number Read only

API-version-minor Minor version number Read only

API-version-vendor Identification of API vendor Read only

API-version-vendor-
implementation

Details of vendor
implementation

Read only map parameter

logging Logging configuration Read/write map parameter

suspend-image-sr-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the SR where
suspended images are put

Read/write

crash-dump-sr-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the SR where
crash dumps are put

Read/write

software-version List of versioning parameters
and their values

Read only map parameter

capabilities List of Xen versions that the
Citrix Hypervisor server can
run

Read only set parameter

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the Citrix
Hypervisor server

Read/write map parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

chipset-info A list of key/value pairs that
specify information about the
chipset

Read only map parameter

hostname Citrix Hypervisor server host
name

Read only

address Citrix Hypervisor server IP
address

Read only

license-server A list of key/value pairs that
specify information about the
license server. The default
port for communications with
Citrix products is 27000. For
information on changing port
numbers due to conflicts, see
Change port numbers

Read only map parameter

supported-bootloaders List of bootloaders that the
Citrix Hypervisor server
supports, for example,
pygrub, eliloader

Read only set parameter

memory-total Total amount of physical RAM
on the Citrix Hypervisor
server, in bytes

Read only

memory-free Total amount of physical RAM
remaining that can be
allocated to VMs, in bytes

Read only

host-metrics-live True if the host is operational Read only

logging The syslog_destination
key can be set to the host
name of a remote listening
syslog service.

Read/write map parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

allowed-operations Lists the operations allowed
in this state. This list is
advisory only and the server
state may have changed by
the time a client reads this
field.

Read only set parameter

current-operations Lists the operations currently
in process. This list is advisory
only and the server state may
have changed by the time a
client reads this field.

Read only set parameter

patches Set of host patches Read only set parameter

blobs Binary data store Read only

memory-free-computed A conservative estimate of the
maximum amount of memory
free on a host

Read only

ha-statefiles The UUIDs of all HA state files Read only

ha-network-peers The UUIDs of all hosts that
can host the VMs on this host
if there is a failure

Read only

external-auth-type Type of external
authentication, for example,
Active Directory.

Read only

external-auth-service-
name

The name of the external
authentication service

Read only

external-auth-
configuration

Configuration information for
the external authentication
service.

Read only map parameter

Citrix Hypervisor servers contain some other objects that also have parameter lists.

CPUs on Citrix Hypervisor servers have the following parameters:
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Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the CPU

Read only

number The number of the physical
CPU core within the Citrix
Hypervisor server

Read only

vendor The vendor string for the CPU
name

Read only

speed The CPU clock speed, in Hz Read only

modelname The vendor string for the CPU
model, for example, “Intel(R)
Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00 GHz”

Read only

stepping The CPU revision number Read only

flags The flags of the physical CPU
(a decoded version of the
features field)

Read only

Utilisation The current CPU utilization Read only

host-uuid The UUID if the host the CPU
is in

Read only

model Themodel number of the
physical CPU

Read only

family The physical CPU family
number

Read only

Crash dumps on Citrix Hypervisor servers have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the crashdump

Read only

host Citrix Hypervisor server the
crashdump corresponds to

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

timestamp Timestamp of the date and
time that the crashdump
occurred, in the form
yyyymmdd-hhmmss-ABC,
where ABC is the timezone
indicator, for example, GMT

Read only

size Size of the crashdump, in
bytes

Read only

host-all-editions

1 xe host-all-editions
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get a list of all available editions

host-apply-edition

1 xe host-apply-edition [host-uuid=host_uuid] [edition=xenserver_edition=
"free" "per-socket" "xendesktop"]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Assigns the Citrix Hypervisor license to a host server. When you assign a license, Citrix Hypervisor
contacts the License Server and requests the specified type of license. If a license is available, it is
then checked out from the license server.

For Citrix Hypervisor for Citrix Virtual Desktops and DaaS editions, use "xendesktop".

For initial licensing configuration, see also license-server-address and license-server-
port.

host-backup

1 xe host-backup file-name=backup_filename host=host_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Download a backup of the control domain of the specified Citrix Hypervisor server to the machine
that the command is invoked from. Save it there as a file with the name file-name.
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Important:

While the xe host-backup command works if run on the local host (that is, without a specific
host name specified), do not use it this way. Doing so would fill up the control domain partition
with the backup file. Only use the command from a remote off‑host machine where you have
space to hold the backup file.

host-bugreport-upload

1 xe host-bugreport-upload [host-selector=host_selector_value...] [url=
destination_url http-proxy=http_proxy_name]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Generate a fresh bug report (using xen-bugtool, with all optional files included) and upload to the
Support FTP site or some other location.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

Optional parameters are http-proxy: use specified HTTP proxy, and url: upload to this destination
URL. If optionalparametersarenotused, noproxy server is identifiedand thedestination is thedefault
Support FTP site.

host-call-plugin

1 xe host-call-plugin host-uuid=host_uuid plugin=plugin fn=function [args
=args]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Calls the function within the plug‑in on the given host with optional arguments.

host-compute-free-memory

1 xe host-compute-free-memory
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Computes the amount of free memory on the host.

host-compute-memory-overhead
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1 xe host-compute-memory-overhead
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Computes the virtualization memory overhead of a host.

host-cpu-info

1 xe host-cpu-info [uuid=uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Lists information about the host’s physical CPUs.

host-crashdump-destroy

1 xe host-crashdump-destroy uuid=crashdump_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Delete a host crashdump specified by its UUID from the Citrix Hypervisor server.

host-crashdump-upload

1 xe host-crashdump-upload uuid=crashdump_uuid [url=destination_url] [
http-proxy=http_proxy_name]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Upload a crashdump to the Support FTP site or other location. If optional parameters are not used,
no proxy server is identified and the destination is the default Support FTP site. Optional parameters
are http-proxy: use specified HTTP proxy, and url: upload to this destination URL.

host-declare-dead

1 xe host-declare-dead uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Declare that the host is dead without contacting it explicitly.

Warning:

This call is dangerous and can cause data loss if the host is not actually dead.
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host-disable

1 xe host-disable [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disables the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers, which prevents any new VMs from starting on them.
This action prepares the Citrix Hypervisor servers to be shut down or rebooted.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at the be‑
ginning of this section.

host-disable-display

1 xe host-disable-display uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable display for the host.

host-disable-local-storage-caching

1 xe host-disable-local-storage-caching
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable local storage caching on the specified host.

host-dmesg

1 xe host-dmesg [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get a Xen dmesg (the output of the kernel ring buffer) from specified Citrix Hypervisor servers.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

host-emergency-ha-disable

1 xe host-emergency-ha-disable [--force]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable HA on the local host. Only to be used to recover a pool with a broken HA setup.
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host-emergency-management-reconfigure

1 xe host-emergency-management-reconfigure interface=
uuid_of_management_interface_pif

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reconfigure the management interface of this Citrix Hypervisor server. Use this command only if the
Citrix Hypervisor server is in emergency mode. Emergency mode means that the host is a member
in a resource pool whose master has disappeared from the network and cannot be contacted after a
number of retries.

host-emergency-reset-server-certificate

1 xe host-emergency-reset-server-certificate
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Installs a self‑signed certificate on the Citrix Hypervisor server where the command is run.

host-enable

1 xe host-enable [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enables the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers, which allows new VMs to be started on them.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

host-enable-display

1 xe host-enable-display uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable display for the host.

host-enable-local-storage-caching

1 xe host-enable-local-storage-caching sr-uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable local storage caching on the specified host.
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host-evacuate

1 xe host-evacuate [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Live migrates all running VMs to other suitable hosts on a pool. First, disable the host by using the
host-disable command.

If the evacuated host is the pool master, then another host must be selected to be the pool master.
To change the poolmasterwith HA disabled, use the pool-designate-new-master command. For
more information, see pool‑designate‑new‑master.

With HA enabled, your only option is to shut down the server, which causes HA to elect a newmaster
at random. For more information, see host‑shutdown.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

host-forget

1 xe host-forget uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The XAPI agent forgets about the specified Citrix Hypervisor server without contacting it explicitly.

Use the --force parameter to avoid being prompted to confirm that you really want to perform this
operation.

Warning:

Do not use this command if HA is enabled on the pool. Disable HA first, then enable it again after
you’ve forgotten the host.

This command is useful if the Citrix Hypervisor server to “forget” is dead. However, if the Citrix Hyper‑
visor server is live and part of the pool, use xe pool-eject instead.

host-get-server-certificate

1 xe host-get-server-certificate
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get the installed server TLS certificate.
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host-get-sm-diagnostics

1 xe host-get-sm-diagnostics uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Display per‑host SM diagnostic information.

host-get-system-status

1 xe host-get-system-status filename=name_for_status_file [entries=
comma_separated_list] [output=tar.bz2|zip] [host-selector=
host_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Download system status information into the specified file. The optional parameter entries is a
comma‑separated list of system status entries, taken from the capabilities XML fragment returned
by the host-get-system-status-capabilities command. For more information, see host‑get‑
system‑status‑capabilities. If not specified, all system status information is saved in the file. The pa‑
rameter outputmay be tar.bz2 (the default) or zip. If this parameter is not specified, the file is saved
in tar.bz2 form.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above).

host-get-system-status-capabilities

1 xe host-get-system-status-capabilities [host-selector=
host_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Get systemstatus capabilities for the specifiedhosts. Thecapabilities are returnedasanXML fragment
that similar to the following example:

1 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
2 <system-status-capabilities>
3 <capability content-type="text/plain" default-checked="yes" key="

xenserver-logs" \
4 max-size="150425200" max-time="-1" min-size="150425200" min-

time="-1" \
5 pii="maybe"/>
6 <capability content-type="text/plain" default-checked="yes" \
7 key="xenserver-install" max-size="51200" max-time="-1" min-size

="10240" \
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8 min-time="-1" pii="maybe"/>
9 ...

10 </system-status-capabilities>
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

Each capability entity can have the following attributes.

• key A unique identifier for the capability.

• content-type Can be either text/plain or application/data. Indicates whether a UI can render
the entries for human consumption.

• default-checkedCan be either yes or no. Indicateswhether aUI selects this entry by default.

• min-size, max-size Indicates an approximate range for the size, in bytes, of this entry. ‑1
indicates that the size is unimportant.

• min-time, max-time Indicate an approximate range for the time, in seconds, taken to collect
this entry. ‑1 indicates that the time is unimportant.

• pii Personally identifiable information. Indicates whether the entry has information that can
identify the system owner or details of their network topology. The attribute can have one of
the following values:

– no: no PII is in these entries
– yes: PII likely or certainly is in these entries
– maybe: you might want to audit these entries for PII
– if_customized if the files are unmodified, then they contain no PII. However, because
weencourageeditingof these files, PIImight havebeen introducedby suchcustomization.
This value is used in particular for the networking scripts in the control domain.

Passwords are never to be included in any bug report, regardless of any PII declaration.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above).

host-get-thread-diagnostics

1 xe host-get-thread-diagnostics uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Display per‑host thread diagnostic information.

host-get-vms-which-prevent-evacuation
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1 xe host-get-vms-which-prevent-evacuation uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Return a list of VMs which prevent the evacuation of a specific host and display reasons for each one.

host-is-in-emergency-mode

1 xe host-is-in-emergency-mode
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Returns true if the host the CLI is talking to is in emergency mode, false otherwise. This CLI com‑
mand works directly on pool member servers even with nomaster server present.

host-license-add

1 xe host-license-add [license-file=path/license_filename] [host-uuid=
host_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For Citrix Hypervisor (free edition), use to parse a local license file and add it to the specified Citrix
Hypervisor server.

host-license-remove

1 xe host-license-remove [host-uuid=host_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove any licensing applied to a host.

host-license-view

1 xe host-license-view [host-uuid=host_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Displays the contents of the Citrix Hypervisor server license.

host-logs-download
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1 xe host-logs-download [file-name=logfile_name] [host-selector=
host_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Download a copy of the logs of the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers. The copy is saved by default
in a time‑stamped file named hostname-yyyy-mm-dd T hh:mm:ssZ.tar.gz. You can specify a
different file name using the optional parameter file‑name.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

Important:

While the xe host-logs-download command works if run on the local host (that is, without
a specific host name specified), do not use it this way. Doing so clutters the control domain par‑
tition with the copy of the logs. Only use the command from a remote off‑host machine where
you have space to hold the copy of the logs.

host-management-disable

1 xe host-management-disable
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disables the host agent listening on an external management network interface and disconnects all
connected API clients (such as the XenCenter). This command operates directly on the Citrix Hypervi‑
sor server the CLI is connected to. The command is not forwarded to the pool master when applied
to a member Citrix Hypervisor server.

Warning:

Be carefulwhenusing this CLI commandoff‑host. After this command is run, you cannot connect
to the control domain remotely over the network to re‑enable the host agent.

host-management-reconfigure

1 xe host-management-reconfigure [interface=device] [pif-uuid=uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reconfigures the Citrix Hypervisor server to use the specified network interface as its management
interface, which is the interface that is used to connect to the XenCenter. The command rewrites the
MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE key in /etc/xensource-inventory.
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If the device name of an interface (which must have an IP address) is specified, the Citrix Hypervisor
server immediately rebinds. This command works both in normal and emergency mode.

If the UUID of a PIF object is specified, the Citrix Hypervisor server determines which IP address to
rebind to itself. It must not be in emergency mode when this command is run.

Warning:

Be careful when using this CLI commandoff‑host and ensure that you have network connectivity
on the new interface. Use xe pif-reconfigure to set one up first. Otherwise, subsequent CLI
commands are unable to reach the Citrix Hypervisor server.

host-power-on

1 xe host-power-on [host=host_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Turns on power on Citrix Hypervisor servers with the Host Power On function enabled. Before using
this command, enable host-set-power-on on the host.

host-reboot

1 xe host-reboot [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reboot the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers. The specified hosts must be disabled first using the
xe host-disable command, otherwise a HOST_IN_USE error message is displayed.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

If the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers aremembers of a pool, the loss of connectivity on shutdown
is handled and the pool recovers when the Citrix Hypervisor servers returns. The other members and
the master continue to function.

If you shut down the master, the pool is out of action until one of the following actions occurs:

• Youmake one of the members into the master

• The original master is rebooted and back on line.

When the master is back online, the members reconnect and synchronize with the master.
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host-restore

1 xe host-restore [file-name=backup_filename] [host-selector=
host_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Restore a backup named file-name of the Citrix Hypervisor server control software. The use of the
word “restore” here does not mean a full restore in the usual sense, it merely means that the com‑
pressedbackup file has been uncompressed andunpackedonto the secondary partition. After you’ve
done a xe host-restore, you have to boot the Install CD and use its Restore from Backup option.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

host-send-debug-keys

1 xe host-send-debug-keys host-uuid=host_uuid keys=keys
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Send specified hypervisor debug keys to specified host.

host-server-certificate-install

1 xe host-server-certificate-install certificate=path_to_certificate_file
private-key=path_to_private_key [certificate-chain=
path_to_chain_file] [host=host_name | uuid=host_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Install a TLS certificate on a Citrix Hypervisor server.

host-set-hostname-live

1 xe host-set-hostname-live host-uuid=uuid_of_host host-name=new_hostname
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change the host name of the Citrix Hypervisor server specified by host-uuid. This command per‑
sistently sets both the host name in the control domain database and the actual Linux host name of
the Citrix Hypervisor server. The value of host-name is not the same as the value of the name_label
field.
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host-set-power-on-mode

1 xe host-set-power-on-mode host=host_uuid power-on-mode={
2 "" | "wake-on-lan" | "DRAC" | "custom" }
3 \
4 [ power-on-config:power_on_ip=ip-address power-on-config:

power_on_user=user power-on-config:power_on_password_secret=
secret-uuid ]

5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use to enable the Host Power On function on Citrix Hypervisor hosts that are compatible with re‑
mote power solutions. When using the host-set-power-on command, you must specify the type
of powermanagement solution on the host (that is, the power‑on‑mode). Then specify configuration
options using the power‑on‑config argument and its associated key‑value pairs.

To use the secrets feature to store your password, specify the key "power_on_password_secret".
For more information, see Secrets.

host-shutdown

1 xe host-shutdown [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shut down the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers. The specified Citrix Hypervisor servers must be
disabled first using the xe host-disable command, otherwise a HOST_IN_USE error message is
displayed.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

If the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers aremembers of a pool, the loss of connectivity on shutdown
is handled and the pool recovers when the Citrix Hypervisor servers returns. The other members and
the master continue to function.

If you shut down the master, the pool is out of action until one of the following actions occurs:

• Youmake one of the members into the master

• The original master is rebooted and back on line.

When the master is back online, the members reconnect and synchronize with the master.

If HA is enabled for thepool, oneof themembers ismade intoamaster automatically. If HA isdisabled,
youmust manually designate the desired server as master with the pool-designate-new-master
command. For more information, see pool‑designate‑new‑master.
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host-sm-dp-destroy

1 xe host-sm-dp-destroy uuid=uuid dp=dp [allow-leak=true|false]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempt to destroy and clean up a storage datapath on a host. If allow-leak=true is provided then
it deletes all records of the datapath even if it is not shut down cleanly.

host-sync-data

1 xe host-sync-data
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Synchronize the data stored on the pool master with the named host. This does not include the
database data).

host-syslog-reconfigure

1 xe host-syslog-reconfigure [host-selector=host_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reconfigure the syslog daemon on the specified Citrix Hypervisor servers. This command applies
the configuration information defined in the host logging parameter.

The hosts on which to perform this operation are selected using the standard selection mechanism
(see host selectors above). Optional arguments can be any number of the host parameters listed at
the beginning of this section.

host-data-source-list

1 xe host-data-source-list [host-selectors=host selector value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List the data sources that can be recorded for a host.

Select the hosts on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism (see
host selectors). Optional arguments canbe any number of the host parameters listed at the beginning
of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is performed on all hosts.

Data sources have two parameters – standard and enabled. This command outputs the values of
the parameters:
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• If a data source has enabled set to true, the metrics are currently being recorded to the per‑
formance database.

• If a data source has standard set to true, the metrics are recorded to the performance
database by default. The value of enabled is also set to true for this data source.

• If a data source has standard set to false, the metrics are not recorded to the performance
database by default. The value of enabled is also set to false for this data source.

To start recording data source metrics to the performance database, run the host-data-source-
record command. This command sets enabled to true. To stop, run the host-data-source-
forget. This command sets enabled to false.

host-data-source-record

1 xe host-data-source-record data-source=name_description_of_data_source
[host-selectors=host_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Record the specified data source for a host.

This operation writes the information from the data source to the persistent performance metrics
database of the specified hosts. For performance reasons, this database is distinct from the normal
agent database.

Select the hosts on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism (see
host selectors). Optional arguments canbe any number of the host parameters listed at the beginning
of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is performed on all hosts.

host-data-source-forget

1 xe host-data-source-forget data-source=name_description_of_data_source
[host-selectors=host_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Stop recording the specified data source for a host and forget all of the recorded data.

Select the hosts on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism (see
host selectors). Optional arguments canbe any number of the host parameters listed at the beginning
of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is performed on all hosts.

host-data-source-query

1 xe host-data-source-query data-source=name_description_of_data_source [
host-selectors=host_selector_value...]
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Display the specified data source for a host.

Select the hosts on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism (see
host selectors). Optional arguments canbe any number of the host parameters listed at the beginning
of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is performed on all hosts.

DEPRECATED: Log commands

Commands for working with logs.

DEPRECATED: log-get

1 xe log-get
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Return the log currently stored in the string logger.

DEPRECATED: log-get-keys

1 xe log-get-keys
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List the keys known by the logger.

DEPRECATED: log-reopen

1 xe log-reopen
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reopen all loggers (use this for rotating files).

DEPRECATED: log-set-output

1 xe log-set-output output=output [key=key] [level=level]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set all loggers to the specified output (nil, stderr, string, file:file name, syslog:something).
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Message commands

Commands forworkingwithmessages. Messages are created to notify users of significant events, and
are displayed in XenCenter as alerts.

The message objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe message-list),
and the parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information,
see Low‑level parameter commands

Message parameters

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the message

Read only

name The unique name of the
message

Read only

priority Themessage priority. Higher
numbers indicate greater
priority

Read only

class Themessage class, for
example VM.

Read only

obj-uuid The uuid of the affected
object.

Read only

timestamp The time that the message
was generated.

Read only

body Themessage content. Read only

message-create

1 xe message-create name=message_name body=message_text [[host-uuid=
uuid_of_host] | [sr-uuid=uuid_of_sr] | [vm-uuid=uuid_of_vm] | [pool-
uuid=uuid_of_pool]]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates a message.

message-destroy
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1 xe message-destroy [uuid=message_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys an existing message. You can build a script to destroy all messages. For example:

1 # Dismiss all alerts \
2 IFS=","; for m in $(xe message-list params=uuid --minimal); do \
3 xe message-destroy uuid=$m \
4 done
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Network commands

Commands for working with networks.

The network objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe network-list),
and the parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information,
see Low‑level parameter commands

Network parameters

Networks have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the network

Read only

name-label The name of the network Read/write

name-description The description text of the
network

Read/write

VIF-uuids A list of unique identifiers of
the VIFs (virtual network
interfaces) that are attached
from VMs to this network

Read only set parameter

PIF-uuids A list of unique identifiers of
the PIFs (physical network
interfaces) that are attached
from Citrix Hypervisor servers
to this network

Read only set parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

bridge Name of the bridge
corresponding to this
network on the local Citrix
Hypervisor server

Read only

default-locking-mode A network object used with
VIF objects for ARP filtering.
Set to unlocked to remove
all the filtering rules
associated with the VIF. Set to
disabled so the VIF drops all
traffic.

Read/write

purpose Set of purposes for which the
Citrix Hypervisor server uses
this network. Set to nbd to
use the network to make NBD
connections.

Read/write

other-config:
staticroutes

Comma‑separated list of
subnet/netmask/gateway
formatted entries specifying
the gateway address through
which to route subnets. For
example, setting other-
config:static-routes to
172.16.0.0/15/192.168.0.3,172.18.0.0/16/192.168.0.4
causes traffic on
172.16.0.0/15 to be routed
over 192.168.0.3 and traffic
on 172.18.0.0/16 to be routed
over 192.168.0.4.

Read/write

other-config:
ethtoolautoneg

Set to no to disable
autonegotiation of the
physical interface or bridge.
Default is yes.

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
rx

Set to on to enable receive
checksum, off to disable

Read/write
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Parameter Name Description Type

other-config:ethtool-
tx

Set to on to enable transmit
checksum, off to disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
sg

Set to on to enable scatter
gather, off to disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
tso

Set to on to enable TCP
segmentation offload, off to
disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
ufo

Set to on to enable UDP
fragment offload, off to
disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
gso

Set to on to enable generic
segmentation offload, off to
disable

Read/write

blobs Binary data store Read only

network-create

1 xe network-create name-label=name_for_network [name-description=
descriptive_text]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates a network.

network-destroy

1 xe network-destroy uuid=network_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys an existing network.

SR‑IOV commands

Commands for working with SR‑IOV.

The network-sriov objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe network-
sriov-list), and the parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more
information, see Low‑level parameter commands
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SR‑IOV parameters

SR‑IOV has the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

physical-PIF The PIF to enable SR‑IOV. Read only

logical-PIF An SR‑IOV logical PIF. Users
can use this parameter to
create an SR‑IOV VLAN
network.

Read only

requires-reboot If set to True, used to reboot
host to bring SR‑IOV enabling
into effect.

Read only

remaining-capacity Number of available VFs
remaining.

Read only

network-sriov-create

1 xe network-sriov-create network-uuid=network_uuid pif-uuid=
physical_pif_uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates an SR‑IOV network object for a given physical PIF and enables SR‑IOV on the physical PIF.

network-sriov-destroy

1 xe network-sriov-destroy uuid=network_sriov_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Removes a network SR‑IOV object and disables SR‑IOV on its physical PIF.

Assign an SR‑IOV VF

1 xe vif-create device=device_index mac=vf_mac_address network-uuid=
sriov_network vm-uuid=vm_uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Assigns a VF from an SR‑IOV network to a VM.
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SDN Controller commands

Commands for working with the SDN controller.

sdn-controller-forget

1 xe sdn-controller-introduce [address=address] [protocol=protocol] [tcp-
port=tcp_port]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Introduce an SDN controller.

sdn-controller-introduce

1 xe sdn-controller-forget uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove an SDN controller.

Tunnel commands

Commands for working with tunnels.

tunnel-create

1 xe tunnel-create pif-uuid=pif_uuid network-uuid=network_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a new tunnel on a host.

tunnel-destroy

1 xe tunnel-destroy uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a tunnel.

Patch commands

Commands for working with patches.
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patch-apply

1 xe patch-apply uuid=patch_uuid host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Apply the previously uploaded patch to the specified host.

patch-clean

1 xe patch-clean uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Delete a previously uploaded patch file.

patch-destroy

1 xe patch-destroy uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove an unapplied patch record and files from the server.

patch-pool-apply

1 xe patch-pool-apply uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Apply the previously uploaded patch to all hosts in the pool.

patch-pool-clean

1 xe patch-pool-clean uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Delete a previously uploaded patch file on all hosts in the pool.

patch-precheck

1 xe patch-precheck uuid=uuid host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Run the prechecks contained within the patch previously uploaded to the specified host.
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patch-upload

1 xe patch-upload file-name=file_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Upload a patch file to the server.

PBD commands

Commands for working with PBDs (Physical Block Devices). PBDs are the software objects through
which the Citrix Hypervisor server accesses storage repositories (SRs).

The PBD objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe pbd-list), and the
parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information, see Low‑
level parameter commands

PBD parameters

PBDs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the PBD.

Read only

sr-uuid The storage repository that
the PBD points to

Read only

device-config Extra configuration
information that is provided
to the SR‑backend‑driver of a
host

Read only map parameter

currently-attached True if the SR is attached on
this host, False otherwise

Read only

host-uuid UUID of the physical machine
on which the PBD is available

Read only

host The host field is deprecated.
Use host_uuid instead.

Read only

other-config Extra configuration
information.

Read/write map parameter
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pbd-create

1 xe pbd-create host-uuid=uuid_of_host sr-uuid=uuid_of_sr [device-config:
key=corresponding_value]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a PBD on your Citrix Hypervisor server. The read‑only device-config parameter can only be
set on creation.

To add amapping from ‘path’ to ‘/tmp’, ensure that the command line contains the argument device
-config:path=/tmp

For a full list of supported device‑config key/value pairs on each SR type, see Storage.

pbd-destroy

1 xe pbd-destroy uuid=uuid_of_pbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the specified PBD.

pbd-plug

1 xe pbd-plug uuid=uuid_of_pbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempts to plug in the PBD to the Citrix Hypervisor server. If this command succeeds, the referenced
SR (and the VDIs contained within) becomes visible to the Citrix Hypervisor server.

pbd-unplug

1 xe pbd-unplug uuid=uuid_of_pbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempt to unplug the PBD from the Citrix Hypervisor server.

PIF commands

Commands for working with PIFs (objects representing the physical network interfaces).

The PIF objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe pif-list), and the pa‑
rametersmanipulatedwith the standard parameter commands. Formore information, see Low‑level
parameter commands
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PIF parameters

PIFs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the PIF

Read only

device machine-
readable

Name of the interface (for
example, eth0)

Read only

MAC The MAC address of the PIF Read only

other-config Extra PIF configuration
name:value pairs.

Read/write map parameter

physical If true, the PIF points to an
actual physical network
interface

Read only

currently-attached Is the PIF currently attached
on this host? true or false

Read only

MTU Maximum Transmission Unit
of the PIF in bytes.

Read only

VLAN VLAN tag for all traffic passing
through this interface. ‑1
indicates that no VLAN tag is
assigned

Read only

bond-master-of The UUID of the bond this PIF
is the master of (if any)

Read only

bond-slave-of The UUID of the bond this PIF
is part of (if any)

Read only

management Is this PIF designated to be a
management interface for the
control domain

Read only

network-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference of the virtual
network to which this PIF is
connected

Read only

network-name-label The name of the virtual
network to which this PIF is
connected

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

host-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference of the Citrix
Hypervisor server to which
this PIF is connected

Read only

host-name-label The name of the Citrix
Hypervisor server to which
this PIF is connected

Read only

IP-configuration-mode Type of network address
configuration used; DHCP or
static

Read only

IP IP address of the PIF. Defined
here when
IP‑configuration‑mode is
static; undefined when DHCP

Read only

netmask Netmask of the PIF. Defined
here when
IP‑configuration‑mode is
static; undefined when
supplied by DHCP

Read only

gateway Gateway address of the PIF.
Defined here when
IP‑configuration‑mode is
static; undefined when
supplied by DHCP

Read only

DNS DNS address of the PIF.
Defined here when
IP‑configuration‑mode is
static; undefined when
supplied by DHCP

Read only

io_read_kbs Average read rate in kB/s for
the device

Read only

io_write_kbs Average write rate in kB/s for
the device

Read only

carrier Link state for this device Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

vendor-id The ID assigned to NIC’s
vendor

Read only

vendor-name The NIC vendor’s name Read only

device-id The ID assigned by the vendor
to this NIC model

Read only

device-name The name assigned by the
vendor to this NIC model

Read only

speed Data transfer rate of the NIC Read only

duplex Duplexing mode of the NIC;
full or half

Read only

pci-bus-path PCI bus path address Read only

other-config:
ethtoolspeed

Sets the speed of connection
in Mbps

Read/write

other-config:
ethtoolautoneg

Set to no to disable
autonegotiation of the
physical interface or bridge.
Default is yes.

Read/write

other-config:
ethtoolduplex

Sets duplexing capability of
the PIF, either full or half.

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
rx

Set to on to enable receive
checksum, off to disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
tx

Set to on to enable transmit
checksum, off to disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
sg

Set to on to enable scatter
gather, off to disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
tso

Set to on to enable TCP
segmentation offload, off to
disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
ufo

Set to on to enable UDP
fragment offload, off to
disable

Read/write

other-config:ethtool-
gso

Set to on to enable generic
segmentation offload, off to
disable

Read/write
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Parameter Name Description Type

other-config:domain Comma‑separated list used to
set the DNS search path

Read/write

other-config:
bondmiimon

Interval between link liveness
checks, in milliseconds

Read/write

other-config:
bonddowndelay

Number of milliseconds to
wait after link is lost before
really considering the link to
have gone. This parameter
allows for transient link loss

Read/write

other-config:
bondupdelay

Number of milliseconds to
wait after the link comes up
before really considering it
up. Allows for links flapping
up. Default is 31s to allow for
time for switches to begin
forwarding traffic.

Read/write

disallow-unplug True if this PIF is a dedicated
storage NIC, false otherwise

Read/write

Note:

Changes made to the other-config fields of a PIF will only take effect after a reboot. Alter‑
nately, use the xe pif-unplug and xe pif-plug commands to cause the PIF configuration
to be rewritten.

pif-forget

1 xe pif-forget uuid=uuid_of_pif
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the specified PIF object on a particular host.

pif-introduce

1 xe pif-introduce host-uuid=host_uuid mac=mac_address_for_pif device=
interface_name

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Create a PIF object representing a physical interface on the specified Citrix Hypervisor server.

pif-plug

1 xe pif-plug uuid=uuid_of_pif
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempt to bring up the specified physical interface.

pif-reconfigure-ip

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ip uuid=uuid_of_pif [mode=dhcp|mode=static] gateway=
network_gateway_address IP=static_ip_for_this_pif netmask=
netmask_for_this_pif [DNS=dns_address]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Modify the IP address of the PIF. For static IP configuration, set the mode parameter to static, with
the gateway, IP, and netmask parameters set to the appropriate values. To use DHCP, set the mode
parameter to DHCP and leave the static parameters undefined.

Note:

Using static IP addresses on physical network interfaces connected to a port on a switch using
Spanning Tree Protocol with STP Fast Link turned off (or unsupported) results in a period during
which there is no traffic.

pif-reconfigure-ipv6

1 xe pif-reconfigure-ipv6 uuid=uuid_of_pif mode=mode [gateway=
network_gateway_address] [IPv6=static_ip_for_this_pif] [DNS=
dns_address]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reconfigure the IPv6 address settings on a PIF.

pif-scan

1 xe pif-scan host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Scan for new physical interfaces on your Citrix Hypervisor server.
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pif-set-primary-address-type

1 xe pif-set-primary-address-type uuid=uuid primary_address_type=
address_type

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change the primary address type used by this PIF.

pif-unplug

1 xe pif-unplug uuid=uuid_of_pif
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempt to bring down the specified physical interface.

Pool commands

Commands for working with pools. A pool is an aggregate of one or more Citrix Hypervisor servers.
A pool uses one or more shared storage repositories so that the VMs running on one host in the pool
can bemigrated in near‑real time to another host in the pool. This migration happens while the VM is
still running, without it needing to be shut down and brought back up. Each Citrix Hypervisor server
is really a pool consisting of a single member by default. When your Citrix Hypervisor server is joined
to a pool, it is designated as a member, and the pool it has joined becomes the master for the pool.

The singleton pool object can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe pool-list).
Its parameters can be manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information,
see Low‑level parameter commands

Pool parameters

Pools have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the pool

Read only

name-label The name of the pool Read/write

name-description The description string of the
pool

Read/write
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Parameter Name Description Type

master The unique identifier/object
reference of Citrix Hypervisor
server designated as the
pool’s master

Read only

default-SR The unique identifier/object
reference of the default SR for
the pool

Read/write

crash-dump-SR The unique identifier/object
reference of the SR where any
crash dumps for pool
members are saved

Read/write

metadata-vdis All knownmetadata VDIs for
the pool

Read only

suspend-image-SR The unique identifier/object
reference of the SR where
suspended VMs on pool
members are saved

Read/write

other-config A list of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the pool

Read/write map parameter

supported-sr-types SR types that this pool can
use

Read only

ha-enabled True if HA is enabled for the
pool, false otherwise

Read only

ha-configuration Reserved for future use. Read only

ha-statefiles Lists the UUIDs of the VDIs
being used by HA to
determine storage health

Read only

ha-host-failures-to-
tolerate

The number of host failures to
tolerate before sending a
system alert

Read/write

ha-plan-exists-for The number of hosts failures
that can actually be handled,
according to the calculations
of the HA algorithm

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

ha-allow-overcommit True if the pool is allowed to
be overcommitted, False
otherwise

Read/write

ha-overcommitted True if the pool is
overcommitted

Read only

blobs Binary data store Read only

live-patching-disabled Set to False to enable live
patching. Set to True to
disable live patching.

Read/write

igmp-snooping-enabled Set to True to enable IGMP
snooping. Set to False to
disable IGMP snooping.

Read/write

pool-apply-edition

1 xe pool-apply-edition edition=edition [uuid=uuid] [license-server-
address=address] [license-server-port=port]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Apply an edition across the pool.

pool-certificate-install

1 xe pool-certificate-install filename=file_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Install an TLS certificate, pool‑wide.

pool-certificate-list

1 xe pool-certificate-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List all installed TLS certificates in a pool.

pool-certificate-sync
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1 xe pool-certificate-sync
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Sync TLS certificates and certificate revocation lists from pool master to the other pool members.

pool-certificate-uninstall

1 xe pool-certificate-uninstall name=name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Uninstall a TLS certificate.

pool-crl-install

1 xe pool-crl-install filename=file_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Install a TLS certificate revocation list, pool‑wide.

pool-crl-list

1 xe pool-crl-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List all installed TLS certificate revocation lists.

pool-crl-uninstall

1 xe pool-crl-uninstall name=name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Uninstall an TLS certificate revocation list.

pool-deconfigure-wlb

1 xe pool-deconfigure-wlb
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Permanently remove the configuration for workload balancing.
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pool-designate-new-master

1 xe pool-designate-new-master host-uuid=uuid_of_new_master
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Instruct the specifiedmember Citrix Hypervisor server to become themaster of an existing pool. This
command performs an orderly handover of the role of master host to another host in the resource
pool. This command only works when the current master is online. It is not a replacement for the
emergency mode commands listed below.

pool-disable-external-auth

1 xe pool-disable-external-auth [uuid=uuid] [config=config]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disables external authentication in all the hosts in a pool.

pool-disable-local-storage-caching

1 xe pool-disable-local-storage-caching uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable local storage caching across the pool.

pool-disable-redo-log

1 xe pool-disable-redo-log
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable the redo log if in use, unless HA is enabled.

pool-dump-database

1 xe pool-dump-database file-name=filename_to_dump_database_into_(
on_client)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Download a copy of the entire pool database and dump it into a file on the client.
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pool-enable-external-auth

1 xe pool-enable-external-auth auth-type=auth_type service-name=
service_name [uuid=uuid] [config:=config]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enables external authentication in all the hosts in a pool. Note that some values of auth-type will
require particular config: values.

pool-enable-local-storage-caching

1 xe pool-enable-local-storage-caching uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable local storage caching across the pool.

pool-enable-redo-log

1 xe pool-ensable-redo-log sr-uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable the redo log on the given SR if in use, unless HA is enabled.

pool-eject

1 xe pool-eject host-uuid=uuid_of_host_to_eject
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Instruct the specified Citrix Hypervisor server to leave an existing pool.

pool-emergency-reset-master

1 xe pool-emergency-reset-master master-address=address_of_pool_master
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Instruct a pool member server to reset its master server address to the new value and attempt to
connect to it. Do not run this command onmaster servers.

pool-emergency-transition-to-master
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1 xe pool-emergency-transition-to-master
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Instruct a member Citrix Hypervisor server to become the pool master. The Citrix Hypervisor server
accepts this command only after the host has transitioned to emergency mode. Emergency mode
means it is a member of a pool whose master has disappeared from the network and cannot be con‑
tacted after some number of retries.

If the host password has been modified since the host joined the pool, this command can cause the
password of the host to reset. For more information, see (User commands).

pool-ha-enable

1 xe pool-ha-enable heartbeat-sr-uuids=uuid_of_heartbeat_sr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable high availability on the resource pool, using the specified SRUUID as the central storage heart‑
beat repository.

pool-ha-disable

1 xe pool-ha-disable
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disables the high availability feature on the resource pool.

pool-ha-compute-hypothetical-max-host-failures-to-tolerate

Compute the maximum number of host failures to tolerate under the current pool configuration.

pool-ha-compute-max-host-failures-to-tolerate

1 xe pool-ha-compute-hypothetical-max-host-failures-to-tolerate [vm-uuid=
vm_uuid] [restart-priority=restart_priority]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Compute the maximum number of host failures to tolerate with the supplied, proposed protected
VMs.
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pool-initialize-wlb

1 xe pool-initialize-wlb wlb_url=url wlb_username=wlb_username
wlb_password=wlb_password xenserver_username=username
xenserver_password=password

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Initialize workload balancing for the current pool with the target Workload Balancing server.

pool-join

1 xe pool-join master-address=address master-username=username master-
password=password

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Instruct your Citrix Hypervisor server to join an existing pool.

pool-management-reconfigure

1 xe pool-management-reconfigure [network-uuid=network-uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Reconfigures the management interface of all the hosts in the pool to use the specified network in‑
terface, which is the interface that is used to connect to the XenCenter. The command rewrites the
MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE key in /etc/xensource-inventory for all the hosts in the pool.

If the device name of an interface (which must have an IP address) is specified, the Citrix Hypervisor
master host immediately rebinds. This command works both in normal and emergency mode.

From the network UUID specified, UUID of the PIF object is identified andmapped to the Citrix Hyper‑
visor server, which determines which IP address to rebind to itself. It must not be in emergencymode
when this command is run.

Warning:

Be careful when using this CLI commandoff‑host and ensure that you have network connectivity
on the new interface. Use xe pif-reconfigure to set one up first. Otherwise, subsequent CLI
commands are unable to reach the Citrix Hypervisor server.

pool-recover-slaves

1 xe pool-recover-slaves
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Instruct the pool master to try to reset the master address of all members currently running in emer‑
gencymode. This command is typically used after pool-emergency-transition-to-master has
been used to set one of the members as the newmaster.

pool-restore-database

1 xe pool-restore-database file-name=filename_to_restore_from_on_client [
dry-run=true|false]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Upload a database backup (created with pool-dump-database) to a pool. On receiving the upload,
the master restarts itself with the new database.

There is also a dry run option, which allows you to check that the pool database can be restored with‑
out actually perform the operation. By default, dry-run is set to false.

pool-retrieve-wlb-configuration

1 xe pool-retrieve-wlb-configuration
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Retrieves the pool optimization criteria from the Workload Balancing server.

pool-retrieve-wlb-diagnostics

1 xe pool-retrieve-wlb-diagnostics [filename=file_name]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Retrieves diagnostics from the Workload Balancing server.

pool-retrieve-wlb-recommendations

1 xe pool-retrieve-wlb-recommendations
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Retrieves VMmigrate recommendations for the pool from the Workload Balancing server.

pool-retrieve-wlb-report

1 xe pool-retrieve-wlb-report report=report [filename=file_name]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Retrieves reports from the Workload Balancing server.

pool-rotate-secret

1 xe pool-rotate-secret
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Rotate the pool secret.

The pool secret is a secret shared among the servers in a pool that enables the server to prove its
membership to a pool. Users with the Pool Admin role can view this secret when connecting to the
server over SSH. Rotate the pool secret if one of these users leaves your organization or loses their
Pool Admin role.

pool-send-test-post

1 xe pool-send-test-post dest-host=destination_host dest-port=
destination_port body=post_body

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Send the given body to the given host and port, using HTTPS, and print the response. This is used for
debugging the TLS layer.

pool-send-wlb-configuration

1 xe pool-send-wlb-configuration [config:=config]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Sets the pool optimization criteria for the Workload Balancing server.

pool-sync-database

1 xe pool-sync-database
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Force the pool database to be synchronized across all hosts in the resource pool. This command is
not necessary in normal operation since the database is regularly automatically replicated. However,
the command can be useful for ensuring changes are rapidly replicated after performing a significant
set of CLI operations.
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igmp-snooping-enabled

1 xe pool-param-set [uuid=pool-uuid] [igmp-snooping-enabled=true|false]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enables or disables IGMP snooping on a Citrix Hypervisor pool.

PVS Accelerator commands

Commands for working with the PVS Accelerator.

pvs-cache-storage-create

1 xe pvs-cache-storage-create sr-uuid=sr_uuid pvs-site-uuid=pvs_site_uuid
size=size

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure a PVS cache on a given SR for a given host.

pvs-cache-storage-destroy

1 xe pvs-cache-storage-destroy uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove a PVS cache.

pvs-proxy-create

1 xe pvs-proxy-create pvs-site-uuid=pvs_site_uuid vif-uuid=vif_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure a VM/VIF to use a PVS proxy.

pvs-proxy-destroy

1 xe pvs-proxy-destroy uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove (or switch off) a PVS proxy for this VIF/VM.
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pvs-server-forget

1 xe pvs-server-forget uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Forget a PVS server.

pvs-server-introduce

1 xe pvs-server-introduce addresses=adresses first-port=first_port last-
port=last_port pvs-site-uuid=pvs_site_uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Introduce new PVS server.

pvs-site-forget

1 xe pvs-site-forget uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Forget a PVS site.

pvs-site-introduce

1 xe pvs-site-introduce name-label=name_label [name-description=
name_description] [pvs-uuid=pvs_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Introduce new PVS site.

Storage Manager commands

Commands for controlling Storage Manager plug‑ins.

The storage manager objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe sm-list).
The parameters can bemanipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information,
see Low‑level parameter commands

SM parameters

SMs have the following parameters:
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Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the SM plug‑in

Read only

name-label The name of the SM plug‑in Read only

name-description The description string of the
SM plug‑in

Read only

type The SR type that this plug‑in
connects to

Read only

vendor Name of the vendor who
created this plug‑in

Read only

copyright Copyright statement for this
SM plug‑in

Read only

required-api-version Minimum SM API version
required on the Citrix
Hypervisor server

Read only

configuration Names and descriptions of
device configuration keys

Read only

capabilities Capabilities of the SM plug‑in Read only

driver-filename The file name of the SR driver. Read only

Snapshot commands

Commands for working with snapshots.

snapshot-clone

1 xe snapshot-clone new-name-label=name_label [uuid=uuid] [new-name-
description=description]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a new template by cloning an existing snapshot, using storage‑level fast disk clone operation
where available.

snapshot-copy
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1 xe snapshot-copy new-name-label=name_label [uuid=uuid] [new-name-
description=name_description] [sr-uuid=sr_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a new template by copying an existing VM, but without using storage‑level fast disk clone op‑
eration (even if this is available). The disk images of the copied VM are guaranteed to be ‘full images’
‑ i.e. not part of a CoW chain.

snapshot-destroy

1 xe snapshot-destroy [uuid=uuid] [snapshot-uuid=snapshot_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a snapshot. This leaves the storage associated with the snapshot intact. To delete storage
too, use snapshot‑uninstall.

snapshot-disk-list

1 xe snapshot-disk-list [uuid=uuid] [snapshot-uuid=snapshot_uuid] [vbd-
params=vbd_params] [vdi-params=vdi_params]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List the disks on the selected VM(s).

snapshot-export-to-template

1 xe snapshot-export-to-template filename=file_name snapshot-uuid=
snapshot_uuid [preserve-power-state=true|false]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Export a snapshot to file name.

snapshot-reset-powerstate

1 xe snapshot-reset-powerstate [uuid=uuid] [snapshot-uuid=snapshot_uuid]
[--force]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Force the VM power state to halted in the management toolstack database only. This command is
used to recover a snapshot that is marked as ‘suspended’. This is a potentially dangerous operation:
you must ensure that you do not need the memory image anymore. You will not be able to resume
your snapshot anymore.
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snapshot-revert

1 xe snapshot-revert [uuid=uuid] [snapshot-uuid=snapshot_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Revert an existing VM to a previous checkpointed or snapshot state.

snapshot-uninstall

1 xe snapshot-uninstall [uuid=uuid] [snapshot-uuid=snapshot_uuid] [--
force]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Uninstall a snapshot. This operationwill destroy those VDIs that aremarkedRWand connected to this
snapshot only. To simply destroy the VM record, use snapshot‑destroy.

SR commands

Commands for controlling SRs (storage repositories).

The SR objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe sr-list), and the pa‑
rametersmanipulatedwith the standard parameter commands. Formore information, see Low‑level
parameter commands

SR parameters

SRs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the SR

Read only

name-label The name of the SR Read/write

name-description The description string of the
SR

Read/write

allowed-operations List of the operations allowed
on the SR in this state

Read only set parameter

current-operations List of the operations that are
currently in progress on this
SR

Read only set parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

VDIs Unique identifier/object
reference for the virtual disks
in this SR

Read only set parameter

PBDs Unique identifier/object
reference for the PBDs
attached to this SR

Read only set parameter

physical-utilisation Physical space currently
utilized on this SR, in bytes.
For thin provisioned disk
formats, physical utilization
may be less than virtual
allocation

Read only

physical-size Total physical size of the SR,
in bytes

Read only

type Type of the SR, used to specify
the SR back‑end driver to use

Read only

introduced-by The drtask (if any) which
introduced the SR

Read only

content-type The type of the SR’s content.
Used to distinguish ISO
libraries from other SRs. For
storage repositories that store
a library of ISOs, the
content‑type must be set to
iso. In other cases, we
recommend that you set this
parameter either to empty, or
the string user.

Read only

shared True if this SR can be shared
betweenmultiple Citrix
Hypervisor servers; False
otherwise

Read/write

other-config List of key/value pairs that
specify extra configuration
parameters for the SR

Read/write map parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

host The storage repository host
name

Read only

virtual-allocation Sum of virtual‑size values of
all VDIs in this storage
repository (in bytes)

Read only

sm-config SM dependent data Read only map parameter

blobs Binary data store Read only

sr-create

1 xe sr-create name-label=name physical-size=size type=type content-type=
content_type device-config:config_name=value [host-uuid=host_uuid] [
shared=true|false]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates an SR on the disk, introduces it into the database, and creates a PBD attaching the SR to the
Citrix Hypervisor server. If shared is set to true, a PBD is created for each Citrix Hypervisor server
in the pool. If shared is not specified or set to false, a PBD is created only for the Citrix Hypervisor
server specified with host-uuid.

The exact device-config parameters differ depending on the device type. For details of these pa‑
rameters across the different storage back‑ends, see Storage.

sr-data-source-forget

1 xe sr-data-source-forget data-source=data_source
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Stop recording the specified data source for a SR, and forget all of the recorded data.

sr-data-source-list

1 xe sr-data-source-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List the data sources that can be recorded for a SR.
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sr-data-source-query

1 xe sr-data-source-query data-source=data_source
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Query the last value read from a SR data source.

sr-data-source-record

1 xe sr-data-source-record data-source=data_source
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Record the specified data source for a SR.

sr-destroy

1 xe sr-destroy uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys the specified SR on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

sr-enable-database-replication

1 xe sr-enable-database-replication uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enables XAPI database replication to the specified (shared) SR.

sr-disable-database-replication

1 xe sr-disable-database-replication uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disables XAPI database replication to the specified SR.

sr-forget

1 xe sr-forget uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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The XAPI agent forgets about a specified SR on the Citrix Hypervisor server. When the XAPI agent
forgets an SR, the SR is detached and you cannot access VDIs on it, but it remains intact on the source
media (the data is not lost).

sr-introduce

1 xe sr-introduce name-label=name physical-size=physical_size type=type
content-type=content_type uuid=sr_uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Just places an SR record into the database. Use device-config to specify additional parameters in
the form device-config:parameter_key=parameter_value, for example:

1 xe sr-introduce device-config:device=/dev/sdb1
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

This command isneverused innormaloperation. This advancedoperationmightbeusefulwhen
an SRmust be reconfigured as shared after it was created or to help recover from various failure
scenarios.

sr-probe

1 xe sr-probe type=type [host-uuid=host_uuid] [device-config:config_name=
value]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Performs a scan of the backend, using the provided device-config keys. If the device-config is
complete for the SR back‑end, this command returns a list of the SRs present on the device, if any.
If the device-config parameters are only partial, a back‑end‑specific scan is performed, returning
results that guide you in improving the remaining device-config parameters. The scan results are
returned as XML specific to the back end, printed on the CLI.

The exact device-config parameters differ depending on the device type. For details of these pa‑
rameters across the different storage back‑ends, see Storage.

sr-probe-ext

1 xe sr-probe-ext type=type [host-uuid=host_uuid] [device-config:=config]
[sm-config:-sm_config]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Perform a storage probe. The device‑config parameters can be specified by for example device‑
config:devs=/dev/sdb1. Unlike sr‑probe, this command returns results in the same human‑readable
format for every SR type.

sr-scan

1 xe sr-scan uuid=sr_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Force an SR scan, syncing the XAPI database with VDIs present in the underlying storage substrate.

sr-update

1 xe sr-update uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Refresh the fields of the SR object in the database.

lvhd-enable-thin-provisioning

1 xe lvhd-enable-thin-provisioning sr-uuid=sr_uuid initial-allocation=
initial_allocation allocation-quantum=allocation_quantum

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable thin‑provisioning on an LVHD SR.

Subject commands

Commands for working with subjects.

session-subject-identifier-list

1 xe session-subject-identifier-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Return a list of all the user subject ids of all externally‑authenticated existing sessions.

session-subject-identifier-logout
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1 xe session-subject-identifier-logout subject-identifier=
subject_identifier

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Log out all externally‑authenticated sessions associated to a user subject id.

session-subject-identifier-logout-all

1 xe session-subject-identifier-logout-all
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Log out all externally‑authenticated sessions.

subject-add

1 xe subject-add subject-name=subject_name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add a subject to the list of subjects that can access the pool.

subject-remove

1 xe subject-remove subject-uuid=subject_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove a subject from the list of subjects that can access the pool.

subject-role-add

1 xe subject-role-add uuid=uuid [role-name=role_name] [role-uuid=
role_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add a role to a subject.

subject-role-remove

1 xe subject-role-remove uuid=uuid [role-name=role_name] [role-uuid=
role_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Remove a role from a subject.

secret-create

1 xe secret-create value=value
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a secret.

secret-destroy

1 xe secret-destroy uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a secret.

Task commands

Commands for working with long‑running asynchronous tasks. These commands are tasks such as
starting, stopping, and suspending a virtualmachine. The tasks are typicallymade up of a set of other
atomic subtasks that together accomplish the requested operation.

The task objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe task-list), and the
parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information, see Low‑
level parameter commands

Task parameters

Tasks have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the Task

Read only

name-label The name of the Task Read only

name-description The description string of the
Task

Read only

resident-on The unique identifier/object
reference of the host on
which the task is running

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

status Status of the Task Read only

progress If the Task is still pending, this
field contains the estimated
percentage complete, from 0
to 1. If the Task has
completed, successfully or
unsuccessfully, the value is 1.

Read only

type If the Task has successfully
completed, this parameter
contains the type of the
encoded result. The type is
the name of the class whose
reference is in the result field.
Otherwise, this parameter’s
value is undefined

Read only

result If the Task has completed
successfully, this field
contains the result value,
either Void or an object
reference; otherwise, this
parameter’s value is
undefined

Read only

error_info If the Task has failed, this
parameter contains the set of
associated error strings.
Otherwise, this parameter’s
value is undefined

Read only

allowed_operations List of the operations allowed
in this state

Read only

created Time the task has been
created

Read only

finished Time task finished (that is,
succeeded or failed). If
task‑status is pending, then
the value of this field has no
meaning

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

subtask_of Contains the UUID of the
tasks this task is a subtask of

Read only

subtasks Contains the UUIDs of all the
subtasks of this task

Read only

task-cancel

1 xe task-cancel [uuid=task_uuid]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Direct the specified Task to cancel and return.

Template commands

Commands for working with VM templates.

Templates are essentially VMs with the is-a-template parameter set to true. A template is a “gold
image” that contains all the various configuration settings to instantiate a specific VM. Citrix Hyper‑
visor ships with a base set of templates, which are generic “raw” VMs that can boot an OS vendor
installation CD (for example: RHEL, CentOS, SLES, Windows). You can create VMs, configure them in
standard forms for your particular needs, and save a copy of them as templates for future use in VM
deployment.

The template objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe template-list),
and the parametersmanipulatedwith the standard parameter commands. Formore information, see
Low‑level parameter commands

Note:

Templates cannot be directly converted into VMs by setting the is-a-template parameter to
false. Setting is-a-template parameter to false is not supported and results in a VM that
cannot be started.

VM template parameters

Templates have the following parameters:

• uuid (read only) the unique identifier/object reference for the template

• name-label (read/write) the name of the template

• name-description (read/write) the description string of the template
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• user-version (read/write) string for creators of VMs and templates to put version information

• is-a-template (read/write) true if this VM is a template.
Template VMs cannever be started, they are usedonly for cloning other VMs. After this value has
been set to true, it cannot be reset to false. Template VMs cannot be converted into VMs using
this parameter.

You can convert a VM to a template with:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm uuid> is-a-template=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• is-control-domain (read only) true if this is a control domain (domain 0 or a driver domain)

• power-state (read only) current power state. The value is always halted for a template

• memory-dynamic-max (read only) dynamic maximummemory in bytes.
Currentlyunused, but if changed the followingconstraintmustbeobeyed: memory_static_max
>= memory_dynamic_max >= memory_dynamic_min >= memory_static_min.

• memory-dynamic-min (read/write) dynamic minimummemory in bytes.
Currently unused, but if changed the same constraints for memory-dynamic-max must be
obeyed.

• memory-static-max (read/write) statically set (absolute) maximum memory in bytes. This
field is the main value used to determine the amount of memory assigned to a VM.

• memory-static-min (read/write) statically set (absolute) minimummemory in bytes.
This field represents the absolute minimum memory, and memory-static-minmust be less
than memory-static-max.
This value is unused in normal operation, but the previous constraint must be obeyed.

• suspend-VDI-uuid (read only) the VDI that a suspend image is stored on (has nomeaning for
a template)

• VCPUs-params (read/write map parameter) configuration parameters for the selected vCPU
policy.

You can tune a vCPU’s pinning with:

1 xe template-param-set uuid=<template_uuid> vCPUs-params:mask
=1,2,3

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

A VM created from this template run on physical CPUs 1, 2, and 3 only.

You can also tune the vCPU priority (xen scheduling) with the cap and weight parameters. For
example:
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1 xe template-param-set uuid=<template_uuid> VCPUs-params:weight
=512 xe template-param-set uuid=<template_uuid> VCPUs-params:
cap=100

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

A VM based on this template with a weight of 512 get twice as much CPU as a domain with a
weight of 256 on a contended host. Legal weights range from 1 to 65535 and the default is 256.

Thecapoptionally fixes themaximumamountofCPUaVMbasedon this templatecanconsume,
even if the Citrix Hypervisor server has idle CPU cycles. The cap is expressed in percentage of
one physical CPU: 100 is 1 physical CPU, 50 is half a CPU, 400 is 4 CPUs, and so on The default,
0, means that there is no upper cap.

• VCPUs-max (read/write) maximum number of vCPUs

• VCPUs-at-startup (read/write) boot number of vCPUs

• actions-after-crash (read/write) action to take when a VM based on this template crashes

• console-uuids (read only set parameter) virtual console devices

• platform (read/write map parameter) platform specific configuration

To disable the emulation of a parallel port for HVM guests (for example, Windows guests):

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> platform:parallel=none
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To disable the emulation of a serial port for HVM guests:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> platform:hvm_serial=none
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To disable the emulation of a USB controller and a USB tablet device for HVM guests:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> platform:usb=false
2 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> platform:usb_tablet=false
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

• allowed-operations (read only set parameter) list of the operations allowed in this state

• current-operations (read only set parameter) list of the operations that are currently in
progress on this template

• allowed-VBD-devices (read only set parameter) list of VBD identifiers available for use, rep‑
resented by integers of the range 0–15. This list is informational only, and other devicesmay be
used (but may not work).
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• allowed-VIF-devices (read only set parameter) list of VIF identifiers available for use, repre‑
sented by integers of the range 0–15. This list is informational only, and other devices may be
used (but may not work).

• HVM-boot-policy (read/write) the boot policy for HVM guests. Either BIOS Order or an empty
string.

• HVM-boot-params (read/write map parameter) the order key controls the HVM guest boot or‑
der, represented as a string where each character is a boot method: d for the CD/DVD, c for the
root disk, and n for network PXE boot. The default is dc.

• PV-kernel (read/write) path to the kernel

• PV-ramdisk (read/write) path to the initrd

• PV-args (read/write) string of kernel command line arguments

• PV-legacy-args (read/write) string of arguments tomake legacy VMs based on this template
boot

• PV-bootloader (read/write) name of or path to bootloader

• PV-bootloader-args (read/write) string of miscellaneous arguments for the bootloader

• last-boot-CPU-flags (read only) describes the CPU flags on which a VM based on this tem‑
plate was last booted; not populated for a template

• resident-on (read only) the Citrix Hypervisor server on which a VM based on this template is
resident. Appears as not in database for a template

• affinity (read/write) the Citrix Hypervisor server which a VM based on this template has pref‑
erence for running on. Used by the xe vm-start command to decide where to run the VM

• other-config (read/write map parameter) list of key/value pairs that specify extra configura‑
tion parameters for the template

• start-time (read only) timestampof the date and time that themetrics for a VMbased on this
template were read, in the form yyyymmddThh:mm:ss z, where z is the single‑letter military
timezone indicator, for example, Z for UTC(GMT). Set to 1 Jan 1970 Z (beginning of Unix/‑
POSIX epoch) for a template

• install-time (read only) timestamp of the date and time that the metrics for a VM based
on this template were read, in the form yyyymmddThh:mm:ss z, where z is the single‑letter
military timezone indicator, for example, Z for UTC (GMT). Set to 1 Jan 1970 Z (beginning of
Unix/POSIX epoch) for a template

• memory-actual (read only) the actual memory being used by a VM based on this template; 0
for a template
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• VCPUs-number (readonly) the number of virtual CPUs assigned to a VMbasedon this template;
0 for a template

• VCPUs-Utilization (read onlymapparameter) list of virtual CPUs and their weight read only
map parameter os-version the version of the operating system for a VM based on this tem‑
plate. Appears as not in database for a template

• PV-drivers-version (read only map parameter) the versions of the paravirtualized drivers
for a VM based on this template. Appears as not in database for a template

• PV-drivers-detected (read only) flag for latest version of the paravirtualized drivers for a
VM based on this template. Appears as not in database for a template

• memory (read only map parameter) memory metrics reported by the agent on a VM based on
this template. Appears as not in database for a template

• disks (read only map parameter) disk metrics reported by the agent on a VM based on this
template. Appears as not in database for a template

• networks (read onlymap parameter) networkmetrics reported by the agent on a VM based on
this template. Appears as not in database for a template

• other (read only map parameter) other metrics reported by the agent on a VM based on this
template. Appears as not in database for a template

• guest-metrics-last-updated (read only) timestamp when the in‑guest agent performed
the last write to these fields. In the form yyyymmddThh:mm:ss z, where z is the single‑letter
military timezone indicator, for example, Z for UTC (GMT)

• actions-after-shutdown (read/write) action to take after the VM has shutdown

• actions-after-reboot (read/write) action to take after the VM has rebooted

• possible-hosts (read only) list of hosts that can potentially host the VM

• HVM-shadow-multiplier (read/write) multiplier applied to the amount of shadow that is
made available to the guest

• dom-id (read only) domain ID (if available, ‑1 otherwise)

• recommendations (read only) XML specification of recommended values and ranges for prop‑
erties of this VM

• xenstore-data (read/write map parameter) data to be inserted into the xenstore tree (/
local/domain/*domid*/vmdata) after the VM is created.

• is-a-snapshot (read only) True if this template is a VM snapshot

• snapshot_of (read only) the UUID of the VM that this template is a snapshot of

• snapshots (read only) the UUIDs of any snapshots that have been taken of this template
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• snapshot_time (read only) the timestamp of the most recent VM snapshot taken

• memory-target (read only) the target amount of memory set for this template

• blocked-operations (read/write map parameter) lists the operations that cannot be per‑
formed on this template

• last-boot-record (read only) record of the last boot parameters for this template, in XML
format

• ha-always-run (read/write) True if an instance of this template is always restarted on another
host if there is a failure of the host it is resident on. This parameter is now deprecated. Use the
ha-restartpriority parameter instead.

• ha-restart-priority (read only) restart or best‑effort read/write blobs binary data store

• live (read only) relevant only to a running VM.

template-export

1 xe template-export template-uuid=uuid_of_existing_template filename=
filename_for_new_template

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Exports a copy of a specified template to a file with the specified new file name.

template-uninstall

1 xe template-uninstall template-uuid=template_uuid [--force]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Uninstall a custom template. This operation will destroy those VDIs that are marked as ‘owned’ by
this template.

Update commands

The following section contains Citrix Hypervisor server update commands.

The update objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe update-list), and
theparametersmanipulatedwith the standardparameter commands. Formore information, seeLow‑
level parameter commands

Update parameters

Citrix Hypervisor server updates have the following parameters:
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Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the update

Read only

host The list of hosts that this
update is applied to

Read only

host-uuid The unique identifier for the
Citrix Hypervisor server to
query

Read only

name-label The name of the update Read only

name-description The description string of the
update

Read only

applied Whether or not the update
has been applied; true or false

Read only

installation-size The size of the update in bytes Read only

after-apply-guidance Whether the XAPI toolstack or
the host requires a restart

Read only

version The version of the update Read only

update-upload

1 xe update-upload file-name=update_filename
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Upload a specified update file to the Citrix Hypervisor server. This command prepares an update to
be applied. On success, theUUID of the uploaded update is printed. If the update has previously been
uploaded, UPDATE_ALREADY_EXISTS error is returned instead and the patch is not uploaded again.

update-precheck

1 xe update-precheck uuid=update_uuid host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Run the prechecks contained within the specified update on the specified Citrix Hypervisor server.

update-destroy
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1 xe update-destroy uuid=update_file_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Deletes an update file that has not been applied from the pool. Can be used to delete an update file
that cannot be applied to the hosts.

update-apply

1 xe update-apply host-uuid=host_uuid uuid=update_file_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Apply the specified update file.

update-pool-apply

1 xe update-pool-apply uuid=update_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Apply the specified update to all Citrix Hypervisor servers in the pool.

update-introduce

1 xe update-introduce vdi-uuid=vdi_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Introduce update VDI.

update-pool-clean

1 xe update-pool-clean uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Removes the update’s files from all hosts in the pool.

User commands

user-password-change

1 xe user-password-change old=old_password new=new_password
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Changes the password of the logged‑in user. The old password field is not checked because you re‑
quire supervisor privilege to use this command.

VBD commands

Commands for working with VBDs (Virtual Block Devices).

A VBD is a software object that connects a VM to the VDI, which represents the contents of the virtual
disk. The VBD has the attributes which tie the VDI to the VM (is it bootable, its read/writemetrics, and
so on). The VDI has the information on the physical attributes of the virtual disk (which type of SR,
whether the disk is sharable, whether the media is read/write or read only, and so on).

The VBD objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe vbd-list), and the
parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information, see Low‑
level parameter commands

VBD parameters

VBDs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the VBD

Read only

vm-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the VM this VBD
is attached to

Read only

vm-name-label The name of the VM this VBD
is attached to

Read only

vdi-uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the VDI this VBD
is mapped to

Read only

vdi-name-label The name of the VDI this VBD
is mapped to

Read only

empty If true, this VBD represents
an empty drive

Read only

device The device seen by the guest,
for example hda

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

userdevice Device number specified by
the device parameter during
vbd-create, for example, 0
for hda, 1 for hdb, and so on

Read/write

bootable True if this VBD is bootable Read/write

mode Themode the VBD is
mounted with

Read/write

type How the VBD appears to the
VM, for example disk or CD

Read/write

currently-attached True if the VBD is attached on
this host, false otherwise

Read only

storage-lock True if a storage‑level lock
was acquired

Read only

status-code Error/success code associated
with the last attach operation

Read only

status-detail Error/success information
associated with the last
attach operation status

Read only

qos_algorithm_type The prioritization algorithm
to use

Read/write

qos_algorithm_params Parameters for the chosen
prioritization algorithm

Read/write map parameter

qos_supported_algorithms Supported prioritization
algorithms for this VBD

Read only set parameter

io_read_kbs Average read rate in kB per
second for this VBD

Read only

io_write_kbs Average write rate in kB per
second for this VBD

Read only

allowed-operations List of the operations allowed
in this state. This list is
advisory only and the server
state may have changed by
the time this field is read by a
client.

Read only set parameter
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Parameter Name Description Type

current-operations Links each of the running
tasks using this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation enum
which describes the nature of
the task.

Read only set parameter

unpluggable True if this VBD supports hot
unplug

Read/write

attachable True if the device can be
attached

Read only

other-config Extra configuration Read/write map parameter

vbd-create

1 xe vbd-create vm-uuid=uuid_of_the_vm device=device_value vdi-uuid=
uuid_of_vdi_to_connect_to [bootable=true] [type=Disk|CD] [mode=RW|RO
]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VBD on a VM.

The allowable values for the device field are integers 0–15, and the numbermust be unique for each
VM. The current allowable values can be seen in the allowed-VBD-devices parameter on the spec‑
ified VM. This is seen as userdevice in the vbd parameters.

If the type is Disk, vdi-uuid is required. Mode can be RO or RW for a Disk.

If thetype isCD,vdi-uuid is optional. If no VDI is specified, an empty VBD is created for theCD.Mode
must be RO for a CD.

vbd-destroy

1 xe vbd-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the specified VBD.

If the VBD has its other-config:owner parameter set to true, the associated VDI is also destroyed.
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vbd-eject

1 xe vbd-eject uuid=uuid_of_vbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove themedia from the drive represented by a VBD. This command onlyworks if themedia is of a
removable type (a physical CDor an ISO). Otherwise, an errormessageVBD_NOT_REMOVABLE_MEDIA
is returned.

vbd-insert

1 xe vbd-insert uuid=uuid_of_vbd vdi-uuid=uuid_of_vdi_containing_media
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Insert new media into the drive represented by a VBD. This command only works if the media is of a
removable type (a physical CDor an ISO). Otherwise, an errormessageVBD_NOT_REMOVABLE_MEDIA
is returned.

vbd-plug

1 xe vbd-plug uuid=uuid_of_vbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempt to attach the VBD while the VM is in the running state.

vbd-unplug

1 xe vbd-unplug uuid=uuid_of_vbd
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempts to detach the VBD from the VMwhile it is in the running state.

VDI commands

Commands for working with VDIs (Virtual Disk Images).

A VDI is a software object that represents the contents of the virtual disk seen by a VM. This is different
to the VBD, which is an object that ties a VM to the VDI. The VDI has the information on the physical
attributes of the virtual disk (which type of SR, whether the disk is sharable, whether the media is
read/write or readonly, and soon). The VBDhas the attributes that tie the VDI to the VM (is it bootable,
its read/write metrics, and so on).
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The VDI objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe vdi-list), and the pa‑
rametersmanipulatedwith the standard parameter commands. Formore information, see Low‑level
parameter commands

VDI parameters

VDIs have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

uuid The unique identifier/object
reference for the VDI

Read only

name-label The name of the VDI Read/write

name-description The description string of the
VDI

Read/write

allowed-operations A list of the operations
allowed in this state

Read only set parameter

current-operations A list of the operations that
are currently in progress on
this VDI

Read only set parameter

sr-uuid SR in which the VDI resides Read only

vbd-uuids A list of VBDs that refer to this
VDI

Read only set parameter

crashdump-uuids List of crash dumps that refer
to this VDI

Read only set parameter

virtual-size Size of disk as presented to
the VM, in bytes. Depending
on the storage back‑end type,
the size may not be respected
exactly

Read only

physical-utilisation Amount of physical space that
the VDI is taking up on the SR,
in bytes

Read only

type Type of VDI, for example,
System or User

Read only

sharable True if this VDI may be shared Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

read-only True if this VDI can only be
mounted read‑only

Read only

storage-lock True if this VDI is locked at the
storage level

Read only

parent References the parent VDI
when this VDI is part of a
chain

Read only

missing True if SR scan operation
reported this VDI as not
present

Read only

other-config Extra configuration
information for this VDI

Read/write map parameter

sr-name-label Name of the containing
storage repository

Read only

location Location information Read only

managed True if the VDI is managed Read only

xenstore-data Data to be inserted into the
xenstore tree
(/local/domain/0/backend/
vbd/domid/device‑id/smdata)
after the VDI is attached. The
SM back‑ends usually set this
field on vdi_attach.

Read only map parameter

sm-config SM dependent data Read only map parameter

is-a-snapshot True if this VDI is a VM storage
snapshot

Read only

snapshot_of The UUID of the storage this
VDI is a snapshot of

Read only

snapshots The UUIDs of all snapshots of
this VDI

Read only

snapshot_time The timestamp of the
snapshot operation that
created this VDI

Read only
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Parameter Name Description Type

metadata-of-pool The uuid of the pool which
created this metadata VDI

Read only

metadata-latest Flag indicating whether the
VDI contains the latest known
metadata for this pool

Read only

cbt-enabled Flag indicating whether
changed block tracking is
enabled for the VDI

Read/write

vdi-clone

1 xe vdi-clone uuid=uuid_of_the_vdi [driver-params:key=value]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a new, writable copy of the specified VDI that can be used directly. It is a variant of vdi-copy
that is can expose high‑speed image clone facilities where they exist.

Use the optional driver-params map parameter to pass extra vendor‑specific configuration infor‑
mation to the back‑end storage driver that the VDI is based on. For more information, see the storage
vendor driver documentation.

vdi-copy

1 xe vdi-copy uuid=uuid_of_the_vdi sr-uuid=uuid_of_the_destination_sr
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Copy a VDI to a specified SR.

vdi-create

1 xe vdi-create sr-uuid=uuid_of_sr_to_create_vdi_on name-label=
name_for_the_vdi type=system|user|suspend|crashdump virtual-size=
size_of_virtual_disk sm-config-\*=
storage_specific_configuration_data

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VDI.
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The virtual-size parameter can be specified in bytes or using the IEC standard suffixes KiB, MiB,
GiB, and TiB.

Note:

SR types that support thin provisioning of disks (such as Local VHD and NFS) do not enforce vir‑
tual allocation of disks. Take great care when over‑allocating virtual disk space on an SR. If an
over‑allocated SR becomes full, disk space must be made available either on the SR target sub‑
strate or by deleting unused VDIs in the SR.

Some SR types might round up the virtual-size value to make it divisible by a configured
block size.

vdi-data-destroy

1 xe vdi-data-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vdi
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the data associated with the specified VDI, but keep the changed block tracking metadata.

Note:

If you use changed block tracking to take incremental backups of the VDI, ensure that you use
the vdi-data-destroy command to delete snapshots but keep themetadata. Do not use vdi
-destroy on snapshots of VDIs that have changed block tracking enabled.

vdi-destroy

1 xe vdi-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vdi
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the specified VDI.

Note:

If you use changed block tracking to take incremental backups of the VDI, ensure that you use
the vdi-data-destroy command to delete snapshots but keep themetadata. Do not use vdi
-destroy on snapshots of VDIs that have changed block tracking enabled.

For Local VHD and NFS SR types, disk space is not immediately released on vdi-destroy, but
periodically during a storage repository scan operation. If you must force deleted disk space to
bemade available, call sr-scanmanually.

vdi-disable-cbt
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1 xe vdi-disable-cbt uuid=uuid_of_vdi
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disable changed block tracking for the VDI.

vdi-enable-cbt

1 xe vdi-enable-cbt uuid=uuid_of_vdi
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable changed block tracking for the VDI.

Note:

You can enable changed block tracking only on licensed instances of Citrix Hypervisor Premium
Edition.

vdi-export

1 xe vdi-export uuid=uuid_of_vdi filename=filename_to_export_to [format=
format] [base=uuid_of_base_vdi] [--progress]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Export a VDI to the specified file name. You can export a VDI in one of the following formats:

• raw
• vhd

The VHD format can be sparse. If there are unallocated blocks within the VDI, these blocks might be
omitted from the VHD file, therefore making the VHD file smaller. You can export to VHD format from
all supported VHD‑based storage types (EXT3/EXT4, NFS).

If you specify the base parameter, this command exports only those blocks that have changed be‑
tween the exported VDI and the base VDI.

vdi-forget

1 xe vdi-forget uuid=uuid_of_vdi
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Unconditionally removes a VDI record from the database without touching the storage back‑end. In
normal operation, use vdi-destroy instead.
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vdi-import

1 xe vdi-import uuid=uuid_of_vdi filename=filename_to_import_from [format
=format] [--progress]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Import a VDI. You can import a VDI from one of the following formats:

• raw
• vhd

vdi-introduce

1 xe vdi-introduce uuid=uuid_of_vdi sr-uuid=uuid_of_sr name-label=
name_of_new_vdi type=system|user|suspend|crashdump location=
device_location_(varies_by_storage_type) [name-description=
description_of_vdi] [sharable=yes|no] [read-only=yes|no] [other-
config=map_to_store_misc_user_specific_data] [xenstore-data=
map_to_of_additional_xenstore_keys] [sm-config=
storage_specific_configuration_data]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VDI object representing an existing storage device, without actually modifying or creating
any storage. This command is primarily used internally to introduce hot‑plugged storage devices au‑
tomatically.

vdi-list-changed-blocks

1 xe vdi-list-changed-blocks vdi-from-uuid=first-vdi-uuid vdi-to-uuid=
second-vdi-uuid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Compare two VDIs and return the list of blocks that have changed between the two as a base64‑
encoded string. This command works only for VDIs that have changed block tracking enabled.

For more information, see Changed block tracking.

vdi-pool-migrate

1 xe vdi-pool-migrate uuid=VDI_uuid sr-uuid=destination-sr-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Migrate a VDI to a specified SR, while the VDI is attached to a running guest. (Storage live migration)

For more information, see Migrate VMs.

vdi-resize

1 xe vdi-resize uuid=vdi_uuid disk-size=new_size_for_disk
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change the size of the VDI specified by UUID.

vdi-snapshot

1 xe vdi-snapshot uuid=uuid_of_the_vdi [driver-params=params]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Produces a read‑write version of a VDI that can be used as a reference for backup or template creation
purposes or both. Use the snapshot to perform a backup rather than installing and running backup
software inside the VM. The VM continues running while external backup software streams the con‑
tents of the snapshot to the backup media. Similarly, a snapshot can be used as a “gold image” on
which to base a template. A template can bemade using any VDIs.

Use the optional driver-params map parameter to pass extra vendor‑specific configuration infor‑
mation to the back‑end storage driver that the VDI is based on. For more information, see the storage
vendor driver documentation.

A clone of a snapshot always produces a writable VDI.

vdi-unlock

1 xe vdi-unlock uuid=uuid_of_vdi_to_unlock [force=true]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempts to unlock the specified VDIs. If force=true is passed to the command, it forces the unlock‑
ing operation.

vdi-update

1 xe vdi-update uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Refresh the fields of the VDI object in the database.
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VIF commands

Commands for working with VIFs (Virtual network interfaces).

The VIF objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe vif-list), and the pa‑
rametersmanipulatedwith the standard parameter commands. Formore information, see Low‑level
parameter commands

VIF parameters

VIFs have the following parameters:

• uuid (read only) the unique identifier/object reference for the VIF

• vm-uuid (read only) the unique identifier/object reference for the VM that this VIF resides on

• vm-name-label (read only) the name of the VM that this VIF resides on

• allowed-operations (read only set parameter) a list of the operations allowed in this state

• current-operations (read only set parameter) a list of the operations that are currently in
progress on this VIF

• device (read only) integer label of this VIF, indicating the order in which VIF back‑ends were
created

• MAC (read only) MAC address of VIF, as exposed to the VM

• MTU (read only) Maximum Transmission Unit of the VIF in bytes.

This parameter is read‑only, but you can override the MTU setting with the mtu key using the
other-configmap parameter. For example, to reset the MTU on a virtual NIC to use jumbo
frames:

1 xe vif-param-set \
2 uuid=<vif_uuid> \
3 other-config:mtu=9000
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

• currently-attached (read only) true if the device is attached

• qos_algorithm_type (read/write) QoS algorithm to use

• qos_algorithm_params (read/write map parameter) parameters for the chosen QoS algo‑
rithm

• qos_supported_algorithms (readonly setparameter) supportedQoSalgorithms for this VIF

• MAC-autogenerated (read only) True if the MAC address of the VIF was automatically gener‑
ated
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• other-config (read/write map parameter) extra configuration key:value pairs

• other-config:ethtoolrx (read/write) set to on to enable receive checksum, off to disable

• other-config:ethtooltx (read/write) set to on to enable transmit checksum, off to disable

• other-config:ethtoolsg (read/write) set to on to enable scatter gather, off to disable

• other-config:ethtooltso (read/write) set to on to enable TCP segmentation offload, off to
disable

• other-config:ethtoolufo (read/write) set to on to enable UDP fragment offload, off to dis‑
able

• other-config:ethtoolgso (read/write) set to on to enable generic segmentation offload,
off to disable

• other-config:promiscuous (read/write) true to a VIF to be promiscuous on the bridge, so
that it sees all traffic over the bridge. Useful for running an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) or
similar in a VM.

• network-uuid (read only) the unique identifier/object reference of the virtual network to
which this VIF is connected

• network-name-label (read only) the descriptive name of the virtual network to which this
VIF is connected

• io_read_kbs (read only) average read rate in kB/s for this VIF

• io_write_kbs (read only) average write rate in kB/s for this VIF

• locking_mode (read/write) Affects the VIFs ability to filter traffic to/from a list of MAC and IP
addresses. Requires extra parameters.

• locking_mode:default (read/write) Varies according to the default lockingmode for the VIF
network.

If the default‑locking‑mode is set to disabled, Citrix Hypervisor applies a filtering rule so that
the VIF cannot send or receive traffic. If the default‑lockingmode is set to unlocked, Citrix Hy‑
pervisor removes all the filtering rules associated with the VIF. For more information, see Net‑
work Commands.

• locking_mode:locked (read/write) Only traffic sent to or sent from the specified MAC and IP
addresses is allowed on the VIF. If no IP addresses are specified, no traffic is allowed.

• locking_mode:unlocked (read/write) No filters are applied to any traffic going to or from the
VIF.

• locking_mode:disabled (read/write) Citrix Hypervisor applies a filtering rule is applied so
that the VIF drops all traffic.
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vif-create

1 xe vif-create vm-uuid=uuid_of_the_vm device=see below network-uuid=
uuid_of_network_to_connect_to [mac=mac_address]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VIF on a VM.

Appropriate values for the device field are listed in the parameter allowed-VIF-devices on the
specified VM. Before any VIFs exist there, the values allowed are integers from 0‑15.

The mac parameter is the standard MAC address in the form aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff. If you leave it
unspecified, an appropriate randomMAC address is created. You can also explicitly set a randomMAC
address by specifying mac=random.

vif-destroy

1 xe vif-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vif
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a VIF.

vif-move

1 xe vif-move uuid=uuid network-uuid=network_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Move the VIF to another network.

vif-plug

1 xe vif-plug uuid=uuid_of_vif
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempt to attach the VIF while the VM is in the running state.

vif-unplug

1 xe vif-unplug uuid=uuid_of_vif
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Attempts to detach the VIF from the VMwhile it is running.
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vif-configure-ipv4

Configure IPv4 settings for this virtual interface. Set IPv4 settings as below:

1 xe vif-configure-ipv4 uuid=uuid_of_vif mode=static address=CIDR_address
gateway=gateway_address

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 VIF.configure_ipv4(vifObject,"static", " 192.168.1.10/24", "
192.168.1.1")

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Clean IPv4 settings as below:

1 xe vif-configure-ipv4 uuid=uuid_of_vif mode=none
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

vif-configure-ipv6

Configure IPv6 settings for this virtual interface. Set IPv6 settings as below:

1 xe vif-configure-ipv6 uuid=uuid_of_vif mode=static address=IP_address
gateway=gateway_address

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 VIF.configure_ipv6(vifObject,"static", "fd06:7768:b9e5:8b00::5001/64",
"fd06:7768:b9e5:8b00::1")

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Clean IPv6 settings as below:

1 xe vif-configure-ipv6 uuid=uuid_of_vif mode=none
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VLAN commands

Commands for working with VLANs (virtual networks). To list and edit virtual interfaces, refer to the
PIF commands, which have a VLAN parameter to signal that they have an associated virtual network.
For more information, see PIF commands. For example, to list VLANs, use xe pif-list.
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vlan-create

1 xe vlan-create pif-uuid=uuid_of_pif vlan=vlan_number network-uuid=
uuid_of_network

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VLAN on your Citrix Hypervisor server.

pool-vlan-create

1 xe pool-vlan-create pif-uuid=uuid_of_pif vlan=vlan_number network-uuid=
uuid_of_network

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create a VLANon all hosts on a pool, by determiningwhich interface (for example, eth0) the specified
network is on (on each host) and creating and plugging a new PIF object one each host accordingly.

vlan-destroy

1 xe vlan-destroy uuid=uuid_of_pif_mapped_to_vlan
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy a VLAN. Requires the UUID of the PIF that represents the VLAN.

VM commands

Commands for controlling VMs and their attributes.

VM selectors

Several of the commands listed here have a common mechanism for selecting one or more VMs on
which to perform the operation. The simplest way is by supplying the argument vm=name_or_uuid
. An easy way to get the uuid of an actual VM is to, for example, run xe vm-list power-state=
running. (Get the full list of fields that can bematchedby using the commandxe vm-list params
=all. ) For example, specifying power-state=halted selects VMswhose power-state parameter
is equal to halted. Where multiple VMs are matching, specify the option --multiple to perform
the operation. The full list of parameters that can be matched is described at the beginning of this
section.

The VM objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe vm-list), and the pa‑
rametersmanipulatedwith the standard parameter commands. Formore information, see Low‑level
parameter commands
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VM parameters

VMs have the following parameters:

Note:

All writable VM parameter values can be changed while the VM is running, but new parameters
are not applied dynamically and cannot be applied until the VM is rebooted.

• appliance (read/write) the appliance/vApp to which the VM belongs

• uuid (read only) the unique identifier/object reference for the VM

• name-label (read/write) the name of the VM

• name-description (read/write) the description string of the VM

• order start order (read/write) for vApp startup/shutdown and for startup after HA failover

• version (read only) the number of times this VM has been recovered. If you want to overwrite
a new VMwith an older version, call vm-recover

• user-version (read/write) string for creators of VMs and templates to put version information

• is-a-template (read/write) False unless this VM is a template. Template VMs can never be
started, they are used only for cloning other VMs After this value has been set to true it cannot
be reset to false. Template VMs cannot be converted into VMs using this parameter.

You can convert a VM to a template with:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm uuid> is-a-template=true
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• is-control-domain (read only) True if this is a control domain (domain 0 or a driver domain)

• power-state (read only) current power state

• start-delay (read/write) the delay to wait before a call to start up the VM returns

• shutdown-delay (read/write) the delay to wait before a call to shut down the VM returns

• memory-dynamic-max (read/write) dynamic maximum in bytes

• memory-dynamic-min (read/write) dynamic minimum in bytes

• memory-static-max (read/write) statically set (absolute) maximum in bytes. If you want to
change this value, the VMmust be shut down.

• memory-static-min (read/write) statically set (absolute) minimum in bytes. If you want to
change this value, the VMmust be shut down.

• suspend-VDI-uuid (read only) the VDI that a suspend image is stored on
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• VCPUs-params (read/write map parameter) configuration parameters for the selected vCPU
policy.

You can tune a vCPU’s pinning with

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> VCPUs-params:mask=1,2,3
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

The selected VM then runs on physical CPUs 1, 2, and 3 only.
You can also tune the vCPU priority (xen scheduling) with the cap and weight parameters. For
example:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> VCPUs-params:weight=512 xe vm-
param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> VCPUs-params:cap=100

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

A VM with a weight of 512 get twice as much CPU as a domain with a weight of 256 on a con‑
tended Citrix Hypervisor server. Legal weights range from 1 to 65535 and the default is 256. The
capoptionally fixes themaximumamount of CPUaVMwill be able to consume, even if theCitrix
Hypervisor server has idle CPU cycles. The cap is expressed in percentage of one physical CPU:
100 is 1 physical CPU, 50 is half a CPU, 400 is 4 CPUs, and so on The default, 0, means that there
is no upper cap.

• VCPUs-max (read/write) maximum number of virtual CPUs.

• VCPUs-at-startup (read/write) boot number of virtual CPUs

• actions-after-crash (read/write) action to take if the VM crashes. For PV guests, valid pa‑
rameters are:

– preserve (for analysis only)
– coredump_and_restart (record a coredump and reboot VM)
– coredump_and_destroy (record a coredump and leave VM halted)
– restart (no coredump and restart VM)
– destroy (no coredump and leave VM halted)

• console-uuids (read only set parameter) virtual console devices

• platform (read/write map parameter) platform‑specific configuration

To disable VDA to switch Windows 10 into Tablet mode:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> platform:acpi_laptop_slate=0
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To enable VDA to switch Windows 10 into Tablet mode:
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1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<vm_uuid> platform:acpi_laptop_slate=1
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To check current state:

1 xe vm-param-get uuid=<vm_uuid> param-name=platform param-key=
acpi_laptop_slate

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• allowed-operations (read only set parameter) list of the operations allowed in this state

• current-operations (read only set parameter) a list of the operations that are currently in
progress on the VM

• allowed-VBD-devices (read only set parameter) list of VBD identifiers available for use, rep‑
resented by integers of the range 0–15. This list is informational only, and other devicesmay be
used (but might not work).

• allowed-VIF-devices (read only set parameter) list of VIF identifiers available for use, repre‑
sented by integers of the range 0–15. This list is informational only, and other devices may be
used (but might not work).

• HVM-boot-policy (read/write) the boot policy for HVM guests. Either BIOS Order or an empty
string.

• HVM-boot-params (read/write map parameter) the order key controls the HVM guest boot or‑
der, represented as a string where each character is a boot method: d for the CD/DVD, c for the
root disk, and n for network PXE boot. The default is dc.

• HVM-shadow-multiplier (read/write) Floating point value which controls the amount of
shadow memory overhead to grant the VM. Defaults to 1.0 (the minimum value), and only
change this value if you are an advanced user.

• PV-kernel (read/write) path to the kernel

• PV-ramdisk (read/write) path to the initrd

• PV-args (read/write) string of kernel command line arguments

• PV-legacy-args (read/write) string of arguments to make legacy VMs boot

• PV-bootloader (read/write) name of or path to bootloader

• PV-bootloader-args (read/write) string of miscellaneous arguments for the bootloader

• last-boot-CPU-flags (read only) describes the CPU flags on which the VM was last booted

• resident-on (read only) the Citrix Hypervisor server on which a VM is resident
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• affinity (read/write) The Citrix Hypervisor server which the VM has preference for running
on. Used by the xe vm-start command to decide where to run the VM

• other-config (read/write map parameter) A list of key/value pairs that specify extra configu‑
ration parameters for the VM. For example, a VM is started automatically after host boot when
the other-config parameter includes the key/value pair auto_poweron: true

• start-time (read only) timestamp of the date and time that themetrics for the VMwere read.
This timestamp is in the formyyyymmddThh:mm:ss z, where z is the single lettermilitary time‑
zone indicator, for example, Z for UTC (GMT)

• install-time (read only) timestamp of the date and time that the metrics for the VM were
read. This timestamp is in the formyyyymmddThh:mm:ss z, where z is the single lettermilitary
timezone indicator, for example, Z for UTC (GMT)

• memory-actual (read only) the actual memory being used by a VM

• VCPUs-number (read only) the number of virtual CPUs assigned to the VM for a Linux VM. This
number can differ from VCPUS-max and can be changed without rebooting the VM using the
vm-vcpu-hotplug command. For more information, see vm-vcpu-hotplug. Windows VMs
always run with the number of vCPUs set to VCPUsmax and must be rebooted to change this
value. Performance drops sharply when you set VCPUs-number to a value greater than the
number of physical CPUs on the Citrix Hypervisor server.

• VCPUs-Utilization (read only map parameter) a list of virtual CPUs and their weight

• os-version (read only map parameter) the version of the operating system for the VM

• PV-drivers-version (read only map parameter) the versions of the paravirtualized drivers
for the VM

• PV-drivers-detected (read only) flag for latest version of the paravirtualized drivers for the
VM

• memory (read only map parameter) memory metrics reported by the agent on the VM

• disks (read only map parameter) disk metrics reported by the agent on the VM

• networks (read only map parameter) network metrics reported by the agent on the VM

• other (read only map parameter) other metrics reported by the agent on the VM

• guest-metrics-lastupdated (readonly) timestampwhen the in‑guest agentperformed the
last write to these fields. The timestamp is in the form yyyymmddThh:mm:ss z, where z is the
single letter military timezone indicator, for example, Z for UTC (GMT)

• actions-after-shutdown (read/write) action to take after the VM has shutdown

• actions-after-reboot (read/write) action to take after the VM has rebooted

• possible-hosts potential hosts of this VM read only
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• dom-id (read only) domain ID (if available, ‑1 otherwise)

• recommendations (read only) XML specification of recommended values and ranges for prop‑
erties of this VM

• xenstore-data (read/write map parameter) data to be inserted into the xenstore tree (/
local/domain/*domid*/vm-data) after the VM is created

• is-a-snapshot (read only) True if this VM is a snapshot

• snapshot_of (read only) the UUID of the VM that this snapshot is of

• snapshots (read only) the UUIDs of all snapshots of this VM

• snapshot_time (read only) the timestamp of the snapshot operation that created this VM
snapshot

• memory-target (read only) the target amount of memory set for this VM

• blocked-operations (read/write map parameter) lists the operations that cannot be per‑
formed on this VM

• last-boot-record (read only) record of the last boot parameters for this template, in XML
format

• ha-always-run (read/write) True if this VM is always restarted on another host if there is a
failure of the host it is resident on. This parameter is now deprecated. Use the ha-restart-
priority parameter instead.

• ha-restart-priority (read/write) restart or best‑effort

• blobs (read only) binary data store

• live (read only) True if the VM is running. False if HA suspects that the VM is not be running.

vm-assert-can-be-recovered

1 xe vm-assert-can-be-recovered uuid [database] vdi-uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tests whether storage is available to recover this VM.

vm-call-plugin

1 xe vm-call-plugin vm-uuid=vm_uuid plugin=plugin fn=function [args:key=
value]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Calls the function within the plug‑in on the given VM with optional arguments (args:key=value).
To pass a ”value” string with special characters in it (for example new line), an alternative syntax
args:key:file=local_file can be used in place, where the content of local_file will be retrieved and
assigned to ”key” as a whole.

vm-cd-add

1 xe vm-cd-add cd-name=name_of_new_cd device=
integer_value_of_an_available_vbd [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add a new virtual CD to the selected VM. Select the device parameter from the value of the allowed
-VBD-devices parameter of the VM.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-cd-eject

1 xe vm-cd-eject [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Eject a CD from the virtual CD drive. This command onlyworks if exactly one CD is attached to the VM.
When there are two ormore CDs, use the command xe vbd-eject and specify the UUID of the VBD.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-cd-insert

1 xe vm-cd-insert cd-name=name_of_cd [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Insert a CD into the virtual CD drive. This command onlyworks if there is exactly one empty CD device
attached to the VM. When there are two or more empty CD devices, use the xe vbd-insert com‑
mand and specify the UUIDs of the VBD and of the VDI to insert.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.
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vm-cd-list

1 xe vm-cd-list [vbd-params] [vdi-params] [vm-selector=vm_selector_value
...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Lists CDs attached to the specified VMs.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

You can also select which VBD and VDI parameters to list.

vm-cd-remove

1 xe vm-cd-remove cd-name=name_of_cd [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove a virtual CD from the specified VMs.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-checkpoint

1 xe vm-checkpoint new-name-label=name_label [new-name-description=
description]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Checkpoint an existing VM, using storage‑level fast disk snapshot operation where available.

vm-clone

1 xe vm-clone new-name-label=name_for_clone [new-name-description=
description_for_clone] [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Clone an existing VM, using storage‑level fast disk clone operation where available. Specify the name
and the optional description for the resulting cloned VM using the new-name-label and new-name
-description arguments.
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The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-compute-maximum-memory

1 xe vm-compute-maximum-memory total=
amount_of_available_physical_ram_in_bytes [approximate=add overhead
memory for additional vCPUS? true|false] [vm_selector=
vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Calculate themaximum amount of static memory which can be allocated to an existing VM, using the
total amount of physical RAM as an upper bound. The optional parameter approximate reserves
sufficient extra memory in the calculation to account for adding extra vCPUs into the VM later.

For example:

1 xe vm-compute-maximum-memory vm=testvm total=`xe host-list params=
memory-free --minimal`

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command uses the value of the memory-free parameter returned by the xe host-list com‑
mand to set the maximummemory of the VM named testvm.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-compute-memory-overhead

1 xe vm-compute-memory-overhead
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Computes the virtualization memory overhead of a VM.

vm-copy

1 xe vm-copy new-name-label=name_for_copy [new-name-description=
description_for_copy] [sr-uuid=uuid_of_sr] [vm-selector=
vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Copy an existing VM, but without using storage‑level fast disk clone operation (even if this option is
available). The disk images of the copied VM are guaranteed to be full images, that is, not part of a
copy‑on‑write (CoW) chain.

Specify thenameand theoptionaldescription for the resultingcopiedVMusing thenew-name-label
and new-name-description arguments.

Specify the destination SR for the resulting copied VM using the sr-uuid. If this parameter is not
specified, the destination is the same SR that the original VM is in.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-copy-bios-strings

1 xe vm-copy-bios-strings host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Copy the BIOS strings of the given host to the VM.

Note:

After you first start a VM, you cannot change its BIOS strings. Ensure that the BIOS strings are
correct before starting the VM for the first time.

vm-crashdump-list

1 xe vm-crashdump-list [vm-selector=vm selector value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List crashdumps associated with the specified VMs.

Whenyouuse theoptional argumentparams, the valueof params is a string containing a list of param‑
eters of this object that you want to display. Alternatively, you can use the keyword all to show all
parameters. Ifparams is not used, the returned list shows adefault subset of all available parameters.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-data-source-list
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1 xe vm-data-source-list [vm-selector=vm selector value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

List the data sources that can be recorded for a VM.

Select the VMs on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism. For
more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM parameters
listed at the beginning of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is
performed on all VMs.

Data sources have two parameters – standard and enabled – which you can seen in the output of
this command. If a data source has enabled set to true, the metrics are currently being recorded
to the performance database. If a data source has standard set to true, the metrics are recorded
to the performance database by default (and enabled is also set to true for this data source). If a
data source has standard set to false, the metrics are not recorded to the performance database
by default (and enabled is also set to false for this data source).

To start recording data source metrics to the performance database, run the vm-data-source-
record command. This command sets enabled to true. To stop, run the vm-data-source-
forget. This command sets enabled to false.

vm-data-source-record

1 xe vm-data-source-record data-source=name_description_of_data-source [
vm-selector=vm selector value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Record the specified data source for a VM.

This operation writes the information from the data source to the persistent performance metrics
database of the specified VMs. For performance reasons, this database is distinct from the normal
agent database.

Select the VMs on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism. For
more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM parameters
listed at the beginning of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is
performed on all VMs.

vm-data-source-forget

1 xe vm-data-source-forget data-source=name_description_of_data-source [
vm-selector=vm selector value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Stop recording the specified data source for a VM and forget all of the recorded data.

Select the VMs on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism. For
more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM parameters
listed at the beginning of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is
performed on all VMs.

vm-data-source-query

1 xe vm-data-source-query data-source=name_description_of_data-source [vm
-selector=vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Display the specified data source for a VM.

Select the VMs on which to perform this operation by using the standard selection mechanism. For
more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM parameters
listed at the beginning of this section. If no parameters to select hosts are given, the operation is
performed on all VMs.

vm-destroy

1 xe vm-destroy uuid=uuid_of_vm
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroy the specified VM. This leaves the storage associated with the VM intact. To delete storage as
well, use xe vm-uninstall.

vm-disk-add

1 xe vm-disk-add disk-size=size_of_disk_to_add device=uuid_of_device [vm-
selector=vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add a disk to the specified VMs. Select the device parameter from the value of the allowed-VBD-
devices parameter of the VMs.

The disk-size parameter can be specified in bytes or using the IEC standard suffixes KiB, MiB, GiB,
and TiB.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.
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vm-disk-list

1 xe vm-disk-list [vbd-params] [vdi-params] [vm-selector=
vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Lists disks attached to the specified VMs. The vbd-params and vdi-params parameters control the
fields of the respective objects to output. Give the parameters as a comma‑separated list, or the spe‑
cial key all for the complete list.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-disk-remove

1 xe vm-disk-remove device=integer_label_of_disk [vm-selector=
vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Remove a disk from the specified VMs and destroy it.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-export

1 xe vm-export filename=export_filename [metadata=true|false] [vm-
selector=vm_selector_value...]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Export the specified VMs (includingdisk images) to a file on the localmachine. Specify the file name to
export the VM intousing thefilenameparameter. By convention, the file namehas a.xva extension.

If themetadataparameter istrue, the disks are not exported. Only the VMmetadata iswritten to the
output file. Use this parameterwhen theunderlying storage is transferred throughothermechanisms,
and permits the VM information to be recreated. For more information, see vm-import.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.
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vm-import

1 xe vm-import filename=export_filename [metadata=true|false] [preserve=
true|false][sr-uuid=destination_sr_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Import aVM fromapreviously exported file. Ifpreserve is set totrue, theMACaddressof theoriginal
VM is preserved. The sr-uuid determines the destination SR to import the VM into. If this parameter
is not specified, the default SR is used.

If the metadata is true, you can import a previously exported set of metadata without their asso‑
ciated disk blocks. Metadata‑only import fails if any VDIs cannot be found (named by SR and VDI.
location) unless the --force option is specified, in which case the import proceeds regardless. If
disks can be mirrored or moved out‑of‑band, metadata import/export is a fast way of moving VMs
between disjoint pools. For example, as part of a disaster recovery plan.

Note:

Multiple VM imports are performed faster in serial that in parallel.

vm-install

1 xe vm-install new-name-label=name [template-uuid=
uuid_of_desired_template] [template=template_uuid_or_name] [sr-uuid=
sr_uuid | sr-name-label=name_of_sr][copy-bios-strings-from=host_uuid
]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Install or clone a VM from a template. Specify the template name using either the template-uuid or
template argument. Specify an SR using either the sr-uuid or sr-name-label argument. Specify
to install BIOS‑lockedmedia using the copy-bios-strings-from argument.

Note:

When installing from a template that has existing disks, by default, new disks are created in the
sameSRas theseexistingdisks. Where theSRsupports it, thesedisksare fast copies. If adifferent
SR is specified on the command line, the new disks are created there. In this case, a fast copy is
not possible and the disks are full copies.

When installing from a template that doesn’t have existing disks, any new disks are created in
the SR specified, or the pool default SR when an SR is not specified.

vm-is-bios-customized
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1 xe vm-is-bios-customized
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Indicates whether the BIOS strings of the VM have been customized.

vm-memory-balloon

1 xe vm-memory-balloon target=target
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set thememory target for a running VM. The given valuemust bewithin the range defined by the VM’s
memory_dynamic_min andmemory_dynamic_max values.

vm-memory-dynamic-range-set

1 xe vm-memory-dynamic-range-set min=min max=max
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure the dynamic memory range of a VM. The dynamic memory range defines soft lower and
upper limits for a VM’s memory. It’s possible to change these fields when a VM is running or halted.
The dynamic rangemust fit within the static range.

vm-memory-limits-set

1 xe vm-memory-limits-set static-min=static_min static-max=static_max
dynamic-min=dynamic_min dynamic-max=dynamic_max

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure the memory limits of a VM.

vm-memory-set

1 xe vm-memory-set memory=memory
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure the memory allocation of a VM.

vm-memory-shadow-multiplier-set
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1 xe vm-memory-shadow-multiplier-set [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [
multiplier=float_memory_multiplier]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set the shadowmemory multiplier for the specified VM.

This is an advanced option which modifies the amount of shadow memory assigned to a hardware‑
assisted VM.

In some specialized application workloads, such as Citrix Virtual Apps, extra shadow memory is re‑
quired to achieve full performance.

This memory is considered to be an overhead. It is separated from the normal memory calculations
for accounting memory to a VM. When this command is invoked, the amount of free host memory
decreases according to the multiplier and the HVM_shadow_multiplier field is updated with the
value that Xen has assigned to the VM. If there is not enough Citrix Hypervisor servermemory free, an
error is returned.

The VMsonwhich toperform this operation are selectedusing the standard selectionmechanism. For
more information, see VM selectors.

vm-memory-static-range-set

1 xe vm-memory-static-range-set min=min max=max
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure the static memory range of a VM. The static memory range defines hard lower and upper
limits for a VM’smemory. It’s possible to change these fields onlywhenaVM is halted. The static range
must encompass the dynamic range.

vm-memory-target-set

1 xe vm-memory-target-set target=target
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Set the memory target for a halted or running VM. The given value must be within the range defined
by the VM’s memory_static_min andmemory_static_max values.

vm-memory-target-wait

1 xe vm-memory-target-wait
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Wait for a running VM to reach its current memory target.

vm-migrate

1 xe vm-migrate [copy=true|false] [host-uuid=destination_host_uuid] [host
=name_or_ uuid_of_destination_host] [force=true|false] [live=true|
false] [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [remote-master=
destination_pool_master_uuid] [remote-username=
destination_pool_username] [remote-password=
destination_pool_password] [remote-network=
destination_pool_network_uuid ][vif:=vif_uuid] [vdi=vdi_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This commandmigrates the specified VMs between physical hosts. The host parameter can be either
the name or the UUID of the Citrix Hypervisor server. For example, to migrate the VM to another host
in the pool, where the VM disks are on storage shared by both hosts:

1 xe vm-migrate uuid=vm_uuid host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tomove VMs between hosts in the same pool, which do not share storage (storage live migration):

1 xe vm-migrate uuid=vm_uuid remote-master=12.34.56.78 \
2 remote-username=username remote-password=password \
3 host-uuid=desination_host_uuid vdi=vdi_uuid
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can choose the SR where each VDI gets stored:

1 xe vm-migrate uuid=vm_uuid host-uuid=destination_host_uuid \
2 vdi1:vdi_1_uuid=destination_sr_uuid \
3 vdi2:vdi_2_uuid=destination_sr2_uuid \
4 vdi3:vdi_3_uuid=destination_sr3_uuid
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Additionally, you can choose which network to attach the VM after migration:

1 xe vm-migrate uuid=vm_uuid \
2 vdi1:vdi_1_uuid=destination_sr_uuid \
3 vdi2:vdi_2_uuid=destination_sr2_uuid \
4 vdi3:vdi_3_uuid=destination_sr3_uuid \
5 vif:vif_uuid=network_uuid
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

For cross‑pool migration:
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1 xe vm-migrate uuid=vm_uuid remote-master=12.34.56.78
2 remote-username=username remote-password=password \
3 host-uuid=desination_host_uuid vdi=vdi_uuid
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more information on storage live migration, live migration, and live VDI migration, see Migrate
VMs.

Note:

If you are upgrading from7.1 CU2 to 8.2 CU1, youmight need to shut down and boot all VMs after
migrating your VMs, to ensure that new virtualization features are picked up.

By default, the VM is suspended, migrated, and resumed on the other host. The live parameter se‑
lects live migration. Live migration keeps the VM running while performing the migration, thus mini‑
mizing VMdowntime to less than a second. In some circumstances, such as extremelymemory‑heavy
workloads in the VM, livemigration falls back into default mode and suspends the VM for a short time
before completing the memory transfer.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-pause

1 xe vm-pause
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Pause a running VM. Note this operation does not free the associatedmemory (see vm-suspend).

vm-query-services

1 xe vm-query-services
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Query the system services offered by the given VMs.

vm-reboot

1 xe vm-reboot [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [force=true]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Reboot the specified VMs.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

Use the force argument to cause an ungraceful reboot. Where the shutdown is akin to pulling the
plug on a physical server.

vm-recover

1 xe vm-recover vm-uuid [database] [vdi-uuid] [force]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Recovers a VM from the database contained in the supplied VDI.

vm-reset-powerstate

1 xe vm-reset-powerstate [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] {
2 force=true }
3
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

This is an advanced command only to be usedwhen amember host in a pool goes down. You can use
this command to force the pool master to reset the power‑state of the VMs to be halted. Essentially,
this command forces the lock on the VM and its disks so it can be started next on another pool host.
This call requires the force flag to be specified, and fails if it is not on the command‑line.

vm-resume

1 xe vm-resume [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [force=true|false] [on=
host_uuid]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Resume the specified VMs.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.
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If the VM is on a shared SR in a pool of hosts, use the on argument to specify which pool member to
start it on. By default the systemdetermines an appropriate host, whichmight be any of themembers
of the pool.

vm-retrieve-wlb-recommendations

1 xe vm-retrieve-wlb-recommendations
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Retrieve the workload balancing recommendations for the selected VM.

vm-shutdown

1 xe vm-shutdown [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [force=true|false]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shut down the specified VM.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

Use the force argument to cause an ungraceful shutdown, similar to pulling the plug on a physical
server.

vm-snapshot

1 xe vm-snapshot new-name-label=name_label [new-name-description+
name_description]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Snapshot an existing VM, using storage‑level fast disk snapshot operation where available.

vm-start

1 xe vm-start [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [force=true|false] [on=
host_uuid] [--multiple]

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Start the specified VMs.
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The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

If the VMs are on a shared SR in a pool of hosts, use the on argument to specify which pool member
to start the VMs on. By default the system determines an appropriate host, whichmight be any of the
members of the pool.

vm-suspend

1 xe vm-suspend [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Suspend the specified VM.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-uninstall

1 xe vm-uninstall [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...] [force=true|false]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Uninstall a VM, destroying its disks (those VDIs that are marked RW and connected to this VM only) in
addition to its metadata record. To destroy just the VMmetadata, use xe vm-destroy.

The VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection mech‑
anism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM
parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

vm-unpause

1 xe vm-unpause
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Unpause a paused VM.

vm-vcpu-hotplug

1 xe vm-vcpu-hotplug new-vcpus=new_vcpu_count [vm-selector=
vm_selector_value...]
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Dynamically adjust the number of vCPUs available to a running Linux VM. The number of vCPUs is
bounded by the parameter VCPUs-max. Windows VMs always run with the number of vCPUs set to
VCPUs-max andmust be rebooted to change this value.

The Linux VM or VMs on which this operation is performed are selected using the standard selection
mechanism. For more information, see VM selectors. Optional arguments can be any number of the
VM parameters listed at the beginning of this section.

Note:

When running Linux VMs without Citrix VM Tools installed, run the following command on the
VM as root to ensure the newly hot plugged vCPUs are used: ## for i in /sys/devices/
system/cpu/cpu[1-9]*/online; do if [ "$(cat $i)"= 0 ]; then echo 1 > $i;
fi; done

vm-vif-list

1 xe vm-vif-list [vm-selector=vm_selector_value...]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Lists the VIFs from the specified VMs.

The VM or VMs onwhich this operation is performed are selected using the standard selectionmecha‑
nism. Formore information, see VM selectors. The selectors operate on the VM recordswhen filtering,
and not on the VIF values. Optional arguments can be any number of the VM parameters listed at the
beginning of this section.

Scheduled snapshots

Commands for controlling VM scheduled snapshots and their attributes.

The vmss objects can be listed with the standard object listing command (xe vmss-list), and the
parameters manipulated with the standard parameter commands. For more information, see Low‑
level parameter commands

vmss-create

1 xe vmss-create enabled=True/False name-label=name type=type frequency=
frequency retained-snapshots=value name-description=description
schedule:schedule

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Creates a snapshot schedule in the pool.

For example:

1 xe vmss-create retained-snapshots=9 enabled=true frequency=daily \
2 name-description=sample name-label=samplepolicy type=snapshot \
3 schedule:hour=10 schedule:min=30
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Snapshot schedules have the following parameters:

Parameter Name Description Type

name-label Name of the snapshot
schedule.

Read/write

name-description Description of the snapshot
schedule.

Read/write

type Disk snapshot or memory
snapshot.

Read/write

frequency Hourly; Daily; Weekly Read/write

retained-snapshots Snapshots to be retained.
Range: 1‑10.

Read/write

schedule schedule:days (Monday to
Sunday), schedule:hours
(0 to 23),
schedule:minutes (0, 15,
30, 45)

Read/write

vmss-destroy

1 xe vmss-destroy uuid=uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Destroys a snapshot schedule in the pool.

USB pass‑through

USB pass‑through is supported for the following USB versions: 1.1, 2.0, and 3.0.
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USB pass‑through enable/disable

1 xe pusb-param-set uuid=pusb_uuid passthrough-enabled=true/false
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable/disable USB Pass‑through.

pusb-scan

1 xe pusb-scan host-uuid=host_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Scan PUSB and update.

vusb-create

1 xe vusb-create usb-group-uuid=usb_group_uuid vm-uuid=vm_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creates a virtual USB in the pool. Start the VM to pass through the USB to the VM.

vusb-unplug

1 xe vusb-unplug uuid=vusb_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Unplugs USB from VM.

vusb-destroy

1 xe vusb-destroy uuid=vusb_uuid
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Removes the virtual USB list from VM.

Common criteria

January 9, 2023
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Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 is Common Criteria certified EAL2+. For more information,
see Citrix Common Criteria Certification Information.

• CitrixHypervisor8.2CumulativeUpdate1LTSRCommonCriteriaEvaluatedConfigurationGuide
(PDF)

• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 LTSR Product Documentation (PDF)
• Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Cumulative Update 1 LTSR Management API (PDF)

Third party notices

November 22, 2022

This release of Citrix Hypervisor includes third‑party software licensed under a number of different
licenses.

To extract the licensing information from your installed Citrix Hypervisor product and components,
see the instructions in Citrix Hypervisor Open Source Licensing and Attribution.

In addition, note the following information:

• This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL
Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)

• This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
• Citrix Hypervisor High Availability is powered by everRun, a registered trademark of Stratus
Technologies Bermuda, Limited.

Citrix Hypervisor Open Source Licensing and Attribution

January 30, 2023

The Citrix Hypervisor product is a compilation of software packages. Each package is governed by its
own license. The complete licensing terms applicable to a given package can be found in the source
RPM of the package, unless the package is covered by a proprietary license which does not permit
source redistribution, in which case no source RPM is made available.

TheCitrixHypervisor distribution contains content fromCentOSLinux andCentOSStream. Where the
CentOS Project holds any copyright in the packages making up the CentOS Linux or CentOS Stream
distributions, that copyright is licensed under the GPLv2 license unless otherwise noted. For more
information, see https://www.centos.org/legal/licensing‑policy/.
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Extracting attribution and licensing information on an installed Citrix Hypervisor
server

This article provides amethod to extract the licensing information from all RPM packages included in
your Citrix Hypervisor installation.

Get overview information

To list all RPMs and their licenses:

1. Connect to your Citrix Hypervisor server console by SSH or through XenCenter.

2. At the console command line, run the following command:

1 rpm -qa --qf '%{
2 name }
3 -%{
4 version }
5 : %{
6 license }
7 \n'

This command lists all installed components and the licenses they are distributed under. The
output is of the following form:

1 readline-6.2: GPLv3+
2 gnupg2-2.0.22: GPLv3+
3 libdb-5.3.21: BSD and LGPLv2 and Sleepycat
4 rpm-python-4.11.3: GPLv2+
5 sqlite-3.7.17: Public Domain
6 qrencode-libs-3.4.1: LGPLv2+
7 libselinux-2.5: Public Domain
8 ustr-1.0.4: MIT or LGPLv2+ or BSD
9 gdbm-1.10: GPLv3+

10 procps-ng-3.3.10: GPL+ and GPLv2 and GPLv2+ and GPLv3+ and LGPLv2+
11 p11-kit-trust-0.23.5: BSD
12 device-mapper-libs-1.02.149: LGPLv2
13 xenserver-release-8.2.50: GPLv2
14 elfutils-libs-0.170: GPLv2+ or LGPLv3+
15 xz-libs-5.2.2: LGPLv2+
16 dbus-1.10.24: (GPLv2+ or AFL) and GPLv2+
17 elfutils-libelf-0.170: GPLv2+ or LGPLv3+
18 systemd-sysv-219: LGPLv2+
19 jemalloc-3.6.0: BSD
20 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Get detailed information

To obtain a more complete list of information about each installed component:

1. Connect to your Citrix Hypervisor server console by SSH or through XenCenter.

2. At the console command line, run the following command:

1 rpm -qai | sed '/^Name /i\\n'

The output is of the following form:

1 Name : host-upgrade-plugin
2 Version : 2.2.0
3 Release : 1.xs8
4 Architecture: noarch
5 Install Date: Thu 03 Jun 2021 08:36:59 AM UTC
6 Group : Unspecified
7 Size : 97131
8 License : GPL
9 Signature : (none)

10 Source RPM : host-upgrade-plugin-2.2.0-1.xs8.src.rpm
11 Build Date : Fri 09 Oct 2020 02:58:51 PM UTC
12 Build Host : 2da9e81a970c4f02af07e64918d7f5f3
13 Relocations : (not relocatable)
14 Packager : Koji
15 Vendor : Citrix Systems
16 Summary : Host upgrade plugin
17 Description :
18 Host upgrade plugin.
19
20 Name : m4
21 Version : 1.4.16
22 Release : 10.el7
23 Architecture: x86_64
24 Install Date: Thu 03 Jun 2021 08:36:22 AM UTC
25 Group : Applications/Text
26 Size : 525707
27 License : GPLv3+
28 Signature : RSA/SHA256, Wed 25 Nov 2015 03:16:04 PM UTC, Key ID

24c6a8a7f4a80eb5
29 Source RPM : m4-1.4.16-10.el7.src.rpm
30 Build Date : Fri 20 Nov 2015 07:28:07 AM UTC
31 Build Host : worker1.bsys.centos.org
32 Relocations : (not relocatable)
33 Packager : CentOS BuildSystem <http://bugs.centos.org>
34 Vendor : CentOS
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35 URL : http://www.gnu.org/software/m4/
36 Summary : The GNU macro processor
37 Description :
38 A GNU implementation of the traditional UNIX macro processor. M4

is
39 useful for writing text files which can be logically parsed, and

is used
40 by many programs as part of their build process. M4 has built-in
41 functions for including files, running shell commands, doing

arithmetic,
42 etc. The autoconf program needs m4 for generating configure

scripts, but
43 not for running configure scripts.
44 <!--NeedCopy-->

Getmore information

In most cases, further information about each component and full license text is installed in either
/usr/share/doc/ or /usr/share/licenses.

For example, you can findmore information about the component jemalloc-3.6.0 by running the
following command:

1 ls -l /usr/share/doc/jemalloc-3.6.0/
2
3 total 120
4 -rw-r--r--. 1 root root 1703 Mar 31 2014 COPYING
5 -rw-r--r--. 1 root root 109739 Mar 31 2014 jemalloc.html
6 -rw-r--r--. 1 root root 1084 Mar 31 2014 README
7 -rw-r--r--. 1 root root 50 Mar 31 2014 VERSION

However, for some components distributed by CentOS, the license text is not installed in the Citrix
Hypervisor product. To view the license text for these components, you can look inside the source
RPMs. Citrixmakes thesourceRPMs for theCitrixHypervisor serveravailable in the following locations

• For the initial product release, source files are provided on the product download page.
• For any updates or hotfixes to the initial release, updated source files are provided in the corre‑
sponding article on the Citrix Support site.

The name of the source file for a specific component is given by the value of “Source RPM” in the
detailed information output. For example:

1 Source RPM : m4-1.4.16-10.el7.src.rpm
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Multiple licenses

Some components in the Citrix Hypervisor product contain multiple licenses. For example, procps-
ng-3.3.10contains the following parts:

• some parts which are licensed with the original GPL (or any later version)
• some parts which are licensed with the GPL version 2 (only)
• some parts which are licensed with the GPL version 2 (or any later version)
• some parts which are licensed with the GPL version 3 (or any later version)
• some parts which are licensed with the LGPL version 2 (or any later version)

In this case, inspect the documentation in /usr/share/doc/procps-ng-3.3.10 for further infor‑
mation or, if necessary, the corresponding source RPM.

Other Citrix Hypervisor components

Supplemental Packs

Supplemental packs are installed into the Citrix Hypervisor server. If you have supplemental packs
installed in your server, their RPM information is includedwhenyoucomplete the steps in theprevious
section of this article.

The source files for supplemental packs are also provided on the product download page.

XenCenter

To view information about third‑party components included in XenCenter, complete the following
steps:

1. In XenCenter, go toHelp > About XenCenter.
2. Click View Legal Notices.

The XenCenter source files are also provided on the product download page.

Citrix VM Tools for Windows

The Citrix VM Tools for Windows comprises the following components:

• The Management Agent, which is covered by a proprietary license.

• The Windows I/O drivers, which are covered by the BSD2 license. Copyright Cloud Software
Group, Inc.

Licensing information is included in the INF file for each driver. When the drivers are installed
on your Windows system by Windows Update or the management agent installer, the INF files
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are stored as C:\Windows\INF\OEM*.inf. The management agent installer also places the
INF files in C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenTools\Drivers***.inf.

Source is not provided for Citrix VM Tools for Windows.

Citrix VM Tools for Linux

The Citrix VM Tools for Linux are covered by the BSD2 license. Copyright Cloud Software Group, Inc.

The archive file provided on the product download page contains the license file and source files for
the tools.

Virtual Appliances

The following virtual appliances are provided as optional components for your Citrix Hypervisor envi‑
ronment:

• Demo Linux Virtual Appliance
• Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager Virtual Appliance
• Workload Balancing Virtual Appliance

These virtual appliances are also CentOS based. You can use the same commands as those given for
theCitrix Hypervisor server to get overviewanddetailed information about the open source packages
included in the virtual appliances.

In the console of the virtual appliance, run the following commands:

• For overview information: rpm -qa --qf '%{ name } -%{ version } : %{ license
} \n'

• For detailed information: rpm -qai | sed '/^Name /i\\n'

In addition, the Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance and Workload Balancing vir‑
tual appliance dynamically use some third‑party components.

• For Citrix Hypervisor Conversion Manager virtual appliance, the license files for these compo‑
nents are located at the following path: /opt/vpxxcm/conversion.

• For Workload Balancing virtual appliance, the license files for these components are located at
the following path: /opt/vpx/wlb.

Source files for the virtual appliances are provided on the Citrix Hypervisor product downloads page.

Developer documentation

January 9, 2023
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The following Citrix Hypervisor developer documentation is available:

• Management API Guide
• Software Development Kit Guide
• Changed Block Tracking Guide
• Supplemental Packs and the DDK Guide
• XenCenter Plug‑in Specification Guide

Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 Management API

March 1, 2023

This document defines the Citrix Hypervisor Management API ‑ an interface for remotely
configuring and controlling virtualised guests running on a Xen‑enabled host.

The API is presented here as a set of Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). There are
two supported wire formats, one based upon XML‑RPC
and one based upon JSON‑RPC (v1.0 and v2.0 are both
recognised). No specific language bindings are prescribed, although examples
are given in the Python programming language.

Although we adopt some terminology from object‑oriented programming,
future client language bindings may or may not be object oriented.
The API reference uses the terminology classes and objects.
For our purposes a class is simply a hierarchical namespace;
an object is an instance of a class with its fields set to
specific values. Objects are persistent and exist on the server‑side.
Clients may obtain opaque references to these server‑side objects and then
access their fields via get/set RPCs.

For each class we specify a list of fields along with their types and
qualifiers. A qualifier is one of:

• RO/runtime: the field is Read Only. Furthermore, its value is
automatically computed at runtime. For example, current CPU load and disk IO
throughput.

• RO/constructor: the field must be manually set when a new object is
created, but is then Read Only for the duration of the object’s life.
For example, the maximummemory addressable by a guest is set
before the guest boots.

• RW: the field is Read/Write. For example, the name of a VM.
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Types

The following types are used to specify methods and fields in the API Reference:

• string: Text strings.
• int: 64‑bit integers.
• float: IEEE double‑precision floating‑point numbers.
• bool: Boolean.
• datetime: Date and timestamp.
• c ref: Reference to an object of class c.
• t set: Arbitrary‑length set of values of type t.
• (k -> v)map: Mapping from values of type k to values of type v.
• e enum: Enumeration type with name e. Enums are defined in the
API reference together with classes that use them.

Note that there are a number of cases where refs are doubly linked.
For example, a VM has a field called VIFs of type VIF ref set;
this field lists the network interfaces attached to a particular VM.
Similarly, the VIF class has a field called VM of type VM ref
which references the VM to which the interface is connected.
These two fields are bound together, in the sense that
creating a new VIF causes the VIFs field of the corresponding
VM object to be updated automatically.

The API reference lists explicitly the fields that are
bound together in this way. It also contains a diagram that shows
relationships between classes. In this diagram an edge signifies the
existence of a pair of fields that are bound together, using standard
crows‑foot notation to signify the type of relationship (e.g.
one‑many, many‑many).

RPCs associated with fields

Each field, f, has an RPC accessor associated with it that returns f’s value:

• get_f (r): takes a ref, r that refers to an object and returns the value
of f.

Each field, f, with qualifier RW and whose outermost type is set has the
following additional RPCs associated with it:

• add_f(r, v): adds a new element v to the set.
Note that sets cannot contain duplicate values, hence this operation has
no action in the case that v is already in the set.
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• remove_f(r, v): removes element v from the set.

Each field, f, with qualifier RW and whose outermost type is map has the
following additional RPCs associated with it:

• add_to_f(r, k, v): adds new pair k -> v to the mapping stored in f in
objectr. Attempting to add a new pair for duplicate key, k, fails with a
MAP_DUPLICATE_KEY error.

• remove_from_f(r, k): removes the pair with key k
from themapping stored in f in object r.

Each field whose outermost type is neither set nor map, but whose
qualifier is RW has an RPC accessor associated with it that sets its value:

• set_f(r, v): sets the field f on object r to value v.

RPCs associated with classes

• Most classes have a constructor RPC named create that
takes as parameters all fields marked RW and RO/constructor. The result
of this RPC is that a new persistent object is created on the server‑side
with the specified field values.

• Each class has a get_by_uuid(uuid) RPC that returns the object
of that class that has the specified uuid.

• Each class that has a name_label field has a
get_by_name_label(name_label) RPC that returns a set of objects of that
class that have the specified name_label.

• Most classes have a destroy(r) RPC that explicitly deletes
the persistent object specified by r from the system. This is a
non‑cascading delete ‑ if the object being removed is referenced by another
object then the destroy call will fail.

Apart from the RPCs enumerated above, some classes have additional RPCs
associated with them. For example, the VM class has RPCs for cloning,
suspending, starting, and so on. Such additional RPCs are described explicitly
in the API reference.

Wire Protocol for Remote API Calls

March 1, 2023
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API calls are sent over a network to a Xen‑enabled host using an RPC protocol.
Here we describe how the higher‑level types used in our API Reference are mapped
to primitive RPC types, covering the two supported wire formats
XML‑RPC and JSON‑RPC.

XML‑RPC Protocol

We specify the signatures of API functions in the following style:

1 (VM ref set) VM.get_all()
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This specifies that the function with name VM.get_all takes
no parameters and returns a set of VM ref.
These types are mapped onto XML‑RPC types in a straight‑forward manner:

• the types float, bool, datetime, and stringmap directly to the XML‑RPC
<double>, <boolean>, <dateTime.iso8601>, and <string> elements.

• all ref types are opaque references, encoded as the
XML‑RPC’s <string> type. Users of the API can’t make assumptions
about the concrete form of these strings and can’t expect them to
remain valid after the client’s session with the server has terminated.

• fields named uuid of type string are mapped to
the XML‑RPC <string> type. The string itself is the OSF
DCE UUID presentation format (as output by uuidgen).

• int is assumed to be 64‑bit in our API and is encoded as a string
of decimal digits (rather than using XML‑RPC’s built‑in 32‑bit <i4> type).

• values of enum types are encoded as strings. For example, the value
destroy of enum on_normal_exit, would be conveyed as:

1 <value><string>destroy</string></value>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• for all our types, t, our type t set simply maps to XML‑RPC’s <array>
type, so, for example, a value of type string setwould be transmitted like
this:

1 <array>
2 <data>
3 <value><string>CX8</string></value>
4 <value><string>PSE36</string></value>
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5 <value><string>FPU</string></value>
6 </data>
7 </array>
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

• for types k and v, our type (k -> v)mapmaps onto an
XML‑RPC <struct>, with the key as the name of the struct. Note that the
(k -> v)map type is only valid when k is a string, ref, or
int, and in each case the keys of the maps are stringified as
above. For example, the (string -> float)map containing the mappings
Mike ‑> 2.3 and John ‑> 1.2would be represented as:

1 <value>
2 <struct>
3 <member>
4 <name>Mike</name>
5 <value><double>2.3</double></value>
6 </member>
7 <member>
8 <name>John</name>
9 <value><double>1.2</double></value>

10 </member>
11 </struct>
12 </value>
13 <!--NeedCopy-->

• our void type is transmitted as an empty string.

XML‑RPC Return Values and Status Codes

The return value of an RPC call is an XML‑RPC <struct>.

• The first element of the struct is named Status; it contains a string value
indicating whether the result of the call was a Success or a Failure.

If the Status is Success then the struct contains a second element named
Value:

• The element of the struct named Value contains the function’s return value.

If the Status is Failure then the struct contains a second element named
ErrorDescription:

• The element of the struct named ErrorDescription contains an array of string
values. The first element of the array is an error code; the rest of the
elements are strings representing error parameters relating to that code.
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For example, an XML‑RPC return value from the host.get_resident_VMs function
may look like this:

1 <struct>
2 <member>
3 <name>Status</name>
4 <value>Success</value>
5 </member>
6 <member>
7 <name>Value</name>
8 <value>
9 <array>

10 <data>
11 <value>81547a35-205c-a551-c577-00b982c5fe00</value>
12 <value>61c85a22-05da-b8a2-2e55-06b0847da503</value>
13 <value>1d401ec4-3c17-35a6-fc79-cee6bd9811fe</value>
14 </data>
15 </array>
16 </value>
17 </member>
18 </struct>
19 <!--NeedCopy-->

JSON‑RPC Protocol

We specify the signatures of API functions in the following style:

1 (VM ref set) VM.get_all()
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This specifies that the function with name VM.get_all takes no parameters and
returns a set of VM ref. These types are mapped onto JSON‑RPC types in the
following manner:

• the types float and boolmap directly to the JSON types number and
boolean, while datetime and string are represented as the JSON string
type.

• all ref types are opaque references, encoded as the JSON string type.
Users of the API can’t make assumptions about the concrete form of these
strings and can’t expect them to remain valid after the client’s session
with the server has terminated.

• fields named uuid of type string are mapped to the JSON string type. The
string itself is the OSF DCE UUID presentation format (as output by uuidgen).
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• int is assumed to be 64‑bit in our API and is encoded as a JSON number
without decimal point or exponent, preserved as a string.

• values of enum types are encoded as the JSON string type. For example, the
value destroy of enum on_normal_exit, would be conveyed as:

1 "destroy"
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• for all our types, t, our type t set simply maps to the JSON array
type, so, for example, a value of type string setwould be transmitted like
this:

1 [ "CX8", "PSE36", "FPU" ]
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• for types k and v, our type (k -> v)mapmaps onto a JSON object which
contains members with name k and value v. Note that the
(k -> v)map type is only valid when k is a string, ref, or
int, and in each case the keys of the maps are stringified as
above. For example, the (string -> float)map containing the mappings
Mike ‑> 2.3 and John ‑> 1.2would be represented as:

1 {
2
3 "Mike": 2.3,
4 "John": 1.2
5 }
6
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

• our void type is transmitted as an empty string.

Both versions 1.0 and 2.0 of the JSON‑RPC wire format are recognised and,
depending on your client library, you can use either of them.

JSON‑RPC v1.0

JSON‑RPC v1.0 Requests

An API call is represented by sending a single JSON object to the server, which
contains the members method, params, and id.

• method: A JSON string containing the name of the function to be invoked.
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• params: A JSON array of values, which represents the parameters of the
function to be invoked.

• id: A JSON string or integer representing the call id. Note that,
diverging from the JSON‑RPC v1.0 specification the API does not accept
notification requests (requests without responses), i.e. the id cannot be
null.

For example, a JSON‑RPC v1.0 request to retrieve the resident VMs of a host may
look like this:

1 {
2
3 "method": "host.get_resident_VMs",
4 "params": [
5 "OpaqueRef:74f1a19cd-b660-41e3-a163-10f03e0eae67",
6 "OpaqueRef:08c34fc9-f418-4f09-8274-b9cb25cd8550"
7 ],
8 "id": "xyz"
9 }

10
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

In the above example, the first element of the params array is the reference
of the open session to the host, while the second is the host reference.

JSON‑RPC v1.0 Return Values

The return value of a JSON‑RPC v1.0 call is a single JSON object containing
the members result, error, and id.

• result: If the call is successful, it is a JSON value (string, array, and so on.) representing
the return value of the invoked function. If an error has
occurred, it is null.

• error: If the call is successful, it is null. If the call has failed, it
a JSON array of string values. The first element of the array is an error
code; the remainder of the array are strings representing error parameters
relating to that code.

• id: The call id. It is a JSON string or integer and it is the same id
as the request it is responding to.

For example, a JSON‑RPC v1.0 return value from the host.get_resident_VMs
function may look like this:
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1 {
2
3 "result": [
4 "OpaqueRef:604f51e7-630f-4412-83fa-b11c6cf008ab",
5 "OpaqueRef:670d08f5-cbeb-4336-8420-ccd56390a65f"
6 ],
7 "error": null,
8 "id": "xyz"
9 }

10
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

while the return value of the same call made on a logged out session may look
like this:

1 {
2
3 "result": null,
4 "error": [
5 "SESSION_INVALID",
6 "OpaqueRef:93f1a23cd-a640-41e3-b163-10f86e0eae67"
7 ],
8 "id": "xyz"
9 }

10
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

JSON‑RPC v2.0

JSON‑RPC v2.0 Requests

An API call is represented by sending a single JSON object to the server, which
contains the members jsonrpc, method, params, and id.

• jsonrpc: A JSON string specifying the version of the JSON‑RPC protocol. It
is exactly “2.0”.

• method: A JSON string containing the name of the function to be invoked.

• params: A JSON array of values, which represents the parameters of the
function to be invoked. Although the JSON‑RPC v2.0 specification allows this
member to be ommitted, in practice all API calls accept at least one parameter.

• id: A JSON string or integer representing the call id. Note that,
diverging from the JSON‑RPC v2.0 specification it cannot be null. Neither can
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it be ommitted because the API does not accept notification requests
(requests without responses).

For example, a JSON‑RPC v2.0 request to retrieve the VMs resident on a host may
may look like this:

1 {
2
3 "jsonrpc": "2.0",
4 "method": "host.get_resident_VMs",
5 "params": [
6 "OpaqueRef:c90cd28f-37ec-4dbf-88e6-f697ccb28b39",
7 "OpaqueRef:08c34fc9-f418-4f09-8274-b9cb25cd8550"
8 ],
9 "id": 3

10 }
11
12 <!--NeedCopy-->

As before, the first element of the parameter array is the reference
of the open session to the host, while the second is the host reference.

JSON‑RPC v2.0 Return Values

The return value of a JSON‑RPC v2.0 call is a single JSON object containing the
members jsonrpc, either result or error depending on the outcome of the
call, and id.

• jsonrpc: A JSON string specifying the version of the JSON‑RPC protocol. It
is exactly “2.0”.

• result: If the call is successful, it is a JSON value (string, array, and so on.)
representing the return value of the invoked function. If an error has
occurred, it does not exist.

• error: If the call is successful, it does not exist. If the call has failed,
it is a single structured JSON object (see below).

• id: The call id. It is a JSON string or integer and it is the same id
as the request it is responding to.

The error object contains the members code, message, and data.

• code: The API does not make use of this member and only retains it for
compliance with the JSON‑RPC v2.0 specification. It is a JSON integer
which has a non‑zero value.
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• message: A JSON string representing an API error code.

• data: A JSON array of string values representing error parameters
relating to the aforementioned API error code.

For example, a JSON‑RPC v2.0 return value from the host.get_resident_VMs
function may look like this:

1 {
2
3 "jsonrpc": "2.0",
4 "result": [
5 "OpaqueRef:604f51e7-630f-4412-83fa-b11c6cf008ab",
6 "OpaqueRef:670d08f5-cbeb-4336-8420-ccd56390a65f"
7 ],
8 "id": 3
9 }

10
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

while the return value of the same call made on a logged out session may look
like this:

1 {
2
3 "jsonrpc": "2.0",
4 "error": {
5
6 "code": 1,
7 "message": "SESSION_INVALID",
8 "data": [
9 "OpaqueRef:c90cd28f-37ec-4dbf-88e6-f697ccb28b39"

10 ]
11 }
12 ,
13 "id": 3
14 }
15
16 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note on References vs UUIDs

References are opaque types ‑ encoded as XML‑RPC and JSON‑RPC strings on the
wire ‑ understood only by the particular server which generated them. Servers
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are free to choose any concrete representation they find convenient; clients
can’t make any assumptions or attempt to parse the string contents.
References are not guaranteed to be permanent identifiers for objects; clients
can’t assume that references generated during one session are valid for any
future session. References do not allow objects to be compared for equality. Two
references to the same object are not guaranteed to be textually identical.

UUIDs are intended to be permanent names for objects. They are
guaranteed to be in the OSF DCE UUID presentation format (as output by uuidgen).
Clients may store UUIDs on disk and use them to lookup objects in subsequent sessions
with the server. Clients may also test equality on objects by comparing UUID strings.

The API provides mechanisms for translating between UUIDs and opaque references.
Each class that contains a UUID field provides:

• A get_by_uuidmethod that takes a UUID and returns an opaque reference
to the server‑side object that has that UUID;

• A get_uuid function (a regular “field getter” RPC) that takes an opaque reference
and returns the UUID of the server‑side object that is referenced by it.

Making RPC Calls

Transport Layer

The following transport layers are currently supported:

• HTTP/HTTPS for remote administration
• HTTP over Unix domain sockets for local administration

Session Layer

The RPC interface is session‑based; before you canmake arbitrary RPC calls
youmust login and initiate a session. For example:

1 (session ref) session.login_with_password(string uname, string pwd,
2 string version, string originator)
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

where uname and password refer to your user name and password, as defined by
the Xen administrator, while version and originator are optional. The
session ref returned by session.login_with_password is passed
to subequent RPC calls as an authentication token. Note that a session
reference obtained by a login request to the XML‑RPC backend can be used in
subsequent requests to the JSON‑RPC backend, and vice‑versa.
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A session can be terminated with the session.logout function:

1 void session.logout(session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Synchronous and Asynchronous Invocation

Eachmethod call (apart frommethods on the Session and Task objects and
“getters” and “setters” derived from fields) can bemade either synchronously or
asynchronously. A synchronous RPC call blocks until the
return value is received; the return value of a synchronous RPC call is
exactly as specified above.

Only synchronous API calls are listed explicitly in this document.
All their asynchronous counterparts are in the special Async namespace.
For example, the synchronous call VM.clone(...) has an asynchronous
counterpart, Async.VM.clone(...), that is non‑blocking.

Instead of returning its result directly, an asynchronous RPC call
returns an identifier of type task refwhich is subsequently used
to track the status of a running asynchronous RPC.

Note that an asychronous call may fail immediately, before a task has even been
created. When using the XML‑RPC wire protocol, this eventuality is represented
by wrapping the returned task ref in an XML‑RPC struct with a Status,
ErrorDescription, and Value fields, exactly as specified above; the
task ref is provided in the Value field if Status is set to Success.
When using the JSON‑RPC protocol, the task ref is wrapped in a response JSON
object as specified above and it is provided by the value of the resultmember
of a successful call.

The RPC call

1 (task ref set) Task.get_all(session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

returns a set of all task identifiers known to the system. The status (including any
returned result and error codes) of these can then be queried by accessing the
fields of the Task object in the usual way. Note that, in order to get a
consistent snapshot of a task’s state, it is advisable to call the get_record
function.
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Example interactive session

This section describes how an interactive session might look, using python
XML‑RPC and JSON‑RPC client libraries.

First, initialise python:

1 $ python2.7
2 >>>
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Using the XML‑RPC Protocol

Import the library xmlrpclib and create a
python object referencing the remote server as shown below:

1 >>> import xmlrpclib
2 >>> xen = xmlrpclib.Server("https://localhost:443")
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Acquire a session reference by logging in with a user name and password; the
session reference is returned under the key Value in the resulting dictionary
(error‑handling ommitted for brevity):

1 >>> session = xen.session.login_with_password("user", "passwd",
2 ... "version", "originator")[

'Value']
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

This is what the call looks like when serialised

1 <?xml version='1.0'?>
2 <methodCall>
3 <methodName>session.login_with_password</methodName>
4 <params>
5 <param><value><string>user</string></value></param>
6 <param><value><string>passwd</string></value></param>
7 <param><value><string>version</string></value></param>
8 <param><value><string>originator</string></value></param>
9 </params>

10 </methodCall>
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

Next, the user may acquire a list of all the VMs known to the system (note the
call takes the session reference as the only parameter):
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1 >>> all_vms = xen.VM.get_all(session)['Value']
2 >>> all_vms
3 ['OpaqueRef:1', 'OpaqueRef:2', 'OpaqueRef:3', 'OpaqueRef:4' ]
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The VM references here have the form OpaqueRef:X (though they may not be
that simple in reality). Treat them as opaque strings.
Templates are VMs with the is_a_template field set to true. We can
find the subset of template VMs using a command like the following:

1 >>> all_templates = filter(lambda x: xen.VM.get_is_a_template(session,
x)['Value'],

2 all_vms)
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Once a reference to a VM has been acquired, a lifecycle operation may be invoked:

1 >>> xen.VM.start(session, all_templates[0], False, False)
2 {
3 'Status': 'Failure', 'ErrorDescription': ['VM_IS_TEMPLATE', 'OpaqueRef

:X'] }
4
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

In this case the startmessage has been rejected, because the VM is
a template, and so an error response has been returned. These high‑level
errors are returned as structured data (rather than as XML‑RPC faults),
allowing them to be internationalised.

Rather than querying fields individually, whole recordsmay be returned at once.
To retrieve the record of a single object as a python dictionary:

1 >>> record = xen.VM.get_record(session, all_templates[0])['Value']
2 >>> record['power_state']
3 'Halted'
4 >>> record['name_label']
5 'Windows 10 (64-bit)'
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

To retrieve all the VM records in a single call:

1 >>> records = xen.VM.get_all_records(session)['Value']
2 >>> records.keys()
3 ['OpaqueRef:1', 'OpaqueRef:2', 'OpaqueRef:3', 'OpaqueRef:4' ]
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4 >>> records['OpaqueRef:1']['name_label']
5 'Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7'
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Using the JSON‑RPC Protocol

For this example we are making use of the package python-jsonrpc due to its
simplicity, although other packages can also be used.

First, import the library pyjsonrpc and create the object referencing the
remote server as follows:

1 >>> import pyjsonrpc
2 >>> client = pyjsonrpc.HttpClient(url = "https://localhost/jsonrpc:443"

)
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Acquire a session reference by logging in with a user name and password; the
library pyjsonrpc returns the response’s resultmember, which is the session
reference:

1 >>> session = client.call("session.login_with_password",
2 ... "user", "passwd", "version", "originator")
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

pyjsonrpc uses the JSON‑RPC protocol v2.0, so this is what the serialised
request looks like:

1 {
2
3 "jsonrpc": "2.0",
4 "method": "session.login_with_password",
5 "params": ["user", "passwd", "version", "originator"],
6 "id": 0
7 }
8
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

Next, the user may acquire a list of all the VMs known to the system (note the
call takes the session reference as the only parameter):

1 >>> all_vms = client.call("VM.get_all", session)
2 >>> all_vms
3 ['OpaqueRef:1', 'OpaqueRef:2', 'OpaqueRef:3', 'OpaqueRef:4' ]
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4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The VM references here have the form OpaqueRef:X (though they may not be
that simple in reality). Treat them as opaque strings.
Templates are VMs with the is_a_template field set to true. We can
find the subset of template VMs using a command like the following:

1 >>> all_templates = filter(
2 ... lambda x: client.call("VM.get_is_a_template", session, x),
3 all_vms)
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Once a reference to a VM has been acquired, a lifecycle operation may be invoked:

1 >>> from pyjsonrpc import JsonRpcError
2 >>> try:
3 ... client.call("VM.start", session, all_templates[0], False, False

)
4 ... except JsonRpcError as e:
5 ... e.message
6 ... e.data
7 ...
8 'VM_IS_TEMPLATE'
9 [ 'OpaqueRef:1', 'start' ]

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

In this case the startmessage has been rejected because the VM is
a template, hence an error response has been returned. These high‑level
errors are returned as structured data, allowing them to be internationalised.

Rather than querying fields individually, whole recordsmay be returned at once.
To retrieve the record of a single object as a python dictionary:

1 >>> record = client.call("VM.get_record", session, all_templates[0])
2 >>> record['power_state']
3 'Halted'
4 >>> record['name_label']
5 'Windows 10 (64-bit)'
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

To retrieve all the VM records in a single call:

1 >>> records = client.call("VM.get_all_records", session)
2 >>> records.keys()
3 ['OpaqueRef:1', 'OpaqueRef:2', 'OpaqueRef:3', 'OpaqueRef:4' ]
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4 >>> records['OpaqueRef:1']['name_label']
5 'Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7'
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM Lifecycle

March 1, 2023

The following diagram shows the states that a VM can be in
and the API calls that can be used to move the VM between these states.

VM boot parameters

The VM class contains a number of fields that control the way in which the VM
is booted. With reference to the fields defined in the VM class (see later in
this document), this section outlines the boot options available and the
mechanisms provided for controlling them.

VM booting is controlled by setting one of the twomutually exclusive groups:
“PV” and “HVM”. If HVM.boot_policy is an empty string, then paravirtual
domain building and booting will be used; otherwise the VM will be loaded as a
HVM domain, and booted using an emulated BIOS.

When paravirtual booting is in use, the PV_bootloader field indicates the
bootloader to use. It may be “pygrub”, in which case the platform’s default
installation of pygrub will be used, or a full path within the control domain to
some other bootloader. The other fields, PV_kernel, PV_ramdisk, PV_args,
and PV_bootloader_argswill be passed to the bootloader unmodified, and
interpretation of those fields is then specific to the bootloader itself,
including the possibility that the bootloader will ignore some or all of
those given values. Finally the paths of all bootable disks are added to the
bootloader commandline (a disk is bootable if its VBD has the bootable flag set).
There may be zero, one, or many bootable disks; the bootloader decides which
disk (if any) to boot from.

If the bootloader is pygrub, then the menu.lst is parsed, if present in the
guest’s filesystem, otherwise the specified kernel and ramdisk are used, or an
autodetected kernel is used if nothing is specified and autodetection is
possible. PV_args is appended to the kernel command line, no matter which
mechanism is used for finding the kernel.
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If PV_bootloader is empty but PV_kernel is specified, then the kernel and
ramdisk values will be treated as paths within the control domain. If both
PV_bootloader and PV_kernel are empty, then the behaviour is as if
PV_bootloaderwere specified as “pygrub”.

When using HVM booting, HVM_boot_policy and HVM_boot_params specify the boot
handling. Only one policy is currently defined, “BIOS order”. In this case,
HVM_boot_paramsmust contain one key‑value pair “order” = “N” where N is the
string that will be passed to QEMU.
Optionally HVM_boot_params can contain another key‑value pair “firmware”
with values “bios” or “uefi” (default is “bios” if absent).
By default Secure Boot is not enabled, it can be enabled when “uefi” is enabled by setting
VM.platform["secureboot"] to true.

API Reference ‑ Types and Classes

March 14, 2023

Classes

The following classes are defined:

Name Description

auth Management of remote authentication
services

blob A placeholder for a binary blob

Bond

Certificate Description

Cluster Cluster‑wide Cluster metadata

Cluster_host Cluster member metadata

console A console

crashdump Deprecated. A VM crashdump

data_source Data sources for logging in RRDs

DR_task DR task

event Asynchronous event registration and handling
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Name Description

Feature A new piece of functionality

GPU_group A group of compatible GPUs across the
resource pool

host A physical host

host_cpu Deprecated. A physical CPU

host_crashdump Represents a host crash dump

host_metrics Themetrics associated with a host

host_patch Deprecated. Represents a patch stored on a
server

LVHD LVHD SR specific operations

message Anmessage for the attention of the
administrator

network A virtual network

network_sriov network‑sriov which connects logical pif and
physical pif

PBD The physical block devices through which
hosts access SRs

PCI A PCI device

PGPU A physical GPU (pGPU)

PIF A physical network interface (note separate
VLANs are represented as several PIFs)

PIF_metrics Themetrics associated with a physical network
interface

pool Pool‑wide information

pool_patch Deprecated. Pool‑wide patches

pool_update Pool‑wide updates to the host software

probe_result A set of properties that describe one result
element of SR.probe. Result elements and
properties can change dynamically based on
changes to the the SR.probe input‑parameters
or the target.

PUSB A physical USB device
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Name Description

PVS_cache_storage Describes the storage that is available to a PVS
site for caching purposes

PVS_proxy a proxy connects a VM/VIF with a PVS site

PVS_server individual machine serving provisioning
(block) data

PVS_site machines serving blocks of data for
provisioning VMs

role A set of permissions associated with a subject

SDN_controller Describes the SDN controller that is to connect
with the pool

secret A secret

session A session

SM A storage manager plugin

SR A storage repository

sr_stat A set of high‑level properties associated with
an SR.

subject A user or group that can log in xapi

task A long‑running asynchronous task

tunnel A tunnel for network traffic

USB_group A group of compatible USBs across the
resource pool

user Deprecated. A user of the system

VBD A virtual block device

VBD_metrics Removed. The metrics associated with a
virtual block device

VDI A virtual disk image

vdi_nbd_server_info Details for connecting to a VDI using the
Network Block Device protocol

VGPU A virtual GPU (vGPU)

VGPU_type A type of virtual GPU

VIF A virtual network interface
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Name Description

VIF_metrics Removed. The metrics associated with a
virtual network device

VLAN A VLANmux/demux

VM A virtual machine (or ‘guest’).

VM_appliance VM appliance

VM_guest_metrics Themetrics reported by the guest (as opposed
to inferred from outside)

VM_metrics Themetrics associated with a VM

VMPP Removed. VM Protection Policy

VMSS VM Snapshot Schedule

VTPM A virtual TPM device

VUSB Describes the vusb device

Relationships Between Classes

Fields that are bound together are shown in the following table:

object.field object.field relationship

VM.snapshot_of VM.snapshots one‑to‑many

VDI.snapshot_of VDI.snapshots one‑to‑many

VM.parent VM.children one‑to‑many

task.subtask_of task.subtasks one‑to‑many

PIF.bond_slave_of Bond.slaves one‑to‑many

Bond.master PIF.bond_master_of one‑to‑many

VLAN.tagged_PIF PIF.VLAN_slave_of one‑to‑many

tunnel.access_PIF PIF.
tunnel_access_PIF_of

one‑to‑many

tunnel.transport_PIF PIF.
tunnel_transport_PIF_of

one‑to‑many

PBD.host host.PBDs one‑to‑many
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object.field object.field relationship

PBD.SR SR.PBDs one‑to‑many

VBD.VDI VDI.VBDs one‑to‑many

crashdump.VDI VDI.crash_dumps one‑to‑many

VBD.VM VM.VBDs one‑to‑many

crashdump.VM VM.crash_dumps one‑to‑many

VIF.VM VM.VIFs one‑to‑many

VIF.network network.VIFs one‑to‑many

Cluster_host.cluster Cluster.cluster_hosts one‑to‑many

PIF.host host.PIFs one‑to‑many

PIF.network network.PIFs one‑to‑many

VDI.SR SR.VDIs one‑to‑many

VTPM.VM VM.VTPMs one‑to‑many

console.VM VM.consoles one‑to‑many

VM.resident_on host.resident_VMs one‑to‑many

host_cpu.host host.host_CPUs one‑to‑many

host_crashdump.host host.crashdumps one‑to‑many

host_patch.host host.patches one‑to‑many

host_patch.pool_patch pool_patch.
host_patches

one‑to‑many

host.updates pool_update.hosts many‑to‑many

subject.roles subject.roles unknown type

role.subroles role.subroles many‑to‑many

VM.protection_policy VMPP.VMs one‑to‑many

VM.snapshot_schedule VMSS.VMs one‑to‑many

VM.appliance VM_appliance.VMs one‑to‑many

PGPU.GPU_group GPU_group.PGPUs one‑to‑many

VGPU.GPU_group GPU_group.VGPUs one‑to‑many

VGPU.type VGPU_type.VGPUs one‑to‑many

VGPU.VM VM.VGPUs one‑to‑many
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object.field object.field relationship

VGPU.resident_on PGPU.resident_VGPUs one‑to‑many

PGPU.
supported_VGPU_types

VGPU_type.
supported_on_PGPUs

many‑to‑many

PGPU.
enabled_VGPU_types

VGPU_type.
enabled_on_PGPUs

many‑to‑many

GPU_group.
supported_VGPU_types

VGPU_type.
supported_on_GPU_groups

many‑to‑many

GPU_group.
enabled_VGPU_types

VGPU_type.
enabled_on_GPU_groups

many‑to‑many

PCI.host host.PCIs one‑to‑many

PGPU.host host.PGPUs one‑to‑many

VDI.metadata_of_pool pool.metadata_VDIs one‑to‑many

SR.introduced_by DR_task.introduced_SRs one‑to‑many

PVS_server.site PVS_site.servers one‑to‑many

PVS_proxy.site PVS_site.proxies one‑to‑many

PVS_cache_storage.site PVS_site.cache_storage one‑to‑many

PUSB.host host.PUSBs one‑to‑many

PUSB.USB_group USB_group.PUSBs one‑to‑many

VUSB.USB_group USB_group.VUSBs one‑to‑many

VUSB.VM VM.VUSBs one‑to‑many

Feature.host host.features one‑to‑many

network_sriov.
physical_PIF

PIF.
sriov_physical_PIF_of

one‑to‑many

network_sriov.
logical_PIF

PIF.
sriov_logical_PIF_of

one‑to‑many

Certificate.host host.certificates one‑to‑many

The following figure represents bound fields (as specified above) diagramatically, using crow’s foot
notation to specify one‑to‑one, one‑to‑many or many‑to‑many relationships:
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Types

Primitives

The following primitive types are used to specify methods and fields in the API Reference:

Type Description

string text strings

int 64‑bit integers

float IEEE double‑precision floating‑point numbers

bool boolean

datetime date and timestamp

Higher‑order types

The following type constructors are used:

Type Description

c ref reference to an object of class c

t set a set of elements of type t

(a ‑> b) map a table mapping values of type a to values of
type b

Enumeration types

The following enumeration types are used:

enum after_apply_guidance

restartHost This patch requires the host to be restarted
once applied.

restartHVM This patch requires HVM guests to be restarted
once applied.

restartPV This patch requires PV guests to be restarted
once applied.
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enum after_apply_guidance

restartXAPI This patch requires XAPI to be restarted once
applied.

enum allocation_algorithm

breadth_first vGPUs of a given type are allocated evenly
across supporting pGPUs.

depth_first vGPUs of a given type are allocated on
supporting pGPUs until they are full.

enum bond_mode

active-backup Active/passive bonding: only one NIC is
carrying traffic

balance-slb Source‑level balancing

lacp Link aggregation control protocol

enum cls

Host Host

Pool Pool

PVS_proxy PVS_proxy

SR SR

VDI VDI

VM VM

VMPP VMPP

VMSS VMSS

enum cluster_host_operation

destroy completely destroying a cluster host
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enum cluster_host_operation

disable disabling cluster membership on a particular
host

enable enabling cluster membership on a particular
host

enum cluster_operation

add adding a newmember to the cluster

destroy completely destroying a cluster

disable disabling any cluster member

enable enabling any cluster member

remove removing a member from the cluster

enum console_protocol

rdp Remote Desktop Protocol

rfb Remote FrameBuffer protocol (as used in VNC)

vt100 VT100 terminal

enum domain_type

hvm HVM; Fully Virtualised

pv PV: Paravirtualised

pv_in_pvh PV inside a PVH container

unspecified Not specified or unknown domain type

enum event_operation

add An object has been created

del An object has been deleted
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enum event_operation

mod An object has beenmodified

enum host_allowed_operations

evacuate Indicates this host is evacuating

power_on Indicates this host is in the process of being
powered on

provision Indicates this host is able to provision another
VM

reboot Indicates this host is in the process of
rebooting

shutdown Indicates this host is in the process of shutting
itself down

vm_migrate This host is the migration target of a VM

vm_resume This host is resuming a VM

vm_start This host is starting a VM

enum host_display

disable_on_reboot The host will stop outputting its console to a
physical display device on next boot

disabled This host is not outputting its console to a
physical display device

enable_on_reboot The host will start outputting its console to a
physical display device on next boot

enabled This host is outputting its console to a physical
display device

enum ip_configuration_mode

DHCP Acquire an IP address by DHCP

None Do not acquire an IP address
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enum ip_configuration_mode

Static Static IP address configuration

enum ipv6_configuration_mode

Autoconf Router assigned prefix delegation IPv6
allocation

DHCP Acquire an IPv6 address by DHCP

None Do not acquire an IPv6 address

Static Static IPv6 address configuration

enum livepatch_status

ok There is no applicable live patch

ok_livepatch_complete An applicable live patch exists for every
required component

ok_livepatch_incomplete An applicable live patch exists but it is not
sufficient

enum network_default_locking_mode

disabled Treat all VIFs on this network with
locking_mode = ‘default’ as if they have
locking_mode = ‘disabled’

unlocked Treat all VIFs on this network with
locking_mode = ‘default’ as if they have
locking_mode = ‘unlocked’

enum network_operations

attaching Indicates this network is attaching to a VIF or
PIF
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enum network_purpose

insecure_nbd Network Block Device service without integrity
or confidentiality: NOT RECOMMENDED

nbd Network Block Device service using TLS

enum on_boot

persist Standard behaviour.

reset When a VM containing this VDI is started, the
contents of the VDI are reset to the state they
were in when this flag was last set.

enum on_crash_behaviour

coredump_and_destroy record a coredump and then destroy the VM
state

coredump_and_restart record a coredump and then restart the VM

destroy destroy the VM state

preserve leave the crashed VM paused

rename_restart rename the crashed VM and start a new copy

restart restart the VM

enum on_normal_exit

destroy destroy the VM state

restart restart the VM

enum pgpu_dom0_access

disable_on_reboot On host reboot dom0 will be blocked from
accessing this device

disabled dom0 cannot access this device
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enum pgpu_dom0_access

enable_on_reboot On host reboot dom0 will be allowed to access
this device

enabled dom0 can access this device as normal

enum pif_igmp_status

disabled IGMP Snooping is disabled in the
corresponding backend bridge.’

enabled IGMP Snooping is enabled in the
corresponding backend bridge.’

unknown IGMP snooping status is unknown. If this is a
VLANmaster, consult the underlying VLAN
slave PIF.

enum pool_allowed_operations

cluster_create Indicates this pool is in the process of creating
a cluster

designate_new_master Indicates this pool is in the process of changing
master

ha_disable Indicates this pool is in the process of disabling
HA

ha_enable Indicates this pool is in the process of enabling
HA

enum primary_address_type

IPv4 Primary address is the IPv4 address

IPv6 Primary address is the IPv6 address
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enum pvs_proxy_status

caching The proxy is currently caching data

incompatible_protocol_version The PVS protocol in use is not compatible with
the PVS proxy

incompatible_write_cache_mode The PVS device is configured to use an
incompatible write‑cachemode

initialised The proxy is setup but has not yet cached
anything

stopped The proxy is not currently running

enum sdn_controller_protocol

pssl Passive ssl connection

ssl Active ssl connection

enum sr_health

healthy Storage is fully available

recovering Storage is busy recovering, for example,
rebuilding mirrors.

enum sriov_configuration_mode

modprobe Configure network sriov by modprobe, need
reboot

sysfs Configure network sriov by sysfs, do not need
reboot

unknown Unknownmode

enum storage_operations

destroy Destroying the SR

forget Forgetting about SR
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enum storage_operations

pbd_create Creating a PBD for this SR

pbd_destroy Destroying one of this SR’s PBDs

plug Plugging a PBD into this SR

scan Scanning backends for new or deleted VDIs

unplug Unplugging a PBD from this SR

update Refresh the fields on the SR

vdi_clone Cloneing a VDI

vdi_create Creating a new VDI

vdi_data_destroy Deleting the data of the VDI

vdi_destroy Destroying a VDI

vdi_disable_cbt Disabling changed block tracking for a VDI

vdi_enable_cbt Enabling changed block tracking for a VDI

vdi_introduce Introducing a new VDI

vdi_list_changed_blocks Exporting a bitmap that shows the changed
blocks between two VDIs

vdi_mirror Mirroring a VDI

vdi_resize Resizing a VDI

vdi_set_on_boot Setting the on_boot field of the VDI

vdi_snapshot Snapshotting a VDI

enum task_allowed_operations

cancel refers to the operation “cancel”

destroy refers to the operation “destroy”

enum task_status_type

cancelled task has been cancelled

cancelling task is being cancelled

failure task has failed
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enum task_status_type

pending task is in progress

success task was completed successfully

enum tristate_type

no Known to be false

unspecified Unknown or unspecified

yes Known to be true

enum update_after_apply_guidance

restartHost This update requires the host to be restarted
once applied.

restartHVM This update requires HVM guests to be
restarted once applied.

restartPV This update requires PV guests to be restarted
once applied.

restartXAPI This update requires XAPI to be restarted once
applied.

enum vbd_mode

RO only read‑only access will be allowed

RW read‑write access will be allowed

enum vbd_operations

attach Attempting to attach this VBD to a VM

eject Attempting to eject the media from this VBD

insert Attempting to insert newmedia into this VBD

pause Attempting to pause a block device backend
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enum vbd_operations

plug Attempting to hotplug this VBD

unpause Attempting to unpause a block device backend

unplug Attempting to hot unplug this VBD

unplug_force Attempting to forcibly unplug this VBD

enum vbd_type

CD VBD will appear to guest as CD

Disk VBD will appear to guest as disk

Floppy VBD will appear as a floppy

enum vdi_operations

blocked Operations on this VDI are temporarily blocked

clone Cloning the VDI

copy Copying the VDI

data_destroy Deleting the data of the VDI

destroy Destroying the VDI

disable_cbt Disabling changed block tracking for a VDI

enable_cbt Enabling changed block tracking for a VDI

force_unlock Forcibly unlocking the VDI

forget Forget about the VDI

generate_config Generating static configuration

list_changed_blocks Exporting a bitmap that shows the changed
blocks between two VDIs

mirror Mirroring the VDI

resize Resizing the VDI

resize_online Resizing the VDI which may or may not be
online

set_on_boot Setting the on_boot field of the VDI
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enum vdi_operations

snapshot Snapshotting the VDI

update Refreshing the fields of the VDI

enum vdi_type

cbt_metadata Metadata about a snapshot VDI that has been
deleted: the set of blocks that changed
between some previous version of the disk and
the version tracked by the snapshot.

crashdump a disk that stores VM crashdump information

ephemeral a disk that may be reformatted on upgrade

ha_statefile a disk used for HA storage heartbeating

metadata a disk used for HA Pool metadata

pvs_cache a disk that stores PVS cache data

redo_log a disk used for a general metadata redo‑log

rrd a disk that stores SR‑level RRDs

suspend a disk that stores a suspend image

system a disk that may be replaced on upgrade

user a disk that is always preserved on upgrade

enum vgpu_type_implementation

gvt_g vGPU using Intel GVT‑g

mxgpu vGPU using AMDMxGPU

nvidia vGPU using NVIDIA hardware

nvidia_sriov vGPU using NVIDIA hardware with SR‑IOV

passthrough Pass through an entire physical GPU to a guest
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enum vif_ipv4_configuration_mode

None Follow the default IPv4 configuration of the
guest (this is guest‑dependent)

Static Static IPv4 address configuration

enum vif_ipv6_configuration_mode

None Follow the default IPv6 configuration of the
guest (this is guest‑dependent)

Static Static IPv6 address configuration

enum vif_locking_mode

disabled No traffic is permitted

locked Only traffic to a specific MAC and a list of IPv4
or IPv6 addresses is permitted

network_default No specific configuration set ‑ default network
policy applies

unlocked All traffic is permitted

enum vif_operations

attach Attempting to attach this VIF to a VM

plug Attempting to hotplug this VIF

unplug Attempting to hot unplug this VIF

enum vm_appliance_operation

clean_shutdown Clean shutdown

hard_shutdown Hard shutdown

shutdown Shutdown

start Start
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enum vm_operations

assert_operation_valid

awaiting_memory_live Waiting for the memory settings to change

call_plugin refers to the operation “call_plugin”

changing_dynamic_range Changing the memory dynamic range

changing_memory_limits Changing the memory limits

changing_memory_live Changing the memory settings

changing_NVRAM Changing NVRAM for a halted VM.

changing_shadow_memory Changing the shadowmemory for a halted VM.

changing_shadow_memory_live Changing the shadowmemory for a running
VM.

changing_static_range Changing the memory static range

changing_VCPUs Changing VCPU settings for a halted VM.

changing_VCPUs_live Changing VCPU settings for a running VM.

checkpoint refers to the operation “checkpoint”

clean_reboot refers to the operation “clean_reboot”

clean_shutdown refers to the operation “clean_shutdown”

clone refers to the operation “clone”

copy refers to the operation “copy”

create_template refers to the operation “create_template”

csvm refers to the operation “csvm”

data_source_op Add, remove, query or list data sources

destroy refers to the act of uninstalling the VM

export exporting a VM to a network stream

get_boot_record refers to the operation “get_boot_record”

hard_reboot refers to the operation “hard_reboot”

hard_shutdown refers to the operation “hard_shutdown”

import importing a VM from a network stream

make_into_template Turning this VM into a template

metadata_export exporting VMmetadata to a network stream
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enum vm_operations

migrate_send refers to the operation “migrate_send”

pause refers to the operation “pause”

pool_migrate refers to the operation “pool_migrate”

power_state_reset refers to the operation “power_state_reset”

provision refers to the operation “provision”

query_services refers to the operation “query_services”

resume refers to the operation “resume”

resume_on refers to the operation “resume_on”

revert refers to the operation “revert”

reverting Reverting the VM to a previous snapshotted
state

send_sysrq refers to the operation “send_sysrq”

send_trigger refers to the operation “send_trigger”

shutdown refers to the operation “shutdown”

snapshot refers to the operation “snapshot”

snapshot_with_quiesce refers to the operation
“snapshot_with_quiesce”

start refers to the operation “start”

start_on refers to the operation “start_on”

suspend refers to the operation “suspend”

unpause refers to the operation “unpause”

update_allowed_operations

enum vm_power_state

Halted VM is offline and not using any resources

Paused All resources have been allocated but the VM
itself is paused and its vCPUs are not running

Running Running
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enum vm_power_state

Suspended VM state has been saved to disk and it is
nolonger running. Note that disks remain
in‑use while the VM is suspended.

enum vmpp_archive_frequency

always_after_backup Archive after backup

daily Daily archives

never Never archive

weekly Weekly backups

enum vmpp_archive_target_type

cifs CIFS target config

nfs NFS target config

none No target config

enum vmpp_backup_frequency

daily Daily backups

hourly Hourly backups

weekly Weekly backups

enum vmpp_backup_type

checkpoint The backup is a checkpoint

snapshot The backup is a snapshot
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enum vmss_frequency

daily Daily snapshots

hourly Hourly snapshots

weekly Weekly snapshots

enum vmss_type

checkpoint The snapshot is a checkpoint

snapshot The snapshot is a disk snapshot

snapshot_with_quiesce Support for VSS has been removed.

enum vusb_operations

attach Attempting to attach this VUSB to a VM

plug Attempting to plug this VUSB into a VM

unplug Attempting to hot unplug this VUSB

Class: auth

Management of remote authentication services

Fields for class: auth

Class auth has no fields.

RPCs associated with class: auth

RPC name: get_group_membership

Overview:

This calls queries the external directory service to obtain the transitively‑closed set of groups that the
the subject_identifier is member of.

Signature:
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1 string set get_group_membership (session ref session_id, string
subject_identifier)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string subject_identifier A string containing the
subject_identifier, unique in
the external directory service

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

set of subject_identifiers that provides the group membership of subject_identifier passed as argu‑
ment, it contains, recursively, all groups a subject_identifier is member of.

RPC name: get_subject_identifier

Overview:

This call queries the external directory service to obtain the subject_identifier as a string from the
human‑readable subject_name

Signature:

1 string get_subject_identifier (session ref session_id, string
subject_name)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string subject_name The human‑readable
subject_name, such as a user
name or a groupname
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

the subject_identifier obtained from the external directory service

RPC name: get_subject_information_from_identifier

Overview:

This call queries the external directory service to obtain the user information (for example, username,
organization) from the specified subject_identifier

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_subject_information_from_identifier (session
ref session_id, string subject_identifier)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string subject_identifier A string containing the
subject_identifier, unique in
the external directory service

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

key‑value pairs containing at least a key called subject_name

Class: blob

A placeholder for a binary blob

Fields for class: blob
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Field Type Qualifier Description

last_updated datetime RO/constructor Time at which the
data in the blob was
last updated

mime_type string RO/constructor Themime type
associated with this
object. Defaults to
‘application/octet‑
stream’ if the empty
string is supplied

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

public bool RW True if the blob is
publicly accessible

size int RO/runtime Size of the binary
data, in bytes

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: blob

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a placeholder for a binary blob

Signature:

1 blob ref create (session ref session_id, string mime_type, bool public)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string mime_type Themime‑type of the blob.
Defaults to
‘application/octet‑stream’ if
the empty string is supplied

bool public True if the blob should be
publicly available

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: blob ref

The reference to the created blob

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self The reference of the blob to
destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the blobs known to the system.
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Signature:

1 blob ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: blob ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of blob references to blob records for all blobs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (blob ref -> blob record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (blob ref -> blob record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the blob instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 blob ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: blob ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the blob instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 blob ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: blob ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_last_updated

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_mime_type

Overview:

Get the mime_type field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 string get_mime_type (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_public

Overview:

Get the public field of the given blob.

Signature:
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1 bool get_public (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given blob.

Signature:

1 blob record get_record (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: blob record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_size

Overview:
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Get the size field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 int get_size (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, blob ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, blob ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, blob ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_public

Overview:

Set the public field of the given blob.

Signature:

1 void set_public (session ref session_id, blob ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

blob ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: Bond

Fields for class: Bond

Field Type Qualifier Description

auto_update_mac bool RO/runtime true if the MAC was
taken from the
primary slave when
the bondwas created,
and false if the client
specified the MAC

links_up int RO/runtime Number of links up in
this bond

master PIF ref RO/constructor The bonded interface
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Field Type Qualifier Description

mode bond_mode RO/runtime The algorithm used to
distribute traffic
among the bonded
NICs

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

primary_slave PIF ref RO/runtime The PIF of which the
IP configuration and
MAC were copied to
the bond, and which
will receive all config‑
uration/VLANs/VIFs
on the bond if the
bond is destroyed

properties (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Additional
configuration
properties specific to
the bondmode.

slaves PIF ref set RO/runtime The interfaces which
are part of this bond

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: Bond

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, Bond ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create an interface bond

Signature:

1 Bond ref create (session ref session_id, network ref network, PIF ref
set members, string MAC, bond_mode mode, (string -> string) map
properties)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref network Network to add the bonded
PIF to

PIF ref set members PIFs to add to this bond

string MAC The MAC address to use on
the bond itself. If this
parameter is the empty string
then the bond will inherit its
MAC address from the
primary slave.

bond_mode mode Bonding mode to use for the
new bond
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type name description

(string -> string)map properties Additional configuration
parameters specific to the
bondmode

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: Bond ref

The reference of the created Bond object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy an interface bond

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self Bond to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the Bonds known to the system.

Signature:

1 Bond ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Bond ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of Bond references to Bond records for all Bonds known to the system.

Signature:

1 (Bond ref -> Bond record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (Bond ref -> Bond record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_auto_update_mac

Overview:

Get the auto_update_mac field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 bool get_auto_update_mac (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the Bond instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 Bond ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Bond ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_links_up

Overview:

Get the links_up field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 int get_links_up (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int
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value of the field

RPC name: get_master

Overview:

Get the master field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_master (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_mode

Overview:

Get the mode field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 bond_mode get_mode (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bond_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, Bond
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_primary_slave

Overview:

Get the primary_slave field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_primary_slave (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_properties

Overview:

Get the properties field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_properties (session ref session_id, Bond ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given Bond.

Signature:
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1 Bond record get_record (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Bond record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_slaves

Overview:

Get the slaves field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 PIF ref set get_slaves (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:
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Get the uuid field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, Bond ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given Bond. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, Bond ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_mode

Overview:

Change the bondmode

Signature:

1 void set_mode (session ref session_id, Bond ref self, bond_mode value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self The bond

bond_mode value The new bondmode

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given Bond.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, Bond ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_property

Overview:

Set the value of a property of the bond

Signature:

1 void set_property (session ref session_id, Bond ref self, string name,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Bond ref self The bond

string name The property name

string value The property value

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: Certificate

Description

Fields for class: Certificate

Field Type Qualifier Description

fingerprint string RO/constructor The certificate’s
fingerprint / hash

host host ref RO/constructor The host where the
certificate is installed
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Field Type Qualifier Description

not_after datetime RO/constructor Date before which the
certificate is valid

not_before datetime RO/constructor Date after which the
certificate is valid

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: Certificate

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the Certificates known to the system.

Signature:

1 Certificate ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Certificate ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of Certificate references to Certificate records for all Certificates known to the system.

Signature:

1 (Certificate ref -> Certificate record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (Certificate ref -> Certificate record)map

records of all objects
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the Certificate instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 Certificate ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Certificate ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_fingerprint

Overview:

Get the fingerprint field of the given Certificate.

Signature:

1 string get_fingerprint (session ref session_id, Certificate ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Certificate ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given Certificate.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, Certificate ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Certificate ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_not_after

Overview:

Get the not_after field of the given Certificate.

Signature:

1 datetime get_not_after (session ref session_id, Certificate ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Certificate ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_not_before

Overview:

Get the not_before field of the given Certificate.

Signature:

1 datetime get_not_before (session ref session_id, Certificate ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Certificate ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given Certificate.

Signature:

1 Certificate record get_record (session ref session_id, Certificate ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Certificate ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Certificate record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given Certificate.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, Certificate ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Certificate ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: Cluster

Cluster‑wide Cluster metadata

Fields for class: Cluster
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Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations cluster_operation
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

cluster_config (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor Contains read‑only
settings for the
cluster, such as
timeouts and other
options. It can only
be set at cluster
create time

cluster_hosts Cluster_host ref
set

RO/runtime A list of the
cluster_host objects
associated with the
Cluster

cluster_stack string RO/constructor Simply the string
‘corosync’. No other
cluster stacks are
currently supported

cluster_token string RO/constructor The secret key used
by xapi‑clusterd when
it talks to itself on
other hosts

current_operations (string ->
cluster_operation
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

pending_forget string set RO/runtime Internal field used by
Host.destroy to store
the IP of cluster
members marked as
permanently dead
but not yet removed

pool_auto_join bool RO/constructor True if automatically
joining new pool
members to the
cluster. This will be
true in the first
release

token_timeout float RO/constructor The corosync token
timeout in seconds

token_timeout_coefficientfloat RO/constructor The corosync token
timeout coefficient in
seconds

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: Cluster

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Creates a Cluster object and one Cluster_host object as its first member

Signature:

1 Cluster ref create (session ref session_id, PIF ref PIF, string
cluster_stack, bool pool_auto_join, float token_timeout, float
token_timeout_coefficient)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref PIF The PIF to connect the
cluster’s first cluster_host to

string cluster_stack simply the string ‘corosync’.
No other cluster stacks are
currently supported

bool pool_auto_join true if xapi is automatically
joining new pool members to
the cluster

float token_timeout Corosync token timeout in
seconds
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type name description

float token_timeout_coefficient Corosync token timeout
coefficient in seconds

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: Cluster ref

the new Cluster

Possible Error Codes: INVALID_CLUSTER_STACK, INVALID_VALUE, PIF_ALLOWS_UNPLUG,
REQUIRED_PIF_IS_UNPLUGGED

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroys a Cluster object and the one remaining Cluster_host member

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self the Cluster to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: CLUSTER_DOES_NOT_HAVE_ONE_NODE, CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the Clusters known to the system.

Signature:
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1 Cluster ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of Cluster references to Cluster records for all Clusters known to the system.

Signature:

1 (Cluster ref -> Cluster record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (Cluster ref -> Cluster record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 cluster_operation set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id,
Cluster ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: cluster_operation set

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the Cluster instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 Cluster ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_cluster_config

Overview:

Get the cluster_config field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_cluster_config (session ref session_id,
Cluster ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_cluster_hosts

Overview:

Get the cluster_hosts field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 Cluster_host ref set get_cluster_hosts (session ref session_id, Cluster
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster_host ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_cluster_stack

Overview:

Get the cluster_stack field of the given Cluster.

Signature:
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1 string get_cluster_stack (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_cluster_token

Overview:

Get the cluster_token field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 string get_cluster_token (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:
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Get the current_operations field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 (string -> cluster_operation) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, Cluster ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> cluster_operation)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_network

Overview:

Returns the network used by the cluster for inter‑host communication, i.e. the network shared by all
cluster host PIFs

Signature:

1 network ref get_network (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self the Cluster with the network

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network ref
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network of cluster

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
Cluster ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_pending_forget

Overview:

Get the pending_forget field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 string set get_pending_forget (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_pool_auto_join

Overview:

Get the pool_auto_join field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 bool get_pool_auto_join (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 Cluster record get_record (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_token_timeout

Overview:

Get the token_timeout field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 float get_token_timeout (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_token_timeout_coefficient

Overview:

Get the token_timeout_coefficient field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 float get_token_timeout_coefficient (session ref session_id, Cluster
ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: pool_create

Overview:

Attempt to create a Cluster from the entire pool
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Signature:

1 Cluster ref pool_create (session ref session_id, network ref network,
string cluster_stack, float token_timeout, float
token_timeout_coefficient)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref network the single network on which
corosync carries out its
inter‑host communications

string cluster_stack simply the string ‘corosync’.
No other cluster stacks are
currently supported

float token_timeout Corosync token timeout in
seconds

float token_timeout_coefficient Corosync token timeout
coefficient in seconds

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: Cluster ref

the new Cluster

RPC name: pool_destroy

Overview:

Attempt to destroy the Cluster_host objects for all hosts in the pool and then destroy the Cluster.

Signature:

1 void pool_destroy (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self The cluster to destroy.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE,CLUSTERING_DISABLED,CLUSTER_HOST_IS_LAST

RPC name: pool_force_destroy

Overview:

Attempt to force destroy the Cluster_host objects, and then destroy the Cluster.

Signature:

1 void pool_force_destroy (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self The cluster to force destroy.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: CLUSTER_FORCE_DESTROY_FAILED

RPC name: pool_resync

Overview:

Resynchronise the cluster_host objects across the pool. Creates them where they need creating and
then plugs them

Signature:
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1 void pool_resync (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self The cluster to resync

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given Cluster. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self
, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config
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Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given Cluster.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, Cluster ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: Cluster_host

Cluster member metadata

Fields for class: Cluster_host

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations cluster_host_operation
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

cluster Cluster ref RO/constructor Reference to the
Cluster object
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Field Type Qualifier Description

current_operations (string ->
cluster_host_operation
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

enabled bool RO/constructor Whether the cluster
host believes that
clustering should be
enabled on this host

host host ref RO/constructor Reference to the Host
object

joined bool RO/constructor Whether the cluster
host has joined the
cluster

other_config (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor Additional
configuration

PIF PIF ref RO/constructor Reference to the PIF
object

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: Cluster_host

RPC name: create

Overview:

Add a new host to an existing cluster.

Signature:

1 Cluster_host ref create (session ref session_id, Cluster ref cluster,
host ref host, PIF ref pif)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster ref cluster Cluster to join

host ref host new cluster member

PIF ref pif Network interface to use for
communication

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: Cluster_host ref

the newly created cluster_host object

Possible Error Codes: PIF_NOT_ATTACHED_TO_HOST, NO_CLUSTER_HOSTS_REACHABLE

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Remove a host from an existing cluster.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self the cluster_host to remove
from the cluster

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE,CLUSTERING_DISABLED,CLUSTER_HOST_IS_LAST
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RPC name: disable

Overview:

Disable cluster membership for an enabled cluster host.

Signature:

1 void disable (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self the cluster_host to disable

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE

RPC name: enable

Overview:

Enable cluster membership for a disabled cluster host.

Signature:

1 void enable (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self the cluster_host to enable

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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Possible Error Codes: PIF_ALLOWS_UNPLUG, REQUIRED_PIF_IS_UNPLUGGED

RPC name: force_destroy

Overview:

Remove a host from an existing cluster forcefully.

Signature:

1 void force_destroy (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self the cluster_host to remove
from the cluster

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the Cluster_hosts known to the system.

Signature:

1 Cluster_host ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster_host ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records
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Overview:

Return a map of Cluster_host references to Cluster_host records for all Cluster_hosts known to the
system.

Signature:

1 (Cluster_host ref -> Cluster_host record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (Cluster_host ref -> Cluster_host record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 cluster_host_operation set get_allowed_operations (session ref
session_id, Cluster_host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: cluster_host_operation set

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the Cluster_host instance with the specified UUID.
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Signature:

1 Cluster_host ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster_host ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_cluster

Overview:

Get the cluster field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 Cluster ref get_cluster (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations
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Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 (string -> cluster_host_operation) map get_current_operations (session
ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> cluster_host_operation)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_enabled

Overview:

Get the enabled field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 bool get_enabled (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool
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value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_joined

Overview:

Get the joined field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 bool get_joined (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
Cluster_host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PIF

Overview:

Get the PIF field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_PIF (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:

1 Cluster_host record get_record (session ref session_id, Cluster_host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Cluster_host record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given Cluster_host.

Signature:
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1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, Cluster_host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Cluster_host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: console

A console

Fields for class: console

Field Type Qualifier Description

location string RO/runtime URI for the console
service

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

protocol console_protocol RO/runtime the protocol used by
this console

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VM VM ref RO/runtime VM to which this
console is attached

RPCs associated with class: console

RPC name: add_to_other_config
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Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given console.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, console ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new console instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 console ref create (session ref session_id, console record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: vm‑admin
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Return Type: console ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified console instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, console ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the consoles known to the system.

Signature:

1 console ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: console ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:
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Return a map of console references to console records for all consoles known to the system.

Signature:

1 (console ref -> console record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (console ref -> console record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the console instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 console ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: console ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_location

Overview:

Get the location field of the given console.

Signature:

1 string get_location (session ref session_id, console ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given console.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
console ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_protocol

Overview:
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Get the protocol field of the given console.

Signature:

1 console_protocol get_protocol (session ref session_id, console ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: console_protocol

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given console.

Signature:

1 console record get_record (session ref session_id, console ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: console record

all fields from the object
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RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given console.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, console ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VM

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given console.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, console ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref
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value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given console. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, console ref self
, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given console.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, console ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

console ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: crashdump

This class is deprecated.

A VM crashdump

Fields for class: crashdump

Field Type Qualifier Description

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Deprecated.
additional
configuration

uuid string RO/runtime Deprecated. Unique
identifier/object
reference

VDI VDI ref RO/constructor Deprecated. the
virtual disk

VM VM ref RO/constructor Deprecated. the
virtual machine

RPCs associated with class: crashdump

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given crashdump.
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Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: destroy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Destroy the specified crashdump

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self The crashdump to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: get_all

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return a list of all the crashdumps known to the system.

Signature:

1 crashdump ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: crashdump ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Returnamapof crashdumpreferences to crashdumprecords for all crashdumpsknown to the system.

Signature:

1 (crashdump ref -> crashdump record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (crashdump ref -> crashdump record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a reference to the crashdump instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 crashdump ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: crashdump ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given crashdump.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
crashdump ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given crashdump.
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Signature:

1 crashdump record get_record (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: crashdump record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given crashdump.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_VDI

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the VDI field of the given crashdump.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_VDI (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_VM

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given crashdump.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Remove thegivenkeyand its corresponding value fromtheother_config fieldof thegiven crashdump.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, crashdump ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given crashdump.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, crashdump ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

crashdump ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: data_source

Data sources for logging in RRDs

Fields for class: data_source

Field Type Qualifier Description

enabled bool RO/runtime true if the data source
is being logged

max float RO/runtime the maximum value
of the data source

min float RO/runtime the minimum value of
the data source

name_description string RO/runtime a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/runtime a human‑readable
name

standard bool RO/runtime true if the data source
is enabled by default.
Non‑default data
sources cannot be
disabled

units string RO/runtime the units of the value
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Field Type Qualifier Description

value float RO/runtime current value of the
data source

RPCs associated with class: data_source

Class data_source has no additional RPCs associated with it.

Class: DR_task

DR task

Fields for class: DR_task

Field Type Qualifier Description

introduced_SRs SR ref set RO/runtime All SRs introduced by
this appliance

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: DR_task

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a disaster recovery task which will query the supplied list of devices

Signature:

1 DR_task ref create (session ref session_id, string type, (string ->
string) map device_config, string set whitelist)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string type The SR driver type of the SRs
to introduce

(string -> string)map device_config The device configuration of
the SRs to introduce

string set whitelist The devices to use for disaster
recovery

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: DR_task ref

The reference to the created task

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the disaster recovery task, detaching and forgetting any SRs introduced which are no longer
required

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, DR_task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

DR_task ref self The disaster recovery task to
destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all
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Overview:

Return a list of all the DR_tasks known to the system.

Signature:

1 DR_task ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: DR_task ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of DR_task references to DR_task records for all DR_tasks known to the system.

Signature:

1 (DR_task ref -> DR_task record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (DR_task ref -> DR_task record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the DR_task instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 DR_task ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: DR_task ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_introduced_SRs

Overview:

Get the introduced_SRs field of the given DR_task.

Signature:

1 SR ref set get_introduced_SRs (session ref session_id, DR_task ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

DR_task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given DR_task.

Signature:
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1 DR_task record get_record (session ref session_id, DR_task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

DR_task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: DR_task record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given DR_task.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, DR_task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

DR_task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: event

Asynchronous event registration and handling
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Fields for class: event

Field Type Qualifier Description

class string RO/constructor The name of the class
of the object that
changed

id int RO/constructor An ID, monotonically
increasing, and local
to the current session

obj_uuid string RO/constructor Deprecated. The
uuid of the object
that changed

operation event_operation RO/constructor The operation that
was performed

ref string RO/constructor A reference to the
object that changed

timestamp datetime RO/constructor Deprecated. The
time at which the
event occurred

snapshot <object record> RO/runtime The record of the
database object that
was added, changed
or deleted

RPCs associated with class: event

RPC name: from

Overview:

Blocking call which returns a new token and a (possibly empty) batch of events. The returned token
can be used in subsequent calls to this function.

Signature:

1 <event batch> from (session ref session_id, string set classes, string
token, float timeout)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string set classes register for events for the
indicated classes

string token A token representing the
point fromwhich to generate
database events. The empty
string represents the
beginning.

float timeout Return after this many
seconds if no events match

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: an event batch

astructureconsistingofa token (‘token’), amapofvalid referencesperobject type (‘valid_ref_counts’),
and a set of event records (‘events’).

Possible Error Codes: SESSION_NOT_REGISTERED, EVENTS_LOST

RPC name: get_current_id

Overview:

Return the ID of the next event to be generated by the system

Signature:

1 int get_current_id (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

the event ID

RPC name: inject

Overview:

Injects an artificial event on the given object and returns the corresponding ID in the form of a token,
which can be used as a point of reference for database events. For example, to check whether an
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object has reached the right state before attempting an operation, one can inject an artificial event
on the object and wait until the token returned by consecutive event.from calls is lexicographically
greater than the one returned by event.inject.

Signature:

1 string inject (session ref session_id, string class, string ref)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string class class of the object

string ref A reference to the object that
will be changed.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

the event ID in the form of a token

RPC name: next

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Blocking call which returns a (possibly empty) batch of events. Thismethod is only recommended for
legacy use. New development should use event.fromwhich supercedes this method.

Signature:

1 event record set next (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: event record set

A set of events

Possible Error Codes: SESSION_NOT_REGISTERED, EVENTS_LOST
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RPC name: register

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Registers this session with the event system for a set of given classes. This method is only recom‑
mended for legacy use in conjunction with event.next.

Signature:

1 void register (session ref session_id, string set classes)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string set classes the classes for which the
session will register with the
event system; specifying * as
the desired class will register
for all classes

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: unregister

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Removes this session’s registration with the event system for a set of given classes. This method is
only recommended for legacy use in conjunction with event.next.

Signature:

1 void unregister (session ref session_id, string set classes)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string set classes the classes for which the
session’s registration with the
event systemwill be removed

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

Class: Feature

A new piece of functionality

Fields for class: Feature

Field Type Qualifier Description

enabled bool RO/runtime Indicates whether the
feature is enabled

experimental bool RO/constructor Indicates whether the
feature is
experimental (as
opposed to stable
and fully supported)

host host ref RO/runtime The host where this
feature is available

name_description string RO/constructor a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/constructor a human‑readable
name

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference
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Field Type Qualifier Description

version string RO/constructor The version of this
feature

RPCs associated with class: Feature

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the Features known to the system.

Signature:

1 Feature ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Feature ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of Feature references to Feature records for all Features known to the system.

Signature:

1 (Feature ref -> Feature record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (Feature ref -> Feature record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the Feature instances with the given label.

Signature:
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1 Feature ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Feature ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the Feature instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 Feature ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Feature ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_enabled
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Overview:

Get the enabled field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 bool get_enabled (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_experimental

Overview:

Get the experimental field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 bool get_experimental (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 Feature record get_record (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Feature record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_version

Overview:

Get the version field of the given Feature.

Signature:

1 string get_version (session ref session_id, Feature ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

Feature ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: GPU_group

A group of compatible GPUs across the resource pool

Fields for class: GPU_group

Field Type Qualifier Description

allocation_algorithm allocation_algorithmRW Current allocation of
vGPUs to pGPUs for
this group

enabled_VGPU_types VGPU_type ref
set

RO/runtime vGPU types
supported on at least
one of the pGPUs in
this group

GPU_types string set RO/runtime List of GPU types
(vendor+device ID)
that can be in this
group

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration
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Field Type Qualifier Description

PGPUs PGPU ref set RO/runtime List of pGPUs in the
group

supported_VGPU_types VGPU_type ref
set

RO/runtime vGPU types
supported on at least
one of the pGPUs in
this group

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VGPUs VGPU ref set RO/runtime List of vGPUs using
the group

RPCs associated with class: GPU_group

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: create

Overview:

Signature:

1 GPU_group ref create (session ref session_id, string name_label, string
name_description, (string -> string) map other_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name_label

string name_description

(string -> string)map other_config

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: GPU_group ref

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self The GPU group to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the GPU_groups known to the system.

Signature:

1 GPU_group ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of GPU_group references to GPU_group records for all GPU_groups known to the sys‑
tem.

Signature:

1 (GPU_group ref -> GPU_group record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (GPU_group ref -> GPU_group record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allocation_algorithm

Overview:

Get the allocation_algorithm field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 allocation_algorithm get_allocation_algorithm (session ref session_id,
GPU_group ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: allocation_algorithm

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the GPU_group instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 GPU_group ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the GPU_group instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:
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1 GPU_group ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_enabled_VGPU_types

Overview:

Get the enabled_VGPU_types field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type ref set get_enabled_VGPU_types (session ref session_id,
GPU_group ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_GPU_types

Overview:
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Get the GPU_types field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 string set get_GPU_types (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
GPU_group ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PGPUs

Overview:

Get the PGPUs field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 PGPU ref set get_PGPUs (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 GPU_group record get_record (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_remaining_capacity

Overview:

Signature:

1 int get_remaining_capacity (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self,
VGPU_type ref vgpu_type)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self The GPU group to query

VGPU_type ref vgpu_type The VGPU_type for which the
remaining capacity will be
calculated

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

The number of VGPUs of the given type which can still be started on the PGPUs in the group

RPC name: get_supported_VGPU_types

Overview:

Get the supported_VGPU_types field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:
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1 VGPU_type ref set get_supported_VGPU_types (session ref session_id,
GPU_group ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VGPUs
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Overview:

Get the VGPUs field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 VGPU ref set get_VGPUs (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove thegivenkeyand its correspondingvalue fromtheother_config fieldof thegivenGPU_group.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_allocation_algorithm

Overview:

Set the allocation_algorithm field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 void set_allocation_algorithm (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref
self, allocation_algorithm value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

allocation_algorithm value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given GPU_group.

Signature:
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1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, GPU_group ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

GPU_group ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: host

A physical host

Fields for class: host

Field Type Qualifier Description

address string RW The address by which
this host can be
contacted from any
other host in the pool

allowed_operations host_allowed_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

API_version_major int RO/runtime major version
number
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Field Type Qualifier Description

API_version_minor int RO/runtime minor version
number

API_version_vendor string RO/runtime identification of
vendor

API_version_vendor_implementation(string ->
string)map

RO/runtime details of vendor
implementation

bios_strings (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime BIOS strings

blobs (string -> blob
ref)map

RO/runtime Binary blobs
associated with this
host

capabilities string set RO/constructor Xen capabilities

certificates Certificate ref
set

RO/runtime List of certificates
installed in the host

chipset_info (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Information about
chipset features

control_domain VM ref RO/runtime The control domain
(domain 0)

cpu_configuration (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime The CPU
configuration on this
host. May contain
keys such as
“nr_nodes”,
“sockets_per_node”,
“cores_per_socket”,
or
“threads_per_core”

cpu_info (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Details about the
physical CPUs on this
host

crash_dump_sr SR ref RW The SR in which VDIs
for crash dumps are
created

crashdumps host_crashdump
ref set

RO/runtime Set of host crash
dumps
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Field Type Qualifier Description

current_operations (string ->
host_allowed_operations
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

display host_display RW indicates whether the
host is configured to
output its console to
a physical display
device

edition string RO/runtime Product edition

editions string set RO/runtime List of all available
product editions

enabled bool RO/runtime True if the host is
currently enabled

external_auth_configuration(string ->
string)map

RO/runtime configuration specific
to external
authentication
service

external_auth_service_namestring RO/runtime name of external
authentication
service configured;
empty if none
configured.

external_auth_type string RO/runtime type of external
authentication
service configured;
empty if none
configured.

features Feature ref set RO/runtime List of features
available on this host
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Field Type Qualifier Description

guest_VCPUs_params (string ->
string)map

RW VCPUs params to
apply to all resident
guests

ha_network_peers string set RO/runtime The set of hosts
visible via the
network from this
host

ha_statefiles string set RO/runtime The set of statefiles
accessible from this
host

host_CPUs host_cpu ref set RO/runtime The physical CPUs on
this host

hostname string RW The hostname of this
host

iscsi_iqn string RO/constructor The initiator IQN for
the host

license_params (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime State of the current
license

license_server (string ->
string)map

RW Contact information
of the license server

local_cache_sr SR ref RO/constructor The SR that is used as
a local cache

logging (string ->
string)map

RW logging configuration

memory_overhead int RO/runtime Virtualization
memory overhead
(bytes).

metrics host_metrics ref RO/runtime metrics associated
with this host

multipathing bool RO/constructor Specifies whether
multipathing is
enabled
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Field Type Qualifier Description

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

patches host_patch ref
set

RO/runtime Deprecated. Set of
host patches

PBDs PBD ref set RO/runtime physical blockdevices

PCIs PCI ref set RO/runtime List of PCI devices in
the host

PGPUs PGPU ref set RO/runtime List of physical GPUs
in the host

PIFs PIF ref set RO/runtime physical network
interfaces

power_on_config (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime The power on config

power_on_mode string RO/runtime The power onmode

PUSBs PUSB ref set RO/runtime List of physical USBs
in the host

resident_VMs VM ref set RO/runtime list of VMs currently
resident on host

sched_policy string RO/runtime Scheduler policy
currently in force on
this host

software_version (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor version strings
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Field Type Qualifier Description

ssl_legacy bool RO/constructor Deprecated. Allow
SSLv3 protocol and
ciphersuites as used
by older server
versions. This
controls both
incoming and
outgoing
connections. When
this is set to a
different value, the
host immediately
restarts its SSL/TLS
listening service;
typically this takes
less than a second
but existing
connections to it will
be broken. API login
sessions will remain
valid.

supported_bootloaders string set RO/runtime a list of the
bootloaders installed
on the machine

suspend_image_sr SR ref RW The SR in which VDIs
for suspend images
are created

tags string set RW user‑specified tags
for categorization
purposes

uefi_certificates string RO/constructor The UEFI certificates
allowing Secure Boot

updates pool_update ref
set

RO/runtime Set of updates

updates_requiring_rebootpool_update ref
set

RO/runtime List of updates which
require reboot
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Field Type Qualifier Description

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

virtual_hardware_platform_versionsint set RO/runtime The set of versions of
the virtual hardware
platform that the host
can offer to its guests

RPCs associated with class: host

RPC name: add_tags

Overview:

Add thegivenvalue to the tags fieldof thegivenhost. If thevalue isalready in thatSet, thendonothing.

Signature:

1 void add_tags (session ref session_id, host ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string value New value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_guest_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the guest_VCPUs_params field of the given host.

Signature:
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1 void add_to_guest_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, host ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_license_server

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the license_server field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void add_to_license_server (session ref session_id, host ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: add_to_logging

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the logging field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void add_to_logging (session ref session_id, host ref self, string key,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, host ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add
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type name description

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: apply_edition

Overview:

Change to another edition, or reactivate the current edition after a license has expired. This may be
subject to the successful checkout of an appropriate license.

Signature:

1 void apply_edition (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
edition, bool force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string edition The requested edition

bool force Update the license params
even if the apply call fails

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: assert_can_evacuate

Overview:

Check this host can be evacuated.

Signature:
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1 void assert_can_evacuate (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to evacuate

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: backup_rrds

Overview:

This causes the RRDs to be backed up to the master

Signature:

1 void backup_rrds (session ref session_id, host ref host, float delay)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host Schedule a backup of the
RRDs of this host

float delay Delay in seconds fromwhen
the call is received to perform
the backup

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: bugreport_upload
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Overview:

Run xen‑bugtool ‑‑yestoall and upload the output to support

Signature:

1 void bugreport_upload (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
url, (string -> string) map options)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host on which to run
xen‑bugtool

string url The URL to upload to

(string -> string)map options Extra configuration
operations

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: call_extension

Overview:

Call an API extension on this host

Signature:

1 string call_extension (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
call)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host
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type name description

string call Rpc call for the extension

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: string

Result from the extension

RPC name: call_plugin

Overview:

Call an API plugin on this host

Signature:

1 string call_plugin (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
plugin, string fn, (string -> string) map args)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string plugin The name of the plugin

string fn The name of the function
within the plugin

(string -> string)map args Arguments for the function

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: string

Result from the plugin

RPC name: compute_free_memory

Overview:
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Computes the amount of free memory on the host.

Signature:

1 int compute_free_memory (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to send the request
to

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

the amount of free memory on the host.

RPC name: compute_memory_overhead

Overview:

Computes the virtualization memory overhead of a host.

Signature:

1 int compute_memory_overhead (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host for which to
compute the memory
overhead

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int
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the virtualization memory overhead of the host.

RPC name: create_new_blob

Overview:

Create a placeholder for a named binary blob of data that is associated with this host

Signature:

1 blob ref create_new_blob (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
name, string mime_type, bool public)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string name The name associated with the
blob

string mime_type Themime type for the data.
Empty string translates to
application/octet‑stream

bool public True if the blob should be
publicly available

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: blob ref

The reference of the blob, needed for populating its data

RPC name: declare_dead

Overview:

Declare that a host is dead. This is a dangerous operation, and should only be called if the adminis‑
trator is absolutely sure the host is definitely dead

Signature:

1 void declare_dead (session ref session_id, host ref host)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to declare is dead

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy specified host record in database

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self The host record to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable

Overview:

Puts the host into a state in which no new VMs can be started. Currently active VMs on the host con‑
tinue to execute.

Signature:
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1 void disable (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to disable

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_display

Overview:

Disable console output to the physical display device next time this host boots

Signature:

1 host_display disable_display (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: host_display

This host’s physical display usage

RPC name: disable_external_auth

Overview:

This call disables external authentication on the local host
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Signature:

1 void disable_external_auth (session ref session_id, host ref host, (
string -> string) map config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host whose external
authentication should be
disabled

(string -> string)map config Optional parameters as a list
of key‑values containing the
configuration data

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_local_storage_caching

Overview:

Disable the use of a local SR for caching purposes

Signature:

1 void disable_local_storage_caching (session ref session_id, host ref
host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: dmesg

Overview:

Get the host xen dmesg.

Signature:

1 string dmesg (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to query

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

dmesg string

RPC name: dmesg_clear

Overview:

Get the host xen dmesg, and clear the buffer.

Signature:

1 string dmesg_clear (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to query
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

dmesg string

RPC name: emergency_ha_disable

Overview:

This call disables HA on the local host. This should only be used with extreme care.

Signature:

1 void emergency_ha_disable (session ref session_id, bool soft)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

bool soft Disable HA temporarily, revert
upon host reboot or further
changes, idempotent

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: emergency_reset_server_certificate

Overview:

Delete the current TLS server certificate and replace by a new, self‑signed one. This should only be
used with extreme care.

Signature:

1 void emergency_reset_server_certificate (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Return Type: void

RPC name: enable
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Overview:

Puts the host into a state in which new VMs can be started.

Signature:

1 void enable (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to enable

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: enable_display

Overview:

Enable console output to the physical display device next time this host boots

Signature:

1 host_display enable_display (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: host_display

This host’s physical display usage
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RPC name: enable_external_auth

Overview:

This call enables external authentication on a host

Signature:

1 void enable_external_auth (session ref session_id, host ref host, (
string -> string) map config, string service_name, string auth_type)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host whose external
authentication should be
enabled

(string -> string)map config A list of key‑values containing
the configuration data

string service_name The name of the service

string auth_type The type of authentication
(e.g. AD for Active Directory)

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: enable_local_storage_caching

Overview:

Enable the use of a local SR for caching purposes

Signature:

1 void enable_local_storage_caching (session ref session_id, host ref
host, SR ref sr)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

SR ref sr The SR to use as a local cache

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: evacuate

Overview:

Migrate all VMs off of this host, where possible.

Signature:

1 void evacuate (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to evacuate

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: forget_data_source_archives

Overview:

Forget the recorded statistics related to the specified data source

Signature:

1 void forget_data_source_archives (session ref session_id, host ref host
, string data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string data_source The data source whose
archives are to be forgotten

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_address

Overview:

Get the address field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_address (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the hosts known to the system.

Signature:
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1 host ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of host references to host records for all hosts known to the system.

Signature:

1 (host ref -> host record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (host ref -> host record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given host.

Signature:

1 host_allowed_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref
session_id, host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_allowed_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_API_version_major

Overview:

Get the API_version/major field of the given host.

Signature:

1 int get_API_version_major (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_API_version_minor

Overview:

Get the API_version/minor field of the given host.

Signature:

1 int get_API_version_minor (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_API_version_vendor

Overview:

Get the API_version/vendor field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_API_version_vendor (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_API_version_vendor_implementation

Overview:

Get the API_version/vendor_implementation field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_API_version_vendor_implementation (session
ref session_id, host ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_bios_strings

Overview:

Get the bios_strings field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_bios_strings (session ref session_id, host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_blobs

Overview:
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Get the blobs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> blob ref) map get_blobs (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> blob ref)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the host instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 host ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref set

references to objects with matching names
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the host instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 host ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_capabilities

Overview:

Get the capabilities field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string set get_capabilities (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set
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value of the field

RPC name: get_certificates

Overview:

Get the certificates field of the given host.

Signature:

1 Certificate ref set get_certificates (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Certificate ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_chipset_info

Overview:

Get the chipset_info field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_chipset_info (session ref session_id, host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_control_domain

Overview:

Get the control_domain field of the given host.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_control_domain (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_cpu_configuration

Overview:

Get the cpu_configuration field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_cpu_configuration (session ref session_id,
host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_cpu_info

Overview:

Get the cpu_info field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_cpu_info (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_crash_dump_sr

Overview:

Get the crash_dump_sr field of the given host.

Signature:
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1 SR ref get_crash_dump_sr (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_crashdumps

Overview:

Get the crashdumps field of the given host.

Signature:

1 host_crashdump ref set get_crashdumps (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_crashdump ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:
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Get the current_operations field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> host_allowed_operations) map get_current_operations (session
ref session_id, host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> host_allowed_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_data_sources

Overview:

Signature:

1 data_source record set get_data_sources (session ref session_id, host
ref host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to interrogate

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: data_source record set

A set of data sources
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RPC name: get_display

Overview:

Get the display field of the given host.

Signature:

1 host_display get_display (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_display

value of the field

RPC name: get_edition

Overview:

Get the edition field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_edition (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_editions

Overview:

Get the editions field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string set get_editions (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_enabled

Overview:

Get the enabled field of the given host.

Signature:

1 bool get_enabled (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_external_auth_configuration

Overview:

Get the external_auth_configuration field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_external_auth_configuration (session ref
session_id, host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_external_auth_service_name

Overview:

Get the external_auth_service_name field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_external_auth_service_name (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_external_auth_type

Overview:

Get the external_auth_type field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_external_auth_type (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_features

Overview:

Get the features field of the given host.

Signature:

1 Feature ref set get_features (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Feature ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_guest_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Get the guest_VCPUs_params field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_guest_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id,
host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_network_peers

Overview:

Get the ha_network_peers field of the given host.

Signature:
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1 string set get_ha_network_peers (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_statefiles

Overview:

Get the ha_statefiles field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string set get_ha_statefiles (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_host_CPUs

Overview:
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Get the host_CPUs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 host_cpu ref set get_host_CPUs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_cpu ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_hostname

Overview:

Get the hostname field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_hostname (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_iscsi_iqn

Overview:

Get the iscsi_iqn field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_iscsi_iqn (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_license_params

Overview:

Get the license_params field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_license_params (session ref session_id, host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_license_server

Overview:

Get the license_server field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_license_server (session ref session_id, host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_local_cache_sr

Overview:

Get the local_cache_sr field of the given host.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_local_cache_sr (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_log

Overview:

Get the host’s log file

Signature:

1 string get_log (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

The contents of the host’s primary log file

RPC name: get_logging

Overview:

Get the logging field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_logging (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_management_interface

Overview:

Returns the management interface for the specified host

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_management_interface (session ref session_id, host ref host
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host Which host’s management
interface is required

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PIF ref

Themanagement interface for the host

RPC name: get_memory_overhead

Overview:

Get the memory/overhead field of the given host.
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Signature:

1 int get_memory_overhead (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_metrics

Overview:

Get the metrics field of the given host.

Signature:

1 host_metrics ref get_metrics (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_metrics ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_multipathing
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Overview:

Get the multipathing field of the given host.

Signature:

1 bool get_multipathing (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_patches

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the patches field of the given host.

Signature:

1 host_patch ref set get_patches (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_patch ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_PBDs

Overview:

Get the PBDs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 PBD ref set get_PBDs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PBD ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_PCIs

Overview:

Get the PCIs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 PCI ref set get_PCIs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_PGPUs

Overview:

Get the PGPUs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 PGPU ref set get_PGPUs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_PIFs

Overview:

Get the PIFs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 PIF ref set get_PIFs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_power_on_config

Overview:

Get the power_on_config field of the given host.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_power_on_config (session ref session_id,
host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_power_on_mode

Overview:

Get the power_on_mode field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_power_on_mode (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_PUSBs
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Overview:

Get the PUSBs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 PUSB ref set get_PUSBs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PUSB ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given host.

Signature:

1 host record get_record (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host record

all fields from the object
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RPC name: get_resident_VMs

Overview:

Get the resident_VMs field of the given host.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_resident_VMs (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_sched_policy

Overview:

Get the sched_policy field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_sched_policy (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_server_certificate

Overview:

Get the installed server public TLS certificate.

Signature:

1 string get_server_certificate (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

The installed server public TLS certificate, in PEM form.

RPC name: get_server_localtime

Overview:

This call queries the host’s clock for the current time in the host’s local timezone

Signature:

1 datetime get_server_localtime (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host whose clock should
be queried
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

The current local time

RPC name: get_servertime

Overview:

This call queries the host’s clock for the current time

Signature:

1 datetime get_servertime (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host whose clock should
be queried

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

The current time

RPC name: get_software_version

Overview:

Get the software_version field of the given host.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_software_version (session ref session_id,
host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_ssl_legacy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the ssl_legacy field of the given host.

Signature:

1 bool get_ssl_legacy (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_supported_bootloaders

Overview:

Get the supported_bootloaders field of the given host.

Signature:
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1 string set get_supported_bootloaders (session ref session_id, host ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_suspend_image_sr

Overview:

Get the suspend_image_sr field of the given host.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_suspend_image_sr (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_system_status_capabilities
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Overview:

Signature:

1 string get_system_status_capabilities (session ref session_id, host ref
host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to interrogate

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

An XML fragment containing the system status capabilities.

RPC name: get_tags

Overview:

Get the tags field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string set get_tags (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field
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RPC name: get_uefi_certificates

Overview:

Get the uefi_certificates field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_uefi_certificates (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uncooperative_resident_VMs

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return a set of VMs which are not co‑operating with the host’s memory control system

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_uncooperative_resident_VMs (session ref session_id, host
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self The host to query
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

VMs which are not co‑operating

RPC name: get_updates

Overview:

Get the updates field of the given host.

Signature:

1 pool_update ref set get_updates (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_updates_requiring_reboot

Overview:

Get the updates_requiring_reboot field of the given host.

Signature:

1 pool_update ref set get_updates_requiring_reboot (session ref
session_id, host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given host.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, host ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_virtual_hardware_platform_versions

Overview:

Get the virtual_hardware_platform_versions field of the given host.

Signature:

1 int set get_virtual_hardware_platform_versions (session ref session_id,
host ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int set

value of the field

RPC name: get_vms_which_prevent_evacuation

Overview:

Return a set of VMs which prevent the host being evacuated, with per‑VM error codes

Signature:

1 (VM ref -> string set) map get_vms_which_prevent_evacuation (session
ref session_id, host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self The host to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM ref -> string set)map

VMs which block evacuation together with reasons

RPC name: has_extension

Overview:
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Return true if the extension is available on the host

Signature:

1 bool has_extension (session ref session_id, host ref host, string name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string name The name of the API call

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: bool

True if the extension exists, false otherwise

RPC name: install_server_certificate

Overview:

Install the TLS server certificate.

Signature:

1 void install_server_certificate (session ref session_id, host ref host,
string certificate, string private_key, string certificate_chain)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string certificate The server certificate, in PEM
form

string private_key The unencrypted private key
used to sign the certificate, in
PKCS#8 form
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type name description

string certificate_chain The certificate chain, in PEM
form

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: license_add

Overview:

Apply a new license to a host

Signature:

1 void license_add (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
contents)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to upload the license
to

string contents The contents of the license
file, base64 encoded

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: LICENSE_PROCESSING_ERROR

RPC name: license_apply

This message is removed.

Overview:

Apply a new license to a host
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Signature:

1 void license_apply (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
contents)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to upload the license
to

string contents The contents of the license
file, base64 encoded

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: LICENSE_PROCESSING_ERROR

RPC name: license_remove

Overview:

Remove any license file from the specified host, and switch that host to the unlicensed edition

Signature:

1 void license_remove (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host fromwhich any
license will be removed

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: list_methods

Overview:

List all supportedmethods

Signature:

1 string set list_methods (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

The name of every supportedmethod.

RPC name: local_management_reconfigure

Overview:

Reconfigure themanagementnetwork interface. Shouldonlybeused ifHost.management_reconfigure
is impossible because the network configuration is broken.

Signature:

1 void local_management_reconfigure (session ref session_id, string
interface)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string interface name of the interface to use
as a management interface

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: management_disable
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Overview:

Disable the management network interface

Signature:

1 void management_disable (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: management_reconfigure

Overview:

Reconfigure the management network interface

Signature:

1 void management_reconfigure (session ref session_id, PIF ref pif)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref pif reference to a PIF object
corresponding to the
management interface

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: migrate_receive

Overview:

Prepare to receive a VM, returning a token which can be passed to VM.migrate.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map migrate_receive (session ref session_id, host
ref host, network ref network, (string -> string) map options)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The target host

network ref network The network through which
migration traffic should be
received.

(string -> string)map options Extra configuration
operations

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: (string -> string)map

A value which should be passed to VM.migrate

RPC name: power_on

Overview:

Attempt to power‑on the host (if the capability exists).

Signature:

1 void power_on (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to power on

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: query_data_source

Overview:

Query the latest value of the specified data source

Signature:

1 float query_data_source (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string data_source The data source to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

The latest value, averaged over the last 5 seconds

RPC name: reboot

Overview:

Reboot the host. (This function can only be called if there are no currently running VMs on the host
and it is disabled.)

Signature:

1 void reboot (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to reboot
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: record_data_source

Overview:

Start recording the specified data source

Signature:

1 void record_data_source (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string data_source The data source to record

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: refresh_pack_info

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Refresh the list of installed Supplemental Packs.

Signature:

1 void refresh_pack_info (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to modify

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_guest_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the guest_VCPUs_params field of the given
host. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_guest_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, host ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_license_server

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the license_server field of the given host. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:
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1 void remove_from_license_server (session ref session_id, host ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_logging

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the logging field of the given host. If the key
is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_logging (session ref session_id, host ref self, string
key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given host. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, host ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_tags

Overview:

Remove the given value from the tags field of the given host. If the value is not in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_tags (session ref session_id, host ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string value Value to remove
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Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: reset_cpu_features

This message is removed.

Overview:

Remove the feature mask, such that after a reboot all features of the CPU are enabled.

Signature:

1 void reset_cpu_features (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: restart_agent

Overview:

Restarts the agent after a 10 secondpause. WARNING: this is a dangerousoperation. Anyoperations in
progresswill beaborted, andunrecoverabledata lossmayoccur. Thecaller is responsible for ensuring
that there are no operations in progress when this method is called.

Signature:

1 void restart_agent (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host on which you want
to restart the agent

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: retrieve_wlb_evacuate_recommendations

Overview:

Retrieves recommended hostmigrations to performwhen evacuating the host from the wlb server. If
a VM cannot be migrated from the host the reason is listed instead of a recommendation.

Signature:

1 (VM ref -> string set) map retrieve_wlb_evacuate_recommendations (
session ref session_id, host ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self The host to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM ref -> string set)map

VMs and the reasons why they would block evacuation, or their target host recommended by the wlb
server

RPC name: send_debug_keys

Overview:

Inject the given string as debugging keys into Xen

Signature:
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1 void send_debug_keys (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
keys)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string keys The keys to send

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_address

Overview:

Set the address field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_address (session ref session_id, host ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_cpu_features
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This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the CPU features to be used after a reboot, if the given features string is valid.

Signature:

1 void set_cpu_features (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
features)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string features The features string (32
hexadecimal digits)

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_crash_dump_sr

Overview:

Set the crash_dump_sr field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_crash_dump_sr (session ref session_id, host ref self, SR ref
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

SR ref value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_display

Overview:

Set the display field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_display (session ref session_id, host ref self, host_display
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

host_display value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_guest_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Set the guest_VCPUs_params field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_guest_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, host ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_hostname

Overview:

Set the hostname field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_hostname (session ref session_id, host ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_hostname_live

Overview:

Sets thehost name to the specified string. Both theAPI and lower‑level systemhostnameare changed
immediately.

Signature:
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1 void set_hostname_live (session ref session_id, host ref host, string
hostname)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host whose host name to
set

string hostname The new host name

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: HOST_NAME_INVALID

RPC name: set_iscsi_iqn

Overview:

Sets the initiator IQN for the host

Signature:

1 void set_iscsi_iqn (session ref session_id, host ref host, string value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string value The value to which the IQN
should be set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_license_server

Overview:

Set the license_server field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_license_server (session ref session_id, host ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_logging

Overview:

Set the logging field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_logging (session ref session_id, host ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object
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type name description

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_multipathing

Overview:

Specifies whether multipathing is enabled

Signature:

1 void set_multipathing (session ref session_id, host ref host, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

bool value Whether multipathing should
be enabled

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, host ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, host ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given host.

Signature:
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1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, host ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_power_on_mode

Overview:

Set the power‑on‑mode, host, user and password

Signature:

1 void set_power_on_mode (session ref session_id, host ref self, string
power_on_mode, (string -> string) map power_on_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self The host

string power_on_mode power‑on‑mode can be
empty, wake‑on‑lan, DRAC or
other

(string -> string)map power_on_config Power on config

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ssl_legacy

Overview:

Enable/disable SSLv3 for interoperability with older server versions. When this is set to a different
value, the host immediately restarts its SSL/TLS listening service; typically this takes less than a sec‑
ond but existing connections to it will be broken. API login sessions will remain valid.

Signature:

1 void set_ssl_legacy (session ref session_id, host ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self The host

bool value True to allow SSLv3 and
ciphersuites as used in old
XenServer versions

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_suspend_image_sr

Overview:

Set the suspend_image_sr field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_suspend_image_sr (session ref session_id, host ref self, SR
ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

SR ref value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_tags

Overview:

Set the tags field of the given host.

Signature:

1 void set_tags (session ref session_id, host ref self, string set value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref self reference to the object

string set value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_uefi_certificates

Overview:

Sets the UEFI certificates on a host

Signature:

1 void set_uefi_certificates (session ref session_id, host ref host,
string value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

string value The certificates to apply to a
host

Return Type: void

RPC name: shutdown

Overview:

Shutdown the host. (This function can only be called if there are no currently running VMs on the host
and it is disabled.)

Signature:

1 void shutdown (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The Host to shutdown

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: shutdown_agent

Overview:

Shuts the agent down after a 10 second pause. WARNING: this is a dangerous operation. Any opera‑
tions in progress will be aborted, and unrecoverable data lossmay occur. The caller is responsible for
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ensuring that there are no operations in progress when this method is called.

Signature:

1 void shutdown_agent (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: sync_data

Overview:

This causes the synchronisation of the non‑database data (messages, RRDs and so on) stored on the
master to be synchronised with the host

Signature:

1 void sync_data (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to whom the data
should be sent

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: syslog_reconfigure

Overview:

Re‑configure syslog logging

Signature:

1 void syslog_reconfigure (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host Tell the host to reread its
Host.logging parameters and
reconfigure itself accordingly

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: host_cpu

This class is deprecated.

A physical CPU

Fields for class: host_cpu

Field Type Qualifier Description

family int RO/runtime Deprecated. the
family (number) of
the physical CPU

features string RO/runtime Deprecated. the
physical CPU feature
bitmap

flags string RO/runtime Deprecated. the flags
of the physical CPU (a
decoded version of
the features field)

host host ref RO/runtime Deprecated. the host
the CPU is in

model int RO/runtime Deprecated. the
model number of the
physical CPU
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Field Type Qualifier Description

modelname string RO/runtime Deprecated. the
model name of the
physical CPU

number int RO/runtime Deprecated. the
number of the
physical CPU within
the host

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Deprecated.
additional
configuration

speed int RO/runtime Deprecated. the
speed of the physical
CPU

stepping string RO/runtime Deprecated. the
stepping of the
physical CPU

utilisation float RO/runtime Deprecated. the
current CPU
utilisation

uuid string RO/runtime Deprecated. Unique
identifier/object
reference

vendor string RO/runtime Deprecated. the
vendor of the physical
CPU

RPCs associated with class: host_cpu

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:
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1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return a list of all the host_cpus known to the system.

Signature:

1 host_cpu ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_cpu ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return a map of host_cpu references to host_cpu records for all host_cpus known to the system.

Signature:
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1 (host_cpu ref -> host_cpu record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (host_cpu ref -> host_cpu record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a reference to the host_cpu instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 host_cpu ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_cpu ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_family

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the family field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:
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1 int get_family (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_features

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the features field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 string get_features (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_flags
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This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the flags field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 string get_flags (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_host

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the host field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_model

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the model field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 int get_model (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_modelname

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the modelname field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 string get_modelname (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_number

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the number field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 int get_number (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
host_cpu ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 host_cpu record get_record (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_cpu record

all fields from the object
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RPC name: get_speed

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the speed field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 int get_speed (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_stepping

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the stepping field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 string get_stepping (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_utilisation

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the utilisation field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 float get_utilisation (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the vendor field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given host_cpu.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.
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Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given host_cpu.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, host_cpu ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_cpu ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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Class: host_crashdump

Represents a host crash dump

Fields for class: host_crashdump

Field Type Qualifier Description

host host ref RO/constructor Host the crashdump
relates to

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

size int RO/runtime Size of the
crashdump

timestamp datetime RO/runtime Time the crash
happened

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: host_crashdump

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref
self, string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add
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type name description

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy specified host crash dump, removing it from the disk.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self The host crashdump to
destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the host_crashdumps known to the system.

Signature:

1 host_crashdump ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_crashdump ref set
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references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of host_crashdump references to host_crashdump records for all host_crashdumps
known to the system.

Signature:

1 (host_crashdump ref -> host_crashdump record) map get_all_records (
session ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (host_crashdump ref -> host_crashdump record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the host_crashdump instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 host_crashdump ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_crashdump ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_host
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Overview:

Get the host field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
host_crashdump ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map
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value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 host_crashdump record get_record (session ref session_id,
host_crashdump ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_crashdump record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_size

Overview:

Get the size field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 int get_size (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_timestamp

Overview:

Get the timestamp field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 datetime get_timestamp (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given
host_crashdump. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, host_crashdump
ref self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given host_crashdump.

Signature:
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1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self,
(string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: upload

Overview:

Upload the specified host crash dump to a specified URL

Signature:

1 void upload (session ref session_id, host_crashdump ref self, string
url, (string -> string) map options)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_crashdump ref self The host crashdump to
upload

string url The URL to upload to

(string -> string)map options Extra configuration
operations

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

Class: host_metrics

Themetrics associated with a host

Fields for class: host_metrics

Field Type Qualifier Description

last_updated datetime RO/runtime Time at which this
information was last
updated

live bool RO/runtime Pool master thinks
this host is live

memory_free int RO/runtime Removed. Free host
memory (bytes)

memory_total int RO/runtime Total host memory
(bytes)

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: host_metrics

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref self
, string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the host_metrics instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 host_metrics ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_metrics ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Returnamapof host_metrics references tohost_metrics records for all host_metrics instances known
to the system.

Signature:

1 (host_metrics ref -> host_metrics record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (host_metrics ref -> host_metrics record)map

records of all objects
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the host_metrics instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 host_metrics ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_metrics ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_last_updated

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_live

Overview:

Get the live field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_live (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_free

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the memory/free field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_free (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_total

Overview:

Get the memory/total field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_total (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
host_metrics ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 host_metrics record get_record (session ref session_id, host_metrics
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_metrics record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:
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Get the uuid field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given
host_metrics. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given host_metrics.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, host_metrics ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_metrics ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: host_patch

This class is deprecated.

Represents a patch stored on a server

Fields for class: host_patch

Field Type Qualifier Description

applied bool RO/runtime Deprecated. True if
the patch has been
applied

host host ref RO/constructor Deprecated. Host the
patch relates to
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Field Type Qualifier Description

name_description string RO/constructor Deprecated. a notes
field containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/constructor Deprecated. a
human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Deprecated.
additional
configuration

pool_patch pool_patch ref RO/constructor Deprecated. The
patch applied

size int RO/runtime Deprecated. Size of
the patch

timestamp_applied datetime RO/runtime Deprecated. Time
the patch was applied

uuid string RO/runtime Deprecated. Unique
identifier/object
reference

version string RO/constructor Deprecated. Patch
version number

RPCs associated with class: host_patch

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: apply

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Apply the selected patch and return its output

Signature:

1 string apply (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self The patch to apply

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

the output of the patch application process

RPC name: destroy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Destroy the specified host patch, removing it from the disk. This does NOT reverse the patch
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Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self The patch to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return a list of all the host_patchs known to the system.

Signature:

1 host_patch ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_patch ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return amapof host_patch references tohost_patch records for all host_patchs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (host_patch ref -> host_patch record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (host_patch ref -> host_patch record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_applied

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the applied field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 bool get_applied (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get all the host_patch instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 host_patch ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_patch ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a reference to the host_patch instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 host_patch ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_patch ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_host

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the host field of the given host_patch.

Signature:
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1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, host_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_name_label

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
host_patch ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_pool_patch

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the pool_patch field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 pool_patch ref get_pool_patch (session ref session_id, host_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_patch ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 host_patch record get_record (session ref session_id, host_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_patch record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_size

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the size field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 int get_size (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_timestamp_applied

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the timestamp_applied field of the given host_patch.

Signature:
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1 datetime get_timestamp_applied (session ref session_id, host_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_version

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the version field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_version (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Remove thegivenkey and its corresponding value from theother_config field of the givenhost_patch.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, host_patch ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

host_patch ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given host_patch.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, host_patch ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host_patch ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: LVHD

LVHD SR specific operations

Fields for class: LVHD
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Field Type Qualifier Description

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: LVHD

RPC name: enable_thin_provisioning

Overview:

Upgrades an LVHD SR to enable thin‑provisioning. Future VDIs created in this SR will be thinly‑
provisioned, although existing VDIs will be left alone. Note that the SR must be attached to the
SRmaster for upgrade to work.

Signature:

1 string enable_thin_provisioning (session ref session_id, host ref host,
SR ref SR, int initial_allocation, int allocation_quantum)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The LVHD Host to upgrade to
being thin‑provisioned.

SR ref SR The LVHD SR to upgrade to
being thin‑provisioned.

int initial_allocation The initial amount of space to
allocate to a newly‑created
VDI in bytes

int allocation_quantum The amount of space to
allocate to a VDI when it
needs to be enlarged in bytes

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: string
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Message from LVHD.enable_thin_provisioning extension

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the LVHD instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 LVHD ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: LVHD ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given LVHD.

Signature:

1 LVHD record get_record (session ref session_id, LVHD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

LVHD ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: LVHD record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given LVHD.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, LVHD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

LVHD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: message

Anmessage for the attention of the administrator

Fields for class: message

Field Type Qualifier Description

body string RO/runtime The body of the
message

cls cls RO/runtime The class of the
object this message is
associated with
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Field Type Qualifier Description

name string RO/runtime The name of the
message

obj_uuid string RO/runtime The uuid of the object
this message is
associated with

priority int RO/runtime Themessage priority,
0 being low priority

timestamp datetime RO/runtime The time at which the
message was created

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: message

RPC name: create

Overview:

Signature:

1 message ref create (session ref session_id, string name, int priority,
cls cls, string obj_uuid, string body)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name The name of the message

int priority The priority of the message

cls cls The class of object this
message is associated with

string obj_uuid The uuid of the object this
message is associated with

string body The body of the message
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: message ref

The reference of the createdmessage

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, message ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

message ref self The reference of the message
to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get

Overview:

Signature:

1 (message ref -> message record) map get (session ref session_id, cls
cls, string obj_uuid, datetime since)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

cls cls The class of object

string obj_uuid The uuid of the object
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type name description

datetime since The cutoff time

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (message ref -> message record)map

The relevant messages

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Signature:

1 message ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: message ref set

The references to the messages

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Signature:

1 (message ref -> message record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (message ref -> message record)map

Themessages

RPC name: get_all_records_where

Overview:

Signature:
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1 (message ref -> message record) map get_all_records_where (session ref
session_id, string expr)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string expr The expression to match (not
currently used)

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (message ref -> message record)map

Themessages

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Signature:

1 message ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid The uuid of the message

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: message ref

Themessage reference

RPC name: get_record
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Overview:

Signature:

1 message record get_record (session ref session_id, message ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

message ref self The reference to the message

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: message record

Themessage record

RPC name: get_since

Overview:

Signature:

1 (message ref -> message record) map get_since (session ref session_id,
datetime since)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

datetime since The cutoff time

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (message ref -> message record)map

The relevant messages
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Class: network

A virtual network

Fields for class: network

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations network_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

assigned_ips (VIF ref ->
string)map

RO/runtime The IP addresses
assigned to VIFs on
networks that have
active xapi‑managed
DHCP

blobs (string -> blob
ref)map

RO/runtime Binary blobs
associated with this
network

bridge string RO/constructor name of the bridge
corresponding to this
network on the local
host

current_operations (string ->
network_operations
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

default_locking_mode network_default_locking_modeRO/runtime The network will use
this value to
determine the
behaviour of all VIFs
where locking_mode
= default

managed bool RO/constructor true if the bridge is
managed by xapi

MTU int RW MTU in octets

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

PIFs PIF ref set RO/runtime list of connected pifs

purpose network_purpose
set

RO/runtime Set of purposes for
which the server will
use this network

tags string set RW user‑specified tags
for categorization
purposes

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VIFs VIF ref set RO/runtime list of connected vifs

RPCs associated with class: network

RPC name: add_purpose

Overview:

Give a network a new purpose (if not present already)
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Signature:

1 void add_purpose (session ref session_id, network ref self,
network_purpose value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self The network

network_purpose value The purpose to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_PURPOSES

RPC name: add_tags

Overview:

Add the given value to the tags field of the given network. If the value is already in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void add_tags (session ref session_id, network ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string value New value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given network.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, network ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new network instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 network ref create (session ref session_id, network record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network record args All constructor arguments
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: network ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: create_new_blob

Overview:

Create a placeholder for a named binary blob of data that is associated with this pool

Signature:

1 blob ref create_new_blob (session ref session_id, network ref network,
string name, string mime_type, bool public)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref network The network

string name The name associated with the
blob

string mime_type Themime type for the data.
Empty string translates to
application/octet‑stream

bool public True if the blob should be
publicly available

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: blob ref

The reference of the blob, needed for populating its data

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified network instance.

Signature:
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1 void destroy (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the networks known to the system.

Signature:

1 network ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of network references to network records for all networks known to the system.

Signature:

1 (network ref -> network record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (network ref -> network record)map
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records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given network.

Signature:

1 network_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id,
network ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_assigned_ips

Overview:

Get the assigned_ips field of the given network.

Signature:

1 (VIF ref -> string) map get_assigned_ips (session ref session_id,
network ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VIF ref -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_blobs

Overview:

Get the blobs field of the given network.

Signature:

1 (string -> blob ref) map get_blobs (session ref session_id, network ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> blob ref)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_bridge

Overview:

Get the bridge field of the given network.

Signature:

1 string get_bridge (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the network instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 network ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the network instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:
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1 network ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given network.

Signature:

1 (string -> network_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, network ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> network_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_default_locking_mode

Overview:
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Get the default_locking_mode field of the given network.

Signature:

1 network_default_locking_mode get_default_locking_mode (session ref
session_id, network ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_default_locking_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_managed

Overview:

Get the managed field of the given network.

Signature:

1 bool get_managed (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_MTU

Overview:

Get the MTU field of the given network.

Signature:

1 int get_MTU (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given network.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given network.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given network.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
network ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PIFs

Overview:

Get the PIFs field of the given network.

Signature:

1 PIF ref set get_PIFs (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_purpose

Overview:

Get the purpose field of the given network.

Signature:

1 network_purpose set get_purpose (session ref session_id, network ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_purpose set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given network.

Signature:

1 network record get_record (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_tags

Overview:

Get the tags field of the given network.

Signature:

1 string set get_tags (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given network.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VIFs

Overview:

Get the VIFs field of the given network.

Signature:
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1 VIF ref set get_VIFs (session ref session_id, network ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF ref set

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given network.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, network ref self
, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: remove_purpose

Overview:

Remove a purpose from a network (if present)

Signature:

1 void remove_purpose (session ref session_id, network ref self,
network_purpose value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self The network

network_purpose value The purpose to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_tags

Overview:

Remove the given value from the tags field of the given network. If the value is not in that Set, then
do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_tags (session ref session_id, network ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string value Value to remove
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Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_default_locking_mode

Overview:

Set the default locking mode for VIFs attached to this network

Signature:

1 void set_default_locking_mode (session ref session_id, network ref
network, network_default_locking_mode value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref network The network

network_default_locking_modevalue The default locking mode for
VIFs attached to this network.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_MTU

Overview:

Set the MTU field of the given network.

Signature:

1 void set_MTU (session ref session_id, network ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

int value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given network.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, network ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given network.

Signature:
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1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, network ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given network.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, network ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_tags
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Overview:

Set the tags field of the given network.

Signature:

1 void set_tags (session ref session_id, network ref self, string set
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref self reference to the object

string set value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: network_sriov

network‑sriov which connects logical pif and physical pif

Fields for class: network_sriov

Field Type Qualifier Description

configuration_mode sriov_configuration_modeRO/runtime Themode for
configure network
sriov

logical_PIF PIF ref RO/constructor The logical PIF to
connect to the SR‑IOV
network after enable
SR‑IOV on the
physical PIF

physical_PIF PIF ref RO/constructor The PIF that has
SR‑IOV enabled
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Field Type Qualifier Description

requires_reboot bool RO/runtime Indicates whether the
host need to be
rebooted before
SR‑IOV is enabled on
the physical PIF

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: network_sriov

RPC name: create

Overview:

Enable SR‑IOV on the specific PIF. It will create a network‑sriov based on the specific PIF and automat‑
ically create a logical PIF to connect the specific network.

Signature:

1 network_sriov ref create (session ref session_id, PIF ref pif, network
ref network)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref pif PIF on which to enable SR‑IOV

network ref network Network to connect SR‑IOV
virtual functions with VM VIFs

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: network_sriov ref

The reference of the created network_sriov object

RPC name: destroy
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Overview:

Disable SR‑IOV on the specific PIF. It will destroy the network‑sriov and the logical PIF accordingly.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, network_sriov ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self SRIOV to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the network_sriovs known to the system.

Signature:

1 network_sriov ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_sriov ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of network_sriov references to network_sriov records for all network_sriovs known to
the system.

Signature:
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1 (network_sriov ref -> network_sriov record) map get_all_records (
session ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (network_sriov ref -> network_sriov record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the network_sriov instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 network_sriov ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_sriov ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_configuration_mode

Overview:

Get the configuration_mode field of the given network_sriov.

Signature:

1 sriov_configuration_mode get_configuration_mode (session ref session_id
, network_sriov ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: sriov_configuration_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_logical_PIF

Overview:

Get the logical_PIF field of the given network_sriov.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_logical_PIF (session ref session_id, network_sriov ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_physical_PIF

Overview:

Get the physical_PIF field of the given network_sriov.

Signature:
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1 PIF ref get_physical_PIF (session ref session_id, network_sriov ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given network_sriov.

Signature:

1 network_sriov record get_record (session ref session_id, network_sriov
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_sriov record

all fields from the object
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RPC name: get_remaining_capacity

Overview:

Get the number of free SR‑IOV VFs on the associated PIF

Signature:

1 int get_remaining_capacity (session ref session_id, network_sriov ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self the NETWORK_SRIOV object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

The number of free SR‑IOV VFs on the associated PIF

RPC name: get_requires_reboot

Overview:

Get the requires_reboot field of the given network_sriov.

Signature:

1 bool get_requires_reboot (session ref session_id, network_sriov ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given network_sriov.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, network_sriov ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network_sriov ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: PBD

The physical block devices through which hosts access SRs

Fields for class: PBD

Field Type Qualifier Description

currently_attached bool RO/runtime is the SR currently
attached on this host?

device_config (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor a config string to
string map that is
provided to the host’s
SR‑backend‑driver
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Field Type Qualifier Description

host host ref RO/constructor physical machine on
which the pbd is
available

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

SR SR ref RO/constructor the storage repository
that the pbd realises

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: PBD

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, PBD ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create
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Overview:

Create a new PBD instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 PBD ref create (session ref session_id, PBD record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PBD ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified PBD instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PBDs known to the system.

Signature:

1 PBD ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PBD ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of PBD references to PBD records for all PBDs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PBD ref -> PBD record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PBD ref -> PBD record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PBD instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PBD ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PBD ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_device_config

Overview:

Get the device_config field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_device_config (session ref session_id, PBD
ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given PBD.
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Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, PBD
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 PBD record get_record (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PBD record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_SR
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Overview:

Get the SR field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_SR (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: plug

Overview:

Activate the specified PBD, causing the referenced SR to be attached and scanned

Signature:

1 void plug (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self The PBD to activate

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_UNKNOWN_DRIVER

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given PBD. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, PBD ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_device_config

Overview:

Sets the PBD’s device_config field

Signature:

1 void set_device_config (session ref session_id, PBD ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self The PBD tomodify

(string -> string)map value The new value of the PBD’s
device_config

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given PBD.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, PBD ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: unplug

Overview:

Deactivate the specified PBD, causing the referenced SR to be detached and nolonger scanned

Signature:

1 void unplug (session ref session_id, PBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PBD ref self The PBD to deactivate

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: PCI

A PCI device

Fields for class: PCI
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Field Type Qualifier Description

class_name string RO/constructor PCI class name

dependencies PCI ref set RO/runtime List of dependent PCI
devices

device_name string RO/constructor Device name

driver_name string RO/constructor Driver name

host host ref RO/constructor Physical machine that
owns the PCI device

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

pci_id string RO/constructor PCI ID of the physical
device

subsystem_device_namestring RO/constructor Subsystem device
name

subsystem_vendor_namestring RO/constructor Subsystem vendor
name

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vendor_name string RO/constructor Vendor name

RPCs associated with class: PCI

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, PCI ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PCIs known to the system.

Signature:

1 PCI ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of PCI references to PCI records for all PCIs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PCI ref -> PCI record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PCI ref -> PCI record)map

records of all objects
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PCI instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PCI ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_class_name

Overview:

Get the class_name field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_class_name (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_dependencies

Overview:

Get the dependencies field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 PCI ref set get_dependencies (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_device_name

Overview:

Get the device_name field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_device_name (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_driver_name

Overview:

Get the driver_name field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_driver_name (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, PCI
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_pci_id

Overview:

Get the pci_id field of the given PCI.

Signature:
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1 string get_pci_id (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 PCI record get_record (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_subsystem_device_name

Overview:
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Get the subsystem_device_name field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_subsystem_device_name (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_subsystem_vendor_name

Overview:

Get the subsystem_vendor_name field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_subsystem_vendor_name (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor_name

Overview:

Get the vendor_name field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor_name (session ref session_id, PCI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given PCI. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, PCI ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given PCI.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, PCI ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PCI ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: PGPU

A physical GPU (pGPU)

Fields for class: PGPU

Field Type Qualifier Description

compatibility_metadata (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime PGPUmetadata to
determine whether a
VGPU canmigrate
between two PGPUs

dom0_access pgpu_dom0_access RO/runtime The accessibility of
this device from
dom0

enabled_VGPU_types VGPU_type ref
set

RO/runtime List of VGPU types
which have been
enabled for this PGPU

GPU_group GPU_group ref RO/constructor GPU group the pGPU
is contained in

host host ref RO/runtime Host that owns the
GPU

is_system_display_devicebool RO/runtime Is this device the
system display device

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

PCI PCI ref RO/constructor Link to underlying PCI
device
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Field Type Qualifier Description

resident_VGPUs VGPU ref set RO/runtime List of VGPUs running
on this PGPU

supported_VGPU_max_capacities(VGPU_type ref
-> int)map

RO/runtime Amap relating each
VGPU type supported
on this GPU to the
maximum number of
VGPUs of that type
which can run
simultaneously on
this GPU

supported_VGPU_types VGPU_type ref
set

RO/runtime List of VGPU types
supported by the
underlying hardware

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: PGPU

RPC name: add_enabled_VGPU_types

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_enabled_VGPU_types (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self,
VGPU_type ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU to which we are
adding an enabled VGPU type

VGPU_type ref value The VGPU type to enable
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_dom0_access

Overview:

Signature:

1 pgpu_dom0_access disable_dom0_access (session ref session_id, PGPU ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU to which dom0 will
be denied access

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: pgpu_dom0_access

The accessibility of this PGPU from dom0

RPC name: enable_dom0_access

Overview:

Signature:

1 pgpu_dom0_access enable_dom0_access (session ref session_id, PGPU ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU to which dom0 will
be granted access

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: pgpu_dom0_access

The accessibility of this PGPU from dom0

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PGPUs known to the system.

Signature:
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1 PGPU ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of PGPU references to PGPU records for all PGPUs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PGPU ref -> PGPU record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PGPU ref -> PGPU record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PGPU instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PGPU ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: PGPU ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_compatibility_metadata

Overview:

Get the compatibility_metadata field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_compatibility_metadata (session ref
session_id, PGPU ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_dom0_access

Overview:

Get the dom0_access field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 pgpu_dom0_access get_dom0_access (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pgpu_dom0_access

value of the field

RPC name: get_enabled_VGPU_types

Overview:

Get the enabled_VGPU_types field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type ref set get_enabled_VGPU_types (session ref session_id, PGPU
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_GPU_group

Overview:

Get the GPU_group field of the given PGPU.

Signature:
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1 GPU_group ref get_GPU_group (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_system_display_device

Overview:
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Get the is_system_display_device field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_system_display_device (session ref session_id, PGPU ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, PGPU
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field
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RPC name: get_PCI

Overview:

Get the PCI field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 PCI ref get_PCI (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 PGPU record get_record (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU record
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all fields from the object

RPC name: get_remaining_capacity

Overview:

Signature:

1 int get_remaining_capacity (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self,
VGPU_type ref vgpu_type)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU to query

VGPU_type ref vgpu_type The VGPU type for which we
want to find the number of
VGPUs which can still be
started on this PGPU

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

The number of VGPUs of the specified type which can still be started on this PGPU

RPC name: get_resident_VGPUs

Overview:

Get the resident_VGPUs field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 VGPU ref set get_resident_VGPUs (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_supported_VGPU_max_capacities

Overview:

Get the supported_VGPU_max_capacities field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 (VGPU_type ref -> int) map get_supported_VGPU_max_capacities (session
ref session_id, PGPU ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VGPU_type ref -> int)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_supported_VGPU_types

Overview:

Get the supported_VGPU_types field of the given PGPU.

Signature:
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1 VGPU_type ref set get_supported_VGPU_types (session ref session_id,
PGPU ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_enabled_VGPU_types

Overview:
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Signature:

1 void remove_enabled_VGPU_types (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self,
VGPU_type ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU fromwhich we are
removing an enabled VGPU
type

VGPU_type ref value The VGPU type to disable

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given PGPU. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_enabled_VGPU_types

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_enabled_VGPU_types (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self,
VGPU_type ref set value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU on which we are
enabling a set of VGPU types

VGPU_type ref set value The VGPU types to enable

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_GPU_group

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_GPU_group (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self, GPU_group
ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self The PGPU tomove to a new
group
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type name description

GPU_group ref value The group to which the PGPU
will be moved

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given PGPU.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, PGPU ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PGPU ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: PIF

A physical network interface (note separate VLANs are represented as several PIFs)

Fields for class: PIF
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Field Type Qualifier Description

bond_master_of Bond ref set RO/runtime Indicates this PIF
represents the results
of a bond

bond_slave_of Bond ref RO/runtime Indicates which bond
this interface is part
of

capabilities string set RO/runtime Additional
capabilities on the
interface.

currently_attached bool RO/runtime true if this interface is
online

device string RO/constructor machine‑readable
name of the interface
(e.g. eth0)

disallow_unplug bool RO/runtime Prevent this PIF from
being unplugged; set
this to notify the
management
tool‑stack that the PIF
has a special use and
should not be
unplugged under any
circumstances (e.g.
because you’re
running storage
traffic over it)

DNS string RO/runtime Comma separated list
of the IP addresses of
the DNS servers to
use

gateway string RO/runtime IP gateway

host host ref RO/constructor physical machine to
which this pif is
connected
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Field Type Qualifier Description

igmp_snooping_status pif_igmp_status RO/runtime The IGMP snooping
status of the
corresponding
network bridge

IP string RO/runtime IP address

ip_configuration_mode ip_configuration_modeRO/runtime Sets if and how this
interface gets an IP
address

IPv6 string set RO/runtime IPv6 address

ipv6_configuration_modeipv6_configuration_modeRO/runtime Sets if and how this
interface gets an IPv6
address

ipv6_gateway string RO/runtime IPv6 gateway

MAC string RO/constructor ethernet MAC address
of physical interface

managed bool RO/constructor Indicates whether the
interface is managed
by xapi. If it is not,
then xapi will not
configure the
interface, the
commands
PIF.plug/unplug/reconfigure_ip(v6)
cannot be used, nor
can the interface be
bonded or have
VLANs based on top
through xapi.

management bool RO/runtime Indicates whether the
control software is
listening for
connections on this
interface

metrics PIF_metrics ref RO/runtime metrics associated
with this PIF
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Field Type Qualifier Description

MTU int RO/constructor MTU in octets

netmask string RO/runtime IP netmask

network network ref RO/constructor virtual network to
which this pif is
connected

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

PCI PCI ref RO/runtime Link to underlying PCI
device

physical bool RO/runtime true if this represents
a physical network
interface

primary_address_type primary_address_typeRO/runtime Which protocol
should define the
primary address of
this interface

properties (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Additional
configuration
properties for the
interface.

sriov_logical_PIF_of network_sriov
ref set

RO/runtime Indicates which
network_sriov this
interface is logical of

sriov_physical_PIF_of network_sriov
ref set

RO/runtime Indicates which
network_sriov this
interface is physical of

tunnel_access_PIF_of tunnel ref set RO/runtime Indicates to which
tunnel this PIF gives
access

tunnel_transport_PIF_oftunnel ref set RO/runtime Indicates to which
tunnel this PIF
provides transport

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference
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Field Type Qualifier Description

VLAN int RO/constructor VLAN tag for all traffic
passing through this
interface

VLAN_master_of VLAN ref RO/runtime Indicates wich VLAN
this interface receives
untagged traffic from

VLAN_slave_of VLAN ref set RO/runtime Indicates which
VLANs this interface
transmits tagged
traffic to

RPCs associated with class: PIF

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create_VLAN
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This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Create a VLAN interface from an existing physical interface. This call is deprecated: use VLAN.create
instead

Signature:

1 PIF ref create_VLAN (session ref session_id, string device, network ref
network, host ref host, int VLAN)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string device physical interface on which to
create the VLAN interface

network ref network network to which this
interface should be
connected

host ref host physical machine to which
this PIF is connected

int VLAN VLAN tag for the new interface

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PIF ref

The reference of the created PIF object

Possible Error Codes: VLAN_TAG_INVALID

RPC name: db_forget

Overview:

Destroy a PIF database record.

Signature:

1 void db_forget (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self The ref of the PIF whose
database record should be
destroyed

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: db_introduce

Overview:

Create a new PIF record in the database only

Signature:

1 PIF ref db_introduce (session ref session_id, string device, network
ref network, host ref host, string MAC, int MTU, int VLAN, bool
physical, ip_configuration_mode ip_configuration_mode, string IP,
string netmask, string gateway, string DNS, Bond ref bond_slave_of,
VLAN ref VLAN_master_of, bool management, (string -> string) map
other_config, bool disallow_unplug, ipv6_configuration_mode
ipv6_configuration_mode, string set IPv6, string ipv6_gateway,
primary_address_type primary_address_type, bool managed, (string ->
string) map properties)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string device

network ref network

host ref host

string MAC

int MTU
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type name description

int VLAN

bool physical

ip_configuration_mode ip_configuration_mode

string IP

string netmask

string gateway

string DNS

Bond ref bond_slave_of

VLAN ref VLAN_master_of

bool management

(string -> string)map other_config

bool disallow_unplug

ipv6_configuration_mode ipv6_configuration_mode

string set IPv6

string ipv6_gateway

primary_address_type primary_address_type

bool managed

(string -> string)map properties

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PIF ref

The ref of the newly created PIF record.

RPC name: destroy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Destroy the PIF object (provided it is a VLAN interface). This call is deprecated: use VLAN.destroy or
Bond.destroy instead

Signature:
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1 void destroy (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self the PIF object to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: PIF_IS_PHYSICAL

RPC name: forget

Overview:

Destroy the PIF object matching a particular network interface

Signature:

1 void forget (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self The PIF object to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: PIF_TUNNEL_STILL_EXISTS, CLUSTERING_ENABLED

RPC name: get_all

Overview:
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Return a list of all the PIFs known to the system.

Signature:

1 PIF ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of PIF references to PIF records for all PIFs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PIF ref -> PIF record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PIF ref -> PIF record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_bond_master_of

Overview:

Get the bond_master_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 Bond ref set get_bond_master_of (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Bond ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_bond_slave_of

Overview:

Get the bond_slave_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 Bond ref get_bond_slave_of (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: Bond ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PIF instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_capabilities

Overview:

Get the capabilities field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_capabilities (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_device

Overview:

Get the device field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_device (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_disallow_unplug

Overview:

Get the disallow_unplug field of the given PIF.

Signature:
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1 bool get_disallow_unplug (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_DNS

Overview:

Get the DNS field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_DNS (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_gateway

Overview:
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Get the gateway field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_gateway (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field
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RPC name: get_igmp_snooping_status

Overview:

Get the igmp_snooping_status field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 pif_igmp_status get_igmp_snooping_status (session ref session_id, PIF
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pif_igmp_status

value of the field

RPC name: get_IP

Overview:

Get the IP field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_IP (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_ip_configuration_mode

Overview:

Get the ip_configuration_mode field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 ip_configuration_mode get_ip_configuration_mode (session ref session_id
, PIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: ip_configuration_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_IPv6

Overview:

Get the IPv6 field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_IPv6 (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv6_configuration_mode

Overview:

Get the ipv6_configuration_mode field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 ipv6_configuration_mode get_ipv6_configuration_mode (session ref
session_id, PIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: ipv6_configuration_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv6_gateway

Overview:

Get the ipv6_gateway field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_ipv6_gateway (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_MAC

Overview:

Get the MAC field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_MAC (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_managed

Overview:

Get the managed field of the given PIF.

Signature:
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1 bool get_managed (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_management

Overview:

Get the management field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 bool get_management (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_metrics

Overview:
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Get the metrics field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 PIF_metrics ref get_metrics (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF_metrics ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_MTU

Overview:

Get the MTU field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 int get_MTU (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field
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RPC name: get_netmask

Overview:

Get the netmask field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_netmask (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_network

Overview:

Get the network field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 network ref get_network (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network ref
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value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PCI

Overview:

Get the PCI field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 PCI ref get_PCI (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_physical

Overview:

Get the physical field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 bool get_physical (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_primary_address_type

Overview:

Get the primary_address_type field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 primary_address_type get_primary_address_type (session ref session_id,
PIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: primary_address_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_properties

Overview:

Get the properties field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_properties (session ref session_id, PIF ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PIF.

Signature:
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1 PIF record get_record (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_sriov_logical_PIF_of

Overview:

Get the sriov_logical_PIF_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 network_sriov ref set get_sriov_logical_PIF_of (session ref session_id,
PIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_sriov ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_sriov_physical_PIF_of

Overview:
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Get the sriov_physical_PIF_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 network_sriov ref set get_sriov_physical_PIF_of (session ref session_id
, PIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network_sriov ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_tunnel_access_PIF_of

Overview:

Get the tunnel_access_PIF_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 tunnel ref set get_tunnel_access_PIF_of (session ref session_id, PIF
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tunnel ref set

value of the field
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RPC name: get_tunnel_transport_PIF_of

Overview:

Get the tunnel_transport_PIF_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 tunnel ref set get_tunnel_transport_PIF_of (session ref session_id, PIF
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tunnel ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VLAN

Overview:

Get the VLAN field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 int get_VLAN (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_VLAN_master_of

Overview:

Get the VLAN_master_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 VLAN ref get_VLAN_master_of (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VLAN ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_VLAN_slave_of

Overview:

Get the VLAN_slave_of field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 VLAN ref set get_VLAN_slave_of (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VLAN ref set

value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

Create a PIF object matching a particular network interface

Signature:

1 PIF ref introduce (session ref session_id, host ref host, string MAC,
string device, bool managed)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host on which the
interface exists

string MAC The MAC address of the
interface

string device The device name to use for
the interface

bool managed Indicates whether the
interface is managed by xapi
(defaults to “true”)

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PIF ref

The reference of the created PIF object

RPC name: plug

Overview:

Attempt to bring up a physical interface

Signature:

1 void plug (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self the PIF object to plug

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: TRANSPORT_PIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
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RPC name: reconfigure_ip

Overview:

Reconfigure the IP address settings for this interface

Signature:

1 void reconfigure_ip (session ref session_id, PIF ref self,
ip_configuration_mode mode, string IP, string netmask, string
gateway, string DNS)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self the PIF object to reconfigure

ip_configuration_mode mode whether to use
dynamic/static/no‑
assignment

string IP the new IP address

string netmask the new netmask

string gateway the new gateway

string DNS the new DNS settings

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: CLUSTERING_ENABLED

RPC name: reconfigure_ipv6

Overview:

Reconfigure the IPv6 address settings for this interface

Signature:

1 void reconfigure_ipv6 (session ref session_id, PIF ref self,
ipv6_configuration_mode mode, string IPv6, string gateway, string
DNS)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self the PIF object to reconfigure

ipv6_configuration_mode mode whether to use
dynamic/static/no‑
assignment

string IPv6 the new IPv6 address (in
<addr>/<prefix length>
format)

string gateway the new gateway

string DNS the new DNS settings

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: CLUSTERING_ENABLED

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given PIF. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object
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type name description

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: scan

Overview:

Scan for physical interfaces on a host and create PIF objects to represent them

Signature:

1 void scan (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host on which to scan

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_disallow_unplug

Overview:

Set whether unplugging the PIF is allowed

Signature:

1 void set_disallow_unplug (session ref session_id, PIF ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self Reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS, CLUSTERING_ENABLED

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given PIF.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_primary_address_type

Overview:

Change the primary address type used by this PIF

Signature:
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1 void set_primary_address_type (session ref session_id, PIF ref self,
primary_address_type primary_address_type)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self the PIF object to reconfigure

primary_address_type primary_address_type Whether to prefer IPv4 or IPv6
connections

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_property

Overview:

Set the value of a property of the PIF

Signature:

1 void set_property (session ref session_id, PIF ref self, string name,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self The PIF

string name The property name

string value The property value

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: unplug

Overview:

Attempt to bring down a physical interface

Signature:

1 void unplug (session ref session_id, PIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref self the PIF object to unplug

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: HA_OPERATION_WOULD_BREAK_FAILOVER_PLAN,VIF_IN_USE,PIF_DOES_NOT_ALLOW_UNPLUG
, PIF_HAS_FCOE_SR_IN_USE

Class: PIF_metrics

Themetrics associated with a physical network interface

Fields for class: PIF_metrics

Field Type Qualifier Description

carrier bool RO/runtime Report if the PIF got a
carrier or not

device_id string RO/runtime Report device ID

device_name string RO/runtime Report device name

duplex bool RO/runtime Full duplex capability
of the link (if
available)

io_read_kbs float RO/runtime Removed. Read
bandwidth (KiB/s)
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Field Type Qualifier Description

io_write_kbs float RO/runtime Removed. Write
bandwidth (KiB/s)

last_updated datetime RO/runtime Time at which this
information was last
updated

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

pci_bus_path string RO/runtime PCI bus path of the pif
(if available)

speed int RO/runtime Speed of the link (if
available)

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vendor_id string RO/runtime Report vendor ID

vendor_name string RO/runtime Report vendor name

RPCs associated with class: PIF_metrics

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add
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type name description

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PIF_metrics instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 PIF_metrics ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF_metrics ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return amap of PIF_metrics references to PIF_metrics records for all PIF_metrics instances known to
the system.

Signature:

1 (PIF_metrics ref -> PIF_metrics record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PIF_metrics ref -> PIF_metrics record)map

records of all objects
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PIF_metrics instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PIF_metrics ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF_metrics ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_carrier

Overview:

Get the carrier field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_carrier (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool
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value of the field

RPC name: get_device_id

Overview:

Get the device_id field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_device_id (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_device_name

Overview:

Get the device_name field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_device_name (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_duplex

Overview:

Get the duplex field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_duplex (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_io_read_kbs

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the io/read_kbs field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 float get_io_read_kbs (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_io_write_kbs

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the io/write_kbs field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 float get_io_write_kbs (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_updated

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:
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1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
PIF_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field
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RPC name: get_pci_bus_path

Overview:

Get the pci_bus_path field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_pci_bus_path (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 PIF_metrics record get_record (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: PIF_metrics record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_speed

Overview:

Get the speed field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 int get_speed (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor_id

Overview:

Get the vendor_id field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor_id (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor_name

Overview:

Get the vendor_name field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor_name (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given
PIF_metrics. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given PIF_metrics.

Signature:
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1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, PIF_metrics ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: pool

Pool‑wide information

Fields for class: pool

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations pool_allowed_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

blobs (string -> blob
ref)map

RO/runtime Binary blobs
associated with this
pool

cpu_info (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Details about the
physical CPUs on the
pool
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Field Type Qualifier Description

crash_dump_SR SR ref RW The SR in which VDIs
for crash dumps are
created

current_operations (string ->
pool_allowed_operations
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

default_SR SR ref RW Default SR for VDIs

guest_agent_config (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Pool‑wide guest
agent configuration
information

gui_config (string ->
string)map

RW gui‑specific
configuration for pool

ha_allow_overcommit bool RW If set to false then
operations which
would cause the Pool
to become
overcommitted will
be blocked.

ha_cluster_stack string RO/runtime The HA cluster stack
that is currently in
use. Only valid when
HA is enabled.

ha_configuration (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime The current HA
configuration

ha_enabled bool RO/runtime true if HA is enabled
on the pool, false
otherwise
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Field Type Qualifier Description

ha_host_failures_to_tolerateint RO/runtime Number of host
failures to tolerate
before the Pool is
declared to be
overcommitted

ha_overcommitted bool RO/runtime True if the Pool is
considered to be
overcommitted i.e. if
there exist
insufficient physical
resources to tolerate
the configured
number of host
failures

ha_plan_exists_for int RO/runtime Number of future
host failures we have
managed to find a
plan for. Once this
reaches zero any
future host failures
will cause the failure
of protected VMs.

ha_statefiles string set RO/runtime HA statefile VDIs in
use

igmp_snooping_enabledbool RO/runtime true if IGMP snooping
is enabled in the pool,
false otherwise.

is_psr_pending bool RW True if either a PSR is
running or we are
waiting for a PSR to
be re‑run

live_patching_disabled bool RW The pool‑wide flag to
show if the live
patching feauture is
disabled or not.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

master host ref RO/runtime The host that is pool
master

metadata_VDIs VDI ref set RO/runtime The set of currently
knownmetadata VDIs
for this pool

name_description string RW Description

name_label string RW Short name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

policy_no_vendor_devicebool RW The pool‑wide policy
for clients on whether
to use the vendor
device or not on
newly created VMs.
This field will also be
consulted if the
‘has_vendor_device’
field is not specified
in the VM.create call.

redo_log_enabled bool RO/runtime true a redo‑log is to
be used other than
when HA is enabled,
false otherwise

redo_log_vdi VDI ref RO/runtime indicates the VDI to
use for the redo‑log
other than when HA is
enabled

restrictions (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Pool‑wide restrictions
currently in effect

suspend_image_SR SR ref RW The SR in which VDIs
for suspend images
are created

tags string set RW user‑specified tags
for categorization
purposes
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Field Type Qualifier Description

uefi_certificates string RW The UEFI certificates
allowing Secure Boot

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vswitch_controller string RO/runtime Deprecated. address
of the vswitch
controller

wlb_enabled bool RW true if workload
balancing is enabled
on the pool, false
otherwise

wlb_url string RO/runtime Url for the configured
workload balancing
host

wlb_username string RO/runtime Username for
accessing the
workload balancing
host

wlb_verify_cert bool RW true if
communication with
the WLB server
should enforce TLS
certificate
verification.

RPCs associated with class: pool

RPC name: add_tags

Overview:

Add the given value to the tags field of the given pool. If the value is already in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void add_tags (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string value New value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_guest_agent_config

Overview:

Add a key‑value pair to the pool‑wide guest agent configuration

Signature:

1 void add_to_guest_agent_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self The pool

string key The key to add

string value The value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_gui_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the gui_config field of the given pool.
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Signature:

1 void add_to_gui_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_health_check_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the health_check_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void add_to_health_check_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: apply_edition

Overview:

Apply an edition to all hosts in the pool

Signature:

1 void apply_edition (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string
edition)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self Reference to the pool

string edition The requested edition

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: certificate_install

Overview:

Install a TLS CA certificate, pool‑wide.

Signature:

1 void certificate_install (session ref session_id, string name, string
cert)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name A name to give the certificate

string cert The certificate

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: certificate_list

Overview:

List the names of all installed TLS CA certificates.

Signature:

1 string set certificate_list (session ref session_id)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string set

All installed certificates

RPC name: certificate_sync

Overview:

Copy the TLS CA certificates and CRLs of the master to all slaves.

Signature:

1 void certificate_sync (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: certificate_uninstall

Overview:

Remove a pool‑wide TLS CA certificate.

Signature:

1 void certificate_uninstall (session ref session_id, string name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name The certificate name

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create_new_blob
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Overview:

Create a placeholder for a named binary blob of data that is associated with this pool

Signature:

1 blob ref create_new_blob (session ref session_id, pool ref pool, string
name, string mime_type, bool public)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref pool The pool

string name The name associated with the
blob

string mime_type Themime type for the data.
Empty string translates to
application/octet‑stream

bool public True if the blob should be
publicly available

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: blob ref

The reference of the blob, needed for populating its data

RPC name: create_VLAN

Overview:

Create PIFs, mapping a network to the same physical interface/VLAN on each host. This call is depre‑
cated: use Pool.create_VLAN_from_PIF instead.

Signature:

1 PIF ref set create_VLAN (session ref session_id, string device, network
ref network, int VLAN)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string device physical interface on which to
create the VLAN interface

network ref network network to which this
interface should be
connected

int VLAN VLAN tag for the new interface

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PIF ref set

The references of the created PIF objects

Possible Error Codes: VLAN_TAG_INVALID

RPC name: create_VLAN_from_PIF

Overview:

Create a pool‑wide VLAN by taking the PIF.

Signature:

1 PIF ref set create_VLAN_from_PIF (session ref session_id, PIF ref pif,
network ref network, int VLAN)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref pif physical interface on any
particular host, that identifies
the PIF on which to create the
(pool‑wide) VLAN interface

network ref network network to which this
interface should be
connected
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type name description

int VLAN VLAN tag for the new interface

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PIF ref set

The references of the created PIF objects

Possible Error Codes: VLAN_TAG_INVALID

RPC name: crl_install

Overview:

Install a TLS Certificate Revocation List, pool‑wide.

Signature:

1 void crl_install (session ref session_id, string name, string cert)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name A name to give the CRL

string cert The CRL

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: crl_list

Overview:

List the names of all installed TLS Certificate Revocation Lists.

Signature:

1 string set crl_list (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string set

The names of all installed CRLs

RPC name: crl_uninstall

Overview:

Remove a pool‑wide TLS Certificate Revocation List.

Signature:

1 void crl_uninstall (session ref session_id, string name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name The CRL name

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: deconfigure_wlb

Overview:

Permanently deconfigures workload balancing monitoring on this pool

Signature:

1 void deconfigure_wlb (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: designate_new_master

Overview:
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Perform an orderly handover of the role of master to the referenced host.

Signature:

1 void designate_new_master (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host who should become
the newmaster

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: detect_nonhomogeneous_external_auth

Overview:

This call asynchronously detects if the external authentication configuration in any slave is different
from that in the master and raises appropriate alerts

Signature:

1 void detect_nonhomogeneous_external_auth (session ref session_id, pool
ref pool)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref pool The pool where to detect
non‑homogeneous external
authentication configuration

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_external_auth

Overview:

This call disables external authentication on all the hosts of the pool

Signature:

1 void disable_external_auth (session ref session_id, pool ref pool, (
string -> string) map config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref pool The pool whose external
authentication should be
disabled

(string -> string)map config Optional parameters as a list
of key‑values containing the
configuration data

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_ha

Overview:

Turn off High Availability mode

Signature:

1 void disable_ha (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: disable_local_storage_caching

Overview:

This call disables pool‑wide local storage caching

Signature:

1 void disable_local_storage_caching (session ref session_id, pool ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self Reference to the pool

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_redo_log

Overview:

Disable the redo log if in use, unless HA is enabled.

Signature:

1 void disable_redo_log (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_ssl_legacy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Sets ssl_legacy false on each host, pool‑master last. See Host.ssl_legacy and Host.set_ssl_legacy.

Signature:
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1 void disable_ssl_legacy (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self (ignored)

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: eject

Overview:

Instruct a pool master to eject a host from the pool

Signature:

1 void eject (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to eject

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: emergency_reset_master

Overview:

Instruct a slave already in a pool that the master has changed

Signature:
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1 void emergency_reset_master (session ref session_id, string
master_address)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string master_address The hostname of the master

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: emergency_transition_to_master

Overview:

Instruct host that’s currently a slave to transition to being master

Signature:

1 void emergency_transition_to_master (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: enable_external_auth

Overview:

This call enables external authentication on all the hosts of the pool

Signature:

1 void enable_external_auth (session ref session_id, pool ref pool, (
string -> string) map config, string service_name, string auth_type)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref pool The pool whose external
authentication should be
enabled

(string -> string)map config A list of key‑values containing
the configuration data

string service_name The name of the service

string auth_type The type of authentication
(e.g. AD for Active Directory)

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: enable_ha

Overview:

Turn on High Availability mode

Signature:

1 void enable_ha (session ref session_id, SR ref set heartbeat_srs, (
string -> string) map configuration)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref set heartbeat_srs Set of SRs to use for storage
heartbeating

(string -> string)map configuration Detailed HA configuration to
apply

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: enable_local_storage_caching

Overview:

This call attempts to enable pool‑wide local storage caching

Signature:

1 void enable_local_storage_caching (session ref session_id, pool ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self Reference to the pool

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: enable_redo_log

Overview:

Enable the redo log on the given SR and start using it, unless HA is enabled.

Signature:

1 void enable_redo_log (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr SR to hold the redo log.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: enable_ssl_legacy

This message is removed.

Overview:

Sets ssl_legacy true on each host, pool‑master last. See Host.ssl_legacy and Host.set_ssl_legacy.

Signature:

1 void enable_ssl_legacy (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self (ignored)

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the pools known to the system.

Signature:

1 pool ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of pool references to pool records for all pools known to the system.

Signature:
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1 (pool ref -> pool record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (pool ref -> pool record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 pool_allowed_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref
session_id, pool ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_allowed_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_blobs

Overview:

Get the blobs field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> blob ref) map get_blobs (session ref session_id, pool ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> blob ref)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the pool instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 pool ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_cpu_info

Overview:

Get the cpu_info field of the given pool.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_cpu_info (session ref session_id, pool ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_crash_dump_SR

Overview:

Get the crash_dump_SR field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_crash_dump_SR (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations
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Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> pool_allowed_operations) map get_current_operations (session
ref session_id, pool ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> pool_allowed_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_default_SR

Overview:

Get the default_SR field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_default_SR (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref
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value of the field

RPC name: get_guest_agent_config

Overview:

Get the guest_agent_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_guest_agent_config (session ref session_id,
pool ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_gui_config

Overview:

Get the gui_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_gui_config (session ref session_id, pool ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_allow_overcommit

Overview:

Get the ha_allow_overcommit field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_ha_allow_overcommit (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_cluster_stack

Overview:

Get the ha_cluster_stack field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string get_ha_cluster_stack (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_configuration

Overview:

Get the ha_configuration field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_ha_configuration (session ref session_id,
pool ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_enabled

Overview:

Get the ha_enabled field of the given pool.

Signature:
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1 bool get_ha_enabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_host_failures_to_tolerate

Overview:

Get the ha_host_failures_to_tolerate field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 int get_ha_host_failures_to_tolerate (session ref session_id, pool ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_overcommitted

Overview:
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Get the ha_overcommitted field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_ha_overcommitted (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_plan_exists_for

Overview:

Get the ha_plan_exists_for field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 int get_ha_plan_exists_for (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field
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RPC name: get_ha_statefiles

Overview:

Get the ha_statefiles field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string set get_ha_statefiles (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_health_check_config

Overview:

Get the health_check_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_health_check_config (session ref session_id,
pool ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_igmp_snooping_enabled

Overview:

Get the igmp_snooping_enabled field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_igmp_snooping_enabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_psr_pending

Overview:

Get the is_psr_pending field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_psr_pending (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_license_state

Overview:

This call returns the license state for the pool

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_license_state (session ref session_id, pool
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self Reference to the pool

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

The pool’s license state

RPC name: get_live_patching_disabled

Overview:

Get the live_patching_disabled field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_live_patching_disabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_master

Overview:

Get the master field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 host ref get_master (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_metadata_VDIs

Overview:

Get the metadata_VDIs field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 VDI ref set get_metadata_VDIs (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name_description field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name_label field of the given pool.

Signature:
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1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, pool
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_policy_no_vendor_device
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Overview:

Get the policy_no_vendor_device field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_policy_no_vendor_device (session ref session_id, pool ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given pool.

Signature:

1 pool record get_record (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool record
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all fields from the object

RPC name: get_redo_log_enabled

Overview:

Get the redo_log_enabled field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_redo_log_enabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_redo_log_vdi

Overview:

Get the redo_log_vdi field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_redo_log_vdi (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_restrictions

Overview:

Get the restrictions field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_restrictions (session ref session_id, pool
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_suspend_image_SR

Overview:

Get the suspend_image_SR field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_suspend_image_SR (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_tags

Overview:

Get the tags field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string set get_tags (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uefi_certificates

Overview:

Get the uefi_certificates field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string get_uefi_certificates (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vswitch_controller

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the vswitch_controller field of the given pool.
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Signature:

1 string get_vswitch_controller (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_wlb_enabled

Overview:

Get the wlb_enabled field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_wlb_enabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_wlb_url
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Overview:

Get the wlb_url field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string get_wlb_url (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_wlb_username

Overview:

Get the wlb_username field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 string get_wlb_username (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_wlb_verify_cert

Overview:

Get the wlb_verify_cert field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 bool get_wlb_verify_cert (session ref session_id, pool ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: ha_compute_hypothetical_max_host_failures_to_tolerate

Overview:

Returns themaximumnumber of host failures we could tolerate beforewewould be unable to restart
the provided VMs

Signature:

1 int ha_compute_hypothetical_max_host_failures_to_tolerate (session ref
session_id, (VM ref -> string) map configuration)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

(VM ref -> string)map configuration Map of protected VM
reference to restart priority
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

maximum value for ha_host_failures_to_tolerate given provided configuration

RPC name: ha_compute_max_host_failures_to_tolerate

Overview:

Returns themaximumnumber of host failures we could tolerate beforewewould be unable to restart
configured VMs

Signature:

1 int ha_compute_max_host_failures_to_tolerate (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: int

maximum value for ha_host_failures_to_tolerate given current configuration

RPC name: ha_compute_vm_failover_plan

Overview:

Return a VM failover plan assuming a given subset of hosts fail

Signature:

1 (VM ref -> (string -> string) map) map ha_compute_vm_failover_plan (
session ref session_id, host ref set failed_hosts, VM ref set
failed_vms)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref set failed_hosts The set of hosts to assume
have failed

VM ref set failed_vms The set of VMs to restart
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: (VM ref -> (string -> string)map)map

VM failover plan: a map of VM to host to restart the host on

RPC name: ha_failover_plan_exists

Overview:

Returns true if a VM failover plan exists for up to ‘n’ host failures

Signature:

1 bool ha_failover_plan_exists (session ref session_id, int n)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

int n The number of host failures to
plan for

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: bool

true if a failover plan exists for the supplied number of host failures

RPC name: ha_prevent_restarts_for

Overview:

When this call returns the VM restart logic will not run for the requested number of seconds. If the
argument is zero then the restart thread is immediately unblocked

Signature:

1 void ha_prevent_restarts_for (session ref session_id, int seconds)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

int seconds The number of seconds to
block the restart thread for

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: has_extension

Overview:

Return true if the extension is available on the pool

Signature:

1 bool has_extension (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self The pool

string name The name of the API call

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: bool

True if the extension exists, false otherwise

RPC name: initialize_wlb

Overview:

Initializes workload balancing monitoring on this pool with the specified wlb server

Signature:
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1 void initialize_wlb (session ref session_id, string wlb_url, string
wlb_username, string wlb_password, string xenserver_username, string
xenserver_password)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string wlb_url The ip address and port to
use when accessing the wlb
server

string wlb_username The user name used to
authenticate with the wlb
server

string wlb_password The password used to
authenticate with the wlb
server

string xenserver_username The user name used by the
wlb server to authenticate
with the xenserver

string xenserver_password The password used by the wlb
server to authenticate with
the xenserver

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: join

Overview:

Instruct host to join a new pool

Signature:

1 void join (session ref session_id, string master_address, string
master_username, string master_password)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string master_address The host name of the master
of the pool to join

string master_username The user name of the master
(for initial authentication)

string master_password The password for the master
(for initial authentication)

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: JOINING_HOST_CANNOT_CONTAIN_SHARED_SRS

RPC name: join_force

Overview:

Instruct host to join a new pool

Signature:

1 void join_force (session ref session_id, string master_address, string
master_username, string master_password)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string master_address The host name of the master
of the pool to join

string master_username The user name of the master
(for initial authentication)

string master_password The password for the master
(for initial authentication)
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: management_reconfigure

Overview:

Reconfigure the management network interface for all Hosts in the Pool

Signature:

1 void management_reconfigure (session ref session_id, network ref
network)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

network ref network The network

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: HA_IS_ENABLED, PIF_NOT_PRESENT, CANNOT_PLUG_BOND_SLAVE,
PIF_INCOMPATIBLE_PRIMARY_ADDRESS_TYPE, PIF_HAS_NO_NETWORK_CONFIGURATION,
PIF_HAS_NO_V6_NETWORK_CONFIGURATION

RPC name: recover_slaves

Overview:

Instruct a poolmaster, M, to try and contact its slaves and, if slaves are in emergencymode, reset their
master address to M.

Signature:

1 host ref set recover_slaves (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: host ref set
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list of hosts whose master address were successfully reset

RPC name: remove_from_guest_agent_config

Overview:

Remove a key‑value pair from the pool‑wide guest agent configuration

Signature:

1 void remove_from_guest_agent_config (session ref session_id, pool ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self The pool

string key The key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_gui_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the gui_config field of the given pool. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_gui_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_health_check_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the health_check_config field of the given
pool. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_health_check_config (session ref session_id, pool ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given pool. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:
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1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_tags

Overview:

Remove the given value from the tags field of the given pool. If the value is not in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_tags (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string value Value to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: retrieve_wlb_configuration

Overview:

Retrieves the pool optimization criteria from the workload balancing server

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map retrieve_wlb_configuration (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

The configuration used in optimizing this pool

RPC name: retrieve_wlb_recommendations

Overview:

Retrieves vmmigrate recommendations for the pool from the workload balancing server

Signature:

1 (VM ref -> string set) map retrieve_wlb_recommendations (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM ref -> string set)map

The list of vmmigration recommendations

RPC name: rotate_secret

Overview:

Signature:

1 void rotate_secret (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: INTERNAL_ERROR,HOST_IS_SLAVE,CANNOT_CONTACT_HOST,HA_IS_ENABLED
, NOT_SUPPORTED_DURING_UPGRADE
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RPC name: send_test_post

Overview:

Send the given body to the given host and port, using HTTPS, and print the response. This is used for
debugging the SSL layer.

Signature:

1 string send_test_post (session ref session_id, string host, int port,
string body)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string host

int port

string body

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: string

The response

RPC name: send_wlb_configuration

Overview:

Sets the pool optimization criteria for the workload balancing server

Signature:

1 void send_wlb_configuration (session ref session_id, (string -> string)
map config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

(string -> string)map config The configuration to use in
optimizing this pool

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_crash_dump_SR

Overview:

Set the crash_dump_SR field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_crash_dump_SR (session ref session_id, pool ref self, SR ref
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

SR ref value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_default_SR

Overview:

Set the default_SR field of the given pool.

Signature:
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1 void set_default_SR (session ref session_id, pool ref self, SR ref
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

SR ref value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_gui_config

Overview:

Set the gui_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_gui_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ha_allow_overcommit
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Overview:

Set the ha_allow_overcommit field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_ha_allow_overcommit (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
bool value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ha_host_failures_to_tolerate

Overview:

Set the maximum number of host failures to consider in the HA VM restart planner

Signature:

1 void set_ha_host_failures_to_tolerate (session ref session_id, pool ref
self, int value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self The pool

int value New number of host failures
to consider
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_health_check_config

Overview:

Set the health_check_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_health_check_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_igmp_snooping_enabled

Overview:

Enable or disable IGMP Snooping on the pool.

Signature:

1 void set_igmp_snooping_enabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
bool value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self The pool

bool value Enable or disable IGMP
Snooping on the pool

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_is_psr_pending

Overview:

Set the is_psr_pending field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_is_psr_pending (session ref session_id, pool ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_live_patching_disabled

Overview:

Set the live_patching_disabled field of the given pool.

Signature:
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1 void set_live_patching_disabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
bool value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name_description field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label
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Overview:

Set the name_label field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, pool ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_policy_no_vendor_device

Overview:

Set the policy_no_vendor_device field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_policy_no_vendor_device (session ref session_id, pool ref self
, bool value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_suspend_image_SR

Overview:

Set the suspend_image_SR field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_suspend_image_SR (session ref session_id, pool ref self, SR
ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object
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type name description

SR ref value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_tags

Overview:

Set the tags field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_tags (session ref session_id, pool ref self, string set value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string set value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_uefi_certificates

Overview:

Set the uefi_certificates field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_uefi_certificates (session ref session_id, pool ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_vswitch_controller

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the IP address of the vswitch controller.

Signature:

1 void set_vswitch_controller (session ref session_id, string address)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string address IP address of the vswitch
controller.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_wlb_enabled

Overview:

Set the wlb_enabled field of the given pool.

Signature:
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1 void set_wlb_enabled (session ref session_id, pool ref self, bool value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_wlb_verify_cert

Overview:

Set the wlb_verify_cert field of the given pool.

Signature:

1 void set_wlb_verify_cert (session ref session_id, pool ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: sync_database
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Overview:

Forcibly synchronise the database now

Signature:

1 void sync_database (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: test_archive_target

Overview:

This call tests if a location is valid

Signature:

1 string test_archive_target (session ref session_id, pool ref self, (
string -> string) map config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool ref self Reference to the pool

(string -> string)map config Location config settings to
test

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

An XMLRPC result

Class: pool_patch

This class is deprecated.

Pool‑wide patches
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Fields for class: pool_patch

Field Type Qualifier Description

after_apply_guidance after_apply_guidance
set

RO/runtime Deprecated. What
the client should do
after this patch has
been applied.

host_patches host_patch ref
set

RO/runtime Deprecated. This
hosts this patch is
applied to.

name_description string RO/constructor Deprecated. a notes
field containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/constructor Deprecated. a
human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Deprecated.
additional
configuration

pool_applied bool RO/runtime Deprecated. This
patch should be
applied across the
entire pool

pool_update pool_update ref RO/constructor Deprecated. A
reference to the
associated
pool_update object

size int RO/runtime Deprecated. Size of
the patch

uuid string RO/runtime Deprecated. Unique
identifier/object
reference

version string RO/constructor Deprecated. Patch
version number
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RPCs associated with class: pool_patch

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: apply

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Apply the selected patch to a host and return its output

Signature:

1 string apply (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self, host ref
host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch to apply

host ref host The host to apply the patch
too

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

the output of the patch application process

RPC name: clean

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Removes the patch’s files from the server

Signature:

1 void clean (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch to clean up

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: clean_on_host

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Removes the patch’s files from the specified host
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Signature:

1 void clean_on_host (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self, host
ref host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch to clean up

host ref host The host on which to clean
the patch

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: destroy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Removes the patch’s files from all hosts in the pool, and removes the database entries. Only works on
unapplied patches.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: get_after_apply_guidance

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the after_apply_guidance field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 after_apply_guidance set get_after_apply_guidance (session ref
session_id, pool_patch ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: after_apply_guidance set

value of the field

RPC name: get_all

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return a list of all the pool_patchs known to the system.

Signature:

1 pool_patch ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_patch ref set

references to all objects
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RPC name: get_all_records

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Returnamapofpool_patch references topool_patch records for all pool_patchsknownto the system.

Signature:

1 (pool_patch ref -> pool_patch record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (pool_patch ref -> pool_patch record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get all the pool_patch instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 pool_patch ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_patch ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid
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This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a reference to the pool_patch instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 pool_patch ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_patch ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_host_patches

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the host_patches field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 host_patch ref set get_host_patches (session ref session_id, pool_patch
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host_patch ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
pool_patch ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_pool_applied

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the pool_applied field of the given pool_patch.
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Signature:

1 bool get_pool_applied (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_pool_update

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the pool_update field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 pool_update ref get_pool_update (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update ref

value of the field
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RPC name: get_record

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 pool_patch record get_record (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_patch record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_size

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the size field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 int get_size (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_version

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the version field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 string get_version (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: pool_apply

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Apply the selected patch to all hosts in the pool and return a map of host_ref ‑> patch output

Signature:

1 void pool_apply (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch to apply

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: pool_clean

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Removes the patch’s files from all hosts in the pool, but does not remove the database entries

Signature:
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1 void pool_clean (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch to clean up

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: precheck

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Run the precheck stage of the selected patch on a host and return its output

Signature:

1 string precheck (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self, host ref
host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self The patch whose prechecks
will be run

host ref host The host to run the prechecks
on

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

the output of the patch prechecks
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RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Remove thegivenkeyand its corresponding value fromtheother_config fieldof thegivenpool_patch.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given pool_patch.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, pool_patch ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_patch ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: pool_update

Pool‑wide updates to the host software

Fields for class: pool_update

Field Type Qualifier Description

after_apply_guidance update_after_apply_guidance
set

RO/constructor What the client
should do after this
update has been
applied.

enforce_homogeneity bool RO/constructor Flag ‑ if true, all hosts
in a pool must apply
this update

hosts host ref set RO/runtime The hosts that have
applied this update.

installation_size int RO/constructor Size of the update in
bytes

key string RO/constructor GPG key of the update

name_description string RO/constructor a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/constructor a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration
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Field Type Qualifier Description

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vdi VDI ref RO/constructor VDI the update was
uploaded to

version string RO/constructor Update version
number

RPCs associated with class: pool_update

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: apply

Overview:

Apply the selected update to a host
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Signature:

1 void apply (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self, host ref host
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self The update to apply

host ref host The host to apply the update
to.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Removes the database entry. Only works on unapplied update.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self The update to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_after_apply_guidance
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Overview:

Get the after_apply_guidance field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 update_after_apply_guidance set get_after_apply_guidance (session ref
session_id, pool_update ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: update_after_apply_guidance set

value of the field

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the pool_updates known to the system.

Signature:

1 pool_update ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of pool_update references to pool_update records for all pool_updates known to the
system.

Signature:
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1 (pool_update ref -> pool_update record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (pool_update ref -> pool_update record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the pool_update instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 pool_update ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the pool_update instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 pool_update ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_enforce_homogeneity

Overview:

Get the enforce_homogeneity field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 bool get_enforce_homogeneity (session ref session_id, pool_update ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_hosts

Overview:

Get the hosts field of the given pool_update.

Signature:
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1 host ref set get_hosts (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_installation_size

Overview:

Get the installation_size field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 int get_installation_size (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_key
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Overview:

Get the key field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 string get_key (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, pool_update ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
pool_update ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 pool_update record get_record (session ref session_id, pool_update ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool_update record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vdi

Overview:

Get the vdi field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_vdi (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_version

Overview:

Get the version field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 string get_version (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

Introduce update VDI

Signature:

1 pool_update ref introduce (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI which contains a
software update.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: pool_update ref

the introduced pool update

RPC name: pool_apply

Overview:

Apply the selected update to all hosts in the pool

Signature:
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1 void pool_apply (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self The update to apply

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: pool_clean

Overview:

Removes the update’s files from all hosts in the pool, but does not revert the update

Signature:

1 void pool_clean (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self The update to clean up

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: precheck

Overview:

Run the precheck stage of the selected update on a host

Signature:
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1 livepatch_status precheck (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self
, host ref host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self The update whose prechecks
will be run

host ref host The host to run the prechecks
on.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: livepatch_status

The precheck pool update

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given
pool_update. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, pool_update ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given pool_update.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, pool_update ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

pool_update ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: probe_result

A set of properties that describe one result element of SR.probe. Result elements and properties can
change dynamically based on changes to the the SR.probe input‑parameters or the target.

Fields for class: probe_result
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Field Type Qualifier Description

complete bool RO/runtime True if this
configuration is
complete and can be
used to call SR.create.
False if it requires
further iterative calls
to SR.probe, to
potentially narrow
down on a
configuration that
can be used.

configuration (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Plugin‑specific
configuration which
describes where and
how to locate the
storage repository.
This may include the
physical block device
name, a remote NFS
server and path or an
RBD storage pool.

extra_info (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Additional
plugin‑specific
information about
this configuration,
that might be of use
for an API user. This
can for example
include the LUN or
the WWPN.

sr sr_stat record
option

RO/runtime Existing SR found for
this configuration

RPCs associated with class: probe_result

Class probe_result has no additional RPCs associated with it.
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Class: PUSB

A physical USB device

Fields for class: PUSB

Field Type Qualifier Description

description string RO/constructor USB device
description

host host ref RO/constructor Physical machine that
owns the USB device

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

passthrough_enabled bool RO/runtime enabled for
passthrough

path string RO/constructor port path of USB
device

product_desc string RO/constructor product description
of the USB device

product_id string RO/constructor product id of the USB
device

serial string RO/constructor serial of the USB
device

speed float RO/constructor USB device speed

USB_group USB_group ref RO/constructor USB group the PUSB
is contained in

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vendor_desc string RO/constructor vendor description of
the USB device

vendor_id string RO/constructor vendor id of the USB
device

version string RO/constructor USB device version
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RPCs associated with class: PUSB

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PUSBs known to the system.

Signature:

1 PUSB ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PUSB ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records
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Overview:

Return a map of PUSB references to PUSB records for all PUSBs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PUSB ref -> PUSB record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PUSB ref -> PUSB record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PUSB instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PUSB ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PUSB ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_description

Overview:

Get the description field of the given PUSB.

Signature:
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1 string get_description (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:
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Get the other_config field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, PUSB
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_passthrough_enabled

Overview:

Get the passthrough_enabled field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 bool get_passthrough_enabled (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_path

Overview:

Get the path field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_path (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_product_desc

Overview:

Get the product_desc field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_product_desc (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_product_id

Overview:

Get the product_id field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_product_id (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 PUSB record get_record (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PUSB record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_serial

Overview:

Get the serial field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_serial (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_speed

Overview:

Get the speed field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 float get_speed (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_USB_group

Overview:

Get the USB_group field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 USB_group ref get_USB_group (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: USB_group ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor_desc

Overview:

Get the vendor_desc field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor_desc (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor_id

Overview:

Get the vendor_id field of the given PUSB.

Signature:
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1 string get_vendor_id (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_version

Overview:

Get the version field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_version (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:
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Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given PUSB. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: scan

Overview:

Signature:

1 void scan (session ref session_id, host ref host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config
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Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given PUSB.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_passthrough_enabled

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_passthrough_enabled (session ref session_id, PUSB ref self,
bool value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PUSB ref self this PUSB

bool value passthrough is enabled when
true and disabled with false

Minimum Role: pool‑admin
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Return Type: void

Class: PVS_cache_storage

Describes the storage that is available to a PVS site for caching purposes

Fields for class: PVS_cache_storage

Field Type Qualifier Description

host host ref RO/constructor The host on which
this object defines
PVS cache storage

site PVS_site ref RO/constructor The PVS_site for
which this object
defines the storage

size int RO/constructor The size of the cache
VDI (in bytes)

SR SR ref RO/constructor SR providing storage
for the PVS cache

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VDI VDI ref RO/runtime The VDI used for
caching

RPCs associated with class: PVS_cache_storage

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new PVS_cache_storage instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 PVS_cache_storage ref create (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage
record args)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage
record

args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PVS_cache_storage ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified PVS_cache_storage instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PVS_cache_storages known to the system.

Signature:

1 PVS_cache_storage ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_cache_storage ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

ReturnamapofPVS_cache_storage references toPVS_cache_storage records forall PVS_cache_storages
known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PVS_cache_storage ref -> PVS_cache_storage record) map get_all_records
(session ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PVS_cache_storage ref -> PVS_cache_storage record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PVS_cache_storage instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PVS_cache_storage ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_cache_storage ref
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reference to the object

RPC name: get_host

Overview:

Get the host field of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 host ref get_host (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 PVS_cache_storage record get_record (session ref session_id,
PVS_cache_storage ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_cache_storage record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_site

Overview:

Get the site field of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 PVS_site ref get_site (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_site ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_size

Overview:

Get the size field of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 int get_size (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_SR

Overview:

Get the SR field of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_SR (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VDI

Overview:

Get the VDI field of the given PVS_cache_storage.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_VDI (session ref session_id, PVS_cache_storage ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_cache_storage ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

Class: PVS_proxy

a proxy connects a VM/VIF with a PVS site

Fields for class: PVS_proxy
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Field Type Qualifier Description

currently_attached bool RO/runtime true = VM is currently
proxied

site PVS_site ref RO/constructor PVS site this proxy is
part of

status pvs_proxy_status RO/runtime The run‑time status of
the proxy

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VIF VIF ref RO/constructor VIF of the VM using
the proxy

RPCs associated with class: PVS_proxy

RPC name: create

Overview:

Configure a VM/VIF to use a PVS proxy

Signature:

1 PVS_proxy ref create (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref site, VIF
ref VIF)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref site PVS site that we proxy for

VIF ref VIF VIF for the VM that needs to
be proxied

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PVS_proxy ref

the new PVS proxy
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RPC name: destroy

Overview:

remove (or switch off) a PVS proxy for this VM

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self this PVS proxy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PVS_proxys known to the system.

Signature:

1 PVS_proxy ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_proxy ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of PVS_proxy references to PVS_proxy records for all PVS_proxys known to the system.

Signature:
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1 (PVS_proxy ref -> PVS_proxy record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PVS_proxy ref -> PVS_proxy record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PVS_proxy instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PVS_proxy ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_proxy ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given PVS_proxy.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PVS_proxy.

Signature:

1 PVS_proxy record get_record (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_proxy record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_site

Overview:

Get the site field of the given PVS_proxy.

Signature:
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1 PVS_site ref get_site (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_site ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_status

Overview:

Get the status field of the given PVS_proxy.

Signature:

1 pvs_proxy_status get_status (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pvs_proxy_status

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid
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Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PVS_proxy.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VIF

Overview:

Get the VIF field of the given PVS_proxy.

Signature:

1 VIF ref get_VIF (session ref session_id, PVS_proxy ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_proxy ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF ref

value of the field
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Class: PVS_server

individual machine serving provisioning (block) data

Fields for class: PVS_server

Field Type Qualifier Description

addresses string set RO/constructor IPv4 addresses of this
server

first_port int RO/constructor First UDP port
accepted by this
server

last_port int RO/constructor Last UDP port
accepted by this
server

site PVS_site ref RO/constructor PVS site this server is
part of

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: PVS_server

RPC name: forget

Overview:

forget a PVS server

Signature:

1 void forget (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self this PVS server
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_addresses

Overview:

Get the addresses field of the given PVS_server.

Signature:

1 string set get_addresses (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PVS_servers known to the system.

Signature:

1 PVS_server ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_server ref set

references to all objects
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RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

ReturnamapofPVS_server references toPVS_server records for all PVS_servers known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PVS_server ref -> PVS_server record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PVS_server ref -> PVS_server record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PVS_server instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PVS_server ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_server ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_first_port

Overview:

Get the first_port field of the given PVS_server.
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Signature:

1 int get_first_port (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_port

Overview:

Get the last_port field of the given PVS_server.

Signature:

1 int get_last_port (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_record
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Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PVS_server.

Signature:

1 PVS_server record get_record (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_server record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_site

Overview:

Get the site field of the given PVS_server.

Signature:

1 PVS_site ref get_site (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_site ref
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value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PVS_server.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PVS_server ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_server ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

introduce new PVS server

Signature:

1 PVS_server ref introduce (session ref session_id, string set addresses,
int first_port, int last_port, PVS_site ref site)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string set addresses IPv4 addresses of the server
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type name description

int first_port first UDP port accepted by
this server

int last_port last UDP port accepted by this
server

PVS_site ref site PVS site this server is a part of

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PVS_server ref

the new PVS server

Class: PVS_site

machines serving blocks of data for provisioning VMs

Fields for class: PVS_site

Field Type Qualifier Description

cache_storage PVS_cache_storage
ref set

RO/runtime The SR used by PVS
proxy for the cache

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

proxies PVS_proxy ref
set

RO/runtime The set of proxies
associated with the
site

PVS_uuid string RO/constructor Unique identifier of
the PVS site, as
configured in PVS

servers PVS_server ref
set

RO/runtime The set of PVS servers
in the site
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Field Type Qualifier Description

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: PVS_site

RPC name: forget

Overview:

Remove a site’s meta data

Signature:

1 void forget (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self this PVS site

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: PVS_SITE_CONTAINS_RUNNING_PROXIES, PVS_SITE_CONTAINS_SERVERS

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the PVS_sites known to the system.

Signature:

1 PVS_site ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: PVS_site ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of PVS_site references to PVS_site records for all PVS_sites known to the system.

Signature:

1 (PVS_site ref -> PVS_site record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (PVS_site ref -> PVS_site record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the PVS_site instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 PVS_site ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_site ref set

references to objects with matching names
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the PVS_site instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 PVS_site ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_site ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_cache_storage

Overview:

Get the cache_storage field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 PVS_cache_storage ref set get_cache_storage (session ref session_id,
PVS_site ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: PVS_cache_storage ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_proxies

Overview:

Get the proxies field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 PVS_proxy ref set get_proxies (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_proxy ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_PVS_uuid

Overview:

Get the PVS_uuid field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 string get_PVS_uuid (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 PVS_site record get_record (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_site record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_servers

Overview:

Get the servers field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 PVS_server ref set get_servers (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref
self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PVS_server ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

Introduce new PVS site
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Signature:

1 PVS_site ref introduce (session ref session_id, string name_label,
string name_description, string PVS_uuid)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name_label name of the PVS site

string name_description description of the PVS site

string PVS_uuid unique identifier of the PVS
site

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: PVS_site ref

the new PVS site

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given PVS_site.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PVS_uuid

Overview:

Update the PVS UUID of the PVS site

Signature:

1 void set_PVS_uuid (session ref session_id, PVS_site ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PVS_site ref self this PVS site

string value PVS UUID to be used

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: role

A set of permissions associated with a subject

Fields for class: role

Field Type Qualifier Description

name_description string RO/constructor what this role is for

name_label string RO/constructor a short user‑friendly
name for the role

subroles role ref set RO/constructor a list of pointers to
other roles or
permissions

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: role

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the roles known to the system.

Signature:

1 role ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of role references to role records for all roles known to the system.

Signature:

1 (role ref -> role record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (role ref -> role record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the role instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 role ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

references to objects with matching names
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RPC name: get_by_permission

Overview:

This call returns a list of roles given a permission

Signature:

1 role ref set get_by_permission (session ref session_id, role ref
permission)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref permission a reference to a permission

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

a list of references to roles

RPC name: get_by_permission_name_label

Overview:

This call returns a list of roles given a permission name

Signature:

1 role ref set get_by_permission_name_label (session ref session_id,
string label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label The short friendly name of
the role
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

a list of references to roles

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the role instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 role ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given role.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, role ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given role.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, role ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_permissions

Overview:

This call returns a list of permissions given a role

Signature:

1 role ref set get_permissions (session ref session_id, role ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self a reference to a role

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

a list of permissions

RPC name: get_permissions_name_label

Overview:

This call returns a list of permission names given a role

Signature:

1 string set get_permissions_name_label (session ref session_id, role ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self a reference to a role

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

a list of permission names

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given role.

Signature:
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1 role record get_record (session ref session_id, role ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_subroles

Overview:

Get the subroles field of the given role.

Signature:

1 role ref set get_subroles (session ref session_id, role ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:
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Get the uuid field of the given role.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, role ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

role ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

Class: SDN_controller

Describes the SDN controller that is to connect with the pool

Fields for class: SDN_controller

Field Type Qualifier Description

address string RO/constructor IP address of the
controller

port int RO/constructor TCP port of the
controller

protocol sdn_controller_protocolRO/constructor Protocol to connect
with SDN controller

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: SDN_controller

RPC name: forget
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Overview:

Remove the OVSmanager of the pool and destroy the db record.

Signature:

1 void forget (session ref session_id, SDN_controller ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SDN_controller ref self this SDN controller

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_address

Overview:

Get the address field of the given SDN_controller.

Signature:

1 string get_address (session ref session_id, SDN_controller ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SDN_controller ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the SDN_controllers known to the system.

Signature:

1 SDN_controller ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SDN_controller ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of SDN_controller references to SDN_controller records for all SDN_controllers known
to the system.

Signature:

1 (SDN_controller ref -> SDN_controller record) map get_all_records (
session ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (SDN_controller ref -> SDN_controller record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the SDN_controller instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 SDN_controller ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SDN_controller ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_port

Overview:

Get the port field of the given SDN_controller.

Signature:

1 int get_port (session ref session_id, SDN_controller ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SDN_controller ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_protocol

Overview:

Get the protocol field of the given SDN_controller.

Signature:

1 sdn_controller_protocol get_protocol (session ref session_id,
SDN_controller ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SDN_controller ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: sdn_controller_protocol

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given SDN_controller.

Signature:

1 SDN_controller record get_record (session ref session_id,
SDN_controller ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SDN_controller ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SDN_controller record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:
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Get the uuid field of the given SDN_controller.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, SDN_controller ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SDN_controller ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

Introduce an SDN controller to the pool.

Signature:

1 SDN_controller ref introduce (session ref session_id,
sdn_controller_protocol protocol, string address, int port)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

sdn_controller_protocol protocol Protocol to connect with the
controller.

string address IP address of the controller.

int port TCP port of the controller.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: SDN_controller ref

the introduced SDN controller

Class: secret

A secret

Fields for class: secret

Field Type Qualifier Description

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW other_config

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

value string RW the secret

RPCs associated with class: secret

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given secret.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, secret ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new secret instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 secret ref create (session ref session_id, secret record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: secret ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified secret instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, secret ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the secrets known to the system.

Signature:

1 secret ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: secret ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of secret references to secret records for all secrets known to the system.

Signature:

1 (secret ref -> secret record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: (secret ref -> secret record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the secret instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 secret ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: secret ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given secret.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, secret
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given secret.

Signature:
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1 secret record get_record (session ref session_id, secret ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: secret record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given secret.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, secret ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_value

Overview:
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Get the value field of the given secret.

Signature:

1 string get_value (session ref session_id, secret ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given secret. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, secret ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given secret.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, secret ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_value

Overview:

Set the value field of the given secret.

Signature:

1 void set_value (session ref session_id, secret ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

secret ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: session

A session

Fields for class: session

Field Type Qualifier Description

auth_user_name string RO/runtime the subject name of
the user that was
externally
authenticated. If a
session instance has
is_local_superuser
set, then the value of
this field is undefined.

auth_user_sid string RO/runtime the subject identifier
of the user that was
externally
authenticated. If a
session instance has
is_local_superuser
set, then the value of
this field is undefined.

is_local_superuser bool RO/runtime true iff this session
was created using
local superuser
credentials

last_active datetime RO/runtime Timestamp for last
time session was
active

originator string RO/runtime a key string provided
by a API user to
distinguish itself from
other users sharing
the same login name
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Field Type Qualifier Description

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

parent session ref RO/constructor references the parent
session that created
this session

pool bool RO/runtime True if this session
relates to a intra‑pool
login, false otherwise

rbac_permissions string set RO/constructor list with all RBAC
permissions for this
session

subject subject ref RO/runtime references the subject
instance that created
the session. If a
session instance has
is_local_superuser
set, then the value of
this field is undefined.

tasks task ref set RO/runtime list of tasks created
using the current
session

this_host host ref RO/runtime Currently connected
host

this_user user ref RO/runtime Currently connected
user

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

validation_time datetime RO/runtime time when session
was last validated

RPCs associated with class: session

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:
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Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given session.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, session ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: change_password

Overview:

Change the account password; if your session is authenticatedwith root priviledges then the old_pwd
is validated and the new_pwd is set regardless

Signature:

1 void change_password (session ref session_id, string old_pwd, string
new_pwd)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string old_pwd Old password for account

string new_pwd New password for account
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Return Type: void

RPC name: create_from_db_file

Overview:

Signature:

1 session ref create_from_db_file (session ref session_id, string
filename)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string filename Database dump filename.

Return Type: session ref

ID of newly created session

RPC name: get_all_subject_identifiers

Overview:

Return a list of all the user subject‑identifiers of all existing sessions

Signature:

1 string set get_all_subject_identifiers (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

The list of user subject‑identifiers of all existing sessions

RPC name: get_auth_user_name

Overview:

Get the auth_user_name field of the given session.

Signature:
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1 string get_auth_user_name (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_auth_user_sid

Overview:

Get the auth_user_sid field of the given session.

Signature:

1 string get_auth_user_sid (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:
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Get a reference to the session instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 session ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: session ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_is_local_superuser

Overview:

Get the is_local_superuser field of the given session.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_local_superuser (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_last_active

Overview:

Get the last_active field of the given session.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_active (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_originator

Overview:

Get the originator field of the given session.

Signature:

1 string get_originator (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given session.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
session ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_parent

Overview:

Get the parent field of the given session.

Signature:

1 session ref get_parent (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: session ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_pool

Overview:

Get the pool field of the given session.

Signature:

1 bool get_pool (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_rbac_permissions

Overview:

Get the rbac_permissions field of the given session.

Signature:

1 string set get_rbac_permissions (session ref session_id, session ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given session.

Signature:

1 session record get_record (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: session record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_subject

Overview:

Get the subject field of the given session.

Signature:

1 subject ref get_subject (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: subject ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_tasks

Overview:

Get the tasks field of the given session.

Signature:

1 task ref set get_tasks (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_this_host

Overview:

Get the this_host field of the given session.

Signature:
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1 host ref get_this_host (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_this_user

Overview:

Get the this_user field of the given session.

Signature:

1 user ref get_this_user (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: user ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:
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Get the uuid field of the given session.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_validation_time

Overview:

Get the validation_time field of the given session.

Signature:

1 datetime get_validation_time (session ref session_id, session ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field
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RPC name: local_logout

Overview:

Log out of local session.

Signature:

1 void local_logout (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: login_with_password

Overview:

Attempt to authenticate the user, returning a session reference if successful

Signature:

1 session ref login_with_password (string uname, string pwd, string
version, string originator)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

string uname Username for login.

string pwd Password for login.

string version Client API version.

string originator Key string for distinguishing
different API users sharing the
same login name.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: session ref

reference of newly created session

Possible Error Codes: SESSION_AUTHENTICATION_FAILED, HOST_IS_SLAVE
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RPC name: logout

Overview:

Log out of a session

Signature:

1 void logout (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: logout_subject_identifier

Overview:

Log out all sessions associated to a user subject‑identifier, except the session associatedwith the con‑
text calling this function

Signature:

1 void logout_subject_identifier (session ref session_id, string
subject_identifier)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string subject_identifier User subject‑identifier of the
sessions to be destroyed

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given session. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.
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Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, session ref self
, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given session.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, session ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

session ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: slave_local_login_with_password

Overview:

Authenticate locally against a slave in emergencymode. Note the resulting sessions are only good for
use on this host.

Signature:

1 session ref slave_local_login_with_password (string uname, string pwd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

string uname Username for login.

string pwd Password for login.

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: session ref

ID of newly created session

Class: SM

A storage manager plugin

Fields for class: SM

Field Type Qualifier Description

capabilities string set RO/runtime Deprecated.
capabilities of the SM
plugin

configuration (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime names and
descriptions of device
config keys

copyright string RO/runtime Entity which owns the
copyright of this
plugin
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Field Type Qualifier Description

driver_filename string RO/runtime filename of the
storage driver

features (string -> int)
map

RO/runtime capabilities of the SM
plugin, with
capability version
numbers

name_description string RO/runtime a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/runtime a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

required_api_version string RO/runtime Minimum SM API
version required on
the server

required_cluster_stack string set RO/runtime The storage plugin
requires that one of
these cluster stacks is
configured and
running.

type string RO/runtime SR.type

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vendor string RO/runtime Vendor who created
this plugin

version string RO/runtime Version of the plugin

RPCs associated with class: SM

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given SM.
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Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, SM ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the SMs known to the system.

Signature:

1 SM ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SM ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of SM references to SM records for all SMs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (SM ref -> SM record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (SM ref -> SM record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the SM instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 SM ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SM ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the SM instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 SM ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SM ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_capabilities

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the capabilities field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string set get_capabilities (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_configuration

Overview:

Get the configuration field of the given SM.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_configuration (session ref session_id, SM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_copyright

Overview:

Get the copyright field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_copyright (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_driver_filename
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Overview:

Get the driver_filename field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_driver_filename (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_features

Overview:

Get the features field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 (string -> int) map get_features (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> int)map

value of the field
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RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, SM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given SM.

Signature:

1 SM record get_record (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SM record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_required_api_version

Overview:

Get the required_api_version field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_required_api_version (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_required_cluster_stack

Overview:

Get the required_cluster_stack field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string set get_required_cluster_stack (session ref session_id, SM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_type

Overview:

Get the type field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_type (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor

Overview:

Get the vendor field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_version

Overview:

Get the version field of the given SM.

Signature:
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1 string get_version (session ref session_id, SM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given SM. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, SM ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given SM.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, SM ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SM ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: SR

A storage repository

Fields for class: SR

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations storage_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

blobs (string -> blob
ref)map

RO/runtime Binary blobs
associated with this
SR

clustered bool RO/runtime True if the SR is using
aggregated local
storage

content_type string RO/constructor the type of the SR’s
content, if required
(e.g. ISOs)

current_operations (string ->
storage_operations
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

introduced_by DR_task ref RO/runtime The disaster recovery
task which
introduced this SR

is_tools_sr bool RO/runtime True if this is the SR
that contains the
Tools ISO VDIs

local_cache_enabled bool RO/runtime True if this SR is
assigned to be the
local cache for its host

name_description string RO/constructor a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/constructor a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration
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Field Type Qualifier Description

PBDs PBD ref set RO/runtime describes how
particular hosts can
see this storage
repository

physical_size int RO/constructor total physical size of
the repository (in
bytes)

physical_utilisation int RO/runtime physical space
currently utilised on
this storage
repository (in bytes).
Note that for sparse
disk formats,
physical_utilisation
may be less than
virtual_allocation

shared bool RO/runtime true if this SR is
(capable of being)
shared between
multiple hosts

sm_config (string ->
string)map

RW SM dependent data

tags string set RW user‑specified tags
for categorization
purposes

type string RO/constructor type of the storage
repository

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VDIs VDI ref set RO/runtime all virtual disks
known to this storage
repository
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Field Type Qualifier Description

virtual_allocation int RO/runtime sum of virtual_sizes
of all VDIs in this
storage repository (in
bytes)

RPCs associated with class: SR

RPC name: add_tags

Overview:

Add the given value to the tags field of the given SR. If the value is already in that Set, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void add_tags (session ref session_id, SR ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

string value New value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, SR ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_sm_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the sm_config field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 void add_to_sm_config (session ref session_id, SR ref self, string key,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: assert_can_host_ha_statefile

Overview:
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Returns successfully if the given SR can host anHA statefile. Otherwise returns an error to explainwhy
not

Signature:

1 void assert_can_host_ha_statefile (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to query

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: assert_supports_database_replication

Overview:

Returns successfully if the given SR supports database replication. Otherwise returns an error to ex‑
plain why not.

Signature:

1 void assert_supports_database_replication (session ref session_id, SR
ref sr)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to query

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new Storage Repository and introduce it into the managed system, creating both SR record
and PBD record to attach it to current host (with specified device_config parameters)

Signature:

1 SR ref create (session ref session_id, host ref host, (string -> string
) map device_config, int physical_size, string name_label, string
name_description, string type, string content_type, bool shared, (
string -> string) map sm_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to create/make the
SR on

(string -> string)map device_config The device config string that
will be passed to backend SR
driver

int physical_size The physical size of the new
storage repository

string name_label The name of the new storage
repository

string name_description The description of the new
storage repository

string type The type of the SR; used to
specify the SR backend driver
to use

string content_type The type of the new SRs
content, if required (e.g. ISOs)

bool shared True if the SR (is capable of)
being shared bymultiple
hosts

(string -> string)map sm_config Storage backend specific
configuration options
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: SR ref

The reference of the newly created Storage Repository.

Possible Error Codes: SR_UNKNOWN_DRIVER

RPC name: create_new_blob

Overview:

Create a placeholder for a named binary blob of data that is associated with this SR

Signature:

1 blob ref create_new_blob (session ref session_id, SR ref sr, string
name, string mime_type, bool public)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

string name The name associated with the
blob

string mime_type Themime type for the data.
Empty string translates to
application/octet‑stream

bool public True if the blob should be
publicly available

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: blob ref

The reference of the blob, needed for populating its data

RPC name: destroy

Overview:
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Destroy specified SR, removing SR‑record from database and remove SR from disk. (In order to affect
this operation the appropriate device_config is read from the specified SR’s PBD on current host)

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_HAS_PBD

RPC name: disable_database_replication

Overview:

Signature:

1 void disable_database_replication (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to which metadata
should be no longer
replicated

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: enable_database_replication

Overview:

Signature:

1 void enable_database_replication (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to which metadata
should be replicated

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: forget

Overview:

Removing specified SR‑record from database, without attempting to remove SR from disk

Signature:

1 void forget (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_HAS_PBD
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RPC name: forget_data_source_archives

Overview:

Forget the recorded statistics related to the specified data source

Signature:

1 void forget_data_source_archives (session ref session_id, SR ref sr,
string data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

string data_source The data source whose
archives are to be forgotten

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the SRs known to the system.

Signature:

1 SR ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:
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Return a map of SR references to SR records for all SRs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (SR ref -> SR record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (SR ref -> SR record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 storage_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id,
SR ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: storage_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_blobs

Overview:

Get the blobs field of the given SR.

Signature:
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1 (string -> blob ref) map get_blobs (session ref session_id, SR ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> blob ref)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the SR instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 SR ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:
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Get a reference to the SR instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_clustered

Overview:

Get the clustered field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 bool get_clustered (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_content_type

Overview:

Get the content_type field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 string get_content_type (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 (string -> storage_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, SR ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> storage_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_data_sources

Overview:

Signature:

1 data_source record set get_data_sources (session ref session_id, SR ref
sr)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to interrogate

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: data_source record set

A set of data sources

RPC name: get_introduced_by

Overview:

Get the introduced_by field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 DR_task ref get_introduced_by (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: DR_task ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_tools_sr

Overview:

Get the is_tools_sr field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_tools_sr (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_local_cache_enabled

Overview:

Get the local_cache_enabled field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 bool get_local_cache_enabled (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, SR ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PBDs

Overview:

Get the PBDs field of the given SR.

Signature:
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1 PBD ref set get_PBDs (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PBD ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_physical_size

Overview:

Get the physical_size field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 int get_physical_size (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_physical_utilisation

Overview:
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Get the physical_utilisation field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 int get_physical_utilisation (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given SR.

Signature:

1 SR record get_record (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR record

all fields from the object
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RPC name: get_shared

Overview:

Get the shared field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 bool get_shared (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_sm_config

Overview:

Get the sm_config field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_sm_config (session ref session_id, SR ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_supported_types

Overview:

Return a set of all the SR types supported by the system

Signature:

1 string set get_supported_types (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

the supported SR types

RPC name: get_tags

Overview:

Get the tags field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 string set get_tags (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_type
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Overview:

Get the type field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 string get_type (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_VDIs

Overview:

Get the VDIs field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 VDI ref set get_VDIs (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_virtual_allocation

Overview:

Get the virtual_allocation field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 int get_virtual_allocation (session ref session_id, SR ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int
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value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

Introduce a new Storage Repository into the managed system

Signature:

1 SR ref introduce (session ref session_id, string uuid, string
name_label, string name_description, string type, string
content_type, bool shared, (string -> string) map sm_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid The uuid assigned to the
introduced SR

string name_label The name of the new storage
repository

string name_description The description of the new
storage repository

string type The type of the SR; used to
specify the SR backend driver
to use

string content_type The type of the new SRs
content, if required (e.g. ISOs)

bool shared True if the SR (is capable of)
being shared bymultiple
hosts

(string -> string)map sm_config Storage backend specific
configuration options

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: SR ref

The reference of the newly introduced Storage Repository.
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RPC name: make

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Create a new Storage Repository on disk. This call is deprecated: use SR.create instead.

Signature:

1 string make (session ref session_id, host ref host, (string -> string)
map device_config, int physical_size, string name_label, string
name_description, string type, string content_type, (string ->
string) map sm_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to create/make the
SR on

(string -> string)map device_config The device config string that
will be passed to backend SR
driver

int physical_size The physical size of the new
storage repository

string name_label The name of the new storage
repository

string name_description The description of the new
storage repository

string type The type of the SR; used to
specify the SR backend driver
to use

string content_type The type of the new SRs
content, if required (e.g. ISOs)

(string -> string)map sm_config Storage backend specific
configuration options

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: string

The uuid of the newly created Storage Repository.

RPC name: probe

Overview:

Performabackend‑specific scan, using the givendevice_config. If thedevice_config is complete, then
this will return a list of the SRs present of this type on the device, if any. If the device_config is partial,
then a backend‑specific scanwill be performed, returning results thatwill guide the user in improving
the device_config.

Signature:

1 string probe (session ref session_id, host ref host, (string -> string)
map device_config, string type, (string -> string) map sm_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to create/make the
SR on

(string -> string)map device_config The device config string that
will be passed to backend SR
driver

string type The type of the SR; used to
specify the SR backend driver
to use

(string -> string)map sm_config Storage backend specific
configuration options

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

An XML fragment containing the scan results. These are specific to the scan being performed, and the
backend.
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RPC name: probe_ext

Overview:

Performabackend‑specific scan, using the givendevice_config. If thedevice_config is complete, then
this will return a list of the SRs present of this type on the device, if any. If the device_config is partial,
then a backend‑specific scanwill be performed, returning results thatwill guide the user in improving
the device_config.

Signature:

1 probe_result record set probe_ext (session ref session_id, host ref
host, (string -> string) map device_config, string type, (string ->
string) map sm_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

host ref host The host to create/make the
SR on

(string -> string)map device_config The device config string that
will be passed to backend SR
driver

string type The type of the SR; used to
specify the SR backend driver
to use

(string -> string)map sm_config Storage backend specific
configuration options

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: probe_result record set

A set of records containing the scan results.

RPC name: query_data_source

Overview:

Query the latest value of the specified data source
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Signature:

1 float query_data_source (session ref session_id, SR ref sr, string
data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

string data_source The data source to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

The latest value, averaged over the last 5 seconds

RPC name: record_data_source

Overview:

Start recording the specified data source

Signature:

1 void record_data_source (session ref session_id, SR ref sr, string
data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

string data_source The data source to record

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given SR. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, SR ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_sm_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the sm_config field of the given SR. If the key
is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_sm_config (session ref session_id, SR ref self, string
key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object
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type name description

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_tags

Overview:

Remove the given value from the tags field of the given SR. If the value is not in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_tags (session ref session_id, SR ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

string value Value to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: scan

Overview:

Refreshes the list of VDIs associated with an SR

Signature:

1 void scan (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR to scan

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name description of the SR

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, SR ref sr, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

string value The name description for the
SR

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name label of the SR

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, SR ref sr, string value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

string value The name label for the SR

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, SR ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_physical_size

Overview:
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Sets the SR’s physical_size field

Signature:

1 void set_physical_size (session ref session_id, SR ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self The SR to modify

int value The new value of the SR’s
physical_size

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_shared

Overview:

Sets the shared flag on the SR

Signature:

1 void set_shared (session ref session_id, SR ref sr, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR

bool value True if the SR is shared

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_sm_config

Overview:

Set the sm_config field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 void set_sm_config (session ref session_id, SR ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_tags

Overview:

Set the tags field of the given SR.

Signature:

1 void set_tags (session ref session_id, SR ref self, string set value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref self reference to the object

string set value New value to set
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Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: update

Overview:

Refresh the fields on the SR object

Signature:

1 void update (session ref session_id, SR ref sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

SR ref sr The SR whose fields should
be refreshed

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: sr_stat

A set of high‑level properties associated with an SR.

Fields for class: sr_stat

Field Type Qualifier Description

clustered bool RO/runtime Indicates whether the
SR uses clustered
local storage.

free_space int RO/runtime Number of bytes free
on the backing
storage (in bytes)
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Field Type Qualifier Description

health sr_health RO/runtime The health status of
the SR.

name_description string RO/runtime Longer,
human‑readable
description of the SR.
Descriptions are
generally only
displayed by clients
when the user is
examining SRs in
detail.

name_label string RO/runtime Short,
human‑readable
label for the SR.

total_space int RO/runtime Total physical size of
the backing storage
(in bytes)

uuid string option RO/runtime Uuid that uniquely
identifies this SR, if
one is available.

RPCs associated with class: sr_stat

Class sr_stat has no additional RPCs associated with it.

Class: subject

A user or group that can log in xapi

Fields for class: subject

Field Type Qualifier Description

other_config (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor additional
configuration

roles role ref set RO/runtime the roles associated
with this subject
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Field Type Qualifier Description

subject_identifier string RO/constructor the subject identifier,
unique in the external
directory service

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: subject

RPC name: add_to_roles

Overview:

This call adds a new role to a subject

Signature:

1 void add_to_roles (session ref session_id, subject ref self, role ref
role)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self The subject who we want to
add the role to

role ref role The unique role reference

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new subject instance, and return its handle.

Signature:
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1 subject ref create (session ref session_id, subject record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: subject ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified subject instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, subject ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the subjects known to the system.
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Signature:

1 subject ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: subject ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of subject references to subject records for all subjects known to the system.

Signature:

1 (subject ref -> subject record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (subject ref -> subject record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the subject instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 subject ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: subject ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given subject.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
subject ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_permissions_name_label

Overview:

This call returns a list of permission names given a subject

Signature:

1 string set get_permissions_name_label (session ref session_id, subject
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self The subject whose
permissions will be retrieved

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

a list of permission names

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given subject.

Signature:

1 subject record get_record (session ref session_id, subject ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: subject record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_roles

Overview:

Get the roles field of the given subject.

Signature:
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1 role ref set get_roles (session ref session_id, subject ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: role ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_subject_identifier

Overview:

Get the subject_identifier field of the given subject.

Signature:

1 string get_subject_identifier (session ref session_id, subject ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:
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Get the uuid field of the given subject.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, subject ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_roles

Overview:

This call removes a role from a subject

Signature:

1 void remove_from_roles (session ref session_id, subject ref self, role
ref role)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

subject ref self The subject fromwhomwe
want to remove the role

role ref role The unique role reference in
the subject’s roles field

Minimum Role: pool‑admin
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Return Type: void

Class: task

A long‑running asynchronous task

Fields for class: task

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations task_allowed_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

backtrace string RO/runtime Function call trace for
debugging.

created datetime RO/runtime Time task was created

current_operations (string ->
task_allowed_operations
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

error_info string set RO/runtime if the task has failed,
this field contains the
set of associated
error strings.
Undefined otherwise.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

finished datetime RO/runtime Time task finished
(i.e. succeeded or
failed). If task‑status
is pending, then the
value of this field has
nomeaning

name_description string RO/runtime a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/runtime a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

progress float RO/runtime This field contains the
estimated fraction of
the task which is
complete. This field
should not be used to
determine whether
the task is complete ‑
for this the status
field of the task
should be used.

resident_on host ref RO/runtime the host on which the
task is running

result string RO/runtime if the task has
completed
successfully, this field
contains the result
value (either Void or
an object reference).
Undefined otherwise.

status task_status_type RO/runtime current status of the
task
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Field Type Qualifier Description

subtask_of task ref RO/runtime Ref pointing to the
task this is a substask
of.

subtasks task ref set RO/runtime List pointing to all the
substasks.

type string RO/runtime if the task has
completed
successfully, this field
contains the type of
the encoded result
(i.e. name of the class
whose reference is in
the result field).
Undefined otherwise.

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: task

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given task.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, task ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add
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type name description

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: cancel

Overview:

Request that a task be cancelled. Note that a task may fail to be cancelled and may complete or fail
normally and note that, even when a task does cancel, it might take an arbitrary amount of time.

Signature:

1 void cancel (session ref session_id, task ref task)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref task The task

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new task object which must be manually destroyed.

Signature:

1 task ref create (session ref session_id, string label, string
description)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label short label for the new task

string description longer description for the
new task

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref

The reference of the created task object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the task object

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self Reference to the task object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the tasks known to the system.

Signature:
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1 task ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of task references to task records for all tasks known to the system.

Signature:

1 (task ref -> task record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (task ref -> task record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given task.

Signature:

1 task_allowed_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref
session_id, task ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task_allowed_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_backtrace

Overview:

Get the backtrace field of the given task.

Signature:

1 string get_backtrace (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the task instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 task ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the task instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 task ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_created

Overview:

Get the created field of the given task.

Signature:

1 datetime get_created (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given task.

Signature:

1 (string -> task_allowed_operations) map get_current_operations (session
ref session_id, task ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> task_allowed_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_error_info

Overview:

Get the error_info field of the given task.

Signature:
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1 string set get_error_info (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_finished

Overview:

Get the finished field of the given task.

Signature:

1 datetime get_finished (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:
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Get the name/description field of the given task.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given task.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given task.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, task
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_progress

Overview:

Get the progress field of the given task.

Signature:

1 float get_progress (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given task.

Signature:

1 task record get_record (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_resident_on

Overview:

Get the resident_on field of the given task.

Signature:

1 host ref get_resident_on (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_result

Overview:

Get the result field of the given task.

Signature:

1 string get_result (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_status

Overview:

Get the status field of the given task.

Signature:

1 task_status_type get_status (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task_status_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_subtask_of

Overview:

Get the subtask_of field of the given task.

Signature:

1 task ref get_subtask_of (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_subtasks

Overview:

Get the subtasks field of the given task.

Signature:

1 task ref set get_subtasks (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: task ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_type

Overview:

Get the type field of the given task.

Signature:

1 string get_type (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given task.

Signature:
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1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, task ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given task. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, task ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given task.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, task ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_progress

Overview:

Set the task progress

Signature:

1 void set_progress (session ref session_id, task ref self, float value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self Reference to the task object

float value Task progress value to be set
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_status

Overview:

Set the task status

Signature:

1 void set_status (session ref session_id, task ref self,
task_status_type value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

task ref self Reference to the task object

task_status_type value task status value to be set

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

Class: tunnel

A tunnel for network traffic

Fields for class: tunnel

Field Type Qualifier Description

access_PIF PIF ref RO/constructor The interface through
which the tunnel is
accessed

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration
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Field Type Qualifier Description

status (string ->
string)map

RW Status information
about the tunnel

transport_PIF PIF ref RO/constructor The interface used by
the tunnel

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: tunnel

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_status

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the status field of the given tunnel.
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Signature:

1 void add_to_status (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self, string key
, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a tunnel

Signature:

1 tunnel ref create (session ref session_id, PIF ref transport_PIF,
network ref network)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

PIF ref transport_PIF PIF which receives the tagged
traffic

network ref network Network to receive the
tunnelled traffic
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: tunnel ref

The reference of the created tunnel object

PossibleErrorCodes: OPENVSWITCH_NOT_ACTIVE,TRANSPORT_PIF_NOT_CONFIGURED,IS_TUNNEL_ACCESS_PIF

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy a tunnel

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self tunnel to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_access_PIF

Overview:

Get the access_PIF field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_access_PIF (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the tunnels known to the system.

Signature:

1 tunnel ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tunnel ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of tunnel references to tunnel records for all tunnels known to the system.

Signature:

1 (tunnel ref -> tunnel record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (tunnel ref -> tunnel record)map

records of all objects
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the tunnel instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 tunnel ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tunnel ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, tunnel
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 tunnel record get_record (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tunnel record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_status

Overview:

Get the status field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_status (session ref session_id, tunnel ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

tunnel ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_transport_PIF

Overview:

Get the transport_PIF field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_transport_PIF (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given tunnel. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_status

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the status field of the given tunnel. If the key
is not in that Map, then do nothing.
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Signature:

1 void remove_from_status (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_status

Overview:

Set the status field of the given tunnel.

Signature:

1 void set_status (session ref session_id, tunnel ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

tunnel ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: USB_group

A group of compatible USBs across the resource pool

Fields for class: USB_group

Field Type Qualifier Description

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

PUSBs PUSB ref set RO/runtime List of PUSBs in the
group
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Field Type Qualifier Description

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VUSBs VUSB ref set RO/runtime List of VUSBs using
the group

RPCs associated with class: USB_group

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Signature:

1 USB_group ref create (session ref session_id, string name_label, string
name_description, (string -> string) map other_config)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string name_label

string name_description

(string -> string)map other_config

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: USB_group ref

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self The USB group to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the USB_groups known to the system.

Signature:
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1 USB_group ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: USB_group ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

ReturnamapofUSB_group references toUSB_group records for allUSB_groupsknownto the system.

Signature:

1 (USB_group ref -> USB_group record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (USB_group ref -> USB_group record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the USB_group instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 USB_group ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: USB_group ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the USB_group instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 USB_group ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: USB_group ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
USB_group ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PUSBs

Overview:

Get the PUSBs field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 PUSB ref set get_PUSBs (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PUSB ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given USB_group.
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Signature:

1 USB_group record get_record (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: USB_group record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VUSBs
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Overview:

Get the VUSBs field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 VUSB ref set get_VUSBs (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VUSB ref set

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove thegivenkeyand its corresponding value fromtheother_config fieldof thegivenUSB_group.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, USB_group ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given USB_group.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, USB_group ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

USB_group ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: user

This class is deprecated.

A user of the system

Fields for class: user
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Field Type Qualifier Description

fullname string RW Deprecated. full
name

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Deprecated.
additional
configuration

short_name string RO/constructor Deprecated. short
name (e.g. userid)

uuid string RO/runtime Deprecated. Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: user

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given user.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, user ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: create

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Create a new user instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 user ref create (session ref session_id, user record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: user ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Destroy the specified user instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, user ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a reference to the user instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 user ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: user ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_fullname

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the fullname field of the given user.

Signature:

1 string get_fullname (session ref session_id, user ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given user.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, user
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given user.
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Signature:

1 user record get_record (session ref session_id, user ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: user record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_short_name

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the short_name field of the given user.

Signature:

1 string get_short_name (session ref session_id, user ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_uuid

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given user.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, user ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given user. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, user ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

user ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_fullname

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the fullname field of the given user.

Signature:

1 void set_fullname (session ref session_id, user ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given user.

Signature:
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1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, user ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

user ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: VBD

A virtual block device

Fields for class: VBD

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations vbd_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

bootable bool RW true if this VBD is
bootable
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Field Type Qualifier Description

current_operations (string ->
vbd_operations)
map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

currently_attached bool RO/runtime is the device currently
attached (erased on
reboot)

device string RO/runtime device seen by the
guest, for example,
hda1

empty bool RO/constructor if true this represents
an empty drive

metrics VBD_metrics ref RO/runtime Removed. metrics
associated with this
VBD

mode vbd_mode RO/constructor the mode the VBD
should bemounted
with

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

qos_algorithm_params (string ->
string)map

RW parameters for
chosen QoS
algorithm

qos_algorithm_type string RW QoS algorithm to use

qos_supported_algorithmsstring set RO/runtime supported QoS
algorithms for this
VBD

runtime_properties (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Device runtime
properties
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Field Type Qualifier Description

status_code int RO/runtime error/success code
associated with last
attach‑operation
(erased on reboot)

status_detail string RO/runtime error/success
information
associated with last
attach‑operation
status (erased on
reboot)

storage_lock bool RO/runtime true if a storage level
lock was acquired

type vbd_type RW how the VBD will
appear to the guest
(e.g. disk or CD)

unpluggable bool RW true if this VBD will
support hot‑unplug

userdevice string RW user‑friendly device
name, for example,
0,1,2,etc.

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VDI VDI ref RO/constructor the virtual disk

VM VM ref RO/constructor the virtual machine

RPCs associated with class: VBD

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, string
key, string value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the qos/algorithm_params field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void add_to_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id, VBD ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: assert_attachable

Overview:

Throws an error if this VBD could not be attached to this VM if the VM were running. Intended for
debugging.

Signature:

1 void assert_attachable (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self The VBD to query

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VBD instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 VBD ref create (session ref session_id, VBD record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VBD ref
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reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VBD instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: eject

Overview:

Remove the media from the device and leave it empty

Signature:

1 void eject (session ref session_id, VBD ref vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref vbd The vbd representing the
CDROM‑like device
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Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VBD_NOT_REMOVABLE_MEDIA, VBD_IS_EMPTY

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VBDs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VBD ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VBD references to VBD records for all VBDs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VBD ref -> VBD record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VBD ref -> VBD record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given VBD.

Signature:
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1 vbd_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id, VBD
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vbd_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_bootable

Overview:

Get the bootable field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 bool get_bootable (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid
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Overview:

Get a reference to the VBD instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VBD ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 (string -> vbd_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, VBD ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> vbd_operations)map
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value of the field

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_device

Overview:

Get the device field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 string get_device (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_empty

Overview:

Get the empty field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 bool get_empty (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_metrics

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the metrics field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 VBD_metrics ref get_metrics (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD_metrics ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_mode

Overview:

Get the mode field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 vbd_mode get_mode (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vbd_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD
ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Get the qos/algorithm_params field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id
, VBD ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_qos_algorithm_type

Overview:
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Get the qos/algorithm_type field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 string get_qos_algorithm_type (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_qos_supported_algorithms

Overview:

Get the qos/supported_algorithms field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 string set get_qos_supported_algorithms (session ref session_id, VBD
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field
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RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 VBD record get_record (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_runtime_properties

Overview:

Get the runtime_properties field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_runtime_properties (session ref session_id,
VBD ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_status_code

Overview:

Get the status_code field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 int get_status_code (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_status_detail

Overview:

Get the status_detail field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 string get_status_detail (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_storage_lock

Overview:

Get the storage_lock field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 bool get_storage_lock (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_type

Overview:

Get the type field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 vbd_type get_type (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vbd_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_unpluggable

Overview:

Get the unpluggable field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 bool get_unpluggable (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_userdevice

Overview:

Get the userdevice field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 string get_userdevice (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VDI

Overview:

Get the VDI field of the given VBD.

Signature:
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1 VDI ref get_VDI (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_VM

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: insert

Overview:
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Insert newmedia into the device

Signature:

1 void insert (session ref session_id, VBD ref vbd, VDI ref vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref vbd The vbd representing the
CDROM‑like device

VDI ref vdi The new VDI to ‘insert’

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VBD_NOT_REMOVABLE_MEDIA, VBD_NOT_EMPTY

RPC name: plug

Overview:

Hotplug the specified VBD, dynamically attaching it to the running VM

Signature:

1 void plug (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self The VBD to hotplug

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VBD. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the qos/algorithm_params field of the given
VBD. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id, VBD ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object
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type name description

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_bootable

Overview:

Set the bootable field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void set_bootable (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_mode

Overview:

Sets the mode of the VBD. The power_state of the VMmust be halted.

Signature:

1 void set_mode (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, vbd_mode value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self Reference to the object

vbd_mode value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Set the qos/algorithm_params field of the given VBD.

Signature:
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1 void set_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_qos_algorithm_type

Overview:

Set the qos/algorithm_type field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void set_qos_algorithm_type (session ref session_id, VBD ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_type
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Overview:

Set the type field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void set_type (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, vbd_type value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

vbd_type value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_unpluggable

Overview:

Set the unpluggable field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void set_unpluggable (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_userdevice

Overview:

Set the userdevice field of the given VBD.

Signature:

1 void set_userdevice (session ref session_id, VBD ref self, string value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: unplug

Overview:

Hot‑unplug the specified VBD, dynamically unattaching it from the running VM

Signature:

1 void unplug (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self The VBD to hot‑unplug

Minimum Role: vm‑admin
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Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: DEVICE_DETACH_REJECTED, DEVICE_ALREADY_DETACHED

RPC name: unplug_force

Overview:

Forcibly unplug the specified VBD

Signature:

1 void unplug_force (session ref session_id, VBD ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD ref self The VBD to forcibly unplug

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: VBD_metrics

This class is removed.

Themetrics associated with a virtual block device

Fields for class: VBD_metrics

Field Type Qualifier Description

io_read_kbs float RO/runtime Removed. Read
bandwidth (KiB/s)

io_write_kbs float RO/runtime Removed. Write
bandwidth (KiB/s)
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Field Type Qualifier Description

last_updated datetime RO/runtime Removed. Time at
which this
information was last
updated

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Removed. additional
configuration

uuid string RO/runtime Removed. Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: VBD_metrics

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: get_all

This message is removed.

Overview:

Return a list of all the VBD_metrics instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 VBD_metrics ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD_metrics ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

This message is removed.

Overview:

Return amap of VBD_metrics references to VBD_metrics records for all VBD_metrics instances known
to the system.

Signature:

1 (VBD_metrics ref -> VBD_metrics record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VBD_metrics ref -> VBD_metrics record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get a reference to the VBD_metrics instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:
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1 VBD_metrics ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD_metrics ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_io_read_kbs

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the io/read_kbs field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 float get_io_read_kbs (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_io_write_kbs
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This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the io/write_kbs field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 float get_io_write_kbs (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_updated

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
VBD_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 VBD_metrics record get_record (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD_metrics record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given
VBD_metrics. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.
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Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VBD_metrics.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VBD_metrics ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VBD_metrics ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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Class: VDI

A virtual disk image

Fields for class: VDI

Field Type Qualifier Description

allow_caching bool RO/runtime true if this VDI is to be
cached in the local
cache SR

allowed_operations vdi_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

cbt_enabled bool RO/runtime True if changed
blocks are tracked for
this VDI

crash_dumps crashdump ref
set

RO/runtime list of crash dumps
that refer to this disk

current_operations (string ->
vdi_operations)
map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

is_a_snapshot bool RO/runtime true if this is a
snapshot.

is_tools_iso bool RO/runtime Whether this VDI is a
Tools ISO

location string RO/runtime location information

managed bool RO/runtime
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Field Type Qualifier Description

metadata_latest bool RO/runtime Whether this VDI
contains the latest
known accessible
metadata for the pool

metadata_of_pool pool ref RO/runtime The pool whose
metadata is
contained in this VDI

missing bool RO/runtime true if SR scan
operation reported
this VDI as not
present on disk

name_description string RO/constructor a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RO/constructor a human‑readable
name

on_boot on_boot RO/runtime The behaviour of this
VDI on a VM boot

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

parent VDI ref RO/runtime Deprecated. This
field is always null.
Deprecated

physical_utilisation int RO/runtime amount of physical
space that the disk
image is currently
taking up on the
storage repository (in
bytes)

read_only bool RO/constructor true if this disk may
ONLY bemounted
read‑only

sharable bool RO/constructor true if this disk may
be shared
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Field Type Qualifier Description

sm_config (string ->
string)map

RW SM dependent data

snapshot_of VDI ref RO/runtime Ref pointing to the
VDI this snapshot is
of.

snapshot_time datetime RO/runtime Date/time when this
snapshot was
created.

snapshots VDI ref set RO/runtime List pointing to all the
VDIs snapshots.

SR SR ref RO/constructor storage repository in
which the VDI resides

storage_lock bool RO/runtime true if this disk is
locked at the storage
level

tags string set RW user‑specified tags
for categorization
purposes

type vdi_type RO/constructor type of the VDI

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VBDs VBD ref set RO/runtime list of vbds that refer
to this disk

virtual_size int RO/constructor size of disk as
presented to the
guest (in bytes). Note
that, depending on
storage backend type,
requested size may
not be respected
exactly
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Field Type Qualifier Description

xenstore_data (string ->
string)map

RW data to be inserted
into the xenstore tree
(/local/do‑
main/0/backend/vbd/<domid>/<device‑
id>/sm‑data) after the
VDI is attached. This
is generally set by the
SM backends on
vdi_attach.

RPCs associated with class: VDI

RPC name: add_tags

Overview:

Add the given value to the tags field of the given VDI. If the value is already in that Set, thendonothing.

Signature:

1 void add_tags (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string value New value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VDI.
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Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_sm_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the sm_config field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 void add_to_sm_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string key
, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin
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Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_xenstore_data

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the xenstore_data field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 void add_to_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: clone

Overview:

Take an exact copy of the VDI and return a reference to the new disk. If any driver_params are speci‑
fied then these are passed through to the storage‑specific substrate driver that implements the clone
operation. NB the clone lives in the same Storage Repository as its parent.

Signature:

1 VDI ref clone (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi, (string -> string)
map driver_params)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to clone

(string -> string)map driver_params Optional parameters that are
passed through to the
backend driver in order to
specify storage‑type‑specific
clone options

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VDI ref

The ID of the newly created VDI.

RPC name: copy

Overview:

Copy either a full VDI or the block differences between two VDIs into either a fresh VDI or an existing
VDI.

Signature:

1 VDI ref copy (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi, SR ref sr, VDI ref
base_vdi, VDI ref into_vdi)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to copy

SR ref sr The destination SR (only
required if the destination VDI
is not specified

VDI ref base_vdi The base VDI (only required if
copying only changed blocks,
by default all blocks will be
copied)
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type name description

VDI ref into_vdi The destination VDI to copy
blocks into (if omitted then a
destination SRmust be
provided and a fresh VDI will
be created)

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VDI ref

The reference of the VDI where the blocks were written.

Possible Error Codes: VDI_READONLY, VDI_TOO_SMALL, VDI_NOT_SPARSE

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VDI instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 VDI ref create (session ref session_id, VDI record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VDI ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: data_destroy

Overview:
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Delete the data of the snapshot VDI, but keep its changed block tracking metadata. When successful,
this call changes the type of the VDI to cbt_metadata. This operation is idempotent: calling it on a VDI
of type cbt_metadata results in a no‑op, and no error will be thrown.

Signature:

1 void data_destroy (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI whose data should be
deleted.

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED, VDI_MISSING, SR_NOT_ATTACHED,
SR_HAS_NO_PBDS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE,VDI_NO_CBT_METADATA
, VDI_IN_USE, VDI_IS_A_PHYSICAL_DEVICE

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VDI instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: disable_cbt

Overview:

Disable changedblock tracking for the VDI. This call is only allowedonVDIs that support enablingCBT.
It is an idempotent operation ‑ disabling CBT for a VDI for which CBT is not enabled results in a no‑op,
and no error will be thrown.

Signature:

1 void disable_cbt (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI for which CBT should
be disabled

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED, VDI_MISSING, SR_NOT_ATTACHED,
SR_HAS_NO_PBDS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE,VDI_ON_BOOT_MODE_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_OPERATION

RPC name: enable_cbt

Overview:

Enable changed block tracking for the VDI. This call is idempotent ‑ enabling CBT for a VDI for which
CBT is already enabled results in a no‑op, and no error will be thrown.

Signature:

1 void enable_cbt (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI for which CBT should
be enabled

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED, VDI_MISSING, SR_NOT_ATTACHED,
SR_HAS_NO_PBDS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE,VDI_ON_BOOT_MODE_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_OPERATION

RPC name: forget

Overview:

Removes a VDI record from the database

Signature:

1 void forget (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to forget about

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VDIs known to the system.

Signature:
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1 VDI ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VDI references to VDI records for all VDIs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VDI ref -> VDI record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VDI ref -> VDI record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allow_caching

Overview:

Get the allow_caching field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_allow_caching (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 vdi_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id, VDI
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vdi_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the VDI instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 VDI ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VDI instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_cbt_enabled

Overview:

Get the cbt_enabled field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_cbt_enabled (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_crash_dumps

Overview:

Get the crash_dumps field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 crashdump ref set get_crash_dumps (session ref session_id, VDI ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: crashdump ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given VDI.

Signature:
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1 (string -> vdi_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, VDI ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> vdi_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_a_snapshot

Overview:

Get the is_a_snapshot field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_a_snapshot (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_tools_iso

Overview:
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Get the is_tools_iso field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_tools_iso (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_location

Overview:

Get the location field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 string get_location (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_managed

Overview:

Get the managed field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_managed (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_metadata_latest

Overview:

Get the metadata_latest field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_metadata_latest (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool
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value of the field

RPC name: get_metadata_of_pool

Overview:

Get the metadata_of_pool field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 pool ref get_metadata_of_pool (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: pool ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_missing

Overview:

Get the missing field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_missing (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_nbd_info

Overview:

Getdetails specifyinghowtoaccess this VDI via aNetworkBlockDevice server. For eachof a set ofNBD
server addresses onwhich the VDI is available, the return value set contains a vdi_nbd_server_info ob‑
ject that contains an exportname to request once the NBD connection is established, and connection
details for the address. An empty list is returned if there is no network that has a PIF on a host with
access to the relevant SR, or if no such network has been assigned an NBD‑related purpose in its pur‑
pose field. To access the given VDI, any of the vdi_nbd_server_info objects can be used to make a
connection to a server, and then the VDI will be available by requesting the exportname.

Signature:

1 vdi_nbd_server_info record set get_nbd_info (session ref session_id,
VDI ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to access via Network
Block Device protocol

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: vdi_nbd_server_info record set

The details necessary for connecting to the VDI over NBD. This includes an authentication token, so
must be treated as sensitive material andmust not be sent over insecure networks.
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Possible Error Codes: VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE

RPC name: get_on_boot

Overview:

Get the on_boot field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 on_boot get_on_boot (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: on_boot

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VDI
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_parent

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the parent field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_parent (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_physical_utilisation

Overview:

Get the physical_utilisation field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 int get_physical_utilisation (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_read_only

Overview:

Get the read_only field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_read_only (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 VDI record get_record (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_sharable

Overview:

Get the sharable field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_sharable (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_sm_config

Overview:

Get the sm_config field of the given VDI.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_sm_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_of

Overview:

Get the snapshot_of field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_snapshot_of (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_time
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Overview:

Get the snapshot_time field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 datetime get_snapshot_time (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshots

Overview:

Get the snapshots field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 VDI ref set get_snapshots (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref set

value of the field
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RPC name: get_SR

Overview:

Get the SR field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_SR (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_storage_lock

Overview:

Get the storage_lock field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 bool get_storage_lock (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool
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value of the field

RPC name: get_tags

Overview:

Get the tags field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 string set get_tags (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_type

Overview:

Get the type field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 vdi_type get_type (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vdi_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VBDs

Overview:

Get the VBDs field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 VBD ref set get_VBDs (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_virtual_size

Overview:

Get the virtual_size field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 int get_virtual_size (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_xenstore_data

Overview:

Get the xenstore_data field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VDI
ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: introduce

Overview:

Create a new VDI record in the database only

Signature:

1 VDI ref introduce (session ref session_id, string uuid, string
name_label, string name_description, SR ref SR, vdi_type type, bool
sharable, bool read_only, (string -> string) map other_config,
string location, (string -> string) map xenstore_data, (string ->
string) map sm_config, bool managed, int virtual_size, int
physical_utilisation, pool ref metadata_of_pool, bool is_a_snapshot,
datetime snapshot_time, VDI ref snapshot_of)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid The uuid of the disk to
introduce

string name_label The name of the disk record

string name_description The description of the disk
record
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type name description

SR ref SR The SR that the VDI is in

vdi_type type The type of the VDI

bool sharable true if this disk may be shared

bool read_only true if this disk may ONLY be
mounted read‑only

(string -> string)map other_config additional configuration

string location location information

(string -> string)map xenstore_data Data to insert into xenstore

(string -> string)map sm_config Storage‑specific config

bool managed Storage‑specific config

int virtual_size Storage‑specific config

int physical_utilisation Storage‑specific config

pool ref metadata_of_pool Storage‑specific config

bool is_a_snapshot Storage‑specific config

datetime snapshot_time Storage‑specific config

VDI ref snapshot_of Storage‑specific config

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VDI ref

The ref of the newly created VDI record.

Possible Error Codes: SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED

RPC name: list_changed_blocks

Overview:

Compare two VDIs in 64k block increments and report which blocks differ. This operation is not al‑
lowed when vdi_to is attached to a VM.

Signature:

1 string list_changed_blocks (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi_from,
VDI ref vdi_to)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi_from The first VDI.

VDI ref vdi_to The second VDI.

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: string

A base64 string‑encoding of the bitmap showing which blocks differ in the two VDIs.

Possible Error Codes: SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED, VDI_MISSING, SR_NOT_ATTACHED,
SR_HAS_NO_PBDS, VDI_IN_USE

RPC name: open_database

Overview:

Load themetadata found on the supplied VDI and return a session referencewhich can be used in API
calls to query its contents.

Signature:

1 session ref open_database (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI which contains the
database to open

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: session ref

A session which can be used to query the database
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RPC name: pool_migrate

Overview:

Migrate a VDI, which may be attached to a running guest, to a different SR. The destination SR must
be visible to the guest.

Signature:

1 VDI ref pool_migrate (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi, SR ref sr, (
string -> string) map options)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to migrate

SR ref sr The destination SR

(string -> string)map options Other parameters

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: VDI ref

The new reference of the migrated VDI.

RPC name: read_database_pool_uuid

Overview:

Check the VDI cache for the pool UUID of the database on this VDI.

Signature:

1 string read_database_pool_uuid (session ref session_id, VDI ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VDI ref self The metadata VDI to look up
in the cache.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

The cached pool UUID of the database on the VDI.

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VDI. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_sm_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the sm_config field of the given VDI. If the key
is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:
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1 void remove_from_sm_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_xenstore_data

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the xenstore_data field of the given VDI. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VDI ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: remove_tags

Overview:

Remove the given value from the tags field of the given VDI. If the value is not in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_tags (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string value Value to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: resize

Overview:

Resize the VDI.

Signature:

1 void resize (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi, int size)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to resize

int size The new size of the VDI
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: resize_online

This message is removed.

Overview:

Resize the VDI which may or may not be attached to running guests.

Signature:

1 void resize_online (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi, int size)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to resize

int size The new size of the VDI

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_allow_caching

Overview:

Set the value of the allow_caching parameter. This value can only be changed when the VDI is not
attached to a running VM. The caching behaviour is only affected by this flag for VHD‑based VDIs that
have one parent and no child VHDs. Moreover, caching only takes placewhen the host running the VM
containing this VDI has a nominated SR for local caching.

Signature:

1 void set_allow_caching (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to modify

bool value The value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name description of the VDI. This can only happen when its SR is currently attached.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to modify

string value The name description for the
VDI

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name label of the VDI. This can only happen when then its SR is currently attached.

Signature:
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1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to modify

string value The name lable for the VDI

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_on_boot

Overview:

Set the value of the on_boot parameter. This value can only be changed when the VDI is not attached
to a running VM.

Signature:

1 void set_on_boot (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, on_boot value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to modify

on_boot value The value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_read_only

Overview:

Sets the VDI’s read_only field

Signature:

1 void set_read_only (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to modify

bool value The new value of the VDI’s
read_only field
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_sharable

Overview:

Sets the VDI’s sharable field

Signature:

1 void set_sharable (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self The VDI to modify

bool value The new value of the VDI’s
sharable field

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_sm_config

Overview:

Set the sm_config field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 void set_sm_config (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_tags

Overview:

Set the tags field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 void set_tags (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, string set value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

string set value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_xenstore_data

Overview:

Set the xenstore_data field of the given VDI.

Signature:

1 void set_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VDI ref self, (string
-> string) map value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: snapshot

Overview:

Take a read‑only snapshot of the VDI, returning a reference to the snapshot. If any driver_params
are specified then these are passed through to the storage‑specific substrate driver that takes the
snapshot. NB the snapshot lives in the same Storage Repository as its parent.

Signature:

1 VDI ref snapshot (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi, (string ->
string) map driver_params)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI to snapshot

(string -> string)map driver_params Optional parameters that can
be passed through to
backend driver in order to
specify storage‑type‑specific
snapshot options

Minimum Role: vm‑admin
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Return Type: VDI ref

The ID of the newly created VDI.

RPC name: update

Overview:

Ask the storage backend to refresh the fields in the VDI object

Signature:

1 void update (session ref session_id, VDI ref vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VDI ref vdi The VDI whose stats (eg size)
should be updated

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED

Class: vdi_nbd_server_info

Details for connecting to a VDI using the Network Block Device protocol

Fields for class: vdi_nbd_server_info

Field Type Qualifier Description

address string RO/runtime An address on which
the server can be
reached; this can be
IPv4, IPv6, or a DNS
name.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

cert string RO/runtime The TLS certificate of
the server

exportname string RO/runtime The exportname to
request over NBD.
This holds details
including an
authentication token,
so it must be
protected
appropriately. Clients
should regard the
exportname as an
opaque string or
token.

port int RO/runtime The TCP port

subject string RO/runtime For convenience, this
redundant field holds
a DNS (hostname)
subject of the
certificate. This can
be a wildcard, but
only for a certificate
that has a wildcard
subject and no
concrete hostname
subjects.

RPCs associated with class: vdi_nbd_server_info

Class vdi_nbd_server_info has no additional RPCs associated with it.

Class: VGPU

A virtual GPU (vGPU)

Fields for class: VGPU
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Field Type Qualifier Description

compatibility_metadata (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime VGPUmetadata to
determine whether a
VGPU canmigrate
between two PGPUs

currently_attached bool RO/runtime Reflects whether the
virtual device is
currently connected
to a physical device

device string RO/runtime Order in which the
devices are plugged
into the VM

extra_args string RW Extra arguments for
vGPU and passed to
demu

GPU_group GPU_group ref RO/runtime GPU group used by
the vGPU

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

PCI PCI ref RO/runtime Device passed trough
to VM, either as full
device or SR‑IOV
virtual function

resident_on PGPU ref RO/runtime The PGPU on which
this VGPU is running

scheduled_to_be_resident_onPGPU ref RO/runtime The PGPU on which
this VGPU is
scheduled to run

type VGPU_type ref RO/runtime Preset type for this
VGPU

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VM VM ref RO/runtime VM that owns the
vGPU
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RPCs associated with class: VGPU

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Signature:

1 VGPU ref create (session ref session_id, VM ref VM, GPU_group ref
GPU_group, string device, (string -> string) map other_config,
VGPU_type ref type)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref VM
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type name description

GPU_group ref GPU_group

string device

(string -> string)map other_config

VGPU_type ref type

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: VGPU ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self The vGPU to destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VGPUs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VGPU ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VGPU references to VGPU records for all VGPUs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VGPU ref -> VGPU record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VGPU ref -> VGPU record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VGPU instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VGPU ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU ref

reference to the object
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RPC name: get_compatibility_metadata

Overview:

Get the compatibility_metadata field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_compatibility_metadata (session ref
session_id, VGPU ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_device

Overview:

Get the device field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 string get_device (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_extra_args

Overview:

Get the extra_args field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 string get_extra_args (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_GPU_group

Overview:

Get the GPU_group field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 GPU_group ref get_GPU_group (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VGPU
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PCI

Overview:

Get the PCI field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 PCI ref get_PCI (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 VGPU record get_record (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_resident_on

Overview:

Get the resident_on field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 PGPU ref get_resident_on (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_scheduled_to_be_resident_on

Overview:

Get the scheduled_to_be_resident_on field of the given VGPU.

Signature:
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1 PGPU ref get_scheduled_to_be_resident_on (session ref session_id, VGPU
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_type

Overview:

Get the type field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type ref get_type (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid
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Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VM

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field
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RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VGPU. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_extra_args

Overview:

Set the extra_args field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 void set_extra_args (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VGPU.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VGPU ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: VGPU_type

A type of virtual GPU

Fields for class: VGPU_type

Field Type Qualifier Description

compatible_types_in_vmVGPU_type ref
set

RO/runtime List of VGPU types
which are compatible
in one VM
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Field Type Qualifier Description

enabled_on_GPU_groupsGPU_group ref
set

RO/runtime List of GPU groups in
which at least one
have this VGPU type
enabled

enabled_on_PGPUs PGPU ref set RO/runtime List of PGPUs that
have this VGPU type
enabled

experimental bool RO/constructor Indicates whether
VGPUs of this type
should be considered
experimental

framebuffer_size int RO/constructor Framebuffer size of
the VGPU type, in
bytes

identifier string RO/constructor Key used to identify
VGPU types and avoid
creating duplicates ‑
this field is used
internally and not
intended for
interpretation by API
clients

implementation vgpu_type_implementationRO/constructor The internal
implementation of
this VGPU type

max_heads int RO/constructor Maximum number of
displays supported
by the VGPU type

max_resolution_x int RO/constructor Maximum resolution
(width) supported by
the VGPU type

max_resolution_y int RO/constructor Maximum resolution
(height) supported by
the VGPU type
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Field Type Qualifier Description

model_name string RO/constructor Model name
associated with the
VGPU type

supported_on_GPU_groupsGPU_group ref
set

RO/runtime List of GPU groups in
which at least one
PGPU supports this
VGPU type

supported_on_PGPUs PGPU ref set RO/runtime List of PGPUs that
support this VGPU
type

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

vendor_name string RO/constructor Name of VGPU vendor

VGPUs VGPU ref set RO/runtime List of VGPUs of this
type

RPCs associated with class: VGPU_type

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VGPU_types known to the system.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Returnamapof VGPU_type references toVGPU_type records for all VGPU_types known to the system.
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Signature:

1 (VGPU_type ref -> VGPU_type record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VGPU_type ref -> VGPU_type record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VGPU_type instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_compatible_types_in_vm

Overview:

Get the compatible_types_in_vm field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type ref set get_compatible_types_in_vm (session ref session_id,
VGPU_type ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_enabled_on_GPU_groups

Overview:

Get the enabled_on_GPU_groups field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 GPU_group ref set get_enabled_on_GPU_groups (session ref session_id,
VGPU_type ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_enabled_on_PGPUs

Overview:

Get the enabled_on_PGPUs field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:
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1 PGPU ref set get_enabled_on_PGPUs (session ref session_id, VGPU_type
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_experimental

Overview:

Get the experimental field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 bool get_experimental (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_framebuffer_size
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Overview:

Get the framebuffer_size field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 int get_framebuffer_size (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_identifier

Overview:

Get the identifier field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 string get_identifier (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_implementation

Overview:

Get the implementation field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 vgpu_type_implementation get_implementation (session ref session_id,
VGPU_type ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vgpu_type_implementation

value of the field

RPC name: get_max_heads

Overview:

Get the max_heads field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 int get_max_heads (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_max_resolution_x

Overview:

Get the max_resolution_x field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 int get_max_resolution_x (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_max_resolution_y

Overview:

Get the max_resolution_y field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 int get_max_resolution_y (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_model_name

Overview:

Get the model_name field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 string get_model_name (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 VGPU_type record get_record (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU_type record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_supported_on_GPU_groups

Overview:

Get the supported_on_GPU_groups field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 GPU_group ref set get_supported_on_GPU_groups (session ref session_id,
VGPU_type ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: GPU_group ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_supported_on_PGPUs

Overview:

Get the supported_on_PGPUs field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:
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1 PGPU ref set get_supported_on_PGPUs (session ref session_id, VGPU_type
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_vendor_name

Overview:
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Get the vendor_name field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 string get_vendor_name (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VGPUs

Overview:

Get the VGPUs field of the given VGPU_type.

Signature:

1 VGPU ref set get_VGPUs (session ref session_id, VGPU_type ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VGPU_type ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU ref set

value of the field
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Class: VIF

A virtual network interface

Fields for class: VIF

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations vif_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

current_operations (string ->
vif_operations)
map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

currently_attached bool RO/runtime is the device currently
attached (erased on
reboot)

device string RO/constructor order in which VIF
backends are created
by xapi

ipv4_addresses string set RO/runtime IPv4 addresses in
CIDR format

ipv4_allowed string set RO/constructor A list of IPv4
addresses which can
be used to filter traffic
passing through this
VIF
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Field Type Qualifier Description

ipv4_configuration_modevif_ipv4_configuration_modeRO/runtime Determines whether
IPv4 addresses are
configured on the VIF

ipv4_gateway string RO/runtime IPv4 gateway (the
empty string means
that no gateway is
set)

ipv6_addresses string set RO/runtime IPv6 addresses in
CIDR format

ipv6_allowed string set RO/constructor A list of IPv6
addresses which can
be used to filter traffic
passing through this
VIF

ipv6_configuration_modevif_ipv6_configuration_modeRO/runtime Determines whether
IPv6 addresses are
configured on the VIF

ipv6_gateway string RO/runtime IPv6 gateway (the
empty string means
that no gateway is
set)

locking_mode vif_locking_mode RO/constructor current locking mode
of the VIF

MAC string RO/constructor ethernet MAC address
of virtual interface, as
exposed to guest

MAC_autogenerated bool RO/runtime true if the MAC was
autogenerated; false
indicates it was set
manually

metrics VIF_metrics ref RO/runtime Removed. metrics
associated with this
VIF

MTU int RO/constructor MTU in octets
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Field Type Qualifier Description

network network ref RO/constructor virtual network to
which this vif is
connected

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

qos_algorithm_params (string ->
string)map

RW parameters for
chosen QoS
algorithm

qos_algorithm_type string RW QoS algorithm to use

qos_supported_algorithmsstring set RO/runtime supported QoS
algorithms for this VIF

runtime_properties (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Device runtime
properties

status_code int RO/runtime error/success code
associated with last
attach‑operation
(erased on reboot)

status_detail string RO/runtime error/success
information
associated with last
attach‑operation
status (erased on
reboot)

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VM VM ref RO/constructor virtual machine to
which this vif is
connected

RPCs associated with class: VIF

RPC name: add_ipv4_allowed

Overview:

Associates an IPv4 address with this VIF
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Signature:

1 void add_ipv4_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF which the IP address
will be associated with

string value The IP address which will be
associated with the VIF

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_ipv6_allowed

Overview:

Associates an IPv6 address with this VIF

Signature:

1 void add_ipv6_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF which the IP address
will be associated with

string value The IP address which will be
associated with the VIF
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the qos/algorithm_params field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 void add_to_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id, VIF ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: configure_ipv4

Overview:

Configure IPv4 settings for this virtual interface

Signature:

1 void configure_ipv4 (session ref session_id, VIF ref self,
vif_ipv4_configuration_mode mode, string address, string gateway)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF to configure

vif_ipv4_configuration_modemode Whether to use static or no
IPv4 assignment

string address The IPv4 address in
<addr>/<prefix length> format
(for static mode only)

string gateway The IPv4 gateway (for static
mode only; leave empty to
not set a gateway)

Minimum Role: vm‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: configure_ipv6

Overview:

Configure IPv6 settings for this virtual interface

Signature:

1 void configure_ipv6 (session ref session_id, VIF ref self,
vif_ipv6_configuration_mode mode, string address, string gateway)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF to configure

vif_ipv6_configuration_modemode Whether to use static or no
IPv6 assignment

string address The IPv6 address in
<addr>/<prefix length> format
(for static mode only)

string gateway The IPv6 gateway (for static
mode only; leave empty to
not set a gateway)

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VIF instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 VIF ref create (session ref session_id, VIF record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VIF ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VIF instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VIFs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VIF ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VIF references to VIF records for all VIFs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VIF ref -> VIF record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VIF ref -> VIF record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 vif_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id, VIF
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vif_operations set
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value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VIF instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VIF ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 (string -> vif_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, VIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> vif_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_device

Overview:

Get the device field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string get_device (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv4_addresses

Overview:

Get the ipv4_addresses field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_ipv4_addresses (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv4_allowed

Overview:

Get the ipv4_allowed field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_ipv4_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv4_configuration_mode

Overview:

Get the ipv4_configuration_mode field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 vif_ipv4_configuration_mode get_ipv4_configuration_mode (session ref
session_id, VIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vif_ipv4_configuration_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv4_gateway

Overview:

Get the ipv4_gateway field of the given VIF.

Signature:
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1 string get_ipv4_gateway (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv6_addresses

Overview:

Get the ipv6_addresses field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_ipv6_addresses (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv6_allowed

Overview:
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Get the ipv6_allowed field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_ipv6_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_ipv6_configuration_mode

Overview:

Get the ipv6_configuration_mode field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 vif_ipv6_configuration_mode get_ipv6_configuration_mode (session ref
session_id, VIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vif_ipv6_configuration_mode

value of the field
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RPC name: get_ipv6_gateway

Overview:

Get the ipv6_gateway field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string get_ipv6_gateway (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_locking_mode

Overview:

Get the locking_mode field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 vif_locking_mode get_locking_mode (session ref session_id, VIF ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: vif_locking_mode

value of the field

RPC name: get_MAC

Overview:

Get the MAC field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string get_MAC (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_MAC_autogenerated

Overview:

Get the MAC_autogenerated field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 bool get_MAC_autogenerated (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_metrics

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the metrics field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 VIF_metrics ref get_metrics (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF_metrics ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_MTU

Overview:

Get the MTU field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 int get_MTU (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_network

Overview:

Get the network field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 network ref get_network (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: network ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF
ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Get the qos/algorithm_params field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id
, VIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_qos_algorithm_type

Overview:
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Get the qos/algorithm_type field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string get_qos_algorithm_type (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_qos_supported_algorithms

Overview:

Get the qos/supported_algorithms field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string set get_qos_supported_algorithms (session ref session_id, VIF
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field
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RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 VIF record get_record (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_runtime_properties

Overview:

Get the runtime_properties field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_runtime_properties (session ref session_id,
VIF ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_status_code

Overview:

Get the status_code field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 int get_status_code (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_status_detail

Overview:

Get the status_detail field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string get_status_detail (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VM

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: move

Overview:

Move the specified VIF to the specified network, even while the VM is running

Signature:

1 void move (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, network ref network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF to move

network ref network The network to move it to

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: plug

Overview:

Hotplug the specified VIF, dynamically attaching it to the running VM

Signature:

1 void plug (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF to hotplug

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VIF. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the qos/algorithm_params field of the given
VIF. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.
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Signature:

1 void remove_from_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id, VIF ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_ipv4_allowed

Overview:

Removes an IPv4 address from this VIF

Signature:

1 void remove_ipv4_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF fromwhich the IP
address will be removed

string value The IP address which will be
removed from the VIF

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_ipv6_allowed

Overview:

Removes an IPv6 address from this VIF

Signature:

1 void remove_ipv6_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF fromwhich the IP
address will be removed

string value The IP address which will be
removed from the VIF

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ipv4_allowed

Overview:

Set the IPv4 addresses to which traffic on this VIF can be restricted

Signature:

1 void set_ipv4_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string set
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF which the IP
addresses will be associated
with

string set value The IP addresses which will
be associated with the VIF

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ipv6_allowed

Overview:

Set the IPv6 addresses to which traffic on this VIF can be restricted

Signature:

1 void set_ipv6_allowed (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, string set
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF which the IP
addresses will be associated
with

string set value The IP addresses which will
be associated with the VIF

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_locking_mode
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Overview:

Set the locking mode for this VIF

Signature:

1 void set_locking_mode (session ref session_id, VIF ref self,
vif_locking_mode value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF whose locking mode
will be set

vif_locking_mode value The new locking mode for the
VIF

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_qos_algorithm_params

Overview:

Set the qos/algorithm_params field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 void set_qos_algorithm_params (session ref session_id, VIF ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_qos_algorithm_type

Overview:

Set the qos/algorithm_type field of the given VIF.

Signature:

1 void set_qos_algorithm_type (session ref session_id, VIF ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: unplug

Overview:

Hot‑unplug the specified VIF, dynamically unattaching it from the running VM

Signature:

1 void unplug (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF to hot‑unplug

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: unplug_force

Overview:

Forcibly unplug the specified VIF

Signature:

1 void unplug_force (session ref session_id, VIF ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF ref self The VIF to forcibly unplug

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: VIF_metrics

This class is removed.

Themetrics associated with a virtual network device

Fields for class: VIF_metrics

Field Type Qualifier Description

io_read_kbs float RO/runtime Removed. Read
bandwidth (KiB/s)

io_write_kbs float RO/runtime Removed. Write
bandwidth (KiB/s)

last_updated datetime RO/runtime Removed. Time at
which this
information was last
updated

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Removed. additional
configuration

uuid string RO/runtime Removed. Unique
identifier/object
reference

RPCs associated with class: VIF_metrics

RPC name: add_to_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:
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Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

This message is removed.

Overview:

Return a list of all the VIF_metrics instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 VIF_metrics ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF_metrics ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

This message is removed.

Overview:
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Return amap of VIF_metrics references to VIF_metrics records for all VIF_metrics instances known to
the system.

Signature:

1 (VIF_metrics ref -> VIF_metrics record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VIF_metrics ref -> VIF_metrics record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get a reference to the VIF_metrics instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VIF_metrics ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF_metrics ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_io_read_kbs

This message is removed.

Overview:
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Get the io/read_kbs field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 float get_io_read_kbs (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_io_write_kbs

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the io/write_kbs field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 float get_io_write_kbs (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field
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RPC name: get_last_updated

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
VIF_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 VIF_metrics record get_record (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF_metrics record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Remove thegivenkeyand its correspondingvalue fromtheother_config fieldof thegivenVIF_metrics.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

This message is removed.

Overview:
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Set the other_config field of the given VIF_metrics.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VIF_metrics ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VIF_metrics ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: VLAN

A VLANmux/demux

Fields for class: VLAN

Field Type Qualifier Description

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

tag int RO/constructor VLAN tag in use

tagged_PIF PIF ref RO/constructor interface on which
traffic is tagged

untagged_PIF PIF ref RO/runtime interface on which
traffic is untagged

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference
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RPCs associated with class: VLAN

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a VLANmux/demuxer

Signature:

1 VLAN ref create (session ref session_id, PIF ref tagged_PIF, int tag,
network ref network)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

PIF ref tagged_PIF PIF which receives the tagged
traffic

int tag VLAN tag to use

network ref network Network to receive the
untagged traffic

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: VLAN ref

The reference of the created VLAN object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy a VLANmux/demuxer

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self VLANmux/demuxer to
destroy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VLANs known to the system.

Signature:
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1 VLAN ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VLAN ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VLAN references to VLAN records for all VLANs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VLAN ref -> VLAN record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VLAN ref -> VLAN record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VLAN instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VLAN ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: VLAN ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VLAN
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 VLAN record get_record (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VLAN ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VLAN record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_tag

Overview:

Get the tag field of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 int get_tag (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_tagged_PIF

Overview:

Get the tagged_PIF field of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_tagged_PIF (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_untagged_PIF

Overview:

Get the untagged_PIF field of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 PIF ref get_untagged_PIF (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PIF ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VLAN.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VLAN. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VLAN.
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Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VLAN ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VLAN ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: VM

A virtual machine (or ‘guest’).

Fields for class: VM

Field Type Qualifier Description

actions_after_crash on_crash_behaviour RO/constructor action to take if the
guest crashes

actions_after_reboot on_normal_exit RW action to take after
the guest has
rebooted itself

actions_after_shutdownon_normal_exit RW action to take after
the guest has
shutdown itself
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Field Type Qualifier Description

affinity host ref RW A host which the VM
has some affinity for
(or NULL). This is used
as a hint to the start
call when it decides
where to run the VM.
Resource constraints
may cause the VM to
be started elsewhere.

allowed_operations vm_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

appliance VM_appliance ref RO/constructor the appliance to
which this VM belongs

attached_PCIs PCI ref set RO/runtime Currently
passed‑through PCI
devices

bios_strings (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime BIOS strings

blobs (string -> blob
ref)map

RO/runtime Binary blobs
associated with this
VM

blocked_operations (vm_operations
-> string)map

RW List of operations
which have been
explicitly blocked and
an error code

children VM ref set RO/runtime List pointing to all the
children of this VM

consoles console ref set RO/runtime virtual console
devices
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Field Type Qualifier Description

crash_dumps crashdump ref
set

RO/runtime crash dumps
associated with this
VM

current_operations (string ->
vm_operations)
map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

domain_type domain_type RO/constructor The type of domain
that will be created
when the VM is
started

domarch string RO/runtime Domain architecture
(if available, null
string otherwise)

domid int RO/runtime domain ID (if
available, ‑1
otherwise)

generation_id string RO/constructor Generation ID of the
VM

guest_metrics VM_guest_metrics
ref

RO/runtime metrics associated
with the running
guest

ha_always_run bool RO/constructor Deprecated. if true
then the systemwill
attempt to keep the
VM running as much
as possible.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

ha_restart_priority string RO/constructor has possible values:
“best‑effort” meaning
“try to restart this VM
if possible but don’t
consider the Pool to
be overcommitted if
this is not possible”;
“restart” meaning
“this VM should be
restarted”; “”
meaning “do not try
to restart this VM”

hardware_platform_versionint RW The host virtual
hardware platform
version the VM can
run on

has_vendor_device bool RO/constructor When an HVM guest
starts, this controls
the presence of the
emulated C000 PCI
device which triggers
Windows Update to
fetch or update PV
drivers.

HVM_boot_params (string ->
string)map

RW HVM boot params

HVM_boot_policy string RO/constructor Deprecated. HVM
boot policy

HVM_shadow_multiplierfloat RO/constructor multiplier applied to
the amount of
shadow that will be
made available to the
guest
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Field Type Qualifier Description

is_a_snapshot bool RO/runtime true if this is a
snapshot.
Snapshotted VMs can
never be started, they
are used only for
cloning other VMs

is_a_template bool RW true if this is a
template. Template
VMs can never be
started, they are used
only for cloning other
VMs

is_control_domain bool RO/runtime true if this is a control
domain (domain 0 or
a driver domain)

is_default_template bool RO/runtime true if this is a default
template. Default
template VMs can
never be started or
migrated, they are
used only for cloning
other VMs

is_snapshot_from_vmppbool RO/constructor Deprecated. true if
this snapshot was
created by the
protection policy

is_vmss_snapshot bool RO/constructor true if this snapshot
was created by the
snapshot schedule

last_boot_CPU_flags (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime describes the CPU
flags on which the VM
was last booted
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Field Type Qualifier Description

last_booted_record string RO/runtime marshalled value
containing VM record
at time of last boot,
updated dynamically
to reflect the runtime
state of the domain

memory_dynamic_max int RO/constructor Dynamic maximum
(bytes)

memory_dynamic_min int RO/constructor Dynamic minimum
(bytes)

memory_overhead int RO/runtime Virtualization
memory overhead
(bytes).

memory_static_max int RO/constructor Statically‑set (i.e.
absolute) maximum
(bytes). The value of
this field at VM start
time acts as a hard
limit of the amount of
memory a guest can
use. New values only
take effect on reboot.

memory_static_min int RO/constructor Statically‑set (i.e.
absolute) mininum
(bytes). The value of
this field indicates the
least amount of
memory this VM can
boot with without
crashing.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

memory_target int RO/constructor Deprecated.
Dynamically‑set
memory target
(bytes). The value of
this field indicates the
current target for
memory available to
this VM.

metrics VM_metrics ref RO/runtime metrics associated
with this VM

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

NVRAM (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor initial value for guest
NVRAM (containing
UEFI variables, and so
on). Cannot be
changed while the VM
is running

order int RO/constructor The point in the
startup or shutdown
sequence at which
this VM will be started

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

parent VM ref RO/runtime Ref pointing to the
parent of this VM

PCI_bus string RW Deprecated. PCI bus
path for pass‑through
devices

platform (string ->
string)map

RW platform‑specific
configuration
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Field Type Qualifier Description

power_state vm_power_state RO/runtime Current power state
of the machine

protection_policy VMPP ref RO/constructor Deprecated. Ref
pointing to a
protection policy for
this VM

PV_args string RW kernel command‑line
arguments

PV_bootloader string RW name of or path to
bootloader

PV_bootloader_args string RW miscellaneous
arguments for the
bootloader

PV_kernel string RW path to the kernel

PV_legacy_args string RW to make Zurich guests
boot

PV_ramdisk string RW path to the initrd

recommendations string RW An XML specification
of recommended
values and ranges for
properties of this VM

reference_label string RO/constructor Textual reference to
the template used to
create a VM. This can
be used by clients in
need of an immutable
reference to the
template since the
latter’s uuid and
name_label may
change, for example,
after a package
installation or
upgrade.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

requires_reboot bool RO/runtime Indicates whether a
VM requires a reboot
in order to update its
configuration, for
example, its memory
allocation.

resident_on host ref RO/runtime the host the VM is
currently resident on

scheduled_to_be_resident_onhost ref RO/runtime the host on which the
VM is due to be
started/resumed/mi‑
grated. This acts as a
memory reservation
indicator

shutdown_delay int RO/constructor The delay to wait
before proceeding to
the next order in the
shutdown sequence
(seconds)

snapshot_info (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Human‑readable
information
concerning this
snapshot

snapshot_metadata string RO/runtime Encoded information
about the VM’s
metadata this is a
snapshot of

snapshot_of VM ref RO/runtime Ref pointing to the VM
this snapshot is of.

snapshot_schedule VMSS ref RO/constructor Ref pointing to a
snapshot schedule
for this VM

snapshot_time datetime RO/runtime Date/time when this
snapshot was
created.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

snapshots VM ref set RO/runtime List pointing to all the
VM snapshots.

start_delay int RO/constructor The delay to wait
before proceeding to
the next order in the
startup sequence
(seconds)

suspend_SR SR ref RW The SR on which a
suspend image is
stored

suspend_VDI VDI ref RO/runtime The VDI that a
suspend image is
stored on. (Only has
meaning if VM is
currently suspended)

tags string set RW user‑specified tags
for categorization
purposes

transportable_snapshot_idstring RO/runtime Transportable ID of
the snapshot VM

user_version int RW Creators of VMs and
templates may store
version information
here.

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VBDs VBD ref set RO/runtime virtual block devices

VCPUs_at_startup int RO/constructor Boot number of
VCPUs

VCPUs_max int RO/constructor Max number of VCPUs

VCPUs_params (string ->
string)map

RW configuration
parameters for the
selected VCPU policy
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Field Type Qualifier Description

version int RO/constructor The number of times
this VM has been
recovered

VGPUs VGPU ref set RO/runtime Virtual GPUs

VIFs VIF ref set RO/runtime virtual network
interfaces

VTPMs VTPM ref set RO/runtime virtual TPMs

VUSBs VUSB ref set RO/runtime vitual usb devices

xenstore_data (string ->
string)map

RW data to be inserted
into the xenstore tree
(/local/do‑
main/<domid>/vm‑
data) after the VM is
created.

RPCs associated with class: VM

RPC name: add_tags

Overview:

Add the given value to the tags field of the given VM. If the value is already in that Set, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void add_tags (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_blocked_operations

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the blocked_operations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void add_to_blocked_operations (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
vm_operations key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

vm_operations key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_HVM_boot_params

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the HVM/boot_params field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void add_to_HVM_boot_params (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_NVRAM

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_to_NVRAM (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string key,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string key The key

string value The value

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_platform

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the platform field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void add_to_platform (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string key,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin
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Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the VCPUs/params field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void add_to_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_VCPUs_params_live

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to VM.VCPUs_params, and apply that value on the running VM

Signature:

1 void add_to_VCPUs_params_live (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string key The key

string value The value

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_xenstore_data

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the xenstore_data field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void add_to_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: assert_agile

Overview:
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Returns an error if the VM is not considered agile, for example, because it is tied to a resource local to
a host

Signature:

1 void assert_agile (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: assert_can_be_recovered

Overview:

Assert whether all SRs required to recover this VM are available.

Signature:

1 void assert_can_be_recovered (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
session ref session_to)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM to recover

session ref session_to The session to which the VM is
to be recovered.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void
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Possible Error Codes: VM_IS_PART_OF_AN_APPLIANCE, VM_REQUIRES_SR

RPC name: assert_can_boot_here

Overview:

Returns an error if the VM could not boot on this host for some reason

Signature:

1 void assert_can_boot_here (session ref session_id, VM ref self, host
ref host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

host ref host The host

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: HOST_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_MEMORY,HOST_NOT_ENOUGH_PCPUS,NETWORK_SRIOV_INSUFFICIENT_CAPACITY
, HOST_NOT_LIVE, HOST_DISABLED, HOST_CANNOT_ATTACH_NETWORK, VM_HVM_REQUIRED
, VM_REQUIRES_GPU, VM_REQUIRES_IOMMU, VM_REQUIRES_NETWORK, VM_REQUIRES_SR,
VM_REQUIRES_VGPU,VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION,VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VIRTUAL_HARDWARE_PLATFORM_VERSION
,INVALID_VALUE,MEMORY_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,VALUE_NOT_SUPPORTED
, VM_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_THIS_HOST

RPC name: assert_can_migrate

Overview:

Assert whether a VM can bemigrated to the specified destination.

Signature:

1 void assert_can_migrate (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, (string ->
string) map dest, bool live, (VDI ref -> SR ref) map vdi_map, (VIF
ref -> network ref) map vif_map, (string -> string) map options, (
VGPU ref -> GPU_group ref) map vgpu_map)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM

(string -> string)map dest The result of a
VM.migrate_receive call.

bool live Live migration

(VDI ref -> SR ref)map vdi_map Map of source VDI to
destination SR

(VIF ref -> network
ref)map

vif_map Map of source VIF to
destination network

(string -> string)map options Other parameters

(VGPU ref -> GPU_group
ref)map

vgpu_map Map of source vGPU to
destination GPU group

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: assert_operation_valid

Overview:

Check to see whether this operation is acceptable in the current state of the system, raising an error if
the operation is invalid for some reason

Signature:

1 void assert_operation_valid (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
vm_operations op)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

vm_operations op proposed operation

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: call_plugin

Overview:

Call an API plugin on this vm

Signature:

1 string call_plugin (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string plugin,
string fn, (string -> string) map args)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The vm

string plugin The name of the plugin

string fn The name of the function
within the plugin

(string -> string)map args Arguments for the function

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: string

Result from the plugin

RPC name: checkpoint
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Overview:

Checkpoints the specified VM, making a new VM. Checkpoint automatically exploits the capabilities
of the underlying storage repository in which the VM’s disk images are stored (e.g. Copy onWrite) and
saves the memory image as well.

Signature:

1 VM ref checkpoint (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string new_name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to be checkpointed

string new_name The name of the
checkpointed VM

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

The reference of the newly created VM.

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,SR_FULL,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,VM_CHECKPOINT_SUSPEND_FAILED
, VM_CHECKPOINT_RESUME_FAILED

RPC name: clean_reboot

Overview:

Attempt to cleanly shutdown the specified VM (Note: thismay not be supported‑‑‑e.g. if a guest agent
is not installed). This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running state.

Signature:

1 void clean_reboot (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to shutdown

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: clean_shutdown

Overview:

Attempt to cleanly shutdown the specified VM. (Note: thismay not be supported‑‑‑e.g. if a guest agent
is not installed). This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running state.

Signature:

1 void clean_shutdown (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to shutdown

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: clone

Overview:

Clones the specified VM,making a new VM. Clone automatically exploits the capabilities of the under‑
lying storage repository in which the VM’s disk images are stored (e.g. Copy on Write). This function
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can only be called when the VM is in the Halted State.

Signature:

1 VM ref clone (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string new_name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to be cloned

string new_name The name of the cloned VM

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

The reference of the newly created VM.

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,SR_FULL,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: compute_memory_overhead

Overview:

Computes the virtualization memory overhead of a VM.

Signature:

1 int compute_memory_overhead (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM for which to compute
the memory overhead
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

the virtualization memory overhead of the VM.

RPC name: copy

Overview:

Copied the specified VM,making a newVM.Unlike clone, copy does not exploits the capabilities of the
underlying storage repository inwhich the VM’s disk images are stored. Instead, copy guarantees that
the disk images of the newly created VMwill be ‘full disks’ ‑ i.e. not part of a CoW chain. This function
can only be called when the VM is in the Halted State.

Signature:

1 VM ref copy (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string new_name, SR ref
sr)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to be copied

string new_name The name of the copied VM

SR ref sr An SR to copy all the VM’s
disks into (if an invalid
reference then it uses the
existing SRs)

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

The reference of the newly created VM.

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,SR_FULL,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: copy_bios_strings
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Overview:

Copy the BIOS strings from the given host to this VM

Signature:

1 void copy_bios_strings (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, host ref
host)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM tomodify

host ref host The host to copy the BIOS
strings from

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

NOT RECOMMENDED! VM.clone or VM.copy (or VM.import) is a better choice in almost all situations.
The standard way to obtain a new VM is to call VM.clone on a template VM, then call VM.provision on
the new clone. Caution: if VM.create is used and then the new VM is attached to a virtual disc that has
an operating system already installed, then there is no guarantee that the operating systemwill boot
and run. Any software that calls VM.create on a future version of this API may fail or give unexpected
results. For example this couldhappen if an additional parameterwere added toVM.create. VM.create
is intended only for use in the automatic creation of the system VM templates. It creates a new VM
instance, and returns its handle.

Signature:

1 VM ref create (session ref session_id, VM record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: create_new_blob

Overview:

Create a placeholder for a named binary blob of data that is associated with this VM

Signature:

1 blob ref create_new_blob (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string
name, string mime_type, bool public)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM

string name The name associated with the
blob

string mime_type Themime type for the data.
Empty string translates to
application/octet‑stream

bool public True if the blob should be
publicly available

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: blob ref

The reference of the blob, needed for populating its data
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RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VM. The VM is completely removed from the system. This function can only be
called when the VM is in the Halted State.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: forget_data_source_archives

Overview:

Forget the recorded statistics related to the specified data source

Signature:

1 void forget_data_source_archives (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string data_source The data source whose
archives are to be forgotten
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_actions_after_crash

Overview:

Get the actions/after_crash field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 on_crash_behaviour get_actions_after_crash (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: on_crash_behaviour

value of the field

RPC name: get_actions_after_reboot

Overview:

Get the actions/after_reboot field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 on_normal_exit get_actions_after_reboot (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: on_normal_exit

value of the field

RPC name: get_actions_after_shutdown

Overview:

Get the actions/after_shutdown field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 on_normal_exit get_actions_after_shutdown (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: on_normal_exit

value of the field

RPC name: get_affinity

Overview:

Get the affinity field of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 host ref get_affinity (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VMs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VM references to VM records for all VMs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VM ref -> VM record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM ref -> VM record)map
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records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 vm_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vm_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_allowed_VBD_devices

Overview:

Returns a list of the allowed values that a VBD device field can take

Signature:

1 string set get_allowed_VBD_devices (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to query
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

The allowed values

RPC name: get_allowed_VIF_devices

Overview:

Returns a list of the allowed values that a VIF device field can take

Signature:

1 string set get_allowed_VIF_devices (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

The allowed values

RPC name: get_appliance

Overview:

Get the appliance field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM_appliance ref get_appliance (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_appliance ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_attached_PCIs

Overview:

Get the attached_PCIs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 PCI ref set get_attached_PCIs (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: PCI ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_bios_strings

Overview:

Get the bios_strings field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_bios_strings (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_blobs

Overview:

Get the blobs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> blob ref) map get_blobs (session ref session_id, VM ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> blob ref)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_blocked_operations

Overview:
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Get the blocked_operations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (vm_operations -> string) map get_blocked_operations (session ref
session_id, VM ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (vm_operations -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_boot_record

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Returns a record describing the VM’s dynamic state, initialised when the VM boots and updated to
reflect runtime configuration changes, for example, CPU hotplug

Signature:

1 VM record get_boot_record (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VMwhose boot‑time state
to return

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: VM record

A record describing the VM

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the VM instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VM instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_children

Overview:

Get the children field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_children (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_consoles

Overview:

Get the consoles field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 console ref set get_consoles (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: console ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_cooperative

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Return true if the VM is currently ‘co‑operative’ i.e. is expected to reach a balloon target and actually
has done

Signature:

1 bool get_cooperative (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

true if the VM is currently ‘co‑operative’; false otherwise

RPC name: get_crash_dumps

Overview:

Get the crash_dumps field of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 crashdump ref set get_crash_dumps (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: crashdump ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> vm_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, VM ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> vm_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_data_sources
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Overview:

Signature:

1 data_source record set get_data_sources (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM to interrogate

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: data_source record set

A set of data sources

RPC name: get_domain_type

Overview:

Get the domain_type field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 domain_type get_domain_type (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: domain_type

value of the field
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RPC name: get_domarch

Overview:

Get the domarch field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_domarch (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_domid

Overview:

Get the domid field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_domid (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int
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value of the field

RPC name: get_generation_id

Overview:

Get the generation_id field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_generation_id (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_guest_metrics

Overview:

Get the guest_metrics field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM_guest_metrics ref get_guest_metrics (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_guest_metrics ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_always_run

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the ha_always_run field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_ha_always_run (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_ha_restart_priority

Overview:

Get the ha_restart_priority field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_ha_restart_priority (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_hardware_platform_version

Overview:

Get the hardware_platform_version field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_hardware_platform_version (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_has_vendor_device

Overview:

Get the has_vendor_device field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_has_vendor_device (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_HVM_boot_params

Overview:

Get the HVM/boot_params field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_HVM_boot_params (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_HVM_boot_policy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the HVM/boot_policy field of the given VM.
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Signature:

1 string get_HVM_boot_policy (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_HVM_shadow_multiplier

Overview:

Get the HVM/shadow_multiplier field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 float get_HVM_shadow_multiplier (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_a_snapshot
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Overview:

Get the is_a_snapshot field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_a_snapshot (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_a_template

Overview:

Get the is_a_template field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_a_template (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_is_control_domain

Overview:

Get the is_control_domain field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_control_domain (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_default_template

Overview:

Get the is_default_template field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_default_template (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool
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value of the field

RPC name: get_is_snapshot_from_vmpp

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the is_snapshot_from_vmpp field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_snapshot_from_vmpp (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_vmss_snapshot

Overview:

Get the is_vmss_snapshot field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_vmss_snapshot (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_boot_CPU_flags

Overview:

Get the last_boot_CPU_flags field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_last_boot_CPU_flags (session ref session_id,
VM ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_booted_record

Overview:

Get the last_booted_record field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_last_booted_record (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_dynamic_max

Overview:

Get the memory/dynamic_max field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_dynamic_max (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_dynamic_min

Overview:

Get the memory/dynamic_min field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_dynamic_min (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_overhead

Overview:

Get the memory/overhead field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_overhead (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_static_max

Overview:

Get the memory/static_max field of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 int get_memory_static_max (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_static_min

Overview:

Get the memory/static_min field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_static_min (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_target

This message is deprecated.
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Overview:

Get the memory/target field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_target (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_metrics

Overview:

Get the metrics field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM_metrics ref get_metrics (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_metrics ref

value of the field
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RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string
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value of the field

RPC name: get_NVRAM

Overview:

Get the NVRAM field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_NVRAM (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_order

Overview:

Get the order field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_order (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_parent

Overview:

Get the parent field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_parent (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_PCI_bus

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the PCI_bus field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PCI_bus (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_platform

Overview:

Get the platform field of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_platform (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_possible_hosts

Overview:

Return the list of hosts on which this VMmay run.

Signature:

1 host ref set get_possible_hosts (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref set

The possible hosts

RPC name: get_power_state
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Overview:

Get the power_state field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 vm_power_state get_power_state (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vm_power_state

value of the field

RPC name: get_protection_policy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the protection_policy field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VMPP ref get_protection_policy (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMPP ref
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value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_args

Overview:

Get the PV/args field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PV_args (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_bootloader

Overview:

Get the PV/bootloader field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PV_bootloader (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_bootloader_args

Overview:

Get the PV/bootloader_args field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PV_bootloader_args (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_kernel

Overview:

Get the PV/kernel field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PV_kernel (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_legacy_args

Overview:

Get the PV/legacy_args field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PV_legacy_args (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_ramdisk

Overview:

Get the PV/ramdisk field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_PV_ramdisk (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_recommendations

Overview:

Get the recommendations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_recommendations (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 VM record get_record (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_reference_label

Overview:

Get the reference_label field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_reference_label (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_requires_reboot

Overview:
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Get the requires_reboot field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 bool get_requires_reboot (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_resident_on

Overview:

Get the resident_on field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 host ref get_resident_on (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field
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RPC name: get_scheduled_to_be_resident_on

Overview:

Get the scheduled_to_be_resident_on field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 host ref get_scheduled_to_be_resident_on (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: host ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_shutdown_delay

Overview:

Get the shutdown_delay field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_shutdown_delay (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_info

Overview:

Get the snapshot_info field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_snapshot_info (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_metadata

Overview:

Get the snapshot_metadata field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_snapshot_metadata (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_of

Overview:

Get the snapshot_of field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_snapshot_of (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_schedule

Overview:

Get the snapshot_schedule field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VMSS ref get_snapshot_schedule (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMSS ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshot_time

Overview:

Get the snapshot_time field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 datetime get_snapshot_time (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_snapshots

Overview:

Get the snapshots field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_snapshots (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_SRs_required_for_recovery

Overview:

List all the SR’s that are required for the VM to be recovered

Signature:

1 SR ref set get_SRs_required_for_recovery (session ref session_id, VM
ref self, session ref session_to)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM for which the SRs
have to be recovered

session ref session_to The session to which the SRs
of the VM have to be
recovered.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref set

refs for SRs required to recover the VM

RPC name: get_start_delay
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Overview:

Get the start_delay field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_start_delay (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_suspend_SR

Overview:

Get the suspend_SR field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 SR ref get_suspend_SR (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref

value of the field
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RPC name: get_suspend_VDI

Overview:

Get the suspend_VDI field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VDI ref get_suspend_VDI (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VDI ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_tags

Overview:

Get the tags field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string set get_tags (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set
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value of the field

RPC name: get_transportable_snapshot_id

Overview:

Get the transportable_snapshot_id field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_transportable_snapshot_id (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_user_version

Overview:

Get the user_version field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_user_version (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VBDs

Overview:

Get the VBDs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VBD ref set get_VBDs (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VBD ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_at_startup

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/at_startup field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_VCPUs_at_startup (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_max

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/max field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 int get_VCPUs_max (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/params field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_version

Overview:

Get the version field of the given VM.

Signature:
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1 int get_version (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_VGPUs

Overview:

Get the VGPUs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VGPU ref set get_VGPUs (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VGPU ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_VIFs

Overview:
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Get the VIFs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VIF ref set get_VIFs (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VIF ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_VTPMs

Overview:

Get the VTPMs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VTPM ref set get_VTPMs (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VTPM ref set

value of the field
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RPC name: get_VUSBs

Overview:

Get the VUSBs field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 VUSB ref set get_VUSBs (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VUSB ref set

value of the field

RPC name: get_xenstore_data

Overview:

Get the xenstore_data field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VM
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: hard_reboot

Overview:

Stop running the specified VMwithout attempting a clean shutdown and immediately restart the VM.

Signature:

1 void hard_reboot (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to reboot

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: hard_shutdown

Overview:

Stop running the specified VM without attempting a clean shutdown.

Signature:

1 void hard_shutdown (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VM ref vm The VM to destroy

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: import

Overview:

Import an XVA from a URI

Signature:

1 VM ref set import (session ref session_id, string url, SR ref sr, bool
full_restore, bool force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string url The URL of the XVA file

SR ref sr The destination SR for the
disks

bool full_restore Perform a full restore

bool force Force the import

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: VM ref set

Imported VM reference

RPC name: import_convert
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Overview:

Import using a conversion service.

Signature:

1 void import_convert (session ref session_id, string type, string
username, string password, SR ref sr, (string -> string) map
remote_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string type Type of the conversion

string username Admin user name on the host

string password Password on the host

SR ref sr The destination SR

(string -> string)map remote_config Remote configuration options

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: maximise_memory

Overview:

Returns the maximum amount of guest memory which will fit, together with overheads, in the sup‑
plied amount of physical memory. If ‘exact’ is true then an exact calculation is performed using the
VM’s current settings. If ‘exact’ is false then amore conservative approximation is used

Signature:

1 int maximise_memory (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int total,
bool approximate)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int total Total amount of physical RAM
to fit within

bool approximate If false the limit is calculated
with the guest’s current exact
configuration. Otherwise a
more approximate
calculation is performed

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

Themaximum possible static‑max

RPC name: migrate_send

Overview:

Migrate the VM to another host. This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running state.

Signature:

1 VM ref migrate_send (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, (string ->
string) map dest, bool live, (VDI ref -> SR ref) map vdi_map, (VIF
ref -> network ref) map vif_map, (string -> string) map options, (
VGPU ref -> GPU_group ref) map vgpu_map)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM

(string -> string)map dest The result of a
Host.migrate_receive call.

bool live Live migration
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type name description

(VDI ref -> SR ref)map vdi_map Map of source VDI to
destination SR

(VIF ref -> network
ref)map

vif_map Map of source VIF to
destination network

(string -> string)map options Other parameters

(VGPU ref -> GPU_group
ref)map

vgpu_map Map of source vGPU to
destination GPU group

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

The reference of the newly created VM in the destination pool

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE, LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: pause

Overview:

Pause the specified VM. This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running state.

Signature:

1 void pause (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to pause

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE
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RPC name: pool_migrate

Overview:

Migrate a VM to another Host.

Signature:

1 void pool_migrate (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, host ref host, (
string -> string) map options)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM tomigrate

host ref host The target host

(string -> string)map options Extra configuration
operations

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,VM_IS_TEMPLATE
, OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED, VM_MIGRATE_FAILED

RPC name: power_state_reset

Overview:

Reset the power‑state of the VM to halted in the database only. (Used to recover from slave failures
in pooling scenarios by resetting the power‑states of VMs running on dead slaves to halted.) This is a
potentially dangerous operation; use with care.

Signature:

1 void power_state_reset (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to reset

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: provision

Overview:

Inspects the disk configuration contained within the VM’s other_config, creates VDIs and VBDs and
then executes any applicable post‑install script.

Signature:

1 void provision (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to be provisioned

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,SR_FULL,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: query_data_source

Overview:

Query the latest value of the specified data source

Signature:
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1 float query_data_source (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string data_source The data source to query

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: float

The latest value, averaged over the last 5 seconds

RPC name: query_services

Overview:

Query the system services advertised by this VM and register them. This can only be applied to a
system domain.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map query_services (session ref session_id, VM ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: (string -> string)map

map of service type to name
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RPC name: record_data_source

Overview:

Start recording the specified data source

Signature:

1 void record_data_source (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
data_source)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string data_source The data source to record

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: recover

Overview:

Recover the VM

Signature:

1 void recover (session ref session_id, VM ref self, session ref
session_to, bool force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM to recover

session ref session_to The session to which the VM is
to be recovered.
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type name description

bool force Whether the VM should
replace newer versions of
itself.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_blocked_operations

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the blocked_operations field of the given VM.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_blocked_operations (session ref session_id, VM ref
self, vm_operations key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

vm_operations key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_HVM_boot_params

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the HVM/boot_params field of the given VM.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:
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1 void remove_from_HVM_boot_params (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_NVRAM

Overview:

Signature:

1 void remove_from_NVRAM (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string key
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string key The key

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:
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Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VM. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_platform

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the platform field of the given VM. If the key
is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_platform (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the VCPUs/params field of the given VM. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_xenstore_data

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the xenstore_data field of the given VM. If the
key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_tags

Overview:

Remove the given value from the tags field of the given VM. If the value is not in that Set, then do
nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_tags (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value Value to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: resume

Overview:

Awaken the specified VM and resume it. This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Sus‑
pended state.

Signature:
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1 void resume (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, bool start_paused, bool
force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to resume

bool start_paused Resume VM in paused state if
set to true.

bool force Attempt to force the VM to
resume. If this flag is false
then the VMmay fail
pre‑resume safety checks
(e.g. if the CPU the VMwas
running on looks
substantially different to the
current one)

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE, OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: resume_on

Overview:

Awaken the specifiedVMand resume it onaparticularHost. This canonlybe calledwhen the specified
VM is in the Suspended state.

Signature:

1 void resume_on (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, host ref host, bool
start_paused, bool force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to resume

host ref host The Host on which to resume
the VM

bool start_paused Resume VM in paused state if
set to true.

bool force Attempt to force the VM to
resume. If this flag is false
then the VMmay fail
pre‑resume safety checks
(e.g. if the CPU the VMwas
running on looks
substantially different to the
current one)

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE, OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: retrieve_wlb_recommendations

Overview:

Returns mapping of hosts to ratings, indicating the suitability of starting the VM at that location ac‑
cording to wlb. Rating is replaced with an error if the VM cannot boot there.

Signature:

1 (host ref -> string set) map retrieve_wlb_recommendations (session ref
session_id, VM ref vm)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (host ref -> string set)map

The potential hosts and their corresponding recommendations or errors

RPC name: revert

Overview:

Reverts the specified VM to a previous state.

Signature:

1 void revert (session ref session_id, VM ref snapshot)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref snapshot The snapshotted state that we
revert to

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,SR_FULL,VM_REVERT_FAILED

RPC name: send_sysrq

Overview:

Send the given key as a sysrq to this VM. The key is specified as a single character (a String of length
1). This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running state.

Signature:

1 void send_sysrq (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string key)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM

string key The key to send

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE

RPC name: send_trigger

Overview:

Send the named trigger to this VM. This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running
state.

Signature:

1 void send_trigger (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string trigger)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM

string trigger The trigger to send

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE

RPC name: set_actions_after_crash

Overview:

Sets the actions_after_crash parameter
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Signature:

1 void set_actions_after_crash (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
on_crash_behaviour value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM to set

on_crash_behaviour value The new value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_actions_after_reboot

Overview:

Set the actions/after_reboot field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_actions_after_reboot (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
on_normal_exit value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

on_normal_exit value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_actions_after_shutdown

Overview:

Set the actions/after_shutdown field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_actions_after_shutdown (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
on_normal_exit value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

on_normal_exit value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_affinity

Overview:

Set the affinity field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_affinity (session ref session_id, VM ref self, host ref value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

host ref value New value to set
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Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_appliance

Overview:

Assign this VM to an appliance.

Signature:

1 void set_appliance (session ref session_id, VM ref self, VM_appliance
ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM to assign to an
appliance.

VM_appliance ref value The appliance to which this
VM should be assigned.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_bios_strings

Overview:

Set custom BIOS strings to this VM. VM will be given a default set of BIOS strings, only some of
which can be overridden by the supplied values. Allowed keys are: ‘bios‑vendor’, ‘bios‑version’,
‘system‑manufacturer’, ‘system‑product‑name’, ‘system‑version’, ‘system‑serial‑number’, ‘enclosure‑
asset‑tag’, ‘baseboard‑manufacturer’, ‘baseboard‑product‑name’, ‘baseboard‑version’, ‘baseboard‑
serial‑number’, ‘baseboard‑asset‑tag’, ‘baseboard‑location‑in‑chassis’, ‘enclosure‑asset‑tag’

Signature:

1 void set_bios_strings (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM tomodify

(string -> string)map value The custom BIOS strings as a
list of key‑value pairs

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_BIOS_STRINGS_ALREADY_SET, INVALID_VALUE

RPC name: set_blocked_operations

Overview:

Set the blocked_operations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_blocked_operations (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (
vm_operations -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

(vm_operations ->
string)map

value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_domain_type
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Overview:

Set the VM.domain_type field of the given VM, which will take effect when it is next started

Signature:

1 void set_domain_type (session ref session_id, VM ref self, domain_type
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

domain_type value The new domain type

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ha_always_run

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the value of the ha_always_run

Signature:

1 void set_ha_always_run (session ref session_id, VM ref self, bool value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

bool value The value
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_ha_restart_priority

Overview:

Set the value of the ha_restart_priority field

Signature:

1 void set_ha_restart_priority (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string value The value

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_hardware_platform_version

Overview:

Set the hardware_platform_version field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_hardware_platform_version (session ref session_id, VM ref self
, int value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

int value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_has_vendor_device

Overview:

Controls whether, when the VM starts in HVM mode, its virtual hardware will include the emulated
PCI device for which drivers may be available throughWindows Update. Usually this should never be
changed on a VM on which Windows has been installed: changing it on such a VM is likely to lead to a
crash on next start.

Signature:

1 void set_has_vendor_device (session ref session_id, VM ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM on which to set this
flag

bool value True to provide the vendor
PCI device.

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_HVM_boot_params
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Overview:

Set the HVM/boot_params field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_HVM_boot_params (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_HVM_boot_policy

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the VM.HVM_boot_policy field of the given VM, which will take effect when it is next started

Signature:

1 void set_HVM_boot_policy (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

string value The new HVM boot policy
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_HVM_shadow_multiplier

Overview:

Set the shadowmemory multiplier on a halted VM

Signature:

1 void set_HVM_shadow_multiplier (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
float value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

float value The new shadowmemory
multiplier to set

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_is_a_template

Overview:

Set the is_a_template field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_is_a_template (session ref session_id, VM ref self, bool value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory

Overview:

Set the memory allocation of this VM. Sets all of memory_static_max, memory_dynamic_min, and
memory_dynamic_max to the given value, and leaves memory_static_min untouched.

Signature:

1 void set_memory (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int value The newmemory allocation
(bytes).

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory_dynamic_max

Overview:

Set the value of the memory_dynamic_max field

Signature:
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1 void set_memory_dynamic_max (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM tomodify

int value The new value of
memory_dynamic_max

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory_dynamic_min

Overview:

Set the value of the memory_dynamic_min field

Signature:

1 void set_memory_dynamic_min (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM tomodify

int value The new value of
memory_dynamic_min

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_memory_dynamic_range

Overview:

Set the minimum andmaximum amounts of physical memory the VM is allowed to use.

Signature:

1 void set_memory_dynamic_range (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
min, int max)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int min The newminimum value

int max The newmaximum value

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory_limits

Overview:

Set the memory limits of this VM.

Signature:

1 void set_memory_limits (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
static_min, int static_max, int dynamic_min, int dynamic_max)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM
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type name description

int static_min The new value of
memory_static_min.

int static_max The new value of
memory_static_max.

int dynamic_min The new value of
memory_dynamic_min.

int dynamic_max The new value of
memory_dynamic_max.

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory_static_max

Overview:

Set the value of the memory_static_max field

Signature:

1 void set_memory_static_max (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM tomodify

int value The new value of
memory_static_max

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: HA_OPERATION_WOULD_BREAK_FAILOVER_PLAN
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RPC name: set_memory_static_min

Overview:

Set the value of the memory_static_min field

Signature:

1 void set_memory_static_min (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM tomodify

int value The new value of
memory_static_min

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory_static_range

Overview:

Set the static (ie boot‑time) range of virtual memory that the VM is allowed to use.

Signature:

1 void set_memory_static_range (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
min, int max)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int min The newminimum value
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type name description

int max The newmaximum value

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_memory_target_live

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the memory target for a running VM

Signature:

1 void set_memory_target_live (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
target)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int target The target in bytes

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_NVRAM

Overview:

Signature:
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1 void set_NVRAM (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string -> string)
map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

(string -> string)map value The value

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_order

Overview:

Set this VM’s boot order

Signature:

1 void set_order (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int value This VM’s boot order

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config
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Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PCI_bus

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Set the PCI_bus field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PCI_bus (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_platform

Overview:

Set the platform field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_platform (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_protection_policy

Overview:

Set the value of the protection_policy field

Signature:

1 void set_protection_policy (session ref session_id, VM ref self, VMPP
ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

VMPP ref value The value

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PV_args

Overview:

Set the PV/args field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PV_args (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PV_bootloader

Overview:

Set the PV/bootloader field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PV_bootloader (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PV_bootloader_args

Overview:

Set the PV/bootloader_args field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PV_bootloader_args (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PV_kernel

Overview:
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Set the PV/kernel field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PV_kernel (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_PV_legacy_args

Overview:

Set the PV/legacy_args field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PV_legacy_args (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: set_PV_ramdisk

Overview:

Set the PV/ramdisk field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_PV_ramdisk (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_recommendations

Overview:

Set the recommendations field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_recommendations (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_shadow_multiplier_live

Overview:

Set the shadowmemory multiplier on a running VM

Signature:

1 void set_shadow_multiplier_live (session ref session_id, VM ref self,
float multiplier)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

float multiplier The new shadowmemory
multiplier to set

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_shutdown_delay

Overview:

Set this VM’s shutdown delay in seconds

Signature:

1 void set_shutdown_delay (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int value
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int value This VM’s shutdown delay in
seconds

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_snapshot_schedule

Overview:

Set the value of the snapshot schedule field

Signature:

1 void set_snapshot_schedule (session ref session_id, VM ref self, VMSS
ref value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

VMSS ref value The value

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_start_delay

Overview:

Set this VM’s start delay in seconds

Signature:
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1 void set_start_delay (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int value This VM’s start delay in
seconds

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_suspend_SR

Overview:

Set the suspend_SR field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_suspend_SR (session ref session_id, VM ref self, SR ref value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

SR ref value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_suspend_VDI
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Overview:

Set this VM’s suspend VDI, which must be indentical to its current one

Signature:

1 void set_suspend_VDI (session ref session_id, VM ref self, VDI ref
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

VDI ref value The suspend VDI uuid

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_tags

Overview:

Set the tags field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_tags (session ref session_id, VM ref self, string set value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

string set value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_user_version

Overview:

Set the user_version field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_user_version (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

int value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_VCPUs_at_startup

Overview:

Set the number of startup VCPUs for a halted VM

Signature:

1 void set_VCPUs_at_startup (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM
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type name description

int value The newmaximum number of
VCPUs

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_VCPUs_max

Overview:

Set the maximum number of VCPUs for a halted VM

Signature:

1 void set_VCPUs_max (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int value The newmaximum number of
VCPUs

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_VCPUs_number_live

Overview:

Set the number of VCPUs for a running VM

Signature:

1 void set_VCPUs_number_live (session ref session_id, VM ref self, int
nvcpu)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

int nvcpu The number of VCPUs

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED, LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: set_VCPUs_params

Overview:

Set the VCPUs/params field of the given VM.

Signature:

1 void set_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_xenstore_data

Overview:

Set the xenstore_data field of the given VM.
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Signature:

1 void set_xenstore_data (session ref session_id, VM ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: shutdown

Overview:

Attempts to first clean shutdown a VM and if it should fail then perform a hard shutdown on it.

Signature:

1 void shutdown (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to shutdown

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE
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RPC name: snapshot

Overview:

Snapshots the specified VM,making a newVM. Snapshot automatically exploits the capabilities of the
underlying storage repository in which the VM’s disk images are stored (e.g. Copy on Write).

Signature:

1 VM ref snapshot (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string new_name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to be snapshotted

string new_name The name of the snapshotted
VM

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

The reference of the newly created VM.

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE, SR_FULL, OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED

RPC name: snapshot_with_quiesce

This message is removed.

Overview:

Snapshots the specified VM with quiesce, making a new VM. Snapshot automatically exploits the ca‑
pabilities of the underlying storage repository in which the VM’s disk images are stored (e.g. Copy on
Write).

Signature:

1 VM ref snapshot_with_quiesce (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, string
new_name)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to be snapshotted

string new_name The name of the snapshotted
VM

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: VM ref

The reference of the newly created VM.

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,SR_FULL,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_FAILED
,VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_TIMEOUT,VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_PLUGIN_DEOS_NOT_RESPOND
, VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_NOT_SUPPORTED

RPC name: start

Overview:

Start the specified VM. This function can only be called with the VM is in the Halted State.

Signature:

1 void start (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, bool start_paused, bool
force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to start

bool start_paused Instantiate VM in paused state
if set to true.
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type name description

bool force Attempt to force the VM to
start. If this flag is false then
the VMmay fail pre‑boot
safety checks (e.g. if the CPU
the VM last booted on looks
substantially different to the
current one)

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,VM_HVM_REQUIRED,VM_IS_TEMPLATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS
,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED,BOOTLOADER_FAILED,UNKNOWN_BOOTLOADER,NO_HOSTS_AVAILABLE
, LICENCE_RESTRICTION

RPC name: start_on

Overview:

Start the specified VMonaparticular host. This function canonly be calledwith the VM is in theHalted
State.

Signature:

1 void start_on (session ref session_id, VM ref vm, host ref host, bool
start_paused, bool force)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to start

host ref host The Host on which to start the
VM

bool start_paused Instantiate VM in paused state
if set to true.
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type name description

bool force Attempt to force the VM to
start. If this flag is false then
the VMmay fail pre‑boot
safety checks (e.g. if the CPU
the VM last booted on looks
substantially different to the
current one)

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,VM_IS_TEMPLATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS
, OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED, BOOTLOADER_FAILED, UNKNOWN_BOOTLOADER

RPC name: suspend

Overview:

Suspend the specified VM to disk. This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Running
state.

Signature:

1 void suspend (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to suspend

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

PossibleErrorCodes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE,OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS,OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED
, VM_IS_TEMPLATE
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RPC name: unpause

Overview:

Resume the specified VM. This can only be called when the specified VM is in the Paused state.

Signature:

1 void unpause (session ref session_id, VM ref vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref vm The VM to unpause

Minimum Role: vm‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_BAD_POWER_STATE, OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED, VM_IS_TEMPLATE

RPC name: update_allowed_operations

Overview:

Recomputes the list of acceptable operations

Signature:

1 void update_allowed_operations (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: wait_memory_target_live

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Wait for a running VM to reach its current memory target

Signature:

1 void wait_memory_target_live (session ref session_id, VM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref self The VM

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

Class: VM_appliance

VM appliance

Fields for class: VM_appliance

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations vm_appliance_operation
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

current_operations (string ->
vm_appliance_operation
)map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VMs VM ref set RO/runtime all VMs in this
appliance

RPCs associated with class: VM_appliance

RPC name: assert_can_be_recovered

Overview:

Assert whether all SRs required to recover this VM appliance are available.

Signature:

1 void assert_can_be_recovered (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref
self, session ref session_to)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance to recover

session ref session_to The session to which the VM
appliance is to be recovered.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_REQUIRES_SR

RPC name: clean_shutdown

Overview:

Perform a clean shutdown of all the VMs in the appliance

Signature:

1 void clean_shutdown (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OPERATION_PARTIALLY_FAILED

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VM_appliance instance, and return its handle.

Signature:
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1 VM_appliance ref create (session ref session_id, VM_appliance record
args)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: VM_appliance ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VM_appliance instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VM_appliances known to the system.
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Signature:

1 VM_appliance ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_appliance ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VM_appliance references to VM_appliance records for all VM_appliances known to
the system.

Signature:

1 (VM_appliance ref -> VM_appliance record) map get_all_records (session
ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM_appliance ref -> VM_appliance record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 vm_appliance_operation set get_allowed_operations (session ref
session_id, VM_appliance ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vm_appliance_operation set

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the VM_appliance instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 VM_appliance ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string
label)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_appliance ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VM_appliance instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VM_appliance ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_appliance ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 (string -> vm_appliance_operation) map get_current_operations (session
ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> vm_appliance_operation)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:
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1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:
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Get a record containing the current state of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 VM_appliance record get_record (session ref session_id, VM_appliance
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_appliance record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_SRs_required_for_recovery

Overview:

Get the list of SRs required by the VM appliance to recover.

Signature:

1 SR ref set get_SRs_required_for_recovery (session ref session_id,
VM_appliance ref self, session ref session_to)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance for which
the required list of SRs has to
be recovered.

session ref session_to The session to which the list
of SRs have to be recovered .
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: SR ref set

refs for SRs required to recover the VM

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VMs

Overview:

Get the VMs field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_VMs (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

value of the field

RPC name: hard_shutdown

Overview:

Perform a hard shutdown of all the VMs in the appliance

Signature:

1 void hard_shutdown (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OPERATION_PARTIALLY_FAILED

RPC name: recover

Overview:

Recover the VM appliance

Signature:

1 void recover (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self, session
ref session_to, bool force)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance to recover

session ref session_to The session to which the VM
appliance is to be recovered.

bool force Whether the VMs should
replace newer versions of
themselves.

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: VM_REQUIRES_SR

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref
self, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given VM_appliance.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: shutdown

Overview:

For each VM in the appliance, try to shut it down cleanly. If this fails, perform a hard shutdown of the
VM.

Signature:

1 void shutdown (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OPERATION_PARTIALLY_FAILED

RPC name: start

Overview:

Start all VMs in the appliance

Signature:

1 void start (session ref session_id, VM_appliance ref self, bool paused)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_appliance ref self The VM appliance

bool paused Instantiate all VMs belonging
to this appliance in paused
state if set to true.

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Possible Error Codes: OPERATION_PARTIALLY_FAILED

Class: VM_guest_metrics

Themetrics reported by the guest (as opposed to inferred from outside)

Fields for class: VM_guest_metrics
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Field Type Qualifier Description

can_use_hotplug_vbd tristate_type RO/runtime The guest’s statement
of whether it supports
VBD hotplug, i.e.
whether it is capable
of responding
immediately to
instantiation of a new
VBD by bringing
online a new PV block
device. If the guest
states that it is not
capable, then the VBD
plug and unplug
operations will not be
allowed while the
guest is running.

can_use_hotplug_vif tristate_type RO/runtime The guest’s statement
of whether it supports
VIF hotplug, i.e.
whether it is capable
of responding
immediately to
instantiation of a new
VIF by bringing online
a new PV network
device. If the guest
states that it is not
capable, then the VIF
plug and unplug
operations will not be
allowed while the
guest is running.

disks (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Removed. This field
exists but has no data.

last_updated datetime RO/runtime Time at which this
information was last
updated
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Field Type Qualifier Description

live bool RO/runtime True if the guest is
sending heartbeat
messages via the
guest agent

memory (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime Removed. This field
exists but has no
data. Use the
memory andmem‑
ory_internal_free
RRD data‑sources
instead.

networks (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime network
configuration

os_version (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime version of the OS

other (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime anything else

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

PV_drivers_detected bool RO/runtime At least one of the
guest’s devices has
successfully
connected to the
backend.

PV_drivers_up_to_date bool RO/runtime Deprecated.
Logically equivalent
to
PV_drivers_detected

PV_drivers_version (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime version of the PV
drivers

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference
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RPCs associated with class: VM_guest_metrics

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics ref
self, string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VM_guest_metrics instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 VM_guest_metrics ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_guest_metrics ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records
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Overview:

Return amap of VM_guest_metrics references to VM_guest_metrics records for all VM_guest_metrics
instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VM_guest_metrics ref -> VM_guest_metrics record) map get_all_records (
session ref session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM_guest_metrics ref -> VM_guest_metrics record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VM_guest_metrics instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VM_guest_metrics ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_guest_metrics ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_can_use_hotplug_vbd

Overview:

Get the can_use_hotplug_vbd field of the given VM_guest_metrics.
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Signature:

1 tristate_type get_can_use_hotplug_vbd (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tristate_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_can_use_hotplug_vif

Overview:

Get the can_use_hotplug_vif field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 tristate_type get_can_use_hotplug_vif (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: tristate_type

value of the field
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RPC name: get_disks

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the disks field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_disks (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_updated

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_live

Overview:

Get the live field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_live (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the memory field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_memory (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_networks

Overview:

Get the networks field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_networks (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_os_version

Overview:

Get the os_version field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_os_version (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_other

Overview:

Get the other field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config
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Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_drivers_detected

Overview:

Get the PV_drivers_detected field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_PV_drivers_detected (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_drivers_up_to_date

This message is deprecated.

Overview:

Get the PV_drivers_up_to_date field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_PV_drivers_up_to_date (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_PV_drivers_version

Overview:

Get the PV_drivers_version field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_PV_drivers_version (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 VM_guest_metrics record get_record (session ref session_id,
VM_guest_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_guest_metrics record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:
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1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given
VM_guest_metrics. If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics
ref self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config
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Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VM_guest_metrics.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VM_guest_metrics ref
self, (string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_guest_metrics ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: VM_metrics

Themetrics associated with a VM

Fields for class: VM_metrics

Field Type Qualifier Description

current_domain_type domain_type RO/runtime The current domain
type of the VM (for
running,suspended,
or paused VMs). The
last‑known domain
type for halted VMs.

hvm bool RO/runtime hardware virtual
machine

install_time datetime RO/runtime Time at which the VM
was installed
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Field Type Qualifier Description

last_updated datetime RO/runtime Time at which this
information was last
updated

memory_actual int RO/runtime Guest’s actual
memory (bytes)

nested_virt bool RO/runtime VM supports nested
virtualisation

nomigrate bool RO/runtime VM is immobile and
can’t migrate
between hosts

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW additional
configuration

start_time datetime RO/runtime Time at which this VM
was last booted

state string set RO/runtime The state of the guest,
for example, blocked,
dying.

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VCPUs_CPU (int -> int)map RO/runtime VCPU to PCPUmap

VCPUs_flags (int -> string
set)map

RO/runtime CPU flags
(blocked,online,running)

VCPUs_number int RO/runtime Current number of
VCPUs

VCPUs_params (string ->
string)map

RO/runtime The live equivalent to
VM.VCPUs_params

VCPUs_utilisation (int -> float)
map

RO/runtime Removed. Utilisation
for all of guest’s
current VCPUs

RPCs associated with class: VM_metrics

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:
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Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VM_metrics instances known to the system.

Signature:

1 VM_metrics ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_metrics ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VM_metrics references to VM_metrics records for all VM_metrics instances known to
the system.

Signature:
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1 (VM_metrics ref -> VM_metrics record) map get_all_records (session ref
session_id)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VM_metrics ref -> VM_metrics record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VM_metrics instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VM_metrics ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_metrics ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_current_domain_type

Overview:

Get the current_domain_type field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 domain_type get_current_domain_type (session ref session_id, VM_metrics
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: domain_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_hvm

Overview:

Get the hvm field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_hvm (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_install_time

Overview:

Get the install_time field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:
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1 datetime get_install_time (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_updated

Overview:

Get the last_updated field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_updated (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_memory_actual

Overview:
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Get the memory/actual field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 int get_memory_actual (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_nested_virt

Overview:

Get the nested_virt field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_nested_virt (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field
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RPC name: get_nomigrate

Overview:

Get the nomigrate field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 bool get_nomigrate (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id,
VM_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 VM_metrics record get_record (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM_metrics record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_start_time

Overview:

Get the start_time field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 datetime get_start_time (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_state

Overview:

Get the state field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 string set get_state (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_CPU

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/CPU field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 (int -> int) map get_VCPUs_CPU (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (int -> int)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_flags

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/flags field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:
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1 (int -> string set) map get_VCPUs_flags (session ref session_id,
VM_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (int -> string set)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_number

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/number field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 int get_VCPUs_number (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_params

Overview:
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Get the VCPUs/params field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_VCPUs_params (session ref session_id,
VM_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_VCPUs_utilisation

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the VCPUs/utilisation field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 (int -> float) map get_VCPUs_utilisation (session ref session_id,
VM_metrics ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: (int -> float)map

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove thegivenkeyand its correspondingvalue fromtheother_config fieldof thegivenVM_metrics.
If the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VM_metrics.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VM_metrics ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM_metrics ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

Class: VMPP

This class is removed.

VM Protection Policy

Fields for class: VMPP

Field Type Qualifier Description

alarm_config (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor Removed.
configuration for the
alarm

archive_frequency vmpp_archive_frequencyRO/constructor Removed. frequency
of the archive
schedule

archive_last_run_time datetime RO/runtime Removed. time of
the last archive

archive_schedule (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor Removed. schedule
of the archive
containing ‘hour’,
‘min’, ‘days’.
Date/time‑related
information is in
Local Timezone
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Field Type Qualifier Description

archive_target_config (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor Removed.
configuration for the
archive, including its
‘location’, ‘username’,
‘password’

archive_target_type vmpp_archive_target_typeRO/constructor Removed. type of the
archive target config

backup_frequency vmpp_backup_frequencyRO/constructor Removed. frequency
of the backup
schedule

backup_last_run_time datetime RO/runtime Removed. time of
the last backup

backup_retention_valueint RO/constructor Removed. maximum
number of backups
that should be stored
at any time

backup_schedule (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor Removed. schedule
of the backup
containing ‘hour’,
‘min’, ‘days’.
Date/time‑related
information is in
Local Timezone

backup_type vmpp_backup_type RW Removed. type of the
backup sub‑policy

is_alarm_enabled bool RO/constructor Removed. true if
alarm is enabled for
this policy

is_archive_running bool RO/runtime Removed. true if this
protection policy’s
archive is running

is_backup_running bool RO/runtime Removed. true if this
protection policy’s
backup is running
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Field Type Qualifier Description

is_policy_enabled bool RW Removed. enable or
disable this policy

name_description string RW Removed. a notes
field containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW Removed. a
human‑readable
name

recent_alerts string set RO/runtime Removed. recent
alerts

uuid string RO/runtime Removed. Unique
identifier/object
reference

VMs VM ref set RO/runtime Removed. all VMs
attached to this
protection policy

RPCs associated with class: VMPP

RPC name: add_to_alarm_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_to_alarm_config (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to add
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type name description

string value the value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_archive_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_to_archive_schedule (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to add

string value the value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_archive_target_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_to_archive_target_config (session ref session_id, VMPP ref
self, string key, string value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to add

string value the value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: add_to_backup_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_to_backup_schedule (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
string key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to add

string value the value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void
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RPC name: archive_now

This message is removed.

Overview:

This call archives the snapshot provided as a parameter

Signature:

1 string archive_now (session ref session_id, VM ref snapshot)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref snapshot The snapshot to archive

Minimum Role: vm‑power‑admin

Return Type: string

An XMLRPC result

RPC name: create

This message is removed.

Overview:

Create a new VMPP instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 VMPP ref create (session ref session_id, VMPP record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP record args All constructor arguments
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: VMPP ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

This message is removed.

Overview:

Destroy the specified VMPP instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_alarm_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the alarm_config field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_alarm_config (session ref session_id, VMPP
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_alerts

This message is removed.

Overview:

This call fetches a history of alerts for a given protection policy

Signature:

1 string set get_alerts (session ref session_id, VMPP ref vmpp, int
hours_from_now)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref vmpp The protection policy

int hours_from_now howmany hours in the past
the oldest record to fetch is

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string set

A list of alerts encoded in xml

RPC name: get_all

This message is removed.
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Overview:

Return a list of all the VMPPs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VMPP ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMPP ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

This message is removed.

Overview:

Return a map of VMPP references to VMPP records for all VMPPs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VMPP ref -> VMPP record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VMPP ref -> VMPP record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_archive_frequency

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the archive_frequency field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 vmpp_archive_frequency get_archive_frequency (session ref session_id,
VMPP ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vmpp_archive_frequency

value of the field

RPC name: get_archive_last_run_time

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the archive_last_run_time field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 datetime get_archive_last_run_time (session ref session_id, VMPP ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_archive_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the archive_schedule field of the given VMPP.
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Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_archive_schedule (session ref session_id,
VMPP ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_archive_target_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the archive_target_config field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_archive_target_config (session ref
session_id, VMPP ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field
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RPC name: get_archive_target_type

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the archive_target_type field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 vmpp_archive_target_type get_archive_target_type (session ref
session_id, VMPP ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vmpp_archive_target_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_backup_frequency

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the backup_frequency field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 vmpp_backup_frequency get_backup_frequency (session ref session_id,
VMPP ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vmpp_backup_frequency

value of the field

RPC name: get_backup_last_run_time

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the backup_last_run_time field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 datetime get_backup_last_run_time (session ref session_id, VMPP ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_backup_retention_value

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the backup_retention_value field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 int get_backup_retention_value (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_backup_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the backup_schedule field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_backup_schedule (session ref session_id,
VMPP ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_backup_type

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the backup_type field of the given VMPP.
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Signature:

1 vmpp_backup_type get_backup_type (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vmpp_backup_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_name_label

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get all the VMPP instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 VMPP ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMPP ref set

references to objects with matching names
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RPC name: get_by_uuid

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get a reference to the VMPP instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VMPP ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMPP ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_is_alarm_enabled

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the is_alarm_enabled field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_alarm_enabled (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_archive_running

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the is_archive_running field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_archive_running (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_backup_running

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the is_backup_running field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_backup_running (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_is_policy_enabled

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the is_policy_enabled field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 bool get_is_policy_enabled (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given VMPP.

Signature:
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1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_recent_alerts
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This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the recent_alerts field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 string set get_recent_alerts (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string set

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 VMPP record get_record (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only
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Return Type: VMPP record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VMs

This message is removed.

Overview:

Get the VMs field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_VMs (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

value of the field

RPC name: protect_now

This message is removed.

Overview:

This call executes the protection policy immediately

Signature:

1 string protect_now (session ref session_id, VMPP ref vmpp)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref vmpp The protection policy to run

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

An XMLRPC result

RPC name: remove_from_alarm_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:
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1 void remove_from_alarm_config (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_archive_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void remove_from_archive_schedule (session ref session_id, VMPP ref
self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_archive_target_config
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This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void remove_from_archive_target_config (session ref session_id, VMPP
ref self, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: remove_from_backup_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void remove_from_backup_schedule (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self
, string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

string key the key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_alarm_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_alarm_config (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

(string -> string)map value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_archive_frequency

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the value of the archive_frequency field

Signature:

1 void set_archive_frequency (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
vmpp_archive_frequency value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

vmpp_archive_frequency value the archive frequency

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_archive_last_run_time

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_archive_last_run_time (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
datetime value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

datetime value the value to set

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_archive_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_archive_schedule (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, (
string -> string) map value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

(string -> string)map value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_archive_target_config

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_archive_target_config (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
(string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

(string -> string)map value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_archive_target_type

This message is removed.
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Overview:

Set the value of the archive_target_config_type field

Signature:

1 void set_archive_target_type (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
vmpp_archive_target_type value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

vmpp_archive_target_type value the archive target config type

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_backup_frequency

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the value of the backup_frequency field

Signature:

1 void set_backup_frequency (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
vmpp_backup_frequency value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

vmpp_backup_frequency value the backup frequency
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_backup_last_run_time

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_backup_last_run_time (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
datetime value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

datetime value the value to set

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_backup_retention_value

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_backup_retention_value (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
int value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy
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type name description

int value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_backup_schedule

This message is removed.

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_backup_schedule (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, (
string -> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

(string -> string)map value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_backup_type

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the backup_type field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 void set_backup_type (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
vmpp_backup_type value)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

vmpp_backup_type value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_is_alarm_enabled

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the value of the is_alarm_enabled field

Signature:

1 void set_is_alarm_enabled (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self The protection policy

bool value true if alarm is enabled for
this policy

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_is_policy_enabled
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This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the is_policy_enabled field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 void set_is_policy_enabled (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, bool
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set
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Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

This message is removed.

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given VMPP.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, VMPP ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMPP ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

Class: VMSS

VM Snapshot Schedule

Fields for class: VMSS

Field Type Qualifier Description

enabled bool RW enable or disable this
snapshot schedule

frequency vmss_frequency RO/constructor frequency of taking
snapshot from
snapshot schedule
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Field Type Qualifier Description

last_run_time datetime RO/runtime time of the last
snapshot

name_description string RW a notes field
containing
human‑readable
description

name_label string RW a human‑readable
name

retained_snapshots int RO/constructor maximum number of
snapshots that
should be stored at
any time

schedule (string ->
string)map

RO/constructor schedule of the
snapshot containing
‘hour’, ‘min’, ‘days’.
Date/time‑related
information is in
Local Timezone

type vmss_type RO/constructor type of the snapshot
schedule

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VMs VM ref set RO/runtime all VMs attached to
this snapshot
schedule

RPCs associated with class: VMSS

RPC name: add_to_schedule

Overview:

Signature:

1 void add_to_schedule (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, string key
, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The snapshot schedule

string key the key to add

string value the value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VMSS instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 VMSS ref create (session ref session_id, VMSS record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: VMSS ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VMSS instance.

Signature:
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1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VMSSs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VMSS ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMSS ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VMSS references to VMSS records for all VMSSs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VMSS ref -> VMSS record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VMSS ref -> VMSS record)map

records of all objects
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RPC name: get_by_name_label

Overview:

Get all the VMSS instances with the given label.

Signature:

1 VMSS ref set get_by_name_label (session ref session_id, string label)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string label label of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMSS ref set

references to objects with matching names

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VMSS instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VMSS ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMSS ref
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reference to the object

RPC name: get_enabled

Overview:

Get the enabled field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 bool get_enabled (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_frequency

Overview:

Get the frequency field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 vmss_frequency get_frequency (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object
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Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vmss_frequency

value of the field

RPC name: get_last_run_time

Overview:

Get the last_run_time field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 datetime get_last_run_time (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: datetime

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_description

Overview:

Get the name/description field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 string get_name_description (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_name_label

Overview:

Get the name/label field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 string get_name_label (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 VMSS record get_record (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VMSS record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_retained_snapshots

Overview:

Get the retained_snapshots field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 int get_retained_snapshots (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: int

value of the field

RPC name: get_schedule

Overview:

Get the schedule field of the given VMSS.

Signature:
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1 (string -> string) map get_schedule (session ref session_id, VMSS ref
self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_type

Overview:

Get the type field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 vmss_type get_type (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vmss_type

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid
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Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VMs

Overview:

Get the VMs field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 VM ref set get_VMs (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref set

value of the field
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RPC name: remove_from_schedule

Overview:

Signature:

1 void remove_from_schedule (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The snapshot schedule

string key the key to remove

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_enabled

Overview:

Set the enabled field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 void set_enabled (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, bool value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

bool value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator
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Return Type: void

RPC name: set_frequency

Overview:

Set the value of the frequency field

Signature:

1 void set_frequency (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self,
vmss_frequency value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The snapshot schedule

vmss_frequency value the snapshot schedule
frequency

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_last_run_time

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_last_run_time (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, datetime
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The snapshot schedule
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type name description

datetime value the value to set

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_description

Overview:

Set the name/description field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 void set_name_description (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self,
string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_name_label

Overview:

Set the name/label field of the given VMSS.

Signature:

1 void set_name_label (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, string
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self reference to the object

string value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_retained_snapshots

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_retained_snapshots (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, int
value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The schedule snapshot

int value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_schedule

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_schedule (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, (string ->
string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The snapshot schedule

(string -> string)map value the value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_type

Overview:

Signature:

1 void set_type (session ref session_id, VMSS ref self, vmss_type value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref self The snapshot schedule

vmss_type value the snapshot schedule type

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: void

RPC name: snapshot_now

Overview:

This call executes the snapshot schedule immediately

Signature:

1 string snapshot_now (session ref session_id, VMSS ref vmss)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VMSS ref vmss Snapshot Schedule to run

Minimum Role: pool‑operator

Return Type: string

An XMLRPC result

Class: VTPM

A virtual TPM device

Fields for class: VTPM

Field Type Qualifier Description

backend VM ref RO/constructor the domain where the
backend is located

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VM VM ref RO/constructor the virtual machine

RPCs associated with class: VTPM

RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VTPM instance, and return its handle.

Signature:

1 VTPM ref create (session ref session_id, VTPM record args)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VTPM record args All constructor arguments

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: VTPM ref

reference to the newly created object

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Destroy the specified VTPM instance.

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VTPM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VTPM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: vm‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_backend

Overview:

Get the backend field of the given VTPM.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_backend (session ref session_id, VTPM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VTPM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VTPM instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VTPM ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VTPM ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VTPM.

Signature:

1 VTPM record get_record (session ref session_id, VTPM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VTPM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VTPM record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VTPM.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VTPM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VTPM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field

RPC name: get_VM

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given VTPM.

Signature:
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1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, VTPM ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VTPM ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

Class: VUSB

Describes the vusb device

Fields for class: VUSB

Field Type Qualifier Description

allowed_operations vusb_operations
set

RO/runtime list of the operations
allowed in this state.
This list is advisory
only and the server
state may have
changed by the time
this field is read by a
client.

current_operations (string ->
vusb_operations)
map

RO/runtime links each of the
running tasks using
this object (by
reference) to a
current_operation
enumwhich
describes the nature
of the task.
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Field Type Qualifier Description

currently_attached bool RO/runtime is the device currently
attached

other_config (string ->
string)map

RW Additional
configuration

USB_group USB_group ref RO/runtime USB group used by
the VUSB

uuid string RO/runtime Unique
identifier/object
reference

VM VM ref RO/runtime VM that owns the
VUSB

RPCs associated with class: VUSB

RPC name: add_to_other_config

Overview:

Add the given key‑value pair to the other_config field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 void add_to_other_config (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self, string
key, string value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

string key Key to add

string value Value to add

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void
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RPC name: create

Overview:

Create a new VUSB record in the database only

Signature:

1 VUSB ref create (session ref session_id, VM ref VM, USB_group ref
USB_group, (string -> string) map other_config)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VM ref VM The VM

USB_group ref USB_group

(string -> string)map other_config

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: VUSB ref

The ref of the newly created VUSB record.

RPC name: destroy

Overview:

Removes a VUSB record from the database

Signature:

1 void destroy (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self The VUSB to destroy about
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Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: get_all

Overview:

Return a list of all the VUSBs known to the system.

Signature:

1 VUSB ref set get_all (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VUSB ref set

references to all objects

RPC name: get_all_records

Overview:

Return a map of VUSB references to VUSB records for all VUSBs known to the system.

Signature:

1 (VUSB ref -> VUSB record) map get_all_records (session ref session_id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (VUSB ref -> VUSB record)map

records of all objects

RPC name: get_allowed_operations

Overview:

Get the allowed_operations field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 vusb_operations set get_allowed_operations (session ref session_id,
VUSB ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Arguments:
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type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: vusb_operations set

value of the field

RPC name: get_by_uuid

Overview:

Get a reference to the VUSB instance with the specified UUID.

Signature:

1 VUSB ref get_by_uuid (session ref session_id, string uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

string uuid UUID of object to return

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VUSB ref

reference to the object

RPC name: get_current_operations

Overview:

Get the current_operations field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 (string -> vusb_operations) map get_current_operations (session ref
session_id, VUSB ref self)
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> vusb_operations)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_currently_attached

Overview:

Get the currently_attached field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 bool get_currently_attached (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: bool

value of the field

RPC name: get_other_config

Overview:

Get the other_config field of the given VUSB.
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Signature:

1 (string -> string) map get_other_config (session ref session_id, VUSB
ref self)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: (string -> string)map

value of the field

RPC name: get_record

Overview:

Get a record containing the current state of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 VUSB record get_record (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VUSB record

all fields from the object

RPC name: get_USB_group
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Overview:

Get the USB_group field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 USB_group ref get_USB_group (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: USB_group ref

value of the field

RPC name: get_uuid

Overview:

Get the uuid field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 string get_uuid (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: string

value of the field
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RPC name: get_VM

Overview:

Get the VM field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 VM ref get_VM (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

Minimum Role: read‑only

Return Type: VM ref

value of the field

RPC name: remove_from_other_config

Overview:

Remove the given key and its corresponding value from the other_config field of the given VUSB. If
the key is not in that Map, then do nothing.

Signature:

1 void remove_from_other_config (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self,
string key)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

string key Key to remove
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Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: set_other_config

Overview:

Set the other_config field of the given VUSB.

Signature:

1 void set_other_config (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self, (string
-> string) map value)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session

VUSB ref self reference to the object

(string -> string)map value New value to set

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

RPC name: unplug

Overview:

Unplug the vusb device from the vm.

Signature:

1 void unplug (session ref session_id, VUSB ref self)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Arguments:

type name description

session ref session_id Reference to a valid session
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type name description

VUSB ref self vusb deivce

Minimum Role: pool‑admin

Return Type: void

API Reference ‑ Error Handling

March 1, 2023

When a low‑level transport error occurs, or a request is malformed at the HTTP
or RPC level, the server may send an HTTP 500 error response, or the client
may simulate the same. The client must be prepared to handle these errors,
though they may be treated as fatal.

On the wire, these are transmitted in a form similar to this when using the
XML‑RPC protocol:

1 $curl -D - -X POST https://server -H 'Content-Type: application/xml' \
2 > -d '<?xml version="1.0"?>
3 > <methodCall>
4 > <methodName>session.logout</methodName>
5 > </methodCall>'
6 HTTP/1.1 500 Internal Error
7 content-length: 297
8 content-type:text/html
9 connection:close

10 cache-control:no-cache, no-store
11
12 <html><body><h1>HTTP 500 internal server error</h1>An unexpected error

occurred;
13 please wait a while and try again. If the problem persists, please

contact your
14 support representative.<h1> Additional information </h1>Xmlrpc.

Parse_error(&quo
15 t;close_tag&quot;, &quot;open_tag&quot;, _)</body></html>
16 <!--NeedCopy-->

When using the JSON‑RPC protocol:
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1 $curl -D - -X POST https://server/jsonrpc -H 'Content-Type: application
/json' \

2 > -d '{
3
4 > "jsonrpc": "2.0",
5 > "method": "session.login_with_password",
6 > "id": 0
7 > }
8 '
9 HTTP/1.1 500 Internal Error

10 content-length: 308
11 content-type:text/html
12 connection:close
13 cache-control:no-cache, no-store
14
15 <html><body><h1>HTTP 500 internal server error</h1>An unexpected error

occurred;
16 please wait a while and try again. If the problem persists, please

contact your
17 support representative.<h1> Additional information </h1>Jsonrpc.

Malformed_metho
18 d_request(&quot;{
19 jsonrpc=...,method=...,id=... }
20 &quot;)</body></html>
21 <!--NeedCopy-->

All other failures are reported with a more structured error response, to
allow better automatic response to failures, proper internationalisation of
any error message, and easier debugging.

On the wire, these are transmitted like this when using the XML‑RPC protocol:

1 <struct>
2 <member>
3 <name>Status</name>
4 <value>Failure</value>
5 </member>
6 <member>
7 <name>ErrorDescription</name>
8 <value>
9 <array>

10 <data>
11 <value>MAP_DUPLICATE_KEY</value>
12 <value>Customer</value>
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13 <value>eSpiel Inc.</value>
14 <value>eSpiel Incorporated</value>
15 </data>
16 </array>
17 </value>
18 </member>
19 </struct>
20 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note that ErrorDescription value is an array of string values. The
first element of the array is an error code; the remainder of the array are
strings representing error parameters relating to that code. In this case,
the client has attempted to add the mapping Customer ‑>
eSpiel Incorporated to a Map, but it already contains the mapping
Customer ‑> eSpiel Inc., and so the request has failed.

When using the JSON‑RPC protocol v2.0, the above error is transmitted as:

1 {
2
3 "jsonrpc": "2.0",
4 "error": {
5
6 "code": 1,
7 "message": "MAP_DUPLICATE_KEY",
8 "data": [
9 "Customer","eSpiel Inc.","eSpiel Incorporated"

10 ]
11 }
12 ,
13 "id": 3
14 }
15
16 <!--NeedCopy-->

Finally, when using the JSON‑RPC protocol v1.0:

1 {
2
3 "result": null,
4 "error": [
5 "MAP_DUPLICATE_KEY","Customer","eSpiel Inc.","eSpiel Incorporated

"
6 ],
7 "id": "xyz"
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8 }
9

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

Each possible error code is documented in the following section.

Error Codes

ACTIVATION_WHILE_NOT_FREE

An activation key can only be applied when the edition is set to ‘free’.

No parameters.

ADDRESS_VIOLATES_LOCKING_CONSTRAINT

The specified IP address violates the VIF locking configuration.

Signature:

1 ADDRESS_VIOLATES_LOCKING_CONSTRAINT(address)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ALREADY_ENABLED

External authentication for this server is already enabled.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ALREADY_ENABLED(current auth_type, current service_name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED

The host failed to disable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED

The host failed to disable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS

The host failed to disable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_DOMAIN_LOOKUP_FAILED

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_DOMAIN_LOOKUP_FAILED(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_ACCOUNT

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_ACCOUNT(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_OU

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_OU(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_UNAVAILABLE

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_UNAVAILABLE(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS

The host failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_IS_DISABLED

External authentication is disabled, unable to resolve subject name.

No parameters.
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AUTH_SERVICE_ERROR

Error querying the external directory service.

Signature:

1 AUTH_SERVICE_ERROR(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

AUTH_UNKNOWN_TYPE

Unknown type of external authentication.

Signature:

1 AUTH_UNKNOWN_TYPE(type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

BACKUP_SCRIPT_FAILED

The backup could not be performed because the backup script failed.

Signature:

1 BACKUP_SCRIPT_FAILED(log)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

BALLOONING_TIMEOUT_BEFORE_MIGRATION

Timeout trying to balloon downmemory before VMmigration. If the error occurs repeatedly, consider
increasing the memory‑dynamic‑min value.

Signature:

1 BALLOONING_TIMEOUT_BEFORE_MIGRATION(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

BOOTLOADER_FAILED

The bootloader returned an error

Signature:

1 BOOTLOADER_FAILED(vm, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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BRIDGE_NAME_EXISTS

The specified bridge already exists.

Signature:

1 BRIDGE_NAME_EXISTS(bridge)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

BRIDGE_NOT_AVAILABLE

Could not find bridge required by VM.

Signature:

1 BRIDGE_NOT_AVAILABLE(bridge)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_ADD_TUNNEL_TO_BOND_SLAVE

This PIF is a bondmember and cannot have a tunnel on it.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_ADD_TUNNEL_TO_BOND_SLAVE(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_ADD_TUNNEL_TO_SRIOV_LOGICAL

This is a network SR‑IOV logical PIF and cannot have a tunnel on it.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_ADD_TUNNEL_TO_SRIOV_LOGICAL(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_ADD_TUNNEL_TO_VLAN_ON_SRIOV_LOGICAL

This is a vlan PIF on network SR‑IOV and cannot have a tunnel on it.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_ADD_TUNNEL_TO_VLAN_ON_SRIOV_LOGICAL(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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CANNOT_ADD_VLAN_TO_BOND_SLAVE

This PIF is a bondmember and cannot have a VLAN on it.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_ADD_VLAN_TO_BOND_SLAVE(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_CHANGE_PIF_PROPERTIES

This properties of this PIF cannot be changed. Only the properties of non‑bonded physical PIFs, or
bondmasters can be changed.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_CHANGE_PIF_PROPERTIES(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_CONTACT_HOST

Cannot forward messages because the server cannot be contacted. The server may be switched off
or there may be network connectivity problems.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_CONTACT_HOST(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_CREATE_STATE_FILE

An HA statefile could not be created, perhaps because no SR with the appropriate capability was
found.

No parameters.

CANNOT_DESTROY_DISASTER_RECOVERY_TASK

The disaster recovery task could not be cleanly destroyed.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_DESTROY_DISASTER_RECOVERY_TASK(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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CANNOT_DESTROY_SYSTEM_NETWORK

You tried to destroy a system network: these cannot be destroyed.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_DESTROY_SYSTEM_NETWORK(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_ENABLE_REDO_LOG

Could not enable redo log.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_ENABLE_REDO_LOG(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_EVACUATE_HOST

This server cannot be evacuated.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_EVACUATE_HOST(errors)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_FETCH_PATCH

The requested update could not be obtained from themaster.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_FETCH_PATCH(uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_FIND_OEM_BACKUP_PARTITION

The backup partition to stream the update to cannot be found.

No parameters.
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CANNOT_FIND_PATCH

The requested update could not be found. This can occur when you designate a new master or xe
patch‑clean. Please upload the update again.

No parameters.

CANNOT_FIND_STATE_PARTITION

This operation could not be performed because the state partition could not be found

No parameters.

CANNOT_FIND_UPDATE

The requested update could not be found. Please upload the update again. This can occur when you
run xe update‑pool‑clean before xe update‑apply.

No parameters.

CANNOT_FORGET_SRIOV_LOGICAL

This is a network SR‑IOV logical PIF and cannot do forget on it

Signature:

1 CANNOT_FORGET_SRIOV_LOGICAL(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_PLUG_BOND_SLAVE

This PIF is a bondmember and cannot be plugged.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_PLUG_BOND_SLAVE(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_PLUG_VIF

Cannot plug VIF

Signature:
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1 CANNOT_PLUG_VIF(VIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CANNOT_RESET_CONTROL_DOMAIN

The power‑state of a control domain cannot be reset.

Signature:

1 CANNOT_RESET_CONTROL_DOMAIN(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CERTIFICATE_ALREADY_EXISTS

A certificate already exists with the specified name.

Signature:

1 CERTIFICATE_ALREADY_EXISTS(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CERTIFICATE_CORRUPT

The specified certificate is corrupt or unreadable.

Signature:

1 CERTIFICATE_CORRUPT(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CERTIFICATE_DOES_NOT_EXIST

The specified certificate does not exist.

Signature:

1 CERTIFICATE_DOES_NOT_EXIST(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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CERTIFICATE_LIBRARY_CORRUPT

The certificate library is corrupt or unreadable.

No parameters.

CERTIFICATE_NAME_INVALID

The specified certificate name is invalid.

Signature:

1 CERTIFICATE_NAME_INVALID(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CHANGE_PASSWORD_REJECTED

The system rejected the password change request; perhaps the new password was too short?

Signature:

1 CHANGE_PASSWORD_REJECTED(msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTERED_SR_DEGRADED

An SR is using clustered local storage. It is not safe to reboot a host at the moment.

Signature:

1 CLUSTERED_SR_DEGRADED(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTERING_DISABLED

An operation was attempted while clustering was disabled on the cluster_host.

Signature:

1 CLUSTERING_DISABLED(cluster_host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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CLUSTERING_ENABLED

An operation was attempted while clustering was enabled on the cluster_host.

Signature:

1 CLUSTERING_ENABLED(cluster_host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTER_ALREADY_EXISTS

A cluster already exists in the pool.

No parameters.

CLUSTER_CREATE_IN_PROGRESS

The operation could not be performed because cluster creation is in progress.

No parameters.

CLUSTER_DOES_NOT_HAVE_ONE_NODE

An operation failed as it expected the cluster to have only one node but foundmultiple cluster_hosts.

Signature:

1 CLUSTER_DOES_NOT_HAVE_ONE_NODE(number_of_nodes)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTER_FORCE_DESTROY_FAILED

Force destroy failed on a Cluster_host while force destroying the cluster.

Signature:

1 CLUSTER_FORCE_DESTROY_FAILED(cluster)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTER_HOST_IS_LAST

The last cluster host cannot be destroyed. Destroy the cluster instead

Signature:
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1 CLUSTER_HOST_IS_LAST(cluster_host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTER_HOST_NOT_JOINED

Cluster_host operation failed as the cluster_host has not joined the cluster.

Signature:

1 CLUSTER_HOST_NOT_JOINED(cluster_host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE

The cluster stack is still in use by at least one plugged PBD.

Signature:

1 CLUSTER_STACK_IN_USE(cluster_stack)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

COULD_NOT_FIND_NETWORK_INTERFACE_WITH_SPECIFIED_DEVICE_NAME_AND_MAC_ADDRESS

Could not find a network interface with the specified device name and MAC address.

Signature:

1 COULD_NOT_FIND_NETWORK_INTERFACE_WITH_SPECIFIED_DEVICE_NAME_AND_MAC_ADDRESS
(device, mac)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

COULD_NOT_IMPORT_DATABASE

An error occurred while attempting to import a database from ametadata VDI

Signature:

1 COULD_NOT_IMPORT_DATABASE(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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COULD_NOT_UPDATE_IGMP_SNOOPING_EVERYWHERE

The IGMP Snooping setting cannot be applied for some of the host, network(s).

No parameters.

CPU_FEATURE_MASKING_NOT_SUPPORTED

The CPU does not support masking of features.

Signature:

1 CPU_FEATURE_MASKING_NOT_SUPPORTED(details)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CRL_ALREADY_EXISTS

A CRL already exists with the specified name.

Signature:

1 CRL_ALREADY_EXISTS(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CRL_CORRUPT

The specified CRL is corrupt or unreadable.

Signature:

1 CRL_CORRUPT(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

CRL_DOES_NOT_EXIST

The specified CRL does not exist.

Signature:

1 CRL_DOES_NOT_EXIST(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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CRL_NAME_INVALID

The specified CRL name is invalid.

Signature:

1 CRL_NAME_INVALID(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DB_UNIQUENESS_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION

You attempted an operation which would have resulted in duplicate keys in the database.

Signature:

1 DB_UNIQUENESS_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION(table, field, value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEFAULT_SR_NOT_FOUND

The default SR reference does not point to a valid SR

Signature:

1 DEFAULT_SR_NOT_FOUND(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEVICE_ALREADY_ATTACHED

The device is already attached to a VM

Signature:

1 DEVICE_ALREADY_ATTACHED(device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEVICE_ALREADY_DETACHED

The device is not currently attached

Signature:

1 DEVICE_ALREADY_DETACHED(device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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DEVICE_ALREADY_EXISTS

A device with the name given already exists on the selected VM

Signature:

1 DEVICE_ALREADY_EXISTS(device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEVICE_ATTACH_TIMEOUT

A timeout happened while attempting to attach a device to a VM.

Signature:

1 DEVICE_ATTACH_TIMEOUT(type, ref)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEVICE_DETACH_REJECTED

The VM rejected the attempt to detach the device.

Signature:

1 DEVICE_DETACH_REJECTED(type, ref, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEVICE_DETACH_TIMEOUT

A timeout happened while attempting to detach a device from a VM.

Signature:

1 DEVICE_DETACH_TIMEOUT(type, ref)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DEVICE_NOT_ATTACHED

The operation could not be performed because the VBD was not connected to the VM.

Signature:

1 DEVICE_NOT_ATTACHED(VBD)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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DISK_VBD_MUST_BE_READWRITE_FOR_HVM

All VBDs of type ‘disk’ must be read/write for HVM guests

Signature:

1 DISK_VBD_MUST_BE_READWRITE_FOR_HVM(vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DOMAIN_BUILDER_ERROR

An internal error generated by the domain builder.

Signature:

1 DOMAIN_BUILDER_ERROR(function, code, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DOMAIN_EXISTS

The operation could not be performed because a domain still exists for the specified VM.

Signature:

1 DOMAIN_EXISTS(vm, domid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DUPLICATE_MAC_SEED

This MAC seed is already in use by a VM in the pool

Signature:

1 DUPLICATE_MAC_SEED(seed)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

DUPLICATE_PIF_DEVICE_NAME

A PIF with this specified device name already exists.

Signature:

1 DUPLICATE_PIF_DEVICE_NAME(device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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DUPLICATE_VM

Cannot restore this VM because it would create a duplicate

Signature:

1 DUPLICATE_VM(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

EVENTS_LOST

Some events have been lost from the queue and cannot be retrieved.

No parameters.

EVENT_FROM_TOKEN_PARSE_FAILURE

The event.from token could not be parsed. Valid values include: ‘’, and a value returned from a previ‑
ous event.from call.

Signature:

1 EVENT_FROM_TOKEN_PARSE_FAILURE(token)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

EVENT_SUBSCRIPTION_PARSE_FAILURE

The server failed to parse your event subscription. Valid values include: *, class‑name, class‑
name/object‑reference.

Signature:

1 EVENT_SUBSCRIPTION_PARSE_FAILURE(subscription)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

FAILED_TO_START_EMULATOR

An emulator required to run this VM failed to start

Signature:

1 FAILED_TO_START_EMULATOR(vm, name, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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FEATURE_REQUIRES_HVM

The VM is set up to use a feature that requires it to boot as HVM.

Signature:

1 FEATURE_REQUIRES_HVM(details)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

FEATURE_RESTRICTED

The use of this feature is restricted.

No parameters.

FIELD_TYPE_ERROR

The value specified is of the wrong type

Signature:

1 FIELD_TYPE_ERROR(field)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

GPU_GROUP_CONTAINS_NO_PGPUS

The GPU group does not contain any PGPUs.

Signature:

1 GPU_GROUP_CONTAINS_NO_PGPUS(gpu_group)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

GPU_GROUP_CONTAINS_PGPU

The GPU group contains active PGPUs and cannot be deleted.

Signature:

1 GPU_GROUP_CONTAINS_PGPU(pgpus)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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GPU_GROUP_CONTAINS_VGPU

The GPU group contains active VGPUs and cannot be deleted.

Signature:

1 GPU_GROUP_CONTAINS_VGPU(vgpus)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HANDLE_INVALID

You gave an invalid object reference. The objectmay have recently beendeleted. The class parameter
gives the type of reference given, and the handle parameter echoes the bad value given.

Signature:

1 HANDLE_INVALID(class, handle)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_ABORT_NEW_MASTER

This server cannot accept the proposed newmaster setting at this time.

Signature:

1 HA_ABORT_NEW_MASTER(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_CANNOT_CHANGE_BOND_STATUS_OF_MGMT_IFACE

This operation cannot be performed because creating or deleting a bond involving the management
interface is not allowed while HA is on. In order to do that, disable HA, create or delete the bond then
re‑enable HA.

No parameters.

HA_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_NETWORK_NOT_SHARED

This operation cannot be performed because the referenced network is not properly shared. The net‑
workmusteitherbeentirely virtual ormustbephysicallypresent viaacurrently_attachedPIFonevery
host.

Signature:
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1 HA_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_NETWORK_NOT_SHARED(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_SR_NOT_SHARED

This operation cannot be performed because the referenced SR is not properly shared. The SR must
both bemarked as shared and a currently_attached PBDmust exist for each host.

Signature:

1 HA_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_SR_NOT_SHARED(SR)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_DISABLE_IN_PROGRESS

The operation could not be performed because HA disable is in progress

No parameters.

HA_ENABLE_IN_PROGRESS

The operation could not be performed because HA enable is in progress

No parameters.

HA_FAILED_TO_FORM_LIVESET

HA could not be enabled on the Pool because a liveset could not be formed: check storage and net‑
work heartbeat paths.

No parameters.

HA_HEARTBEAT_DAEMON_STARTUP_FAILED

The server could not join the liveset because the HA daemon failed to start.

No parameters.

HA_HOST_CANNOT_ACCESS_STATEFILE

The server could not join the liveset because the HA daemon could not access the heartbeat disk.

No parameters.
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HA_HOST_CANNOT_SEE_PEERS

The operation failed because the HA software on the specified server could not see a subset of other
servers. Check your network connectivity.

Signature:

1 HA_HOST_CANNOT_SEE_PEERS(host, all, subset)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_HOST_IS_ARMED

The operation could not be performed while the server is still armed; it must be disarmed first.

Signature:

1 HA_HOST_IS_ARMED(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_IS_ENABLED

The operation could not be performed because HA is enabled on the Pool

No parameters.

HA_LOST_STATEFILE

This server lost access to the HA statefile.

No parameters.

HA_NOT_ENABLED

The operation could not be performed because HA is not enabled on the Pool

No parameters.

HA_NOT_INSTALLED

The operation could not be performed because the HA software is not installed on this server.

Signature:

1 HA_NOT_INSTALLED(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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HA_NO_PLAN

Cannot find a plan for placement of VMs as there are no other servers available.

No parameters.

HA_OPERATION_WOULD_BREAK_FAILOVER_PLAN

This operation cannot be performed because it would invalidate VM failover planning such that the
systemwould be unable to guarantee to restart protected VMs after a Host failure.

No parameters.

HA_POOL_IS_ENABLED_BUT_HOST_IS_DISABLED

This server cannot join the pool because the pool has HA enabled but this server has HA disabled.

No parameters.

HA_SHOULD_BE_FENCED

Server cannot rejoin pool because it is fenced (it is not in the master’s partition).

Signature:

1 HA_SHOULD_BE_FENCED(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HA_TOO_FEW_HOSTS

HA can only be enabled for 2 servers or more. Note that 2 servers requires a pre‑configured quorum
tiebreak script.

No parameters.

HOSTS_NOT_COMPATIBLE

The hosts in this pool are not compatible.

No parameters.
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HOSTS_NOT_HOMOGENEOUS

The hosts in this pool are not homogeneous.

Signature:

1 HOSTS_NOT_HOMOGENEOUS(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_BROKEN

This server failed in the middle of an automatic failover operation and needs to retry the failover ac‑
tion.

No parameters.

HOST_CANNOT_ATTACH_NETWORK

Server cannot attach network (in the case of NIC bonding, thismay be because attaching the network
on this server would require other networks ‑ that are currently active ‑ to be taken down).

Signature:

1 HOST_CANNOT_ATTACH_NETWORK(host, network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_CANNOT_DESTROY_SELF

The pool master host cannot be removed.

Signature:

1 HOST_CANNOT_DESTROY_SELF(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_CANNOT_READ_METRICS

Themetrics of this server could not be read.

No parameters.

HOST_CD_DRIVE_EMPTY

The host CDROM drive does not contain a valid CD

No parameters.
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HOST_DISABLED

The specified server is disabled.

Signature:

1 HOST_DISABLED(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_DISABLED_UNTIL_REBOOT

The specified server is disabled and cannot be re‑enabled until after it has rebooted.

Signature:

1 HOST_DISABLED_UNTIL_REBOOT(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_EVACUATE_IN_PROGRESS

This host is being evacuated.

Signature:

1 HOST_EVACUATE_IN_PROGRESS(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_HAS_NO_MANAGEMENT_IP

The server failed to acquire an IP address on its management interface and therefore cannot contact
the master.

No parameters.

HOST_HAS_RESIDENT_VMS

This server cannot be forgotten because there are user VMs still running.

Signature:

1 HOST_HAS_RESIDENT_VMS(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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HOST_IN_EMERGENCY_MODE

Cannot perform operation as the host is running in emergency mode.

No parameters.

HOST_IN_USE

This operation cannot be completed as the host is in use by (at least) the object of type and ref echoed
below.

Signature:

1 HOST_IN_USE(host, type, ref)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_IS_LIVE

This operation cannot be completed because the server is still live.

Signature:

1 HOST_IS_LIVE(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_IS_SLAVE

You cannotmake regular API calls directly onapoolmember. Pleasepass API calls via themaster host.

Signature:

1 HOST_IS_SLAVE(Master IP address)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_ITS_OWN_SLAVE

The host is its own pool member. Please use pool‑emergency‑transition‑to‑master or pool‑
emergency‑reset‑master.

No parameters.
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HOST_MASTER_CANNOT_TALK_BACK

The master reports that it cannot talk back to the pool member on the supplied management IP ad‑
dress.

Signature:

1 HOST_MASTER_CANNOT_TALK_BACK(ip)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_NAME_INVALID

The server name is invalid.

Signature:

1 HOST_NAME_INVALID(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_NOT_DISABLED

This operation cannot be performed because the host is not disabled. Please disable the host and
then try again.

No parameters.

HOST_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_MEMORY

Not enough server memory is available to perform this operation.

Signature:

1 HOST_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_MEMORY(needed, available)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_NOT_ENOUGH_PCPUS

The host does not have enough pCPUs to run the VM. It needs at least as many as the VM has vCPUs.

Signature:

1 HOST_NOT_ENOUGH_PCPUS(vcpus, pcpus)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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HOST_NOT_LIVE

This operation cannot be completed as the server is not live.

No parameters.

HOST_OFFLINE

You attempted an operation which involves a host which could not be contacted.

Signature:

1 HOST_OFFLINE(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

HOST_POWER_ON_MODE_DISABLED

This operation cannot be completed because the server power onmode is disabled.

No parameters.

HOST_STILL_BOOTING

The host toolstack is still initialising. Please wait.

No parameters.

HOST_UNKNOWN_TO_MASTER

The master says the server is not known to it. Is the server in the master’s database and pointing to
the correct master? Are all servers using the same pool secret?

Signature:

1 HOST_UNKNOWN_TO_MASTER(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

ILLEGAL_VBD_DEVICE

The specified VBD device is not recognized: use a non‑negative integer

Signature:

1 ILLEGAL_VBD_DEVICE(vbd, device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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IMPORT_ERROR

The VM could not be imported.

Signature:

1 IMPORT_ERROR(msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

IMPORT_ERROR_ATTACHED_DISKS_NOT_FOUND

The VM could not be imported because attached disks could not be found.

No parameters.

IMPORT_ERROR_CANNOT_HANDLE_CHUNKED

Cannot import VM using chunked encoding.

No parameters.

IMPORT_ERROR_FAILED_TO_FIND_OBJECT

The VM could not be imported because a required object could not be found.

Signature:

1 IMPORT_ERROR_FAILED_TO_FIND_OBJECT(id)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

IMPORT_ERROR_PREMATURE_EOF

The VM could not be imported; the end of the file was reached prematurely.

No parameters.

IMPORT_ERROR_SOME_CHECKSUMS_FAILED

Some data checksums were incorrect; the VMmay be corrupt.

No parameters.
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IMPORT_ERROR_UNEXPECTED_FILE

The VM could not be imported because the XVA file is invalid: an unexpected file was encountered.

Signature:

1 IMPORT_ERROR_UNEXPECTED_FILE(filename_expected, filename_found)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

IMPORT_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION

The import failed because this export has been created by a different (incompatible) product version

No parameters.

INCOMPATIBLE_CLUSTER_STACK_ACTIVE

This operation cannot be performed, because it is incompatible with the currently active HA cluster
stack.

Signature:

1 INCOMPATIBLE_CLUSTER_STACK_ACTIVE(cluster_stack)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INCOMPATIBLE_PIF_PROPERTIES

These PIFs cannot be bonded, because their properties are different.

No parameters.

INCOMPATIBLE_STATEFILE_SR

The specified SR is incompatible with the selected HA cluster stack.

Signature:

1 INCOMPATIBLE_STATEFILE_SR(SR type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INTERFACE_HAS_NO_IP

The specified interface cannot be used because it has no IP address

Signature:
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1 INTERFACE_HAS_NO_IP(interface)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INTERNAL_ERROR

The server failed to handle your request, due to an internal error. The givenmessagemay give details
useful for debugging the problem.

Signature:

1 INTERNAL_ERROR(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_CIDR_ADDRESS_SPECIFIED

A required parameter contained an invalid CIDR address (<addr>/<prefix length>)

Signature:

1 INVALID_CIDR_ADDRESS_SPECIFIED(parameter)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_CLUSTER_STACK

The cluster stack provided is not supported.

Signature:

1 INVALID_CLUSTER_STACK(cluster_stack)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_DEVICE

The device name is invalid

Signature:

1 INVALID_DEVICE(device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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INVALID_EDITION

The edition you supplied is invalid.

Signature:

1 INVALID_EDITION(edition)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_FEATURE_STRING

The given feature string is not valid.

Signature:

1 INVALID_FEATURE_STRING(details)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_IP_ADDRESS_SPECIFIED

A required parameter contained an invalid IP address

Signature:

1 INVALID_IP_ADDRESS_SPECIFIED(parameter)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_PATCH

The uploaded patch file is invalid

No parameters.

INVALID_PATCH_WITH_LOG

The uploaded patch file is invalid. See attached log for more details.

Signature:

1 INVALID_PATCH_WITH_LOG(log)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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INVALID_UPDATE

The uploaded update package is invalid.

Signature:

1 INVALID_UPDATE(info)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

INVALID_VALUE

The value given is invalid

Signature:

1 INVALID_VALUE(field, value)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

IS_TUNNEL_ACCESS_PIF

Cannot create aVLANor tunnel on topof a tunnel accessPIF ‑ use theunderlying transport PIF instead.

Signature:

1 IS_TUNNEL_ACCESS_PIF(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

JOINING_HOST_CANNOT_BE_MASTER_OF_OTHER_HOSTS

The server joining the pool cannot already be amaster of another pool.

No parameters.

JOINING_HOST_CANNOT_CONTAIN_SHARED_SRS

The server joining the pool cannot contain any shared storage.

No parameters.

JOINING_HOST_CANNOT_HAVE_RUNNING_OR_SUSPENDED_VMS

The server joining the pool cannot have any running or suspended VMs.

No parameters.
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JOINING_HOST_CANNOT_HAVE_RUNNING_VMS

The server joining the pool cannot have any running VMs.

No parameters.

JOINING_HOST_CANNOT_HAVE_VMS_WITH_CURRENT_OPERATIONS

The host joining the pool cannot have any VMs with active tasks.

No parameters.

JOINING_HOST_CONNECTION_FAILED

There was an error connecting to the host while joining it in the pool.

No parameters.

JOINING_HOST_SERVICE_FAILED

There was an error connecting to the server. The service contacted didn’t reply properly.

No parameters.

LICENCE_RESTRICTION

This operation is not allowed because your license lacks a needed feature. Please contact your sup‑
port representative.

Signature:

1 LICENCE_RESTRICTION(feature)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

LICENSE_CANNOT_DOWNGRADE_WHILE_IN_POOL

Cannot downgrade license while in pool. Please disband the pool first, then downgrade licenses on
hosts separately.

No parameters.
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LICENSE_CHECKOUT_ERROR

The license for the edition you requested is not available.

Signature:

1 LICENSE_CHECKOUT_ERROR(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

LICENSE_DOES_NOT_SUPPORT_POOLING

This server cannot join a pool because its license does not support pooling.

No parameters.

LICENSE_DOES_NOT_SUPPORT_XHA

HA cannot be enabled because this server’s license does not allow it.

No parameters.

LICENSE_EXPIRED

Your license has expired. Please contact your support representative.

No parameters.

LICENSE_FILE_DEPRECATED

This type of license file is for previous versions of the server. Please upgrade to the new licensing
system.

No parameters.

LICENSE_HOST_POOL_MISMATCH

Host and pool have incompatible licenses (editions).

No parameters.

LICENSE_PROCESSING_ERROR

There was an error processing your license. Please contact your support representative.

No parameters.
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LOCATION_NOT_UNIQUE

A VDI with the specified location already exists within the SR

Signature:

1 LOCATION_NOT_UNIQUE(SR, location)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MAC_DOES_NOT_EXIST

The MAC address specified does not exist on this server.

Signature:

1 MAC_DOES_NOT_EXIST(MAC)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MAC_INVALID

The MAC address specified is not valid.

Signature:

1 MAC_INVALID(MAC)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MAC_STILL_EXISTS

The MAC address specified still exists on this server.

Signature:

1 MAC_STILL_EXISTS(MAC)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MAP_DUPLICATE_KEY

You tried to add a key‑value pair to a map, but that key is already there.

Signature:

1 MAP_DUPLICATE_KEY(type, param_name, uuid, key)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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MEMORY_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION

The dynamic memory range does not satisfy the following constraint.

Signature:

1 MEMORY_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION(constraint)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MEMORY_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_MAXPIN

The dynamic memory range violates constraint static_min = dynamic_min = dynamic_max =
static_max.

Signature:

1 MEMORY_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_MAXPIN(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MEMORY_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION_ORDER

The dynamic memory range violates constraint static_min <= dynamic_min <= dynamic_max <=
static_max.

No parameters.

MESSAGE_DEPRECATED

This message has been deprecated.

No parameters.

MESSAGE_METHOD_UNKNOWN

You tried to call a method that does not exist. The method name that you used is echoed.

Signature:

1 MESSAGE_METHOD_UNKNOWN(method)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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MESSAGE_PARAMETER_COUNT_MISMATCH

You tried to call amethodwith the incorrect number of parameters. The fully‑qualifiedmethod name
that you used, and the number of received and expected parameters are returned.

Signature:

1 MESSAGE_PARAMETER_COUNT_MISMATCH(method, expected, received)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MESSAGE_REMOVED

This function is no longer available.

No parameters.

MIRROR_FAILED

The VDI mirroring cannot be performed

Signature:

1 MIRROR_FAILED(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MISSING_CONNECTION_DETAILS

The license‑server connection details (address or port) were missing or incomplete.

No parameters.

NETWORK_ALREADY_CONNECTED

You tried to create a PIF, but the network you tried to attach it to is already attached to some other
PIF, and so the creation failed.

Signature:

1 NETWORK_ALREADY_CONNECTED(network, connected PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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NETWORK_CONTAINS_PIF

The network contains active PIFs and cannot be deleted.

Signature:

1 NETWORK_CONTAINS_PIF(pifs)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_CONTAINS_VIF

The network contains active VIFs and cannot be deleted.

Signature:

1 NETWORK_CONTAINS_VIF(vifs)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_HAS_INCOMPATIBLE_SRIOV_PIFS

The PIF is not compatible with the selected SR‑IOV network

Signature:

1 NETWORK_HAS_INCOMPATIBLE_SRIOV_PIFS(PIF, network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_HAS_INCOMPATIBLE_VLAN_ON_SRIOV_PIFS

VLAN on the PIF is not compatible with the selected SR‑IOV VLAN network

Signature:

1 NETWORK_HAS_INCOMPATIBLE_VLAN_ON_SRIOV_PIFS(PIF, network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_PURPOSES

You tried to add a purpose to a network but the new purpose is not compatible with an existing pur‑
pose of the network or other networks.

Signature:

1 NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_PURPOSES(new_purpose, conflicting_purpose)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_BOND

The network is incompatible with bond

Signature:

1 NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_BOND(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_SRIOV

The network is incompatible with sriov

Signature:

1 NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_SRIOV(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_TUNNEL

The network is incompatible with tunnel

Signature:

1 NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_TUNNEL(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_VLAN_ON_BRIDGE

The network is incompatible with vlan on bridge

Signature:

1 NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_VLAN_ON_BRIDGE(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_VLAN_ON_SRIOV

The network is incompatible with vlan on sriov

Signature:

1 NETWORK_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_VLAN_ON_SRIOV(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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NETWORK_SRIOV_ALREADY_ENABLED

The PIF selected for the SR‑IOV network is already enabled

Signature:

1 NETWORK_SRIOV_ALREADY_ENABLED(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_SRIOV_DISABLE_FAILED

Failed to disable SR‑IOV on PIF

Signature:

1 NETWORK_SRIOV_DISABLE_FAILED(PIF, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_SRIOV_ENABLE_FAILED

Failed to enable SR‑IOV on PIF

Signature:

1 NETWORK_SRIOV_ENABLE_FAILED(PIF, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_SRIOV_INSUFFICIENT_CAPACITY

There is insufficient capacity for VF reservation

Signature:

1 NETWORK_SRIOV_INSUFFICIENT_CAPACITY(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NETWORK_UNMANAGED

The network is not managed by xapi.

Signature:

1 NETWORK_UNMANAGED(network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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NOT_ALLOWED_ON_OEM_EDITION

This command is not allowed on the OEM edition.

Signature:

1 NOT_ALLOWED_ON_OEM_EDITION(command)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NOT_IMPLEMENTED

The function is not implemented

Signature:

1 NOT_IMPLEMENTED(function)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NOT_IN_EMERGENCY_MODE

This pool is not in emergency mode.

No parameters.

NOT_SUPPORTED_DURING_UPGRADE

This operation is not supported during an upgrade.

No parameters.

NOT_SYSTEM_DOMAIN

The given VM is not registered as a system domain. This operation can only be performed on a regis‑
tered system domain.

Signature:

1 NOT_SYSTEM_DOMAIN(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NO_CLUSTER_HOSTS_REACHABLE

No other cluster host was reachable when joining

Signature:
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1 NO_CLUSTER_HOSTS_REACHABLE(cluster)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NO_COMPATIBLE_CLUSTER_HOST

Clustering is not enabled on this host or pool.

Signature:

1 NO_COMPATIBLE_CLUSTER_HOST(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NO_HOSTS_AVAILABLE

There were no servers available to complete the specified operation.

No parameters.

NO_MORE_REDO_LOGS_ALLOWED

The upper limit of active redo log instances was reached.

No parameters.

NVIDIA_SRIOV_MISCONFIGURED

The NVidia GPU is not configured for SR‑IOV as expected

Signature:

1 NVIDIA_SRIOV_MISCONFIGURED(host, device_name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

NVIDIA_TOOLS_ERROR

Nvidia tools error. Please ensure that the latest Nvidia tools are installed

Signature:

1 NVIDIA_TOOLS_ERROR(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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OBJECT_NOLONGER_EXISTS

The specified object no longer exists.

No parameters.

ONLY_ALLOWED_ON_OEM_EDITION

This command is only allowed on the OEM edition.

Signature:

1 ONLY_ALLOWED_ON_OEM_EDITION(command)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

OPENVSWITCH_NOT_ACTIVE

This operation needs the OpenVSwitch networking backend to be enabled on all hosts in the pool.

No parameters.

OPERATION_BLOCKED

You attempted an operation thatwas explicitly blocked (see the blocked_operations field of the given
object).

Signature:

1 OPERATION_BLOCKED(ref, code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED

You attempted an operation that was not allowed.

Signature:

1 OPERATION_NOT_ALLOWED(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

OPERATION_PARTIALLY_FAILED

Some VMs belonging to the appliance threw an exception while carrying out the specified operation

Signature:
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1 OPERATION_PARTIALLY_FAILED(operation)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS

Another operation involving the object is currently in progress

Signature:

1 OTHER_OPERATION_IN_PROGRESS(class, object)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

OUT_OF_SPACE

There is not enough space to upload the update

Signature:

1 OUT_OF_SPACE(location)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_ALREADY_APPLIED

This patch has already been applied

Signature:

1 PATCH_ALREADY_APPLIED(patch)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_ALREADY_EXISTS

The uploaded patch file already exists

Signature:

1 PATCH_ALREADY_EXISTS(uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PATCH_APPLY_FAILED

The patch apply failed. Please see attached output.

Signature:

1 PATCH_APPLY_FAILED(output)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_APPLY_FAILED_BACKUP_FILES_EXIST

The patch apply failed: there are backup files created while applying patch. Please remove these
backup files before applying patch again.

Signature:

1 PATCH_APPLY_FAILED_BACKUP_FILES_EXIST(output)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_IS_APPLIED

The specified patch is applied and cannot be destroyed.

No parameters.

PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_ISO_MOUNTED

Tools ISOmust be ejected from all running VMs.

Signature:

1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_ISO_MOUNTED(patch)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_OUT_OF_SPACE

The patch pre‑check stage failed: the server does not have enough space.

Signature:

1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_OUT_OF_SPACE(patch, found_space,
required_required)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_PREREQUISITE_MISSING

The patch pre‑check stage failed: prerequisite patches are missing.

Signature:

1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_PREREQUISITE_MISSING(patch,
prerequisite_patch_uuid_list)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_UNKNOWN_ERROR

The patch pre‑check stage failed with an unknown error. See attached info for more details.

Signature:

1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_UNKNOWN_ERROR(patch, info)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_VM_RUNNING

The patch pre‑check stage failed: there are one or more VMs still running on the server. All VMs must
be suspended before the patch can be applied.

Signature:

1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_VM_RUNNING(patch)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_WRONG_SERVER_BUILD

The patch pre‑check stage failed: the server is of an incorrect build.

Signature:

1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_WRONG_SERVER_BUILD(patch, found_build,
required_build)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_WRONG_SERVER_VERSION

The patch pre‑check stage failed: the server is of an incorrect version.

Signature:
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1 PATCH_PRECHECK_FAILED_WRONG_SERVER_VERSION(patch, found_version,
required_version)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PBD_EXISTS

A PBD already exists connecting the SR to the server.

Signature:

1 PBD_EXISTS(sr, host, pbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PERMISSION_DENIED

Caller not allowed to perform this operation.

Signature:

1 PERMISSION_DENIED(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PGPU_INSUFFICIENT_CAPACITY_FOR_VGPU

There is insufficient capacity on this PGPU to run the VGPU.

Signature:

1 PGPU_INSUFFICIENT_CAPACITY_FOR_VGPU(pgpu, vgpu_type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PGPU_IN_USE_BY_VM

This PGPU is currently in use by running VMs.

Signature:

1 PGPU_IN_USE_BY_VM(VMs)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PGPU_NOT_COMPATIBLE_WITH_GPU_GROUP

PGPU type not compatible with destination group.

Signature:

1 PGPU_NOT_COMPATIBLE_WITH_GPU_GROUP(type, group_types)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_ALLOWS_UNPLUG

The operation you requested cannot be performed because the specified PIF allows unplug.

Signature:

1 PIF_ALLOWS_UNPLUG(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_ALREADY_BONDED

This operation cannot be performed because the pif is bonded.

Signature:

1 PIF_ALREADY_BONDED(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_BOND_MORE_THAN_ONE_IP

Only one PIF on a bond is allowed to have an IP configuration.

No parameters.

PIF_BOND_NEEDS_MORE_MEMBERS

A bondmust consist of at least twomember interfaces

No parameters.

PIF_CANNOT_BOND_CROSS_HOST

You cannot bond interfaces across different servers.

No parameters.
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PIF_CONFIGURATION_ERROR

An unknown error occurred while attempting to configure an interface.

Signature:

1 PIF_CONFIGURATION_ERROR(PIF, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_DEVICE_NOT_FOUND

The specified device was not found.

No parameters.

PIF_DOES_NOT_ALLOW_UNPLUG

The operation you requested cannot be performed because the specified PIF does not allow unplug.

Signature:

1 PIF_DOES_NOT_ALLOW_UNPLUG(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_HAS_FCOE_SR_IN_USE

The operation you requested cannot be performed because the specified PIF has FCoE SR in use.

Signature:

1 PIF_HAS_FCOE_SR_IN_USE(PIF, SR)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_HAS_NO_NETWORK_CONFIGURATION

PIF has no IP configuration (mode currently set to ‘none’)

Signature:

1 PIF_HAS_NO_NETWORK_CONFIGURATION(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PIF_HAS_NO_V6_NETWORK_CONFIGURATION

PIF has no IPv6 configuration (mode currently set to ‘none’)

Signature:

1 PIF_HAS_NO_V6_NETWORK_CONFIGURATION(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_INCOMPATIBLE_PRIMARY_ADDRESS_TYPE

The primary address types are not compatible

Signature:

1 PIF_INCOMPATIBLE_PRIMARY_ADDRESS_TYPE(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_IS_MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE

The operation you requested cannot be performed because the specified PIF is the management in‑
terface.

Signature:

1 PIF_IS_MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_IS_NOT_PHYSICAL

You tried to perform an operation which is only available on physical PIF

Signature:

1 PIF_IS_NOT_PHYSICAL(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_IS_NOT_SRIOV_CAPABLE

The selected PIF is not capable of network SR‑IOV

Signature:

1 PIF_IS_NOT_SRIOV_CAPABLE(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PIF_IS_PHYSICAL

You tried to destroy a PIF, but it represents an aspect of the physical host configuration, and so cannot
be destroyed. The parameter echoes the PIF handle you gave.

Signature:

1 PIF_IS_PHYSICAL(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_IS_SRIOV_LOGICAL

You tried to create a bond on top of a network SR‑IOV logical PIF ‑ use the underlying physical PIF
instead

Signature:

1 PIF_IS_SRIOV_LOGICAL(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_IS_VLAN

You tried to create a VLAN on top of another VLAN ‑ use the underlying physical PIF/bond instead

Signature:

1 PIF_IS_VLAN(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_NOT_ATTACHED_TO_HOST

Cluster_host creation failed as the PIF provided is not attached to the host.

Signature:

1 PIF_NOT_ATTACHED_TO_HOST(pif, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_NOT_PRESENT

This host has no PIF on the given network.

Signature:
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1 PIF_NOT_PRESENT(host, network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_SRIOV_STILL_EXISTS

The PIF is still related with a network SR‑IOV

Signature:

1 PIF_SRIOV_STILL_EXISTS(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_TUNNEL_STILL_EXISTS

Operation cannot proceed while a tunnel exists on this interface.

Signature:

1 PIF_TUNNEL_STILL_EXISTS(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_UNMANAGED

The operation you requested cannot be performed because the specified PIF is not managed by xapi.

Signature:

1 PIF_UNMANAGED(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PIF_VLAN_EXISTS

You tried to create a PIF, but it already exists.

Signature:

1 PIF_VLAN_EXISTS(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PIF_VLAN_STILL_EXISTS

Operation cannot proceed while a VLAN exists on this interface.

Signature:

1 PIF_VLAN_STILL_EXISTS(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ALREADY_ENABLED

External authentication is already enabled for at least one server in this pool.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ALREADY_ENABLED(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED

The pool failed to disable the external authentication of at least one host.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_INVALID_ACCOUNT

External authentication has been disabledwith errors: Some ADmachine accountswere not disabled
on the AD server due to invalid account.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_INVALID_ACCOUNT(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED

External authentication has been disabledwith errors: Your ADmachine account was not disabled on
the AD server as permission was denied.

Signature:
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1 POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS

External authentication has been disabledwith errors: Some ADmachine accountswere not disabled
on the AD server due to invalid credentials.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_DISABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_DOMAIN_LOOKUP_FAILED

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_DOMAIN_LOOKUP_FAILED(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_DUPLICATE_HOSTNAME

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_DUPLICATE_HOSTNAME(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_ACCOUNT

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_ACCOUNT(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_OU

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_INVALID_OU(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_PERMISSION_DENIED(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_UNAVAILABLE

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_UNAVAILABLE(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS

The pool failed to enable external authentication.

Signature:

1 POOL_AUTH_ENABLE_FAILED_WRONG_CREDENTIALS(host, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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POOL_JOINING_EXTERNAL_AUTH_MISMATCH

Cannot join pool whose external authentication configuration is different.

No parameters.

POOL_JOINING_HOST_HAS_BONDS

The host joining the pool must not have any bonds.

No parameters.

POOL_JOINING_HOST_HAS_NETWORK_SRIOVS

The host joining the pool must not have any network SR‑IOVs.

No parameters.

POOL_JOINING_HOST_HAS_NON_MANAGEMENT_VLANS

The host joining the pool must not have any non‑management vlans.

No parameters.

POOL_JOINING_HOST_HAS_TUNNELS

The host joining the pool must not have any tunnels.

No parameters.

POOL_JOINING_HOST_MANAGEMENT_VLAN_DOES_NOT_MATCH

The host joining the pool must have the samemanagement vlan.

Signature:

1 POOL_JOINING_HOST_MANAGEMENT_VLAN_DOES_NOT_MATCH(local, remote)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_HAVE_PHYSICAL_MANAGEMENT_NIC

The server joining the pool must have a physical management NIC (i.e. the management NIC must
not be on a VLAN or bonded PIF).

No parameters.
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POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_HAVE_SAME_API_VERSION

The host joining the pool must have the same API version as the pool master.

Signature:

1 POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_HAVE_SAME_API_VERSION(host_api_version,
master_api_version)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_HAVE_SAME_DB_SCHEMA

The host joining the pool must have the same database schema as the pool master.

Signature:

1 POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_HAVE_SAME_DB_SCHEMA(host_db_schema,
master_db_schema)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_HAVE_SAME_PRODUCT_VERSION

The server joining the pool must have the same product version as the pool master.

No parameters.

POOL_JOINING_HOST_MUST_ONLY_HAVE_PHYSICAL_PIFS

The host joining the pool must not have any bonds, VLANs or tunnels.

No parameters.

PROVISION_FAILED_OUT_OF_SPACE

The provision call failed because it ran out of space.

No parameters.

PROVISION_ONLY_ALLOWED_ON_TEMPLATE

The provision call can only be invoked on templates, not regular VMs.

No parameters.
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PUSB_VDI_CONFLICT

The VDI corresponding to this PUSB has existing VBDs.

Signature:

1 PUSB_VDI_CONFLICT(PUSB, VDI)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PVS_CACHE_STORAGE_ALREADY_PRESENT

The PVS site already has cache storage configured for the host.

Signature:

1 PVS_CACHE_STORAGE_ALREADY_PRESENT(site, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PVS_CACHE_STORAGE_IS_IN_USE

The PVS cache storage is in use by the site and cannot be removed.

Signature:

1 PVS_CACHE_STORAGE_IS_IN_USE(PVS_cache_storage)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PVS_PROXY_ALREADY_PRESENT

The VIF is already associated with a PVS proxy

Signature:

1 PVS_PROXY_ALREADY_PRESENT(proxies)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PVS_SERVER_ADDRESS_IN_USE

The address specified is already in use by an existing PVS_server object

Signature:

1 PVS_SERVER_ADDRESS_IN_USE(address)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PVS_SITE_CONTAINS_RUNNING_PROXIES

The PVS site contains running proxies.

Signature:

1 PVS_SITE_CONTAINS_RUNNING_PROXIES(proxies)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

PVS_SITE_CONTAINS_SERVERS

The PVS site contains servers and cannot be forgotten.

Signature:

1 PVS_SITE_CONTAINS_SERVERS(servers)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

RBAC_PERMISSION_DENIED

RBAC permission denied.

Signature:

1 RBAC_PERMISSION_DENIED(permission, message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

REDO_LOG_IS_ENABLED

The operation could not be performed because a redo log is enabled on the Pool.

No parameters.

REQUIRED_PIF_IS_UNPLUGGED

The operation you requested cannot be performed because the specified PIF is currently unplugged.

Signature:

1 REQUIRED_PIF_IS_UNPLUGGED(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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RESTORE_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION

The restore could not be performed because this backup has been created by a different (incompati‑
ble) product version

No parameters.

RESTORE_SCRIPT_FAILED

The restore could not be performed because the restore script failed. Is the file corrupt?

Signature:

1 RESTORE_SCRIPT_FAILED(log)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

RESTORE_TARGET_MGMT_IF_NOT_IN_BACKUP

The restore could not be performed because the server’s current management interface is not in the
backup. The interfaces mentioned in the backup are:

No parameters.

RESTORE_TARGET_MISSING_DEVICE

The restore could not be performed because a network interface is missing

Signature:

1 RESTORE_TARGET_MISSING_DEVICE(device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

ROLE_ALREADY_EXISTS

Role already exists.

No parameters.

ROLE_NOT_FOUND

Role cannot be found.

No parameters.
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SERVER_CERTIFICATE_CHAIN_INVALID

The provided intermediate certificates are not in a pem‑encoded X509.

No parameters.

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_EXPIRED

The provided certificate has expired.

Signature:

1 SERVER_CERTIFICATE_EXPIRED(now, not_after)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_INVALID

The provided certificate is not in a pem‑encoded X509.

No parameters.

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_ALGORITHM_NOT_SUPPORTED

The provided key uses an unsupported algorithm.

Signature:

1 SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_ALGORITHM_NOT_SUPPORTED(algorithm_oid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_INVALID

The provided key is not in a pem‑encoded PKCS#8 format.

No parameters.

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_MISMATCH

The provided key does not match the provided certificate’s public key.

No parameters.
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SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_RSA_LENGTH_NOT_SUPPORTED

The provided RSA key does not have a length between 2048 and 4096.

Signature:

1 SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_RSA_LENGTH_NOT_SUPPORTED(length)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_KEY_RSA_MULTI_NOT_SUPPORTED

The provided RSA key is using more than 2 primes, expecting only 2.

No parameters.

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_NOT_VALID_YET

The provided certificate is not valid yet.

Signature:

1 SERVER_CERTIFICATE_NOT_VALID_YET(now, not_before)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SERVER_CERTIFICATE_SIGNATURE_NOT_SUPPORTED

The provided certificate is not using the SHA256 (SHA2) signature algorithm.

No parameters.

SESSION_AUTHENTICATION_FAILED

The credentials given by the user are incorrect, so access has been denied, and you have not been
issued a session handle.

No parameters.

SESSION_INVALID

You gave an invalid session reference. It may have been invalidated by a server restart, or timed out.
Get a new session handle, using one of the session.login_ calls. This error does not invalidate the
current connection. The handle parameter echoes the bad value given.

Signature:
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1 SESSION_INVALID(handle)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SESSION_NOT_REGISTERED

This session is not registered to receive events. You must call event.register before event.next. The
session handle you are using is echoed.

Signature:

1 SESSION_NOT_REGISTERED(handle)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SLAVE_REQUIRES_MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE

The management interface on a pool member cannot be disabled because the pool member would
enter emergency mode.

No parameters.

SM_PLUGIN_COMMUNICATION_FAILURE

The SM plug‑in did not respond to a query.

Signature:

1 SM_PLUGIN_COMMUNICATION_FAILURE(sm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_ATTACH_FAILED

Attaching this SR failed.

Signature:

1 SR_ATTACH_FAILED(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_BACKEND_FAILURE

There was an SR backend failure.

Signature:
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1 SR_BACKEND_FAILURE(status, stdout, stderr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_DEVICE_IN_USE

The SR operation cannot be performed because a device underlying the SR is in use by the server.

No parameters.

SR_DOES_NOT_SUPPORT_MIGRATION

Cannot migrate a VDI to or from an SR that doesn’t support migration.

Signature:

1 SR_DOES_NOT_SUPPORT_MIGRATION(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_FULL

The SR is full. Requested new size exceeds the maximum size

Signature:

1 SR_FULL(requested, maximum)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_HAS_MULTIPLE_PBDS

The SR.shared flag cannot be set to false while the SR remains connected to multiple servers.

Signature:

1 SR_HAS_MULTIPLE_PBDS(PBD)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_HAS_NO_PBDS

The SR has no attached PBDs

Signature:
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1 SR_HAS_NO_PBDS(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_HAS_PBD

The SR is still connected to a host via a PBD. It cannot be destroyed or forgotten.

Signature:

1 SR_HAS_PBD(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_INDESTRUCTIBLE

The SR could not be destroyed because the ‘indestructible’ flag was set on it.

Signature:

1 SR_INDESTRUCTIBLE(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_IS_CACHE_SR

The SR is currently being used as a local cache SR.

Signature:

1 SR_IS_CACHE_SR(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_NOT_ATTACHED

The SR is not attached.

Signature:

1 SR_NOT_ATTACHED(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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SR_NOT_EMPTY

The SR operation cannot be performed because the SR is not empty.

No parameters.

SR_NOT_SHARABLE

The PBD could not be plugged because the SR is in use by another host and is notmarked as sharable.

Signature:

1 SR_NOT_SHARABLE(sr, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED

The SR backend does not support the operation (check the SR’s allowed operations)

Signature:

1 SR_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_REQUIRES_UPGRADE

The operation cannot be performed until the SR has been upgraded

Signature:

1 SR_REQUIRES_UPGRADE(SR)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_SOURCE_SPACE_INSUFFICIENT

The source SR does not have sufficient temporary space available to proceed the operation.

Signature:

1 SR_SOURCE_SPACE_INSUFFICIENT(sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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SR_UNKNOWN_DRIVER

The SR could not be connected because the driver was not recognised.

Signature:

1 SR_UNKNOWN_DRIVER(driver)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_UUID_EXISTS

An SR with that uuid already exists.

Signature:

1 SR_UUID_EXISTS(uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SR_VDI_LOCKING_FAILED

The operation could not proceed because necessary VDIs were already locked at the storage level.

No parameters.

SSL_VERIFY_ERROR

The remote system’s SSL certificate failed to verify against our certificate library.

Signature:

1 SSL_VERIFY_ERROR(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SUBJECT_ALREADY_EXISTS

Subject already exists.

No parameters.

SUBJECT_CANNOT_BE_RESOLVED

Subject cannot be resolved by the external directory service.

No parameters.
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SUSPEND_IMAGE_NOT_ACCESSIBLE

The suspend image of a checkpoint is not accessible from the host on which the VM is running

Signature:

1 SUSPEND_IMAGE_NOT_ACCESSIBLE(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

SYSTEM_STATUS_MUST_USE_TAR_ON_OEM

Youmust use tar output to retrieve system status from an OEM server.

No parameters.

SYSTEM_STATUS_RETRIEVAL_FAILED

Retrieving system status from the host failed. A diagnostic reason suitable for support organisations
is also returned.

Signature:

1 SYSTEM_STATUS_RETRIEVAL_FAILED(reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

TASK_CANCELLED

The request was asynchronously canceled.

Signature:

1 TASK_CANCELLED(task)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

TLS_CONNECTION_FAILED

Cannot contact the other host using TLS on the specified address and port

Signature:

1 TLS_CONNECTION_FAILED(address, port)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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TOO_BUSY

The request was rejected because the server is too busy.

No parameters.

TOO_MANY_PENDING_TASKS

The request was rejected because there are toomany pending tasks on the server.

No parameters.

TOO_MANY_STORAGE_MIGRATES

You reached the maximal number of concurrently migrating VMs.

Signature:

1 TOO_MANY_STORAGE_MIGRATES(number)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

TOO_MANY_VUSBS

The VM has toomany VUSBs.

Signature:

1 TOO_MANY_VUSBS(number)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

TRANSPORT_PIF_NOT_CONFIGURED

The tunnel transport PIF has no IP configuration set.

Signature:

1 TRANSPORT_PIF_NOT_CONFIGURED(PIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UNIMPLEMENTED_IN_SM_BACKEND

You have attempted a function which is not implemented

Signature:
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1 UNIMPLEMENTED_IN_SM_BACKEND(message)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UNKNOWN_BOOTLOADER

The requested bootloader is unknown

Signature:

1 UNKNOWN_BOOTLOADER(vm, bootloader)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_ALREADY_APPLIED

This update has already been applied.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_ALREADY_APPLIED(update)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_ALREADY_APPLIED_IN_POOL

This update has already been applied to all hosts in the pool.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_ALREADY_APPLIED_IN_POOL(update)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_ALREADY_EXISTS

The uploaded update already exists

Signature:

1 UPDATE_ALREADY_EXISTS(uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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UPDATE_APPLY_FAILED

The update failed to apply. Please see attached output.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_APPLY_FAILED(output)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_IS_APPLIED

The specified update has been applied and cannot be destroyed.

No parameters.

UPDATE_POOL_APPLY_FAILED

The update cannot be applied for the following host(s).

Signature:

1 UPDATE_POOL_APPLY_FAILED(hosts)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_CONFLICT_PRESENT

The update pre‑check stage failed: conflicting update(s) are present.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_CONFLICT_PRESENT(update, conflict_update)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_GPGKEY_NOT_IMPORTED

The update pre‑check stage failed: RPM package validation requires a GPG key that is not present on
the host.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_GPGKEY_NOT_IMPORTED(update)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_OUT_OF_SPACE

The update pre‑check stage failed: the server does not have enough space.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_OUT_OF_SPACE(update, available_space,
required_space )

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_PREREQUISITE_MISSING

The update pre‑check stage failed: prerequisite update(s) are missing.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_PREREQUISITE_MISSING(update, prerequisite_update
)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_UNKNOWN_ERROR

The update pre‑check stage failed with an unknown error.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_UNKNOWN_ERROR(update, info)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_WRONG_SERVER_VERSION

The update pre‑check stage failed: the server is of an incorrect version.

Signature:

1 UPDATE_PRECHECK_FAILED_WRONG_SERVER_VERSION(update, installed_version,
required_version )

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

USB_ALREADY_ATTACHED

The USB device is currently attached to a VM.

Signature:
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1 USB_ALREADY_ATTACHED(PUSB, VM)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

USB_GROUP_CONFLICT

USB_groups are currently restricted to contain nomore than one VUSB.

Signature:

1 USB_GROUP_CONFLICT(USB_group)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

USB_GROUP_CONTAINS_NO_PUSBS

The USB group does not contain any PUSBs.

Signature:

1 USB_GROUP_CONTAINS_NO_PUSBS(usb_group)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

USB_GROUP_CONTAINS_PUSB

The USB group contains active PUSBs and cannot be deleted.

Signature:

1 USB_GROUP_CONTAINS_PUSB(pusbs)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

USB_GROUP_CONTAINS_VUSB

The USB group contains active VUSBs and cannot be deleted.

Signature:

1 USB_GROUP_CONTAINS_VUSB(vusbs)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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USER_IS_NOT_LOCAL_SUPERUSER

Only the local superuser can perform this operation.

Signature:

1 USER_IS_NOT_LOCAL_SUPERUSER(msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

UUID_INVALID

The uuid you supplied was invalid.

Signature:

1 UUID_INVALID(type, uuid)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

V6D_FAILURE

There was a problemwith the license daemon (v6d).

No parameters.

VALUE_NOT_SUPPORTED

You attempted to set a value that is not supported by this implementation. The fully‑qualified field
name and the value that you tried to set are returned. Also returned is a developer‑only diagnostic
reason.

Signature:

1 VALUE_NOT_SUPPORTED(field, value, reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VBD_CDS_MUST_BE_READONLY

Read/write CDs are not supported

No parameters.
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VBD_IS_EMPTY

Operation could not be performed because the drive is empty

Signature:

1 VBD_IS_EMPTY(vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VBD_NOT_EMPTY

Operation could not be performed because the drive is not empty

Signature:

1 VBD_NOT_EMPTY(vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VBD_NOT_REMOVABLE_MEDIA

Media could not be ejected because it is not removable

Signature:

1 VBD_NOT_REMOVABLE_MEDIA(vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VBD_NOT_UNPLUGGABLE

Drive could not be hot‑unplugged because it is not marked as unpluggable

Signature:

1 VBD_NOT_UNPLUGGABLE(vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VBD_TRAY_LOCKED

This VM has locked the DVD drive tray, so the disk cannot be ejected

Signature:

1 VBD_TRAY_LOCKED(vbd)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VDI_CBT_ENABLED

The requested operation is not allowed for VDIs with CBT enabled or VMs having such VDIs, and CBT
is enabled for the specified VDI.

Signature:

1 VDI_CBT_ENABLED(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_CONTAINS_METADATA_OF_THIS_POOL

The VDI could not be opened for metadata recovery as it contains the current pool’s metadata.

Signature:

1 VDI_CONTAINS_METADATA_OF_THIS_POOL(vdi, pool)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_COPY_FAILED

The VDI copy action has failed

No parameters.

VDI_HAS_RRDS

The operation cannot be performed because this VDI has rrd stats

Signature:

1 VDI_HAS_RRDS(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE

This operation cannot be performed because the specified VDI is of an incompatible type (eg: an HA
statefile cannot be attached to a guest)

Signature:

1 VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE(vdi, type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VDI_IN_USE

This operation cannot be performed because this VDI is in use by some other operation

Signature:

1 VDI_IN_USE(vdi, operation)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_IS_A_PHYSICAL_DEVICE

The operation cannot be performed on physical device

Signature:

1 VDI_IS_A_PHYSICAL_DEVICE(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_IS_ENCRYPTED

The requested operation is not allowed because the specified VDI is encrypted.

Signature:

1 VDI_IS_ENCRYPTED(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_IS_NOT_ISO

This operation can only be performed on CD VDIs (iso files or CDROM drives)

Signature:

1 VDI_IS_NOT_ISO(vdi, type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_LOCATION_MISSING

This operation cannot be performed because the specified VDI could not be found in the specified SR

Signature:

1 VDI_LOCATION_MISSING(sr, location)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VDI_MISSING

This operation cannot be performed because the specified VDI could not be found on the storage sub‑
strate

Signature:

1 VDI_MISSING(sr, vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_NEEDS_VM_FOR_MIGRATE

Cannot migrate a VDI which is not attached to a running VM.

Signature:

1 VDI_NEEDS_VM_FOR_MIGRATE(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_NOT_AVAILABLE

This operation cannot be performed because this VDI could not be properly attached to the VM.

Signature:

1 VDI_NOT_AVAILABLE(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_NOT_IN_MAP

This VDI was not mapped to a destination SR in VM.migrate_send operation

Signature:

1 VDI_NOT_IN_MAP(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_NOT_MANAGED

This operation cannot be performed because the system does not manage this VDI

Signature:

1 VDI_NOT_MANAGED(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VDI_NOT_SPARSE

TheVDI isnot storedusingasparse format. It is notpossible toqueryandmanipulateonly thechanged
blocks (or ‘block differences’ or ‘disk deltas’) between two VDIs. Please select a VDI which uses a
sparse‑aware technology such as VHD.

Signature:

1 VDI_NOT_SPARSE(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_NO_CBT_METADATA

The requested operation is not allowed because the specified VDI does not have changed block track‑
ing metadata.

Signature:

1 VDI_NO_CBT_METADATA(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_ON_BOOT_MODE_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_OPERATION

This operation is not permitted on VDIs in the ‘on‑boot=reset’ mode, or on VMs having such VDIs.

No parameters.

VDI_READONLY

The operation required write access but this VDI is read‑only

Signature:

1 VDI_READONLY(vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VDI_TOO_LARGE

The VDI is too large.

Signature:

1 VDI_TOO_LARGE(vdi, maximum size)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VDI_TOO_SMALL

The VDI is too small. Please resize it to at least the minimum size.

Signature:

1 VDI_TOO_SMALL(vdi, minimum size)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VGPU_DESTINATION_INCOMPATIBLE

The VGPU is not compatible with any PGPU in the destination.

Signature:

1 VGPU_DESTINATION_INCOMPATIBLE(reason, vgpu, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VGPU_GUEST_DRIVER_LIMIT

The guest driver does not support VGPUmigration.

Signature:

1 VGPU_GUEST_DRIVER_LIMIT(reason, vm, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VGPU_SUSPENSION_NOT_SUPPORTED

The VGPU configuration does not support suspension.

Signature:

1 VGPU_SUSPENSION_NOT_SUPPORTED(reason, vgpu, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VGPU_TYPE_NOT_COMPATIBLE

Cannot create a virtual GPU that is incompatible with the existing types on the VM.

Signature:

1 VGPU_TYPE_NOT_COMPATIBLE(type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VGPU_TYPE_NOT_COMPATIBLE_WITH_RUNNING_TYPE

The VGPU type is incompatible with one or more of the VGPU types currently running on this PGPU

Signature:

1 VGPU_TYPE_NOT_COMPATIBLE_WITH_RUNNING_TYPE(pgpu, type, running_type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VGPU_TYPE_NOT_ENABLED

VGPU type is not one of the PGPU’s enabled types.

Signature:

1 VGPU_TYPE_NOT_ENABLED(type, enabled_types)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VGPU_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

VGPU type is not one of the PGPU’s supported types.

Signature:

1 VGPU_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED(type, supported_types)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VIF_IN_USE

Network has active VIFs

Signature:

1 VIF_IN_USE(network, VIF)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VIF_NOT_IN_MAP

This VIF was not mapped to a destination Network in VM.migrate_send operation

Signature:

1 VIF_NOT_IN_MAP(vif)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VLAN_IN_USE

Operation cannot be performed because this VLAN is already in use. Please check your network con‑
figuration.

Signature:

1 VLAN_IN_USE(device, vlan)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VLAN_TAG_INVALID

You tried to create a VLAN, but the tag you gave was invalid ‑‑ it must be between 0 and 4094. The
parameter echoes the VLAN tag you gave.

Signature:

1 VLAN_TAG_INVALID(VLAN)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VMPP_ARCHIVE_MORE_FREQUENT_THAN_BACKUP

Archive more frequent than backup.

No parameters.

VMPP_HAS_VM

There is at least one VM assigned to this protection policy.

No parameters.

VMSS_HAS_VM

There is at least one VM assigned to snapshot schedule.

No parameters.

VMS_FAILED_TO_COOPERATE

The given VMs failed to release memory when instructed to do so

No parameters.
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VM_ASSIGNED_TO_PROTECTION_POLICY

This VM is assigned to a protection policy.

Signature:

1 VM_ASSIGNED_TO_PROTECTION_POLICY(vm, vmpp)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_ASSIGNED_TO_SNAPSHOT_SCHEDULE

This VM is assigned to a snapshot schedule.

Signature:

1 VM_ASSIGNED_TO_SNAPSHOT_SCHEDULE(vm, vmss)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_ATTACHED_TO_MORE_THAN_ONE_VDI_WITH_TIMEOFFSET_MARKED_AS_RESET_ON_BOOT

You attempted to start a VM that’s attached to more than one VDI with a timeoffset marked as reset‑
on‑boot.

Signature:

1 VM_ATTACHED_TO_MORE_THAN_ONE_VDI_WITH_TIMEOFFSET_MARKED_AS_RESET_ON_BOOT
(vm)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_BAD_POWER_STATE

You attempted an operation on a VM that was not in an appropriate power state at the time; for ex‑
ample, you attempted to start a VM that was already running. The parameters returned are the VM’s
handle, and the expected and actual VM state at the time of the call.

Signature:

1 VM_BAD_POWER_STATE(vm, expected, actual)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_BIOS_STRINGS_ALREADY_SET

The BIOS strings for this VM have already been set and cannot be changed.

No parameters.
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VM_CALL_PLUGIN_RATE_LIMIT

There is a minimal interval required between consecutive plug‑in calls made on the same VM, wait
before retry.

Signature:

1 VM_CALL_PLUGIN_RATE_LIMIT(VM, interval, wait)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT_TEMPLATE

You cannot delete the specified default template.

Signature:

1 VM_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT_TEMPLATE(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_CHECKPOINT_RESUME_FAILED

An error occured while restoring the memory image of the specified virtual machine

Signature:

1 VM_CHECKPOINT_RESUME_FAILED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_CHECKPOINT_SUSPEND_FAILED

An error occured while saving the memory image of the specified virtual machine

Signature:

1 VM_CHECKPOINT_SUSPEND_FAILED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_CRASHED

The VM crashed

Signature:

1 VM_CRASHED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_DUPLICATE_VBD_DEVICE

The specified VM has a duplicate VBD device and cannot be started.

Signature:

1 VM_DUPLICATE_VBD_DEVICE(vm, vbd, device)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_FAILED_SHUTDOWN_ACKNOWLEDGMENT

VM didn’t acknowledge the need to shutdown.

Signature:

1 VM_FAILED_SHUTDOWN_ACKNOWLEDGMENT(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_FAILED_SUSPEND_ACKNOWLEDGMENT

VM didn’t acknowledge the need to suspend.

Signature:

1 VM_FAILED_SUSPEND_ACKNOWLEDGMENT(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HALTED

The VM unexpectedly halted

Signature:

1 VM_HALTED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HAS_CHECKPOINT

Cannot migrate a VM which has a checkpoint.

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_CHECKPOINT(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_HAS_NO_SUSPEND_VDI

VM cannot be resumed because it has no suspend VDI

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_NO_SUSPEND_VDI(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HAS_PCI_ATTACHED

This operation could not be performed, because the VM has one ormore PCI devices passed through.

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_PCI_ATTACHED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HAS_SRIOV_VIF

This operation could not be performed, because the VM has one or more SR‑IOV VIFs.

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_SRIOV_VIF(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HAS_TOO_MANY_SNAPSHOTS

Cannot migrate a VM with more than one snapshot.

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_TOO_MANY_SNAPSHOTS(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HAS_VGPU

This operation could not be performed, because the VM has one or more virtual GPUs.

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_VGPU(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_HAS_VUSBS

The operation is not allowed when the VM has VUSBs.

Signature:

1 VM_HAS_VUSBS(VM)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION

This VM operation cannot be performed on an older‑versioned host during an upgrade.

Signature:

1 VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION(host, vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION_MIGRATE

Cannot migrate a VM to a destination host which is older than the source host.

Signature:

1 VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION_MIGRATE(host, vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VIRTUAL_HARDWARE_PLATFORM_VERSION

You attempted to run a VM on a host that cannot provide the VM’s required Virtual Hardware Platform
version.

Signature:

1 VM_HOST_INCOMPATIBLE_VIRTUAL_HARDWARE_PLATFORM_VERSION(host,
host_versions, vm, vm_version)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_HVM_REQUIRED

HVM is required for this operation

Signature:
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1 VM_HVM_REQUIRED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_THIS_HOST

The VM is incompatible with the CPU features of this host.

Signature:

1 VM_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_THIS_HOST(vm, host, reason)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_IS_IMMOBILE

The VM is configured in a way that prevents it from being mobile.

Signature:

1 VM_IS_IMMOBILE(VM)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_IS_PART_OF_AN_APPLIANCE

This operation is not allowed as the VM is part of an appliance.

Signature:

1 VM_IS_PART_OF_AN_APPLIANCE(vm, appliance)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_IS_PROTECTED

This operation cannot be performed because the specified VM is protected by HA

Signature:

1 VM_IS_PROTECTED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_IS_TEMPLATE

The operation attempted is not valid for a template VM

Signature:

1 VM_IS_TEMPLATE(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_IS_USING_NESTED_VIRT

This operation is illegal because the VM is using nested virtualization.

Signature:

1 VM_IS_USING_NESTED_VIRT(VM)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_LACKS_FEATURE

You attempted an operation on a VMwhich lacks the feature.

Signature:

1 VM_LACKS_FEATURE(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_LACKS_FEATURE_SHUTDOWN

You attempted an operation which needs the cooperative shutdown feature on a VMwhich lacks it.

Signature:

1 VM_LACKS_FEATURE_SHUTDOWN(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_LACKS_FEATURE_STATIC_IP_SETTING

You attempted an operation which needs the VM static‑ip‑setting feature on a VMwhich lacks it.

Signature:

1 VM_LACKS_FEATURE_STATIC_IP_SETTING(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_LACKS_FEATURE_SUSPEND

You attempted an operation which needs the VM cooperative suspend feature on a VMwhich lacks it.

Signature:

1 VM_LACKS_FEATURE_SUSPEND(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_LACKS_FEATURE_VCPU_HOTPLUG

You attempted an operation which needs the VM hotplug‑vcpu feature on a VMwhich lacks it.

Signature:

1 VM_LACKS_FEATURE_VCPU_HOTPLUG(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_MEMORY_SIZE_TOO_LOW

The specified VM has too little memory to be started.

Signature:

1 VM_MEMORY_SIZE_TOO_LOW(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_MIGRATE_CONTACT_REMOTE_SERVICE_FAILED

Failed to contact service on the destination host.

No parameters.

VM_MIGRATE_FAILED

An error occurred during the migration process.

Signature:

1 VM_MIGRATE_FAILED(vm, source, destination, msg)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_MISSING_PV_DRIVERS

You attempted an operation on a VMwhich requires PV drivers to be installed but the drivers were not
detected.

Signature:

1 VM_MISSING_PV_DRIVERS(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_NOT_RESIDENT_HERE

The specified VM is not currently resident on the specified server.

Signature:

1 VM_NOT_RESIDENT_HERE(vm, host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_NO_CRASHDUMP_SR

This VM does not have a crash dump SR specified.

Signature:

1 VM_NO_CRASHDUMP_SR(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_NO_EMPTY_CD_VBD

The VM has no empty CD drive (VBD).

Signature:

1 VM_NO_EMPTY_CD_VBD(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_NO_SUSPEND_SR

This VM does not have a suspend SR specified.

Signature:

1 VM_NO_SUSPEND_SR(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_NO_VCPUS

You need at least 1 VCPU to start a VM

Signature:

1 VM_NO_VCPUS(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_OLD_PV_DRIVERS

You attempted an operation on a VM which requires a more recent version of the PV drivers. Please
upgrade your PV drivers.

Signature:

1 VM_OLD_PV_DRIVERS(vm, major, minor)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_PCI_BUS_FULL

The VM does not have any free PCI slots

Signature:

1 VM_PCI_BUS_FULL(VM)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_PV_DRIVERS_IN_USE

VM PV drivers still in use

Signature:

1 VM_PV_DRIVERS_IN_USE(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REBOOTED

The VM unexpectedly rebooted

Signature:

1 VM_REBOOTED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_REQUIRES_GPU

You attempted to run a VM on a host which doesn’t have a pGPU available in the GPU group needed
by the VM. The VM has a vGPU attached to this GPU group.

Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_GPU(vm, GPU_group)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REQUIRES_IOMMU

You attempted to run a VM on a host which doesn’t have I/O virtualization (IOMMU/VT‑d) enabled,
which is needed by the VM.

Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_IOMMU(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REQUIRES_NETWORK

You attempted to run a VM on a host which doesn’t have a PIF on a Network needed by the VM. The
VM has at least one VIF attached to the Network.

Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_NETWORK(vm, network)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REQUIRES_SR

You attempted to run a VM on a host which doesn’t have access to an SR needed by the VM. The VM
has at least one VBD attached to a VDI in the SR.

Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_SR(vm, sr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REQUIRES_VDI

VM cannot be started because it requires a VDI which cannot be attached
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Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_VDI(vm, vdi)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REQUIRES_VGPU

You attempted to run a VM on a host on which the vGPU required by the VM cannot be allocated on
any pGPUs in the GPU_group needed by the VM.

Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_VGPU(vm, GPU_group, vGPU_type)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REQUIRES_VUSB

You attempted to run a VM on a host on which the VUSB required by the VM cannot be allocated on
any PUSBs in the USB_group needed by the VM.

Signature:

1 VM_REQUIRES_VUSB(vm, USB_group)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_REVERT_FAILED

An error occured while reverting the specified virtual machine to the specified snapshot

Signature:

1 VM_REVERT_FAILED(vm, snapshot)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_SHUTDOWN_TIMEOUT

VM failed to shutdown before the timeout expired

Signature:

1 VM_SHUTDOWN_TIMEOUT(vm, timeout)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_FAILED

The quiesced‑snapshot operation failed for an unexpected reason

Signature:

1 VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_FAILED(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_NOT_SUPPORTED

The VSS plug‑in is not installed on this virtual machine

Signature:

1 VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_NOT_SUPPORTED(vm, error)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_PLUGIN_DEOS_NOT_RESPOND

The VSS plug‑in cannot be contacted

Signature:

1 VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_PLUGIN_DEOS_NOT_RESPOND(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_TIMEOUT

The VSS plug‑in has timed out

Signature:

1 VM_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE_TIMEOUT(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_SUSPEND_TIMEOUT

VM failed to suspend before the timeout expired

Signature:

1 VM_SUSPEND_TIMEOUT(vm, timeout)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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VM_TOO_MANY_VCPUS

Toomany VCPUs to start this VM

Signature:

1 VM_TOO_MANY_VCPUS(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_TO_IMPORT_IS_NOT_NEWER_VERSION

The VM cannot be imported unforced because it is either the same version or an older version of an
existing VM.

Signature:

1 VM_TO_IMPORT_IS_NOT_NEWER_VERSION(vm, existing_version,
version_to_import)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

VM_UNSAFE_BOOT

You attempted an operation on a VM that was judged to be unsafe by the server. This can happen if
the VM would run on a CPU that has a potentially incompatible set of feature flags to those the VM
requires. If you want to override this warning then use the ‘force’ option.

Signature:

1 VM_UNSAFE_BOOT(vm)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

WLB_AUTHENTICATION_FAILED

WLB rejected our configured authentication details.

No parameters.

WLB_CONNECTION_REFUSED

WLB refused a connection to the server.

No parameters.
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WLB_CONNECTION_RESET

The connection to the WLB server was reset.

No parameters.

WLB_DISABLED

This pool has wlb‑enabled set to false.

No parameters.

WLB_INTERNAL_ERROR

WLB reported an internal error.

No parameters.

WLB_MALFORMED_REQUEST

WLB rejected the server’s request as malformed.

No parameters.

WLB_MALFORMED_RESPONSE

WLB said something that the server wasn’t expecting or didn’t understand. The method called on
WLB, a diagnostic reason, and the response fromWLB are returned.

Signature:

1 WLB_MALFORMED_RESPONSE(method, reason, response)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

WLB_NOT_INITIALIZED

NoWLB connection is configured.

No parameters.

WLB_TIMEOUT

The communication with the WLB server timed out.

Signature:
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1 WLB_TIMEOUT(configured_timeout)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

WLB_UNKNOWN_HOST

The configured WLB server name failed to resolve in DNS.

No parameters.

WLB_URL_INVALID

The WLB URL is invalid. Ensure it is in the format: <ipaddress>:<port>. The configured/given URL is
returned.

Signature:

1 WLB_URL_INVALID(url)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

WLB_XENSERVER_AUTHENTICATION_FAILED

WLB reported that the server rejected its configured authentication details.

No parameters.

WLB_XENSERVER_CONNECTION_REFUSED

WLB reported that the server refused to let it connect (even though we’re connecting perfectly fine in
the other direction).

No parameters.

WLB_XENSERVER_MALFORMED_RESPONSE

WLB reported that the server said something to it that WLB wasn’t expecting or didn’t understand.

No parameters.

WLB_XENSERVER_TIMEOUT

WLB reported that communication with the server timed out.

No parameters.
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WLB_XENSERVER_UNKNOWN_HOST

WLB reported that its configured server name for this server instance failed to resolve in DNS.

No parameters.

XAPI_HOOK_FAILED

3rd party xapi hook failed

Signature:

1 XAPI_HOOK_FAILED(hook_name, reason, stdout, exit_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XENAPI_MISSING_PLUGIN

The requested plug‑in could not be found.

Signature:

1 XENAPI_MISSING_PLUGIN(name)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XENAPI_PLUGIN_FAILURE

There was a failure communicating with the plug‑in.

Signature:

1 XENAPI_PLUGIN_FAILURE(status, stdout, stderr)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_INCOMPATIBLE

The current version of Xen or its control libraries is incompatible with the Toolstack.

No parameters.

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_ADDING_VOLUME_TO_SNAPSET_FAILED

Some volumes to be snapshot could not be added to the VSS snapshot set

Signature:
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1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_ADDING_VOLUME_TO_SNAPSET_FAILED(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_CREATING_SNAPSHOT

An attempt to create the snapshots failed

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_CREATING_SNAPSHOT(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_CREATING_SNAPSHOT_XML_STRING

Could not create the XML string generated by the transportable snapshot

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_CREATING_SNAPSHOT_XML_STRING(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_INIT_FAILED

Initialization of the VSS requester failed

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_INIT_FAILED(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_NO_VOLUMES_SUPPORTED

Could not find any volumes supported by the VSS Provider

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_NO_VOLUMES_SUPPORTED(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_PREPARING_WRITERS

An attempt to prepare VSS writers for the snapshot failed

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_PREPARING_WRITERS(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_PROV_NOT_LOADED

The VSS Provider is not loaded

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_PROV_NOT_LOADED(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_START_SNAPSHOT_SET_FAILED

An attempt to start a new VSS snapshot failed

Signature:

1 XEN_VSS_REQ_ERROR_START_SNAPSHOT_SET_FAILED(vm, error_code)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

XMLRPC_UNMARSHAL_FAILURE

Theserver failed tounmarshal theXMLRPCmessage; itwasexpectingoneelementand receivedsome‑
thing else.

Signature:

1 XMLRPC_UNMARSHAL_FAILURE(expected, received)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Citrix Hypervisor Software Development Kit Guide

January 10, 2023
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Welcome to the developer’s guide for Citrix Hypervisor. Here you will find
the information you need in order to understand and use the Software
Development Kit (SDK) that Citrix Hypervisor provides. This information
will provide you with some of the architectural background and thinking
that underpins the APIs, the tools that have been provided, and how to
quickly get off the ground.

Getting Started

February 22, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor includes a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) based API providing programmatic
access to the extensive set of Citrix Hypervisor management features and
tools. You can call the Citrix Hypervisor Management API from a remote system or
from local to the Citrix Hypervisor server.

It’s possible to write applications that use the Citrix Hypervisor Management
API directly through raw RPC calls. However, the task of developing third‑party
applications is greatly simplified by using a language binding. These language
bindings expose the individual API calls as first‑class functions in the
target language. The Citrix Hypervisor SDK provides language bindings and
example code for the C, C#, Java, Python, and PowerShell programming
languages.

System Requirements and Preparation

The first step towards using the SDK is to install
Citrix Hypervisor. Citrix Hypervisor is available for
download at http://www.citrix.com/downloads/citrix‑hypervisor/. For detailed instructions on
how to set up your development host, see the Install Citrix Hypervisor.
When the installation is complete, note the host IP address and the host password.

Downloading

The SDK is packaged as a ZIP file and is available as a free download
from http://www.citrix.com/downloads/citrix‑hypervisor/.

The Pythonmodule is also available as a package on PyPi.
See section SDK Languages ‑ Python for details.
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SDK Languages

The extracted contents of the SDK ZIP file are in the CitrixHypervisor-SDK
directory. The following is an overview of its structure. Where
necessary, subdirectories have their own individual README files.

1 **Note**: The examples provided aren't the same across all
2 the SDK languages. If you intend to use one language, it's
3 advisable to browse the sample code available in the others as well

.

The top level of the CitrixHypervisor‑SDK directory includes the Citrix Hypervisor Management API
Reference document. This document describes in more detail the API semantics and
the wire protocol of the RPCmessages.

The API supports two wire formats, one based upon XML‑RPC and one based upon JSON‑RPC (v1.0
and v2.0 are both recognised).
The format supported by each of the SDK languages is specified in the following sections.

C

The CitrixHypervisor‑SDK directory contains the following folders that are
relevant to C programmers:

• libxenserver

The Citrix Hypervisor SDK for C.

– libxenserver/bin

The libxenserver compiled binaries.

– libxenserver/src

The libxenserver source code and examples and a Makefile to build
them. Every API object is associated with a header file, which
contains declarations for all that object’s API functions. For
example, the type definitions and functions required to invoke
VM operations are all contained in xen_vm.h.

C SDK dependencies

The C SDK supports the XML‑RPC protocol.

Platform supported:

• Linux
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• Windows (under cygwin)

Library:

The library is generated as libxenserver.so that is linked by C programs.

Dependencies:

• XML library (libxml2.so on GNU Linux)
• Curl library (libcurl3.so)

Examples:
The following simple examples are included with the C SDK:

• test_vm_async_migrate: Shows how to use asynchronous API
calls to migrate running VMs from a slave host to the pool master.

• test_vm_ops: Shows how to query the capabilities of a host,
create a VM, attach a fresh blank disk image to the VM and then
perform various powercycle operations.

• test_failures: Shows how to translate between error strings and
enum_xen_api_failure.

• test_event_handling: Shows how to listen for events on a
connection.

• test_enumerate: Shows how to enumerate the various API
objects.

• test_get_records: Shows how to obtain information on API
objects such as hosts, VMs, and storage repositories.

C #

The CitrixHypervisor‑SDK directory contains the following folders that are
relevant to C# programmers:

• XenServer.NET

The Citrix Hypervisor SDK for C#.NET.

– XenServer.NET/bin

XenServer.NET ready compiled binaries.

– XenServer.NET/samples

XenServer.NET examples shipped as a Microsoft Visual studio
solution.
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– XenServer.NET/src

XenServer.NET source code shipped as a Microsoft Visual Studio
project. Every API object is associated with one C# file. For
example, the functions implementing the VM operations are
contained within the file VM.cs.

C# SDK dependencies

The C# SDK supports the JSON‑RPC v2.0 protocol.
The C# SDK is backwards compatible and can be used to communicate with hosts running an older
version of Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer.
For server versions prior to XenServer 7.3, the C# SDK uses the XML‑RPC protocol, with the exception
of XenServer 7.1 LTSR where the JSON‑RPC v1.0 protocol is used.

Platform supported:

• Windows with .NET version 4.5

Library:

• The library is generated as a Dynamic Link Library XenServer.dll that C# programs can refer‑
ence.

Dependencies:

• Newtonsoft.Json.dll is needed for the XenServer.dll to be able to communicate with
the JSON‑RPC backend. We ship a patched 10.0.2 version and recommend that you use this
one, though others may work.

• CookComputing.XMLRpcV2.dll is needed for the XenServer.dll to be able to communi‑
cate with the XML‑RPC backend. We ship a patched 2.5 version and recommend that you use
this one, though others may work.

Examples:

The following examples are included with the C# SDK in the directory
CitrixHypervisor-SDK/XenServer.NET/samples as separate projects of the
XenSdkSample.sln solution:

• GetVariousRecords: logs to a Citrix Hypervisor server and displays
information about hosts, storage, and virtual machines;

• VmPowerStates: logs to a Citrix Hypervisor server, finds a VM and
takes it through the various power states. Requires a shutdown VM
to be already installed.
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Java

The CitrixHypervisor‑SDK directory contains the following folders that are relevant to Java program‑
mers:

• XenServerJava

The Citrix Hypervisor SDK for Java

– XenServerJava/bin

Java compiled binaries.

– XenServerJava/javadoc

Java documentation.

– XenServerJava/samples

Java examples.

– XenServerJava/src

Java source code and a Makefile to build the code and the
examples. Every API object is associated with one Java file. For
example the functions implementing the VM operations are
contained within the file VM.java.

Java SDK dependencies

The Java SDK supports the XML‑RPC protocol.

Platform supported:

• Linux
• Windows

Library:

• The language binding is generated as a Java Archive file xenserver.jar that is linked by Java
programs.

Dependencies:

• xmlrpc-client-3.1.jar
• xmlrpc-common-3.1.jar
• ws-commons-util-1.0.2.jar

These jars are needed for the xenserver.jar to be able to communicate with the xml‑rpc server.
These jars are shipped alongside the xenserver.jar.

Examples:
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Running themain fileCitrixHypervisor-SDK/XenServerJava/samples/RunTests.java runs
a series of examples included in the same directory:

• AddNetwork: Adds a new internal network not attached to any NICs;

• SessionReuse: Shows how a Session object can be shared
amongmultiple Connections;

• AsyncVMCreate: Makes asynchronously a new VM from a built‑in
template, starts, and stops it;

• VdiAndSrOps: Performs various SR and VDI tests, including creating
a dummy SR;

• CreateVM: Creates a VM on the default SR with a network and DVD
drive;

• DeprecatedMethod: Tests a warning is displayed when a deprecated
API method is called;

• GetAllRecordsOfAllTypes: Retrieves all the records for all types
of objects;

• SharedStorage: Creates a shared NFS SR;

• StartAllVMs: Connects to a host and tries to start each VM on it.

PowerShell

The CitrixHypervisor‑SDK directory contains the following folders that are
relevant to PowerShell users:

• XenServerPowerShell

The Citrix Hypervisor SDK for PowerShell.

– XenServerPowerShell/XenServerPSModule

The Citrix Hypervisor PowerShell module.

– XenServerPowerShell/samples

PowerShell example scripts.

– XenServerPowerShell/src

C# source code for the Citrix Hypervisor PowerShell cmdlets.

Detailed installation instructions are provided within the README file
accompanying the module. After the module is installed, you can obtain an overview of
the cmdlets by typing:
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1 PS> Get-Help about_XenServer

PowerShell SDK dependencies

The PowerShell module supports the same RPC protocols as the C# SDK.

Note:

This module is generally, but not fully, backwards compatible. To communicate with hosts run‑
ning older versions of Citrix Hypervisor or XenServer, it is advisable to use the module of the
same version as the host.

Platform supported:

• Windows with .NET Framework 4.5 and PowerShell v4.0

Library:

• XenServerPSModule

Dependencies:

• Newtonsoft.Json.dll is needed for the module to be able to communicate with the JSON‑
RPC backend. We ship a patched 10.0.2 version and recommend that you use this one, though
others may work.

• CookComputing.XMLRpcV2.dll is needed for the module to be able to communicate with
the XML‑RPC backend. We ship a patched 2.5 version and recommend that you use this one,
though others may work.

Examples:

The following example scripts are included with the PowerShell module
in the directory CitrixHypervisor-SDK/XenServerPowerShell/samples:

• AutomatedTestCore.ps1: Shows how to log into a
Citrix Hypervisor server, create a storage repository and a VM, and then
perform various powercycle operations.

• HttpTest.ps1: Shows how to log into a Citrix Hypervisor server,
create a VM, and then perform operations such as VM importing and
exporting, patch upload, and retrieval of performance statistics.

Python

The CitrixHypervisor‑SDK directory contains the following folders that are
relevant to Python developers:
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• XenServerPython

This directory contains the Citrix Hypervisor Pythonmodule
XenAPI.py.

– XenServerPython/samples

Citrix Hypervisor Management API examples using Python.

Alternative installation

The Pythonmodule is also available as a package on PyPi.
To install the package, enable the virtual environment where it will be used and run

1 pip install XenAPI

Pythonmodule dependencies

The Pythonmodule supports the XML‑RPC protocol.

Platform supported:

• Linux
• Windows

Library:

• XenAPI.py

Dependencies:

• xmlrpclib

Examples:

The SDK includes the following Python examples:

• fixpbds.py ‑ reconfigures the settings used to access shared
storage;

• install.py ‑ installs a Debian VM, connects it to a network,
starts it up and waits for it to report its IP address;

• license.py ‑ uploads a fresh license to a Citrix Hypervisor server;

• permute.py ‑ selects a set of VMs and uses live migration to move them
simultaneously among hosts;

• powercycle.py ‑ selects a set of VMs and powercycles them;
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• vm_start_async.py ‑ shows how to invoke operations
asynchronously;

• watch-all-events.py ‑ registers for all events and prints details
when they occur.

Command Line Interface (CLI)

Besides using raw RPC or one of the supplied SDK languages, third‑party software developers can
integrate with Citrix Hypervisor servers
by using the xe command line interface xe. The xe CLI is installed by default on Citrix Hypervisor
servers. A stand‑alone remote CLI is also
available for Linux. On Windows, the xe.exe CLI executable is
installed along with XenCenter.

CLI dependencies

Platform supported:

• Linux
• Windows

Library:

• None

Binary:

• xe on Linux
• xe.exe on Windows

Dependencies:

• None

The CLI allows almost every API call to be directly invoked from a
script or other program, silently taking care of the required session
management. The xe CLI syntax and capabilities are described in detail
in the Command line interface documentation. For more resources
and examples, visit the Citrix Knowledge Center.

Note:

When running the CLI from a Citrix Hypervisor server console,
tab completion of both command names and arguments is available.
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Overview of the Citrix Hypervisor Management API

March 1, 2023

This chapter introduces the Citrix Hypervisor Management API (after here referred to
as the “API”) and its associated object model. The API has the following
key features:

• Management of all aspects of the Citrix Hypervisor server.

The API allows you to manage VMs, storage, networking, host
configuration, and pools. Performance and status metrics can also be
queried from the API.

• Persistent Object Model.

The results of all side‑effecting operations (for example: object creation,
deletion, and parameter changes) are persisted in a server‑side
database that is managed by Citrix Hypervisor.

• An eventmechanism.

Through the API, clients can register to be notified when persistent
(server‑side) objects are changed. This enables applications to
track datamodel changes performed by concurrently
running clients.

• Synchronous and asynchronous invocation.

All API calls can be invoked synchronously (that is, block until
completion). Any API call that might be long‑running can also be
invoked asynchronously. Asynchronous calls return immediately with
a reference to a task object. This task object can be queried
(through the API) for progress and status information. When an
asynchronously invoked operation completes, the result (or error
code) is available from the task object.

• Remotable and Cross‑Platform.

The client issuing the API calls doesn’t have to be resident on the
host being managed. The client also does not have to be connected to the host
over ssh to run the API. API calls use the
RPC protocol to transmit requests and responses over the
network.

• Secure and Authenticated Access.
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The RPC API backend running on the host accepts secure socket
connections. This allows a client to run the APIs over the https
protocol. Further, all the API calls run in the context of a
login session generated through user name and password validation at
the server. This provides secure and authenticated access to the
Citrix Hypervisor installation.

Citrix Hypervisor Management API Deprecation Policy

Items that will be removed in a future release are marked as deprecated.

By default, Citrix continues to support deprecated APIs and product functionality up to and including
the next Citrix Hypervisor Long Term Service Release (LTSR). Deprecated items are usually removed
in a Current Release following that LTSR.

In exceptional cases, an itemmight be deprecated and removed before the next LTSR. For example, a
change might be required to improve security. If this happens, Citrix makes customers aware of the
change to the API or the product functionality.

This deprecation policy applies only to APIs and functionality that are documented at the following
locations:

• Product Documentation
• Developer Documentation

Getting Started with the API

Let’s start our tour of the API by describing the calls required to
create a VM on a Citrix Hypervisor installation, and take it through a
start/suspend/resume/stop cycle. This section does not reference code
in any specific language. At this stage we just describe the informal
sequence of RPC invocations that do our “install and start”
task.

Note:

We recommend strongly against using the VM.create call, which might be
removed or changed in a future version of the API. Read on to learn
other ways to make a new VM.

Authentication: acquiring a session reference

The first step is tocallSession.login_with_password(username, password, client_API_version
, originator). The API is session based, so before you canmake other calls youmust authenticate
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with the server. Assuming the user name and password are authenticated correctly, the result of this
call is a session reference. Subsequent API calls take the session
reference as a parameter. In this way, we ensure that only API users who
are suitably authorized can perform operations on a Citrix Hypervisor
installation. You can continue to use the same session for any number of
API calls. When you have finished the session,
recommends that you call Session.logout(session) to clean up: see
later.

Acquiring a list of templates to base a new VM installation on

The next step is to query the list of “templates” on the host. Templates
are specially marked VM objects that specify suitable default parameters
for various supported guest types. (If you want to see a quick
enumeration of the templates on a Citrix Hypervisor installation for
yourself, you can run the xe template-list CLI command.) To
get a list of templates from the API, find the VM objects on
the server that have their is_a_template field set to true. One way to
do find these objects is by calling VM.get_all_records(session)where the session parameter is
the reference we acquired
from our Session.login_with_password call earlier. This call queries the server, returning a
snapshot (taken at the time of the call) containing all the VM object
references and their field values.

(Remember that at this stage we are not concernedwith how the returned object references and field
values can
bemanipulated in any particular client language: that detail is dealt
with by each language‑specific SDK and described concretely in
the following chapter. For now, assume the existence
of an abstract mechanism for reading andmanipulating objects and field
values returned by API calls.)

Nowwe have a snapshot of the VM objects’ field values in the
memory of our client application, iterate through them and
find the VMs that have their is_a_template value set to true. At this
stage, let’s assume that our example application further iterates through
the template objects and remembers the reference corresponding to the
one that has its “name_label” set to “Debian Etch 4.0” (one of the
default Linux templates supplied with Citrix Hypervisor).
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Installing the VM based on a template

Continuing through our example, wemust now install a new VM based on
the template we selected. The installation process requires two API calls:

• First wemust now invoke the API call
VM.clone(session, t_ref, "my first VM"). This call tells the server to clone the VM
object
referenced by t_ref to make a new VM object. The return
value of this call is the VM reference corresponding to the
newly created VM. Let’s call this new_vm_ref.

• At this stage, the object referred to by new_vm_ref is still a
template (like the VM object referred to by t_ref, fromwhich
it was cloned). To make new_vm_ref into a VM object, wemust
call VM.provision(session, new_vm_ref). When this call returns the
new_vm_ref object will have had its is_a_template field set to
false, indicating that new_vm_ref now refers to a regular VM ready
for starting.

Note:

The provision operation can take a fewminutes, as it is as during
this call that the template’s disk images are created. For
the Debian template, the newly created disks are also at this stage
populated with a Debian root filesystem.

Taking the VM through a start/suspend/resume/stop cycle

Nowwe have an object reference representing our newly installed VM, it
is trivial to take it through a few lifecycle operations:

• To start our VM, we can call VM.start(session, new_vm_ref)

• After it’s running, we can suspend it by calling
VM.suspend(session, new_vm_ref),

• We can resume it by calling VM.resume(session, new_vm_ref).

• We can call VM.shutdown(session, new_vm_ref) to shut down the VM
cleanly.

Logging out

When an application is finished interacting with a Citrix Hypervisor server,
it is good practice to call Session.logout(session). This call invalidates
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the session reference (so it cannot be used in subsequent API calls) and
deallocates server‑side memory used to store the session object.

Although inactive sessions eventually time out, the server has a
hardcoded limit of 500 concurrent sessions for each username or
originator. After this limit has been reached, fresh logins evict
the session objects that have been used least recently. The session
references of these evicted session objects become invalid. For successful
interoperability with other applications, concurrently accessing the
server, the best policy is:

• Choose a string that identifies your application and its version.

• Create a single session at start‑of‑day, using that identifying
string for the originator parameter to Session.login_with_password.

• Use this session throughout the application and then explicitly logout when possible.

Note:

Sessions can be used across multiple separate client‑server network
connections.

If a poorly written client leaks sessions or otherwise exceeds the
limit, then as long as the client uses an appropriate originator
argument, it is easily identifiable from the Citrix Hypervisor logs.
Citrix Hypervisor destroys the longest‑idle sessions of the rogue
client only. This behavior might cause problems for that client but not for other
clients. If the misbehaving client doesn’t specify an originator, it is harder to identify and causes
the premature destruction of other client sessions that also didn’t
specify an originator

Install and start example: summary

We have seen how the API can be used to install a VM from a
Citrix Hypervisor template and perform various lifecycle operations on
it. Note that the number of calls we had to make to
affect these operations was small:

• One call to acquire a session: Session.login_with_password()

• One call to query the VM (and template) objects present on the
Citrix Hypervisor installation: VM.get_all_records(). Recall that we
used the information returned from this call to select a suitable
template to install from.
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• Two calls to install a VM from our chosen template: VM.clone(),
followed by VM.provision().

• One call to start the resultant VM: VM.start() (and similarly
other single calls to suspend, resume, and shut down accordingly)

• And then one call to log out Session.logout().

Although the API as a whole is complex and fully featured, common tasks (such as VM lifecycle opera‑
tions) are straightforward, requiring only a few simple API calls.
Keep this fact inmind as you study the next sectionwhichmight, on first reading, appear a little daunt‑
ing!

Object Model Overview

This section gives a high‑level overview of the object model of the API.
For amoredetaileddescriptionof theparameters andmethodsof each class, see theCitrixHypervisor
Management API reference.

We start by giving a brief outline of some of the core classes that make up the API.
(Don’t worry if these definitions seem abstract in their initial presentation. The textual description in
the following sections, and the code‑sample walk through in the next section make these concepts
concrete.)

VM

A VM object represents a particular virtualmachine instance on a Citrix Hypervisor server or Resource
Pool. Example
methods include start, suspend, pool_migrate; example parameters include power_state,
memory_static_max, and name_label. (In the previous section we saw how the VM class is used
to represent both templates and regular VMs)

Host

Ahost object represents a physical host in a Citrix Hypervisor pool. Examplemethods includereboot
and shutdown. Example parameters include software_version, hostname, and [IP]address.

VDI

A VDI object represents a Virtual Disk Image. Virtual Disk Images can be attached to VMs. A
block device appears inside the VM through which the bits encapsulated by the attached Virtual Disk
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Image can be read
and written. Example methods of the VDI class include resize and clone. Example fields include
virtual_size and sharable.
When we called VM.provision on the VM template in our previous example, some VDI objects were
automatically created to
represent the newly created disks. These VDIs were attached to the VM object.

SR

An SR object (Storage Repository) aggregates a collection of VDIs, It encapsulates the properties of
physical
storage on which the VDIs’ bits reside. Example parameters include:

• typewhich determines the storage‑specific driver a Citrix Hypervisor installation uses to read‑
/write the SR’s VDIs

• physical_utilisation

Example methods include

• scan which invokes the storage‑specific driver to acquire a list of the VDIs contained with the
SR and the properties of these VDIs

• createwhich initializes a block of physical storage so it is ready to store VDIs

Network

A network object
represents a layer‑2 network that exists in the environment in which the Citrix Hypervisor server
instance lives. Since Citrix Hypervisor does not manage networks directly, network is a lightweight
class that models
physical and virtual network topology. VM and Host objects that are attached to a particular
Network object can send network packets to each other. The objects are attached through VIF andPIF
instances. For more information, see the following section.

If you are finding this enumeration of classes rather terse, you can skip to the code walk‑throughs of
the next
chapter. There are plenty of useful applications that can be written
using only a subset of the classes already described. If you want
to continue this description of classes in the abstract, read on.

In addition to the classes listed in the previous section, there are four more that act as
connectors. These connectors specify relationships between VMs and Hosts and
Storage and Networks.
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The first twoof these classes thatwe consider, VBD and VIF, determine howVMs are attached to virtual
disks and network objects respectively.

VBD

A VBD object (Virtual Block Device) represents an
attachment between a VM and a VDI. When a VM is booted,
its VBD objects are queried to determine which disk
images (VDIs) to attach.

Example methods of the VBD class include:

• plug which hot plugs a disk device into a running VM, making the specified VDI accessible
therein

• unplugwhich hot unplugs a disk device from a running guest

Example fields include:

• device which determines the device name inside the guest under which the specified VDI is
made accessible

VIF

A VIF object (Virtual Network Interface) represents
an attachment between a VM and a Network object. When a VM is booted, its VIF objects are queried
to
determine which network devices to create.

Example methods of the VIF class include:

• plugwhich hot plugs a network device into a running VM
• unplugwhich hot unplugs a network device from a running guest

The second set of “connector classes” that we consider determine
how Hosts are attached to Networks and Storage.

PIF

A PIF object (Physical Interface) represents an attachment
between a Host and a Network object. If a host is connected to a
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Network over a PIF, packets from the specified host can be
transmitted/received by the corresponding host.
Example fields of the PIF class include:

• devicewhich specifies the device name to which the PIF corresponds. For example, eth0
• MACwhich specifies the MAC address of the underlying NIC that a PIF represents

PIFs abstract bothphysical interfaces andVLANs (the latter distinguishedby the existenceof apositive
integer in the “VLAN” field).

PBD

A PBD object (Physical Block Device) represents an attachment
between a Host and an SR object. Fields include:

• currently-attachedwhich specifies whether the chunk of storage represented by the spec‑
ified SR object is available to the host

• device_config which specifies storage‑driver specific parameters that determine how the
low‑level storage devices are configured on the specified host.
For example, when an SR rendered on an NFS filer, device_config can specify the host‑name of
the filer and the path on the filer in which the SR files live.

This figure presents a graphical overview of the API classes involved inmanaging VMs, Hosts, Storage,
and Networking.
From this diagram, the symmetry between storage andnetwork configuration, andalso the symmetry
between virtual machine and host
configuration is plain to see.

Working with VIFs and VBDs

In this section we walk through a fewmore complex scenarios. These scenarios describe
how various tasks involving virtual storage and network devices can be done using the API.

Creating disks and attaching them to VMs

Let’s start by considering how tomake a new blank disk image and attach
it to a running VM. We assume that we already have a
running VM, and we know its corresponding API object reference. For example, we
might have created this VM using the procedure described in the previous
section and had the server return its reference to us.
We also assume that we have authenticated with the Citrix Hypervisor installation
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and have a corresponding session reference. Indeed in the rest of this
chapter, for the sake of brevity, does not mention sessions
altogether.

Creating a new blank disk image

First, instantiate the disk image on physical storage by calling VDI.create().
The VDI.create call takes a number of parameters, including:

• name_label and name_description: a human‑readable
name/description for the disk (for example, for convenient display in the UI). These fields can
be left blank if desired.

• SR: the object reference of the Storage Repository representing
the physical storage in which the VDI’s bits are placed.

• read_only: setting this field to true indicates that the VDI can
only be attached to VMs in a read‑only fashion. (Attempting to
attach a VDI with its read_only field set to true in a read/write fashion results
in error.)

Invoking the VDI.create call causes the Citrix Hypervisor installation to
create a blank disk image on physical storage, create an associated VDI
object (the datamodel instance that refers to the disk image on physical
storage) and return a reference to this newly created VDI object.

The way in which the disk image is represented on physical storage
depends on the type of the SR in which the created VDI resides. For
example, if the SR is of type “lvm” then the new disk image will be
rendered as an LVM volume; if the SR is of type “nfs” then the new disk
image will be a sparse VHD file created on an NFS filer. (You can query
the SR type through the API using the SR.get_type() call.)

Note:

Some SR types might round up the virtual-size value to make it
divisible by a configured block size.

Attaching the disk image to a VM

So far we have a running VM (that we assumed the existence of at the
start of this example) and a fresh VDI that we just created. Right now,
these are both independent objects that exist on the Citrix Hypervisor
Host, but there is nothing linking them together. So our next step is to
create such a link, associating the VDI with our VM.
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The attachment is formed by creating a new “connector” object called a
VBD (Virtual Block Device). To create our VBD we invoke the
VBD.create() call. The VBD.create() call takes a number of parameters including:

• VM ‑ the object reference of the VM to which the VDI is to be
attached

• VDI ‑ the object reference of the VDI that is to be attached

• mode ‑ specifies whether the VDI is to be attached in a read‑only
or a read‑write fashion

• userdevice ‑ specifies the block device inside the guest through
which applications running inside the VM will be able to read/write
the VDI’s bits.

• type ‑ specifies whether the VDI is presented inside the VM
as a regular disk or as a CD. (Note that this particular field has
more meaning for Windows VMs than it does for Linux VMs, but we will
not explore this level of detail in this chapter.)

Invoking VBD.createmakes a VBD object on the Citrix Hypervisor
installation and returns its object reference. However, this call in
itself does not have any side‑effects on the running VM (that is, if you
go and look inside the running VM you will see that the block device has
not been created). The fact that the VBD object exists but that the
block device in the guest is not active, is reflected by the fact that
the VBD object’s currently_attached field is set to false.

For expository purposes, this figure presents
a graphical example that shows the relationship between VMs, VBDs, VDIs
and SRs. In this instance a VM object has 2 attached VDIs: there are two
VBD objects that form the connections between the VM object and its
VDIs; and the VDIs reside within the same SR.

Hotplugging the VBD

If we rebooted the VM at this stage then, after rebooting, the block
device corresponding to the VBD would appear: on boot, Citrix Hypervisor
queries all VBDs of a VM and actively attaches each of the corresponding
VDIs.

Rebooting the VM is all very well, but recall that we wanted to attach a
newly created blank disk to a running VM. This can be achieved by
invoking the plugmethod on the newly created VBD object. When the
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plug call returns successfully, the block device to which the VBD
relates will have appeared inside the running VM – i.e. from the
perspective of the running VM, the guest operating system is led to
believe that a new disk device has just been hot plugged. Mirroring
this fact in the managed world of the API, the currently_attached field of the VBD is set to true.

Unsurprisingly, the VBD plugmethod has a dual called “unplug”.
Invoking the unplugmethod on a VBD object causes the associated block
device to be hot unplugged from a running VM, setting the
currently_attached field of the VBD object to false accordingly.

Creating and attaching Network Devices to VMs

The API calls involved in configuring virtual network interfaces in VMs
are similar in many respects to the calls involved in configuring
virtual disk devices. For this reason we will not run through a full
example of how one can create network interfaces using the API
object‑model; instead we will use this section just to outline briefly
the symmetry between virtual networking device and virtual storage
device configuration.

The networking analogue of the VBD class is the VIF class. Just as a VBD
is the API representation of a block device inside a VM, a VIF (Virtual
network InterFace) is the API representation of a network device inside
a VM. Whereas VBDs associate VM objects with VDI objects, VIFs associate
VM objects with Network objects. Just like VBDs, VIFs have a
currently_attached field that determines whether or not the network
device (inside the guest) associated with the VIF is currently active or
not. And as we saw with VBDs, at VM boot‑time the VIFs of the VM are
queried and a corresponding network device for each created inside the
booting VM. Similarly, VIFs also have unplug and unplugmethods for hot plugging/unplugging net‑
work devices in/out of
running VMs.

Host configuration for networking and storage

We have seen that the VBD and VIF classes are used to manage
configuration of block devices and network devices (respectively) inside
VMs. Tomanage host configuration of storage and networking there are
two analogous classes: PBD (Physical Block Device) and PIF (Physical
[network] Interface).
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Host storage configuration: PBDs

Let us start by considering the PBD class. A PBD.create() call takes a
number of parameters including:

Parameter Description

host physical machine onwhich the PBD is available

SR the Storage Repository that the PBD connects
to

device_config a string‑to‑string map that is provided to the
host’s SR‑backend‑driver, containing the
low‑level parameters required to configure the
physical storage device(s) on which the SR is to
be realized. The specific contents of the
device_config field depend on the type of
the SR to which the PBD is connected.
(Running xe sm-listwill show a list of
possible SR types; the configuration field in this
enumeration specifies the device_config
parameters that each SR type expects.)

For example, imagine we have an SR object s of type “nfs”
(representing a directory on an NFS filer within which VDIs are stored
as VHD files); and let’s say that we want a host, h, to be able to
access s. In this case we invoke PBD.create() specifying host h, SR s, and a value for the
device_config parameter that is the following map:

("server", "my_nfs_server.example.com"), ("serverpath", "/scratch/mysrs/sr1
")

This tells the Citrix Hypervisor server that SR s is accessible on host
h, and further that to access SR s, the host needs to mount the
directory /scratch/mysrs/sr1 on the NFS server named my_nfs_server.example.com.

Like VBD objects, PBD objects also have a field called currently_attached. Storage repositories
can be attached
and detached from a given host by invoking PBD.plug and PBD.unplug
methods respectively.

Host networking configuration: PIFs
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Host network configuration is specified by virtue of PIF objects. If a
PIF object connects a network object, n, to a host object h, then
the network corresponding to n is bridged onto a physical interface
(or a physical interface plus a VLAN tag) specified by the fields of the
PIF object.

For example, imagine a PIF object exists connecting host h to a
network n, and that device field of the PIF object is set to eth0.
This means that all packets on network n are bridged to the NIC in the
host corresponding to host network device eth0.

Exporting and Importing VMs

VMs can be exported to a file and later imported to any Citrix Hypervisor
server. The export protocol is a simple HTTP(S) GET. Perform this action
on the master if the VM is on a pool member. Authorization is
either standard HTTP basic authentication, or if a session has already
been obtained, this can be used. The VM to export is specified either by
UUID or by reference. To keep track of the export, a task can be created
and passed in using its reference. The request might result in a
redirect if the VM’s disks are only accessible on a pool member.

The following arguments are passed on the command line:

Argument Description

session_id the reference of the session being used to
authenticate; required only when not using
HTTP basic authentication

task_id the reference of the task object with which to
keep track of the operation; optional, required
only if you have created a task object to keep
track of the export

ref the reference of the VM; required only if not
using the UUID

uuid the UUID of the VM; required only if not using
the reference

For example, using the Linux command line tool cURL:
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1 curl http://root:foo@myhypervisor1/export?uuid=<vm_uuid> -o <exportfile
>

This command will export the specified VM to the file exportfile.

To export just the metadata, use the URI http://server/export_metadata.

The import protocol is similar, using HTTP(S) PUT. The session_id and
task_id arguments are as for the export. The ref and uuid are not used; a new reference and uuid
will be generated for the
VM. There are some additional parameters:

Argument Description

restore if true, the import is treated as replacing the
original VM ‑ the implication of this currently is
that the MAC addresses on the VIFs are exactly
as the export was, which will lead to conflicts if
the original VM is still being run.

force if true, any checksum failures will be ignored
(the default is to destroy the VM if a checksum
error is detected)

sr_id the reference of an SR into which the VM is
imported. The default behavior is to import
into the Pool.default_SR.

For example, again using cURL:

1 curl -T <exportfile> http://root:foo@myhypervisor2/import

This command will import the VM to the default SR on the server.

Note:

Note that if no default SR has been set, and no sr_uuid is specified,
the error message “DEFAULT_SR_NOT_FOUND” is returned.

Another example:

1 curl -T <exportfile> http://root:foo@myhypervisor2/import?sr_id=<
opaque_ref_of_sr>

This command will import the VM to the specified SR on the server.
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To import just the metadata, use the URI http://server/import_metadata

Xen Virtual Appliance (XVA) VM Import Format

Citrix Hypervisor supports a human‑readable legacy VM input format called
XVA. This section describes the syntax and structure of XVA.

An XVA consists of a directory containing XMLmetadata and a set of disk
images. A VM represented by an XVA is not intended to be directly
executable. Data within an XVA package is compressed and intended for
either archiving on permanent storage or for being transmitted to a VM
server ‑ such as a Citrix Hypervisor server ‑ where it can be decompressed
and run.

XVA is a hypervisor‑neutral packaging format; it is possible to
create simple tools to instantiate an XVA VM on any other platform. XVA
does not specify any particular runtime format; for example disks may be
instantiated as file images, LVM volumes, QCoW images, VMDK or VHD
images. An XVA VMmay be instantiated any number of times, each
instantiation may have a different runtime format.

XVA does not:

• specify any particular serialization or transport format

• provide any mechanism for customizing VMs (or templates) on install

• address how a VMmay be upgraded post‑install

• define howmultiple VMs, acting as an appliance, may communicate

These issues are all addressed by the related Open Virtual Appliance
specification.

An XVA is a directory containing, at a minimum, a file called ova.xml.
This file describes the VM contained within the XVA and is described in
Section 3.2. Disks are stored within sub‑directories and are referenced
from the ova.xml. The format of disk data is described in a later section.

The following terms are used in the rest of this article:

• HVM: a mode in which unmodified OS kernels run with the help of
virtualization support in the hardware.

• PV: a mode in which specially modified “paravirtualized” kernels run
explicitly on top of a hypervisor without requiring hardware support
for virtualization.
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The “ova.xml” file contains the following elements:

1 <appliance version="0.1">

The number in the attribute “version” indicates the version of this
specification to which the XVA is constructed; in this case version 0.1.
Inside the <appliance> there is exactly one <vm>: (in the
OVA specification, multiple <vm>s are permitted)

1 <vm name="name">

Each <vm> element describes one VM. The “name” attribute is for
future internal use only andmust be unique within the ova.xml file. The
“name” attribute is permitted to be any valid UTF‑8 string. Inside each
<vm> tag are the following compulsory elements:

1 <label>... text ... </label>

A short name for the VM to be displayed in a UI.

1 <shortdesc> ... description ... </shortdesc>

A description for the VM to be displayed in the UI. Note that for both
<label> and <shortdesc> contents, leading and trailing
whitespace will be ignored.

1 <config mem_set="268435456" vcpus="1"/>

The <config> element has attributes which describe the amount of
memory in bytes (mem_set) and number of CPUs (VCPUs) the VM has.

Each <vm> has zero or more <vbd> elements representing block
devices which look like the following:

1 <vbd device="sda" function="root" mode="w" vdi="vdi_sda"/>

The attributes have the following meanings:

• device ‑ name of the physical device to expose to the VM. For Linux guests we use “sd[a‑z]” and
for windows guests we use “hd[a‑d]”.

• function ‑ if marked as “root”, this disk will be used to boot the guest. (NB this does not imply
the existence of the Linux root i.e. / filesystem.) Only one device can be marked as “root”. See
Section 3.4 describing VM booting. Any other string is ignored.

• mode ‑ either “w” or “ro” if the device is to be read/write or read‑only
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• vdi ‑ the name of the disk image (represented by a <vdi> element) to which this block device is
connected

Each <vm>may have an optional <hacks> section like the
following: <hacks is_hvm=”false”
kernel_boot_cmdline=”root=/dev/sda1 ro”/> The <hacks> element
is present in the XVA files generated by Citrix Hypervisor but will be
removed in future. The attribute “is_hvm” is either “true” or “false”,
depending on whether the VM is booted in HVM or not. The
“kernel_boot_cmdline” contains additional kernel commandline arguments
when booting a guest using pygrub.

In addition to a <vm> element, the <appliance> will contain
zero or more <vdi> elements like the following:

1 <vdi name="vdi_sda" size="5368709120" source="file://sda" type="dir-
gzipped-chunks">

Each <vdi> corresponds to a disk image. The attributes have the
following meanings:

• name: name of the VDI, referenced by the vdi attribute of
<vbd> elements. Any valid UTF‑8 string is permitted.

• size: size of the required image in bytes

• source: a URI describing where to find the data for the image, only
file:// URIs are currently permitted andmust describe paths
relative to the directory containing the ova.xml

• type: describes the format of the disk data

A single disk image encoding is specified in which has type
“dir‑gzipped‑chunks”: Each image is represented by a directory
containing a sequence of files as follows:

1 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 458286013 Sep 18 09:51 chunk000000000.gz
2 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 422271283 Sep 18 09:52 chunk000000001.gz
3 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 395914244 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000002.gz
4 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 9452401 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000003.gz
5 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 1096066 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000004.gz
6 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 971976 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000005.gz
7 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 971976 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000006.gz
8 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 971976 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000007.gz
9 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 573930 Sep 18 09:53 chunk000000008.gz
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Each file (named “chunk‑XXXXXXXXX.gz”) is a gzipped file containing
exactly 1e9 bytes (1GB, not 1GiB) of raw block data. The small size was
chosen to be safely under the maximum file size limits of several
filesystems. If the files are gunzipped and then concatenated together,
the original image is recovered.

Citrix Hypervisor provides twomechanisms for booting a VM: (i) using a
paravirtualized kernel extracted through pygrub; and (ii) using HVM. The
current implementation uses the “is_hvm” flag within the <hacks>
section to decide which mechanism to use.

This rest of this section describes a very simple Debian VM packaged as
an XVA. The VM has two disks, one with size 5120MiB and used for the
root filesystem and used to boot the guest using pygrub and the other of
size 512MiB which is used for swap. The VM has 512MiB of memory and uses
one virtual CPU.

At the topmost level the simple Debian VM is represented by a single
directory:

1 $ ls -l
2 total 4
3 drwxr-xr-x 3 dscott xendev 4096 Oct 24 09:42 very simple Debian VM
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Inside the main XVA directory are two sub‑directories ‑ one per disk ‑
and the single file: ova.xml:

1 $ ls -l very\ simple\ Debian\ VM/
2 total 8
3 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 1016 Oct 24 09:42 ova.xml
4 drwxr-xr-x 2 dscott xendev 4096 Oct 24 09:42 sda
5 drwxr-xr-x 2 dscott xendev 4096 Oct 24 09:53 sdb
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Inside each disk sub‑directory are a set of files, each file contains
1GB of raw disk block data compressed using gzip:

1 $ ls -l very\ simple\ Debian\ VM/sda/
2 total 2053480
3 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 202121645 Oct 24 09:43 chunk-000000000.

gz
4 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 332739042 Oct 24 09:45 chunk-000000001.

gz
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5 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 401299288 Oct 24 09:48 chunk-000000002.
gz

6 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 389585534 Oct 24 09:50 chunk-000000003.
gz

7 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 624567877 Oct 24 09:53 chunk-000000004.
gz

8 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 150351797 Oct 24 09:54 chunk-000000005.
gz

9 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $ ls -l very\ simple\ Debian\ VM/sdb
2 total 516
3 -rw-r--r-- 1 dscott xendev 521937 Oct 24 09:54 chunk-000000000.gz
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The example simple Debian VMwould have an XVA file like the following:

1 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
2 <appliance version="0.1">
3 <vm name="vm">
4 <label>very simple Debian VM</label>
5 <shortdesc>the description field can contain any valid UTF-8</

shortdesc>
6 <config mem_set="536870912" vcpus="1"/>
7 <hacks is_hvm="false" kernel_boot_cmdline="root=/dev/sda1 ro ">
8 <!--This section is temporary and will be ignored in future.

Attribute
9 is_hvm ("true" or "false") indicates whether the VM will be

booted in HVM mode. In
10 future this will be autodetected. Attribute kernel_boot_cmdline

contains the kernel
11 commandline for the case where a proper grub menu.lst is not

present. In future
12 booting shall only use pygrub.-->
13 </hacks>
14 <vbd device="sda" function="root" mode="w" vdi="vdi_sda"/>
15 <vbd device="sdb" function="swap" mode="w" vdi="vdi_sdb"/>
16 </vm>
17 <vdi name="vdi_sda" size="5368709120" source="file://sda" type="

dir-gzippedchunks"/>
18 <vdi name="vdi_sdb" size="536870912" source="file://sdb" type="

dir-gzippedchunks"/>
19 </appliance>
20 <!--NeedCopy-->
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RPC notes

Datetimes

The API deviates from the RPC specification in handling of datetimes. The API appends a “Z” to the
end of datetime strings, which is meant to indicate that the time is expressed in UTC.

Where to look next

In this chapter we have presented a brief high‑level overview of the API
and its object‑model. The aim here is not to present the detailed
semantics of the API, but just to provide enough background for you to
start reading the code samples of the next chapter and to find your way
around the more detailed Citrix Hypervisor Management API reference.

There are a number of places you can find more information:

• The Command line interface documentation contains an overview of the
xe CLI. Since a good deal of xe commands are a thin veneer over
the API, playing with xe is a good way to start finding your way
around the API object model described in this chapter.

• The code samples in the next chapter provide some concrete instances
of API coding in a variety of client languages.

• The Citrix Hypervisor Management API reference provides a more detailed description of the
API semantics as well as the wire protocol of the RPCmessages.

• There are a few scripts that use the API in the Citrix Hypervisor server
dom0 itself. For example, “/opt/xensource/libexec/shutdown” is a
python program that cleanly shuts VMs down. This script is invoked
when the host itself is shut down.

Using the API

March 1, 2023

This chapter describes how to use the Citrix Hypervisor Management API from
real programs to manage Citrix Hypervisor servers and VMs. The chapter begins
with a walk‑through of a typical client application and demonstrates how
the API can be used to perform common tasks. Example code fragments are
given in python syntax but equivalent code in the other programming
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languages would look very similar. The chapter finishes with
walk‑throughs of two complete examples.

Anatomy of a typical application

This section describes the structure of a typical application using the
Citrix Hypervisor Management API. Most client applications begin by
connecting to a Citrix Hypervisor server and authenticating (for example, with a
username and password). Assuming the authentication succeeds, the server
will create a “session” object and return a reference to the client.
This reference will be passed as an argument to all future API calls.
Once authenticated, the client may search for references to other useful
objects (for example, Citrix Hypervisor servers, VMs, and so on.) and invoke operations on
them. Operations may be invoked either synchronously or asynchronously;
special task objects represent the state and progress of asynchronous
operations. These application elements are all described in detail in
the following sections.

Choosing a low‑level transport

API calls can be issued over two transports:

• SSL‑encrypted TCP on port 443 (https) over an IP network

• plaintext over a local Unix domain socket: /var/xapi/xapi

Switching from the XML‑RPC to the JSON‑RPC backend can be done by adding the suffix /jsonrpc
to the host URL path.

The SSL‑encrypted TCP transport is used for all off‑host traffic while the Unix domain socket can be
used from services running directly on the Citrix Hypervisor server itself. In the SSL‑encrypted TCP
transport, all API calls must be directed at the Resource Pool master; failure to do so will result in the
error HOST_IS_SLAVE, which includes the IP address of the master as an error parameter.

Because themaster host of a pool can change, especially if HA is enabledonapool, clientsmust imple‑
ment the following steps to detect a master host change and connect to the newmaster as required:

Handling pool master changes

1. Subscribe to updates in the list of hosts servers, andmaintain a current list of hosts in the pool

2. If the connection to the pool master fails to respond, attempt to connect to all hosts in the list
until one responds
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3. The first host to respond will return the HOST_IS_SLAVE error message, which contains the
identity of the new pool master (unless of course the host is the newmaster)

4. Connect to the newmaster

Note:

As a special‑case, all messages sent through the Unix domain socket
are transparently forwarded to the correct node.

Authentication and session handling

The vast majority of API calls take a session reference as their first
parameter; failure to supply a valid reference will result in a
SESSION_INVALID error being returned. Acquire a session reference by
supplying a user name and password to the login_with_password function.

Note:

As a special‑case, if this call is run over the local Unix domain
socket then the user name and password are ignored and the call always
succeeds.

Every session has an associated “last active” timestamp which is updated
on every API call. The server software currently has a built‑in limit of
500 active sessions and will remove those with the oldest “last active”
field if this limit is exceeded for a given username or originator.
In addition all sessions whose “last active” field is older than 24
hours are also removed. Therefore it is important to:

• Specify an appropriate originatorwhen logging in; and

• Remember to log out of active sessions to avoid leaking them; and

• Beprepared to log inagain to theserver if a [SESSION_INVALID](/en‑us/citrix‑hypervisor/developer/management‑
api/api‑ref‑autogen‑errors.html#session_invalid
error is caught.

Note:

A session reference obtained by a login request to the XML‑RPC backend can be used in subse‑
quent requests to the JSON‑RPC backend, and vice‑versa.

In the following Python fragment a connection is established over the
Unix domain socket and a session is created:

1 import XenAPI
2
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3 session = XenAPI.xapi_local()
4 try:
5 session.xenapi.login_with_password("root", "", "2.3", "My Widget

v0.1")
6 ...
7 finally:
8 session.xenapi.session.logout()
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

Finding references to useful objects

Once an application has authenticated the next step is to acquire
references to objects in order to query their state or invoke operations
on them. All objects have a set of “implicit” messages which include the
following:

• get_by_name_label : return a list of all objects of a particular
class with a particular label;

• get_by_uuid : return a single object named by its UUID;

• get_all : return a set of references to all objects of a
particular class; and

• get_all_records : return a map of reference to records for each
object of a particular class.

For example, to list all hosts:

1 hosts = session.xenapi.host.get_all()
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To find all VMs with the name “my first VM”:

1 vms = session.xenapi.VM.get_by_name_label('my first VM')
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Object name_label fields are not guaranteed to be unique and so the
get_by_name_label API call returns a set of references rather than a
single reference.

In addition to the methods of finding objects described above, most
objects also contain references to other objects within fields. For
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example it is possible to find the set of VMs running on a particular
host by calling:

1 vms = session.xenapi.host.get_resident_VMs(host)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Invoking synchronous operations on objects

Once object references have been acquired, operations may be invoked on
them. For example to start a VM:

1 session.xenapi.VM.start(vm, False, False)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

All API calls are by default synchronous and will not return until the
operation has completed or failed. For example in the case of VM.start
the call does not return until the VM has started booting.

Note:

When the VM.start call returns the VM will be booting. To determine
when the booting has finished, wait for the in‑guest agent to report
internal statistics through the VM_guest_metrics object.

Using Tasks tomanage asynchronous operations

To simplify managing operations which take quite a long time (for example,
VM.clone and VM.copy) functions are available in two forms:
synchronous (the default) and asynchronous. Each asynchronous function
returns a reference to a task object which contains information about
the in‑progress operation including:

• whether it is pending

• whether it is has succeeded or failed

• progress (in the range 0‑1)

• the result or error code returned by the operation

An application which wanted to track the progress of a VM.clone
operation and display a progress bar would have code like the following:

1 vm = session.xenapi.VM.get_by_name_label('my vm')
2 task = session.xenapi.Async.VM.clone(vm)
3 while session.xenapi.task.get_status(task) == "pending":
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4 progress = session.xenapi.task.get_progress(task)
5 update_progress_bar(progress)
6 time.sleep(1)
7 session.xenapi.task.destroy(task)
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Note that a well‑behaved client must delete tasks
created by asynchronous operations when it has finished reading the
result or error. If the number of tasks exceeds a built‑in threshold
then the server will delete the oldest of the completed tasks.

Subscribing to and listening for events

With the exception of the task andmetrics classes, whenever an object
is modified the server generates an event. Clients can subscribe to this
event stream on a per‑class basis and receive updates rather than
resorting to frequent polling. Events come in three types:

• add ‑ generated when an object has been created;

• del ‑ generated immediately before an object is destroyed; and

• mod ‑ generated when an object’s field has changed.

Events also contain a monotonically increasing ID, the name of the class
of object and a snapshot of the object state equivalent to the result of
a get_record().

Clients register for events by calling event.register()with a list of
class names or the special string “*”. Clients receive events by
running event.next()which blocks until events are available and
returns the new events.

Note:

Since the queue of generated events on the server is of finite length
a very slow client might fail to read the events fast enough; if this
happens an EVENTS_LOST error is returned. Clients must be prepared
to handle this by re‑registering for events and checking that the
condition they are waiting for hasn’t become true while they were
unregistered.

The following Python code fragment demonstrates how to print a summary
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of every event generated by a system: (similar code exists in CitrixHypervisor-SDK/
XenServerPython/samples/watch-all-events.py)

1 fmt = "%8s %20s %5s %s"
2 session.xenapi.event.register(["*"])
3 while True:
4 try:
5 for event in session.xenapi.event.next():
6 name = "(unknown)"
7 if "snapshot" in event.keys():
8 snapshot = event["snapshot"]
9 if "name_label" in snapshot.keys():

10 name = snapshot["name_label"]
11 print fmt % (event['id'], event['class'], event['operation'

], name)
12 except XenAPI.Failure, e:
13 if e.details == [ "EVENTS_LOST" ]:
14 print "Caught EVENTS_LOST; should reregister"
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

Complete application examples

This section describes two complete examples of real programs using the API.

Simultaneously migrating VMs using livemigration

This python example (contained in CitrixHypervisor-SDK/XenServerPython/samples/
permute.py)
demonstrates how to use live migration to move VMs simultaneously between
hosts in a Resource Pool. The example makes use of asynchronous API
calls and shows how to wait for a set of tasks to complete.

The program begins with some standard boilerplate and imports the API module

1 import sys, time
2 import XenAPI
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Next the commandline arguments containing a server URL, user name,
password and a number of iterations are parsed. The user name and
password are used to establish a session which is passed to the function
main, which is called multiple times in a loop. Note the use of
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try: finally: to make sure the program logs out of its session at the
end.

1 if __name__ == "__main__":
2 if len(sys.argv) <> 5:
3 print "Usage:"
4 print sys.argv[0], " <url> <username> <password> <

iterations>"
5 sys.exit(1)
6 url = sys.argv[1]
7 username = sys.argv[2]
8 password = sys.argv[3]
9 iterations = int(sys.argv[4])

10 # First acquire a valid session by logging in:
11 session = XenAPI.Session(url)
12 session.xenapi.login_with_password(username, password, "2.3",
13 "Example migration-demo v0.1

")
14 try:
15 for i in range(iterations):
16 main(session, i)
17 finally:
18 session.xenapi.session.logout()
19 <!--NeedCopy-->

The main function examines each running VM in the system, taking care
to filter out control domains (which are part of the system and not
controllable by the user). A list of running VMs and their current hosts
is constructed.

1 def main(session, iteration):
2 # Find a non-template VM object
3 all = session.xenapi.VM.get_all()
4 vms = []
5 hosts = []
6 for vm in all:
7 record = session.xenapi.VM.get_record(vm)
8 if not(record["is_a_template"]) and \
9 not(record["is_control_domain"]) and \

10 record["power_state"] == "Running":
11 vms.append(vm)
12 hosts.append(record["resident_on"])
13 print "%d: Found %d suitable running VMs" % (iteration, len(vms

))
14 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Next the list of hosts is rotated:

1 # use a rotation as a permutation
2 hosts = [hosts[-1]] + hosts[:(len(hosts)-1)]
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Each VM is thenmoved using live migration to the new host under this
rotation (that is, a VM running on host at position 2 in the list is
moved to the host at position 1 in the list, and so on.) In order to execute
each of the movements in parallel, the asynchronous version of the
VM.pool_migrate is used and a list of task references constructed.
Note the live flag passed to the VM.pool_migrate; this causes the VMs to bemovedwhile they are
still running.

1 tasks = []
2 for i in range(0, len(vms)):
3 vm = vms[i]
4 host = hosts[i]
5 task = session.xenapi.Async.VM.pool_migrate(vm, host, {
6 "live": "true" }
7 )
8 tasks.append(task)

The list of tasks is then polled for completion:

1 finished = False
2 records = {
3 }
4
5 while not(finished):
6 finished = True
7 for task in tasks:
8 record = session.xenapi.task.get_record(task)
9 records[task] = record

10 if record["status"] == "pending":
11 finished = False
12 time.sleep(1)

Once all tasks have left the pending state (i.e. they have
successfully completed, failed or been cancelled) the tasks are polled
once more to see if they all succeeded:
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1 allok = True
2 for task in tasks:
3 record = records[task]
4 if record["status"] <> "success":
5 allok = False

If any one of the tasks failed then details are printed, an exception is
raised and the task objects left around for further inspection. If all
tasks succeeded then the task objects are destroyed and the function
returns.

1 if not(allok):
2 print "One of the tasks didn't succeed at", \
3 time.strftime("%F:%HT%M:%SZ", time.gmtime())
4 idx = 0
5 for task in tasks:
6 record = records[task]
7 vm_name = session.xenapi.VM.get_name_label(vms[idx])
8 host_name = session.xenapi.host.get_name_label(hosts[idx])
9 print "%s : %12s %s -> %s [ status: %s; result = %s; error

= %s ]" % \
10 (record["uuid"], record["name_label"], vm_name,

host_name, \
11 record["status"], record["result"], repr(record["

error_info"]))
12 idx = idx + 1
13 raise "Task failed"
14 else:
15 for task in tasks:
16 session.xenapi.task.destroy(task)

Cloning a VM using the xe CLI

This example is a bash script which uses the xe CLI to clone a VM
taking care to shut it down first if it is powered on.

The example begins with some boilerplate which first checks if the
environment variable XE has been set: if it has it assumes that it
points to the full path of the CLI, else it is assumed that the xe CLI
is on the current path. Next the script prompts the user for a server
name, user name and password:

1 # Allow the path to the 'xe' binary to be overridden by the XE
environment variable
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2 if [ -z "${
3 XE }
4 " ]; then
5 XE=xe
6 fi
7
8 if [ ! -e "${
9 HOME }

10 /.xe" ]; then
11 read -p "Server name: " SERVER
12 read -p "Username: " USERNAME
13 read -p "Password: " PASSWORD
14 XE="${
15 XE }
16 -s ${
17 SERVER }
18 -u ${
19 USERNAME }
20 -pw ${
21 PASSWORD }
22 "
23 fi

Next the script checks its commandline arguments. It requires exactly
one: the UUID of the VM which is to be cloned:

1 # Check if there's a VM by the uuid specified
2 ${
3 XE }
4 vm-list params=uuid | grep -q " ${
5 vmuuid }
6 $"
7 if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
8 echo "error: no vm uuid \"${
9 vmuuid }

10 \" found"
11 exit 2
12 fi

The script then checks the power state of the VM and if it is running,
it attempts a clean shutdown. The event system is used to wait for the
VM to enter state “Halted”.
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Note:

The xe CLI supports a command‑line argument --minimalwhich causes
it to print its output without excess whitespace or formatting, ideal
for use from scripts. If multiple values are returned they are
comma‑separated.

1 # Check the power state of the vm
2 name=$(${
3 XE }
4 vm-list uuid=${
5 vmuuid }
6 params=name-label --minimal)
7 state=$(${
8 XE }
9 vm-list uuid=${

10 vmuuid }
11 params=power-state --minimal)
12 wasrunning=0
13
14 # If the VM state is running, we shutdown the vm first
15 if [ "${
16 state }
17 " = "running" ]; then
18 ${
19 XE }
20 vm-shutdown uuid=${
21 vmuuid }
22
23 ${
24 XE }
25 event-wait class=vm power-state=halted uuid=${
26 vmuuid }
27
28 wasrunning=1
29 fi

The VM is then cloned and the new VM has its name_label set to
cloned_vm.

1 # Clone the VM
2 newuuid=$(${
3 XE }
4 vm-clone uuid=${
5 vmuuid }
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6 new-name-label=cloned_vm)

Finally, if the original VM had been running and was shutdown, both it
and the new VM are started.

1 # If the VM state was running before cloning, we start it again
2 # along with the new VM.
3 if [ "$wasrunning" -eq 1 ]; then
4 ${
5 XE }
6 vm-start uuid=${
7 vmuuid }
8
9 ${

10 XE }
11 vm-start uuid=${
12 newuuid }
13
14 fi

Using HTTP to interact with Citrix Hypervisor

March 1, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor exposes an HTTP interface on each host, that can be used
to perform various operations. This chapter describes the available
mechanisms.

VM Import and Export

Because the import and export of VMs can take some time to complete, an
asynchronous HTTP interface to the import and export operations is
provided. To perform an export using the Citrix Hypervisor Management API, construct
an HTTP GET call providing a valid session ID, task ID and VM UUID, as
shown in the following pseudo code:

1 task = Task.create()
2 result = HTTP.get(server, 80, "/export?session_id=session_id&

task_id=task_id&ref=vm_uuid");
3 <!--NeedCopy-->
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For the import operation, use an HTTP PUT call as demonstrated in the
following pseudo code:

1 task = Task.create()
2 result = HTTP.put(server, 80, "/import?session_id=session_id&

task_id=task_id&ref=vm_uuid");
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Getting Citrix Hypervisor Performance Statistics

Citrix Hypervisor records statistics about the performance of various
aspects of your Citrix Hypervisor installation. The metrics are stored
persistently for long term access and analysis of historical trends.
Where storage is available to a VM, the statistics are written to disk
when a VM is shut down. Statistics are stored in RRDs (Round Robin
Databases), which are maintained for individual VMs (including the
control domain) and the server. RRDs are resident on the server on which
the VM is running, or the pool master when the VM is not running. The
RRDs are also backed up every day.

Warning

In earlier versions of the Citrix Hypervisor Management API, instantaneous
performancemetrics could be obtained using the VM_metrics,
VM_guest_metrics, host_metrics classes and associatedmethods.
These methods has been deprecated in favor of using the http handler
described in this chapter to download the statistics from the RRDs on
the VMs and servers. Note that by default the legacy metrics will
return zeroes. To revert to periodic statistical polling as present in
earlier versions of Citrix Hypervisor, set the
other-config:rrd_update_interval=interval parameters on your host to one of the fol‑
lowing values,
and restart your host:

never : This is the default, meaning no periodic polling is performed.

1 : Polling is performed every 5 seconds.

2 : Polling is performed every minute.

By default, the older metrics APIs will not return any values, and so
this key must be enabled to runmonitoring clients which use the
legacy monitoring protocol.
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Statistics are persisted for a maximum of one year, and are stored at
different granularities. The average andmost recent values are stored
at intervals of:

• 5 seconds for the past 10 minutes

• one minute for the past 2 hours

• one hour for the past week

• one day for the past year

RRDs are saved to disk as uncompressed XML. The size of each RRD when
written to disk ranges from 200KiB to approximately 1.2MiB when the RRD
stores the full year of statistics.

Warning

If statistics cannot be written to disk, for example when a disk is
full, statistics will be lost and the last saved version of the RRD
will be used.

Statistics can be downloaded over HTTP in XML format, for example using
wget. See rrddump
and rrdxport for
information about the XML format. HTTP authentication can take the form
of a user name and password or a session token. Parameters are appended
to the URL following a question mark (?) and separated by ampersands
(&).

To obtain an update of all VM statistics on a host, the URL would be of
the form:

1 http://username:password@host/rrd_updates?start=secondssinceepoch

This request returns data in an rrdtool xport style XML format, for
every VM resident on the particular host that is being queried. To
differentiate which column in the export is associated with which VM,
the legend field is prefixed with the UUID of the VM.

To obtain host updates too, use the query parameter host=true:

1 http://username:password@host/rrd_updates?start=secondssinceepoch&host=
true

The step will decrease as the period decreases, which means that if you
request statistics for a shorter time period you will get more detailed
statistics.
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Additional rrd_updates parameters

cf= ave|min|max: the data consolidation mode

interval= interval: the interval between values to be reported

Note:

By default only ave statistics are available. To obtain min and
max statistics for a VM, run the following command:

1 xe pool-param-set uuid=pool_uuid other-config:
create_min_max_in_new_VM_RRDs

To obtain all statistics for a host:

1 http://username:password@host/host_rrd

To obtain all statistics for a VM:

1 http://username:password@host/vm_rrd?uuid=vm_uuid

Citrix Hypervisor Management API extensions

March 1, 2023

The Management API is a general and comprehensive interface to managing the
life‑cycles of virtual machines, and offers a lot of flexibility in the
way that Management API providers may implement specific functionality (for example,
storage provisioning, or console handling). Citrix Hypervisor has several
extensions which provide useful functionality used in our own
XenCenter interface. The workings of these mechanisms are described
in this chapter.

Extensions to the Management API are often provided by specifying other-config
map keys to various objects. The use of this parameter indicates that
the functionality is supported for that particular release of
Citrix Hypervisor, but not as a long‑term feature. We are constantly
evaluating promoting functionality into the API, but this requires the
nature of the interface to be well‑understood. Developer feedback as to
how you are using some of these extensions is always welcome to help us
make these decisions.
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VM console forwarding

Most Management API graphical interfaces will want to gain access to the VM
consoles, in order to render them to the user as if they were physical
machines. There are several types of consoles available, depending on
the type of guest or if the physical host console is being accessed:

Console access

Operating System Text Graphical Optimized graphical

Windows No VNC, using an API call RDP, directly from
guest

Linux Yes, through VNC and
an API call

No VNC, directly from
guest

Physical Host Yes, through VNC and
an API call

No No

Hardware‑assisted VMs, such as Windows, directly provide a graphical
console over VNC. There is no text‑based console, and guest networking
is not necessary to use the graphical console. Once guest networking has
been established, it is more efficient to setup Remote Desktop Access
and use an RDP client to connect directly (this must be done outside of
the XenAPI).

Paravirtual VMs, such as Linux guests, provide a native text console
directly. Citrix Hypervisor provides a utility (called vncterm) to
convert this text‑based console into a graphical VNC representation.
Guest networking is not necessary for this console to function. As with
Windows above, Linux distributions often configure VNC within the guest,
and directly connect to it over a guest network interface.

The physical host console is only available as a vt100 console, which
is exposed through the XenAPI as a VNC console by using vncterm in the
control domain.

RFB (Remote Framebuffer) is the protocol which underlies VNC, specified
in The RFB Protocol.
Third‑party developers are expected to provide their own VNC viewers,
andmany freely available implementations can be adapted for this
purpose. RFB 3.3 is the minimum version which viewers must support.
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Retrieving VNC consoles using the API

VNC consoles are retrieved using a special URL passed through to the
host agent. The sequence of API calls is as follows:

1. Client to Master/443: RPC: Session.login_with_password().

2. Master/443 to Client: Returns a session reference to be used with
subsequent calls.

3. Client to Master/443: RPC: VM.get_by_name_label().

4. Master/443 to Client: Returns a reference to a particular VM (or the
“control domain” if you want to retrieve the physical host console).

5. Client to Master/443: RPC: VM.get_consoles().

6. Master/443 to Client: Returns a list of console objects associated
with the VM.

7. Client to Master/443: RPC: VM.get_location().

8. Returns a URI describing where the requested console is located. The
URIs are of the
form: https://192.168.0.1/console?ref=OpaqueRef:c038533a-af99-a0ff-9095-
c1159f2dc6a0
or https://192.168.0.1/console?uuid=026e34fe-f0f2-20ee-5344-46d1aa922d5b

9. Client to 192.168.0.1: HTTP CONNECT “/console?ref=(…)”. You will
also need to pass in “session_id=<session reference>” as a cookie.

The final HTTP CONNECT is slightly non‑standard since the HTTP/1.1 RFC
specifies that it must only be a host and a port, rather than a URL.
Once the HTTP connect is complete, the connection can subsequently
directly be used as a VNC server without any further HTTP protocol
action.

This scheme requires direct access from the client to the control
domain’s IP, and will not work correctly if there are Network Address
Translation (NAT) devices blocking such connectivity. You can use the
CLI to retrieve the console URI from the client and perform a
connectivity check.

Retrieve the VM UUID by running:

1 xe vm-list params=uuid --minimal name-label=name
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Retrieve the console information:
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1 xe console-list vm-uuid=uuid
2 uuid ( RO): 714f388b-31ed-67cb-617b-0276e35155ef
3 vm-uuid ( RO): 8acb7723-a5f0-5fc5-cd53-9f1e3a7d3069
4 vm-name-label ( RO): etch
5 protocol ( RO): RFB
6 location ( RO): https://192.168.0.1/console?ref=(...)
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use command‑line utilities like ping to test connectivity to the IP
address provided in the location field.

Disabling VNC forwarding for Linux VM

When creating and destroying Linux VMs, the host agent automatically
manages the vncterm processes which convert the text console into VNC. Advanced
users who want to directly access the text console can disable VNC
forwarding for that VM. The text console can then only be accessed
directly from the control domain directly, and graphical interfaces such
as XenCenter will not be able to render a console for that VM.

Before starting the guest, set the following parameter on the VM record:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=uuid other-config:disable_pv_vnc=1

Start the VM.

Use the CLI to retrieve the underlying domain ID of the VM with:

1 xe vm-list params=dom-id uuid=uuid --minimal

On the host console, connect to the text console directly by:

1 /usr/lib/xen/bin/xenconsole domain_id

This configuration is an advanced procedure, and we do not recommend
that the text console is directly used for heavy I/O operations.
Instead, connect to the guest over SSH or some other network‑based
connection mechanism.

Adding xenstore entries to VMs

Developers might want to install guest agents into VMs which take special
action based on the type of the VM. In order to communicate this
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information into the guest, a special xenstore name‑space known as
vm-data is available which is populated at VM creation time. It is
populated from the xenstore-datamap in the VM record.

Set the xenstore-data parameter in the VM record:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=vm_uuid xenstore-data:vm-data/foo=bar

Start the VM.

If it is a Linux‑based VM, install the Citrix VM Tools and use the command xenstore-read to verify
that the node exists in xenstore.

Note:

Only prefixes beginning with vm-data are permitted, and anything not
in this name‑space will be silently ignored when starting the VM.

Security enhancements

The control domain in Citrix Hypervisor has
various security enhancements in order to harden it against attack from
malicious guests. These changes do not result in any loss of correct
functionality, but the changes are documented here
as variations of behavior from other distributions.

• The socket interface, xenstored, access using libxenstore. Interfaces are restricted by
xs_restrict().

• The device /dev/xen/evtchn, which is accessed by calling
xs_evtchn_open() in libxenctrl. A handle can be restricted using
xs_evtchn_restrict().

• The device /proc/xen/privcmd, accessed through
xs_interface_open() in libxenctrl. A handle is restricted using
xc_interface_restrict(). Some privileged commands are naturally
hard to restrict (for example, the ability to make arbitrary hypercalls),
and these are simply prohibited on restricted handles.

• A restricted handle cannot later be grantedmore privilege, and so
the interface must be closed and re‑opened. Security is only gained
if the process cannot subsequently openmore handles.

The control domain privileged user‑space interfaces can now be
restricted to only work for certain domains. There are three interfaces
affected by this change:
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• The qemudevice emulation processes and vncterm terminal emulation processes run as a non‑
root user ID
and are restricted into an empty directory. They uses the
restriction API above to drop privileges where possible.

• Access to xenstore is rate‑limited to prevent malicious guests from
causing a denial of service on the control domain. This is
implemented as a token bucket with a restricted fill‑rate, where
most operations take one token and opening a transaction takes 20.
The limits are set high enough that they are never hit when
running even a large number of concurrent guests under loaded
operation.

• The VNC guest consoles are bound only to the localhost interface,
so that they are not exposed externally even if the control domain
packet filter is disabled by user intervention.

Advanced settings for network interfaces

Virtual and physical network interfaces have some advanced settings that
can be configured using the other-configmap parameter. There is a set of custom ethtool settings
and somemiscellaneous settings.

ethtool settings

Developers might want to configure custom ethtool settings for physical
and virtual network interfaces. This is accomplished with
ethtool-<option> keys in the other-configmap parameter.

Key Description Valid settings

ethtool‑rx Specify if RX checksumming is
enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it

ethtool‑tx Specify if TX checksumming is
enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it

ethtool‑sg Specify if scatter‑gather is
enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it
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Key Description Valid settings

ethtool‑tso Specify if tcp segmentation
offload is enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it

ethtool‑ufo Specify if UDP fragmentation
offload is enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it

ethtool‑gso Specify if generic
segmentation offload is
enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it

ethtool‑autoneg Specify if autonegotiation is
enabled

on or true to enable the
setting, off or false to
disable it

ethtool‑speed Set the device speed in Mb/s 10, 100, or 1000

ethtool‑duplex Set full or half duplex mode half or full

For example, to enable TX checksumming on a virtual NIC using the xe
CLI:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=<VIF UUID> other-config:ethtool-tx="on"

or:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=<VIF UUID> other-config:ethtool-tx="true"

To set the duplex setting on a physical NIC to half duplex using the xe
CLI:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=<VIF UUID> other-config:ethtool-duplex="half"

Miscellaneous settings

You can also set a promiscuous mode on a VIF or PIF by setting the promiscuous key to on. For
example, to enable promiscuous mode on a physical NIC using the xe CLI:

1 xe pif-param-set uuid=<PIF UUID> other-config:promiscuous="on"

or:
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1 xe pif-param-set uuid=<PIF UUID> other-config:promiscuous="true"

The VIF and PIF objects have a MTU parameter that is read‑only and
provide the current setting of the maximum transmission unit for the
interface. You can override the default maximum transmission unit of a
physical or virtual NIC with the mtu key in the other-configmap
parameter. For example, to reset the MTU on a virtual NIC to use jumbo
frames using the xe CLI:

1 xe vif-param-set uuid=<VIF UUID> other-config:mtu=9000

Note that changing the MTU of underlying interfaces is an advanced and
experimental feature, andmay lead to unexpected side‑effects if you
have varying MTUs across NICs in a single resource pool.

Internationalization for SR names

The SRs created at install time now have an other_config key
indicating how their names may be internationalized.

other_config["i18n-key"]may be one of

• local-hotplug-cd

• local-hotplug-disk

• local-storage

• Citrix Hypervisor-tools

Additionally, other_config["i18n-original-value-<field name>"] gives
the value of that field when the SR was created. If XenCenter sees
a record where SR.name_label equals other_config["i18n-original-value-name_label"
] (that is, the record has not changed since it was created during
Citrix Hypervisor installation), then internationalization will be applied.
In other words, XenCenter will disregard the current contents of
that field, and instead use a value appropriate to the user’s own
language.

If you change SR.name_label for your own purpose, then it no longer is
the same as other_config["i18n-original-value-name_label"]. Therefore,
XenCenter does not apply internationalization, and instead
preserves your given name.
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Hiding objects from XenCenter

Networks, PIFs, and VMs can be hidden from XenCenter by adding the
key HideFromXenCenter=true to the other_config parameter for the object. This capability
is intended for ISVs who knowwhat they are doing, not general use by
everyday users. For example, youmight want to hide certain VMs because
they are cloned VMs that are not intended to be used directly by general users in
your environment.

In XenCenter, hidden Networks, PIFs, and VMs can bemade visible,
using the Viewmenu.

XenCenter API Extensions

March 1, 2023

The following section details the assumptions and API extensions that we
have made, over and above the documented API. Extensions are encoded as
particular key‑value pairs in dictionaries such as VM.other_config.

Pool

Key Semantics

pool.name_label An empty name_label indicates that the pool is
hidden on the tree view.

pool.rolling_upgrade_in_progress Present if the pool is in the middle of a rolling
upgrade.

Host

Key Semantics

host.other_config[“iscsi_iqn”] The host’s iSCSI IQN.

host.license_params[“expiry”] The expiry date of the host’s license, in ISO
8601, UTC.

host.license_params[“sku_type”] The host license type i.e. Server or Enterprise.

host.license_params[“restrict_pooling”] Returns true if pooling is restricted by the
host.
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Key Semantics

host.license_params[“restrict_connection”] The number of connections that can bemade
from XenCenter is restricted.

host.license_params[“restrict_qos”] Returns true if Quality of Service settings are
enabled on the host.

host.license_params[“restrict_vlan”] Returns true if creation of virtual networks is
restricted on the host.

host.license_params[“restrict_pool_attached_storage”]Returns true if the creation of shared storage
is restricted on this host.

host.software_version[“product_version”] Returns the host’s product version.

host.software_version[“build_number”] Returns the host’s build number.

host.software_version[“xapi”] Returns the host’s api revision number.

host.software_version[“package‑linux”] Returns “installed” if the Linux pack has been
installed.

host.software_version[“oem_build_number”] If the host is the OEM version, return its
revision number.

host.logging[“syslog_destination”] Gets or sets the destination for the Citrix
Hypervisor system logger (null for local
logging).

host.logging[“multipathing”] “true” if storage multipathing is enabled on
this host.

host.logging[“boot_time”] A floating point Unix time giving the time that
the host booted.

host.logging[“agent_start_time”] A floating point Unix time giving the time that
the control domain management daemon
started.

VM

Key Semantics

VM.other_config[“default_template”] This template is one that was installed by . This
is used to selectively hide these in the tree
view, to use a different icon for them, and to
disallow deletion.
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Key Semantics

VM.other_config[“xensource_internal”] This template is special, such as the P2V server
template. These are completely hidden by the
UI.

VM.other_config[“install_distro”] == “rhlike” This template is for RHEL 5, or CentOS
equivalents. This is used to prompt for the
Install Repository during install, including
support for install from ISO / CD, and to modify
NFS URLs to suit these installers.

VM.other_config[“install‑repository”] ==
“cdrom”

Requests an install from a repository in the
VM’s attached CD drive, rather than a URL.

VM.other_config[“auto_poweron”] Gets or sets whether the VM starts when the
server boots, “true” or “false”.

VM.other_config[“ignore_excessive_vcpus”] Gets or sets to ignore XenCenter warning if a
VM has more VCPUs than its host has physical
CPUs, true to ignore.

VM.other_config[“HideFromXenCenter”] Gets or sets whether XenCenter will show the
VM in the treeview, “true” to hide.

VM.other_config[“import_task”] Gets the import task that created this VM.

VM.HVM_boot_params[“order”] Gets or sets the VM’s boot order on HVM VM’s
only, for example, “CDN” will boot in the
following order ‑ First boot disk, CD drive,
Network.

VM.VCPU_params[“weight”] Gets or sets the IONice value for the VM’s
VCPUs, ranges from 1 to 65536, 65536 being the
highest.

VM.pool_migrate(…, options[‘live’]) true indicates live migration. XenCenter
always uses this.

VM.other_config[“install‑methods”] A comma‑separated list of install methods
available for this template. Can include
“cdrom”, “nfs”, “http” or “ftp”.

VM.other_config[“last_shutdown_time”] The time that this VM was last shut down or
rebooted, formatted as a UTC ISO8601
datetime.

VM.other_config[“p2v_source_machine”] The source machine, if this VM was imported
by a P2V process.
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Key Semantics

VM.other_config[“p2v_import_date”] The date the VM was imported, if it was
imported by a P2V process. Formatted as a
UTC ISO8601 datetime.

SR

Key Semantics

SR.other_config[“auto‑scan”] The SR will be automatically scanned for
changes. Set on all SRs created by XenCenter.

SR.sm_config[“type”] Set as type cd for SRs which are physical CD
drives.

VDI

Key Semantics

VDI.type user instead of system is used to mean “do or
do not allow deletion of the VDI through the
GUI, if this disk is attached to a VM”. The
intention here is to prevent you from
corrupting a VM (uninstall it instead). suspend
and crashdump record suspend and core
dumps respectively. ephemeral is currently
unused.

VDI.managed All unmanaged VDIs are completely hidden in
the UI. These are branch points in VHD chains,
or unused LUN‑per‑VDI disks.

VDI.sm_config[“vmhint”] The UUID of the VM that this VDI supports. This
is set when VDIs are created through the user
interface, to improve performance for certain
storage backends.

VBD
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Key Semantics

VBD.other_config[“owner”] If set, then this disk may be deleted when the
VM is uninstalled.

VBD.other_config[“class”] Set to an integer, corresponding to the Best
Effort setting of ionice.

Network

Key Semantics

network.other_config[“automatic”] The New VMwizard will create a VIF connected
to this network by default, if this key has any
value other than false.

network.other_config[“import_task”] Gets the import task that created this network.

VM_guest_metrics

Key Semantics

PV_drivers_version[“major”] Gets the major version of the Citrix VM Tools on
the VM.

PV_drivers_version[“minor”] Gets theminor version of the Citrix VM Tools on
the VM.

PV_drivers_version[“micro”] Gets the micro (build number) of the Citrix VM
Tools on the VM.

Task

Key Semantics

task.other_config[“object_creation”] ==
“complete”

For the task associated with a VM import, this
flag will be set when all the objects (VMs,
networks) have been created. This is useful in
the import VM wizard for us to then go and
re‑map all the networks that need it.
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Citrix Hypervisor Changed Block Tracking Guide

January 10, 2023

Changed block tracking provides a set of features and APIs that enable you to develop fast and space‑
efficient incremental backup solutions for Citrix Hypervisor.

Changed block tracking is available only to customers with Citrix Hypervisor Premium Edition.
If a customer without Premium Edition attempts to use an incremental backup solution for Citrix Hy‑
pervisor that uses changed block tracking, they are prevented from enabling changed block tracking
on new VDIs.
However, if the customerhas existing VDIswith changedblock tracking enabled, they can still perform
other changed block tracking actions on these VDIs.

How changed block tracking works

When changed block tracking is enabled for a virtual disk image (VDI), any blocks that are changed in
that VDI are recorded in a log file.
Every time the VDI is snapshotted, this log file can be used to identify the blocks that have changed
since the VDI was last snapshotted.
This provides the capability to backup only those blocks that have changed.

After the changed blocks have been exported, the full VDI snapshots can now be changed into
metadata‑only snapshots by destroying the data associated with them and leaving only the changed
block information.
These metadata only snapshots are linked both to the preceding metadata‑only snapshot and to the
following metadata‑only snapshot.
This provides a chain of metadata that records the full history of changes to this VDI since changed
block tracking was enabled.

The changed block tracking feature also takes advantage of network block device (NBD) capabilities
to perform the export of data from the changed blocks.

Benefits of changed block tracking

Unlike some other incremental backup solutions, changed block tracking does not require that the
customer keep a snapshot of the last known good state of a VDI available on the host or a storage
repository (SR) to compare the current state to.
The customer needs less disk space because, instead of handling and storing large VDIs, with changed
block tracking they instead can choose to store space‑efficient metadata‑only snapshot files.

Changed block tracking also saves the customer time as well as space.
Other backup solutions export a snapshot of the whole VDI every single time the VDI is backed up.
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This is a time‑consuming process and the customer has to pay that time cost every time they take a
backup.
With changed block tracking enabled, the first back up exports a snapshot of the whole VDI.
However, subsequent backups only export the blocks in the VDI that have changed since the previous
backup.
This decreases the time required to export the backup in proportion to the percentage of blocks that
have changed.

For example, it can take around 10 hours to export a backup of a full 1 TB VDI.
If, after a week, 5% of the blocks in that VDI have changed, exporting the backup takes 5% of the time
‑ 30 minutes.
A backup taken after a day has even fewer changed blocks and takes even less time to export.

The savings in time and space that changed block tracking provides makes it a preferable backup
solution for customers using Citrix Hypervisor.
The simple API that Citrix Hypervisor exposesmakes it easy for you to develop an incremental backup
solution that delivers these benefits to the end user.
You can use this API through the language‑agnostic remote procedure calls (RPCs) or take advantage
of the language bindings provided for C, C#, Java, Python and PowerShell.

Getting started using changed block tracking

December 7, 2022

This section steps through theprocessof using changedblock tracking to create incremental backups.

Before getting started with changed block tracking, we recommend that you read the Citrix Hypervi‑
sor Software Developer Kit Guide.
This document contains information to help you become familiar with developing for Citrix Hypervi‑
sor.

The examples provided in these steps use the Python binding for the Management API.

• Formore information about the individual RPC calls, see the Citrix Hypervisor Management API

• Formoredetailed informationabout individual steps in this process, see the following chapters.

Full Python examples are provided on GitHub.

The NBD connection examples provided in these steps use the Linux nbd‑client.
However, you can use any NBD client that supports the “fixed newstyle” version of the NBD protocol.
For more information, see the NBD protocol documentation.
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Note:

If you are using the Linux upstreamNBD client, aminimum version of 3.15 is required to support
TLS.

Prerequisites

Before you start, set up or implement an NBD client at the backup location that supports the “fixed
newstyle” version of the NBD protocol.
For more information, see Exporting the changed blocks using an NBD client.

Enable NBD connections on your network.
For more information, see Enabling NBD connections on Citrix Hypervisor.

Procedure

This procedure is broken down into three sections:

• Setting up changed block tracking
Perform the steps in this section once, when you start using changed
block tracking, to enable the changed block tracking capability and
export a base snapshot that the incremental, changed block exported
data is compared to.

• Taking incremental backups
Perform the steps in this section every time you want to take an
incremental back up of the changed blocks in a VDI.

• Restoring a VDI from exported changed block data
Perform the steps in this section if you want to use your backed up
data to restore a VDI to an earlier state.

Setting up changed block tracking

Before you can take incremental backups of a VDI using changed block tracking, youmust first enable
changed block tracking on the VDI and export a base snapshot.
To set up changed block tracking for a VDI, complete the following steps

1. Use the Management API to establish a XenAPI session on the
Citrix Hypervisor host:

1 import XenAPI
2 import shutil
3 import urllib3
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4 import requests
5
6 session = XenAPI.xapi_local()
7 session.xenapi.login_with_password("<user>", "<password>", "<

version>", "<originator>")

2. Optional: If you intend to create a new VM and new VDIs to restore your backed up data to, you
must also export your VMmetadata.
Ensure that you export a copy of the VMmetadata any time your VM properties change.
This can be done by using HTTPS or by using the command line.

1 session_id = session._session
2 url = ("https://%s/export_metadata?session_id=%s&uuid=%s"
3 "&export_snapshots=false"
4 % (<xs_host>, session_id, <vm_uuid>))
5
6 with requests.Session() as session:
7 urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.

InsecureRequestWarning)
8 request = session.get(url, verify=False, stream=True)
9 with open(<export_path>, 'wb') as filehandle:

10 shutil.copyfileobj(request.raw, filehandle)
11 request.raise_for_status()

Where <export_path> is the location to save the VMmetadata to.

The export URL includes the parameter export_snapshots=false.
This parameter ensures that the snapshot history is not included in the VMmetadata backup.
The VM metadata is used to create a new VM and this snapshot history does not apply to the
new VM.

If you intend to use your backed up data only to restore existing VDIs and VMs, you can skip this
step.

3. Get a reference for the VDI you want to snapshot:

1 vdi_ref = session.xenapi.VDI.get_by_uuid("<vdi_uuid>")

4. Enable changed block tracking for the VDI:

1 session.xenapi.VDI.enable_cbt(<vdi_ref>)

For more information, see Using changed block tracking with a virtual disk image.

5. Take a snapshot of the VDI:
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1 base_snapshot_vdi_ref = session.xenapi.VDI.snapshot(<vdi_ref>)

This VDI snapshot is the base snapshot.

6. Export the base VDI snapshot to the backup location. This can be done by using HTTPS or by
using the command line.

For example, at the xe command line run:

1 xe vdi-export uuid=<base-snapshot-vdi-uuid> filename=<name of
export>

Or, in Python, you can use the following code:

1 session_id = session._session
2 url = ('https://%s/export_raw_vdi?session_id=%s&vdi=%s&format=raw'
3 % (<xs_host>, session_id, <base_snapshot_vdi_uuid>))
4 with requests.Session() as http_session:
5 urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.

InsecureRequestWarning)
6 request = http_session.get(url, verify=False, stream=True)
7 with open(<export_path>, 'wb') as filehandle:
8 shutil.copyfileobj(request.raw, filehandle)
9 request.raise_for_status()

Where <export_path> is the location you want to write the exported VDI to.

7. Optional: For each VDI snapshot, delete the snapshot data, but retain the metadata:

1 session.xenapi.VDI.data_destroy(<base_snapshot_vdi_ref>)

This frees up space on the host or SR.

For more information, see Deleting VDI snapshot data and retaining the snapshot metadata.

Taking incremental backups

After taking the initial VDI snapshot and exporting all the data, the following steps can be repeated
every time an incremental backup is taken of the VDI.
These incremental backups export only the blocks that have changed since the previous snapshot
was taken.

To take an incremental backup, complete the following steps:

1. Check that changed block tracking is enabled:
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1 is_cbt_enabled = session.xenapi.VDI.get_cbt_enabled(<vdi_ref>)

If the value of is_cbt_enabled is not true, you must complete the steps in the Setting up
changed block tracking section, before taking incremental backups.
For more information, see Incremental backup sets.

If changed block tracking is disabled and this is unexpected, this state might indicate that the
host or SR has crashed since you last took an incremental backup or that a Citrix Hypervisor
user has disabled changed block tracking.

2. Take a snapshot of the VDI:

1 snapshot_vdi_ref = session.xenapi.VDI.snapshot(<vdi_ref>)

3. Compare this snapshot to a previous snapshot to find the changed blocks:

1 bitmap = session.xenapi.VDI.list_changed_blocks(<
base_snapshot_vdi_ref>, <snapshot_vdi_ref>)

This call returns a base64‑encoded bitmap that indicates which blocks have changed.
For more information, see Get the list of blocks that changed between VDIs.

4. Get details for a list of connections that can be used to use to access the VDI snapshot over the
NBD protocol.

1 connections = session.xenapi.VDI.get_nbd_info(<snapshot_vdi_ref>)

This call returns a list of connection details that are specific to this session.
Each set of connection details in the list contains a dictionary of the parameters required for an
NBD client connection.
For more information, see Getting NBD connection information for a VDI.

Note:

Ensure that this session with the host remains logged in until after you have finished read‑
ing from the network block device.

5. From your NBD client, complete the following steps to export the changed blocks to the backup
location.
For example, when using the Linux nbd-client:

a) Connect to the NBD server.

1 nbd-client <address> <port> -N <exportname> -cacertfile <
cacert> -tlshostname <subject>
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• The <address>, <port>, <exportname>, and <subject> values passed as parameters to
the connection command are the values returned by the get_nbd_info call.

• The <cacert> is a file containing one or more trusted Certificate Authority certificates
of which at least one has signed the NBD server’s TLS certificate.
That TLS certificate is included in the values returned by the get_nbd_info call.
If the TLS certificate returned by the get_nbd_info call is self‑signed, it can be used
as the value of cacert here to authenticate itself.

For more information about using these values, see Getting NBD connection informa‑
tion for a VDI.

b) Read off the blocks that are marked as changed in the bitmap returned from step 3.

c) Disconnect from the block device:

1 nbd-client -d <block_device>

d) Optional: We recommend that you retain the bitmap associated with each changed block
export at your backup location.

To complete the preceding steps, you can use any NBD client implementation that supports the
“fixed newstyle” version of the NBD protocol.
For more information, see Exporting the changed blocks using an NBD clientl)l).

6. Optional: On the host, delete the VDI snapshot, but retain the metadata:

1 session.xenapi.vdi.data_destroy(<snapshot_vdi_ref>)

This frees up space on the host or SR.

For more information, see Deleting VDI snapshot data and retaining the snapshot metadata.

Restoring a VDI from exported changed block data

When youwant to use your incremental backups to restore or import data from a VDI, you cannot use
individual exports of changed blocks to do this.
Youmust first coalesce the exported changed blocks onto a base snapshot.
Use this coalesced VDI to restore or import backed up data.

1. Create a coalesced VDI.

For each set of exported changedblocks between thebase snapshot and the snapshot youwant
to restore to, createacoalescedVDI fromapreviousbaseVDIand the subsequent setof exported
changed blocks.
Ensure that you apply sets of the changed blocks to the base VDI in the order that they were
snapshotted.
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To create a coalesced VDI from a base VDI and the subsequent set of exported changed blocks,
complete the following steps:

a) Get the bitmap that was used in step 3 to derive this set of exported changed blocks.

b) For each block in the VDI:

• If the bitmap indicates that the block has changed, read the block data from the set
of exported changed blocks and append that data to the coalesced VDI.

• If the bitmap indicates that the block has not changed, read the block data from the
base VDI and append that data to the coalesced VDI.

c) Use the coalesced VDI as the base VDI for the next iteration of this step.
Or, if you have reached the target snapshot level, use this coalesced VDI in the next step to
restore a VDI in Citrix Hypervisor.

For more information, see Coalescing changed blocks onto a base VDI.

You can now use this coalesced VDI to either import backed up data into a new VDI or to restore
an existing VDI.

2. Optional: Create a new VM and new VDI.

You can create a new VM and new VDI to import the coalesced VDI into.
However, if you intend to use the coalesced VDI to restore an existing VDI, you can skip this step.

To create a new VM and new VDI, complete the following steps

a) Create a new VDI:

1 vdi_record = {
2
3 "SR": <sr>,
4 "virtual_size": <size>,
5 "type": "user",
6 "sharable": False,
7 "read_only": False,
8 "other_config": {
9 }

10 ,
11 "name_label": "<name_label>"
12 }
13
14 vdi_ref = session.xenapi.VDI.create(vdi_record)
15 vdi_uuid = session.xenapi.VDI.get_uuid(vdi_ref)

Where <sr> is a reference to the SR that the original VDI was located on and <size> is the
size of the original VDI.
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b) To create a new VM that uses the VDI created in the previous step, import the VMmetadata
associated with the snapshot level you are using to restore the VDI:

1 vdi_string = "&vdi:%s=%s" % (<original_vdi_uuid>, <
new_vdi_uuid>)

2
3 task_ref = session.xenapi.task.create("import_vm", "Task to

track vm import")
4
5 url = ('https://%s/import_metadata?session_id=%s&task_id=%s%s'
6 % (host, session._session, task_ref, vdi_string))
7
8 with open(<vm_import_path>, 'r') as filehandle:
9 urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.

InsecureRequestWarning)
10 with requests.Session() as http_session:
11 request = http_session.put(url, filehandle, verify=

False)
12 request.raise_for_status()

Where <vm_import_path> is the location of the VMmetadata.

The vdi: query parameter changes the VM from pointing to its original VDI to pointing to
the new VDI created in the previous step.
Youmight want to create multiple new VDIs.
If you want to changemultiple VDI references for your new VM, add a vdi: query parame‑
ter for each VDI to the import URL.

The new VM is created from the imported metadata and its VDI reference is updated to
point at the VDI created in the previous step.
You can extract a reference to this new VM from the result of the task.
For more information, see the samples on GitHub.

3. Import the coalesced VDI snapshot to the Citrix Hypervisor host at the UUID of the VDI youwant
to replace with the restored version.
This VDI can be either an existing VDI or the VDI created in the previous step.

In Python, you can use the following code:

1 session_id = session._session
2 url = ('https://%s/import_raw_vdi?session_id=%s&vdi=%s&format=%s'
3 % (<xs_host>, session_id, <vdi_uuid>, 'raw'))
4 with open(<import_path>, 'r') as filehandle:
5 urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.

InsecureRequestWarning)
6 with requests.Session() as http_session:
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7 request = http_session.put(url, filehandle, verify=False)
8 request.raise_for_status()

Where <vdi_uuid> is the UUID of the VDI you want to overwrite with the restored data from the
coalesced VDI and <import_path> is the location of the coalesced VDI.

Enabling NBD connections on Citrix Hypervisor

February 27, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor acts as a network block device (NBD) server andmakes VDI snapshots available over
NBD connections.
However, to connect to Citrix Hypervisor over an NBD connection, youmust enable NBD connections
for one or more networks.

Important

We recommend that you use a dedicated network for your NBD traffic.

By default, NBD connections are not enabled on any networks.

Note:

Networks associated with a Citrix Hypervisor pool that have NBD connections enabled must ei‑
ther all have the nbd purpose or all have the insecure_nbd purpose. You cannot have amix of
normal NBD networks (FORCEDTLS) and insecure NBD networks (NOTLS).
To switch the purpose of all networks, youmust first disable normal NBD connections on all net‑
works before enabling either normal or insecure NBD connections on any networks.

Enabling an NBD connection for a network (FORCEDTLSmode)

We recommend that you use TLS in your NBD connections.
WhenNBD connectionswith TLS are enabled, any NBD clients that attempt to connect to Citrix Hyper‑
visor must use TLSv1.2.
The NBD server runs in FORCEDTLSmode with the “fixed newstyle” NBD handshake.
For more information, see the NBD protocol documentation.

To enable NBD connections with TLS, use the purpose parameter of the network.
Set this parameter to include the value nbd.
Ensure that you wait for the setting to propagate before attempting to use this network for NBD con‑
nections.
The time it takes for the setting to propagate depends on your network and is at least 10 seconds.
We recommend that you use a retry loop whenmaking the NBD connection.
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Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to enable NBD connections.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 session.xenapi.network.add_purpose(<network_ref>, "nbd")
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe network-param-add param-name=purpose param-key=nbd uuid=<network-
uuid>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enabling an insecure NBD connection for a network (NOTLSmode)

We recommend that you do not enable insecure NBD connections.
Instead use FORCEDTLS NBD connections.
However, the ability to connect to the Citrix Hypervisor over an insecure NBD connection is provided
for development and testing with the NBD server operating in NOTLSmode as described in the NBD
protocol.

To enable insecure NBD connections, use the purpose parameter of the network.
Set this parameter to include the value insecure_nbd.
Ensure that you wait for the setting to propagate before attempting to use this network for NBD con‑
nections.
The time it takes for the setting to propagate depends on your network and is at least 10 seconds.
We recommend that you use a retry loop whenmaking the NBD connection.

Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to enable insecure NBD connections.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 session.xenapi.network.add_purpose(<network_ref>, "insecure_nbd")
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:
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1 xe network-param-add param-name=purpose param-key=insecure_nbd uuid=<
network-uuid>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Disabling NBD connections for a network

To disable NBD connections for a network, remove the NBD values from the purpose parameter of
the network.

Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to disable NBD connections.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 session.xenapi.network.remove_purpose(<network_ref>, "nbd")
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or, for insecure NBD connections:

1 session.xenapi.network.remove_purpose(<network_ref>, "insecure_nbd")
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe network-param-remove param-name=purpose param-key=nbd uuid=<network-
uuid>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Or, for insecure NBD connections:

1 xe network-param-remove param-name=purpose param-key=insecure_nbd uuid
=<network-uuid>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Using changed block tracking with a virtual disk image

December 7, 2022

The changed block tracking capability can be enabled and disabled for individual virtual disk images
(VDIs).
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Incremental backup sets

When you enable changed block tracking for a VDI you start a new set of incremental backups for that
VDI.
The first action youmust take when starting a set of incremental backups is to create a baseline snap‑
shot and to backup its full data.

After you disable changed block tracking, or after changed block tracking is disabled by Citrix Hyper‑
visor or a user, no further incremental backups can be added to this set.
If changed block tracking is enabled again, youmust take another baseline snapshot and start a new
set of incremental backups.

Youcannot compareVDI snapshots takenaspart of one set of incremental backupswithVDI snapshots
taken as part of a different set of incremental backups.
If you attempt to list the changed blocks between snapshots that are part of different sets, you get an
error with the message Source and target VDI are unrelated.

You can use some or all of the data in previous incremental backup sets to create VDIs that you can
use to restore the state of a VDI.
For more information, see Coalescing changed blocks onto a base VDI.

Enabling changed block tracking for a VDI

By default, changed block tracking is not enabled for a VDI.
You can enable changed block tracking by using the enable_cbt call.

When changed block tracking is enabled for a VDI, additional log files are created on the SR to list the
changes since the last backup.
Blocks of 64 kB within the VDI are tracked and changes to these blocks recorded in the log layer.

The associated VM remains in the same state as before changed block tracking was enabled.

To enable changed block tracking, an SR must be attached, be writable, and have enough free space
for the log files to be created on it.
The associated VM can be in any state when changed block tracking is enabled or disabled.
It is not required that the VM be offline.

Changed block tracking can only be enabled for a VDI that is one of the following types:

• user

• system

In addition, if the VDI.on_boot field is set to reset, you cannot enable changed block tracking for
the VDI.
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Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to enable changed block tracking for a VDI.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 session.xenapi.VDI.enable_cbt(<vdi_ref>)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe vdi-enable-cbt uuid=<vdi-uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Errors

Youmight see the following errors when using this call:

VDI_MISSING:

• The call cannot find the VDI.

Check that the reference or UUID you are using to refer to the VDI is correct. Check that the VDI
exists.

VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE:

• The VDI is of a type that does not support changed block tracking.

Check that the type of the VDI is system or user.
You can use the get_type call to find out the type of a VDI.
If your VDI is an incompatible type, you cannot enable changed block tracking.
For more information, see Checking the type of a VDI or VDI snapshot.

VDI_ON_BOOT_MODE_INCOMPATIBLE_WITH_OPERATION:

• The value of the on_boot field of the VDI is set to reset.

Check the value of the on_boot field by using the get_on_boot call.
If appropriate, you can use the set_on_boot call to change the value of this field to persist.

SR_NOT_ATTACHED, SR_HAS_NO_PBDS:

• The call cannot find an attached SR.

Check that there is an SR attached to the host and that the SR is writable.
You cannot enable changed block tracking unless the host has access to an SR to which the
changed block information can be written.
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If you attempt to enable changed block tracking for a VDI that already has changed block tracking
enabled, no error is thrown.

Disabling changed block tracking for a VDI

You can disable changed block tracking for a VDI by using the disable_cbt call.

When changed block tracking is disabled for a VDI, the active disks are detached and reattachedwith‑
out the log layer.
The associated VM remains in the same state as before changed block tracking was disabled.

Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to disable changed block tracking for a VDI.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 session.xenapi.VDI.disable_cbt(<vdi_ref>)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe vdi-disable-cbt uuid=<vdi-uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Errors

Youmight see the same sorts of errors for this call and youmight for the enable_cbt call.

If you attempt to disable changed block tracking for a VDI that already has changed block tracking
disabled, no error is thrown.

Checking whether changed block tracking is enabled

The value of the boolean cbt_enabled VDI field shows whether changed block tracking is enabled
for that VDI.
You can query the value of this field by using the get_cbt_enabled call.

A return value of true indicated that changed block tracking is enabled for this VDI.
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Examples

You can use any of our supported languages to check whether a VDI has changed block tracking en‑
abled.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 is_cbt_enabled = session.xenapi.VDI.get_cbt_enabled(<vdi_ref>)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe vdi-param-get param-name=cbt-enabled uuid=<vdi-uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Deleting VDI snapshot data and retaining the snapshotmetadata

December 7, 2022

A VDI snapshot is made up of both data andmetadata.
The data is the full image of the disk at the time the snapshot was taken.
Themetadata includes the changed block tracking information.

After the snapshot data on the host has been exported to the backup location, you can use the
data_destroy call to delete only the snapshot data and retain only the snapshot metadata on the
host.
This action converts the snapshot that is stored on the host or SR into a smaller metadata‑only
snapshot.
The type field of the snapshot changes to be cbt_metadata.

Metadata‑only snapshots are linked to themetadata‑only snapshots that precede and follow them in
time.

You can use the data_destroy call only for snapshots for VDIs that have changed block tracking
enabled.

Note:

The API also provides a destroy call, which deletes both the data in the snapshot and themeta‑
data in the snapshot.

Do not use the destroy call to delete snapshots that are part of a set of changed block tracking back‑
ups unless you are sure that you no longer need the changed block tracking metadata.
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For example, usedestroy to removeametadata‑only snapshot that is older thanageallowedbyyour
retention policy.

Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to delete the data in a snapshot and convert the
snapshot to a metadata only snapshot.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 session.xenapi.VDI.data_destroy(<snapshot_vdi_ref>)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe vdi-data-destroy uuid=<snapshot_vdi_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Errors

Youmight see the following errors when using this call:

VDI_MISSING:

• The call cannot find the VDI snapshot.

Check that the reference or UUID you are using to refer to the VDI snapshot is correct. Check
that the VDI exists.

VDI_NO_CBT_METADATA:

• No changed block tracking metadata exists for this VDI snapshot.

Check that changed block tracking is enabled for the VDI.
You cannot use the data_destroy call on VDIs that do not have changed block tracking en‑
abled.
For more insformation, see Using changed block tracking with a virtual disk image.

VDI_IN_USE:

• The VDI snapshot is currently in use by another operation.

Check that the VDI snapshot is not being accessed by another client or operation.
Check that the VDI is not attached to a VM.
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If the VDI snapshot is connected to a VM snapshot by a VBD, you receive this error.
Before you can run VDI.data_destroy on this VDI snapshot, you must remove the VM snap‑
shot.
Use VM.destroy to remove the VM snapshot.

Checking the type of a VDI or VDI snapshot

The value of the type VDI field shows what type of VDI or VDI snapshot an object is.
The values this field can have are stored in the vdi_type enum.
You can query the value of this field by using the get_type call.

A metadata‑only VDI snapshot has the type cbt_metadata.

Examples

You can use any of our supported language bindings to query the VDI type of a VDI or VDI snapshot.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 vdi_type = session.xenapi.VDI.get_type(<snapshot_vdi_ref>)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe vdi-param-get param-name=type uuid=<snapshot_vdi_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Getting the list of blocks that changed between VDIs

December 7, 2022

You can use the list_changed_blocks call to get a list of the blocks that have changed between
two VDIs.
Both VDI snapshots must be taken after changed block tracking is enabled on the VDI.

This call takes as parameters references to two VDI snapshots:

• VDI_from: The earlier VDI snapshot.

• VDI_to: The later VDI snapshot. This VDI cannotbeattached toaVMat the time this comparison
is made.
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This operation does not require the VM associated with the VDIs to be offline at the time the compari‑
son is made.

The changed blocks are listed in a base64‑encoded bitmap.
Each bit in the bitmap indicates whether a 64 kB block in the VDI has been changed in comparison to
an earlier snapshot.
A bit set to 0 indicates that the block is the same.
A bit set to 1 indicates that the block has changed.

The bit in the first position in the bitmap represents the first block in the VDI.
For example, if the bitmap is 01100000, this indicates that the first block has not changed, the second
and third blocks have changed, and all other blocks have not changed.

Examples

You can use any of our supported languages to get the bitmap that lists the changed blocks between
two VDI snapshots.
The following examples show how to do it in Python and at the xe command line.

Python:

1 bitmap = session.xenapi.VDI.list_changed_blocks(<
previous_snapshot_vdi_ref>, <new_snapshot_vdi_ref>)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can convert the base64‑encoded bitmap this call returns into a human‑readable string of 1s and
0s:

1 from bitstring import BitStream
2 import base64
3 data = BitStream(bytes=base64.b64decode(bitmap))
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

xe command line:

1 xe vdi-list-changed-blocks vdi-from-uuid=<previous_snapshot_vdi_uuid>
vdi-to-uuid=<new_snapshot_vdi_uuid>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Errors

Youmight see the following errors when using this call:

VDI_MISSING:
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• The call cannot find one or both of the VDI snapshots.

Check that the reference or UUID you are using to refer to the VDI snapshot is correct.
Check that the VDI snapshot exists.

VDI_IN_USE:

• The VDI snapshot is currently in use by another operation.

Check that the VDI snapshot is not being accessed by another client or operation.
Check that the more recent VDI snapshot is not attached to a VM.
The newer VDI in the comparison cannot be attached to a VM at the time of the comparison.

Source and target VDI are unrelated:

• The VDI snapshots are not linked by changed block metadata.

You can only list changed blocks between snapshots that are taken as part of the same set of
incremental backups.
For more information, see Incremental backup sets.

Export changed blocks over a network block device connection

December 7, 2022

Citrix Hypervisor runs anNBD server on the host that canmake VDI snapshots accessible as a network
block device to NBD clients.
The NBD server listens on port 10809 and uses the “fixed newstyle” NBD protocol.
For more information, see the NBD protocol documentation.

NBD connections must be enabled for one or more of the Citrix Hypervisor networks before you can
export the changed blocks over NBD.
For more information, see Enabling NBD connections on Citrix Hypervisor.

Getting NBD connection information for a VDI

Froma logged in XenAPI session, you canuse theget_nbd_info call to get a list of connectiondetails
for a VDI snapshot made available as a network block device.

These connection details are specific to the session that creates them and the NBD client uses this
logged in session whenmaking its connection.
Any set of connectiondetails in the list canbeusedby theNBDclientwhenaccessing theVDI snapshot.

Each set of connection details in the list is provided as a dictionary containing the following informa‑
tion:
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address:

• The IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) of the NBD server.

port:

• The TCP port to connect to the Citrix Hypervisor NBD server on.

cert:

• The TLS certificate used by the NBD server encoded as a string in PEM format.
WhenCitrixHypervisor is configured toenableNBDconnections inFORCEDTLSmode, theserver
presents this certificate during the TLShandshake and theNBD clientmust verify the server TLS
certificate against this TLS certificate.
For more information, see “Verifying TLS certificates for NBD connections”.

exportname:

• A token that the NBD client can use to request the export of a VDI from the NBD server.
TheNBDclientprovides thevalueof this token to theNBDserverusing theNBD_OPT_EXPORT_NAME
option during the NBD option haggling phase of an NBD connection.

This token contains a reference to a logged in XenAPI session.
The XenAPI session must remain logged in for this token to continue to be valid.
Because the token contains a reference to a XenAPI session, youmust handle the token securely
to prevent the session being hijacked.

The format of this token is not guaranteed and might change in future releases of Citrix Hyper‑
visor.
Treat the export name as an opaque token.

subject:

• A subject of the TLS certificate returned as the value of cert. This field is provided as a conve‑
nience.

Examples

Youcanuseanyofour supported languages toget the list ofNBDconnectiondetails for aVDI snapshot.
The following examples show how to do it in Python.

Python:

1 connection_list = session.xenapi.VDI.get_nbd_info(<snapshot_vdi_ref>)
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This call requires a logged in XenAPI session that remains logged inwhile the VDI snapshot is accessed
over NBD.
This means that this command is not available at the xe command line.
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Errors

Youmight see the following errors when using this call:

VDI_INCOMPATIBLE_TYPE:

• The VDI is of a type that does not support being accessed as a network block device.

Check that the type of the VDI is not cbt_metadata.
You can use the get_type call to find out the type of a VDI.
If your VDI is cbt_metadata, you cannot access it as a network block device. For more infor‑
mation, see Checking the type of a VDI or VDI snapshot.

An empty list of connection details:

• The VDI cannot be accessed.

Check that the Citrix Hypervisor host that runs the NBD server has a PIF with an IP address.

Check that you have at least one network in your pool with the purpose nbd or insecure_nbd.
For more information, see Enabling NBD connections on Citrix Hypervisor.

Check that storage repository the VDI is on is attached to a host that is connected to one of the
NBD‑enabled networks.

Exporting the changed blocks using an NBD client

An NBD client running in the backup location can connect to the NBD server that runs on the Citrix
Hypervisor host and access the VDI snapshot by using the provided connection details.

TheNBDclient that youuse to connect to theCitrix HypervisorNBD server canbe any implementation
that supports the “fixed newstyle” version of the NBD protocol.

When choosing or developing an NBD client implementation, consider the following requirements:

• The NBD client must support the “fixed newstyle” version of the NBD protocol.
For more information, see the NBD protocol documentation.

• The NBD client must request an export name returned by the get_nbd_info call that corre‑
sponds to an existing logged in XenAPI session.
The client makes this request by using the NBD_OPT_EXPORT_NAME option during the NBD op‑
tion haggling phase of the NBD connection.

• The NBD client must verify the TLS certificate presented by the NBD server by using the infor‑
mation returned by the get_nbd_info call.
For more information, see “Verifying TLS certificates for NBD connections”.
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Note:

If you are using the Linux upstreamNBD client, aminimum version of 3.15 is required to support
TLS.

After the NBD client has made a connection to the Citrix Hypervisor host and accessed the VDI snap‑
shot, you can use the bitmap provided by the list_changed_blocks call to select which blocks to
read.
For more information, see Getting the list of blocks that changed between VDIs.

Note:

Citrix Hypervisor supports up to 16 concurrent NBD connections.

Verifying TLS certificates for NBD connections

When connecting to theNBD server using TLS, theNBDclientmust verify the certificate that the server
presents as part of the TLS handshake.

We recommend that you use one of the following methods of verification depending on your NBD
client implementation:

• Verify that the server certificate matches the certificate returned by the get_nbd_info call.

• Verify that the public key of the server certificate matches the public key of the certificate re‑
turned by the get_nbd_info call.

Alternative approach

As a less preferred option, it is possible for the NBD client to verify the certificate that the server
presents during the TLS handshake by checking that the certificate meets all of the following crite‑
ria:

• It is signed by a trusted Certificate Authority

• It has an Alternative Subject Name (or, if absent, a Subject) that matches the subject
returned by the get_nbd_info call.

Coalescing changed blocks onto a base VDI

December 14, 2022

When using backed up data to restore the state of a VDI, youmust import a full VDI into Citrix Hypervi‑
sor.
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You cannot import only the sets of changed blocks.
To import incremental backups created with changed block tracking data into Citrix Hypervisor, you
must first use these incremental backups to create a full VDI.

A set of incremental backups created with changed block tracking can be used to create a full VDI
whose data is identical to the source VDI at the time an incremental backup was taken.

For more information about incremental backup sets, see Incremental backup sets.

For example, you have a set of incremental backups that comprises:

• A base snapshot that captures the data for the full VDI.

• Backup 1: The first incremental backup, which consists of a bitmap list of blocks changed since
the base snapshot and the data for only those changed blocks.

• Backup 2: The second incremental backup, which consists of a bitmap list of blocks changed
since backup 1 and the data for only those changed blocks.

If you want to restore a VDI on Citrix Hypervisor to the state it was at when backup 2 was taken, you
must create a VDI that takes blocks from the base snapshot, changed blocks from backup 1, and
changed blocks from backup 2.
To do this, you can apply each set of changed blocks in sequence to the base snapshot of the VDI.

First buildupa coalescedVDIby takingunchangedblocks fromthebase snapshot andchangedblocks
from those exported at backup 1.
The bitmap list of changedblocks thatwas used to create backup 1 defineswhich blocks are changed.

After coalescing the base snapshot with the changed blocks exported at backup 1, you have a full VDI
whose data is identical to that of the source VDI at the time backup 1 was taken. Call this coalesced
VDI “VDI 1”.

Next, use this coalesced VDI, VDI 1, to create another coalesced VDI by taking unchanged blocks from
VDI 1 and changed blocks from those exported at backup 2.
The bitmap list of changedblocks thatwas used to create backup 2 defineswhich blocks are changed.

After coalescing VDI 1 with the changed blocks exported at backup 2, you have a full VDI whose data
is identical to that of the source VDI at the time backup 2 was taken.
Call this coalesced VDI “VDI 2”.

This coalesced VDI, VDI 2, can be used to restore the state of the VDI on Citrix Hypervisor at the time
that a snapshot was taken for backup 2.

When creating a coalesced VDI, ensure that you work with your VDIs and changed blocks as binary.

Ensure that you verify the integrity of the backed up and restored VDIs.
For example, you can do this by computing the checksums of the data.
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Examples

The following example shows how to create a coalesced VDI.
The example shows applying a single set of changed blocks to the base VDI snapshot.
To applymultiple sets of changed blocks, youmust repeat this process for each set of changed blocks
in order from oldest to most recent, using the output from the previous iteration as the base VDI for
the next iteration.

Python:

1 def write_changed_blocks_to_base_VDI(vdi_path, changed_block_path,
bitmap_path, output_path):

2 bitmap = open(bitmap_path, 'r')
3 vdi = open(vdi_path, 'r+b')
4 blocks = open(changed_block_path, 'r+b')
5 combined_vdi = open(output_path, 'wb')
6
7 try:
8 bitmap_r = bitmap.read()
9 cb_offset = 0

10 for x in range(0, len(bitmap_r)):
11 offset = x * changed_block_size
12 if bitmap_r[x] == "1":
13 blocks.seek(cb_offset)
14 blocks_r = blocks.read(changed_block_size)
15 combined_vdi.write(blocks_r)
16 cb_offset += changed_block_size
17 else:
18 vdi.seek(offset)
19 vdi_r = vdi.read(changed_block_size)
20 combined_vdi.write(vdi_r)
21 <!--NeedCopy-->

Troubleshoot Changed Block Tracking

February 27, 2023

This article includes some common error scenarios you might encounter while enabling and using
changed block tracking.
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Common error scenarios

You can’t enable changed block tracking on a VDI

• Ensure that the VDI is not a snapshot or a raw VDI. You can’t enable changed block tracking on
snapshots or raw VDIs.

You can’t data destroy a VDI

• Ensure that the VDI you are referring to is a snapshot.

• Ensure that changedblock tracking is enabled. Otherwise, youmight see theVDI_NO_CBT_METADATA
error.

– In XenCenter, check the Storage tab to see if changed block tracking is enabled for the VDI
you took a snapshot of.

– Or, use the xe CLI to check the cbt_enabled field of the VDI snapshot: xe vdi-param-
list uuid=<snapshot_uuid>

• Check whether a <snapshot_uuid>.cbtlog file exists in the storage repository:

– For LVM‑based storage repositories, run the command lvs to check whether a <
snapshot_uuid>.cbtlog file exists in the storage repository.

– For file‑based storage repositories, look for the files in the location /run/sr-mount/<sr
-uuid>/<snapshot-uuid>.cbtlog.

You can’t list changed blocks between two VDI snapshots

• Ensure that theVDIs are snapshots. If thevdi_toVDI is not a snapshot, ensure it is not attached.

• Ensure that both VDI snapshots have changed block tracking enabled.

• Ensure that the VDI snapshots are related and in the right order.

You can use the cbt-util utility, which helps establish chain relationship. If the VDI snapshots
are not linked by changed block metadata, you get errors like “SR_BACKEND_FAILURE_460”,
“Failed to calculate changed blocks for given VDIs”, and “Source and target VDI are unrelated”.

Example usage of cbt‑util:

1 cbt-util get – c – n <name of cbt log file>

The -c option prints the child log file UUID.

Notable error conditions

Changed block tracking is disabled when certain errors are encountered, for example:
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• The changed block tracking log is found to be inconsistent at the time of attaching a VDI. This
situation can occur when a Citrix Hypervisor host or SR crashes.

• The resize of a changed block tracking log file was unsuccessful on the source VDI resize.
• Insufficient space remains on disk to create a changed block tracking log file when changed
block tracking is activated or a snapshot is created.

However, the primary action (for example, attach, resize, or snapshot) does succeed in those error
conditions and a logmessage is logged in SMlog. Also, an alert is generated in XenCenter to notify you
that changed block tracking is disabled.

Troubleshooting the NBD server

Citrix Hypervisor acts as network block device (NBD) server and makes VDI snapshots available over
NBD connections. For more information, see Enabling NBD connections on Citrix Hypervisor.

Notes:

• The NBD server logs are in /var/log/daemon.log.
• NBD connections work with all network configurations, including VLAN, bond network, and
VLAN on bond.

• NBD connections don’tworkwhen anNBD client is in dom0on the samehost as theNBD server.
• Networks associated with a Citrix Hypervisor pool that have NBD connections enabled must
either all have the purpose nbd or all have the purpose insecure_nbd. You cannot have amix
of normal NBD networks (FORCEDTLS) and insecure NBD networks (NOTLS).

• The service (xapi‑nbd) shows the state “failed” after it stopped. This state does not indicate an
error.

Common NBD connection issues

The command get_nbd_info returns an empty list of connection details

• Ensure that the Citrix Hypervisor host that runs the NBD server has a PIF with an IP address.
• Ensure that youhave at least onenetwork in your poolwith thepurposenbdorinsecure_nbd.
• Ensure that the storage repository that the VDI is on is attached to a host that is connected to
one of the NBD‑enabled networks.

You can’t access the IP address returned by the command get_nbd_info

• Check whether NBD is enabled on a network that is not reachable by the client.
• Check whether multiple networks are mixed on the same subnet and NBD is allowed on some
of them but blocked on others.

• Check the NBD network configuration.
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The connection refused or closed, or the NBD client hangs

• Verify whether the session that the client passes to the NBD server is valid. If the session has
expired or is not valid, you see the error “SESSION_INVALID”. The session has to be valid for the
time of the backup, otherwise, the NBD server refuses the connection or the client might hang.

• The maximum parallel connection limit might have been exceeded. To work around this, you
can restart xapi‑nbd.

• If the NBD server is configured to use TLS, ensure that the client is able to use TLS.

Appendices

December 14, 2022

Constraints

The following section lists advisories and constraints to consider when using changed block tracking.

• Changed block tracking is available only to customers with a Premium Edition license for Citrix
Hypervisor.
If a customer without a Premium Edition license attempts to use an incremental backup solu‑
tion for Citrix Hypervisor that uses changed block tracking, they are prevented from enabling
changed block tracking on new VDIs.
However, if the customer has existing VDIs with changed block tracking enabled, they can still
perform other changed block tracking actions on these VDIs.

• Changed block tracking information is lost on storage live migration.
If you attempt to migrate a VM that has VDIs with changed block tracking enabled, you are pre‑
vented from doing so.
Youmust disable changed block tracking before storage live migration is allowed.

• If a host or an SR crashes, Citrix Hypervisor disables changed block tracking for all VDIs on that
host or SR.
Before taking a VDI snapshot, we recommend that you check whether changed block tracking
is enabled.
If changed block tracking is disabled and this is not expected, this can indicate that a crash has
occurred or that a Citrix Hypervisor user has disabled changed block tracking.

To continue using changed block tracking, you must enable changed block tracking again and
create a new baseline by taking a full VDI snapshot.
Subsequent changed block tracking metadata uses this snapshot as a new baseline.
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The set of snapshots and changedblock trackingdata capturedbefore the crash cannot beused
as a baseline or comparison for any snapshots taken after the crash.
However, the set of incremental backups taken before the crash can be used to create a VDI
image to use to restore the VDI to a previous state.

For more information, see Incremental backup sets.

• Citrix Hypervisor supports a maximum of 16 concurrent NBD connections.

• Changed block tracking is not supported for VDIs stored on thin provisioned shared GFS2 block
storage.

Additional Resources

The following resources provide additional information:

• GitHub repository of sample code

• Citrix Hypervisor Management API Guide

• Citrix Hypervisor Software Development Kit Guide

• NBD protocol documentation

• nbd‑client manpage

Citrix Hypervisor Supplemental Packs and the DDK Guide

March 1, 2023

Supplemental packs are used to modify and extend the functionality of a Citrix Hypervisor host by
installing software into the control domain, dom0.
For example, an OEM partner might want to ship Citrix Hypervisor with a suite of management tools
that require SNMP agents to be installed, or provide a driver that supports the latest hardware.
Users can add supplemental packs either during initial Citrix Hypervisor installation, or at any time
afterwards.
Facilities also exist for OEM partners to add their supplemental packs to the Citrix Hypervisor installa‑
tion repositories, in order to allow automated factory installations.

Purpose of supplemental packs

Supplemental packs consist of a number of packages alongwith informationdescribing their relation‑
ship to other packs.
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Individualpackagesare in theRedHatRPMfile format, andmustbeable to install anduninstall cleanly
on a fresh installation of Citrix Hypervisor.

Packs are created using the Citrix Hypervisor Driver Development Kit (DDK).
This has been extended to not only allow the creation of supplemental packs containing only drivers
(also known as driver disks), but also packs containing userspace software to be installed into dom0.

Examples and tools are included in the Citrix Hypervisor DDK to help developers create their own
supplemental packs.
However, for partnerswhowant to integratepack creation into their existingbuild environments, only
a few scripts taken from the DDK are necessary.

Why a separate DDK?

Citrix Hypervisor is based on a standard Linux distribution, but for performance, maintainability, and
compatibility reasons ad‑hoc modifications to the core Linux components are not supported.
As a result, operations that require recompiling drivers for the Linux kernel require formal guidance
from Citrix, which the DDK provides.
In addition, the DDK provides the necessary compile infrastructure to achieve this, whereas a Citrix
Hypervisor installation does not.

Citrix Hypervisor integrates the latest device support from kernel.org on a regular basis to provide a
current set of device drivers.
However, assumingappropriate redistributionagreements canbe reached, thereare situationswhere
including additional device drivers in the shipping Citrix Hypervisor product, such as drivers not avail‑
able through kernel.org, or drivers that have functionality not available through kernel.org, is greatly
beneficial to joint customers of Citrix and the device manufacturer.
The samebenefits canapplyby supplyingdevicedrivers independentof theCitrixHypervisorproduct.

Inaddition, components suchascommand line interfaces (CLIs) for configuringandmanagingdevices
are also very valuable to include in the shipped Citrix Hypervisor product.
Some of these components are simple binary RPM installs, but inmany cases they are combinedwith
the full driver installation making them difficult or impossible for
administrators to install into Citrix Hypervisor.
In either case including current versions of everything the administrator requires to use the device on
Citrix Hypervisor in a supplemental pack provides significant value.

The DDK allows driver vendors to perform the necessary packaging and compilation steps with the
Citrix Hypervisor kernel, which is not possible with the Citrix Hypervisor product alone.
Supplemental packs can be used to package up both drivers and userspace tools into one convenient
ISO that can be easily installed by Citrix Hypervisor users.
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Benefits

Supplemental packs have a variety of benefits over and above partners producing their ownmethods
for installing add‑on software into Citrix Hypervisor:

• Integration with the Citrix Hypervisor installer: users are prompted to provide any extra drivers
or supplemental packs at installation time.
In addition, on upgrade, users are provided with a list of currently installed packs, and warned
that they may require a new version of them that is compatible with the new version of Citrix
Hypervisor.

• Flexibility in release cycles: partners are no longer tied to only releasing updates to their add‑on
software whenever new versions of Citrix Hypervisor are released.
Instead, partners are free to release as often as they choose.
The only constraint is the need to test packs on the newest version of Citrix Hypervisor when it
is released.

• IntegrationwithServer StatusReports: supplemental packmetadata can include lists of files (or
commands to be run) to be included when a Server Status Report is collected using XenCenter.
Pack authors can choose to create newcategories, or add to existing ones, to providemore user‑
friendly bug reporting.

• Guarantee of integrity: supplemental packs are signed by the creator, allowing users to be cer‑
tain of their origin.

• Include formal dependency information: pack metadata can detail installation requirements
such as which versions of Citrix Hypervisor the pack can be installed upon.

• Inclusion in the Citrix Ready catalogue: partners whose supplemental packs meet certain cer‑
tification criteria will be allowed to list their packs in the Citrix Ready online catalogue, thus
increasing their visibility in the marketplace.
Note that partners must becomemembers of the program before their packs can be listed: the
entry level category of membership is fee‑free.

What or what not to include in a supplemental pack?

Citrix recognises that partner organizations can contribute significant value to the Citrix Hypervisor
product by building solutions upon it.
Examples include host management and monitoring tools, backup utilities, and device‑specific
firmware.
Inmany cases, some of these solutionswill need to be hosted in the Citrix Hypervisor control domain,
dom0, generally because they need privileged access to the hardware.

Whilst supplemental packs provide themechanism for installing components into dom0, try to install
as little as possible using packs.
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Instead, place themajority of partner software into appliance virtualmachines, whichhave the advan‑
tage that the operating system environment can be configured exactly as required by the software to
be run in them.

The reasons for this stipulation are:

• Citrix Hypervisor stability andQA: Citrix invests considerable resources in testing the stability of
Citrix Hypervisor.
Significant modifications to dom0 are likely to have unpredictable effects on the performance
of the product, particularly if they are resource‑hungry.

• Supportability: the Citrix Hypervisor control domain is well‑known to Citrix support teams.
If it is heavily modified, dom0 becomes very difficult to identify whether the cause of the prob‑
lem is a component of Citrix Hypervisor, or due to a supplemental pack.
Inmany cases, customersmay be asked to reproduce the problem on an unmodified version of
Citrix Hypervisor, which can cause customer dissatisfaction with the organization whose pack
has been installed.
Similarly, when a pack author is asked to debug a problem perceived to bewith their pack, hav‑
ing themajority of the componentsof thepack inanapplianceVMof known/static configuration
can significantly ease diagnosis.

• Resource starvation: dom0 is limited in memory and processing power.
If resource‑hungry processes are installed by a supplemental pack, resource starvation can oc‑
cur.
This can impact both Citrix Hypervisor stability and the correct functioning of the supplemental
pack.
Note that Citrix does not advise increasing the number of dom0 vCPUs.

• Security: CitrixHypervisordom0 isdesigned toensure the securityof thehosts that it is installed
on to.
Any security issues found in software that is installed into dom0 canmean that the host is open
to compromise.
Hence, the smaller the quantity of software installed into dom0 by a pack, the lower the likeli‑
hood that Citrix Hypervisor hostswill be compromised due to a flaw in the software of the pack.

Partners often ask whether supplemental packs can include heavy‑weight software, such as the Java
runtime environment, or a web server.
This type of component is not suitable for inclusion in dom0. Instead place it in an appliance VM.
In many cases, the functionality that is desired can be achieved using such an appliance VM, in con‑
junction with the Citrix Hypervisor Management API (Xen API).
Citrix can provide advice to partners in such cases.
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Getting started

March 2, 2023

This chapter describes how to setup a base Citrix Hypervisor system, running a DDK Virtual Machine
(VM), for examining the examples provided in this document, and for use in the development of sup‑
plemental packs.

If you want to construct supplemental packs as part of your own build systems, consult the appropri‑
ate section later in this document.

The high‑level process of setting up a DDK VM to create a supplemental pack is:

1. Obtain matching Citrix Hypervisor product and DDK build ISOs.

2. Install Citrix Hypervisor onto a host server.

3. Install the XenCenter administrator console onto a Windows‑basedmachine.

4. Use XenCenter to import the DDK onto the Citrix Hypervisor host as a new virtual machine.

Installing Citrix Hypervisor

Installing Citrix Hypervisor only requires booting from the CD‑ROM image, and answering a few basic
questions.
After setup completes, take note of the host IP address shown, as it is required for connection from
XenCenter.

Installing XenCenter

XenCenter, the Citrix Hypervisor administration console, must be installed on a separate Windows‑
basedmachine.
Inserting the Citrix Hypervisor installation CD will run the XenCenter installer automatically.
Once installed, the XenCenter console will be displayed with no servers connected.

Connect XenCenter to the Citrix Hypervisor host

Within XenCenter select the Server > Addmenu option and supply the appropriate host name/IP ad‑
dress and password for the Citrix Hypervisor host.

Select the newly connected host in the left‑hand tree view.

Importing the DDK VM through XenCenter
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Note:

You can also import the DDK directly on the host using the xe Command Line Interface (CLI).

• Insert the DDK CD into the CD‑ROM drive of the machine running XenCenter.

• On the VMmenu, select the Import option. The VM Import Wizard is displayed.

• Click Browse and on the Files of type drop‑down list, select Citrix Hypervisor Virtual Appli‑
ance Version 1 (ova.xml).

• Navigate to the DDK CD‑ROM and select the ova.xml file within the DDK directory.

• ClickNext to use the defaults on the Home Server and Storage pages.

• On the Network page, add a virtual network interface to the VM.

• Finish the VM Import Wizard.

The DDK VMwill be started automatically.

Importing the DDK VM using the CLI

The DDK VM can also be imported directly on the Citrix Hypervisor host using the xe CLI and standard
Linux commands to mount the DDK ISO.

• Mount the DDK ISO and import the DDK VM:

1 mkdir -p /mnt/tmp
2 mount <path_to_DDK_ISO>/ddk.iso /mnt/tmp – o loop,ro
3 xe vm-import filename=/mnt/tmp/ddk/ova.xml
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The universally unique identifier (UUID) of the DDK VM is returned when the import completes.

• Add a virtual network interface to the DDK VM:

1 xe network-list
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note the UUID of the appropriate network to use with the DDK VM, typically this will be the
network with a name-label of Pool-wide network associated with eth0.

1 xe vif-create network-uuid=<network_uuid> vm-uuid=<ddk_vm_uuid>
device=0

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

Use tab completion to avoid enteringmore than the first couple of characters of theUUIDs.

• Start the DDK VM:

1 xe vm-start uuid=<ddk_vm_uuid>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Using the DDK VM

Select the DDK VM in the left pane and then select the Console tab in the right pane to display the
console of the DDK VM to provide a terminal window in which you can work.

The DDK VM is Linux‑based so you are free to use other methods such as ssh to access the DDK VM.
You can also access the DDK VM console directly from the host console.

Adding Extra Packages to the DDK VM

The DDK is built to be as close as possible to the Citrix Hypervisor control domain (Dom0).
This means that only a small number of extra packages are present in the DDK (to enable the compi‑
lation of kernel modules) as compared to Dom0.
In some cases, partners who want to use the DDK as a build environment might want to add extra
packages (e.g. NIS authentication) to the DDK.

Because the DDK (and Dom0) are based on CentOS, any package that is available for that distribution
can be installed into the DDK, using the Yum packagemanager.
However, it is necessary to explicitly enable the CentOS repositories to allow such installation.
Package installation must therefore be carried out using the command:

1 yum install <packageName>

Accessing the DDK VM console from the host console

The DDK VM text console can be accessed directly from the Citrix Hypervisor host console instead of
using XenCenter.
Note that using this method disables access to the DDK console from XenCenter.

• While the DDK VM is shut down, disable VNC access on the VM record:

1 xe vm-param-set uuid=<ddk_vm_uuid> other-config:disable_pv_vnc=1

• Start the VM
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1 xe vm-start uuid=<ddk_vm_uuid>

• Retrieve the underlying domain ID of the VM:

1 xe vm-list params=dom-id uuid=<ddk_vm_uuid> --minimal

• Connect to the VM text console:

1 /usr/lib/xen/bin/xenconsole <dom-id>

• When complete, exit the xenconsole session using CTRL‑]

For more information about using the xe CLI, see the command line interface documentation.

Building the example packs

March 2, 2023

To make the process of building an Update package as easy as possible, we have included a number
of examples in the Driver Development Kit (DDK), which Citrix makes available to our partners with
each build.

Import the DDK onto the Citrix Hypervisor host.
Refer to the instructions described in /root/examples/README.txt, which outlines the example
scripts for generating GPG test keys aswell as the various configuration options for generating a pack.

Formost cases, copying the example build files and customizing themwith pack specific information
is sufficient.

Pack UUIDs: Each pack has a UUID included in the metadata, which is required to build an update
package.
The UUIDmust be unique to the update being generating:

• The same UUID cannot refer to different updates.

• The same update cannot have multiple UUIDs.

A number of examples are supplied in the DDK under /root/examples.
These include:

• Userspace: a simple example of a pack containing only programs and files that relate to a
userspace.

• Driver: a simple kernel driver.

• Combined: an example which contains kernel and userspace files.
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There are specific rules for packaging kernel device drivers.
For more information, see Rules and guidelines.

Within each directory there is a:

• Source tree: a directory containing a collection of files.

• Specification file: a file that describes how to build an RPM.

• Makefile: a file used to automate the creation of a supplemental pack.

To build a specific example, use the following commands:

1 cd /root/example/<dir>
2 make

This will result in the following files being created:

• <pack>.iso ‑ the supplemental pack CD image.

Where <pack> is the name of the pack.

Test Signing Key Generation

When the first example pack is built, a new GnuPG key pair is created.
You will be prompted for a passphrase that must be entered whenever the
private key is used to sign a pack. This key pair is only intended for
developer testing. For information on generating a key pair to
use for released supplemental packs, see The GNU Privacy Handbook.

To allow partners to release software that is installable in Dom0,
Citrix requires partners provide us with the public key corresponding to
their GPG key pair generated with the following requirements:

• ASD Type = RSA

• Bits = 2048

• Expiry date = preferably none, else >10 years.

• No support for subkeys as RPM does not handle this properly.

• Naming convention: RPM‑GPG‑KEY‑<VENDOR>

Installing the Test Key

Before a pack that has been signed with a test key can be installed on
any Citrix Hypervisor hosts, the public key must be imported into the host on
which the pack is installed.
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1. Copy the public key from the DDK VM to the host using the following
command:

1 DDK# scp /root/RPM-GPG-KEY-DDK-Test root@CitrixHypervisor:

2. Import the key on the host using the following command:

1 XS# /opt/xensource/debug/import-update-key RPM-GPG-KEY-DDK-Test

Note

To allow developer testing, a script is now included in Dom0 that enables our partners to import
an update key manually:

1 /opt/xensource/debug/import-update-key <PATH-TO-KEY-FILE>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Producing driver RPMs

March 1, 2023

In order to produce a supplemental pack that contains kernel modules
(drivers), the DDKmust be used to compile the driver(s) from their
source code, against the Citrix Hypervisor kernel. This chapter describes the
process.

Directory structure

Although the examples located in the /root/examples/ directory contain various subdirectories,
in practice, most supplemental pack authors will not use this structure.
The following example considers a supplemental pack that contains both kernel modules and
userspace components (as the combined example does).

In the combined case, two RPMs will be created, one containing the kernel modules, and the other
the “data” or userspace portions (configuration files, firmware, modprobe rules).
Hence, twospecification files arepresent,which specify the contentsof eachRPMthat is tobecreated.

Place the kernel driver source code in the /root/rpmbuild/SOURCES/ directory as a tar archive
(it can be gzipped or bzip2 compressed), whose name is of the format <module-name>-<module-
version>.
Meanwhile, the specification files for the RPMs to be created will be stored in a directory elsewhere.
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Citrix recommends authorsmake a copy of the specification files andMakefile found in the examples
/combined/ directory as a starting point.
The Makefile contains various useful build targets that can be adjusted for the kernel module sources
being used.

Place all non‑kernel module components in a directory named <module-name>-data-<version>,
for example, helloworld-data-1.0.
The corresponding specification file would be helloworld-data.spec.
It is suggested that this subdirectory be placed in the same directory as the specification files.

Makefile variables

The Makefile includes several metadata attributes which must be customized according to the con‑
tents of the pack. These are as follows:

• SPEC: the specification file for the driver RPM.

• DATA_SPEC: the specification file for the userspace components RPM.

• LABEL: by default, taken from the “Name:” field of the driver RPM specification file, but can be
edited if so desired.

• TEXT: a free text field describing the function of the driver. This is displayed on installation.

• UUID: a universal unique identifier generated by the UUIDgen command.
Every pack must have a different UUID and a given pack must have the same UUID each time it
is built.

• PACK_VERSION: the version number of the pack (this defaults to the build of the DDK being
used, but can be changed by pack authors).

• PACK_BUILD: the build number of the pack (this defaults to the build of the DDK being used,
but can be changed by pack authors).

• RPM_VERSION: the version number to be used for the kernel modules RPM. Citrix advises au‑
thors to set this to the version of the driver source being used.

• RPM_RELEASE: the release number of this version of the RPM. For example, the same version
of driver might be re‑released in a supplemental pack, and hence need a new release number.

• DATA_RPM_VERSION: the version number to be used for the userspace RPM.

• DATA_RPM_RELEASE: the release number to be used for the userspace RPM.

Creating the kernel module specification file

The kernel module packages are built according to the instructions in the specification file.
The following sections of the specification file affect the building of a package. Ensure you set them
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to appropriate values:

• Name: a unique ID, preferably the name of the kernel module.

• Source: the exact filename (without the path) of the tar archive that contains the sources for
the kernel module, expected to be of the form <module-name>-<module-version>.

• Summary: a short description of the driver.

• %files is a list of files that are to be compiled into the RPM.
Kernelmodulesmust be located in a directory namedextra (within/lib/modules/<kernel
-version>/).

• %changelog describes changes that have beenmade to the driver.

Building themodules

Each kernel module RPMmust be built against against the Citrix Hypervisor kernel headers.
The example Makefile provides a build-rpms target that automates the build.
The userspace RPM is also built if necessary.
The RPMs are output into the /root/rpmbuild/RPMS/x86_64 directory.

If the RPM does not build, it is important that the following be checked:

• The Source parameter of the kernel RPM specification file must be the filename of the com‑
pressed tar archive containing the source code for the module, located in /root/rpmbuild/
SOURCES.

• The %prep section of the example specification file relies on the compressed tar archive, when
expanded, creating a directory named <module-name>-<module-version>. If this is not the
case, (for example, if it creates a directory named <module-version>), the %setup -q -n
step can be amended to be, for example, %setup -q -n %{ version }.

• The %build section of the example specification file relies on the directory /root/rpmbuild
/SOURCES/<module-name>-<module-version>/ containing theMakefile or KMake file that
will build the kernel module <module-name>.
If this Makefile is in a subdirectory, the %build sectionwill need a cd <subdirectory-name>
step added to it, before the %{ __make } step. Similarly, you will need to add the same step
into the %install section.

• If, for any reason, the Makefile included in the compressed tar archive needs to be heavily
patched in order to work correctly with the DDK, Citrix suggests that a new version of the file
be created, with the appropriate fixes, then a patch generated using the diff command.
This patch can then be applied in the %prep section of the specification file, immediately
following the %setup step.
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• If the kernel module itself fails to compile, (rather than the RPMs failing to build), it may be that
the source being used is incompatible with the kernel version that is used in Citrix Hypervisor.
In this case, contact the author of the driver.

Including driver RPMs in supplemental packs

The next chapter details exactly how to include not only driver RPMs produced in the above manner
in a supplemental pack, but also any other arbitrary RPMs.
If a pack is only to include driver RPMs plus some associated configuration or firmware, it can be pro‑
duced directly by using the Makefile $(ISO) target, which runs the build-update script.
The script is run with the appropriate arguments to include the metadata that was given in the Make‑
file.

Format for releasing drivers

If a supplemental pack contains drivers, itmust also be shippedwith the source code to those drivers,
to fulfill obligations under the GNU General Public License (GPL).
Citrix recommends that pack authors create a zip file containing the pack ISO, a compressed archive
of any relevant source code, and the MD5 checksum files that are associated with the pack metadata
and the ISO, produced by build-update.

Releasingmultiple drivers in a single pack‑

Server hardware manufacturers might want to issue a single supplemental pack that contains multi‑
ple drivers.
Three options are available, depending on the desired result:

• Make individual copies of the /root/examples/driver directory, one for each driver.
Then produce the two RPMs for each driver using the build target in the Makefile.
Collect all the RPMs into one place, and then run build-supplemental-pack.sh.

• Create a specification file for each driver (similar to that in /root/examples/driver).
Adjust the Makefile to compile all the drivers and produce RPMs for each one, and then run
build-supplemental-pack.sh.

Creating a supplemental pack

March 2, 2023
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Supplemental packs can be created containing existing RPMs provided they meet the requirements
given below.
If standard packages that are not shipped in Citrix Hypervisor are to be included, these must be from
the appropriate CentOS distribution that the Citrix Hypervisor dom0 is based upon.
In Citrix Hypervisor 8.0, this is CentOS 7.5. Alternatively, components can packaged as RPMs using a
custom spec file.

If a pack will only contain drivers, it is normally known as a Citrix Hypervisor Driver Disk.
However, themechanisms used to build and install a driver disk are the same as for any other supple‑
mental pack.
One keypoint is that for drivers, the source codemust beprovided to theDDK, in order that thedrivers
be compiled for the correct kernels.
For other pack components, no such compilation is necessary.

Syntax of build‑update

All supplemental packs are constructed using the /usr/bin/build-update script.
This provides a simple way to provide metadata about the pack, by taking a number of options and
arguments.
The significance of each one is discussed in the sections that follow.

Apart from the metadata switches, any further arguments to build-update are taken to be names
of the RPMs to be included in the supplemental pack.

Name, vendor, and version information

Basic details concerning the pack authoring organization, name, and version number must be pro‑
vided. The relevant switches are:

• --uuid: a universal unique identifier generated by the uuidgen command.

• --label: an identifier that identifies the pack.

• --text: a free text string describing the pack (enclosed by double quote marks).

• --version: the pack version (likely to be of the form 1.2.3).

Declaring Pack dependencies

Supplemental Packsmust describe the versionof Citrix Hypervisor towhich they are compatible. This
is done using the --base-requires switch:

1 --base-requires “ product-version=x.x.x”
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A brief example

As an illustration of how build-updateworks, pack authors can create an example pack by placing
all constituent RPMs in a directory:

1 mkdir packages
2 cd packages
3 cp /root/rpmbuild/RPMS/x86_64/helloworld-1.0-1.x86_64.rpm .

The pack metadata is then created, using the script.

1 build-update --uuid 3fbce6cf-5cd2-4d32-9602-e8122c562169 --label
example pack --version 1.0.0 \

2 --description "An Example Pack" --base-requires "product version=8.0.0"
\

3 --key "Example Updates (update) <example@example.com>" --keyfile /root/
RPM-GPG-KEY-XS-DDK-TEST \

4 -o example.iso *.rpm

A CD image is thenmade from the contents of this directory.

Adding files to Server Status Reports

CitrixHypervisor provides a convenientmechanism forusers to collect a varietyof debugging informa‑
tion when opening a support case, known as a Server Status Report in XenCenter, or xen-bugtool
on the CLI.
To aid partners in supporting their supplemental packs, it is recommended that pack authors add to
the list of files collected as part of these Status Reports, using the method outlined below.

Server Status Reports can include not only files, such as logs, but also the outputs of any normal
scripts or commands that are run in the control domain (dom0).
For convenience, the items collected as part of a Report are divided into categories.
For example, the Network Configuration category collects the output of tools such as ifconfig, as
well as network configuration files.
Citrix recommends that pack authors create new categories if appropriate, but also consider adding
to existing categories.

As an example, partner Acmesoft, who produce software that manages the configuration of a special
networkcard,mightwant to createacategory calledAcmesoft, underwhichvariousAcmesoft‑specific
log files are collected.
However, theymight alsowant to add (other) files related to networking to theNetworkConfiguration
category, as itmakesmost sense fromauserperspective that theybecollectedaspart of this category.

Each category has a level of confidentiality attached to it, which expresses howmuch personally iden‑
tifiable information (PII) might be present in the files that are collected as part of that capability.
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This ensures that users are made aware before they send Status Reports to support teams of what
they might be disclosing.
There are four levels of confidentiality: no PII, possibly some PII if the file to be collected has been
customized, possibly contains some PII, and definitely contains
PII.

Extending an existing category

To extend an existing category, create an XML file in /etc/xensource/bugtool/<category>/ di‑
rectory (where <category> is the category name).
Three elements within an outer <collect> element will be supported:

• files: a list of one or more files (separated by spaces, hence no spaces are allowed within the
file names).

• directory: a directory to be collected, with (optionally) a pattern that will be used to filter
objects within.
The pattern must be a valid Python regular expression.
The negate attribute allows the sense of the pattern to be inverted: this attribute is provided
for ease of readability purposes, as negation could also be included
in the regular expression itself.

• command: a command to be run and its output collected.
The optional label attribute specifies a name for the output file.
If this is not specified, the command name will be used.

For example:

1 <collect>
2 <files>file1 file2</files>
3 <directory pattern=".*\.txt$" negate="false">dir</directory>
4 <command label="label">cmd</command>
5 </collect>
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

When extending existing categories, any files addedmust have the same (or lower) confidential‑
ity levels as the category in question.

Existing categories are:
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Category name Description PII level Collected by default?

CVSM Citrix StorageLink
configuration

No Yes

disk‑info Disk information Maybe Yes

firstboot First‑boot scripts Yes Yes

hardware‑info Hardware
information

Maybe Yes

high‑availability High availability Maybe Yes

host‑crashdump‑
dumps

Crash dump files Yes No

host‑crashdump‑logs Crash dump logs No No

kernel‑info Kernel information Maybe Yes

loopback‑devices Loopback devices Maybe Yes

multipath Multipathing
configuration

Maybe Yes

network‑status Network scripts If customized Yes

pam Authentication
module configuration

No Yes

process‑list Process listing Yes Yes

persistent‑stats Persistent statistics Maybe Yes

system‑logs System logs Maybe Yes

system‑services System services No Yes

tapdisk‑logs Storage subsystem
logs

No No

vncterm VNCTerm crash
dumps

Maybe No

wlb Workload Balancing
status

No Yes

XYes1 X server logs No Yes

XYes1‑auth X11 authority No Yes

xapi‑subprocess XenServer daemon
subprocesses

No Yes
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Category name Description PII level Collected by default?

XenServer‑config XenServer
configuration

Maybe Yes

XenServer‑domains XenServer domains
list

No Yes

XenServer‑databases XenServer database Yes Yes

XenServer‑install XenServer installation
log files

Maybe Yes

XenServer‑logs XenServer logs Maybe Yes

xen‑info Hypervisor
configuration

Maybe Yes

xha‑liveset High availability
liveset

Maybe Yes

yum RPM package
database

If customized Yes

A number of other categories exist. These categories are purely for development and test purposes.
Do not extend them in your supplemental packs.

Adding new categories

To add a new category, create an XML filewith the name /etc/xensource/bugtool/<category>.
xml (where <category> is the new category name).
Include a single <capability> element, with the following optional attributes:

• pii: the degree of confidentiality that is inherent in the files to be collected (personally identi‑
fiable information).
This must be set to one of no (no PII), if_customized (PII would only be present if the file has
been customized by the user), maybe (PIImay be present in this file), or yes (there is a very high
likelihood of PII being present).

• min_size: the minimum size (in bytes) of the data collected by this category.

• max_size: the maximum size (in bytes) of the data collected by this category.

• min_time: the minimum time (in seconds) that the commands are expected to take to run to
completion.

• max_time: the maximum time (in seconds) that the commands are expected to take to run to
completion.
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• mime: the MIME type of the data to be collected. This must be one of application/data or
text/plain.

• checked: specifies whether this category is to be collected by default (set to true) or not (set
to false).

• hidden: when set to true, this categorywill only be collected if explicitly requested on the CLI.
It will not be visible in XenCenter.

Note:

If the data to be collected by a capability exceeds the constraints placed upon it (that is, the
maximum size of data to be collected is higher than max_size), then the data is not collected.
The min_size and min_time attributes are purely for user information: if the amount of data
collected, or time taken for its collection, is less than these attributes, the data is collected.

Specify the data to be collected as part of this category by using one or more XML files located in the
/etc/xensource/bugtool/<category>/ directory, as described in the previous section.

At present, XenCenter displays any new categories that are added by supplemental packs, but does
not provide a mechanism for pack authors to give descriptions of them in the Server Status Report
dialogue.
Ensure that any new categories have suitably descriptive names.

Automating pack installation at Citrix Hypervisor installation time

If a partner has obtained the necessary agreement from Citrix to distribute Citrix Hypervisor, it is pos‑
sible to create amodified installation ISO that contains theCitrixHypervisor installation files, plus one
or more supplemental packs.
This allows a partner to distribute a single ISO that can seamlessly install Citrix Hypervisor and the
supplemental pack(s).
There are two steps to this process: the first involves combining the installation ISOwith the pack ISO;
the second requires an answerfile to be created.

Including an answerfile on the Citrix Hypervisor installation ISO

Answerfiles allow the responses to all the questions posedby theCitrix Hypervisor installer to be spec‑
ified in an XML file, rather than needing to run the installer in interactive mode.
The Citrix Hypervisor DDK includes a script to add an answerfile to the Citrix Hypervisormain installa‑
tion ISO, to allow installation to be carried out in an unattended fashion.
The /usr/local/bin/rebuild-iso.sh script can be usedwithin the DDK (though the default root
disk sizewithin theDDK isunlikely tobe sufficient toperformthenecessary ISO re‑packingoperations,
and hence network storage is recommended).
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Alternatively, the script, plus /usr/local/bin/rebuild.functions, can be copied to an external
machine that has mkisofs installed, and used there.

The rebuild-iso.sh script takes in the Citrix Hypervisor installation ISO, plus the files to be added
to it, and outputs a combined ISO. Its syntax is:

1 rebuild-iso.sh
2 [--answerfile=<answerfile>]
3 [--include=<file>|<directory>]
4 [--label=<ISOLabel>]
5 inputFile.iso outputFile.iso

The <answerfile> must be a valid Citrix Hypervisor automated installation file.
Details of the syntax of this file are given in the relevant section of the Citrix Hypervisor Product Doc‑
umentation.
As part of an answerfile, it is possible to specify scripts that may be run directly after the installation
completes.
Whilst such scripts can be on a web server, it is also possible to place them on the ISO, with the an‑
swerfile.
The --include switch allows such files to be added to the ISO output by rebuild-iso.sh. Finally,
the --label switch controls the volume label of the resulting ISO.
If no label is specified, the label of the input ISO is used.

It is worth noting that whilst an answerfile specifies the answers to
installation questions such as keyboard layout and target disks, it does
not specify which repositories to install from. This is because for an
automated installation, all repositories specified in the
XS-REPOSITORY-LIST file are installed. Therefore, provided that all
supplemental packs that are to be installed are included in the
XS-REPOSITORY-LIST file, they will be installed automatically directly
following the installation of Citrix Hypervisor itself.

Rules and guidelines

March 2, 2023

Kernel modules

Kernel modules must be built and packaged according to the following:

• Modules must be placed in an RPM.
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• All modules must be located under the directory
/lib/modules/<kernel>/updateswhere <kernel> is the
version of the kernel.

To ensure a pack is fully conformant, Citrix recommends basing it on one
of the examples in the DDK.

Note:

The Citrix Hypervisor build into which a kernel module (driver) is installedmust be the identical
build to the DDK that was used to build the pack in which the driver is contained.
If it is not, the resulting driver disk will not install on Citrix Hypervisor.

Post‑install scripts

Provided they comply with the following constraints, RPMsmay contain
scripts that are invoked during installation. Such scripts might be
necessary in order to add appropriate firewall rules, or log rotation
configuration, that is specific to the pack.

1. Scripts must not start processes.

2. Scripts must not assume that Citrix Hypervisor is booted and running (as it
may be that the pack is being installed as part of an initial
Citrix Hypervisor installation.

3. In the light of the previous point, if firewall rules are to be
added using a post‑install script, the scriptmust execute
iptables-restore < /etc/sysconfig/iptables before
adding its own rules (using iptables -A), and then
run iptables-save > /etc/sysconfig/iptables. This
ensures that the default rules are loaded before the collection of
existing and new rules are saved. Failure to save the existing rules
will mean that when a pack is installed as part of a Citrix Hypervisor host
installation, the default Citrix Hypervisor firewall rules will be lost.

If an RPM needs to distinguish between a running host and an
installation environment, the following code fragment may be used:

1 if runlevel >/dev/null 2>&1; then
2 # running host
3 else
4 # installation
5 fi
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The following types of filemust be placed in the appropriate
directories:

• Udev rules: must be located in /etc/udev/rules.d/.

• Firmware: must be located in /lib/firmware/updates/<kernel>.

• Configuration details: must be located in /etc/.

• Documentation: must be located in /usr/share/doc/

• Firewall rules: must be added using iptables -A, having first
run
iptables-save > /etc/sysconfig/iptables
(see above).

Handling upgrades

Onupgrade, pack authorsmightwant to transfer configuration or state information from theprevious
installation: this section describes how such a transfer may be achieved.

Pack upgrade during a Citrix Hypervisor upgrade

When a Citrix Hypervisor host is upgraded, the installer replaces the file system before supplemental
packs are installed.
This affects the way individual RPMs interact with upgrades.
To enable configuration files (or other configuration data, such as databases) to be carried over, the
installer makes the file system of the previous installation (which is automatically backed‑up to an‑
other partition) available to the RPM scripts.
This is done through the XS_PREVIOUS_INSTALLATION environment variable.

Therefore, in order to migrate state across upgrades, supplemental pack
authors must create a suitable script that runs as part of an RPM
installation, andmigrates the state. Specifically, the migration is
from the old root file system pointed to by
XS_PREVIOUS_INSTALLATION to the new file systemmounted on /.

For an example of how this can be done, see the %post script in
examples/userspace/helloworld-user.spec.

Pack upgrade on an existing Citrix Hypervisor installation

It is expected that on each release of Citrix Hypervisor, supplemental pack
authors are likely to release new versions of their packs. However, if a
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pack author releases an update between Citrix Hypervisor releases, existing
installations of the old version of the pack would need to be upgraded.
This upgrade path is the responsibility of the pack author, as the
location of the configuration data of the old version is on the root
file system, wherever the RPMs installed it to. The update installation
process upgrades all RPMs contained within the pack, hence these RPMs
must be aware of how to deal with the existence of any relevant
configuration files.

Uninstallation

Supplemental Packs that only contain userspace packages may include a
script that removes the pack from a host.

• Uninstalls the packages

• Uninstalls other packages used to apply the pack

• Causes xapi to remove the pack from the database

Building packs in existing build environments

Citrix recognises that many partners have existing build systems that
are used to produce the software that might be integrated into a
supplemental pack. To facilitate this, pack authors are not required
to make use of the Driver Development Kit VM, if they are producing
packs that do not contain drivers (as these need to be compiled for
the correct Citrix Hypervisor kernels).

If a pack author wants to distribute drivers as part of a supplemental
pack, (or a pack consisting solely of drivers, commonly known as a
Driver Disk), then the driver(s) will need to be compiled using the DDK.
However, there is no barrier to pack authors including the driver disks
that are output by the DDK in their own build processes. Citrix does not
support the compilation of drivers for Citrix Hypervisor in any way other than
using the DDK VM.

To build a supplemental pack (but not a driver) as part of an existing
build process, the only package that is necessary from the Binary
Packages ISO is update-package.

These can be used in any environment to create an appropriate pack.
Note, however, that this environment must contain various tools that are
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normally found in standard Linux distributions, including tar,
mkisofs, sed, and rpm.

Warning

When integrating these scripts as part of another build system, bear in mind that Citrix may up‑
date these scripts as new versions of Citrix Hypervisor are released.
Ensure that you update this package from the new version of the DDK before building packs for
the new version of Citrix Hypervisor.

For pack authors who want to produce a supplemental pack as an output of
another build system, but who want to include drivers, follow
this procedure:

1. Copy the driver source into a running DDK VM the corresponds to the
build of Citrix Hypervisor that the drivers will be targeted at.

2. Produce driver RPMs (rather than a supplemental pack ISO). This
can be achieved using the $(RPM-FILE) rule in the standard
Makefile provided in the example packs.

3. By default, this command will output three driver RPMs into
/root/rpmbuild/RPMS/x86-64. Ignore the
debuginfo RPM, and take the other RPMs for inclusion in their
supplemental pack. These RPMs can be treated in the same way as any
other RPM to be shipped in the pack.

4. Provide these RPMs to the non‑DDK build system, for
inclusion in the finished pack. Evidently, this process assumes that
pack authors will be releasing new versions of their packs more
frequently than the Citrix Hypervisor kernel is changed, or that introducing
new versions of RPMs into the alternative build system is more
acceptable than introducing the DDK as the build system.

Packaging driver firmware

It is increasingly common for hardware manufacturers to produce
components that load up‑to‑date firmware from the operating system that
is running on the host machine. Citrix Hypervisor supports this mechanism, and
firmware packages are installed to
/lib/firmware/updates/<kernel>. Package the firmware in an
RPM and include it as part of a supplemental pack.
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Versioning

Supplemental pack versioning

Authors of supplemental packs are free to use whatever version numbering
scheme they feel is appropriate for their pack. Given that many packs
are likely to include RPMs of existing software, it is suggested that
the pack version number correspond to the version of the software it
contains. For example, if an existing management console RPM is at
version 5, it is likely to be less confusing if the first version of the
supplemental pack that contains this RPM is also version 5.

There is no reason why, if it is simple enough, a pack can’t be
suitable for multiple releases of Citrix Hypervisor provided that it does not
depend on particular versions of other tools. In practice, we recommend that you re‑release a pack
for each new version of Citrix Hypervisor. Ensure that the pack is also fully tested by the authors on
that new release. If a pack author chooses to release one pack for
multiple Citrix Hypervisor releases, they must ensure that the dependency
information expressed in the metadata of the pack uses the ge
comparator for the Citrix Hypervisor product, where the version to be compared
against is the lowest supported version of Citrix Hypervisor.

Kernel module versioning

Each kernel module is built against a specific kernel version. This
kernel version is included in the RPM name to enable multiple instances
to be installed. The version fields of a kernel module RPM are used to
track changes to a driver for a single kernel version. Each time a
driver is released for a particular kernel, the RPM version must be
increased (as would be expected, given that there will have been changes
made to the driver sources).

For example:

1 helloworld-modules-xen-2.6.18-128.1.6.el5.xs5.5.0.502.1014-1.0-1.i386.
rpm

2 driver name = helloworld
3 kernel flavour = xen
4 kernel version = 2.6.18-128.1.6.el5.xs5.5.0.502.1014
5 RPM version = 1.0
6 RPM build = 1
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Citrix Hypervisor Kernel
version Kernel module RPM version Event

2.6.18.128.1.5… 1.0‑1 Initial release of pack

2.6.18.128.1.5… 1.1‑1 Driver bug fix

3.0.0… 2.0‑1 New Citrix Hypervisor kernel,
and new driver version

Therefore, if a supplemental pack contains a driver, it will be
necessary to rebuild that driver for each update andmajor release of
Citrix Hypervisor. Note that hotfixes do not normally change the kernel version,
and hence the same driver can be used until a Citrix Hypervisor update (“service
pack”) is released.

As a general rule, if a pack contains only a single driver, it is
strongly recommended that the version numbering of the pack be the same
as that of the driver.

Packages compiled by, but not in, Citrix Hypervisor

Some of the packages that are included in the Citrix Hypervisor control domain
are taken directly from the base Linux distribution, whilst others are
modified and re‑compiled by Citrix. In some cases, certain source RPMs,
when compiled, result in more than one binary RPM. There exist a variety
of packages where Citrix Hypervisor includes some, but not all, of the resulting
binaries; for example, the net-snmp package results in the binary
packages net-snmp and net-snmp-utils, but net-snmp-utils is not
included in dom0.

If a supplemental pack author wants to include a binary package that
falls into this category, that binary package will need to have the
correct build number for the version of Citrix Hypervisor it is to be installed
upon. Because Citrix re‑compiles these packages, their build numbers
will have a Citrix Hypervisor‑specific build number extension. Therefore, pack
authors will need to obtain these binary RPMs from Citrix.

To enable this process to be as simple as possible, Citrix produces an
extra ISO (binpkg.iso) for each release of Citrix Hypervisor that contains all
the packages that fall into this category. Contact
Citrix to obtain this ISO.
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Requirements for submission of drivers for inclusion in Citrix Hypervisor

Citrix encourages hardware vendors to submit any driver disks released
for Citrix Hypervisor to Citrix in order that the drivers may be incorporated
into the next release of the product. In order to make this process as
simple as possible, vendors are requested to take note of the following
requirements:

1. Any driver submitted must include its full source code, that is
available under an open source license compatible with the GNU
General Public License (GPL).

2. Any binary firmware submitted must either be already publicly
available under a license allowing re‑distribution, or the vendor
must have a current re‑distribution agreement with Citrix.

3. If a new, (rather than an update to an existing) driver is being
submitted, Citrix will review it in order to confirm that it is
compatible with the current support statements made concerning
Citrix Hypervisor. It may be that a driver is rejected because it is
monolithic, or enables a feature which is not currently officially
supported. This may also be the case with radical changes made to
drivers that are already in the product. Partners who consider that
their driver(s) fall into this category must contact Citrix as
early as possible, in order that both organizations’ engineering
teams are able to ascertain how to proceed.

4. Strict time limits apply to submissions (see below). Vendors must
make their drivers available to Citrix as soon as possible, rather
than waiting until these deadlines, as testing may result in fixes
being required, which then need to be integrated into the product.

5. Certain drivers are deemed critical to automated testing by Citrix
of Citrix Hypervisor. Any (entire‑driver) updates to these drivers must be
provided aminimum of 6 weeks prior to the beta RTM date of the
release in which they are to be included. Partners whose drivers are
on this list will be informed of this constraint.

6. All other entire‑driver updates (or new drivers) must be provided to
Citrix a minimum of 5 weeks prior to beta RTM.

7. Any updates to drivers (for example, no new drivers) received after
these dates must be in the form of small, targeted fixes for
specific issues. Patches must be submitted that can be understood by
a reasonably experienced person, together with a description of the
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flaw that particular patch addresses. Provide each fix in the form
of a separate patch, with an indication of what the flaw fixed is,
the effects the flaw would have if it is not addressed, and whether
such issues have already been seen by customers. Significant
additions of functionality, or very large patches will not be
accepted.

8. Close to the RTM date of the beta of the release concerned, it is
unlikely that patches will be inserted into the beta release (though
they may be incorporated into the final release, if they are judged
to be of sufficient importance). Only in exceptional circumstances
will patches received fewer than 2 weeks prior to beta RTM be
incorporated into the beta. The preferred target for all driver
updates is the beta release, in order to achieve maximum testing
benefit.

9. Submitting a GPG Key: Once the key has been generated, when creating
the update pack, the name of the GPG key is baked into the Yum repo
metadata. This means the public key file cannot be renamed without
resigning the Update package.

When the key‑pair has been generated, export the public part (using
ASCI Armor) and create a ticket on Citrix Issue
Tracker to include it in the inbox.

Does Citrix Hypervisor already include a driver for my device?

Citrix Hypervisor includes a wide variety of drivers, including many that are
distributed (inbox) with the kernel that dom0 is based upon. It may
therefore be the case that Citrix Hypervisor includes a driver that enables a
device that is not present on the Citrix Hypervisor Hardware Compatibility List
(HCL). This is particularly the case where a device is sold by multiple
companies, each of which refers to it with a different name.

Because each driver included in Citrix Hypervisor includes information
concerning which PCI device IDs it claims, the simplest way to ascertain
whether a device is supported is to first find its device ID.

If the device is present in a running Linux‑based system, the lspci -v
command can be used, which will provide output which includes the
information on all devices present in the host. If the -n switch is
given, numeric IDs will be provided.
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If only the name of the device is known, use the PCI ID database
(http://pciids.sourceforge.net/pci.ids) to ascertain what the ID of
the device is. This database will also provide alternate names for the
device, which may of use if the exact name is not listed in the
Citrix Hypervisor HCL.

If the an alternate name for the device is not found on the HCL, then
either the device has not been tested on Citrix Hypervisor, or a driver for it
is not included in Citrix Hypervisor. To confirm whether a suitable driver is
included, consult the list of PCI IDs the Citrix Hypervisor kernel supports,
found in /lib/modules/<version>/modules.pcimap.

Testing and certification

May 2, 2023

Citrix Hypervisor uses a modified Linux kernel that is similar but not identical
to the kernel distributed by a popular Linux distribution. In contrast,
the Citrix Hypervisor control domain is currently based on a different
distribution. In addition, the 32 bit Citrix Hypervisor control domain kernel is
running above the 80K lines of code that are the 64 bit Xen hypervisor
itself. While Citrix is very confident in the stability of the
hypervisor, its presence represents a different software installation
than exists with the stock vendor kernel installed on bare hardware.

In particular, there are issues that may be taken for granted on an x86
processor, such as the difference between physical and device bus memory
addresses (for example virt_to_phys() as opposed to
virt_to_bus()), timing, and interrupt delivery which may have
subtle differences in a hypervisor environment.

For these reasons, expose hardware drivers to a set of testing
on the Citrix Hypervisor control domain kernel to ensure the same level of
confidence that exists for drivers in enterprise distribution releases.
Similarly, userspace software that is included in supplemental packs
must be tested comprehensively, to ensure that the assumptions it makes
about the environment in which it runs (for example, concerning the
presence of certain executables) are not invalidated.

The remainder of this section considers driver testing. If you want to release
supplemental packs that do not only contain drivers, contact Citrix for advice.
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As a minimum, such pack authors must comprehensively test the functionality of
the software being included
in the pack, as well as perform stress testing of the Citrix Hypervisor major
features, to ensure that none are impacted by the software in the pack.

Testing scope

Assuming the driver in question has already undergone verification
testing on a Linux distribution very similar to the one used in the
Citrix Hypervisor control domain, a subset of the verification test suite with a
focus on representative tests is typically sufficient.

Some common areas of focus are:

• Installation verification. Installation is now performed using an
RPM, which may be different from how the driver is typically
installed.

• CLI operation. If a CLI is included, its operation is a key
scenario and typically provides a good end‑to‑end exercising of all
related code.

• Adapter configuration, non‑volatile/flash RAM, or BIOS upgrades.
Any functions that access the physical hardware must be verified
due to the presence of the Xen hypervisor and its role in
coordination of hardware resources amongst virtual machines.

• Data integrity and fault injection. Long‑haul and/or stress‑based
data integrity verification tests to verify no data corruption
issues exist. Basic fault injection tests such as cable
un‑plug/re‑plug and timeout handling for verification of common
error conditions.

• Coverage of a representative set of device models. For example, if
a Fibre Channel HBA driver supports a set of models that operate at
either 2 Gb/s or 4 Gb/s, include onemodel each from the 2 Gb/s and
4 Gb/s families for testing.

• Key hardware configuration variations. Run any hardware configurations
that exercise the driver or related code in significantly different
ways, such as locally versus remotely attached
storage.
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Running tests

Since the physical device drivers run in the Citrix Hypervisor control domain,
the majority of tests will also be run in the control domain. This
allows simple re‑use of existing Linux‑based tests.

To provide high‑performance device I/O to guest domains, Citrix Hypervisor
includes synthetic device drivers for storage and networking that run in
a guest and communicate their I/O requests with corresponding back‑end
drivers running in the control domain. The back‑end drivers then issue
the I/O requests to the physical drivers and devices andmanage
transmitting results and completion notifications to the synthetic
drivers. This approach provides near bare‑metal performance.

As a result, tests that require direct access to the device will fail
when run within a guest domain. However, running load‑generation and
other tests that do not require direct access to the device and/or
driver within Linux and Windows guest domains is very valuable as such
tests represent how the majority of load will be processed in actual
Citrix Hypervisor installations.

When running tests in guest domains, ensure that you do so with the
Citrix Hypervisor synthetic drivers installed in the guest domain. Installation
of the synthetic drivers is a manual process for some guests. See
Citrix Hypervisor Help for more details.

Tests that require an integrated build

One of the primary goals of the DDK is to allow partners to create,
compile, and test their drivers with Citrix Hypervisor without requiring a
“back‑and‑forth” of components with the Citrix Hypervisor engineering team.

However, some tests will only be possible after the driver RPMs and any
accompanying binary RPMs have been supplied to Citrix and integrated
into the Citrix Hypervisor product. Two examples are installing to, and booting
from, Fibre Channel and iSCSI LUNs.

In these cases additional coordination is required after the components
have been provided to Citrix to provide a pre‑release Citrix Hypervisor build
with the integrated components for testing.
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Certification and support

Drivers

Citrix maintains a Citrix Hypervisor Hardware Compatibility List (HCL), found at
hcl.vmd.citrix.com. This lists all devices
that have been tested and confirmed to function correctly with the
Citrix Hypervisor product.

In order to be listed on the Citrix Hypervisor HCL, hardware vendors must
utilize the appropriate certification kit, obtainable from
http://www.citrix.com/ready/hcl. The test kits contain a mix of manual
and automated tests that are run on a host that contains the hardware to
be certified. In general, two such hosts are required to perform the
tests. Test results are submitted to Citrix for validation, and if they
are approved, the device is listed on the HCL within a small number of
working days, along with a link to the supplemental pack that contains
any necessary driver, if this has not yet been incorporated into the
Citrix Hypervisor product. In general, such supplemental packs will be hosted on
partner web sites, though Citrix may additionally opt to link to (or
host) the pack on its own Knowledge Base site.

For certification of converged or hybrid devices, such as CNAs, each
function of the device must be separately certified. This implies that
for a device with both networking and storage (HBA) functionality, both
the networking certification tests and the storage certification tests
must be carried out.

There is no restriction on who is permitted to submit certifications to
the Citrix Hypervisor HCL, for example, it is not the case that only the
hardware vendor can submit certifications for their products. Having
said this, Citrix strongly prefers hardware vendors to perform
certification testing, as they are best placed to test all of their
products’ features.

Once a device is listed on the HCL, Citrix will take support calls from
customers who are using that device with Citrix Hypervisor. It is expected that
partners who submit devices for inclusion in the HCL will collaborate
with Citrix to provide a fix for any issue that is later found with
Citrix Hypervisor which is caused by said device.
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Userspace software

At present, supplemental packs that contain userspace software to be
installed into dom0may only be issued by partners who have agreements
in place with Citrix where the partner provides level 1 and level 2
support to their customers.

The reason for this is because Citrix will not necessarily have had the
opportunity to test a supplemental pack of a partner, and hence must
rely on partner testing of the pack as installed on Citrix Hypervisor.
Therefore, only partners who perform testing that has been agreed as
sufficient by Citrix can ship supplemental packs. If a customer installs
a pack that is not from an approved partner, their configuration will be
deemed unsupported by Citrix: any issues found will need to be
reproduced on a standard installation of Citrix Hypervisor, without the pack
installed, if support is to be given.

Partners who want to produce supplemental packs that contain more than
solely drivers must discuss this with their Citrix relationship
manager as early as possible, in order to discuss what software is
appropriate for inclusion, and what testing must be performed.

Additional Resources

March 1, 2023

In addition to supplemental packs, a variety of mechanisms are available
for partners to interface with Citrix Hypervisor, and add value to the user
experience. This chapter overviews the mechanisms, and provides web
links to further information.

If pack authors have any questions concerning what or what not to include
in a pack, or how a particular customization goal might
be achieved, they are encouraged to contact their Citrix technical
account manager.

Xen API plug‑ins

Whilst the Xen API provides a wide variety of calls to interface with
Citrix Hypervisor, partners have the opportunity to add to the API by means of
XAPI plug‑ins. These consist of Python scripts that are installed as
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part of supplemental packs, that can be run by using the
host.call_plugin XAPI call. These plug‑ins can perform arbitrary
operations, including running commands in dom0, andmaking further XAPI
calls, using the XAPI Python language bindings.

For examples of how XAPI plug‑ins can be used, see the example
plug‑ins in the /etc/xapi.d/plugins/ directory of a standard Citrix Hypervisor
installation.

XenCenter plug‑ins

XenCenter plug‑ins provides the facility for partners to add newmenus
and tabs to the XenCenter administration GUI. In particular, new tabs
can have an embedded web browser, meaning that existing web‑based
management interfaces can easily be displayed. When combined with Xen
API plug‑ins to drive newmenu items, this feature can be used by
partners to integrate features from their supplemental packs into one
centralized management interface for Citrix Hypervisor.

To learn how to create plug‑ins for XenCenter, see the samples and accompanying
documentation in the XenCenter Plug‑in Specification and Examples
repository. The XenCenter Plug‑in Specification Guide
is available on the Developer Documentation site.

Citrix Hypervisor SDK

The Xen API is a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) based API providing programmatic
access to the extensive set of Citrix Hypervisor management features and tools.
Although it is possible to write applications that use the API directly through
raw RPC calls, the task of developing third‑party applications is greatly
simplified by using language bindings exposing the individual API calls as
first‑class functions in the target language. The Citrix Hypervisor SDK provides
language bindings for the C, C#, Java, Python, and PowerShell programming languages.

The Citrix Hypervisor SDK is shipped as a set of compiled libraries and source
code, which include a class for every API class and amethod for each API call.
The libraries are accompanied by a number of test programs that can be used as
pedagogical examples. The Citrix Hypervisor SDK can be downloaded from
https://www.citrix.com/downloads/citrix‑hypervisor/.

The Citrix Hypervisor Management API Reference
and the [Citrix Hypervisor Software Development Kit Guide](/en‑us/citrix‑hypervisor/developer/sdk‑
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guide.html
are available on the Developer Documentation site.

XenCenter Plug‑in Specification Guide

January 10, 2023

This document explains how to write a plug‑in for XenCenter, the GUI for
Citrix Hypervisor. Using the plug‑in mechanism third‑parties can:

• Create menu entries in the XenCenter menus linked to an executable file or
PowerShell script, including full use of the Citrix Hypervisor PowerShell Module
(XenServerPSModule) cmdlets.

• Cause a URL to be loaded into a tab in XenCenter.

The XenCenter plug‑in mechanism is context aware, allowing you to use XenSearch
to specify complicated queries. Also, plug‑ins can take advantage of contextual
information passed as arguments to executables or as replaceable parameters in
URLs.

A XenCenter plug‑in consists of the following components:

• An XML configuration file.

• A resource DLL for each supported locale. Currently XenCenter exists in English
and Japanese versions only.

• The application and any resources it requires.

Put these components of a plug‑in in a subdirectory of the XenCenter installation
directory. For example, a default installation of XenCenter requires that a plug‑in
reside in C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenCenter\Plugins\<organization_name>\<plug-
in_name>

XenCenter loads all valid plug‑ins found in subdirectories of the plug‑ins
directory when it starts:

• The plug‑in name (<plug‑in_name>) must be the same as the directory in
which it is placed.

• The resource DLL and the XML configuration file must follow these naming
conventions:

– <plug-in_name>.resources.dll
– <plug-in_name>.xcplugin.xml
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For example, if your organization is called Citrix and you write a plug‑in called
Example which runs a batch file called do_something.bat, the following files must exist:

• C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenCenter\Plugins\Citrix\Example\Example.
resources.dll

• C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenCenter\Plugins\Citrix\Example\example.
xcplugin.xml

• C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenCenter\Plugins\Citrix\Example\do_something.
bat

These paths assume that you use the default XenCenter installation directory.

XML Configuration File

March 1, 2023

Use your plug‑in XML configuration file to define the menu items and tab items
you want to appear in XenCenter. These items are referred to as features, and
you can customize each one using the XML attributes described in this specification.

Example: A sample XML configuration file

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
3
4 <XenCenterPlugin
5 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
6 version="1"
7 plugin_version="1.0.0.0">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="Hello World"
11 menu="vm"
12 contextmenu="none"
13 serialized="obj"
14 icon="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\icon.png"
15 search="dd7fbce2-b0d4-4c61-9707-e4b0f718673e"
16 description="The world’ s friendliest plug-in, it loves to say

hello">
17
18 <Shell filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.exe" />
19
20 </MenuItem>
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21
22 <TabPage
23 name="Google"
24 url="http://www.google.com/" />
25
26 <Search
27 uuid="dd7fbce2-b0d4-4c61-9707-e4b0f718673e"
28 name="HelloSearch"
29 major_version="2"
30 minor_version="0"
31 show_expanded="yes">
32
33 <Query>
34
35 <QueryScope>
36
37 <VM />
38
39 </QueryScope>
40
41 <RecursiveXMOListPropertyQuery property="vm">
42
43 <EnumPropertyQuery
44 property="power_state"
45 equals="no"
46 query="Running" />
47
48 </RecursiveXMOListPropertyQuery>
49
50 </Query>
51
52 </Search>
53
54 </XenCenterPlugin>
55 <!--NeedCopy-->

If your configuration file is invalid, XenCenter logs an error and the plug‑in
is ignored. You can enable, disable, and view errors with your plug‑in
configuration file in the XenCenter plug‑ins dialog.

Note:

Errors are only shown in the dialog when your configuration file XML can be
parsed. If your plug‑in is not listed in the dialog, use the XenCenter log file
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to debug your XML.

Basic Structure

The XML elements in a configuration file have the following structure:

Figure A hierarchy diagram. The top element is XenCenterPlugin. Its child
elements are Search, MethodList, MenuItem, TabPage, GroupMenuItem. Search can
contain XenSearch XML. MenuItem can have one of the following child elements:
Shell, PowerShell, XenServerPowerShell. GroupMenuItem can contain multiple
MenuItem elements.

The XenCenterPlugin XML element is declared as follows:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
4
5 <XenCenterPlugin
6 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
7 version="1">
8 ...
9 </XenCenterPlugin>

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

With the following XML attributes:

Important:

The version attribute is required. If it is not set, your plug‑in fails to load.

Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

version 1 The XenCenter
plug‑in version
this plug‑in was
written for.
Currently only
version 1 is in
use.

Required ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

label [string] Used in
XenCenter as a
user‑friendly
replacement for
the plug‑in
name as
dictated by the
directory
structure.

Optional ‑

description [string] A short
description of
this plug‑in to
show in
XenCenter.

Optional ‑

copyright [string] A copyright
notice for this
plug‑in to show
in XenCenter

Optional ‑

link [string] A URL web
resource for the
plug‑in to show
in XenCenter

Optional ‑

XenSearch

You can include XenSearch definitions in your plug‑in configuration file for
features to reference. They can use these searches to tell XenCenter when they
want to be enabled or shown.

Example: A MenuItem feature is using a XenSearch definition to restrict
itself to shut down VMs:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
4
5 <XenCenterPlugin
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6 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
7 version="1">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="hello-menu-item"
11 menu="vm"
12 serialized="none"
13 search="dd7fbce2-b0d4-4c61-9707-e4b0f718673e">
14 <Shell filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.bat" />
15
16 </MenuItem>
17
18 <Search
19 uuid="dd7fbce2-b0d4-4c61-9707-e4b0f718673e"
20 name="NotRunning"
21 major_version="2"
22 minor_version="0"
23 show_expanded="yes">
24
25 <Query>
26
27 <QueryScope>
28
29 <VM />
30
31 </QueryScope>
32
33 <RecursiveXMOListPropertyQuery property="vm">
34
35 <EnumPropertyQuery
36 property="power_state"
37 equals="no"
38 query="Running" />
39
40 </RecursiveXMOListPropertyQuery>
41
42 </Query>
43
44 </Search>
45
46 </XenCenterPlugin>
47 <!--NeedCopy-->

To get a XenSearch definition into your plug‑in configuration file construct it
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in XenCenter, export it to a local file, and copy it into your configuration file.

Shared RBACMethod List

When the user is connected to a server running Role Based Access Control, your
plug‑in might not have permission to run all the server API calls you need.
A method list can be defined for each command to warn XenCenter which API calls
are needed before the plug‑in is even run. See
Commands and RBAC for more information.

By defining a shared RBACmethod list as a child of your XenCenterPlugin node you
can have multiple commands share a common list of methods:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
4
5 <XenCenterPlugin
6 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
7 version="1">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="hello-menu-item"
11 menu="vm"
12 serialized="none">
13
14 <Shell
15 filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.bat"
16 required_method_list=” methodList1” />
17
18 </MenuItem>
19
20 <MenuItem
21 name="hello-menu-item"
22 menu="file"
23 serialized="none">
24
25 <Shell
26 filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.bat"
27 required_method_list=” methodList1” />
28
29 </MenuItem>
30
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31 <MethodList name="methodList1">
32 host.reboot, vm.start
33 </MethodList>
34
35 </XenCenterPlugin>
36 <!--NeedCopy-->

This capability is purely for convenience and is equivalent to defining the
method list on each command separately. When both required_method_list and
required_methods are set on a command, required_methods takes precedence.

For syntax and further information see Commands and RBAC.

Features

March 1, 2023

Each XenCenter plug‑in can define multiple features to extend the functionality
of XenCenter for specific tasks. These features are the newmenu items and tab
pages you are adding to XenCenter.

Figure The Feature element has child elements TabPageFeature, MenuItemFeature,
and GroupMenuItemFeature.

GroupMenuItem features are available to help organize your MenuItem features,
but rely on MenuItem features to provide any functionality.

XML Attributes

All features share some common optional and required attributes that enable you
to customize their appearance and functionality.

Important:

The name attribute is required for all features. If it is not set, your
plug‑in fails to load.
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

name [string] The name for
this feature. If
the label
attribute is not
set, this name is
used for display
purposes in
XenCenter. It is
also used for
logging.

Required ‑

label [string] Used as a name
replacement for
user facing
display purposes
in XenCenter.

Optional ‑

search [string] The UUID of a
XenSearch
defined in your
configuration
file. It is used for
setting
enablement and
visibility of this
feature.

Optional ‑

description [string] A short
description of
this feature.

Optional ‑

tooltip [string] Any text you
want to display a
tooltip for this
feature.

Optional ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

icon [string] A relative path
from your
XenCenter install
directory to an
icon image for
this feature. It is
displayed at size
16x16.

Optional ‑

Example: A configuration file with a MenuItem feature using some of the common
feature XML attributes

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
4
5 <XenCenterPlugin
6 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
7 version="1">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="Hello Exe World"
11 menu="file"
12 serialized="obj"
13 icon="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\icon.png"
14 tooltip="Says hello to the whole world"
15 label="Hello"
16 search="dd7fbce2-b0d4-4c61-9707-e4b0f718673e"
17 description="The world's friendliest plug-in, it loves to say

hello">
18
19 <Shell filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.exe"/>
20
21 </MenuItem>
22
23 <Search
24 uuid="dd7fbce2-b0d4-4c61-9707-e4b0f718673e"
25 name="HelloSearch"
26 major_version="2"
27 minor_version="0"
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28 show_expanded="yes">
29
30 <Query>
31
32 <QueryScope>
33
34 <VM />
35
36 </QueryScope>
37
38 <RecursiveXMOListPropertyQuery property="vm">
39
40 <EnumPropertyQuery
41 property="power_state"
42 equals="no"
43 query="Running" />
44
45 </RecursiveXMOListPropertyQuery>
46
47 </Query>
48
49 </Search>
50
51 </XenCenterPlugin>
52 <!--NeedCopy-->

MenuItem and GroupMenuItem

Plug‑in authors can use MenuItem and GroupMenuItem features to addmenu items in
XenCenter. GroupMenuItems collect your menu items under submenus and MenuItems
launch your plug‑in commands.

Figure: An example hierarchy of menu items that launch various plug‑in commands.

• Each GroupMenuItem can have multiple MenuItem children
• Each MenuItem has exactly one child command which runs a target executable or script.

Example: A configuration file detailing the MenuItems and GroupMenuItems
shown in the preceding figure

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
4
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5 <XenCenterPlugin
6 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
7 version="1">
8
9 <GroupMenuItem

10 name="Hello World"
11 menu="file">
12
13 <MenuItem
14 name="Hello PowerShell World"
15 menu="file"
16 serialized="obj">
17
18 <PowerShell filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.ps1"

/>
19
20 </MenuItem>
21
22 <MenuItem
23 name="Hello Batch World"
24 menu="file"
25 serialized="obj">
26
27 <Shell filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.bat" />
28
29 </MenuItem>
30
31 </GroupMenuItem>
32
33 <MenuItem
34 name="Hello Exe World"
35 menu="file"
36 serialized="obj">
37
38 <Shell filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.exe" />
39
40 </MenuItem>
41
42 </XenCenterPlugin>
43 <!--NeedCopy-->

MenuItems which are children of a GroupMenuItem appear as a submenu under their
group. The MenuItem validation logic still requires that the ‘menu’ attribute is
set for these sub MenuItems. However, the menu attribute on the parent GroupMenuItem
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dictates their location.

Figure The File menu shows a menu item called Hello World with subitems
called Hello PowerShell World and Hello Batch World.

MenuItem XML Attributes
Important:

• The inherited feature attribute ‘name’ is required. If it is not set, your
plug‑in fails to load.

• Each MenuItem feature must contain exactly one child node describing a
XenCenter plug‑in command, otherwise your plug‑in does not load

Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

‑ ‑ [All attributes
inherited from
feature]

‑ ‑

menu One of: file,
view, pool,
server, vm,
storage,
templates, tools,
help

The XenCenter
menu you would
like this to
appear under.

Required ‑

serialized One of: obj,
global

If set to obj, the
menu item
disables itself if
its command is
already running
against the
selected object.
If set to global,
only one
instance of its
command is
allowed to run at
a time
regardless of
what is selected.

Optional ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

contextmenu One of: none,
pool, server, vm,
storage,
template, folder

An extra context
menu you would
like this menu
item to appear
under. Unless
you set ‘none’,
the item is
already present
on the context
menu that
relates to the
menu attribute
(if such a context
menu exists).

Optional [value for menu]

GroupMenuItem XML Attributes
Important:

The inherited feature attribute ‘name’ is required. If it is not set, your
plug‑in fails to load.

Each GroupMenuItem feature can contain as many MenuItem child nodes as you would like.

Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

‑ ‑ [All attributes
inherited from
feature]

‑ ‑

menu One of: File,
view, pool,
server, vm,
storage,
templates, tools,
help

The XenCenter
menu you would
like this to
appear under.

Required ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

contextmenu One of: none,
pool, server, vm,
storage,
template, folder

An extra context
menu you would
like this menu
item to appear
under. Unless
you set ‘none’
the item is
already present
on the context
menu that
relates to the
‘menu’ attribute
(if such a context
menu exists).

Optional [value for menu]

TabPage

Tab page features load a URL to display as an extra tab inside XenCenter. These
tabs can be used to allow access to webmanagement consoles or to add extra user
interface features into XenCenter.

Note:

All local HTML and JavaScript examples in this section use the modified jQuery
libraries for RPC calls through XenCenter in addition to the jQuery base library
? v1.3.2

Figure A screenshot of the message board example plug‑in.

TabPage XML Attributes
Important:

• The inherited feature attribute ‘name’ is required. If it is not set, your
plug‑in fails to load.

• The ‘url’ attribute is required. If it is not set, your plug‑in fails to load.
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

‑ ‑ [All attributes
inherited from
feature]

‑ ‑

url [string] The local or
remote URL to
load the HTML
page from

Required ‑

context-menu true or false Whether you
would like the
context menu for
this HTML page
to be enabled.

Optional false

xencenter-
only

true or false If set, this
TabPage appears
when the
XenCenter node
is selected in the
resource list and
nowhere else.

Optional false

relative true or false If set, the url
attribute is
interpreted as
relative to the
XenCenter install
directory.

Optional false

help-link [string] The URL to
launch in a
separate
browser when
the user
requests for help
on the tab page.

Optional ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/Required Default

credentials true or false Indicates that
the webpage is
using scripting
and wants to use
XenCenter’s
session
credentials to
interact with the
server. This sets
window.
external.
SessionUuid
and window.
external.
SessionUrl for
scripting access.
Warning: By
exposing these
variables, you
are allowing
external
webpages access
to your server.

Optional false

console true or false Indicates that
this tab page is
meant to replace
the standard
XenCenter
console.

Optional false

TabPage Javascript API

Using somemodified jQuery libraries to pass XML‑RPC calls through XenCenter it
is possible for your tab page to communicate with the server using JavaScript.
XenCenter provides a scripting object which contains the following public variables:

• SessionUuid
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• SessionUrl
• SelectedObjectType
• SelectedObjectRef

These variables can be accessed through the window.external object in JavaScript
and used to make server API calls:

1 // Retrieves the other config map for the currently selected XenCenter
2 object and passes it on to the callback function
3
4 function GetOtherConfig(Callback)
5
6 {
7
8 var tmprpc;
9

10 function GetCurrentOtherConfig()
11
12 {
13
14 var toExec = "tmprpc." + window.external.SelectedObjectType +
15 ".get_other_config(Callback, window.external.SessionUuid

window.external.SelectedObjectRef);";
16
17 eval(toExec);
18
19 }
20
21
22 tmprpc= new $.rpc(
23 "xml",
24 GetCurrentOtherConfig,
25 null,
26 [window.external.SelectedObjectType + ".get_other_config"]
27
28 );
29
30 }
31
32 <!--NeedCopy-->

In this example we create an RPC object using 4 parameters:

1. Notifying that the RPC call is carrying XML (as opposed to JSON)

2. The function to run (GetCurrentOtherConfig) which fires off an API call;
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the modified jQuery library packages up the API call as an XML‑RPC request and
hands it to XenCenter.

Notice that the function name for the callback is passed as an extra first
parameter to the API call.

3. We don’t specify a version number for the XML (null) which is interpreted
as 1.0.

4. We pass a description of the API call we want to make inside
GetCurrentOtherConfig so the appropriate objects are created for the function
to access.

Required Functions

Important:

It is required that you define a RefreshPage function in your JavaScript.

XenCenter calls this function every time it reloads the HTML page or adjusts the
variables on the scripting object. Structure your code so that the RefreshPage
function can easily tear down and rebuild the state of the page:

1 $(document).ready(RefreshPage);
2
3 function RefreshPage()
4
5 {
6
7 // hide the error div and show the main content div
8
9 $("#content").css({

10 "display" : "" }
11 );
12 $("#errorContent").css({
13 "display" : "none" }
14 );
15 $("#errorMessage").html("");
16 RefreshMessagesAndStatus();
17 RefreshDescription();
18 RefreshTags();
19 }
20
21 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Setting the function to be called at $(document).ready() ensures there are no
race conditions between XenCenter signaling to the page to refresh and the page
itself being ready to receive these requests.

Receiving XenCenter Callbacks

When youmake an RPC object and get XenCenter to pass through an API call to the
server, you specify a callback function. When the XML‑RPC request returns from
the server, XenCenter invokes the callback function and passes in a JSON object
that contains the result as a parameter. Look at RefreshDescription in the
following example:

1 // The result object of any xmlrpc call to the server contains:
2 // - a result field which indicates whether it was succesfull or not,
3 // - a value field containing any returned data in json
4 // - an error description field containing any error information
5 // This function checks for success, displays any relevant errors, and

returns
6 // a json object that corresponds to the value field
7
8 function CheckResult(Result)
9 {

10
11 var myResult=Result.result;
12 if(myResult.Status=="Failure")
13 {
14
15 var message=myResult.ErrorDescription\[0\];
16 for(var i=1; i<myResult.ErrorDescription.length; i++)
17 {
18
19 message+=","+myResult.ErrorDescription\[i\];
20 }
21
22 $("#content").css({
23 "display" : "none" }
24 );
25 $("#errorContent").css({
26 "display" : "" }
27 );
28 $("#errorMessage").html(message);
29 return;
30 }
31
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32 if (myResult.Value == "")
33 {
34
35 return;
36 }
37
38 myResult = eval("("+myResult.Value+")");
39 return myResult;
40 }
41
42
43 // DESCRIPTION UPDATE SECTION
44 // This pair of methods chain to retrieve the description field from

the server
45 // and display it. There is no writing to the description field on the

server.
46 function RefreshDescription()
47 {
48
49 var tmprpc;
50 function RetrieveDescription()
51 {
52
53 var toExec = "tmprpc." + window.external.SelectedObjectType +
54 ".get_name_description(ShowDescription, window.external.

SessionUuid, window.external.SelectedObjectRef);";
55
56 eval(toExec);
57 }
58
59 tmprpc= new $.rpc(
60 "xml",
61 RetrieveDescription,
62 null,
63 [window.external.SelectedObjectType + ".get_name_description"])
64
65 }
66
67
68 function ShowDescription(DescriptionResult)
69 {
70
71 var result = CheckResult(DescriptionResult);
72 if (result == null)
73 {
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74
75 $("#descriptionText").html("None");
76 return;
77 }
78
79 $("#descriptionText").html(result);
80 }
81
82 <!--NeedCopy-->

TabPage Replacement Consoles

This feature allows you to specify that your tab page feature replaces the
standard console tab page in XenCenter. It is often used when a VM has its own
web interface and the standard console tab page does not need to be seen.

To activate this feature, add the attribute console="True" to the TabPageFeature
tag in your configuration file.

If XenCenter cannot reach the webpage you have specified in your tab page feature,
the standard console tab page is returned and your tab page feature is hidden. If
the tab page feature can be reached later on, it is automatically restored, and
the standard console tab page hidden.

Commands

March 1, 2023

In your configuration file, each MenuItem feature has a single command as a child.
This child defines which executable or script to run when the user clicks the MenuItem.

This version of the XenCenter plug‑in specification includes the following types
of command:

• Shell
• PowerShell
• XenServerPowerShell

PowerShell and XenServerPowerShell are extensions of Shell and inherit all the
properties of Shell. However, they both have extra features which make it easier
to run PowerShell scripts. For example, XenServerPowerShell commands automatically
load the Citrix Hypervisor PowerShell Module (XenServerPSModule) before running.
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Figure PowerShell and XenServerPowerShell extend Shell

Parameter Sets

A parameter set is a collection of four parameters that describe which items are
selected in the XenCenter resource list when your command is run.

While each command has its own way of receiving parameters from XenCenter, the
parameters are always the same. They are delivered in sets of four that describe
the selection in the XenCenter resource list: url, sessionRef, class, and
objUuid.

Two of the parameters are used to allow communication to the relevant server:

• The url parameter indicates the address of the applicable standalone server
or pool master.

• The sessionRef parameter is the session opaque ref that can be used to
communicate with this server.

Two of the parameters are used to describe which specific object is selected:

• The class parameter is used to show the class of the object which is selected
in the resource list.

• The objUuid parameter is the UUID of this selected object.

Example: If you select both the local SR from a standalone server (Server A)
and the pool node from a separate pool (Pool B), two parameter sets are passed
into your plug‑in:

Figure An example of two sets of four parameters.

In general, the plug‑in receives one parameter set per object selected in the
tree view, with two exceptions.

• Selecting a folder adds a parameter set per object in the folder, not the
folder itself.

• Selected the XenCenter node adds a parameter set for each stand‑alone server
or pool that is connected, with the class and objUuid parameters marked with
the keyword ‘blank’.

If the XenCenter node is selected, the plug‑in receives the necessary information
to perform actions on any connected servers. However, selecting this node
provides no contextual information about what the user wants to target. The
‘blank’ keyword is used for the parameters that identify specifically what
is selected.
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Example: If you connect to Server A and Pool B from the previous example,
and you selected both the XenCenter node and the local storage on Server A, you
get the following parameter sets:

Figure An example of multiple sets of parameters

Shell

Shell commands are the most generic command type and launch executables, batch
files, and other files which have a registered Windows extension.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
3
4 <XenCenterPlugin
5 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
6 version="1"
7 plugin_version="1.0.0.0">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="hello-menu-item"
11 menu="file"
12 serialized="obj">
13
14 <Shell
15 filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.bat"
16 window="true"
17 log_output="true"
18 dispose_time="0"
19 param="{
20 $type }
21 " />
22
23 </MenuItem>
24
25 </XenCenterPlugin>
26 <!--NeedCopy-->

Shell Parameters

For Shell commands the parameter sets are passed through as command‑line parameters
to the batch file or executable. Any extra parameters supplied using the param
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XML attribute (see the following table) are first in the list of parameters,
followed by sets of four command line parameters representing each parameter set.

Shell XML Attributes
Note:

The filename attribute is required and your plug‑in only loads when it is set.

Key Value Description Optional/RequiredDefault
Accepts
Placeholders

filename [string] The file to
execute, for
example, an
executable or
a Windows
batch file.
The value is a
relative path
from your
XenCenter
installation
directory.

Required ‑ True

window true or false Whether to
start the
process in a
window or
run it in the
background.

Optional true ‑

log_output true or false Redirects the
standard
output and
standard
error streams
of the plug‑in
process to the
XenCenter log
file.

Optional false ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/RequiredDefault
Accepts
Placeholders

param [string] A comma‑
separated
string of extra
parameters
to pass to the
process. You
can pass a
parameter
with spaces
by encasing it
in
XML‑escaped
quotes
(&quot;)

Optional ‑ True

dispose_time [float] The grace
period
XenCenter
gives the
plug‑in after
it has
requested it
to cancel.
After this
period,
XenCenter
assumes the
plug‑in has
hung and
warns the
user.

Optional 20.0 ‑
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Key Value Description Optional/RequiredDefault
Accepts
Placeholders

required_methods[string] A comma‑
separated
string of API
calls the
plug‑in wants
to run.
XenCenter
blocks the
plug‑in
launch and
warns the
user when
these
requirements
are not met
due to a role
restriction
under RBAC.

Optional ‑ False

required_method_list[string] The name of
a list of
methods
called out in
the
MethodList
node (child of
XenCenter‑
Plugin). If
required_methods
is set, this
parameter is
ignored.

Optional ‑ False

For more information, see the section on RBAC protection.
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PowerShell

PowerShell commands specifically target PowerShell scripts and have several
enhancements over a basic Shell command to help you access the various parameters
XenCenter can pass to your plug‑in.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
3
4 <XenCenterPlugin
5 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
6 version="1"
7 plugin_version="1.0.0.0">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="hello-menu-item"
11 menu="file"
12 serialized="obj" />
13
14 <PowerShell
15 filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.ps1"
16 debug="true"
17 window="true"
18 log_output="true"
19 dispose_time="0"
20 param="{
21 $type }
22 "
23 function="Write-Output {
24 $type }
25 ; read-host '[Press Enter to Exit]'" />
26
27 </MenuItem>
28
29 </XenCenterPlugin>
30 <!--NeedCopy-->

PowerShell Object Information Array

Information regarding the target items selected in the XenCenter resource list
are stored in a PowerShell variable for easy access by your script. Inside the
$objInfoArray variable is an array of hash maps, each representing a parameter
set. Use the following keys to access the parameters in each hashmap:
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• url
• sessionRef
• class
• objUuid

1 [reflection.assembly]::loadwithpartialname('system.windows.forms')
2
3 foreach ($objInfo in $objInfoArray)
4 {
5
6 $outputString = "url={
7 0 }
8 , sessionRef={
9 1 }

10 , objName={
11 2 }
12 , objUuid={
13 3 }
14 " `
15 -f $objInfo["url"], $objInfo["uuid"], $objInfo["class"], $objInfo

["objUuid"]
16 [system.Windows.Forms.MessageBox]::show("Hello from {
17 0 }
18 !" -f $outputString)
19 }
20
21 <!--NeedCopy-->

PowerShell Extra Parameter Array

Any additional parameters you define using the param XML attribute inherited
from Shell are stored in the $ParamArray variable as a simple array.

1 [reflection.assembly]::loadwithpartialname('system.windows.forms')
2
3 foreach ($param in $ParamArray)
4 {
5
6 [system.Windows.Forms.MessageBox]::show("Hello from {
7 0 }
8 !" -f $param)
9 }

10
11 <!--NeedCopy-->
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PowerShell XML Attributes
Note:

The filename attribute inherited from Shell is required. Your plug‑in only
loads when this attribute points to a PowerShell script.

Key Value Description Optional/RequiredDefault
Accepts
Placeholders

‑ ‑ [All attributes
inherited
from Shell]

‑ ‑ ‑

debug true or false Enables
debugging
output that
traps and
details any
uncaught
exceptions. It
is highly rec‑
ommended
you set
window=
true if debug
is enabled.

Optional false ‑

function [string] Executes the
provided
string as
PowerShell
code after the
main script
has finished
running.

Optional ‑ True
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XenServerPowerShell

In addition to the features provided by the PowerShell Command, the
XenServerPowerShell Command loads the Citrix Hypervisor PowerShell Module
(XenServerPSModule before running your target PowerShell script.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
3
4 <XenCenterPlugin
5 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
6 version="1"
7 plugin_version="1.0.0.0">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="hello-menu-item"
11 menu="file"
12 serialized="obj" />
13
14 <XenServerPowerShell
15 filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.ps1"
16 debug="true"
17 window="true"
18 log_output="true"
19 dispose_time="0"
20 param="{
21 $type }
22 "
23 function="Write-Output {
24 $type }
25 ; read-host '[Press Enter to Exit]'" />
26
27 </MenuItem>
28
29 </XenCenterPlugin>
30 <!--NeedCopy-->

XenServerPowerShell Initialization Details

The full setup done to prepare your PowerShell environment for communicating
with the server is in the Initialize‑Environment script in your Citrix Hypervisor
PowerShell Module (XenServerPSModule) installation directory. When your target
script begins running, the following setup happens:
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• All the cmdlet aliases are initialized
• The global session variable is initialized to store your session information

XenServerPowerShell Parameters

The parameter sets and extra parameters can be accessed through the $objInfoArray
and the $ParamArray variables as detailed in the previous PowerShell Command section.

XenServerPowerShell XML Attributes
Important:

The filename attribute inherited from Shell is required and your plug‑in does
only loads when it is set to point to a PowerShell script

Key Value Description Optional/RequiredDefault
Accepts
Placeholders

‑ ‑ [All attributes
inherited
from Shell]

‑ ‑ ‑

debug true or false Enables
debugging
output that
traps and
details any
uncaught
exceptions. It
is highly rec‑
ommended
you set
window=
true

Optional false ‑

function [string] Executes the
provided
string as
PowerShell
code after the
main script
has finished
running.

Optional ‑ True
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Preparing for Role Based Access Control (RBAC)

If you define the methods that a command requires in your configuration file,
the command can be prepared for when XenCenter connects to a server that uses
Role Based Access Control.

If the user does not have permission to run an API call on a server due to
RBAC, the call fails with an RBAC_PERMISSION_DENIED exception. You can handle
these exceptions fromwithin the plug‑in (examine the ErrorDescription field
on the response for details). Alternatively, you can ask XenCenter to ensure that
the user can run all possible commands youmight need before the plug‑in is run:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE XenCenterPlugin PUBLIC "-//XENCENTERPLUGIN//DTD

XENCENTERPLUGIN1//EN" "xencenter-1.dtd">
3
4 <XenCenterPlugin
5 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
6 version="1"
7 plugin_version="1.0.0.0">
8
9 <MenuItem

10 name="Hello Exe World"
11 menu="file"
12 serialized="obj"
13 description="The worlds most friendly plug-in, it loves to say

hello">
14
15 <Shell
16 filename="Plugins\Citrix\HelloWorld\HelloWorld.exe"
17 required_methods="host.reboot, vm.start" />
18
19 </MenuItem>
20
21 </XenCenterPlugin>
22 <!--NeedCopy-->

The required_methods attribute accepts a comma separated list of API calls in
the format object.method.

If the user is operating on an RBAC enabled server, XenCenter checks that the
user can run all of these API calls on their current role. If they can’t,
the plug‑in is not launched and an error displayed:

Figure An error in the Logs tab. The error is “Your current role is not
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authorized to perform this action on POOL NAME”.

Preparing for RBAC ‑ KeyWhite Lists
Important:

• Key white lists apply to advanced XenCenter keys. Only modify these lists
if you knowwhat you are doing.

In general, when operating under RBAC your role restricts you to modifying the
other-configmap on objects which are directly relevant to your role. For
example, a VM Admin canmodify the other-configmap on a VM, but it cannot
modify the other-configmap on a server.

Some specific keys have been white listed to all roles above read‑only. This
setting allows XenCenter to set some advanced keys on other-configmaps that
are otherwise inaccessible to the user’s role:

Target object Key

VDI, SR, network, host, VM, pool XenCenter.CustomFields.*

VDI, SR, network, host, VM, pool folder

pool EMPTY_FOLDERS

task XenCenterUUID

task applies_to

network XenCenterCreateInProgress

You can enter these checks into your method list with the following
syntax:

1 <MethodList name="methodList1">
2 pool.set_other_config/key:folder,
3 pool.set_other_config/key:XenCenter.CustomFields.*
4 </MethodList>
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Placeholders

If you use placeholders in your strings, XenCenter can call different functions,
use different URLs, or provide different parameters based on what object is
selected in the resource list.
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When an XML attribute is marked as being able to accept placeholders you can leave
wildcards for XenCenter to fill in based on the properties of the object that is
selected in the resource list.

Placeholder Description

{ $type } The type of the selected object, for example,
VM, Network

{ $label } The label of the selected object

{ $uuid } The UUID of the selected object, or the full
pathname of a folder

{ $description } The description of the selected object

{ $tags } Comma‑separated list of the tags of the
selected object

{ $host } The host name

{ $pool } The pool name

{ $networks } Comma‑separated list of the names of the
networks attached to the object

{ $storage } Comma‑separated list of the names of the
storage attached to the object

{ $disks } Comma‑separated list of the types of the
storage attached to the object

{ $memory } The host memory, in bytes

{ $os_name } The name of the operating system that a VM is
running

{ $power_state } The VM power state, for example Halted,
Running

{ $virtualisation_status } The state of the pure virtualization drivers
installed on a VM

{ $start_time } Date and time that the VM was started

{ $ha_restart_priority } The HA restart priority of the VM

{ $size } The size in bytes of the attached disks

{ $ip_address } Comma‑separated list of IP addresses
associated with the selected object

{ $uptime } Uptime of the object, in a form such as ‘2 days,
1 hour, 26 minutes’
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Placeholder Description

{ $ha_enabled } true if HA is enabled, false otherwise

{ $shared } Applicable to storage, true if storage is shared,
false otherwise

{ $vm } Comma‑separated list of VM names

{ $folder } The immediate parent folder of the selected
object

{ $folders } Comma‑separated list of all the ancestor
folders of the selected object

If the user has selectedmore than one target for the plug‑in (by multiselect or
by selecting a folder), it is not possible for XenCenter to knowwhich object to
use for the placeholder context. In a multi‑target scenario all placeholders are
substituted with the keyword multi_target. The plug‑in can use this information
to detect this situation.

Also, if there has been an error filling in a particular placeholder then the
keyword null is substituted in to indicate the error. One example of where you
see this keyword is if the XenCenter node was selected, which has no object
properties to fill in.

Example: A community group adds their HTML help guides into a XenCenter tab
based on which object is selected

1 <XenCenterPlugin
2 xmlns="http://www.citrix.com/XenCenter/Plugins/schema"
3 version="1"
4 plugin_version="1.0.0.0">
5
6 <TabPage
7 name="Extra Support"
8 url="http://www.extra-help-for-xencenter.com/loadhelp.php?type

={
9 $type }

10 " />
11
12 </XenCenterPlugin>
13 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Resources and Internationalization

December 7, 2022

In the following text, <plug-in_name> is the value of the plug‑in name attributes
and <entry_name> is the value of the MenuItem/TabPage name attributes.

XenCenter reads the following resources from <plug-in>.resources.dll:

• <plug-in_name>.description ‑ Shown in the plug‑ins dialog.
• <plug-in_name>.copyright ‑ Vendor copyright statement. Shown in the plug‑ins
dialog.

• <plug-in_name>.link ‑ Link to vendor’s webpage. Shown in the plug‑ins dialog.
• <entry_name>.label ‑ The menu entry label.
• <entry_name>.description ‑ Shown in the plug‑ins dialog.
• <entry_name>.icon ‑ The icon to use in the menu entry. This icon is a 16x16
PNG. Can be omitted.

• <entry_name>.tooltip ‑ The tooltip to use when the menu entry is disabled.
Can be omitted.

To create the resources file:

1. Create a RESX file containing the appropriate strings (You can do this task
in any project in Visual Studio, for example, console project).

2. Open up Visual Studio command prompt and navigate to the RESX file’s directory

3. Run ResGen.exe <plug-in_name>.resx

(ResGen.exe is found in C:\Program Files\Microsoft SDKs\Windows\v7.0A\bin).

4. Run

al.exe /t:lib /embed:<plug-in_name>.resources /out:<plug-in_name>.
resources.dll

(al.exe is also found in C:\Program Files\Microsoft SDKs\Windows\v7.0A\bin).

5. If you want to compile extra resource DLLs for any specific cultures, edit the
RESX file appropriately. Run these commands again with an extra /culture argument
in the al.exe command specifying the two letter culture string. For example,
for Japanese, run:

al.exe /t:lib /embed:<plug-in_name>.resources /culture:ja /out:<plug-
in_name>.resources.dll

6. Place the invariant culture <plug-in_name>.resources.dll into the
<plug-in_dir> folder (with <plug-in_name>.xcplugin.xml and so on). Set up
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other cultures as follows: <plug-in_dir>\<culture>\<plug-in_name>.resources.dll
where <culture> is the two‑letter ISO culture name.

Unless stated otherwise, all of these entries are mandatory. If any are missing,
then the problem is logged, and the menu option is disabled.

Deploying

December 7, 2022

Each plug‑in is installed into: <XenCenter_install_dir>\Plugins\<organization_name>\<
plug-in_name>.

Notes:

• Theauthor’s installationdirectory (<XenCenter_install_dir>\Plugins\<organization_name
>)
is known in this specification as <org_root>.

• <org_root> is read‑only at runtime.
• By default <XenCenter_install_dir> is C:\Program Files\Citrix\XenCenter.
• <organization_name> is the name of the organization or individual authoring
the plug‑in.

• <plug-in_name> is the name of the plug‑in.
• <XenCenter_install_dir> can be looked up in the registry. In a default
XenCenter installation, the XenCenter install directory can be found at
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XenCenter\InstallDir. If XenCenter was
installed for all users, this key is under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

In <org_root>\<plug-in_name>, ensure that the following items exist:

• A plug‑in declaration file, named <plug-in_name>.xcplugin.xml.
• A satellite assembly for resources, named <plug-in_name>.resources.dll.
• Anything else that the plug‑in needs for its proper functions.

Other than as specified in this document, XenCenter ignores the contents of
<org_root>. Plug‑in authors can install whatever content they require within
their own <org_root>. You can, for example, have libraries or graphics that
are shared between all plug‑ins. In which case <org_root> (or a shared
subdirectory of it) is a good place for these artifacts.

The same freedom applies to <org_root>\<plug-in_name>. Material in there that
XenCenter does not recognize is ignored.
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The <XenCenter_install_dir>\Plugins directory is scanned when XenCenter starts
and plug‑ins that are found are loaded. To rescan the directory, restart XenCenter
or use the Re‑Scan Plug‑in Directory button on the XenCenter plug‑ins
dialog. Any subdirectory that does not contain <plug-in_name>.xcplugin.xml is
silently ignored.

Data Governance

April 24, 2023

This article provides information regarding the collection, storage, and retention of logs by Citrix Hy‑
pervisor.

Citrix Hypervisor is a server virtualization platform that enables the customer to create andmanage a
deploymentof virtualmachines. XenCenter is themanagementUI forCitrixHypervisor. CitrixHypervi‑
sor and XenCenter can collect and store customer data as part of providing the following capabilities:

• Server status reports ‑ A server status report can be generated on‑demand and uploaded to
Citrix Insight Services or provided to Citrix Support. The server status report contains informa‑
tion that can aid in diagnosing issues in the customer’s environment.

• Automatic updates for the Management Agent ‑ The Management Agent runs within VMs
hosted on a Citrix Hypervisor server or pool. If the server or pool is licensed, the Management
Agent can check for and apply updates to itself and to the I/O drivers in the VM. As part of check‑
ing for updates, the automatic update feature makes a web request to Citrix that can identify
the VM where the Management Agent runs.

• XenCenter check for updates ‑ This feature determines whether any hotfixes, cumulative up‑
dates, or new releases are available for the Citrix Hypervisor servers and pools XenCenter man‑
ages. As part of checking for updates, this feature makes a web request to Citrix that includes
telemetry. This telemetry is not user‑specific and is used to estimate the total number of Xen‑
Center instances worldwide.

• XenCenter email alerts ‑ XenCenter can be configured to send email notifications when alert
thresholds are exceeded. To send these email alerts, XenCenter collects and stores the target
email address.

At all times, any information received by Citrix is treated in accordance with the Citrix Privacy Policy.

Server status reports

During the course of operation a Citrix Hypervisor server collects and logs various information on the
serverwhereCitrixHypervisor is installed. These logs canbe collectedaspart of a server status report.
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A server status report canbegeneratedon‑demandanduploaded toCitrix InsightServicesorprovided
to Citrix Support. The server status report contains information that can aid in diagnosing issues in
the customer’s environment.

Server status reports that are uploaded to Citrix Insight Services are stored in Amazon S3 environ‑
ments located in the United States.

Citrix Hypervisor and XenCenter collect information from the following data sources:

• XenCenter
• Citrix Hypervisor servers and pools
• Hosted VMs

You can select which data items are included in the server status reports. You can also delete any
server status reports that are uploaded to your MyCitrix account on Citrix Insight Services.

Citrix Insight Services does not implement an automatic data retention for server status reports up‑
loadedby the customer. The customer determines the data retentionpolicy. You can choose to delete
any server status reports that are uploaded to your MyCitrix account on Citrix Insight Services.

Formore information about Citrix Insight Services data handling, see the Data Collection and Privacy
statement in the Citrix Insight Services website.

The information that you upload to Citrix Insight Services is used for troubleshooting and diagnos‑
tics support purposes, as well as to improve the quality, reliability, and performance of our products
subject to the Citrix Insight Services Policy and the Citrix Privacy Policy.

Data collected

A server status report can contain the following log files:

Log type Contains PII?

xapi-debug maybe

xen-info maybe

conntest no

xha-liveset maybe

high-availability maybe

firstboot yes

xenserver-databases yes

multipath maybe

disk-info maybe
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Log type Contains PII?

xenserver-logs maybe

xenserver-install maybe

process-list yes

blobs no

xapi yes

host-crashdump-logs maybe

xapi-subprocess no

pam no

control-slice maybe

tapdisk-logs no

kernel-info maybe

xenserver-config maybe

xenserver-domains no

device-model yes

hardware-info maybe

xenopsd maybe

loopback-devices maybe

system-services no

system-logs maybe

network-status yes

v6d maybe

CVSM no

message-switch maybe

VM-snapshot-schedule no

xcp-rrdd-plugins maybe

yum if customized

fcoe yes

xapi-clusterd maybe

network-config if customized
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Log type Contains PII?

boot-loader no

Management Agent automatic updates

The Management Agent runs within VMs hosted on a Citrix Hypervisor server or pool. If the server
or pool is licensed, the Management Agent can check for and apply updates to itself and to the I/O
drivers in the VM. As part of checking for updates, the automatic update featuremakes a web request
to Citrix that can identify the VM where the Management Agent runs.

Theweb logs captured from the requestsmade by theManagement Agent automatic updates feature
are located in a Microsoft Azure Cloud environment located in the United States. These logs are then
copied to a log management server in the United Kingdom.

The web requests made by the Management Agent automatic updates feature are made over HTTPS.
Web log files are transmitted securely to the log management server.

You can select whether your VM uses theManagement Agent automatic update feature. If you choose
to use the Management Agent automatic update feature, you can also choose whether the web re‑
quest includes the VM identifying information.

Web logs containing information from web requests made by the Management Agent automatic up‑
dates feature and the XenCenter check for updates feature can be retained indefinitely.

Data collected

The Management Agent automatic updates web requests can contain the following data points:

Data collected Description What we use it for

IP address The IP address of the VM
where the Management Agent
is installed

VM UUID A unique user ID for the VM
where the Management Agent
is installed
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XenCenter check for updates

This feature determines whether any hotfixes, cumulative updates, or new releases are available for
the Citrix Hypervisor servers and pools XenCenter manages. As part of checking for updates, this
feature makes a web request to Citrix that includes telemetry. This telemetry is not user‑specific and
is used to estimate the total number of XenCenter instances worldwide.

Theweb logs captured fromthe requestsmadeby theXenCenter check forupdates featureare located
in a Microsoft Azure Cloud environment located in the United States. These logs are then copied to a
log management server in the United Kingdom.

The web requests made by the XenCenter check for updates feature are made over HTTPS. Web log
files are transmitted securely to the log management server.

The XenCenter check for updates feature is enabled by default. You can choose to disable this feature.

Data collected

The check for updates feature web requests contain the following data points:

Data collected Description What we use it for

IP address The IP address of the
XenCenter host machine

XenCenter version The version of XenCenter
making the request

UUID A unique user ID

XenCenter email alerts

XenCenter can be configured to send email notificationswhen alert thresholds are exceeded. To send
these email alerts, XenCenter collects and stores the target email address.

The email address that XenCenter uses to send email alerts is stored on the machine where you in‑
stalled XenCenter.

You can delete email alerts configured in XenCenter to remove the stored email information.

XenCenter retains the email information used to provide email alerts for the lifetime of the email no‑
tification. When you delete the configured email alert, the data is removed.

Data collected

To provide email alerts XenCenter stores the following data points:
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Data collected Description What we use it for

Email address The email address for alerts To send alert and notification
emails to

SMTP server The SMTP server to use To route the email alerts to
the recipient
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